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FOREWORD

A review of past Industrial Energy Technology
Conference (IETC) attendees demonstrates that
this is a conference for energy users. For this
reason, the IETC is of major interest to every
provider of a product or service to the industrial
and commercial energy consumer. The IETC is a
vehicle for upper-level energy managers, plant
engineers, utility representatives, suppliers, and
industrial consultants to present and discuss
novel and innovative ideas on how to reduce
costs effectively and improve utilization of
resources. It is hoped that these proceedings may
be used as a reference in the near- and long-term
implementation of industrial energy management
projects.

We at the Energy Systems Laboratory in the
Department of Mechanical Engineering at Texas

A&M University express our appreciation to
everyone who helped make this conference a
success. These include our sponsors (the Texas
Governor's Energy Office, the Electric Power
Research Institute, Houston Lighting & Power,
BASF Corporation, Destec Energy, Inc., Dow
Chemical U.S.A., Praxair, Union Carbide, U.S.
EPA Climate Change Division, U.S. Department
of Energy, and the Center for Energy and
Mineral Resources at Texas A&M University),
the IETC Advisory Committee members who
took time from their busy schedules to provide
guidance and suggestions, the exhibitors who
displayed the latest and most advanced
equipment and related services, and all the
authors, session chairs, and keynote speakers
who shared their knowledge and experience.

Papers that are printed here ire just as they were provided to the editor. Questions or comments should be directed to the authors).
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STAYING COMPETITIVE IN THE 90'S:
HOW TO MAKE PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT WORK FOR YOUR ENERGY PROJECT

Katliy Wood Loveless, President, Loveless Enterprises, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah

ABSTRACT

Gone are the days when energy companies
could develop energy, void of citizen input. With the
passage of the National Environmental Policy Act in
1969, a new era of public involvement began.
Although the specifics of how the public should be
included in decisions affecting the environment and
energy resources were not mandated, nor even clearly
defined, it became evident that the public must be
included.

Now, more than two decades later, it is
evident that for energy companies to move forward
with development plans and to stay competitive, they
must have broad-based public support for their
projects. Today few energy projects are stopped
because they lack the technical capability to produce
clean and affordable energy, but because they lack the
public support to do so.

This paper addresses the following benefits
to energy companies:

• Ways energy companies can gain greater
public acceptance of their energy development plans
through strategic public involvement planning

• Proven techniques to increase consensus
and reduce conflict

• Six research Findings on how to build a
successful public involvement program

POLITICAL DECISIONS
For those energy developers who are more

comfortable with a Lotus spreadsheet than with the
rhetoric of politics, these may be increasingly more
difficult times. "Not In My Backyard" politics (often
called NIMBY politics) have grown steadily over the
last three decades. Vigilante consumers have taken to
the city council chambers, energy company board
rooms and to the media-and they are being heard by
local, stale and federal tribunals. Decisions that years
ago would have been based on a project's technical
feasibility-identification and transportability of fuel,
routing of transmission lines, and the finding of

markets--now are based more on political feasibility
or public acceptance. Consequently, to stay
competitive in the decades to come, energy
developers must master the skills to involve a variety
of publics. The ways to involve the publics, like the
publics themselves, are more sophisticated than in the
past. Holding a few large public hearings is no
longer sufficient. More interactive events are now
necessary. Interactive events such as the Delphi
processes where individuals are consulted repeatedly,
and Samoan circles where the number of participants
who get to speak is maximized, and other similar
techniques must be used more frequently.

FACT VS VALUE DECISIONMAKING
Often opposition to energy development

occurs because the development contradicts
opponents' value system rather than a scientifically
generated body of knowledge. Historically, opponents
realized that value systems were only a portion of the
equation. Those who opposed development of energy
projects believed that without their own "technical
arguments" they would lose the battle. The infusion
of the "technical expert" by the opposition changed
the complexion of public involvement activities.
Those who opposed a project for reasons based on
value judgements obtained technical experts who
could support the opposition based upon "fact." They
sought to blur the distinction between fact and value.

By blurring that distinction, those who
opposed development attempted to make the scales
appear to be more balanced. The principle tactic used
often was to obtain a single "expert" who would cast
enough doubt on the project so as to prolong the
beginning of development or to stop it altogether. In
most instances those who were opposed to the
development did not present the depth nor breath of
data that were amassed by the energy developer; yet
simply the charge by an "expert" that such
development would cause certain harmful effects
resulted in increased costs, delays, ?nd in some cases,
significant altering or even stoppjge of the project.
For these reasons the fact/value distinction is
important for the energy developer to understand



during the public involvement process. Sometimes
the opponent purposely seeks to make its value-driven
position appear as if it were fact-driven. Rarely are
opposition groups sufficiently funded to conduct the
extensive feasibility studies that most (if not all)
energy projects must undergo prior to development.

Unfair as it may seem, it becomes the
responsibility of the energy developer to signal
throughout the public involvement meetings when the
opposition is value- not fact-driven (assuming, of
course, that it is). None of this is to suggest that
values are without merit, quite the contrary. But they
should be recognized for what they are-feeling and
preferences, not empirical evidence.

Since energy-development projects are of a
highly technical nature, an additional problem arises
when presenting concepts to the public. The process
of quantifying and categorizing what is in dispute
differs. For example, in technical disputes over
radiation, Allan Mazur suggests that there is a wide
variety in the way technical experts counted the
observed phenomena. Additionally, he notes that the
ways of communicating the observances obscured the
issues.1 When there is ambiguity about the effects of
a project and ambiguity about the classification and
categories of what will determine the meaning of
those effects, the communication becomes even more
difficult. In some instances the categories into which
observation were placed were either not present, or
were ill-defined. This omission meant that in-depth
analysis of like phenomena could not be made across
many cases.

When one adds the compounding effect of
the media to the value/fact issue, another twist occurs.
The media gravitates toward the emotional side of the
issue. When opponents present their "technical
experts" and add to it images of new-born babes
whose quality of life might be lessened because of the
project, it makes for great News at Ten footage.
Their side of the argument makes more interesting
television viewing than does a series of Pareto charts
or profit-loss statements. Once again, the burden of
making the development side of the project interesting
and of equal news value falls to the energy developer.
This is a burden that many energy developers are ill-
prepared to address.

ENVIRONMENTALISTS AS ALLIES
Based on years of research conducted

throughout the United States about trends of the

American public, the New YorV-headquartered
research firm BrainReserve identified the
mainstreaming of the environmental movement as one
of the nation's 10 most significant trends for the 90's
Once thought to be a temporary, fringe indulgence,

concern for the environment has grown by leaps and
bounds. Elementary schools are teaching
environmental responsibility with the same fervor that
the baby boomer generation was taught the value of
good citizenship. Children's motion picture shows
such as "Fern Gully" in which the villains are loggers
contrast sharply with stories of Paul Bunyan, also a
logger, but a hero of another era.

The next generation of Americans will have
been raised on an entirely new environmental ethic.
The sensitivities toward the environment have become
more wide-spread than ever in history. Consequently,
energy companies must seek new and significant ways
to communicate their sensitivities to the impacts that
their projects have on the environment. Outreach
programs that result in energy companies aggressively
seeking the input of environmental organization are
critical.

STRATEGIC PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
PLANNING

With the 90's comes a more analytical type
of public involvement that must include the new,
more diverse publics who will need to be involved in
decisions about energy development. In every
carefully conceived public involvement program four
important elements must be addressed: 1) Strategy
development, 2) Technique identification, 3) Program
design, and ^Implementation.

Strategy Development. This beginning
element of the public involvement program includes
a clear statement of the purpose of the energy project
and the purpose of the public involvement effort. The
strategy is an overall, long-range series of decisions
and actions expected to result in the meeting of the
stated goal. It includes careful identification of the
interested parties, the selection of techniques used, the
program design, political climate, and outcome
contingencies.

Specific elements to be addressed include:

1. An assessment is made of the political
climate in which the energy project is found. This
includes identification of organizations, individuals,
agencies and others interested in the action under



consideration. This would include such organizations
as: recreation and wildlife organizations, federal, state,
county governments, specially organized interest
groups (some of which emerge only for the purpose,
of addressing the particular energy development
project), general public, media, and others.

2. A long-range objective of the public
involvement effort is stated to all interested parties.

3. An analysis is made of the major issues
likely to emerge and an identification is made of the
range of outcomes they may precipitate.

4. An assessment is made of the level of
interest that the general public and each group will
have or is expected to have in the project.

5. A demonstrated effort is made to match
the public involvement technique with the expected
level of interest and with the type of individuals and
groups who are expected to be involved.

6. An identification of the key decision
points is made and a way to integrate the results of
the public involvement activities into the decisions is
identified.

The public involvement strategy should
accomplish three critical purposes:

• To ensure that the public involvement
program as presented tlirough meetings, newsletters,
news releases, hearings, activities, daily
communications, etc. is responsive to the interests and
concerns of the effected publics and is appropriately
designed to match the level of interest of those
effected publics. If interest is very high and little
consensus exists then more carefully designed and
more frequent activities must be included. If interest
is low or if homogeneity exists among views, then the
number of events can be fewer or less interactive.

• To ensure that the public involvement
program and the proposed actions of those conducting
the study be communicated to the participants. This
includes study details and details of alternative plans,
schedules, and what might be expected at each stage
as the study progresses. Visibility is a critical
element in establishing credibility throughout the
entire process. The publics who are interested and/or
effected must be able to anticipate what is likely to
happen next. If a good public involvement program
is conducted, but it is not well known by the public.

the energy developer loses.

• To ensure that the public involvement
program findings are integrated into every decision
step. This does not mean that all findings are used,
it does mean that they are considered. If they are
rejected, a quick and rational response should be
made to those effected. It is necessary for the publics
to see the links between their participation and the
decisions that are made. If no connection is made,
they will quickly cease to participated and/or will
consider the entire public involvement process a sham
and a waste of their time. Worse yet, they may take
strong actions to counter the study.

Technique Identification. A public
involvement "technique" is a single, particular activity
that in and of itself is a means of obtaining
information, eliciting comment, gaining trust,
encouraging participation, or provoking independent
action. Some more commonly used techniques
include public meetings, public hearings, response
forms, questionnaires, and interviews. Less frequently
used techniques include the charrette (a problem-
solving process which brings together all essential
publics in intense meetings) a Delphi process (a way
to obtain a consensus by a group of technical experts
while attempting to minimize any dysfunctional
effects of group dynamics). The selection of the
appropriate technique is critical and must be based on
the objective of the public involvement program, the
publics involved and the issues identified. These
elements should be carefully analyze to insure that the
most effective technique is used.

Some considerations in selecting the
technique include:

1. Who the interested parties are.

2. What are the best ways to get them
engaged in an interactive dialogue.

3. What physical conditions will
impede/enhance their participation.

4. What level and duration of commitment
is required for their participation.

Program Design. The public involvement
program design includes the unking of one technique
to another. This insures that all interested parties are
involved at the level they need to be and want to be
with none being cut out of the process because of the



manner in which the whole program was put together
(for example, if only public meetings are planned
during work hours, interested parties who cannot
attend day-time meetings are automatically excluded
from the process).

Some considerations in creating the program
design include:

1. Has a means been created so that all
interested parties have some access point in the
process?

2. Is there opportunity for multiple contacts?

3. Is it communicated how the input will be
used?

Program Implementation. Program
implementation is the manner in which the public
involvement techniques strategy, goals, etc. are
presented to the interested parlies. The individuals
who make presentations, conduct meetings, handle
interviews and implement other techniques must do so
in a way to increase participation and consensus.

Some considerations that will be made when
planning the implementation of energy development
public involvement programs include:

1. Who is the best individual to handle the

process?

2. What visual media should be used?

3. What handouts should be used?

4. What type of follow-up is necessary.

CONSENSUS BUILDING
One of the most important skills energy

developers can cultivate is the ability to build
consensus. Too often developers are tempted to "tell"
the public what decisions have been reached, what
alternatives are the best ones, what course of action
ought to be taken. Often this approach meets with
resistance, if not open hostility. Consensus building
means that a decision reflects the thinking of all
interested parties. It means finding an altern'tlive that
is acceptable enough to be supported by all affected
parties and that no party strongly opposes. The
alternative may not be everyone's first choice, but it
is not anyone's last choice either. It also is not
reached by unanimous vole, or even by majority vote.

Voting always results in winners and losers.
Consensus building seeks win-win solutions.
Consensus can be reached without everyone being
completely happy, but everyone is able to live with
and support the decision.

Five important elements are present in the
process to reach consensus:

1. There is active participation of all
interested parties (which of course assumes that the
energy company has actively sought to identify who
those parlies are).

2. The discussions are facilitated by trained
facilitators who know how to move groups through
consensus-building sessions.

3. There is an atmosphere of open-
mindedness and tolerance on the part of all parties.

openly
4. An attempt is made to resolve conflict

5. Creative thinking is encouraged

CONSENSUS-BUILDING TECHNIQUES
When the public begins to see that an energy

developer is genuine in its attempt to seek input from
ihe public, the public's desire to work with the
developer and to cooperate increases. Several
techniques can be used to demonstrate the willingness
of the developer to seek consensus. These are not
new techniques, but they are too seldom used in the
public involvement process.

Brainstorming. By allowing all parties to
generate a list of alternatives to the problem, it is
communicated to the public that the energy developer
really will consider new ideas. When done correctly,
this technique allows each participant to contribute all
of his or her ideas without fear of criticism. Allows
participants to build on each other's ideas and to
begin working together rather than as "us" and
"them." The rules of brainstorming include: all ideas
are recorded on flipchan paper and displayed for all
to see during the process; no judgments, good or bad,
may be made about any idea; no discussion, except
for clarification, should occur; all are encouraged to
build on each other's ideas—redundancies can be
eliminated at a later date. This list becomes the
beginning point for the next techniques.

Multivot'nR. This is a method of selecting a



certain percentage of ideas that may have been
generated from a brainstorming session. It includes
taking a series of votes that reduces a long list to a
shorter one. The specific steps include: numbering all
alternatives on the list to be addressed. Each
participant then choose the given number (for
example, one-third) that he or she thinks are the most
important issues and then records them on a separate
piece of paper. The total number of votes for each
item is counted and recorded on the original master
list. Those items with the fewest votes are then
eliminated. The list is shortened when the lowest
priority items are eliminated. This procedure can be
repeated several times until the number remaining is
manageable. The remaining number will represent
those items with the greatest support. It should be
noted that multivoting is not used to pare the list to
one alternative. This is especially true if several
alternatives seem to be of equal importance to the
group. Selection of the final alternative is best
determined by consensus, rather than voting.

Nominal Group Technique. This technique
is useful if the parties are not yet accustomed to
working together, if the issues being addressed are
particularly sensitive, or if another method has not
proven to be successful. It is a more structured
approach toward generating ideas and identifying a
course of action than brainstorming or multivoting.
It also does not allow participants to build on each
other's ideas, but it does reduce the amount of
personal risk of each participant. The procedure
includes first the identification of *'ie topic. Then all
participants write their ideas on a piece of paper. No
talking or comparing notes is allowed. When
everyone is finished, each participant reads his or her
ideas one at a time in succession. The ideas are
recorded on a flip chart. No discussion occurs at this
time. Ideas can be clarified and redundancies
eliminated when all ideas have been recorded. No
idea may be modified or eliminated, however, unless
the author concurs. All items on the final list are
numbered. The end number of items to be listed is
determined, for example 20% of the total. If that
number is 5 then each participant is given 5 slips of
paper upon which he or she lists, one per paper, each
of the top five items. A point system is then ascribed
to the five chosen items: five points for the top
priority, one for the lowest. All points are then
recorded on the master list. Through this procedure
two important tasks are accomplished. First, a large
number of items are identified and priority ranked,
and second, all participants know they had an equal
opportunity to determine the final outcome.

Weighted Alternatives Matrix. The principal
advantage of this alternative over other consensus-
building techniques is that it forces all alternatives to
be judged against established criteria and against each
other. The process begins by establishing two types
of criteria: imperatives and desirable. Imperatives are
those criteria that if not met, render the alternative
unacceptable and ineligible for further evaluation.
They are usually dichotomous criteria. For example,
if a energy project requires energy credits, and
without them it will not proceed, then the imperative
criteria becomes: "energy credits available? yes/no.

After all alternatives have passed the
imperative criteria, the list then includes the desirable
criteria. A point system of 1 to 10 points is assigned
to each criteria, based on the relative importance of
the criteria If for example, the project requires
natural gas, (a dichotomous question) a desirable
criteria would then become cost of transportation. As
a very important criteria in the development of a
natural gas project, it might justify a score of 10.
Then the ranking of each alternative is multiplied by
the criteria's score. All scores for all criteria for each
alternative are totalled and are compared to the totals
for the other alternatives. The alternatives with the
highest score are the most desirable.

Building consensus can be one of the most
critical tasks an energy developer can accomplish in
advancing a project forward. Through the use of
brainstorming, multivoting, nominal group technique,
the weighted alternatives matrix and other methods,
more publics can be genuinely involved in the
decision making process.

SUCCESSFUL PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT:
SIX LESSONS

Based on years of research into the various
kinds of public involvement activities undertaken on
several projects in the United States, six basic
conclusions have been drawn:

1. Traditional Public Hearings Don't Work.

Generally speaking, the traditional public
hearing where concerned citizens come to an
auditorium to voice their concerns is an ineffective
way of reaching consensus. The very design of such
meetings bipolarizes the public and encourages
participants to take the most extreme positions.
Martin Litton, former President of the Federation of
Western Outdoor Clubs said, "We always take our



most extreme position, asking for the greatest
concessions, because we know we'll have to give up
something later."

2. Involving the Public Too Early Courts
Disaster.

Often it is governmental agencies who, in a
well-meaning attempt to involve the public, include
members of the public before even the roughest
sketch of the project has been thought through. In so
doing, a project proponent gives the public too many
choices and too little data. Generally, it is wisest to
create a plan that could be modified through a wide-
range of alternatives rather than present the public
with a blank slate.

3. Going Underground Destroys Credibility.
Once the project has been brought to the

attention of the public, project proponents can't go
underground. Too often developers believe that once
they have held their public meetings, that is all that is
needed. Unfortunately by not staying in touch with
the public, the public assumes that nothing is being
done with their contributions. Beatrice Cooley,
Associate Conservation Director of the Friends of the
River in California said that most project sponsors
never indicated that anything was done with their
information. "The officials sat there politely, but
when they did not respond at the meeting or ever,
there was the feeling that nothing was done with the
views expressed." Although it can be time consuming
the payoff in reduced problems later in the project can
be significant.

4. Publics Change Too Fast for Lengthy
Planning.

When energy projects span many years, as
they some times do, the publics who were involved at
the beginning have often been replaced by a new set
of interested parties or even by the next generation.
Often these people have different values and hence
support different ways of developing energy. The
result is that the public involvement activities that
may have reflected views at the start of the project
planning, are greatly out of date when the project is
ready for construction. That is why continuous
contact with the evolving public is necessary.

5. Effective Public Involvement Takes Time
and Money.

Often project proponents arc dismayed, even
alarmed when they realize how long il takes to
prepare to involve the public, to actually do it, and
then to do the necessary follow up work. But, if they

are dismayed over the time frame, they are shocked
over the costs. It is costly to conduct public events.
To staff them properly, prepare handouts, create
accurate mailing data bases, and document the input
is very labor intensive. The answer seems to be that
decisionmakers must be prepared from the beginning
to budget accurately for public involvement activities.

6. Emotionalism Usually Wins Out Over
Facts.

It is a cold, hard reality of life, too many
people make decisions with their hearts rather than
with their heads. So it has been discovered with
public involvement. Research indicates that too often
when there is a head-to-head confrontation between a
highly emotional appeal and a factual presentation, the
emotional appeal will prevail. This has been seen
time and time again in the high profile activities that
take place during public meetings. Of course, these
emotional appeals are more interesting for the 10:00
nightly news than are the dry factual presentations of
project sponsors. Consequently, too often only the
"colorful" story is presented.

REFERENCES:
1. A. Mazur, The Dynamics of Technical Controversy
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GROUP DYNAMICS APPROACH TO INDUSTRIAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Daniel G. Thomas, P.E., Manager - Energy Analysis and Technical Services,
Synergic Resources Corporation, Brookfield, Wisconsin

ABSTRACT
This paper is aimed at people who want to

start or rejuvenate an energy management effort.
The information in this paper is based on a
combination of four years as the energy
coordinator of a fertilizer manufacturing plant and
other experiences in energy management and
energy auditing over the last 19 years. It describes
how to obtain top management support for the
program. It describes the strategies that I used
and those successfully used by other energy
managers I have met. I will also describe how 1
accidentally lost some of the management support
three years into the program.

This paper describes how I obtained
important support from the financial people just
by asking them the right questions. I describe the
strategies I used to get funding for major projects.
I also tell how to get the most from utility rebate
programs. I also describe strategies that did not
work.

BASIC PROCEDURE
There are six basic steps to starting and

sustaining a successful energy management
program:

1. Assess potential
2. Line up middle management support
3. Secure top management support
4. Enlist front line involvement
5. Publicity and rewards for participants
6. Evaluation

ASSESS POTENTIAL
Before you try setting up an energy

management program, it's best to get some idea of
the actual potential for your plant. There are two
good, cheap ways of finding this out.

Salespeople
Vendors are always sending you stuff,

knocking on the door and calling you. If one of
them describes something that will save energy and
may be applicable to you, ask them to do a free

evaluation, including providing estimated costs and
savings. Sales people generally love to do this kind
of thing. Keep a file of the ones that come back
as profitable.

Utility Energy Audits
In the United States and other countries, the

utilities often offer comprehensive energy audits at
no cost to the industrial customers. These audits
may only be of a generic nature, but are still
valuable in deciding if there is enough potential to
dedicate valuable time to energy management.

There's an old rule of thumb that you can use
for deciding how much time to spend on energy
management. At least 1% of the cost of any
resource should be spent dedicated to managing
that resource. For example, if your total annual
energy use, including electricity, gas, oil, gasoline,
etc. costs $4,000,000, you should afford to spend
1% of this or $40,000 on a full time energy
manager. If your energy budget is half this, then
you should have someone spending half of their
time on energy management.

There's another rule of thumb for estimating
the value of the time spent on energy
management. This comes from a survey done of
energy managers about 10 years ago. At that time,
the energy managers reported that, on the average,
they could identify two to four times their salary in
new cost effective cost saving measures each year.
So, for our example of the $40,000 energy
manager, she should be able to identify $80,000 to
$160,000 of new annual energy savings every year.

LINING UP MIDDLE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
Before you approach upper management, its

best to make sure that middle management would
support you. You must find out what are they
interested in, what would motivate them, what
would help them or make them look good. Very
often energy savings, cost savings and profits are
not the most important motivators. Comfort,
recognition and salary are what influences them.

For example, the Purchasing department may
have received a mandate from upper management
to reduce annual O&M purchases by say 5%. A



reduction in energy use is against the O&M.
However, the installation costs of energy saving
measures is often treated as a capital purchase and
is not booked against O&M. So, money spent on
energy management directly helps O&M.

Financial people generally talk in terms of
Return On Investment (ROI). Tell them the ROI
of the projects proposed by the utility audit and
the sales people and ask them if they would
support such projects. Also ask them about the
interest rates of short and long term investments
they are involved with. This gives you an idea of
the corporate limits on what they may be willing to
invest in for energy improvements. Find out how
the budgeting cycle works for your company.

Ask maintenance managers about their
problems in terms of comfort and equipment
maintenance costs. Poor comfort in an area is
often a symptom that the equipment is operating
in an inefficient manner. High maintenance costs
are symptoms that equipment is near the end of
useful life and could be replaced with new, high
efficiency equipment. If you suggest to the
maintenance manager that you could help justify
buying new equipment, they may be very happy to
support you.

For example, if there are areas that are too
hot in winter or air conditioned areas that are too
cold in summer, these are symptoms of control
systems that are not working right. Fixing them
will not only reduce energy use, but will get the
occupants off the neck of the maintenance people.
Helping maintenance justify fixing the equipment
would reduce the number of complaints they get.

Production people are most interested in
getting product out the door. They want to
maximize production and minimize scrap. Ask
them if they know of any new types of equipment
that could give higher production rates or lower
scrap rates. Very often, such equipment does so in
a more efficient way. Ask them if they would like
you to help them get the new equipment.

For example, at one plant they were using a
shot blast cleaning system for some parts. The
shoiblasting sometimes damaged parts. Replacing
this sysiem with a rolling drum abrasive pellet
system not only reduced reject parts but used a lot
less energy. The energy reduction and a utility
rebate huped justify the improvement.

In all cases, tell the people that you arc
thinking of organizing some kind of effort to
identify and justify improvements around the plant
and that if it works out, you would like their
advice and some help. Emphasize that you would
not need a lot of their or their employees' time but
would like the benefit of their experience. Most
people highly value their experience and are happy
tell you what to do, as long as it doesn't hurt them
in some way.

In many instances, people have immediate
concerns that can be helped indirectly by energy
management. For example, money saved on
energy may be earmarked for buying a new
refrigerator for the breakroom. Maybe a
supervisor would like some new furniture, and if
the money spent on energy this year is kept below
the limit, money left over can go to the furniture.
This scenario is often the case, because the budget
for energy is based on last year's energy use, plus
a bump for inflation.

SECURE TOP MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
Crucial to the effectiveness of any energy

management effort is the dedication of top
management to supporting energy management.
Sometimes the goals of energy management may
"appear" to be contrary to other goals, such as
maintenance or production, but the bottom line is
profitability.

For example, the implementation of energy
management projects is often done outside of
normal production schedules in order to not
interfere with productivity. This may then require
overtime on the part of maintenance. Changing
work procedures, such as hitting an "off" switch at
the end of a production run to shut off compressed
air, power, etc. requires the cooperation of the
production staff. Without the support of top
management, such changes are very difficult. In
many companies, the energy manager reports
directly to a president or vice president.

The way you approach top management
depends on where you are in the organization and
how your organization works. It is generally best
to work through normal chain-of-command and to
be patient. In the case of the fertilizer plant, ii
was about a year from the first energy audit until
I was assigned to be a full time energy coordinator.



Most of the time, you can take advantage of
opportunities as they pop up. Keep your boss
informed of your interest in energy management
and of any energy conservation measures you have
seen. Tell your boss of the support offered by
others in the company. Offer to prepare proposals
for energy improvements that are passed up for
review.

Offering to prepare proposals is a very
effective strategy. Many managers loath having to
sit down to write proposals. This is also a helpful
strategy in gathering support from other work
groups. If you are good at writing, you can be a
strong asset to the people whose support you want.

When you get your chance to present your
case to upper management there are a number of
specific tactics you can use, including:

• Emphasize potential savings
• Describe the support of the other work

groups, by name
• Describe how this would be a group effort

to reduce the overall amount of time
spent by any one person or work group

• Ask about the feasibility of including
energy management successes in the
consideration for annual raises for the
people involved

• Suggest some kind of reward system for
people whose contracts prevent raises,
such as a suggestion program with cash
awards

• Use the appropriate buzzwords for your
company, such as: Quality Circles, Total
Quality, Management By Objectives, and
so on, as they are used in your company

• Compare the ROI of proposed projects to
the company's profit level and cost of
capital

• Offer to provide regular (monthly) reports
on the progress of the group

• Describe any funding available from utility
rebate or loan programs.

ENLIST FRONT LINE INVOLVEMENT
Go back to the middle managers in the

various departments who offered support. Ask
them for names of intelligent experienced
individuals who could spare an hour a week to
meet with you and others to help identify and
screen ideas for energy management. These will

often be foremen or supervisors with many years
experience. They are likely to be very skeptical at
first.

Meet them individually at first to tell them
what you are trying to do. Emphasize that you are
not just trying to hog a lot of glory at their
expense. Tell them exactly how they will
personally benefit from cooperating with you and
the group. Ask them tlieir advice on how to best
get things done within the organization. And by
all means, follow their advice, even if you think it
may be wrong. They will want to find out just how
honest and cooperative you plan to be. A little
embarrassment on your part in order to gain their
trust can go a long way.

Once the group is established, meet them on
a regular basis in a group. This will cause
synergistic effects where the knowledge of
individuals can build on each other.

PUBLICITY AND REWARDS FOR
PARTICIPANTS

Take every opportunity to publicize the
group, especially any successes. If your company
has a newsletter or newspaper, get in it. (Make
sure the bosses and the group agree to this in
advance.)

Prepare a regular report of the activities and
successes of the group. Emphasize dollar and
cents results and ROI of successful projects. Admit
to any failures (so others will not repeat your
mistakes.) This adds credibility. No one will
believe in a constant string of only successes.
Acknowledge the contributions of any individuals
BY NAME. NEVER say negative things about
anyone in the regular reports.

If large successes are realized, apply for
awards. Some professional associations, like the
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and
Air-conditioning Engineers, offer award
competitions, with a reward in the form of a
plaque. Some magazines also reward good efforts
with a descriptive article. People love to see their
efforts in print. Local newspapers and TV stations
may also do articles if you tell them about your
efforts.

In any effort involving publicity, be sure
management is informed and agreeable to it. After



the fertilizer plant won an ASHRAE energy award
for outstanding achievement, the engineering
department manager (my boss's boss) was
embarrassed because he had not been told by my
boss that I had applied to ASHRAE for the
competition.

EVALUATION
Prepare annual summaries of successes to

coincide with the annual budgeting process.
Provide success information to the people who
prepare the company's annual report. (Again,
make sure that management is aware of, and
approves of this.)

Meet with the group members individually to
ask their opinion on how the group is doing and
how their involvement is going. Ask if they wish
to continue to be part of the group. (Be careful
how you bring this up. You don't want to imply
that you want them out. The idea is to determine
if this is taking too much of their time or they wish
to just defer to someone else that they think would
be better.)

After meeting with everyone individually, ask
the same kinds of questions of the group together.
The answers as a group may not be the same as
the individual meetings. This may occur because
of conversations between individuals before the
meeting. Follow the recommendations of the
group.

HOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF UTILITY
REBATES

Gas and electric utilities are offering rebates
on energy saving equipments of a wide variety of
type. Electric utilities are most interested in
reducing the effects on their systems at the time of
their system peak load. For most utilities, this
occurs in summer on a hot weekday afternoon at
about 2 p.m. The measures you can take that are
the most valuable to them are any that are most
likely going to help ai that time. For factories,
this is generally involving those systems that run
all day, continuously.

When approaching the utility, be ready with
estimates of the system peak demand savings in
Kilowatts (KW) and the annual energy savings in
Kilowatthours (KWH), based on engineering
calculations and preferably, backed up with

information obtained by actually putting an
electricity meter on the process in mind to
determine how much electricity it is now using.

Natural gas rebates are mostly for taking
advantage of advances in efficiency for traditional
equipment. Whenever you have to replace boilers,
furnaces, unit heaters, rooftops, and so on, you
should consider the most efficient and get the
rebate. Also keep your purchasing department
informed of any rebate opportunities, so whenever
they buy equipment, they can routinely collect the
rebates and buy the better equipment.

Utilities are also especially fond of innovative
approaches to conserving electricity. If you have
an idea for saving electricity which could be used
by a lot of companies, but isn't yet, the utility may
even offer bonus funding. The purpose of the
bonus funding would be to determine the actual
savings and cost effectiveness of new technologies
in their own service territory.

For example, a new kind of high efficiency
furnace which is the first of its kind in your
utility's service territory might be an ideal
candidate for a more robust rebate. Utilities like
to take advantage of a situation like this to show
off new technology in their area.

WHAT CAN GO WRONG
The energy management program that I put

together at the fertilizer plant cut $1,000,000 out
of the $11,000,000 annual budget the first year.
The program won the state ASHRAE Energy
Achievement Award in the Industrial category that
year. The head of production was so thrilled with
this that he made a special point to mention about
it at the board of directors meeting. However,
when one of the directors asked the Manager of
Engineering how the savings was accomplished the
Manager couldn't answer and was embarrassed.

By the end of the second year we were at
close to $2,000,000 annual savings. The program
was then dismantled, piece-by-piece over the next
year. Here are some of the things that helped kill
it:

• New boss. I got a new boss who thought
he should attend the group meetings
instead of me. Unfortunately, he had no
experience in energy management and no
one took him seriously. Eventually the
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meetings were discontinued for being
nonproductive. I should have suggested
we both attend. He could have taken over
the policy part of the decision making and
I could have continued the role of
technical advisor and evaluator.

• Monthly reports were discontinued. These
reports had become very popular. Thirty
copies were distributed to virtually every
department. There were used in annual
reviews as documentation to justify raises
for individuals and to justify budget
expenditures. The production
superintendent though he didn't need
them anymore. I should have pointed out
the many benefits of the reports.

• I stopped pushing. I had become
disenchanted with the effort after not
getting a big raise for my efforts. Without
any one person to act as a "pusher" or
"champion", everyone else pretty much lost
interest.

SUMMARY
A successful energy management effort

requires a lot of "people" involvement. While the
laws of physics determines the theoretical
maximums of energy savings, organizational
behavior determines what will get accomplished in
the end. The responsibilities for energy
management are often assigned to technically
oriented people, like engineers. However, social
and political considerations must be addressed as
well.
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POW'S ENERGY/WRAP CONTEST
A 12-YR ENERGY AND WASTE REDUCTION SUCCESS STORY

Kenneth E. Nelson, Manager, Energy Conservation, Dow U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Keeping employees interested in saving energy

and reducing waste is a constant challenge. Ideally,
all employees should be personally committed to a
philosophy of continuous improvement. Each year,
they should routinely find ways of improving
operations as part of their normal jobs.

The Louisiana Division of Dow U.S.A. began
an energy conservation program in 1981. It took the
form of an annual Contest. In 1983, the Contest
scope was expanded to included yield improvement,
and in 1987, Dow's WRAP (Waste Reduction
Always Pays) program was added. The Contest has
been enormously successful in achieving a
continuous improvement attitude. In Part I of this
prper, we'll look at the Contest history and
summarize some of the results achieved. Part II will
examine how the program operates, emphasizing
what works and what does not.

PART I: HISTORY AND RESULTS

In the late 70's and early 80's many companies
jumped on the energy bandwagon and started energy
conservation programs. But as energy prices
dropped, most of these programs were phased out.
The program at Dow's Louisiana Division is an
exception. Not only did it not disappear, it is far
stronger now that it was five or ten years ago. In
Part I, we'll look at some of the results that have
been achieved.

THE LOUISIANA DIVISION
The Louisiana Division of Dow Chemical

U.S.A. is located in Plaquemine, Louisiana, ten
miles from Baton Rouge, the state capital. We have
about 2400 employees and over 20 plants making
products such as ethylene, propylene, chlorine,
caustic, polyethylenes, glycol ethers, chlorinated
solvents and many more. We supply internal steam
and power needs via cogeneration, primarily using
gas turbine combined cycle units.

1981 - THE FIRST "CONTEST"
In 1981, fuel gas prices were rising (and

projected to rise even further) and, like most compa-
nies, Dow's Louisiana Division set up an energy
conservation program. It was in the form of an
annual "Energy Contest," and a newly formed
Energy Evaluation Committee took on the task of
administering it. The Contest was aimed at capital
projects and the requirements were simple. Projects
had to meet three criteria:

• Projects had to be capitalized. Expensed projects
and routine maintenance projects did not qualify.

• Projects had to cost less than $200,000. This
simplified and expedited the authorization
process.

• Projects had to have a return on investment
(ROI) greater than 100%. While this might seem
high now, most companies had the same
requirement in the early eighties. It was unclear
how long fuel prices would remain high, and the
philosophy was to get our money back in a year
or less.

The Contest was aimed at engineers in the
production plants and began without a lot of fanfare.
It was announced, appropriate forms were
distributed, and a deadline was set. This occurred in
late 1981. Since we were looking for projects to be
done in 1982, the Contest was called the 1982
Energy Contest.

EARLY RESULTS
A total of 39 projects were submitted. The

Energy Evaluation Committee took on the chore of
reviewing each entry. When reviews were
completed, 27 projects survived. Half of the claimed
Btu savings did not exist! Still, the final results
remained impressive. Results are tabulated below.

Table 1. 1982 Contest

WINNERS

27

CAPITAL

$ 1.7 MM

ROI

173%
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Once these 27 projects were uncovered, many
people felt there couldn't be others with such high
returns, but the Contest was allowed to continue for
another year. The 1983 Energy Contest was run in a
similar manner and had even more spectacular
results:

Table 2. 1983 Contest

WINNERS

32

CAPITAL

$ 2.2 MM

ROI

340%

We were on a roll. Then our general manager
made some changes. First, he removed the $200,000
limit. "If there's a million dollar project out there
with a 100% ROI, we ought to be looking for it,"
he commented. Second, he expanded the sco'pe of
the Contest to include yield savings. Today we
would call this waste reduction, but at tb<s time that
phrase hadn't come into vogue.

The 100% ROI cut-off was maintained and he
asked that we begin auditing projects after they are
installed. Again, the results were impressive:

Table 3. 1984 Contest

WINNERS

38

CAPITAL

$ 4.0 MM

ROI

208%

In the years since 1984 the ROI hurdle has been
lowered, but the Contest format has remained about
the same. Some of the rule modifications are:

• Both capitalized and expensed projects are now
included.

• Projects must save at least $10,000/yr. This
helps to focus attention on large savings and
allows us to recognize people who improve
operations without spending money.

• Maintenance cost reduction projects are now
included. Routine maintenance projects,
however, stiii 1o not qualify. A project must

eliminate (or substantially reduce) a maintenance
problem.

• In 1986, Dow formalized its U.S. Area waste
reduction program and assigned it the acronym
WRAP, for Waste Reduction Always Pays. At
the request of our Louisiana Division
Environmental Services department, the WRAP
program became a part of the Contest in 1987
(the 1988 Contest), which was renamed the
Energy/WRAP Contest. WRAP projects do not
require an ROI payback or minimum savings,
but they must reduce waste. Adding emission
control devices does not qualify.

• For our 1993 Contest, we added Work Process
improvements. This category encourages people
working in service functions to look for better
ways to do their jobs.

Ultimately, virtually all cost savings projects
qualify as long as they result in real savings greater
than $10,000/yr.

CONTINUING RESULTS
Participation in the Energy/WRAP Contest

continued to grow and the last four years have been
exceptional, with over 100 winning projects each
year. In 1993, we set a new record for participation.
The results are tabulated in Tables 4, 5 and 6.
Although there is no longer a capital limit, projects
costing more than $2 million are not included in the
tabulations. There have been fourteen such projects
over the past eleven years. Including them would
inappropriately skew the data.

In Table 4, you will note that the ROI cut-off
has been gradually lowered (until 1992). This does
not mean that a lower quality of project has been
allowed. The fuel gas cost also dropped, and an
energy saving project with a 30% ROI in 1987
would have roughly a 100% ROI if evaluated at
1983 fuel prices. Total Contest participation
(including projects greater than $2 million) is shown
graphically in Figure 1 on the following page.

Table 4. Summary of all winning projects (less than $2 million) having ROIs above the ROI cut-off.

Winning ROI
Projects

Average ROI

ROI Cut Off

1982

27

173%

100%

1983

32

340%

100%

1984

38

208%

100%

1985

59

124%

50%

1986

60

106%

40%

1987

90

97%

30%

1988

94

182%

30%

1989

64

470%

30%

1990

115

122%

30%

1991

108

309%

30%

1992

109

305%

50%

1993

140

298%

50%
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Table 5. Summary of WRAP (Waste Reduction Always Pays) projects (less than $2 million).

WRAP Projects with ROIs above Cut-Off*

WRAP Projects with ROIs below Cut-Off

Total Winning WRAP Projects

Average ROI cf WRAP Projects

1988

23

1

24

200%

1989

22

3

25

106%

1990

37

16

53

108%

1991

35

18

53

97%

1992

35

19

54

111%

1993

39

28

67

82%

These projects are also included in the Table 4 and Table 6 Summaries.

The 1989 Contest results show lower than
normal participation. There is a good reason for
this. In 1988, most plants were running at capacity
and sold out. Ever;' extra pound meant extra profit.
We were asked to downplay the Contest that year so
that the plants could focus their efforts on
production reliability. Although there was virtually
no publicity, participation remained excellent. And,
because many of the projects included incremental
capacity increases (high profit pounds), the average
ROI for the 1989 Contest was the highest ever
achieved!

While we gave credit for yield savings and
waste reduction in earlier Contests, formally in-
cluding the WRAP program in 1988 gave the
Contest an added boost. Although WRAP projects
do not require an ROI, all were above the 30% cut-
off except for one project (it had a 25% ROI). Note
the high average returns of WRAP projects as
shown in Table 5 above. Even though we now
receive mauy low or negative ROI WRAP projects,
the weighted average ROI is usually over 100%.

Table 6 summarizes the cost and annual savings
of Contest projects. One of the curious results of

requiring a $10,000 savings rather than a miniinum
cost has been the number of infinite ROI projects
(those requiring no capital or expense funds). The
term "infinite ROI," of course, is an oxymoron
since we can't have a return on investment if there is
no investment.

But the phrase has caught on and having such
projects is a distinction. It has also allowed us to
recognize the work of computer programmers, often
the unsung heroes in a production plant. In the past
three years, we have had 97 infinite ROI projects
which cumulatively save more than $16.6
million/yr!

AUDITS
Audits occur after a project has been installed

and running for a period of time. The purpose of
audits is to compare each project's actual cost and
performance with the Contest values used to justify
the project. We try to audit every project. Normally,
only two or three members of the Energy Evaluation
Committee attend an audit, which is very informal
and discussion oriented. Fluctuating fuel gas costs
or product values are not important in audits. We
are interested in actual project costs, the pounds or

Table 6. Dollar summary of winning Contest projects (less than

Cost, $MM

Savings, $M/yr:

Fuel Gas

Yield & Cap.

Maintenance

Miscellaneous

Total Annual
Savings, $M/yr

1982

1.7

2,9?O

83

10

0

3,063

1983

2.2

7,650

-63

45

0

7,632

1984

4.0

6,903

1,506

-59

0

8,350

1985

7.1

7,533

2,498

187

0

10,218

1986

7.1

7,136

798

357

0

8,291

1987

10.6

5,530

3,747

2206

19

11,502

$2 million) having ROIs above the ROI

1988

9.3

4,171

13,368

583

-98

18,024

1989

7.5

3,050

32,735

1,121

154

37,060

1990

13.1

5,113

8,656

1,675

2,130

17,575

1991

8.6

2,109

17,909

2,358

5,270

27,647

1992

6.4

5,167

11,645

2,947

518

20,277

cut-off.

1993

9.1

4,586

20,311

2,756

788

28,440
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Btus saved, and anything new that was learned. To
date, 570 projects have been audited. Audit results
are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Audit Results

Total Number of Projects Audited

Average Submitted RO1
Average Actual ROI

575

202%
204%

On the average, projects do perform as
expected. In fact, they perform a little better. Those
high ROls are real. Total audited savings for S7S
projects is over $1 lOMM/yr!

PART II: WHY THE CONTEST WORKS

By now, I hope the reader is convinced that we
have an effective program at Dow's Louisiana
Division. One that really gets results (and gets real
results). In Part II, we'll attempt to explain why the
Contest works. We will take a closer look at some
of the activities and values that have been a central
part of the Contest since its inception. We will also
include observations about the philosophy behind
the Contest.

What works in Louisiana may not work
everywhere, but many of these ideas should have
wide application in other locations and in other
industries.

SUSTAINED MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
Perhaps the most important reason for ongoing

emphasis of the Energy/WRAP Contest is the
continuing support it receives from Management. Of
course virtually all managers are in favor of saving
energy, improving yields, reducing waste, etc. The
key is to develop a program that is easy for them to
support. One that does not conflict with other
objectives or organizational responsibilities.

The way in which this was accomplished will
become clearer in the following pages, but it was a
concern from the start. When the program began in
1981, it did not require a new department,
redeploying of people or a multi-million dollar
budget. Just a committee and a Contest. Rather than
setting up separate functions, the goal became to use

people in their existing positions and have project
development and evaluation be a natural part of their
jobs.

ORGANIZED ENERGY EVALUATION
COMMITTEE

Every program needs a focal point, and the
Energy Evaluation Committee is the focal point for
the EnergyAVRAP Contest. The committee includes
representatives from process engineering, economic
evaluation, and from various production areas.

Including a representative from economic
evaluation is extremely important. The committee
needs a person who knows the procedures for
getting projects authorized, and who works with
managers in allocating the Division's capital
resources. Remember, we want to work within the
system, taking advantage of the existing procedures
and framework.

STARTED SMALL
The program now includes both capitalized and

expensed projects, there is no capital limit, and the
scope of savings has been enlarged. But it didn't
begin that way. By starting small, we were able to
work out the bugs and gain the confidence and trust
of the plants. We didn't need spectacular results the
first few years and it wasn't necessary to oversell the
program.

DEVELOPED "GRASS ROOTS" SUPPORT
While the Contest needs top management

support to get it going and to sustain it, it is the
grass roots support at the plant level that gives it
strength and vitality. Our plant superintendents have
found that the Contest is an excellent vehicle for
improving their processes. It is not a threat or a
burden, it is a genuine asset.

The Contest helps train young engineers, giving
them a good sense of values. It provides a chance
for them to demonstrate their technical, people and
communication skills. It creates peer pressure to
come up with good projects and fosters a healthy,
competitive spirit. Plant engineers work together,
sharing ideas that help improve their plant. While
the Contest was originally intended for engineers, an
increasing number of non-technical plant operators
have generated ideas and submitted projects.

The Contest does not conflict with plant
priorities. In many plants, brainstorming sessions
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are used to uncover project ideas, and then the
various ideas are prioritized and evaluated according
to plant needs.

Some of our strongest support comes from plant
superintendents who were Contest participants when
they were production engineers. They understand
the value of the program and make sure that their
production engineers participate.

PEOPLE WITH PROBLEMS ARE LOOKING
FOR SOLUTIONS

This may seem deceptively simple, but in many
plants and organizations, people are not expected to
look for solutions to their problems. Instead, they
are expected to cope with them. In these
organizations, those assigned the responsibility for
solving problems are not close enough to fully
understand or appreciate the magnitude, importance
or impact of those problems. In Louisiana, the
Energy/WRAP Contest provides a simple
mechanism and motivation for problem solving.

KEPT PAPERWORK SIMPLE
The Contest entry forms haven't changed much

over the years. They ask for a minimum of in-
formation:

• Project Description
• Summary of utility, yield and cost savings (unit

costs are given)
• ROI Calculation (the formula is part of the form)
• Before and after sketches
• Waste reduction summary (required by WRAP

program)

Only one copy is submitted (we make additional
copies as needed) and it doesn't have to be typed.
Minor corrections and updates are made on the
original. We also now ask for one copy of the
backup data and calculations. They are filed with the
original to facilitate follow-up, when the project is
audited. The Contest is probably one of the few
programs that actually receives compliments for its
meager paperwork.

REVIEWED PROJECTS
Project reviews have become an important part

of the Energy/WRAP Contest. We work on the
premise that nobody wants to install a project that
doesn't work. Our purpose then, is to insure, as best
we can, that projects will perform as expected. We
also recognize the importance of not surprising or

embarrassing people, especially in front of their
peers or supervisors.

Even before all projects are turned in, a
tentative review schedule is set up. Letters are sent
to each participant documenting the time of their
review and explaining what should be discus sed.
Typically, four or five members of the Energy
Evaluation Committee are scheduled to attend a
review. Each receives copies of the projects ahead of
time. If they find errors or omissions, or have any
questions about the validity of a project, they are
asked to contact the person or persons submitting
the project before the review.

Throughout the review process, we must focus
on evaluating projects, not people. When there are
errors, our job is to correct them, not to attack the
people who made them. Having experienced people
on the Energy Evaluation Committee is important.
They understand the importance of working with
people, helping them to explain and develop their
ideas.

The tone during the reviews must be supportive.
People submitting projects should leave feeling good
about the review. If their project was "shot down,"
they should be thankful that we stopped them from
wasting their time installing a project that was
uneconomical or would not work. It is this sense of
working together to a common end that must
prevail.

In the early days of the Contest, we had a few
plant superintendents who didn't like the idea of
"outsiders" coming into their plant and evaluating
their projects. By maintaining the integrity of the
reviews, requiring people to justify their projects,
and by treating everyone the same, committee
members gradually gained the confidence of the
superintendents. They came to appreciate that we
ware truly there to help them, not to be an obstacle.
As one superintendent put it: "you give us a hard
time, but then again, you give everybody a hard
time."

HOLD CONTEST ONCE A YEAR
The Contest is designed to fit with our

budgeting process, with October as the deadline for
entries. Reviews are held in November and
December, and results are finalized in January. This
does not mean that projects cannot be worked on
earlier. Reviews can be held at any time (at the
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request of the plant) and many of the entries we now
receive—especially very high ROI projects—are
completed during the year and turned in for
recognition.

Having a deadline has turned out to be an
important feature of the Contest. Some people just
need deadlines to motivate them to action.
Typically, more than 90% of all entries are
submitted within a week of the deadline.

CONTEST DOES NOT CONTROL CAPITAL
While the Energy/WRAP Contest has become

an important tool for uncovering and prioritizing
projects, neither the Contest nor the Energy
Evaluation Committee controls any capital. That
function rightly remains in the hands of our
managers and is administered through our Economic
Evaluation/Capital Planning department.

Control of capital is a sensitive item. By not
attempting to control part of the capital budget, we
have avoided some difficult and potentially
conflicting situations. Instead, the Contest has
become an integral part of the budgeting process,
helping to define capital needs and project timing.
Many plants view the Contest as a good way to get
capital for projects because funds are normally made
available for Contest winners.

WINNERS RECEIVE RECOGNITION - NOT
CASH!

After seeing the spectacular results of the
Contest, many people ask about the size of cash
awards we give to the winners. Well, there aren't
any—at least none that are directly related to the
Contest. Instead, we have a formal awards ceremony
in which our general manager presents all winners
with engraved plaques.

There we several reasons we have avoided any
type of cash awards:

• First, it is impossible to be fair. Who thought up
the idea? Who worked on it? Who implemented
it? How is the size of the award determined? Is a
$10,000 project with a 1000% ROI better than a
$1 million project with a 50% ROI? And what if
the project doesn't work? Waiting until a project
is installed and operating may take too long. The
motivational benefits are lost, and personnel
changes may occur that further obscure who
should receive cash awards.

• Cash awards for Contest projects can be
demotivating. People with really outstanding
projects will feel they should have received more
and those who were unable to submit projects
because of their particular work situation (e.g.
assigned to a team building a new plant) may feel
cheated.

• In a plant situation, rewarding individuals with
cash will quickly inhibit communications and
stifle teamwork. People will be reluctant to share
information and ideas, fearing that someone else
will get the credit (and the cash).

• Within any company, there are established
procedures for monetarily rewarding people for
good performance. Normally, each individual's
supervisor has the primary input on the size of
that reward, whether it is in the form of an
annual salary increase or bonus. If a separate
system is established, such as cash awards for
Contest winners, it literally competes with the
boss for an employee's loyalty and tends to result
in conflicting project priorities. The effect may
be subtle, but the net outcome will be loss of
support from supervisors.

• Perhaps the most important reason for avoiding
cash awards for Contest projects is that it implies
that finding significant improvements is not part
of the regular job. It's not what they're being
paid for. They came up with good ideas so we're
paying them something extra. This is exactly
opposite the message we want to give. We want
employees to feel that continuous improvement is
a normal and important part of their jobs. It is
not something separate.

While the Contest does not give cash awards,
this does not mean that people who submit good
projects are not appropriately rewarded. But it is
done by their own supervisors through normal
channels. An individual's supervisor is in the best
position to evaluate his or her contribution to
improved plant operations (through the
Energy/WRAP Contest or other vehicles) and to put
it into the context of total job performance.

I have spoken with many people from other
companies about their methods for rewarding em-
ployees. Most companies that established cash award
systems wish they had not. One company actually
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increased participation when it eliminated cash
awards.

WORKED THROUGH EXISTING LINE
ORGANIZATION

One of the advantages of having a Committee
administer the Contest is that it does not create new
levels of hierarchy or bureaucracy. It is necessary to
work with existing departments and to follow
existing procedures. This approach has worked well.
There are no cross-purposes. We are all trying to
accomplish the same thing, and in some cases the
Contest has helped people function more efficiently
in their jobs.

The annual Energy /WRAP Contest has become
an integral part of our procedures, adding to that
grass roots support discussed earlier. It is a part of
our culture. It has not become a threat to anyone's
job security.

CREDIT GOES TO PLANTS
Part of the Energy Evaluation Committee's

strategy is to see that plants are recognized for
participating in the Contest and that the credit for
projects goes to the people that thought them up and
implemented them. Neither the Contest nor the
Committee takes credit for savings.

Some years ago, I heard the energy manager of
a large company talk about how much money his
department (a small corporate energy group) saved.
I wondered how the plant people who actually
worked on the projects would feel if they heard him.
An important function of Energy Evaluation
Committee members is to find ways of appropriately
recognizing good project performance. They must
not take credit for that performance themselves.

EDUCATES AND TRAINS PEOPLE
The educational and training benefits of the

Energy/WRAP Contest are subtle, yet substantial.
In addition to learning the technical design aspects
of a project, many engineers are able to follow their
project from the idea stage, through preliminary
evaluation, formal evaluation, authorization,
engineering, construction and start-up.

While developing and implementing projects,
they learn how to get through the "system." Along
the way, they gain valuable experience in dealing
with a variety of departments, disciplines, vendors,
other engineers, supervisors and operators. This

develops technical ability, people skills, and self-
confidence. There is no substitute for the positive
feelings one gets after successfully bringing a
project from the idea stage to full implementation.

AUDITS
Audit results were discussed in Part I of this

paper and are an important and integral part of the
Contest. Audits give people a chance to brag about
their successes. And if a project didn't work out as
expected, we want to know why. Remember,
members of the Energy Evaluation Committee were
a part of the approval process, so if it didn't work,
we're partly to blame.

But the issue here is not blame. We want to
avoid making the same mistakes in the future.
Documenting the reasons projects fail to live up to
their expectations helps accomplish that purpose
(and keeps the Committee humble). Audits were
begun back in 1983 at the request of the Division's
general manager (who was perhaps a bit skeptical
about those high ROIs). We anticipated some
resistance from the plants, but it never materialized.
Instead, we found just the opposite. Auditing project
performance was strongly supported by our plant
superintendents. They encouraged and endorsed it.

Being able to document project performance has
given the Energy/WRAP Contest an enormous
amount of credibility and has helped sustain its
viability as an ongoing program.

NO GOALS!
We have never had numerical goals such as

number of participants, number of projects, dollars
spent or dollars saved. Instead, we recognized from
the beginning that the important thing for us to work
on was the mechanism—ihe process—by which
projects are conceived, designed and implemented.
We knew that we needed to provide an
organizational structure that functioned smoothly
and made things happen. When an effective
mechanism is in place, specific objectives and goals
become unnecessary. Fine-tuning our mechanism is
a never-ending job.

NO GIMMICKS!
The Contest has often been cited for the

professional way in which it is run. Part of that pro-
fessionalism includes a lack of gimmicks. We have
never felt the need to use slogans, posters, decals,
bumper stickers, key chains, arm patches, caps,
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jackets, coffee cups, etc. to publicize saving energy
and reducing waste.

There is nothing intrinsically wrong with these
items, but they do little if anything to generate
projects that save energy or reduce waste. Using a
jacket for recognizing winners (instead of a plaque)
is another matter, and may work well as a
motivating tool. But posters on the wall that say:
"Save Energy" or "Reduce Waste" do nothing to
help accomplish their well-meaning intents.

Sometimes the gimmicks become the focal point
of the program. A contest to design the best poster,
for example, can consume weeks of effort that might
be better spent looking for projects.

NO MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
Monthly newsletters are helpful for recognizing

people, generating ideas and spreading information.
But they can be extremely time consuming, and
missing an issue (or publishing a poor quality issue)
sends out the signal that the program is being de-
emphasized. Another problem with monthly
newsletters is that after a few months, good ideas
are essentially lost. People rarely take the time to
read through back issues when faced with a new
problem.

GIVE PEOPLE IDEAS (NOT PROJECTS)
There are very few technology breakthroughs.

Nearly all new projects are applications of old
principles. We have found three highly effective
means of communicating good project ideas:

• Each year we publish a complete listing of all
Energy /WRAP Contest projects, both winners
and non-winners (note that we don't call them
"losers"). Each item in the list contains the name
of the plant, the people submitting the project, a
brief description of the pioject, the cost, savings,
ROI, and waste reduced. The summary is
organized by ROI. Project descriptions are
worded to give an understanding of the principles
involved without getting into detail.

The Energy /WRAP Project Summary gets read
by almost everyone involved with the Contest.
They want to know what others are doing, and
often find ideas applicable to their own plants—
to submit in the next Contest.

• Several years ago we published a Waste
Elimination Idea Book. It contains improvement
ideas organized by subject (pumps, heat
exchangers, distillation, compressors, etc.).
Project ideas were taken from past Contests and
from work done at other Dow locations.

• A Continuous Improvement Workshop is held
every year or two. This is an intensive two-day
course aimed at giving people practical ideas for
improving plant processes. It includes analytical,
creative and pragmatic approaches to finding cost
saving projects as well is specific information
about various unit operations.

WORKSHOP TOPICS

How to analyze processes
Where to look for projects

How winners think!
Flowsheet session

Simulations
Process Control
Cost estimating

Measuring profitability

Heat exchangers
Mixing

Compressors
Distillation

Pumps

• One session, "How Winners Think", is based on
interviews with our top twelve project
generators. We found out how they came up with
so many good projects year after year and
challenge our Workshop participants to apply the
same techniques in their own plants.

• The Workshop concludes with a two hour
session where attendees split into groups of four
or five and analyze a hypothetical flowsheet,
looking for problems and suggesting ways to
improve the process. There are no "right"
answers, and a wide variety of ideas are
exchanged.

• Participants are then challenged to return to their
plant and use the knowledge gained to generate
at least one new project. The group reconvenes
two weeks later to discuss what each participant
experienced when trying to apply the principles
learned in the Workshop. Response to the
Workshop has been excellent.
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CONCLUSIONS
THE PROGRAM WORKS! Hundreds of

excellent projects have been implemented and on the
average they perform even better than expected. The
program is supported by the Division general
manager, major managers, plant superintendents,
plant engineers and operators. It has become part of
our culture. Finding improvements is accepted as an
important part of the job.

We work in an atmosphere where coming up
with projects is fun—it's challenging. There is a
minimum of red tape. Teamwork and cooperation
within and between plants flourishes, and there is a
continually building momentum towards bigger and
better projects with higher ROIs. In fact, the number
of high ROI projects submitted each year is
continues to be a source of amazement.

ADDENDUM
It is important to recognize that all waste

reduction projects are not cost effective and that it

takes time to develop waste reduction technology.
Such technology is highly desirable because it
permanently reduces waste.

In the past, regulatory emphasis and mandates
have been directed at waste treatment rather than
waste reduction, because treatment technology is
known and conversion of undesirable products is
virtually complete.

Treatment devices, however, are usually very
expensive, they are not cost effective, and they incur
on-going operating expenses. Waste reduction
options should be thoroughly exhausted before
treatment technology is turned to. Recognize, how-
ever, that sometimes treatment is the best option.

It is hoped that requirements for further
treatment devices will be limited to those areas
where there is a clear and urgent need. This will
enable our stretched and limited resources to be
more effectively directed at reducing waste.
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MANAGING IN-HOUSE ENERGY RESOURCES FOR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Tony Pavone, Senior Consultant, SRI International, Menlo Park, CA

ABSTRACT

Most energy intensive
product manufacturing
organizations rely upon in-house
plant organizations to provide
their primary sources of energy:
power, steam and fuel. Unlike
the manufacturing side of the
business, however, the energy
supply side of the business has
both an obligation to serve
(like a regulated utility) and
usually operates in the absence
of direct competitive pressures.
It is therefore subject to more
opportunities for becoming
inefficient.

Many corporate managements
have decided that staff support
functions within their companies
are therefore inherently
inefficient, and need to be
jettisoned. Consequently, it has
become fashionable to announce
massive support function
terminations, accompanied by
wholesale "outsourcing" of the
same support functions.

Within the process
industries, outsourcing is
nothing new, but the extent of
it is becoming enormous.
Companies that have long since
eliminated their in-house
project construction forces,
design drafting forces,
turnaround maintenance forces
and equipment procurement staffs
are now dumping their in-house
process design capability,
information systems capability,
R&D capability, recurring
maintenance capability, and in
some cases their energy supply
capabi1ity.
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Having recently completed 3
competitive benchmarking
projects in the fields of
capital project development,
process plant field construction
practices, and manufacturing
maintenance practices, we
believe that the lessons learned
with respect to creating and
managing competitive staff
functions can be applied to
in-house energy supply
functions.

This paper identifies the
major differences between
the be^t staff organizations and
the average staff support
organizations, why their
performance record varies, and
lessons for achieving the same
results as the best
organizations within the domain
of an in-house staff function.

THE SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The primary sources of
information used to develop the
themes in this paper are the
people in the companies
interviewed for the 3
benchmarking projects. For each
company interviewed, an average
of 3-5 people participated,
representing middle management
and some senior staff.

For the capital project
development project, the
companies benchmarked included
Shell Oil, Merck & Co., Himont,
Eastman Chemical Co., Pacific
Gas & Electric, Eli Lilly & Co.,
British Petroleum, Imperial
Chemical Industries, Technip,
Rhone-Poulenc, Atochem, Sumitomo
Chemical, Mitsubishi Kasei,
Chiyoda, Lucky Ltd., and Samsung
Engineering.

The companies benchmarked
for the process plant field
construction practices project
were Bechtel, Fluor—Daniel, MW
Kellogg, Foster-Wheeler, and



Brown & Root Braun.

The companies benchmarked
for the manufacturing
maintenance practices project
were all US pharmaceutical
•firms, and included American
Home Products, Abbott Labs, GD
Searle, Eli Lilly & Co.,
Norwich-Eaton, and Marion
Merrell Dow.

METHODOLOGY

For each project, a
systematic 6 step methodology
was used to determine "best
practices" for the industry in
question, and the subject of the
project. These steps are briefly
described below.

Step 1. For the subject of
the project, we identified the
major issues differentiating the
performance of competitors.
These issues were defined to be
the "performance parameters"
used to measure company
procedures and practices.

Step 2. We collected
literature data on the subject
of interest, and keyed in on the
performance parameters. In
particular, we tried to identify
the various ways companies can
address each performance
parameter, and determined
whether there are any
universally accepted best ways
or worst ways for addressing the
performance parameters. We
created a data base listing all
of the known approaches for
addressing each performance
parameter.

Step 3. We prepared a
"working hypothesis" of the best
approaches (procedures and
practices) based upon the
literature, and previous SRI
data base information.

Step 4. We tested the
working hypothesis with
formalized benchmarking
interviews of each company. For
each of the 23

performance parameters,
we determinee how each company
addresses each issue, whether
the company knows of or has
tried other approaches, whether
it believes its current approach
is the best approach, what it
thinks of the working
hypothesis, and why. Each
company was asked the same set
of questions, in the same order.

Step 5. We revised the data
base of approaches for
addressing each performance
parameter, based upon the
additional data collected during
the benchmarking interview
process. Based also upon the
input received during the
interviews, we revised the
"working hypothesis" of best
practices to reflect actual best
practices derived from the
benchmarking interviews.

Step 6. We ranked each
company's practices for
addressing each performance
parameter against the best
practices derived from the
project. We scored each company
quantitatively against the best
practices for each performance
parameter. We compared each
company against the aggregate
performance of the other
companies, and provided them
with a "report card" of their
performance against the
aggregate performance of their
competitors.

WHAT WE LEARNED

Although the specific issues
were different in each project,
there were a recurring number of
"characteristics of practices of
the staff organizations of the
best firms that transcended
issues and transcended
industries. These
characteristics of the best
firms are described below.



The best staff
organizations compete explicitly
for their customers' business.
They define explicitly what
service they are providing to
their customers, who are usually
strategic business units within
their companies, and charge hard
uollars for their services that
are explained upfront, and
stewarded regularly. In most
cases, corporate management has
given the business units
authority to purchase the same
services outside in the
marketplace, forcing the
internal staff service
organizations to compete,
explicitly for business. Their
costs for services are not
buried in some all-purpose
overhead account that is
allocated among various profit
centers. We have learned time
and time again that it is
difficult for any organization
to be competitive if it does not
compete.

The best service
organizations are externally
focused; the rest are internally
focused. The people in the best
firms make a point of knowing
all about how their company is
doing, rather than just being
pre-occupied with their
immediate staff organization, or
worse still, being pre-occupied
with only pushing work from the
in basket to the out basket.
People in the best companies are
on top of how the company as a
whole is doing, why the company
is in business, and what their
role is among the grand scheme
of things. Applying this
knowledge to their daily
activities results in a better
product than those who are
pre-occupied with only their
functional roles. The best
people in the best companies
have a feel about how their
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colleagues in competitor
companies perform, and, as a
result, have a drive to
outperform the competition.

The best staff
organizations have flexibly
sized organizations to address
variable workloads; the rest
build in inefficient "tool
making" time to try to
accomodate a variable work load
among a fixed work force. The
best staff organizations are
filled with a combination of
full time employees, part
timers, annuitants, job
shoppers, contractors and
external "partners". They shed
resources expeditiously and
painlessly when the work load
isn't there, and staff up just
as quickly when necessary. Their
full time employees are
baseloaded with work constantly.

Firms with fixed work
force capability operate
inefficiently when there are too
many people for the work at
hand, encounter the periodic
pain and demoralizing impacts of
layoffs, and go, nuts when they
are overworked.

The best staff
organizations find a way to
satisfy their customers in a
timely manner. Since they have
variable work force capability,
they expand to meet the needs of
their customers. This may mean
bringing back part timers, job
shoppers, and annuitants to
incrementally expand their
capability, or to have in place
pre-contracted partnering
arrangements with major
service firms to perform
significant work. They don't
think about bidding for
contract help after the work
comes in the door. And they
never tel1 customers they are



too busy to take on necessary
work now.

The best are driven by
business objectives: the rest
are driven by technical
objectives. Satisfying customer
needs means understanding what
is required, beyond a detailed
scope of work. It means
understanding why a client wants
what he wants, understanding his
needs, and being able to
differentiate wants from needs.
There has never been a contract
that has anticipated all the
issues that get uncovered during
implementation. Having an
understanding of client needs
differentiates the best from the
rest. In most cases, the
spectrum of possible solutions
to a business objective is far
wider than the range of
technical solutions. A major
flaw of technically-dominated
organizations is that they tend
to jump prematurely on the first
appealing technical solution to
a problem, and overlook many
other possible solutions that
are more beneficial to serving
the customer's business
objec tives.

The best are results
oriented: the rest are
procedures oriented.
Understanding a customer's
business objectives makes it
very clear very fast wfaat the
desired outcome is. It is far
too easy in the energy business
to follow a step-by-step
methodology, do a piece of work
in an excellent fashion, and
find that it is not the right
answer to the customer's
problem. Results driven people
are much faster at knowing when
to kill a project that is not
achieving desireable outcomes,
and whefi to make a strategic
shift in project focus to
re-gain 25

the customer's objectives.

The best measure and
evaluate every dollar of
resource allocation: the rest
are lost in overhead charges and
allocated charges. In large
companies with large internal
service staff organizations, it
is easy to lose sight of the
cost/benefit ratio provided by
every staff person, and every
project that consumes internal
staff time. The best companies
know what every resource is
costing them, and what they are
getting for that economic
liability. As a result, the best
organizations constantly
re-allocate resources to meet
the needs of their customers.
The majority of staff
organizations have their costs
billed to an all-purpose
overhead account, where it is
difficult if not impossible to
manage resource use on a timely
basis. Consequently, the need
for changes in resource
allocation do not become
apparent until the cost/benefit
ratio is hopelessly skewed. The
result is periodic
restructuring, which creates its
own inefficiencies.

The best are
interdisciplinary by background;
the rest are interdisciplinary
by function. There is no
question but that the varied
experiences brought to any task
by people with diverse
backgrounds is an asset. The
best organizations understand
that interdisciplinary really
does mean diverse by background
and experience. The mediocre
organizations presume
(incorrectly) that by assembling
a team with one representative
from the business side, one from
R&D, one from process
engineering, one from



accounting, one from human ~
relations, and one from
construction management, that
they have obtained the best of
all worlds. In the case of this
particular oil company, every
one of the aforementioned
functional specialists was a
chemical engineer. The team's
output was what one might have
expected from a team of chemical
engineers.

CONCLUSION

Managing in-house energy
resources requires a significant
in-house service support staff.
Due to the nature of the work,
it can be difficult to measure
performance in a competitive
sense, and it is often
impossible to measure the extent
of the resources that are being
expended to meet company energy
objectives.

Using a formalized benchmarking
methodology to identify best
practices in the area of
in-house company service
support, it was possible to
discover the primary differences
between the best performing
companies, and the balance of
the companies assessed.

The best companies compete
explicitly for their services,
are externally focused, have
flexible resource capability,
satisfy customer needs in a
timely manner, are driven by
business objectives rather than
technical objectives, are
results rather than procedures
oriented, can measure precisely
their expenditure of effort, and
create truly interdisciplinary
teams by background and
experience.
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$18.7 MILLION PAID FROM SAVINGS
VARIABLE LOAD MECHANICAL COGENERATION PROJECT

AT LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

Michael D. Leach, P.E., C.E.M., Chairman and CEO, CES/Way International, Inc., Houston, Texas
Bruce K. Colburn, Ph.D., P.E.. Principal, Texas Energy Engineers, Inc./ccrd Partners, Houston, Texas

ABSTRACT
This paper provides a synopsis of the practical

application of part-load cogeneration technology to a
large university campus for providing new chilled
water and steam requirements for expansion needs,
and simultaneously providing these utilities at no out
of pocket cost to the institution using the innovative
financing mechanism of performance contracting, in
which project savings pay for the investment.

In addition, the work is performed via a
cogeneration system operating most of the year at
part-load. This mechanical cogeneration project could
also be termed a "thermal cogeneration" project, as it
provides a dual thermal benefit from a single input
energy source.

INTRODUCTION
Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge has

been in a growth mode since the 1970's, and with
continuing emphasis on research and extension course
work for the State's growing industrial base, the
University has fought hard to keep up financially.
I In fortunately, the financial base in the state has been
impaired for the last decade, leading to smaller and
smaller appropriations for infrastructure at the
institution; such items include buildings, utilities,
repairs, capital renewable items, space conditioning
equipment and personnel to operate them. LSU has
continued to build new research and leaching facilities
to accommodate the growing demand in the State for
education, but funds for physical plant improvements
have been very limited or non-existent since moneys
available have been channeled into new buildings. In
the mid-1980's it became apparent that unless some
funding changes occurred, new buildings without
proper heating, cooling and power facilities might
result.

To help remedy this situation, a slate law was
passed in Louisiana in 1987 allowing for energy
performance contracting with state agencies (similar
laws have been passed in other states, including Texas

in 1991), with new equipment to be paid for out of
energy cost savings resulting from installation of new
energy efficient equipment. In 1988, LSU issued a
Request for Proposal (RFP) to seek a developer for a
utility based performance contracting project.

CES/Way International, Inc. of Houston, Texas
was the successful proposer to accomplish this work.

LSU's original concept was to generate chilled
water from a gas turbine driven chiller and utilize
waste heat recovery for campus-wide steam
distribution. The CES/Way team developed a design
for implementing variable chilled water pumping and
addition of a state-of-the-art Energy Management
System (EMS) throughout the campus, among other
energy savings enhancements. LSU had already
aggressively attacked utility consumption and costs
through various programs, including negotiating with
the local electric utility for a demand charge reduction
for not implementing an electrical cogeneration project
for an extended period of time. The local utility had
relatively low rates, but large consumption still
resulted in large costs.

Not withstanding LSU's work, the need for new
utilities and the state's limited funds meant that new
money was required from a third party source, and
CES/Way provided this mechanism of financing. The
overall plan was for a turbine to drive a large chiller
to respond to variable campus cooling loads, and in
the process reduce electrical consumption. This
variable mechanical load requirement was at odds with
most traditional gas turbine applications in that most
electrical cogeneration jobs run "flat out" all the time.
A distinctive feature of this project was that it was
planned to NOT run at heavy load most of the year,
and hence the need arose for innovative planning if
the project was to pay from savings. The overall
objective of this project was to generate chilled water
and steam as efficiently as possible within the demand
parameters of the campus, and provide as much
chilled water and steam as possible consistent with
good economics.
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Therefore, this project became mostly a supply
side project, with the only demand side efforts focused
on an Energy Management System and its relationship
to equipment consumption (1). From a systems
economics standpoint, it would have been desirable
that a comprehensive attack of all building energy
using systems occur simultaneously; however, the RFP
did not allow for such efforts, and LSU was
independently pursuing such efforts concurrently
utilizing the Institutional Conservation Program (ICP)
oil overcharge funds; therefore, the challenge to the
developer was intensified.

EXISTING SITUATION
The original campus utility situation was one of a

central power plant located in the center of campus,
which only fed a modest number of buildings, coupled
with eight (8) additional "mini" plants which fed
multiple buildings and generally consisted of a plant
for a building tied together to create multiple building
"plants". In view of the facts that each building or
building expansion was allocated its own construction
budget by the state, and central plant upgrades or
enhancements were not (because of fiscal constraints)
considered attractive by the state, the primary reason
for these mini plants was economics. In addition,
state procurement regulations severely hampered the
desirability of the facility to buy higher first cost/lower
life cycle cost equipment and systems.

The equipment in place ranged from 1950 to
1985 vintage. Due to the large number of additions,
modifications, and new buildings in the last decade,
the overall efficiency and reliability of these plants
had significantly degraded. Energy efficiency was
down for a number of reasons: 1) age, 2) flow rate
changes common to research institutions as (a) new
projects, additions and modifications occurred on an
on-going basis, (b) as local conditions caused
shortages which were handled through "best-fit"
methods, including manual water flow adjustments, 3)
limited repair funds for normal maintenance which
mandated deferral, and 4) lie-ins in which the chilled
water differential temperatures were different, thus
resulting in compromises in efficiency in return for
operational reliability improvements. The same
maladies are common to many other research
institutions, based on personal past experience of die
authors.

Each plant design called for constant flow, and all
building air handling units (AHUs) were designed
originally with 3-way valves, thus resulting in an

artificially high, continuous demand for chilled water
with attendant excessive pumping. The buildings
generally had local building pumps for positive water
flow control; the typical configuration in the before
retrofit case is shown in Figure 1; CES/Way's revised
piping arrangement is shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 1

8LDC CHW INTERFACE SCHEMATICS

BCfORC

This new approach bypasses the local building pump,
but allows its automatic turn on should unusual,
abnormal conditions at the power plant occur which
would require a "temporary" boost of flow and/or head
pressure in order to pump sufficient water through the
building (much more in the way of pressure safeties
were involved in the "After" case, but the approach
shown provides the generic concept). Although taken
one at a lime, the ideas and efforts were probably
appropriate and the best use of severely limited funds,
the overall cumulative effect, in retrospect, was one of
lots of dissimilar pieces of equipment, operating
inefficiently and scattered throughout a campus, so
that either full time personnel were assigned at
disparate points over the campus instead of a smaller
crew confined to a central plant, or personnel were
floating around periodically checking and adjusting ihe
equipment. Also, as more cooling demands occurred
and with limited funds for such work available, more
and more "fix-ups" occurred, such as installation of
bigger pumps to provide more head pressure. These
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FIGURE 2
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modifications also had the effect of upsetting the
system flow since only limited funds were available to
repair perceived problems, and at the time of the
modifications the peak demands were not clear, hence
the perception that the "fix" was sufficient.

This meant that, in addition to equipment which
did not operate in an energy efficient manner
anymore, there was also the added problem of using
up safety margins of heating and cooling capacity as
new buildings and additions were added, but without
major increases in heating/cooling load generation
capacity. This is tantamount to an electric utility
which lias not added generating capacity for many
years while load growth has occurred; at some point,
shortages due to maintenance outages or simply lack
of overall output results. LSU did not wish to be in
this position, despite the lack of capital renewal funds.

Overall, the campus had over 24,000 tons of
installed chiller capacity for an instantaneous peak
load of about 14,000 tons. This is another inefficiency
attributable to the design in which each building has
its own chillers: load diversity, in which different
buildings peak at different times cannot be utilized.
The inability of the campus to lake advantage of load
diversity results in the refrigeration systems in low
load factor buildings idling for a significant portion of
the year. If systemwide load diversity could be taken

advantage of, tie refrigeration chillers could operate
more fully loaded and thus more efficiently (2). Such
diversity had always been (he compelling argument for
a central planl in the case of a "new" design. Bui in
LSU's case, a larger share of critical capital funds
went to the healing/cooling generation for each new
building or addition, rather than a one lime upgrade in
the central plant, all due to economic constraints.

PROPOSED NEW SYSTEM
The proposed new system was to install a gas

turbine direct driving an open drive chiller, with a
waste heat boiler. The turbine would produce enough
power to drive a 4200 ton chiller, and generate about
85,000 pounds of steam through a waste heat boiler
with supplemental firing. After evaluation of the
project, the CES/Way team learned that the RFP load
estimates were high, the projected energy costs (rates)
were also high, and the estimated installation costs
were low! To make the project pay from savings
successfully would therefore require much more
cooling load to generate necessary greater savings. At
this point, the consulting firm of Texas Energy
Engineers/ccrd Partners was hired to augment the in-
house CES/Way staff and assist in a detailed energy
study and preliminary design. It was confirmed that a
significant growth of the size of the project was
necessary to effect a paid-from-savings undertaking.
From this design effort, it was determined that tying
on to more of the satellite plants was needed to
capture more load, especially to fill the valleys of load
encountered during winter and shoulder periods. The
factory-produced "iron" for the chiller and turbine
components necessary for an expanded project cost
only slightly more for a 50% increase in output.
Again, an apparently obvious solution of electrical
cogeneration was not utilized because the in-place
contract with the local electric utility precluded its
implementation. Since no electricity was to be
generated, QF status was not relevant, so no PURPA
issues entered the picture.

In addition, a remote central plant for the
Veterinary Medicine facility needed cooling system
upgrades, but since it was too far away (and across a
state highway), the team chose to upgrade this plant
separately with a new high efficiency chiller and
modify the chilled water pumping system lo improve
system differential temperature and reduce overall
energy consumption required for pumping. The
analysis methodology employed to ascertain the
savings opportunities, load profiles, ton-hrs and overall
operation was the same as for the main central power
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plant upgrade. The Vet Med plant required about
2000 tons of actual peak cooling, and together with
the remaining central power plant, there was a
physical anticipated normal peak of about 14,000 tons
for the buildings affected (which represents the
majority of square footage, but there were still a few
thousand tons of cooling unaffected).

CESAVay has become an industry leader in the
performance contracting business in the development
of innovative methods of measuring savings that often
can only be imputed, due to the difficulties of
calculating baseline adjustments associated with
changes in variables such as degree days, occupancy
of the facilities (i.e..number of students or faculty),
hours of use, and the malady of load creep as clienis
add more computers, copy machines and other energy
consuming electronic equipment. CESAVay worked
with LSU personnel and their technical consultant,
ABB Impell, to develop a model that accurately
emulated the energy production efficiency of the
displaced LSI! equipment to compare it to the cost to
produce the new utilities provided by the new central
plant equipment.

In this manner, essentially only the MMB'I'Us of
thermal energy produced by the new central plant
needed to be measured and compared via computer
simulation to the old utility production scenario in
order to closely approximate savings. This approach
was the only feasible methodology to calculate
savings, as the CESAVay project only addressed a
portion of the LSU campus, and the project could not
be coupled to the overall campus utility bill, which
was and will be influenced by additions of facilities
and other variables beyond the control of CESAVay.
The use of the CESAVay " Thermal Emulator" was a
key factor in making both partners in this shared
savings project comfortable with the payment
procedures. "Hie process was scrutinized by a battery
of competent engineering and financial professionals,
from both LSU and their consultants and the
CESAVay/ccrd team, and also withstood an aggressive
attack from the local utility which ultimately agreed
that the project economics and (lie model were
accurate, and that an electric chiller project could not
compete with the thermal cogeneration system of
mechanically derived chilled water and steam,
produced simultaneously in (lie manner thai the
CESAVay project delivered.

To obtain more cooling load required more
underground chilled water piping, but judicious choice
of !<x>ps and location of piping kept the cost down.

and increased the winter, (i.e. low load) conditions on
the turbine chiller. The system eventually evolved
into a 6300 ion chiller, a 4840 HP gas turbine, a
100,000 Ib/hr waste heat boiler (of which 25,000 Ib/lir
was from waste heat recovery), an initial EMS
installation to control 99 campus buildings (there were
over 160 buildings on the main Baton Rouge campus),
heat recovery tie-in and related pumping
modifications, With this configuration, the project
would pay from savings. It should be slated that (his
is in contradistinction to most projects in which a
budget crunch is encountered and the project
necessarily shrinks in size. Economies of scale were a
critical element in making Hits a viable project; the
original turbine plans were for a 4200 ton unit driven
chiller, but evaluation of costs and standard equipment
sizes showed that for almost the same money a 6300
ton chiller/turbine combination could be effected.
Fortunately, the loads were also available since LSU
could provide it through existing or planned facilities.
Further, throughout the project, additional
opportunities arose and were successfully exploited.
For example, the team constantly sought more winter
load to keep the overall chiller load factor up, even
when the system could not handle the summer peak,
so when a new building was added to the campus, the
CESAVay project lied it onto the chilled water loop
for winter use, even though (he new building had its
own stand-alone chillers to be used for summer loads.
Multiple examples such as this helped to increase load
on the new plant.

The new turbine chiller was tied into the existing
central power plant, and along with the added piping,
a newer backup 1100 ton chiller that was only used
for emergencies in one of the remote mini plants was
moved to the new central plant, which collectively
increased the effective size of the coupled central
power plant from about 4,000 tons to 12,000 tons; this
tonnage and the associated Veterinary Medicine plant
of about 2,000 more tons of load means thai the
CESAVay project involves a total of about 14,000 tons
of chiller control. Simultaneously, new variable speed
drive pumping was utilized for the secondary pumps
in the plant, with the added unusual feature that (his
secondary pumping, instead ol only pumping the
chilled water around the campus, also pumped through
the buildings without (he use of local building pumps.
This overall combination saved thousands of
horsepower that otherwise had to run continuously uue
to die nature of the imbedded past designs, common to
research institutions. This system was a difficult
design consideration since the existing piping was
Class 125 (meaning a maximum of 150 psi was
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allowed on the chilled water system) and the distances
involved, coupled with pumping through the buildings,
made it very difficult to stay within the pressure
limits. New cooling lowers for the added capacity,
new towers to replace worn out, inefficient old cooling
towers, and various enhancements for improving
existing chiller energy efficiency were included to
round out a series 01 energy cost savings measures.
The configuration of the CES/Way newly designed
plant and its relationship to the old mini plants and
LSU's original concept is shown in Figure 3. As can
be seen, additional loads, far removed from the
existing central plant, were added to the system.

..o
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This mandated a design that would account for the
significantly higher distribution losses encountered in
pumping chilled water to these distant buildings.
Through the diligent efforts of both CES/Way and
TEEI, these complex design issues were overcome and
contributed significantly to the overall success of the
project.

A unique characteristic of the new system was the
inherent variable speed drive control of the turbine to
aid the chiller in unloading without having lo adjust
the inlet vanes on the chiller over a wide range of

load. In addition, this VSD feature allowed the chiller
to turn down to lower output levels without engaging
the hot gas bypass to lower the output cooling
capability which would otherwise have required a high
mechanical load on the shaft. This would have
significantly impaired the energy efficiency
capabilities of the resulting system, since hot gas
bypass would have been an artificial heat load on the
chiller. Although the concern for variable loading was
real, the past development work available to optimize
performance was sparse; however, a recent paper has
touched on the problem (3).

The load characteristics of the turbine are shown
in Figure 4, based on planning data from extensive site
investigative work performed during the design/build
phase of the project. From these data, it was clear
that substantial part load activity would occur, and
hence relatively high energy efficiency at such low
loads was essential for the success of the project.
Simultaneously, the low turbine output would result in
drastically reduced boiler supplemental firing
capability (due to low mass flow), so the availability
of sufficient winter boiler capacity beyond the new
HRSG was vital to the effectiveness of the project.
Luckily, such excess capacity was already available,
since a new 100,000 Ib/hr boiler had been added
recently by LSU with their own funds.

The typical daily load profile of the cooling for
the turbine chiller is shown in Figure 5 for selected
weekdays throughout the year. It is clear that a fixed,
high load level did not occur much of the year, as is
generally the case in traditional cogeneration cases.
The campus steam demand varies from a low of about
25,000 lb/hr in the summer to as much as 170,000
lb/hr in the winter; the low end could be provided by
the cogen system, but the upper end required use of
additional LSU supplemental boilers.
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Because the project was a pay-from-savings effort,
safety margins (or the lack thereof) had to be carefully
evaluated. Substantial "what-if' scenarios were
performed, and much internal design debate occurred
in regard to appropriate safety margins. Additionally,
statistical analyses of financial impacts were
periodically updated to track probabilities to ensure
that overall the project would in fact perform as
intended. Many past projects performed by others
have apparently failed to achieve expectations, as
witnessed both by the authors, as well as other
researchers and developers (4,5). To ensure savings
were realized in practice, a sophisticated remote
monitoring system was put in place to track
performance and identify deficiencies quickly so
remedial action could be taken to return the project to
performance objectives. In addition, a full time
turbine/chiller operations manager is on-site to monitor
and control the coupled systems for the life of the
project, with special emphasis upon the turbine;
turbine reliability was paramount since there is no
backup equipment in this prime mover category.

An added sideline benefit to this project was the
reduction in air emissions, when the reduction in
KWH and hence adjustments from the utility
company's power plants were taken into account.
Two of the utility's plants were located near the LSU
campus and both had their output favorably affected
by this project. The reduction in NOx and SOx was
significant, thus assisting (he overall air quality in the
local community. As a result of this project,
approximate reductions of 8 MW of peak electrical
demand KW, and 70 million KWII/Yr, and modest
natural gas displacement resulted from what would
otherwise have been required to achieve the same
levels of heating and cooling load delivery, in addition

to reduced NOx emissions into the local/regional
atmosphere. In terms of air pollution control, the
CES/Way energy conservation project assisted air
quality via reduced pollution from existing plant
standard boilers and from reduced electric utility
power plant emissions from reduced KWH and KW
loads. This resulted in total NOx emissions reduction
for the greater Baton Rouge area of approximately 85
tons/yr, with simultaneous lowering of the corollary
SOx emissions.

EXAMPLE
The project began full time operation in May,

1992, although the Vet Medicine plant system has
been in full operation since February 1991. Shown in
Table 1 is a comparison of the projected versus actual
loads as measured on (he Vet Medicine system; note
the close comparison of design versus actual results.

TABLE 1
Veterinary Medicine Chiller Plant

TON-HOURS

isu
€*8mftte«

5,822,466

6,300,000

GESAIfay
Model

4,483,641

4,851,370

Actual
Meter

4,623,433

5,008,700

COST AVOIDANCE

Target

Si t ing*

$124,200

$135,000

Actual
S«vmg*

$139,780

$148,600

An important element in turbine use was the heat
rate, normally defined as BTU/KWH in cogeneration
applications; the only problem with this definition was
that this project had no electrical generation.
Additionally, it was c ,mmon for equipment vendors (o
not clarify that the BTU referred to in their data sheets
was expressed in lower heating value (LHV), whereas
almost all gas purchases are made in terms of higher
heating value (HHV). For purposes of this project, the
turbine fuel input was BTU of HHV natural gas, and
the output was ton-hrs; both measured on-line, real-
time and then integrated, so both instantaneous rates
and total consumptions could be measured. Thus,
BTU/ton-hour was the efficiency basis of concern in
tracking the turbine performance in this project.

Initial data during the start up period was not fuHy
metered, so only the longer term data for the last lew
months was available to track turbine performance and
the central plant chiller performance compared to
I.SU's projected loads. The actual performance period
of the paid-from-savings project commenced in late
August of 1992, and Figure 6 displays the output from
tiie central plant compared to (lie projected loads
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analyzed as occurring after the new plant was
completed. As is evident, the facility is responding to
the increase in loads at LSU University by delivering
significantly more chilled water tonnage on a
cumulative basis than projected by the university as a
result of die study, even though individual months
vary.

The technical, financial and legal considerations
involved in the design, construction and
implementation of this project were considerable, but
with a knowledgeable team of professionals working
together to make the project a win-win success, the
project was implemented on time, within budget and is
achieving planned savings.

hiuurc 6 CBNTRAL PLANT
CUMULATIVE TON HOURS

PROJECTED
ACTUAL

OCT NOV
MONTH

DEC

The turbine has performed above expectations,
even when accounting for the degradation from
operation after water wash (which followed the
siandiird performance curves for after water wash).
Both on-line power wash and off-line wash are
available and experimentation is underway by
CES/Way's on-site operations manager to ascertain the
best approach for long term performance.

SUMMARY
This pacesetting energy conservation project has

solved an overwhelming financial and capacity
problem at LSU when funds were not available for
expansion or deferred capital renewal projects. The
CES/Way paid from savings project is projected to
save the University about five (5) million dollars per
year in energy costs ($4.3 million) and avoided
maintenance expenditures ($700 thousand). By
design, there is always positive cash flow to the
University after all costs are covered.
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC FIELDS: IS IT REAL?

Dr. Marcus O. Durham, P.E., University of Tulsa, 600 S. College, Tulsa, OK 74104

ABSTRACT
The hazardous effect of electric and magnetic fields

on biological systems is the subject of considerable
debate. Traditional methods have failed to provide a
correlation between the fields and biological effects.
A model is presented that solves this conflict. The
model is a composite energy approach that identifies
the classical, thermal electromagnetic interaction as
well as a completely independent electric and
independent magnetic component.

An overview of the biological investigations is
presented. These include studies on cells, organisms,
and epidemiology studies on people. The discussion
involves the potential risks and methods of mitigating
the risks.

FAILURE OF TRADITIONAL METHODS
The hazardous impact of electromagnetic fields on

biological systems has received considerable
discussion in the popular press {1,2,3,4}. However,
much of this information has been based on confined
data and speculation. Unfortunately, the technical
literature has had a limited response {5,6,7,8}. The
result is a lack of rigorous information.
Consequently, the technical community has often
reacted negatively and defensively to die proposed
biological threat of electromagnetics {9,10}.

Most of the investigations and correlations to date
have been conducted as biological analyses. These
include at least three epidemiological studies that
provide some correlation between electrical power
systems and health effects {11,12}. There have also
been numerous other studies that provide some
indication {12}. However, all of these have failed to
provide a mechanism for the electrical and magnetic
impact on biological systems.

Only limited electrical analyses have been
attempted on biological systems. These have
primarily focused on the power or thermal
characteristics. As a result, there is a great deal of
experience and evidence about the power component
and its effects. Nevertheless, there have been few
correlations with the two energy components of the
electrical and magnetic systems {13,14}.

Maxwell's equations address a system for
describing electric and magnetic fields {15}. The
relationship between the fields is commonly identified
by Poynting's vector. Yet, this vector only relates the
power component of the two fields. Two other

similar relationships must be identified for the
complete energy interaction between the electric and
magnetic fields. These two relationships will be
expanded in this paper.

It is common practice during electrical circuit
analysis to look at the relationship between the power
element (resistor) and the two energy elements
(inductor and capacitor). However, this circuit
analysis, using Kirchhoff's laws, assumes constant
surrounding fields. If the fields are dynamic the
traditional linear circuit techniques encounter
difficulty {16}.

When correlating the electro-magnetic impact on a
biological system, all three electrical and magnetic
interactions must be considered. Nevertheless, most
biological examinations have only investigated the
thermal effects which are identifiable. These power
density studies do not provide information about the
energy effects. If a study relates the electro-magnetic
effects only in terms of watts/cm^ or similar units, it
is restricted to power analysis. A complete analysis
will include energy terms such as joules or watt-
seconds.

Other studies have tried to correlate biological
effects with a single magnetic density (B) field or an
electric intensity (E) field. These are only partial
components of the complex relationship. Hence,
correlations have been weak at best.

The limitations of these correlations prompted the
investigation of alternate relationships. This resulted
in the development of a set of equations that
completely describe any electrical and magnetic
association, whether describing thermal power or
energy interaction.

The routine use of field theory is not common for
most electrical engineers, much less other physical
and biological scientists. However, this field theory
will be a necessary ingredient to understand why
selected designs are better and to understand why
biological systems are impacted by some electrical and
magnetic fields under different conditions.

ENGINEERING ANALYSES
Because of all the popular press discussions, every

electrical installation has become suspected of causing
health hazards. The scientist and engineer will
ultimately be drawn into this fray by litigation or in
an attempt to set safety guidelines within his
organization. The lack of data at this time creates a
tenuous problem for the designer.
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Nevertheless, there is adequate evidence to
demonstrate some effect of electric and magnetic
fields on human and other biological systems. These
effects are not as dramatic as some other health
hazards. However, as prudent engineers, we must be
prepared to defend our designs and to mitigate the
effects where reasonable.

A large part of the biological suppositions has a
major problem. There is a lack of correlation to
conventional electrical theory. If the biological
proposition can be related to electrical models, then
the presentation will be more acceptable. However, if
an appropriate model is not available, then the
credibility of the biological impact is severely
hampered.

Every physical system that has been successfully
modelled fits the same mathematical structure.
Biological systems are no different. However,
determination of the model parameters is challenging.
A major constraint is the period of observation may be
long compared to the life of the subject.
Furthermore, repetitive tests on the same specimen are
difficult. As a result, the absolute cause - effect
model of classical physics may be difficult to
determine.

For this reason, broad studies must be made.
These look for trends and correlations. Therefore, the
spectrum-type model used in atomic physics has more
validity. As additional, spectral - study statistics are
available, the models can be refined. Then an
effective, classical cause - effect model is provided.

Engineers and physical scientists prefer to
investigate data that can be precisely repeated.
However, epidemiological studies by their very
nature, rely on past data. Furthermore, the sample
can not be exactly duplicated. This creates a quandary
for the blending of physical and biological
information. Nevertheless, by careful definition and
correlation of known information from the two
diverse scientific fields, a reasonable consensus can be
developed.

There is no doubt but that a problem is perceived to
exist. It is now the responsibility of the technical
community to define the scope of the problem. Only
then can logical, feasible, viable responses be
addressed.

It is the responsibility of engineers, biologists, and
society to determine the risk to benefit ratio between
exposure to electromagnetic disturbance and the desire
for the services and comfort provided by electrical
energy.

If the problem is a serious health risk, engineers
must develop techniques to mitigate the impact. If the

problem is only a nuisance with occasional irritations,
these must be identified and resolved. If the problem
is only a perception, then we must educate those
outside the technical community.

DEFINITIONS
An understanding of the terminology used by the

scientists can resolve much of the conflict.

Hazard
A hazard is an event that is known to cause definite

damage to the object. A person touching an electric
potential of 120 volts encounters a well defined
hazard. In a normal situation, the hazard results in a
shock or death. Hazards are easily identified by cause
and effect with known results.

Effect
An effect is the response to the stimuli of an event

but the result of the exposure is not definite. A
person exposed to an electromagnetic wave in the
form of a bright light encounters a definite effect.
The effect is squinting. However, the long term
hazard that will result from a brief flash is not well
known. Effects are identified by cause and effect with
possibly unknown results.

Association
An association is an event that will stimulate a

response in some cases, but the mechanism is not
definite. There is an association between time spent
studying for an exam and the grade on the exam.
Associations are not identifiable by a cause and effect.

The following term is not scientific in its
correlation of data. However, it may be the most
powerful operator of all the terms.

Perception
A perception is a conceptual idea that may or may

not be based on demonstrable evidence. Nevertheless,
the response to the perception is as real as a verifiable
event.

PRESENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE
As with many developments in science, the

observance of electromagnetic interaction with human
biological problems was coincidental. Wertheimer
and Leeper observed a correlation between electrical
power line configuration and leukemia in children
{11}. To date, the strongest link between
electromagnetics and biological effects continues to be
power line configuration. This Denver study
published in 1979 has been the impetus for much
discussion. All further synopsis in this section will
deal only with low frequency (less than 100 hertz),
comparatively low power, electric and magnetic
fields. This work has been more or less replicated by
studies sponsored by the New York Power Project and
by the Electric Power Research Institute.
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No body of knowledge is ever complete. However,
increasing discussion and investigation tends to shed
additional insight into perceived problems. The study
of cancer correlations has progressed rather
dramatically in the last forty years. A greater
awareness now exists about carcinogenic contributors
that were previously considered benign.
Nevertheless, the scientific community must be
careful about creating phobias concerning every facet
of our existence.

There are now numerous studies that have made or
dismissed associations between electromagnetic fields
and biological systems. These occur less than twenty
years after publication of the inaugural technical
report. Only a few of these will be mentioned so the
reader will have an overview of the present state of
the art. The inquisitions can be grouped in three
categories: epidemiological, individual organisms,
and cellular or organ level.

Epidemiology
Epidemiology studies correlate historical data for a

large population of people. The people generally fit a
particular category based on location or occupation.
Any biological data is purely statistical in nature. The
results can only show an association with a stimulus
(electromagnetic fields for example) since there are
many extraneous factors involved with each person.
Risk factors greater than one indicate increasing
associations.

Since application engineers are predominantly
involved with power systems, we will primarily
discuss 60 Hz fields.

The epidemiological studies have primarily
investigated cancers such as leukemia and tumors. Six
international studies, including three in the US, have
related magnetic fields in homes to cancer. One found
no association {7}. The others noted increased
incidence at levels as low as 0.2 microtesla for AC
power frequencies. A Swedish study and a study by
Savitz for the New York Power Lines project tend to
confirm the first report by Wertheimer. The DC level
of the earth's field is about 50 microtesla. (Note the
section in Unit Scaling for term descriptions.)

Twelve U.S. and eight international studies have
investigated the effects of occupation with cancers.
Only two Swedish studies have found no association.
A John Hopkins study of 50,000 workers showed a
seven times increase in leukemia and other cancers for
telephone line-splicers. A ten year survey of East
Texas workers showed an increased risk ratio of ten
for brain cancer among electric utility workers {7}.
Dr. Milham of Washington has found an increased
incidence of leukemia in ten out of eleven men
working in close association with electric or magnetic
fields {17}.

Individual Organisms
Fortunately we do not purposely do damaging

experiments on people in our society. Hence
experimental tests on individual organisms are
conducted on animals. Dr. W. Ross Adey of
U.C.L.A. Brain Research Institute has been a prolific
investigator of electromagnetic phenomenon on
biological systems {18,7}. With colleagues, he has
shown that monkey brain waves and behavior patterns
are disturbed by low frequency electric fields at levels
as low as one volt per meter. These tests were
confirmed using cats. Other tests demonstrated a

• delay in reaction of monkeys exposed to low
frequency fields (including 60 Hz).

The biological clock, called the circadian rhythm,
is disturbed by low frequency fields. This has been
repeatedly demonstrated by measuring chemical
secretions. Batelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories has
shown a correlation with users of some types of
electric blankets {7}. The New York Project showed
a slowing of repetitive learning by rats {12}.

Other studies have reported a variety of
interactions. A bibliography of 159 studies with a
bio-electro-magnetic emphasis is listed in Biological
Effects of Power Line Fields, a report of the New
York State Power Lines Project [14]. Arguments can
always be found against any research data, especially
by those which are affected by the information.
Nevertheless, the vast majority of published reports
show a measurable association between biological
system changes and electromagnetic fields.

Cells and Qrpans
Dr. Adey and his colleagues did the first work

showing that low frequency fields increased the
release of calcium ions from nerve tissue {18}. This
work has been repeated by others. The rate of DNA
synthesis in some types of human cells is modified by
low level electric fields {19,7}. Increased ODC
enzymes activity is used as a cancer indicator. This
activity has increased at electric field levels as low as
0.1 mv/cm.

The mechanism for these and other operations are
not always apparent. Nevertheless, numerous studies
have reported an interaction between the
electromagnetic environment and the biological
responses.

SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
All physical systems, whether biological or not,

exhibit common mathematical model characteristics.
To understand the potential biological impact of
electromagnetics, it is first necessary to identify the
model for the electrical system. The biologically
defined effects are simply a different perspective of
this same electrical phenomenon.
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Since a diverse group of readers are impacted by
this subject, the presentation will not rely on complex
mathematics. Other papers by the author address the
mathematical development. A basic model can be
developed using classical control systems. The model
is sometimes referred to as a two-port network.

A basic model consists of three fundamental
ingredients as shown in Figure 1 {20, 21, 22}. The
external influence is from an input signal or stimulus.
The internal characteristics are a network or cell. The
interaction creates a response or new system which is
the output or effect.

There are boundaries or limits on the input and
output. Stimuli outside the boundary will not cause a
proportional (linear) response. In fact, the system
may overload and have no response.

Most analyses of electrical circuit phenomenon
consider linear responses. This is not a valid
assumption for the biological model. The system
operates with the normal exponential response of
other second order physical systems.

EXTERNAL INTERNAL RESULT

INPUT

signal —

SYSTEM

net

Figure 1: System Model

ENERGY
The common denominator of all systems is energy.

Hence, energy calculations may be used to correlate
diverse forms such as electrical, mechanical and
biological. Notice total apparent (complex) energy
will be defined to include linear energy represented by
a dot product and rotational torque represented by a
cross product. The combination of dot and cross
product is shown by a star product.

In addition, the total energy effect on the system
can be written as the sum of the internal characteristic
energy, the external input energy, and the thermal
conversion energy.

£ W(intemal) + W(thermal) + W(external) = 0 (1)

Each of the forms of energy have three elements
which are often represented by a second order
equation. A principle can by stated for the energy
relationships {23}.

Principle one: Any item that can be uniquely
identified can be further explained by three
components. The components are source, conversion,
and storage.

INTERNAL - CHARACTERISTICS
The three energy displacements - mass (m), charge

(q) , and magnetic pole (p) - fully describe the internal
effect on a biological system when the equations
containing the terms are summed.

Furthermore, the internal energy describes the
independent, static fields. The static electric field and
the magnetic field strengths comes from the internal
energy term. This term is based on the First Law of
Energy {13}. The flux density is the reference
displacement [n0] times the motive distance [d] in the
volume [V]. The distance divided by volume gives a
net area. The intensity is density multiplied by the
medium constant [k]. The symbols and units are
shown. The subscript indicates the direction of
measurement.

Electric density
Magnetic density
Electric intensity
Magnetic intensity

D(q)y coulombs/in2

B(p)z webers/m2

E(q)y newtons/coulomb
H(p)z newtons/weber

Figure 2 illustrates the magnetic circuit portion cf
the energy. The poles are placed perpendicular to the
plane. The density reduces to the pole strength
divided by the plane area. The intensity depends on
the medium between the poles.

>
X

N
\

X /
B /
X /

J
3

Figure 2: Internal Magnetic Circuit

The field strength depends on the shape of the.
displacement (whether charge, pole, or mass) and on
the reciprocal of the volumetric distance ' s r ' between
the displacements. The Meld strength is defined in
reference to a plane between the displacements. If the
displacement is at a point (as shown in Figure 2), then
the density varies by l/s r

2. If the displacement is
along a line, the strength depends on l/s r. If the
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displacement is over a plane area, half the strength is
on each side of the plane.

The internal energy does not cause a change in
form.

THERMAL - POWER
A change or conversion in energy forms will

involve thermal energy. Since the physical
environment is less than perfect, the energy
conversion is never complete. The loss can be stated
in an expansion of the Second Law of
Thermodynamics. This will be called the Second
Energy Law.

Second Law: Each energy conversion results in a
loss in order of the system. Power [P] is derived
from the system only when there is opposition or
resistance to the energy change.

The thermal energy obviously causes a change in
the organism. The heat from this process will modify
the form and function of the biological circuit. The
thermal effects on biological systems are well known
and will not be addressed.

EXTERNAL - SYSTEM INPUT
The external energy contains the forcing function

on the system. By extension, it also contains the
radiation if the system is not at rest.

Because the external energy will be applied on the
internal characteristics, there is a response. This
relationship embodies the Conservation of Energy
which is expanded and referred to as the Third Law of
Energy.

The dynamic current circuit and the magnetic
intensity circuit are orthogonal, as shown in Figure 3.
The circles formed by the circuits are interlocking
rings or toroids.

C

Since the dynamic fields are interrelated, there is a
common electromagnetic radiation. The radiation
density is the energy in a volume. Emittance is the
time constrained density. Hence this is a power
density term. The radiation intensity is the velocity
constrained density. Intensity is also the force-arm
distance on emittance. Since intensity is a flow rate
term, it may be called flux.

Energy density D(W)
Emittance E(W)
Energy intensity I(W)

joule/m3

watt/m3

watt/mz

Figure 3: Magnetic - Current Dependence

Volume is three-dimensional. If the distribution of
the energy source changes shape, the same amount of
energy will be spread over a large surface. Therefore,
the concentration will decrease at the location of the
specimen.

If the energy is at a point, then the density varies
by l/s r

3. If the energy is along a line, the strength
depends on l/s r

2. If the energy is over a plane area,
the density decreases by the distance l/s r from the
plane.

EXTERNAL-BIOLOGICAL
For biological consideration, typical point sources

are motors, computer screens, and electronic devices.
The radiation effect can be dramatically reduced by a
slight increase in distance separation (1/s3).

For line sources, the radiation effect drops off
somewhat more slowly (1/s2). Typical line sources
are multi-conductor cables and long wire conductors.
The return path must be balanced and close to the
current carrying conductor. The closeness of the
wires is compared to the distance to the specimen.
Close circuit paths have a single effect on the
specimen.

When the energy is distributed over a large area,
the source appears to be a plane. Typical plane
sources are blankets and conductors mat are widely
separated. The wide separation makes the conductor
current appear unbalanced to the specimen. The
electromagnetic field effect can be reduced by
bringing the conductor and return path to close
proximity.

POWER LINES
There are recognized levels of electric and magnetic

fields in the vicinity of power lines {8,9}. The level
of electric fields near distribution lines are 0.1 to 1
volt/meter. Those under a 765 kV power line are
10,000 volt/meter. Magnetic levels in homes are 0.01
to 5 microtesla. Under a 765 kV line the levels are 1
gauss (10 millitesla).

Where rigid standards for safe exposure levels have
been adopted, they are tending toward 100 volt/meter
and 15 microtesla {8}.
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Figure 4: 12,470 Typical Distribution

To mitigate the electromagnetic fields associated
with power lines, restrict the use of unbalanced
systems. Ground return paths should be avoided since
the magnetic field is spread out. Three-phase
electrical circuits should be constructed in a diamond
shape to reduce the spacing and resulting dispersed
field.

Figure 4 shows the electric intensity and magnetic
density associated a typical 12,470 volt, three-wire,
distribution power line with two conductors on one
side and one conductor on the other side of the pole
{23}. It can be observed that at SO feet from the
center line of the right-of-way that the magnetic field
still exceeds the 0.2 microtesla level that has been
associated with biological impact in some studies.
This indicates the effect of Wertheimer's Denver
study.

By making only a slight modification in the
configuration, both the electric and magnetic fields
can be dramatically lowered. Alternately, the lines
may be shielded to mitigate the field effects. Electric
fields can be shielded with a variety of conducting
materials. However, magnetic fields will pass
through most objects including the earth. This makes
magnetic mitigation more complex. Iron based
materials are the most effective magnetic shields,
since the materials are magnetic conductors.

The Held data is typical of information used for
analysis of electrical and magnetic effects on
biological systems. The following development will
show the weakness of using only these two field
components. A complete investigation will require
the interaction of electric intensity and density with
magnetic intensity and density.

DOSAGE
In biological science, dosage for a specimen is

generally defined by the product of a magnitude value
and a period of time. In physical science, dosage
coincides with an energy definition when power is the
magnitude.

W = £ P t (2)

However, from the thermal energy relationship, it
has been shown this is only an thermal term.
Therefore, it will not describe the energy components
of the internal characteristic response to an external
forcing function.

By analyzing the external electromagnetic equation,
the total exposure can be found.

The complete response is obtained by summing the
effect of the time rate of change on the charge (q), the
charge-pole product (pq), and the poles (p) taken one
at a time. These components are magnetic, thermal,
and electric responses respectively including volume
at the specimen location.
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First response
New system
New response
or
New response

= System X EM promoter
= System X Initiator
= New system X EM promoter

= System X Initiator X EM

(no-impact)
(minor-impact)
(impact)

(impact)

W(EM) = E H,BZV + E Pxt + E E,DyV (3)

These relationships indicate the total impact is the
result of current and magnetic density, electric and
magnetic intensities, with voltage and electric density.
Any one item may be quite small, but still impact the
total energy if its associated term is large. This
complex relation assures us that there will continue to
be difficulty in correlating electromagnetic field
effects on biological specimens.

From this complex relationship, it can be observed
that the energy effect or dosage on the specimen can
not be found from one simple field strength
measurement over time. Hence, correlations between
biological impact and only electric fields or only
magnetic fields will seldom yield consistent results.
More involved measurements including the total
electromagnetic field must be used.

SYSTEM VS CARCINOGEN MODEL
One carcinogen model assumes there is a stimulus

that initiates the cancer activity. Then another
stimulus promotes the development of the cancer.
This model fits very well with the control system
electromagnetic model shown in Figure 1.

The biological system (transfer function) can be
modified by other stimuli. The initiator signal creates
a new system transfer function which is the product of
the system and the initiator. The electromagnetic
(EM) stimulus would then act as a promoter to create
a different response on the new system.

The control model would have the following forms.
The first equation is the effect without an initiator in
the system. The next two describe the effect after an
initiator. The equations can be combined to show the
composite effect as in Figure 5.

The system characteristics include the capacitive,
resistive and inductive elements. Hence a frequency,
damping, and phase shift are associated.

This is one explanation of why cells and organisms
respond to windows of frequencies. An organism
may have many internal electromagnetic circuits.
There will be several resonant frequencies where a
pronounced response will be observed. Power line
frequencies seem to be near one of these resonant
frequencies. It would be expected that similar types
of cells would have nominally the same electrical
model. Similar cells would respond in a similar
fashion while different cells may not respond.

CONCLUSION
A quote from the first sentence of the summary to

the New York Power Line Project is appropriate {12}.
"It is clear from the results of the studies sponsored
by the Project, as well as from many other recent
studies, that both 60-Hz electric and magnetic fields
can affect certain biological systems." Numerous
approaches are being considered by a number of
agencies. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers and several other organizations have
committees investigating possible standards for levels
of electrical and magnetic fields.

These are long term approaches at best. In today's
litigating environment, each engineer and company
must make the best effort to protect their interests
from spurious suits. This protection requires an
understanding of the present public perception, valid
or not. It further requires a detailed knowledge of the
basic engineering and physics.

Furthermore, the engineering consideration of the
design, construction, and operation of electrical
systems are changing. Where prudent, the system
must be used in a way that will have the least impact
on the public and on employees that might be
exposed. The cost-benefit trade-off necessarily
includes the legal, social, and ethical responsibility.
All these considerations must be made without over-
reaction to perceived problems. Walking this
tightrope is one of the biggest challenges that has
faced electrical engineers.
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"PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ELECTROCHEMICALLY POWERED TURBOPROP:
A COMPARISON WITH STATE OF THE ART GAS TURBINES"

Mark C. Johnson, Univcrsit> of Arkansas. Faycilcvillc. ARand
David H Swan. Texas A&M Univcrsil>. College Slalion. TX

positive, or Cathode, side of the cell. The region in
the middle of the cell is the electrolyte which is
different for diflcrcnt types of fuel cells and each side
of the electrolyte is bonded to an electrode which
conducts the electron to or from the electrolyte. The
electrodes are typically porous (often made of carbon

ABSTRACT impregnated fabric) and allow the working gases to
diffuse to the electrolyte where the necessary
reactions occur. In a PEMC the electrolyte is a solid
polymer which only permits protons (H"1" tons) to
cross. Platinum is laced at the interface of the
electrodes and the electrolyte which catalyzes the
removal of an electron from the Hydrogen gas The
Proton then moves across the electrolyte while the
electron moves through an electric circuit thus
providing electrical work. On the Cathode side of
the cell, Electrons rccombinc with Oxygen and the
transmitted Protons to produce the only exhaust
product - pure water.'

As we search for alternative fuels and
energy efficient vehicles it is important to consider
the role of electrochemical fuel cells in aircraft
propulsion systems. This paper focuses on this issue
with regards to small turboprop aircraft. An
electrochemical propulsion system would employ
liquid hydrogen in an air breathing fuel cell that
would generate electricity to run electric motors
which in turn power the props. The major question
this paper addresses is: under what conditions will a
hydrogen/ fuel cell power system be superior to a
state of the art hydrogen/ gas turbine power system?
The systems arc compared on a fuel consumption
basis, a cost basis, and a reliability/ maintainability
basis. The analysis show that both specific power
and efficiency play an important role in determining
which configuration uses less fuel. In general, the
fuel cell system is heavier but more efficient than the
gas turbine. It appears that the fuel cell system will
begin to compete with the gas turbine as the power
densities surpass I kw/kg and the deficiencies
approaches .45. From a cost perspective gas turbines
presently cost $500/ kw and fuel cells are far more
expensive. However, the raw materials in a fuel cell
are inexpensive and could conceivably be cheaper,
thus making the fuel cells increasingly attractive.
From a reliability perspective, the fuel cell system
appears to have a significant advantage due to the
lack of moving parts and the high reliability of
electric motors.

BACKGROUND

Fuel cells arc currently being investigated
as an attractive alternative to conventional battery
powered automobiles. '-2.3 Additionally, hydrogen
is being investigated as an alternative fuel for
aircraft propulsion systems A

realistic systems many cell would be "stacked" to
produce a device with sufficient voltage supply. In
each cell. Hydrogen is brought into the negative, or
Anode, side of the cell and air is delivered to the

Fuel Cell Schematic
Fual <HJ

Air (O, and NJ

Figure 1 Fuel Cell Schematic

The PEMC fuel cell is the heart of all
electrochemical systems considered in this work and
all comparisons arc drawn between potential
electrochemical systems and liquid Hydrogen
powered gas turbine systems. The main questions to
be addressed in this paper arc: How docs an
electrochemical propulsion system compare to
conventional aircraft propulsion systems? Under
what aerodynamic situations, and in what
configurations, docs an electrochemical system have
a potential advantage? In these promising
aerodynamic realms, what technological
improvements are necessary to provide these
potential advantages?
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A GENERIC ELECTROCHEMICAL
PROPULSION SYSTEM

Figure 2 presents a propulsion system
which resembles a turbofan and allows energy input
to the core flow through compression and heat
addition. The work is added via an electric motor
driven fan/compressor. The electric power is
provided by a PEMC fuel cell powered by liquid
Hydrogen. The heat energy is provided by burning
Hydrogen in the core flow after the flow is
compressed. The work imparted to the core flow, is
provided with an associated efficiency . This
efficiency is a function of the fuel cell efficiency, the
electric motor efficiency, and the fan efficiency. The
heat is added to the fuel directly and therefore is
100% efficient.

G e n e r i c P r o p u l s i o n S y s t e m

Figure 2 A Generic Propulsion System

This simplified system provides an
investigative tool for probing the potential
performance of electrochemical propulsion systems
under a wide variety of pressure ratios, heat
additions, and Mach numbers. For the sake of
brevity, this system will be coined as an Electrofan.
Promising situations can then be exploited with a
configuration that is tailored to the aspects of that
configuration. To explore the performance of this
system we derive expressions for the specific Impulse
(a measure of overall fuel efficiency) and the
Breguct range parameter. The Specific impulse is
defined as:

where T is total engine thrust, thf is the mass flow

of fuel, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The
thrust is determined by the amount cf momentum
imparted to the core flow and is given by where it is
assumed that the exit static pressure equal to the
freestream pressure (which implies that the exit flow

is perfectly expanded). The core mass flow is mf

and % and u3 are the inlet and exit velocities
respectively. These equations can be combined and
expressed in terms of the inlet and exit mach
numbers as

rhrg

The ratio of core mass flow to fuel mass flow can be
derived by applying an energy balance to the engine
to yield

rh h/Cn

where i\ is the overall conversion efficiency of
Hydrogen to work into the fluid and the subscript t

refers to total conditions. The first term in the
denominator represents the fuel consumption due to
the compression and the second term due to heat
addition. These equations allow us to calculate the
specific impulse from a small number of inputs.
These inputs are inlet Mach number (Mo), fan
pressure ratio (Pg/Pu). and temperature rise due to
heat addition (To - Tg). The diffuser pressure drop
(Pii/Pio) is also required, and is provided as a
function of Mach number as presented in Figure 3.6

I = - — ; T=rhc(u3-u0)
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A meaningful way to examine this system is
to plot specific impulse versus Mach number, where,
for each Mach number, the fan pressure ratio and
heat addition have been selected such as to maximize
the specific impulse for that Mach number. This
describes an envelope of optimal performances for
this configuration and is compared to conventional
propulsion systems in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Optimal Specific Impulse of the
Electrofan Compared to Conventional Systems

Figure 4 shows that the Electrofan performs
very well at low Mach numbers less than .7 and that
at higher mach numbers conventional systems out
perform it. There is a simple reason for this.
Referring to equation 3, as inlet Mach number
increases it requires increasingly greater fan pressure
ratios to keep the exit mach number high since
diffuscr losses climb. Therefore at higher Mach
numbers heat addition to the flow plays an
increasingly important role since it increases T3.
This is where the Electrofan falters. Even though
the overall conversion efficiency of the fuel cell
electric motor system is very high the heat rejected
from the fuel cell never reaches the core flow and is
therefore wasted. This does not happen with
conventional turbofans or turbojets, where all to the

fuel's energy expresses in the fluid as increased
temperatures and pressures. The ramjet, which
dominates the field for Mach numbers between 3 and
6, relies solely on heat addition to provide its
propulsive kick. This is precisely what the
Electrofan degenerates to at high Mach numbers as
can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 5 presents the ratio of Hydrogen fuel
expended on compression divided by the amount
expended on heat addition for optimum Electrofan
operation (for an overall conversion efficiency T\ =
.5). At low Mach numbers all of the energy is used
to provide increased pressure (via the fuel cell
electric motor system), but, as Mach number
increases, energy is more usefully spent in heat
addition.

Fuel
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/Fuel
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Fuel
Cell
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Figure 5 Ratio of Hydrogen Burned to Hydrogen
Consumed in the Fuel Cell at Optimal Operation

It would be nice to utilize the waste energy
from the fuel cell but this presents two major
problems. First the operating temperature of the
PEMC fuel cell is about 70 C which is lower than
the fan exit temperature for most mach numbers.
Higher temperature fuel cells exist such as the Solid
Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) and the Molten Carbonate
Fuel Cell (MCFC), however the SOFC operates at
lowered efficiencies which mitigate any possible
improvements due to heat transfer and the MCFC is
very heavy. The second problem associated with
recovering the waste heat from the fuel cell is the
inherent pressure drops associated with heal
addition.

AN ELECTROCHEMICALLY POWERED
TURBOPROP

The investigation with the generic system
points out that the Mach number regime from 0 to
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1.0 is the most promising for electrochemically
powered systems, especially for Mach numbers less
than .7. This is the regime of the Propfan,
Turboprop, and Turbofan. To investigate this
regime more carefully we consider a propeller driven
aircraft such as is used for commercial air transport
from small cities to major hubs. In this work we
want to compare this propulsion system in detail to
the conventional Turboprop. These systems will be
compared from the fuel consumption aspect, the cost
aspect, and the maintenance aspect.

To perform this comparison we begin with
some basic equations which describe aircraft
performance; the Breguet range equation and the
aircraft weight breakdown.

R = U0I—Lni

The take off weight ( W J is the sum of the fuel
weight (Wfuei), the payload weight (W w ) , and the
empty weight ( W o ^ ) . The empty weight includes
the weight of the aircraft structural components, the
weight of the propulsion systems, avionics,
hydraulics, cabin fixtures, etc. To maintain a
tractable problem we will impose some constraints
for our analysis that reflect present day norms. The
aircraft speed will be held constant at Ma=.6O which
corresponds to U o = 200 m/s; the range will be held
constant at 3500 km; The payload will be held at
2500 kg; and the lift to drag ratio (L/D) will be
determined empirically from past aircraft experience
as equal to 15. Furthermore, the specific impulse is
determined by employing the standard relationship
between thrust and power consumption for
propellers8 and combining it with equation 1. This
yields:

prop

U J

I prop

= r\m r\k hrh f which yields

gU0 gU0

where T ^ is the propeller efficiency, r\m is the
electric motor efficiency, r\k is the fuel cell
efficiency, and r\ is the overall efficiency. For our
study, the propeller efficiency will be held constant

at .8 for both the electrochemical system and the
conventional gas turbine system. The electric motor
efficiency is .9.

We now need a tractrMe relation for
dealing with weight quant::,cs. Equation 4 can be
rearranged in a convenient form to provide the
takeoff weight as a function of readily determinable
quantities:

w,p«y

L
wto wto

where Wp,y is known and fixed (2500 kg) and
Wf/Wto is determined from equation 5 with the
specific impulse provided by equation 6. Therefore
WEmfH)/Wto is the only parameter that is unknown.
For our work, the empty weight is defined as the
structural weight (W3Uuct) and the propulsion system
weight (Wprop). The empty weight is comprised of
enough structural components to support the entire
plane at take off. Therefore it is reasonable to
assume that ratio of structural weight to take off
weight is nearly constant from one aircraft to
another. Data taken from Nikolai7 bear this out and
show that Wsauct/Wto = .425 and WagjJVfu, = .045
for transport aircraft running on modern gas
turbines. In order to compare a gas turbine
propulsion system to an electrochemical powered
system we need a way to relate the Wp^ /̂Wi,, of a
gas turbine to the Wprop/W,,, of the electrochemical
system. This can be done by recognizing that the
Specific Power Density (SPD) of any given system
relates to the weight of the propulsion system for a
given power and therefore we write the following
approximation.

Wte SPD
8

where the subscript K refers to the electrochemical
system and the subscript 0 refers to the gas turbine
system.

This' allows us to calculate Wprop/W,,, by
knowing the SPD of the electrochemical system and
the gas turbine system. To provide an appreciation
and intuitive feeling for the SPD of various power
producing system, consider Table 1
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Present Day Gas
Turbines
Advanced A/C Motors
Present Day ICE's
Advanced Fuel Cells

SPD (kW/kg)
2.0-3.0

1.5-2.0
.5-1.0
.5-3.0

Table 1 SPD of Several Power Producing Systems

An interesting point to note is that present
day gas turbines provide about 3 times more power
per unit weight than the present day ICE's which are
under the hood of our automobiles. Fuel cells are, at
present, considerably lacking in SPD compared to
gas turbines. Still, fuel cells are in their infancy and
have not been worked on by engineers until recently.
There is good reason to assume that they will be
improved to high power densities over the next two
decades.8

By combining equations 5 through 8,
approximating WstmctAVto = .425, and choosing an
SPDgt =3.0, we can calculate the take off weights,
empty weights, and fuel weights for both
electrochemically propelled aircraft and gas turbine
propelled aircraft for a specified range, payload,
speed, and L/D. Figures 6 and 7 provide comparison
of fuel consumption and empty weight for
electrochemical propulsion systems and gas turbine
propulsion systems.
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Figure 5 Ratio of Fuel Consumed vs. SPD of the
Electrochemical
System
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Figure 6 Ratio of Empty Weights vs. SPDec

Figure 5 presents the ratio of Hydrogen fuel
consumed for the electrochemical system as a
function of the SPD of the electrochemical system.
Plots are provided for three different fuel cell
efficiencies. The Figure shows a "knee" in the data
at about SPD^ =1 and for fuel cell efficiencies of
either .5 or .6 the fuel consumed by the
electrochemical system is less than the conventional
system. If the SPD of the electrochemical system
could reach 2.0 at an efficiency of .5 the
electrochemical system would consume 82% as
much fuel the gas turbine system.

Figure 6 presents the ratio of aircraft empty
weight for the electrochemical configuration to the
aircraft empty weight of the gas turbine
configuration. This ratio is again plotted as a
function of SPDcc. Empty weight is a good indicator
of aircraft initial cost and the results show that the
empty weight is quite sensitive to SPDec. For
example, if SPD^ is equal to one half the SPDg,
(corresponding to SPDec =1.5 kW/kg) then the empty
weight is about 20% higher for the electrochemical
system. This is due to the compounding effect of
increased weight. A small increase in W ^ causes
an concomitant increase in fuel weight and structural
weight. This indicates we will need a very high
SPDM to keep our empty weight, and corresponding
costs, down.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the possible use of an
electrochemical propulsion system for Hydrogen
fueled aircraft. The electrochemical system has a
Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMC) as i(s
main power generating device. By analyzing a
generic propulsion system in which energy is added
to the flow through either compression or
combustion, we have clearly shown that the
electrochemical system only has promise at Mach
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numbers less than one. This is due to the fact that
waste heat from the from the fuel cell, which is about
half the energy of the consumed Hydrogen, does not
express in the flow as increased temperature,
whereas, in a conventional gas turbine, all of the
energy is expressed in the core flow. Therefore, even
though the fuel cell is potentially more efficient than
gas turbines (as far as the production of mechanical
work is concerned) they have this inherent
disadvantage as far as aircraft propulsion goes.

For low Mach numbers, especially less than
.7, heat addition to the core flow does not impact
thrust or specific impulse very much, and therefore a
fuel cell system has potential in this regime. This
regime is especially suited to a Turboprop or a
Propfan propulsion configuration and we
concentrated our efforts on a Turboprop operating at
Mach number of .6 (Uo = 210 m/s) with a typical
payload and range associated with a small
commercial airliner (2500 kg over 3500 km). In this
configuration Hydrogen is supplied to the fuel cell
and the electrical output is used to power an electric
motor which turns a propeller. The resulting aircraft
performance was compared to that of a gas turbine
powered Turboprop from a fuel consumption
perspective and an empty weight perspective.

From a fuel consumption perspective the
electrochemical system will out perform the gas
turbine as efficiencies increase over about 50% and
specific power densities exceed lkW/kg. However,
from an empty weight point of view it appears that
the electrochemical system will have to approach 3
kW/kg in order to compete. For systems with an
SPD less than 3 kW/kg the cost picture is unclear
since some money may be saved in fuel costs while
additional money will be spent on the initial
purchase.

In reality, there are substantial obstacles to
overcome in order to achieve electrochemical
systems with SPD levels greater than 2 kw/kg. First
off, the best fuel cell systems now available could
produce about .3 kw/kg, although there is reason to
believe that that number could not go up by an order
of magnitude based on the weights of the raw
materials needed in a PEMC.3 Still, the system
consists of more than just the fuel cell and in
particular must contain the electric motor and a
controller. Current state of the art prototype A/C
electric motors can achieve 2 kW/kg and controllers
are about 3kW/kg. When these items are added to
the picture it appears unlikely, at least in the near
term future, that the full electrochemical system
could exceed 1 kW/kg. This means that even the

state of the art electrochemical system would be at
best equal to the conventional gas turbine system.
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ABSTRACT
Industrial facilities of all sizes have the ability

to reduce and better control both power and
steam costs with a cogeneration system. Unlike
the larger systems that sell almost all of the co-
generated power to a regulated electric utility,
these internal use systems use the cogenerated
power on-site to reduce power purchases.
Ranging from a few hundred kilowatts to tens of
megawatts, they are somewhat smaller than the
Wholesale Power systems; system size is
determined by the industrial plant's electric and
thermal requirements and not by an external
need for power by a utility.

These systems can be very cost effective but
require considerably more engineering analysis of
site conditions than is typical for a Wholesale
Power Project; it is necessary to analyze the in-
dustrial host's power and thermal requirements
on an hour by hour basis. Moreover, because
economic viability is dependent upon displacing
some or all of the industrial site's purchased
power requirements, considerable attention must
be given to the analysis of the local utility's retail
rales.

This paper describes the concept of an Inter-
nal Use cogeneration system and reviews some of
the key factors that must be considered in evalu-
ating the viability of a cogeneralion facility at any
specific industrial site.

BACKGROUND
During the fifteen years that have elapsed

since the passage of PURPA many industrial
energy users have benefited from the develop-
ment of cogcncralion facilities at specific sites.
Generally, these eogencration plants have sold
most of the cogencrated power to an electric
utility and it was a long term contract for the sale
of that power that was the basis for project eco-
nomics and financing. Cogeneraicd steam was

frequently sold to the industrial customer at a
discount off the cost of steam production in a
traditional fired boiler. In some cases, project
revenues were improved through the use of co-
generated power at the site to displace retail
power purchases from ^he local utility. The use
of cogenerated power on-sile, priced at a dis-
count from published retail rates, can increase
savings to the industrial customer and is viable
when retail rates significantly exceed the rate that
a utility will pay for power. These types of co-
generation projects, generally referred to as
"Wholesale Power" cogencrators, arc very com-
mon and represent most of the cogencration
developed since the passage of PURPA; project
sizes which were originally in the range of 20
MW to 40 MW have increased to a range of 150
MW to almost 1,000 MW. Moreover, the market
for these projects has been quite regional depen-
dent on a local utility's need for power or a slate
regulatory body's determination that additional
capacity will be developed as non-utility cogener-
ation. Figure 1 shows cogeneration capacity
installed to date on a state basis.

Figure 1 Distribution of Non-1 Jlilily G^ncraling I'

While Wholesale Power cogcneralion makes
up the greatest fraction of the cogeneration in-
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duslry, another type of cogeneration project has
the potential for broader application throughout
the industrial sector. This type of project uses
most, if not all, of the cogenerated steam and
power on-site. Power is exported from the site
and sold to a local utility on an "as available"
basis and the revenues resulting from such sales
arc generally an insignificant fraction of the
project revenue stream. These "Internal Use"
projects range in size from a few hundred
kilowatts to 20 MW with the size primarily a
function of the site electric and thermal loads.
Moreover, while they generally produce steam as
the form of thermal energy, hot water and
refrigeration are also potential thermal products.
Since most industrial processes require a steady
stream of thermal energy, the technical market
for internal use cogeneration is truly national.
Moreover, since project viability is dependent on
more stable purchased power retail rates, project
revenues are more stable and arc available
without the need for cither the expensive
negotiations, prolonged regulatory proceedings,
or the bidding uncertainty which is now
characteristic of Wholesale Power cogeneration.

Determining the viability of an Internal Use
cogencralion project is a complex undertaking
that requires detailed analysis of a number of
considerations including site energy usage charac-
teristics, electric utility rate structures, fuel costs,
equipment capital costs, project development
costs and fees, staffing requirements, financing,
tax considerations and the local lcgal\regulatory
environment. These factors are reviewed below.

SITE AND PROCESS ENERGY
REQUIREMENTS

An Internal Use cogeneration system sup-
plies the site with both power and thermal energy
and, therefore, it is necessary to examine these
site requirements closely. The optimum cogener-
ation opportunity is characterized by power and
steam requirements that exhibit little variation
over time and with respect to each other. More-
over, the processes should be in operation for
5,000 hours or more, although the specific thresh-
old will depend on the electric utility rate struc-
ture and fuel costs.

Monthly energy requirements can provide
initial insights into the site's suitability. Figure 2
shows the monthly peak electrical demands for a
chemical process; Figure 3 the electrical energy

i :
h , •

Figure 2 Monthly Demands

ii ' I I
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Figure 3 Monthly Electric Usage

usage. Peak demands in and of themselves are
not useful since a process that operates for a few
hours a month can have the same peak demand
as one that operates continuously. Load factor,
which is defined as the monthly energy usage
expressed in kiiowatt hours divided by the month-
ly billing demand in kilowatts is a more useful
measure. Sites with load factors in excess of 500
hours per month, as shown in Figure 4, are typi-
cal of viable cogenerators. Figure 5 illustrates

I -

j -. 2
• I
• I

Figure 4 Monthly Load Factors

the site's monthly fuel usage and, as can be seen,
it is important to determine how much of the fuel
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Figure 5 Monthly Gas Usage

is used to raise steam and, therefore, can be
readily displaced with recovered heat as separate
from direct firing and process uses of fuel which
are much more difficult to displace.

While monthly usage can provide an initial
assessment of cogencration potential, hourly data
arc required for a comprehensive analysis. Fig-
ures 6 and 7 show the typical electric and ther-
mal profiles for a potential cogeneration host;
both are reported as a percentage of the annual
peak requirement. Since the best project return

Figure 6 Average Weekday - Electric

Figure 7 Average Weekday - Thermal

usually requires baseloading the cogencration
system, minimal requirements and their actual
duration are more important than averages.
These data are the basis of load duration curves
or hour by hour energy performance modelling.

PRIME MOVER SELECTION
Cogeneration systems are generally devel-

oped using one or more of the following prime
movers; a reciprocating engine, a combustion
turbine and a steam turbine. Each type of prime
mover has unique performance characteristics as
discussed below.

• Required Steam Pressure or Water
Temperature

Reciprocating engines can deliver
most of the recoverable heat as
either hot water at temperatures of
up to 260° F, or steam at pressures
of approximately 18 to 20 psig. Only
15% of the input energy can be
made available as high pressure
steam. The ratio of the prime
mover's thermal output to its electric
output lends to be low. Finally
reciprocating engines arc well suited
for applications where engine cycling
and part load operation are re-
quired.

Gas turbines can deliver all the re-
coverable heat at higher tempera-
tures and steam pressures. Heat re-
covery from the turbine is more
compatible with high pressure steam
requirements typical of industrial
sites. Gas turbines exhibit less toler-
ance for cycling with increased main-
tenance costs for more frequent
start-ups and shut-downs. Part load
performance efficiency tends to be
low.

Steam turbines can deliver all the
thermal energy at almost any re-
quired temperature and steam pres-
sure, and at multiple temperatures
and pressures. Steam turbines arc
capable of producing any required
quantity of thermal energy per unit
of electrical output and provide
maximum design flexibility. Slcam
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turbines exhibit the least toler-
ance for cycling and part load
operations.

• Efficiency - reciprocating engines are
more efficient than gas turbines at sizes
of less than 4,000 kilowatts. Steam tur-
bines can be efficient in all sizes, particu-
larly back pressure or extraction tur-
bines.

• Required System Availability - recipro-
cating engines have annual availabilities
of 7,800 to 8,000 hours as compared to
8,300 to 8,500 for gas turbines, and up to
8,700 hours for steam turbines. Avail-
ability is usually not a primary concern
with regard to reliability as utility sup-
plied power could be used during either
scheduled or unscheduled outages, while
the existing boilers could provide steam
backup.

• Maintenance Requirements - reciprocat-
ing engines require more frequent and
more prolonged scheduled shutdowns
with maintenance costs that are signifi-
cantly higher than turbine maintenance
costs.

• Equipment Availability - reciprocating
engines arc available in a broad range of
discrete sizes from tens of kiiowatts to
15 megawatts. Multiple engines can be
installed to increase system size and reli-
ability. While there are a limited num-
ber of turbines available below 5,000
kilowatts, commercially available tur-
bines can be as large as 60 megawatts.

• Engine Start-Up Requirements - recipro-
cating engines arc capable of assuming
full load within five to ten seconds of
start-up. Gas turbines require slightly
lengthier start-up periods, and steam
turbines require an even longer start-up
period. The ability to start-up quickly is
not considered as a factor in selecting
technology for most industrial sites un-
less the cogeneration system is also con-
sidered to be a source of emergency
generation capacity.

• Fuel Requirements - reciprocating en-

gines can operate on any number of
liquid or gaseous fuels; combustion tur-
bines arc generally limited to gaseous
fuels and light or distillate oils, while the
boilers required as part of a steam tur-
bine based system can operate on solid,
liquid and gaseous fuels and on industri-
al waste products. Combustion turbines
require gaseous fuels at pressures rang-
ing from 150 psig to as high as 600 psig
and, therefore, they impose additional
parasitic compression loads on the co-
generation system. Reciprocating en-
gines and boilers can operate with lower
pressure gas of 30 psig or less.

Combined cycle systems consisting of both a
combustion and steam turbine provide an oppor-
tunity for maximum electrical efficiency with
minimal thermal output.

Two other considerations are also quite im-
portant to the analysis of a cogeneration system.
The first of these is emission control require-
ments. Environmental control technology can
significantly increase the cogeneration system
budget; in small combustion turbine systems, the
cost of SCR can approach the cost of the turbine
itself. Moreover, constraints imposed by the
need to operate an SCR system within a narrow
temperature range can restrict the operation of
the turbine and the supplemental duct burner.
Permits can also restrict the use of alternative
fuels. At a minimum, any cogencration study
must realistically assess the impact of environ-
mental permitting.

The second factor is the availability of a duct
or supplemental register burner. These burners
are sited in the oxygen rich turbine exhaust and
allow the firing of additional fuel in that exhaust
stream. These burners operate at higher efficien-
cies, e.g. 90%, than do conventional boilers and
provide cogenerators with another economic
benefit. They also provide a capability for in-
creasing the steam output of a HRSG by more
than 100%, generating more process steam or
additional power in a combined cycle system.

PURCHASED POWER RATE STRUCTURES
The electric utility rate structure can have

the most significant impact on the viability of a
cogeneration system, and any cogeneration analy-
sis must consider the impact of the purchased
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power rate structure. Most industrial purchased
power rates will consist of a monthly service
charge, a demand or capacity charge based on
the site billing demand, and an energy charge.
Both demand and energy rates may be blocked
and/or seasonally differentiated.

Figure 8 is one representation of an electric
utility rate depicting the cost of purchased power

Figure 8 Demand Energy Rale

as a function of load factor. Typically, industrial
facilities are high load factor customers, and have
the ability to spread demand charges over a large
kilowatt hour base resulting in lower rates then
would be the case for low load factor customers.
If the regeneration system is sized to supply all
the site's electrical requirements, then the value
of the cogenerated power is equal to the average
rate paid for purchased power. However, if the
cogeneration system is sized to provide only a
fraction of the site requirement, the value of
cogenerated electricity will not be equal to the
average cost of power.

PURPA required electric utilities to offer
service to cogenerators, and specifically supple-
mental power for those site electrical require-
ments which routinely exceed the capacity of the
cogeneration system, standby service for unsched-
uled outages of the cogeneration system, and
maintenance service for scheduled outages of the
cogencration system. FERC has required that
these types of service be available on both a firm
and interruptible basis. Full service rates are
generally used for supplemental service, however
standby rates include two types of charges; a "res-
ervation fee" for the availability of backup with a
second charge for the actual use of standby. The
reservation fee is typically due whether or not
standby is ever used and is, in effect, an insur-
ance premium paid for the availability of standby.

The cost of the second component, the standby
use charge, varies significantly among utilities and
any cogencration feasibility study must address
this issue with extreme care.

As shown in Figure 9, a typical cogencration
candidate will have a high load factor, in the
range of 500 to 600 hours use of demand, with a
correspondingly low purchased power rate.

Line Coil 1

Figure 9 Demand-Energy Rale Example

When a cogeneration system is baseloaded, it can
operate at a capacity factor approaching 7(X)
hours per month, with a result that the load fac-
tor for supplemental power is low. Thus, the
rate for purchased power is increased significant-
ly. If the rate for supplemental power is higher
than the rate for power as a full service, non-
cogenerating customer, than the value of cogen-
erated power must be less than the average cost
of conventional power. Time differentiated rates
can produce varying results; as operation of the
cogeneration system during on-pcak hours will
result in values for cogenerated power that are
much greater than the average, while off-peak
operation results in low values for cogeneratcd
power (See Figure 10). Finally, ratchets can also

Figure 10 Timc-of-Day Rale

have a significant impact on cogencration eco-
nomics, and particularly so for supplemental pow-
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cr. Figure 11 shows the effect that a two to one
ratio in peak demand can have with a typical
ratchet which is 80% for eleven months.

O Tlriwa *••!•! * Will, b r i l l

Figure II Demand Ratchet

Finally, it is important to recognize that the
economic life of a cogeneralion system can ex-
ceed twenty years and, therefore, it is important
to develop projections of purchased power rates
for the life of the project, and certainly for the
length of the debt service. Since forecasting
energy rates is still more of an art than a science,
many studies develop a baseline projection and
then examine the impact of variations in that
projection.

FUEL COSTS
Fuel costs arc the most significant cogencra-

tion operating cost, and the displacement of fuel
from a fired boiler represents a significant reve-
nue source for an Internal Use project. Unlike
the Wholesale Power cogencration system, where
the cogencration system's fuel requirements can
be two or three times the site's boiler fuel re-
quirements, the internal use cogencration project
will typically increase fuel requirements by 33%
to 50%. In some cases, this incremental load can
be the basis of a more favorable natural gas rate,
either from the local gas distribution company or
from a gas producer. Because fuel costs can be
as much as 80% of the cogeneration system's
operating costs, it is not uncommon for cogenera-
lors to enter into longer term gas purchase
agreements with gas price increases fixed with a
specific schedule or tied to some index such as
retail power rates. In general, the term of the
gas supply agreement is usually equal to the term
of the project debt.

In any cogencration analysis, it is important
to recognize that the value of recovered heat will
he a function of the cost of Ihc fuel used in the

fired boiler. If a "free" industrial waste product
such as wood chips is used in the boiler, then
recovered heat will have no value as there are no
boiler fuel savings.

ADDITIONAL OPERATING COSTS
While purchased power and fuel costs arc

the most significant factors effecting the savings
that result from a cogeneration system, other
factors such as maintenance, staffing and expend-
able supplies are important. Most industrial
facilities that operate a power house will be capa-
ble of operating a cogencration system without
additional staff. Moreover, the cost of operating
the HRSG should be very much the same as the
cost for operating a fired boiler. While the cost
of chemical treatment for steam production will
not increase, emission control technology such as
water injection into the turbine combustor or
SCR will result in increased operating costs.

Many prime mover suppliers will provide
long term maintenance contracts of up to five or
six years, with pricing tied to one or more indices.
These contracts are useful in that they introduce
certainty into routine or preventive maintenance
costs. Care is required in negotiating such con-
tracts including the specification of which proce-
dures are considered as preventive or scheduled
maintenance and how premature equipment fail-
ures will be handled. While some vendors will
provide an all inclusive contract covering both
scheduled maintenance and unscheduled failures,
the incremental cost of such contracts tends to be
prohibitive.

PROJECT BUDGET
The budget for a cogeneration project must

include the following;

• A/E design fees,
• Equipment costs, including the prime mover,

generator, HRSG, and all ancillary compo-
nent costs (See Table 1),

• Installation costs including the electrical
interconnection to the site and/or the electric
utility grid, fuel supply, exhaust stacks, and

• Professional fees or "soft costs" including
permitting, financing, legal and consult-
ing or project management fees (See
Table 2).

The project soft costs can be equal to or
greater than the hardware costs and arc very
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TABLE 1
EQUIPMENT COSTING CHECKLIST

Engine Generator Set
Heat Recovery System
Controls

Exhaust System Including Stack

Gas Compressor
Thermal Storage
Water Treatment

Shipping Charges

Site Handling and Rigging
Base or Concrete Pad
Electric Utility Interconnection

Fuel Supply

Modifications to Building Structure
Mechanical System Interface
Electrical System Interface

Credit for Emergency Generator

Supplemental Duct Burner
Fuel Storage and Processing System
Heat Rejection Radiators

Diverter Valve

TABLE 2
COGENERATION CAPITAL COST CHECKLIST

EQUIPMENT AND 1NSTALI.ATION
•

•
•

Hardware Costs
General Trades Work
Construction Contingency
Land Acquisition Costs

ANCILLARY COSTS
•
/
/

Insurance
Permits
System Startup and Testing

PROFESSIONAL FEES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A/E Fees
Î egal Fees
Special Consultants
Construction Testing and Inspection Services
Soils and Subsurface Investigations
Construction Manager Fee
Environmental Studies
Project Management

FINANCING COSTS
•
•
/
/
/
•

•
•

Bond Consultant
Lf gal Opinion
Government Fees
Rating Agency Fees
Interest Paid During Construction
Interest Earned During Construction
Bond Insurance
Bank Fees
Loan Insurance

GENERAL CONTINGENCY

much dependent upon the type or development
process. For example, a fixed price Engineering/
Procurement/Construction contract which covers the
design and construction of a cogeneration can be
more costly than more conventional procedures
wherein the procurement and construction are bid
to a separately prepared engineering specification.
EPC contracts do shorten the development period
and overall costs and reduce developer risk. More-
over, performance based contracts will generally be
more costly than will equipment based construction
contracts.

PROJECT EVALUATION AND FINANCING
The various factors reviewed above are all

required as input to a decision as to whether or not
regeneration is a viable option at a specific site.
That decision is based on a number of factors in-
cluding some measure of economic viability as well
as other less tangible factors including perceived
risk and the availability of capital. Economic mea-
sures will depend on the specific decision maker
and while measures such as Internal Rate of Re-
turn (fRR), Return on Equity (ROE), Net Present
Value (NPV) or the Cost/Benefit ratio (C/B) can
provide more precise measures of project viability,
most decision makers ase simple payback as a pre-
liminary measure of viability. Payback Is easy to
compute and simple to understand!

In general, economic measures will be com-
puted based on two sets of assumptions. The first
set of assumptions assume 100% equity and no tax
liabilities and is simply a measure of the cogener-
ation system's viability. The second set of assump-
tions use financing and tax considerations specific to
the end user and result in measures which are used
to compare the cogeneration project against other
investment options that arc available to the decision
maker.

Cogcncration systems arc somewhat unique in
that they can be "project financed" with a minimum
of equity, in this case, some measures such as Re-
turn on Equity or Internal Rate of Return may not
be appropriate. Rather a measure such as Net
Present Value is required. Any analysis of cogener-
alion viability should consider both the 100% equity
and the leveraged case, as this comparison will
show the true cost of financing. If third party own-
ership is considered, the comparison is even more
critical, as it will show the extent to which savings
are diminished by the third party.
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SUMMARY
The development of a regeneration system

wherein power Ls used on-sile reducing purchases
from the local utility can be both energy and cost
efficient. It provides cost savings to the industrial
energy user with no diminution in the quality und
quantity of power and steam that is available for
process. It docs, however, provide the industrial
customer with a greater measure of control over
power and steam costs then would be the case
for conventional energy utilities consisting of
purchased power and steam from fired boilers.
A decision to undertake development of a cogen-
cration system requires a careful and comprehen-
sive analysis of all energy options, costs and site
requirements. Design/Build construction con-
tracts and long term gas sales agreements can
effectively mitigate developer risk. Moreover, if
a decision is made to develop an internal use
project, even more care is required throughout
the development process. While cost savings are
available, lack of attention throughout the devel-
opment process can result in significant erosion
of projected savings.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development of a

quasi-linear optimization model for a cogeneration
system subject to constant heat and power demands
or loads. The linear model is next modified to a
non-linear one to account for economies of scale.
The models define the necessary and sufficient
conditions for system size optimality. Thus, the
underlying methodology constitutes the foundation
for a subsequent series of more sophisticated
cogeneration design models. Several examples are
presented to illustrate the models.

BACKGROUND
Several approaches have been proposed to

select a combined heat and power (CHP) or
cogeneration system and to evaluate its optimal
size. Here, "optimal" size means the nominal
system size (in kWg) that minimizes the total
equivalent annual cost (TEAC) to own, operate and
maintain the system.

In 1982, GKCO Consultants (1) developed a
cogeneration feasibility evaluation manual for the
American Gas Association. The manual specifies the
following steps to conduct a site feasibility
study:

1) Select type of prime mover (i.e. technology)

2) Determine the total installed capacity

3) Determine the size and number of prime movers

4) Determine the required stand-by capacity

Given that a number of alternative system
technologies have been pre-selected as technically
feasible for a particular site requirements, the
engineer must then select the optimal total
installed capacity of the cogeneration plant.

A basic cogeneration selection method is by
matching the system heat to power ratio (HPR ) to
the load heat to power ratio (HPRi). Thus, Canton
et.al (2) have developed a graphical method to
visualize different operating scenarios. Hay (3)
and the AGA Manual (1) consider the following
operation modes for a plan! with variable CHP
loads. Each operation mode defines a sizing option.

1. Isolated Operation, Electrical Load Following:
the system is sized to match or exceed the
maximum electrical load. Any thermal load
deficit is made up by auxiliary boilers.

2. Isolated Operation, Thermal Load Following:
the system is sized to match or exceed the
maximum thermal load. Any electrical load
deficit is made up by auxiliary generator.

3. Electrically Baseloaded, the system is sized to
meet •— or slightly exceed the minimum
electrical demand.

4. Thermally Baseloaded, the system is sized to
meet — or slightly exceed the minimum thermal
demand.

5. Maximum Legal System Size, as determined by the
Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act or
PURPA.

In addition to the above criteria, some
analysts include a seasonal (winter or summer)
factor, e.g. the plant is sized to match the summer
electrical baseload. Computational models for
cogeneration evaluation that use sizing criteria
similar to the one listed above include programs
such as CELCAP (4) and COGENMASTER (5).
The inputs to the models are heat and power load
profiles, the cost of fuels, the installed cost of
the plant and performance data. In addition, the
models might consider various "operating modes"
such as load-following or constant output. This
implicitly assumes that one combination of load
factor and operation mode will be the optimal
system size. Next, the Net Present Value (NPV) of
each option-combination is evaluated to obtain "the
optimum". Using a similar procedure, Eastey et al.
(6) present COGENPOT, which is an explicit computer
model for cogeneration system size optimization.
The optimum size is the one with the maximum NPV.
The model handles cost and load escalation factors.

Guinn (page. 27) (7) has stated the following
about cogeneration design "This optimization
process requires a combination of performance
analyses and Life Cycle Cost analysis."
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To accomplish this, Ehmke (8) has extended an
existing linear programming model to optimize the
size of the generation equipment, depending on the
characteristics of plant load and energy tariffs.
However, Ehmke concludes that his sizing model is
intended only to identify "operational ranges",
rather than a fixed optimum size.

Alternatively, this paper considers an
integrated analytical approach for system selection
and sizing. It focuses on the development of an
analytical linear optimization model to define a
cost effective system capacity (in kWe) for a plant
with constant thermal and electrical loads. This
is a rather simplistic assumption. However, the
underlying model constitutes the foundation for a
series of analytical CHP optimization models that
will subsequently address different system - plant
configurations, partial-load efficiencies,
economies of scale, load variation, capacity
variation and load/capacity correlation. Thus,
under the framework of optimization theory, the
analysis intends to develop the necessary and
sufficient conditions for cogeneration system
optimization.

GENERAL FORMULATION
A linear optimization model can be obtained by

partitioning the heat and power space in sub spaces
that determine equation terms associated with
the costs to own, operate and maintain the system.
These cost items, are in turn terms of the
objective cost function, i.e. the total equivalent
annual cost (TEAC) of the CHP system. Therefore,
the problem is in essence the selection of the CHP
plant size that minimizes the TEAC. Next, the
rationale of the economically based design and
decision model -to obtain the plant size- is
discussed as follows.

N
First, in the space W there exist a set

partitioned into N states of nature w:, j = 1,
and that the states prevail according to a
probability distribution known to the observer.
Hence, the elements of W consists of the totality
of outcomes that we associate with the states of
nature W:. Four basic outcomes are defined by the
following relations:

1) Pc > Pd
2) Pc < Pd
3) He > Hd
4) He < Hd

Where:
Pc = the system electrical power capacity
He = the system thermal or heat capacity
Pd = the electrical demand
Hd = the thermal demand

In the CHP system with random electricity
capacity and random heat capacity - subject to
electricity demand and heat demand-there exist the
following states of nature w-:

w l
W 2
W3

He > Hd and Pc > Pd
He > Hd and Pc < Pd
He < Hd and Pc > Pd
He < Hd and Po < Pd

where heat and electricity demands are expressed in
power unit, i.e kWt and kWe, respectively.

Each state w- is a combination of two
elementary outcomes (e.g. an elementary outcome is
He > Hd), which have been grouped to obtain a
convenient portioning of the CHP space.

Second, the observer obtains a demand vector
sample D = (d| , d2)', which is probabilistic in
nature and represents a sample realization of the
states of nature. The observation vector D is a
two-dimensional r.v. whose domain and range is
Rj. As D roams over W, it generates numerical data
according to the probability law f(X/w:) -i.e. heat
and power demand samples are taken. Hence, for a
particular value x; w-, D assumes the value D(x:) =
(dj(xj), d^x-))1); which represents a CHP demand
sample point.

Similarity, in the most general case, the
observer takes a two-dimesional capacity vector
sample C = (c<, c^), whose domain is also , but
its range is Rc. Thus, for a particular CHP
capacity Yj W:, C assumes the value C(Y:) =
(cj(Y:), Cyfypfy, which represents a CHP capacity
sample point. Third, the existence of a set of
costs C ^ (k= 1....K) (known to the observer)
associated to each state w- is postulated. There
is a one to one correspondence of a particular set
of costs items and a state w-. Table 1 below
summarizes the states of nature just defined, i.e.
the feasible space of a general CHP system.

TABLE 1: FEASIBLE CHP SPACE

STATE HEAT IS ELECTRICITY IS

Wj Rejected Sold back to utility

Wj Rejected Purchased from utility

w^ Aux. fired Sold back to utility

w 4 Aux. fired Purchased from utility
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MODEL NOTATION
The following is the general notation used in

this work. However, notation specific to
particular models will be defined later. Fuel costs
and efficiencies are based on high heating values
(HHV). But PURPA defines the total CHP system
effectiveness in terms of lower heating values
(LHV).

AC = Amortized Cost of CHP system ($/yr)
c = Annual plant fixed charge ($/kw-yr)
ca = auxiliary firing unit cost ($/ MMBTU)
c e = cost of electricity from the grid ($/k\Vh)
c f = unit cost of fuel ($/MMBTU)
c m = unit maintenance cost ($/kwh)
c f = cost of rejecting heat, $/kWH
c = CHP system unit cost, $/kWe
EC = Annual purchased electricity cost ($/"r)
ES = Electricity sales to the grid ($/yr)
FC = Annual fuel consumption cost ($/yr)
He = CHP plant thermal capacity (kWt)
Hd = CHP plant thermal demand (kWt)
IC = Total CHP plant installed cost ($)
N e = CHP plant fuel-to-electricity efficiency
N, = Auxiliary firing thermal efficiency.
MC = Annual maintenance cost ($/yr)
Pc = CHP plant electrical capacity (kWe)
Pd = CHP plant electrical demand (kWe)
RC = Annual heat rejection cost ($/yr)
rc = system heat to power ratio
s e = electricity cost, sales to the grid,
s^<0, ($/kWh)

TEAC = Total expected annual cost of CHP system
t = System operation time (hr/yr)
V = ratio of LHV to HHV

In general, lower case symbols represent unit costs
and/or constants and upper case symbols represent
annual costs or random variables.

COST FORMULATION
Since most industrial CHP loads and capacities

are variable (9), the optimal plant size problem is
normally probabilistic in nature. In this paper,
however, the formulae are expressed in terms of the
time (operating hours/year) Thus, a deterministic
formulation is obtained. Subsequent papers will
examine probabilistic formulations. Next, the
following relationships define the basic annual
costs of owning, operating and maintaining the
underlying CHP system. (To keep the model
manageable, escalation factors are avoided).

Amortization CHP System Cost. This is
essentially a before-tax cost of owning the system.
It is expressed in terms of an uniform amount based
on the Equivalent Annual cost (EAC) of the CHP
system total installed cost and an annual plant
fixed charge (insurance, overhead, etc). Assuming
no salvage value, the amortiztion cost is

AC = IC (A/P i, n) + cp.Pc Equation (1)

where
AC = annual equipment owning cost ($/yr)
IC = cu.Pc = CHP plant installed cost ($)

(A/P i,n) = uniform-series capital-recovery factor
i = Minimum Attractive Rate of Return
n = expected project life (years)

c_ = annual plant fixed charge, ($/kW-yr)

Economies of scale make the cogeneration unit
system cost c u a decreasing (exponential) function
of the system size Pc:

c u = b + Equation (2)

where a, b and k are constants. For a small range
of Pc, c u can be approximated by a linear Equation
with slope a (a <0 ) and intercept b (b>0). That is

cu = b + a.Pc.

However, c u can be assumed to be constant (c u = K) in
the asymptotic or "flat" portion of Equation (2)
(see Figure 1). Then, IC = K.Pc, and Equation (1)
can be rewritten as the linear Equation

AC = (K.Pc) (A/P i, n) + cp.Pc

= a.Pc Equation (la)

where a = K.(A/P i ,n)+c .

For the curve part of Equation 2 in Figure 1,
the annual ized owning cost can be represented by

AC = (A/P i,n) a.e""*0) Pc + cp. Pc

Equation (lb)

«„ • b . . . . " " >

ouao*)
CAPJOTV. »t (ton

i igure 1. Exponentially divreasinc installed
-vstem unit cost to account tor economies of ss.uK-.
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Fuel Cost. If both, capacity and demand are
deterministic, then the fuel cost for the plant is

FC = Cf{(Pc/ae.t) + (Hd-Hc)/na.t}; Hd>Hc

Equation (3)

Electricity Cost. This is the cost of
electricity consumed from the grid whenever Pd > Pc:

EC = (Pd-Pc) KCg); Pd>Pc Equation (4)

Ha, H :

Operation & Maintenance Cost. This cost
includes personnel and preventive maintenance
conducted in the CHP system. It is proportional to
the amount of energy generated in the plant. It is

MC = c m (Pet) Equation (5)

Heat Rejection Cost. This cost considers the
additional power consumption, cooling water,etc,
required to reject excess heat. The cost is

RC = cr.(Hc-Hd).(t); H o H d Equation (6)

Electricity Revenue. When Pc > Pd, electricity
is sold back to the grid. The revenue is

ES = (Pc-Pd) (t)(se); Pc>Pd Equation (7)

Total Equivalent annual Cost. The total
equivalent annual cost of owning, operating and
maintaining the CHP system is:

TEAC = AC + FC + EC + MC + RC + ES

Equation (8)

Therefore, the economic criteria is to select
the optimal size Pc* of a CHP system that minimizes
TEAC when both, CHP capacities and demands are
constant. TEAC is generally defined by Equation 8.
But if the installed cost defined by linear
Equation la is used, then Equation 8 is linear.
Conversely, if the exponential unit cost model lb
is assumed, then Equation 8 is non-linear.

COGENERATION SPACE FORMULATION
The cogeneration space is defined according

with the values assumed by the parameters He, Hd,
Pc, and Pd in the first quadrant of the Heat (H)
and Power (P) space. Depending on the volumes
assumed for the parameters, different terms o;
Equation 8 appear and/or vanish. Figure 2 shows
the first quadrant of the CHP space, which defines
the sub-space W containing all the feasible CHP
demands ( > 0 ) . For a constant heat-to-power ratio
rc> the CHP capacity curve is defined by

Fig. 2 CHP feasible space and system curve

Thus, W is partitioned by the capacity curve in two
regions:

Zone Ai which contains all the possible CHP
demands located to the left of the system
curve, e.g. point a.

Zone B: which contains all the possible CHP
demands located to the right of the system
curve, e.g. point b.

But the most important PURPA regulation
imposes a definite upper bound on the system
capacity Pc. For a new topping-cycle plant
that use gas or oil to legally qualify as a
cogeneration facility, PURPA establishes the
following:

a) No less than 5% of the total annual energy
output of the facility must be useful thermal
facility. This can be stated as the inequality

Hd»0.05Pc.V/N e

or Pc $ Hd.Ne/(0.05V) Equation (10)

b) All the useful electric power and half the
useful thermal energy must equal at least 42.5%
of the total natural gas and oil energy input to
the facility for the calendar year. That is

Pc >, 0.425 (Pc.V/Ne)

He = rc Pc Equation (9) or Pc$Hd.N,/(2(0.425-N )] Equation (11)
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c) If the useful thermal output of the facility is
less than 15 % of the total energy output of the
facility, the useful power output plus one-half
the useful thermal output must be no less than
45 % of the total annual energy input. This is
equivalent to

Pc + l/2.Hd «0.45 (Pc.V/Ne)

or Pc$Hd.Ne.V/l2(0.425-Ne)) Equation (12)

If one assumes that the thermal output of the
plant is more than or equal to 15% of the energy
input, then only Equation 11 is binding and
effective. Further, by neglecting the difference
between HHV and LHV, i.e. V = 1, the effective
PURPA constraint becomes

... Pc$Hd.N../[2(0.425-Ne)] Equation (13)

Then, Equation 13 is conservative in meeting
PURPA requirements according to previously defined
equations. Next, if point a in Figure 4.2 defines
the power and heat demands (p,h) respectively, then
the intersection of line Hd = h and the PURPA line
defines point A -which projected on the System
curve gives the maximum legal operating point C.
Next, ft projected on the abscissa gives the
maximum feasible (legal) capacity Pcmax-

Equation 13 defines an effective size
constraint as long as Nfi < 0.425; which is
generally the case of smaller (10 raW or less)
industrial cogeneration systems. That is internal
combustion engines or gas turbines, with heat
recovery for industrial processes. If Ne > 0.425,
the case of combined cycle plants, then the legal
maximum size is limited by the industrial CHP load
and/or the maximum connected power acceptable by
the interconnected utility. This is the case of
the so called "PURPA Machines".

CCCD-1: A LINEAR MODEL.
In this model, we are concerned with finding

the optima! cogeneration plant size using a linear
model. That is a model for a constant system
capacity subject to constant CHP demands, with
constant unit cost is abbreviated as CCCD-1.
Henceforth, the following sizing strategies are
defined in terms of the above described regions A
and B:

In region A, point a defines the demands Pd and Hd.
Then point ai represents a system with capacities:

a,: Pc = Pd and He = Pd/rc (Hc<Hd)

Conversely, point &2 defines a system size with

a2: Pc = rcHd and Ik- = Hd (PoPd)

Similarly, in region B, the demand point b can be
projected to bj and b2

b] : Pc = rcHd and He = Hd (Pc<Pd)

b 2 : Pc = Pd and He = Pd/rr (HoHd)

Since points aj and aj (points bj and bj in the B
region) on the capacity curve S constitute points
•t which the objective function (OF) defined by
Equation 4 changes in basis (i.e. some of the terms
vanish and/or other terms become positive), then
they are extreme points.

Hence, in figure 2, the demand point "a"
defines aj and ay, which in turn partition the
system capacity fine in three segments: S1, S2
and S3. SI represents all systems with He < Hd and
Pc < Pd. Assuming a constant CHP-system unit cost
(Equation la), and using Equations 3 through 8,
the cost to own and operate over S1 is

TEACj = (a'.Pc) + cf{(Pc/ne.t,) + (Hd-Hc)/na.lj}

+ cm.Pc.tj + (Pd-Pc) t | .c e Equation (14)

Similarly, S2 represents all systems with He < Hd
and Pc > Pd. The cost to own and operate over S2
is

TEAC2 = (a'.Pc) + CfftPc/ng.tj) +

+ cm.Pc.t| + (Pc-Pd) tj.se Equation (15)

Next, S3 represents all systems with He > Hd and
Pc > Pd. The cost to own and operate over S3 is

TEAC3 = (a'.Pc) + cf{(Pc/ne.t,) + cm(Pc.ti)

+ (Pc-PdXtj.Sg) + (Hc-Hd)tj.cr

Equation (16)

Since equations 14, 15 and 16 are linear over
PC, the TEAC functions are optimal at extreme
points. Here, the underlying assumption is that
the unit system cost cu is constant. Hence, for
typical values of the coefficients of the TEAC
functions, the CHP space is convex with the global
minimum existing at the end of one of the intervals
S:. Since PURPA ultimately defines a constrained
convex feasible space, from Equation 13 we have

Pc(c) a x = Hd.Nc./|2(0.425 - Ne)J

Equation (17)

which in Figure gives c the final feasible point on
the system line. Hence, the CCCD-1 linear model is
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Minimize {min TEACj, min TEAC2, min TEAC-j}

Subject to the constraint set (CS):

System curve: He = re. Pc

PURPA limit: Pc$Hd.Ne./[2(0.425 -

Non-negative size:

The optimal solution to this model is
obtained by evaluating the extreme points (0,0),
a., »2 and c. Since these points warrant the
optimal size Pc*, a search over (he intervals SI,
S2 and S3 is not necessary. Thus, for a demand
point a, the problem boils down to find the system
size which satisfies:

TEAC* = min{TEAC[0], TEAC[Pc(aj)],

TEAC[Pc(a2)], TEAC [Pc ,^ ]} Equation (18a)

Where TEACfx] is the total equivalent annual cost
of owning and operating the system of size x.
Pc(aj),Pc(a2> and P c ^ ^ are defined in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows a piece-wise linear objective
function for this case. A similar solution is
obtained for the point b CS, using

TEAC* = min{TEAC[0], TEAC[Pc(bj)],

TEAC[Pc(b2)], TEAC [Pc ,^ ]} Equation (18b)

COROLLARY 1: If Pc(aj) < P c ^ < P c ^ ) , so

TEAC* = min {TEACfO], TEAC[Pc(a,)],
T E A C fP cmax»

COROLLARY 2: If P c ^ < Pc(aj), then

TEAC* = min { TEAC[0], TEAC [

CCWWT OMCrTY MO DOWO O * MOO.

0.4 0J U 1.1 2 2.4 2.8
(ThouaanM)

Example U CCCD-1. Table 2 lists an example
of the application of the CCCD-1 model. The top
portion of the table includes all the relevant
input data. By definition, both demand and capacity
parameters are constant (they are not random
variables). Thus, the electrical demand is 800 kW
and the thermal demand is 3.5 MMBTU/hr.

The CHP capacities Pc and He are listed in the
left hand side of the table. An economic analysis
including all the costs defined by Equations 3
through 8, for Pc =0 to Pc = 2700, is listed in the
body of the table. The last two columns list the
TEAC and PURPA efficiency for each Pc.

Since evaluation of extreme points warrant the
optimum Pc*, a search, is not required. However,
Table 2 includes a search list (Pc = 0, 2700) for
model verification. The TEAC corresponding to the
extreme points (0,0), b l , b2, and C (which defines

are included in the list.

Note that the heat-to-power ratio (HPR)
relations define the slope of the demand and the
slope of the system curve. In this example:
[HPR(demand)=0.92] < [HPR(system)= r =1.364].
Therefore, the formulation is a CCCD-1 model for
the B zone.

Hence the extreme points EP in the CHP
space are:

(0,0): Pc=0 and He =0

bl : He = Hd =2.5 MMBTU/hr

Pc = Hd/rc
= 2.5/1.364/(0.003412 MMBTU/kWh)
= 537.2 kW

b2 : Pc = Pd = 800 kW

He = re. Pc
= (1.364)(80O)(0.O03412 MMBTU/kWh)
= 3.72 MMBTU/hr

Fig. 3 CCCD-1 Model for Example 1

= Hd.N /[2(0.425-N )]
= (2.5)(0.33)/[2(0.425-0.33)

(0.003412 MMBTU/kWh)]

= 1,272.6 kW

He = rc.Pc
= (1.364)(1272.6)(0.003412 MMBTU/kWh)
= 5.9 MMBTU/hr
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TABLE 2 COGENERATION SVSTEM SIZING MODEL (CCCD-1). A CHP SYSTEM

WITH CONSTANT CAPACITY, CONSTANT DEMAND AND CONSTANT UNIT COST

INPUT DATA

Pc
kw

0

100

200

300

400

600

Pc(b1): 637

600
700

Pc(b2): 800

900

1100

Pcmax: 1273

1300

1500

1700

1900

2100

2300

2500

270O

Pd:
Hd:
N«:
Nt:
T:
Avail.

He
MMBTUCh

0.00

0.47

0.83

1.40

1.96

2.33

2.50

2.79

3.26

3.72

4.19

5 12

5.92

6.05

6.98

7.91

e.84

9.77

10 70

11.63

12.56

800

2.5

0.33

0.45

8000

0.9132

RC
S/yr

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

233

606

979

1350

2094

2737

2S39

3583

4326

5072

5817

6561

7305

9050

KW
MMBTU/H

hr/yr

Aux fire

S/yr

S3333

43408

33482

73556

13630

3704

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

cr:
••:
c«:
cf:
cf:
cp:

FC
S/yr

S3333

5S9S1

66S68

73185

79802

86419

86889

99258

115801

132344

148387

161973

210526

215059

248145

281232

314318

347404

380490

413S76

446662

SO. 100

$0,034

S0.038

$2,000

S2.000

S10.00

EC
S/yr

299200

281800

224400

187000

149600

112200

98243

74800

37400

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

/MMBTU

/kwh

ftWh

/MMBTU

/MMBTU

/kW

ES
S/yr

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

32200

S6600

152177

161000

225400

289800

354200

418600

483000

547400

611800

cu:
D«m-t:

D«m-b:

N i .

cm:

MC
S/yr

0

3200

6400

9600

12800

16000

17194

19200

22400

25600

28800

35200

40723

41600

48000

54400

60600

67200

73600

80000

98400

$1,000

$50.00

$70.00

0.7S

JO.0040

IC

$

0

100000

200000

300000

400000

500000

537319

600000

700000

800000

SOOOOO

1100000

1272598

1300000

1500000

1700000

1900000

2100000

2300000

2500000

2700000

/kW

AcW-yr

/kW-yr

/kWh

O&M
$/yr

352533

324951

297369

269785

242202

214619

204326

193491

176207

156922

17SW37

219268

253986

259498

299729

339959

380190

420420

460651

500891

S4I112

MARR

Pro| Lift:

(A/P l.n):

HPR (dem):

HPR (»ys):

AC
S/yr

0
16976

33952

50928

67905

84881

91216

101857

118833

135809

152785

186738

216038

220690

254642

286594

322547

356499

390451

424404

458356

1 6 *

20

0.15976

0.92

1.36

TEAC

S/yr

352533

341927

331320

3207IS

310107

299500

295542

295348

295040

294731

299623

309405

317848

319188

32B971

338754

348537

358319

368102

377885

387668

years

PUHPA

EFF

N/A

55 .50 *

55.50%

55.50*
55.50*
55. SO*
55.50*
53.15%
50.27*
48.1 I S
46.43*
43 9 9 *
42.50*
42.30*
41.06*
40.11*
39.361*
38.7614
38.26%
37.84*
37.48*

The system size Pc versus TEAC has been
plotted in Figure 3. The extreme point b2
corresponds to the optimal size PC* = 800 kW with a
TEAC* = $294,73 per year. Note that Pc=0
corresponds to a 'base case" or "do nothing"
alternative. In other words, TEAC(0) should be
comparable to the annual operation and maintenance
cost of the existing facility or the facility's
most recent (or forecasted) equivalent uniform
annual energy cost (EUAC). In the example above
TEAC(0) = $352,533/yr. If TEAC(0) were no
comparable to EUAC, the model should be calibrated.

In a new facility, the base case cost is not
necessarily comparable to TEAC(0); since the total
cost would include the cost to own and operate a
new conventional boiler system, and electricity
would be purchased from the utility grid. In either
case, the TEAC corresponding to the base option
should be a horizontal line on the graph.

If several CHP technologies are feasible,
their Pc-vs-TEAC plots could be superimposed to
create a multiple-technology break-even chart.
Such a chart allows one to perform further
sensitivity analysis in terms of Pc sizes. This
feature makes the model a truly robust analysis
tool to evaluate the various CHP investment
alternatives and cases.

CCCD-2: A NON-LINEAR MODEL
To achieve a linear program in the previous

model, the main simplifying assumption was that the
system unit cost was constant. However, economies
of scale can make cu a function of Pc. Hence, the
linear term AC = (a.Pc) in Equations 14 through
16 should be substituted using Equation 2. Thus

ACe = (b + a.e"kPc)Pc(A/P i,n) + c Pc

= (Cl.Pc.e-1^) + C2.Pc Equation (19)

where Cl = [a.(A/P i, n)],

C2 = [b.(A/P i, n) + cp]

Then, the TEAC functions for SI, S2 and S3,
respectively (in terms of Pc and Hc= rc.Pc) are

TEAC, = ACe + Cf{(Pc/ne.t,) + (Hd-rc.Pc)/na.t,}

+ cm(Pc.tj) + (Pd-Pc)(t,)(ce) Equation (20)

TEAC2 = ACe + Cf{(Pc/ne.tj) + (Hd-rc.Pc)/na.t,}

+ c^/Pc.tj) + (Pc-Pd)(tj)(se) Equation (21)
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TEAC3 = ACe + c^Pc/n^t , ) + cm(Pc*tj)

+ (Pc-Pd)(t,)(se) + cr(rc.Pc-Hd)(t,)

Equation (22)

Compare equations 20, 21 and 22 with equations 14,
15, and 16. Linearity has vanished in the former.
But they still span a convex space. Thus, the first
derivative of TEACj with respect to Pc is

TEACj1 = AC + O&Mj" for i = 1,2 and 3.
where

AC'= C l . e ' ^ 0 (1-kPc) + C2, and

O&M!'= [Cf(l/ne -rc/na) + c m - c j . t j

O&M2 '= [Cf{l/ne - rc/na} + c m + s j . t j

O«feM3'= [c f.l/ne + c m + se + c rrc]. t j

Note that (a+ O&Mj)* are the slopes of the TEACj
functions in the CCCD-1 model. Next, the second
derivative of TEACj with respect to Pc is

TEACj" = -(k.Cl.e*Pc) (2-k.Pc)

Since k > 0, then for k.Pc < 2, TEACj" is
negative definite, and therefore, TEACj is concave
(convex downwards) for typical values of Pc. In
general, k e (0.0001, 0.0002). In fact, if k.Pc=2,
then TEACj" = 0, and the CCCD-2 model becomes
the linear CCCD-1 model.

In other words, CCCD-1 is the particular case
of CCCD-2 -for the asymptotic portion of the plot
of Equation 2. For plots of installed capacity
(kW) vs system unit cost ($/kW), that assume
typical values of k and Pc, the reader is referred
to the work done by GKCO Consultants for AGA (1).

Henceforth, the "extreme poults" represented
by (0,0), a l , a2 and C are linked by the curves
TEAC: (i= 1. 2» 3); which are concave for the
parameter values of interest, i.e. Pc (100,
10,000). Figure 4 shows that the objective
function defined by the curves Si (i = 1,2,3) is
amenable to extreme point optimization, so the
"extreme point" optimality of the previous model
(CCCD-1) prevails. Therefore, one just need to
evaluate TEAC at the extreme points to find the
optimum Pc* (i.e. min TEAC*). Thus,
Pc*c[0, Pc(ai), Pc(a2), P ]

CJN5IAN1 CAPACirr AH) OQtfM) W O U

The rationale is that although the previous
linear model has been modified to a non-linear one,
the optimum should "anchor" on one the extreme
points, at which large changes in the OF's slope
occur. This characteristic is shown in Figure 4.

3T5TIH r a m MMC (MO

Fig. 4 CCCD-2 Model for Example 2

Hence, the CCCD-2 model is also generally
represented by the linear program

Minimize {minTEAC|, minTEAC2, minTEACj}

subject to the constraint set CS.

Therefore, the optimum Pc* of CCCD-2 can be
found evaluating the TEAC values defined by
equations 20 through 22, then substituted in
Equations 18a and 18b or in Corollaries I and II,
depending on the case.

Example 2j. CCCD-2. Table 3 lists an example
of the application of the CCCD-2 model. The top
portion of the table includes all the relevant
input data; which is essentially the same data of
the CCCD-1 example, except the system unit cost cu.
Here, cu is expressed in terms of the exponential
unit cost function parameters a=900, b=600 and
k=0.0002 (these cost parameters are not equivalent
to the flat unit cost in the CCCD-1 example). Thus
using Equation 2 the unit system cost is

and using Equation 19 the annual owning cost is

AC = cu . Pc (A/P i,n) + cp.Pc

The rest of the computations and the method
are the same as in the CCCD-1 example; including
the determination of the extreme points.

Since the evaluation of extreme points
warrants the optimum Pc*, a search is not required.
But the search list from Pc = 0, 2100 (Table 3) is
used to generate points for model verification and
to plot the curves TEACi. See Figure 4.
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TABLE 3 COGENERATION SYSTEM SIZING MODEL (CCCD-2): A CHP SYSTEM
WITH CONSTANT CAPACITY, CONSTANT DEMAND AND EXPONENTIAL UNIT COST

INPUT DATA

Pc
kw

0

100

200

300

400

500

Pc(b1): 537

600
700

Pc(b2): 800
900

1100
Pcmax: 1273

1300
1S00
1700
1900
2100

Pd:
Hd:
Nt:

Nt:

u
Avail.:

He
MMBTU/h

0.00
0.47
0.83
1.40
1.86
2.33
2. SO

2.79
3.26
3.72
4.19
5.12
5.92
6.05
6.98
7.91
8.84
9.77

800

?.6

0.33
0.45
8000

0.9132

RC
S/yr

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

233

606

978

1360
2094
2737
283S

3583
4328
SO72
5817

KW

MMBTU/H

hr/yr

Aux fir*
S/yr

53333
43408
33482
23556
13630
3704

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

cr:

• • :
c*:
el:

cf:

cm:

FC
S/yr

53333
59951

66568
73185
78802
864 IS
88889
99258

115801
132344
148887
181973
210526
215059
248145
281232
314318
347404

SO. 100

$0,034
S0.038
S2.000
$2,000

$0.0040

EC
S/yr

299200
261800
224400
187000
149S00
112200
98243
74800

37400
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

/MMBTU
flcwh
/kWh
/MMBTU
/MMBTU
ftWh

ES
S/yr

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0

32200
96600

152177
161000
225400
289800
354200
418600

Otmand-f
Dtmand-
N»:
a:
b:

k:

MC
S/yr

0

3200

6400
9600

12800
16000
17194
19200
22400
25600
28800
35200
40723

41800
48000
G4400
60800
67200

$50.00
$70.00

0.75
900

630

0.00020

IC
$

0

148218
292942
434276
572322
707177
756706
838937

967696
1093644
1216569
1454484
1651627

1662130
1900105
2109009
2309403
2501818

IkW-yi
ftW-yr

O4M
S/yr

352533
324951
267368
269785*
242202
214619
204326
193491
176207
158922
179037
219268
253966

259498
299729
339959
380190
420420

MARR i:
Proj Lltt:
(A/P i.n):

cp:

HPB <d«m):
HPR(iyt):

AC
S/yr

0

23880
46801
69381
91435

112980
120892
134030
154600
174706
194361
232372
263850
268740
303564
336938
368954
399694

15%

20

0.15976
S10.00

0.92
1.36

TEAC
Sfyr

352533
348630
344169
339166
333637
327599
325218
327521
330807
333628
341198
355040
365660

367238
377892
387098
394943
401514

ytarg

/ tw

PURPA
EFF

N/A

55.51 It
55.51%
55 .61*
55.51%
6 5 . 5 1 *
5S.51<K
63.16%
50.28t»
48 .12*
46.44%
44.OO^
42.5144

4 2 . 3 1 *
41.06*
40.12N
39.37"H
38.76*

The TEAC of the extreme points (0,0), bl, b2,
and C (which defines Pc ) are included in the
list. In this case, the point Di corresponds to
the optimal size Pc* = 537 kw with a TEAC* =
$325,218/year.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has presented the development of

one linear optimization model for cogeneration
systems with constant unit cost ($/kW installed),
and one non-linear optimization model for CHP or
cogeneration systems with economies of scale (with
exponentially decreasing system unit cost). The
objective functions are piece-wise linear in the
former and piece-wise non-linear in the latter.
However, the functions are continuous over the
nominal-system-capacity Pc. That is the evaluation
of cost equations at the extreme points of the
objective function guarantee the optimum. The
developments presented here constitute the
theoretical foundation for more complex and
sophisticated models.

Thus, on going research is being conducted to
develop probabilistic models applicable to the
case of variable CHP capacity and demands. See for
example reference (9). Next, cogeneration plant
reliability, availability and maintainability (RAM)
requirements are being considered using stochastic
models.

Also, economies of scope are to be used
in future models; e.g. the fact that larger CHP
systems usually have better electrical efficiencies
(i.e. smaller heat to power ratios).
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ABSTRACT
Several studies indicate that carbonate fuel cell

systems have the potential to offer efficient, cost
competitive, and environmentally preferred power
plants operating on natural gas or coal derived gas
("syn-gas"). To date, however, no fuel cell system
has run on actual syn-gas. Consequently, the
Electric Power Research Institute ("EPRI") has
sponsored a 20 kW carbonate fuel cell pilot plant
that will begin operating in March at Destec
Energy's coal gasification plant in Plaquemine,
Louisiana. The primary purpose of the test is to
determine the effect of syn-gas contaminants on the
performance and life of the carbonate fuel cell. This
paper will describe the project objectives, design
aspects of the pilot facility, and the status of the
project.

BACKGROUND
In 1824, Sadi Carnot demonstrated that the

upper limit of efficiency for the heat engine is 40-
45% (1). Fuel cells which electrochemically convert
the free energy of a fuel to electricity without going
through the thermodynamic Camot cycle can,
theoretically, achieve efficiencies twice that of heat
engines. Furthermore, without combustion, fuel
cells have virtually no polluting emissions. Fuel cell
researchers have made significant progress towards
commercial development, but several technical and
manufacturing challenges must be resolved before
fuel cell systems can economically compete with coal
or gas fired power plants.

Perhaps the greatest opportunity for fuel cells is
with integrated coal gasification systems. Studies
indicate that a heat rate of 7200 BTU/kW-hr and a
thermal efficiency of 47% are reasonable for
commercial scale coal gasification fuel cell plants(2).

One of the leaders in the implementation of
gasification technology is Destec Energy ("Destec")

of Houston, Texas. Destec is commercializing the
coal gasification Technology originally developed by
the Dow Chemical Company. Destec owns and
operates the worlds largest single train gasification
plant in Plaquemine, Louisiana and has started
detailed engineering on a 270 MW plant in West
Terre Haute, Indiana that will start up in 1995.

A major player in fuel cell development is the
Energy Research Corporation ("ERC") of Danbury,
Connecticut. In 1992, ERC completed natural gas
testing of 70kW and lOOkW carbonate fuel cell
stacks operaliing at Pacific Gas and Electric's fuel
cell pilot facility in San Ramon, California.

This current project will marry the coal
gasification and fuel cell technologies and be the
first to directly evaluate the compatibility of a
carbonate fuel cell with actual (versus simulated)
syn-gas.

OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this project is to

complete a 4000 hour performance test with a
20 kW carbonate fuel cell and to demonstrate the
compatibility of the carbonate fuel cell operating on
actual syn-gas. Other project objectives are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Project Objectives

1. Endurance test a 20 kW carbonate fuel cell for
4000 hours.

2. Assess effects of syn-gas contaminants.

3. Gain design and operating experience on
syn-gas.

4. Identify-MW design issues and R&D needs.
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The use of actual syn-gas. a mixture of H2, CO,
and CO2, is important because it is difficult to
identify and quantify trace contaminants and their
complex interactions in the gas phase, at high
temperatures. Without operating data on actual syn-
gas, it would be impractical to accurately predict all
the possible effects of syn-gas on ihe fuel cell
catalyst, electrodes, and electrolyte.

This project will monitor the performance of a
fuel cell operating on syn-gas relative to a fuel cell
operating on natural gas. The data will indicate if
long-term operation is feasible without unacceptable
decay in performance. This test will provide the
first signal of carbonate fuel cell compatibility with
syn-gas. In addition, the project will supply valuable
operating and design experience that will be
incorporated into a megawatt design as the final task
of this project.

PARTICIPANTS AND TASKS
The organization of the project participants is

outlined in Figure 1. EPRI is the project's primary
sponsor and Destec is the project manager and
general contractor for the design and construction
phases. Dow personnel will report to EPRI during
the start up and operation phases.

i

IITI

EPRI

Dcstcc/Dow

ERC
1

LGTI

-TellFacility Deilgn -Fuel Cell Sltck -Silt
•Coal G » Operation

Sponsors: EPRI, DOE, ESEERCO, KEMA/Sep

Figure I. Project organization.

HaldorTopsoe Incorporated ("HTI"), Webster,
Texas is the engineering contractor and will lead the
start up effort. ERC participated in the plant design,
manufactured the fuel cell, and will be a key
participant during start up and operation of the
facility. The facility is situated at a Destec
subsidiary, Louisiana Gasification Technology
Incorporated ("LGTI"), which is located at Dow
Chemical's Louisiana Division in Plaquemine,
Louisiana. Besides EPRI, funding for the project has
also come from Ihe U.S. Department of Energy,

KEMA/Sep of the Netherlands, and a consortium of
New York State utilities called ESEERCO.

The project sponsors approved funding for five
tasks (Table 2). Tasks 1 and 2 have been completed
and Task 3 could last through the end of September
1993. The two final tasks will not be completed
until 1994. It is probable that Task 5 will result in
the construction and operation of a megawatt pilot
facility that would be the next step towards
commercialization of fuel cell power plants.

Table 2. Project Tasks

Task 1: Concept Design & Budget Estimates

Task 2: Final Design, Fabrication, Installation

Task 3: Endurance Testing on Syn-gas

Task 4: Post Test Analysis & Reporting

Task 5: Preliminary Design of an Integrated
Megawatt carbonate fuel cell

FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The fuel cell facility is interfaced with LGTI's

160 MW coal gasification plant where the Destec
process is being commercially demonstrated. The
Destec coal gasification process uses a pressurized,
entrained flow, slagging, slurry-fed gasifier with a
continuous slag removal system. The gasification
process produces a sweet syn-gas that has an energy
value of approximately 245 Btu/SCF. A 100 Ib/hr
slip stream of the sweet syn-gas is supplied to the
fuel cell facility.

Table 3 lists many of the fuel cell facility's

Table 3. Design Considerations

* Truck transportable skids
* Test fuel cells 20 kW to 100 kW
* Comply with industrial specifications
* Accept natural gas or coal-gas feed
* Automatic shutdown capabilities
* Safety interlocks and relief systems
* Minimize operator time requirements
* Robust data handling system with remote access
* Automated gas sampling and analysis capabilities
* High temperature metals (>1200 F)
* Minimize heat losses with electric tracing
* Insure gas clean-up (sulfur, chlorine, particulates)
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Figure 2. Test Facility Process Flow Diagram

design considerations. The facility is modular and
truck transportable to enable testing at other
locations. The facility can test fuel cell modules
from 20 kW to 100 kW in capacity, on either natural
gas or coal-derived gases. The facility is also suitable
for use with landfill gases, waste-water treatment
digester gases or bio-gases.

In the pilot facility (Figure 2), E-101 pre-heats
the sweet syn-gas to the operating temperature
required in R-101. Beds of alumina and zinc oxide
in R-101 chemically absorb the trace chlorine and
sulfur compounds to levels less than 0.1 ppm. Next,
steam is added to the de-sulfurized syn-gas to
facilitate the water-gas shift reaction and E-104
further heats the gas and steam mixture before it
enters the fuel cell. As noted in Figure 2, the pre-
converler, R-102, is only used during natural gas
operation to crack higher hydrocarbons to methane
and hydrogen.

Next, the syn-gas enters the fuel cell and,
similar to a battery, the chemical energy of the fuel is
converted to DC power. In the anode approximately
70% of the fuel reacts to CO2 and waler. Unreacted

fuel is combusted in the anode off-gas burner, H-101,
with an excess of air supplied by the combustion air
blower, K-101. Additional fuel from R-101 is
supplied to H-101 to maintain stable firing. The gas
from H-101 re-enters the fuel cell where the oxygen
and CO2 react at the cathode to regenerate the
carbonate ions in the electrolyte that were consumed
at the anode. The depleted oxidizing gas exits the
cathode chamber and is vented to atmosphere.

Figure 3 is a plot plan representing the seven
skids that make up the modular fuel cell facility.
The required utilities, namely electricity, steam.

CoMral

i
k

Process
Module 1. o

FudCe

Process Module 2.

Fired Mart •

SUrtapSkM

Figure 3. Plot Plan of Fuel Cell Facility
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compressed air, nitrogen, natural gas, and de-
mineralized water are supplied by LGTI.

FUEL CELL CHARACTERISTICS
The ERC carbonate fuel cell design consists of

an electrolyte of lithium and potassium carbonates
supported by a lithium aluminate matrix. This
matrix is sandwiched between a nickel anode and a
lithium doped nickel oxide cathode (3). The stack
utilizes 54 two foot by three foot cells that are each
3/8 inch thick and slacked one on top of the other to
build up voltage. Each cell package also includes
current collectors, bipolar plates and cell to cell
seals. Unlike other carbonate fuel cells, ERC's
design allows for internal reforming of natural gas to
hydrogen. The reforming units are inserted every 6
cells for a total of 9 units in this stack configuration.
The unit operates at atmospheric pressure and
1200F. When syn-gas is used, the reactions
summarized in Table 4 occur within the fuel cell.

Table 4.

Anode:

Cathode

Overall:

Fuel Cell Reactions

H2 + CO3
2" --> H2O + CO2 + 2e'

CO

: O2<

H 2 ,

COH

+ CO3
2" --> 2CO2 + 2e"

h 2CO2 + 4e" - > 2CO3
2-

1- V2 O2 --> H2O

y ' / 2O 2 --> CO2

This stack has a number of new features
including: (1) lightweight endplales to reduce weight
and to improve thermal management (heat loss),
(2) double electrical insulation from the stack to
further improve safety, and (3) a vessel enclosure to
protect the stack from the environment and to ease
handling and shipping. The stack is assembled on
an octagonal base plate that also supports the domed
enclosure. The enclosure vessel is large enough to
accommodate a 100 kW stack. The stack was
fabricated by ERC under EPRI and DOE-funded
programs.

In Danbury, Connecticut ERC performed an
initial 100 hour test of the fuel cell on natural gas
and obtained excellent results. The cell to cell
voltage variations were minimal (<0.1 V) and at full
load and 80% fuel efficiency the stack delivered
32 kW of power.

PROJECT STATUS AND SCHEDULE
As of February 8, the mechanical design and

construction phases were complete and the
instrument loop tests had been performed (Table 5).
Testing of the computer safety interlocks, control
logic and individual equipment will be completed in
early February. The fuel cell will be shipped and
installed in the middle of February. Before the fuel
cell installation, the balance of plant (BOP)
equipment will be operated with the fuel cell by-
passed to insure proper operation of all auxiliary
equipment and control loops. The test data from
natural gas operation in early March will be
compared with the data from the initial 100 hour test
at ERC to insure that the stack was not adversely
affected during transit or installation. Subsequently,
the fuel cell unit will be switched to syn-gas
operation and commence the 4000 hour test.

Table 5. Project Status (2/8/93) and Schedule

20 kW Carbonate fuel cell stack at ERC
* Fabrication Complete
* Excellent 100 hr Performance on Natural gas
* Operator training initiated

Test Facility at LGTI
* Installation Complete
* Continuity Loop Tests Complete
* Burner Commission in Progress
* Process Control test in Progress
* Individual Equipment Checks in Progress

Schedule
* Final Checkouts
* BOP test run
* Fuel Cell Delivery
* Fuel Cell Installation
* Natural gas Operation
* Switch to Syn-gas
* Syn-gas Operation

Start
Feb. 8

Feb. 15
Feb. 15
Feb. 22
Mar. 1

Mar. 11
Mar. 15

Finish
Feb. 12
Feb. 22
Feb. 19
Feb. 26
Mar. 10
Mar. 12
Sep. 30
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UNDERSTANDING UTILITY RATES
OR

HOW TO OPERATE AT THE LOWEST $/BTU

JAMES N. PHILLIPS, P.E., CEM, SR. UTILIZATION ENGINEER
LONE STAR GAS COMPANY, DALLAS, TEXAS

ABSTRACT
This paper is intended to

give the reader knowledge into
utility marketing strategies,
rates, and services. Although
water is a utility service,
this paper will concern itself
with the energy utilities, gas
and electric.

Commonality and diversity
exist in the strategies and
rates of the gas and electric
utilities. Both provide
services at no charge which
make energy operation for their
customers easier, safer and
more economical.

It is important to become
familiar with utility
strategies, rates, and services
because energy knowledge helps
your business operate at the
lowest energy cost ($/BTU).

STRATEGIES
Utility strategies

encompass the areas of energy,
efficiency, and customers. All
utilities have the goal of
increasing energy consumption
by adding new customers or new
energy using equipment for
existing customers.

Gas Utility Strategies:
1. Increase total consumption

especially in the summer
"off-peak" months by new
gas equipment purchases.

2. Retain current customers
from other energy company
encroachment.

3. Replace electric or other
fuel equipment with gas
using equipment.

4. Promote new gas technology
equipment.

5. Lower rates for increased
consumption.

6. Encourage Supply Side
Management (SSM).

Electric Utility Strategies;
1. Reduce demand (KW) peaks

while increasing energy
(KWH) consumption.

2. Retain customers from
other utility encroachment

3. Replace other energy fueled
equipment with electric
equipment.

4. Promote new electrical
technology equipment.

5. Encourage Demand Side
Management (DSM).

6. Develop new rates which
more accurately reflect
capital and operation
costs.

Demand side energy
consumption (DSM) favors
electric equipment because
energy used by a specific piece
of equipment is measured at the
customers meter. The lower the
energy rating (KW/Ton or KW/HP
or KW/BTU) the more efficient
the equipment and the less
demand draw on the electric
power plants, thereby reducing
the need to build new power
plants. To encourage DSM,
utilities give rebates for
high-efficiency equipment and
technologies that shift demand
from peak (high load) times,
specifically summer afternoons,
to low demand times, such as
late night to early morning.
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Rebates paid to qualifying
customers, are generally "rate
based" (costs are averaged into
all customer's bills).

Supply side energy
consumption (SSM) favors gas
fired equipment because of the
inefficiency of energy
conversion at electric power
plants. A 78% gas furnace is
more energy efficient than a
100% electric heater.

1. 12,821 Btus of fuel are
needed for a gas furnace to
produce 10,000 Btus of
heat.

2. 33,333 Btus of fuel are
needed to produce 10,000
Btus of electric heat.

Sixty-six percent of a
fuel's energy is lost in the
conversion from fuel to
electricity. Companies
concerned with the environment
and energy conservation are SSM
conscience.

SSM is an overall view of
energy; DSM is concerned with
economics; both are important
to efficiency. Cogeneration
power plants provide the best
overall energy efficiency,
providing both DSM and SSM
utilization..

Both gas and electric
utility strategies endeavor to
lower rates for increased
energy consumption. The more
energy used, the cheaper the
cost per unit of energy.
Either a step system ($X for Y
energy; $X+ for Y+ energy; $X++
for Y++ energy) or a seasonal
system ($X for summer energy
and $Y for winter energy) is
generally used. Gas utilities
seek to especially increase
summer consumption to level
their monthly sales because
much of their present load is
winter heating. Electric
utilities, on the other hand,

desire a base energy
consumption consisting of
lighting, motors, electronics
and other devices that operate
long hours each day. It is
equipment that cycles or
operates during peak months of
the year that cause demand
problems. Demand without
significant energy consumption
is detrimental to the electric
utility. Winter heating load
helps to balance the summer
cooling load.

New technology promotion
by the utilities is good for
all concerned; the customer,
the nation, and the utilities.
More efficient equipment lowers
the operational cost to the
customer, uses less natural
energy resources, and allows
the utility to gain consumption
by equipment replacement using
competing utility's energy.
New electric equipment
promotion includes thermal
storage, heat pumps, motors and
high-efficient lighting. New
gas equipment promotion
includes absorption chillers,
gas-engine c h i l l e r s ,
cogeneration, desiccant
dehumidifiers, gas heat pumps,
and hydronic heating.

All of these strategies
are geared towards maintaining
and gaining customers. The best
means to obtain this goal is to
serve the customer better with
better equipment, better rates,
and better service.

RATES
Knowledge of utility rates

is probably the most critical
energy information one can
learn since rates determine the
economic efficiency of energy.
Gas and electric utilities have
elements in their rates that
are common and elements that
are different.
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Gas Rate Elements
1. Customer charge
2. Energy charge
3. Fuel cost adjustment
4. Btu or weather

neutralization charge

Electric Rate Elements
1. Customer charge
2. Demand (KW) charge
3. Energy (KWH) charge
4. Fuel cost adjustment
5. Power cost recovery

(cogeneration) charge
6. Ratchet charges

Customer charges cover the
installation and monthly
reading of the meter. Demand
charges cover the cost to build
the power plant necessary to
provide instantaneous power.
Energy charges pay for the
operation of the utility energy
system. Fuel cost adjustments
pay for the varying cost of
fuel. The charge can be either
positive or negative based on
the monthly fuel cost compared
to a standard cost. Btu
adjustments oblige each
customer to pay for the actual
amount of energy in a cubic
foot of gas (it can vary from
900 Btus to 1,200 Btus) .

Weatherization adjustments
are the equivalent of average
billing to the gas utility. In
a mild winter, a customer will
pay more per therm of gas
compared to a cold winter in
which he will pay less. Power
cost recovery charges pertain
to the cost to purchase
electricity from a third party,
generally a cogeneration plant.
Ratchet clauses are a payment
for using large quantities of
power only in peak months or
peak hours. A 70% ratchet
means that a customer will pay
for the actual maximum demand
used in the period or 70% of
the demand used in the peak

time, whichever is greater.
This causes each customer to
pay their fair share of the
construction of the utility's
power plants.

Utilities segregate their
rates into consumption
categories: residential, the
lowest usage; commercial,
medium usage with a low load
factor; and industrial, high
usage with a high load factor.
Load factor is the ratio of
peak power to average power
consumption. High load factors
are the cheapest per energy
unit. Some utilities have
special rates to encourage
economic development or
transportation rates whereby
another's energy is transported
in the utilities lines. (A
chart of some electric and gas
rates in Texas, as well as
sample gas rates are included
at the end of this paper.)

SERVICES
Finally, both utilities

seek to provide various
services, many times at no
charge to their customers.
These services may include
computer cost analyses, energy
audits, line locating,
emergency services, and billing
assistance along with seminars,
newsletters, and other special
programs.

Line locating and
emergency services not only
make business life and
operation easier for the
customer, but are a safety
service which benefits both the
customer and the utility.

Energy audits and computer
analyses are handled by
technical specialists. They
help the customers analyze
their use of energy and
recommend more efficient ways
to use the energy. They keep
their clients informed about
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new technologies and are always
on the lookout to convert
equipment to their energy
supply. Remember! This is
usually, and should be, for the
customer's good as well as the
utilities advantage.

The computer analyses help
the customer decide the
economic viability of new high
efficient equipment versus low
cost equipment or gas versus
electric equipment depending on
the required rate of return and
payback time. (Sample analyses
from Lone Star Gas Company are
included at the end of this
paper.)

Utilities, either alone or
in conjunction with other
associations, sponsor seminars
and conferences or participate
in such as exhibitors in order
to showcase the latest
equipment technologies that use
their energy, new rates, or new
services. For a customer, this
is an excellent way to gain
much valuable knowledge in a
short period of time.

Newsletters are another
way utilities communicate with
their customers about issues
pertaining to their industry.
These are generally free and
are mailed quarterly to anyone
interested. Call your local
utilities marketing department
to get on the newsletter
mailing list.

Other services offered by
utilities include equipment
testing and demonstrations,
incentive programs, cooperative
advertizing programs, equipment
videotapes, slide presenta-
tions, economic development
programs, and of course rate
and contract discussions.

The purpose of a utility
is to provide energy and energy
services to enhance the quality
of life through comfort,
reliability, and value. Service

should be prompt, courteous,
efficient, and satisfy the
customer's requirements while
being committed to safety and
the environment.

You, the customer, can cut
your energy costs if you will
learn about energy strategies
and rates and use the utility's
services. Call your utility
companies and get a copy of
their rates and if they are
confusing, have them explained.
Know how they affect your
business operation. Sign-up
for all the free information
they provide. Go to the
seminars; it will be time well
spent. Use their energy
specialists and obtain an
energy audit and a computer
analyses for each significant
piece of equipment. Discuss
the advantages of various rates
and contracts. Remember, to
lower your energy operation
costs, you must take the first
step - Call Your Utilities.
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1991-1992 COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC RATES IN NORTH TEXAS

UTILITY!

TUE

RATE

GS

gJSTOMERi DEMAN0

$15.00

$6.50

>10KW|

CHARGES
ENERGY

TfTKWH) (KWH)
$0.0572 x <=25000.0572 x <=2500
$0.0300 x next 3500
$3.9800 x(KW-10)
$0.0066 x >6000

FUEL
7$/KWH)

$0.0192

$0.0173

OTHER
($7KWH)

$0.000£
PCRF

80% Ratchet

WTU CS J0.0574 Summer
0.0474 Winter

&3O00 69733 S0.0048 50.0173
TX.N.M. GS-3PH 517.00

LSG-A $1,205.00

$1.00
Summer>
Winter»

$78.79

$10.65
>100KWi

$0.0790 x 980
$0.0560 x >980
$0.0485 x >980

50.0093 $0.000f
PCRF

50.0307 ~$~070093 75% Ratchet

$0.0327 $0.0217GSU GS
>5KWi

DENTON
COUNTY
CO-OP

"$25.00 $9.35
Summer

$0.0337"

Ratchet =
50%<500KW
75%>500KW

1-102
$0.0190 50% Ratchet

COLLEGE
STATION

"$15.00

$.26
Winter

$12.00 "$0.0199 x<50000
$0.0165 x>50000

$0.0065 60% Ratchet

TYPICAL GAS COMPANY RATESJ
COMMERCIAL;

CUSTOMER (METER) CHARGE
ENERGY CHARGE
GAS COST ADJUSTMENT (GCA)
NOTE: Different for every city

No Demand
No Ratchet

$10.00
$5.00 ave. per MCF
$0.15 ave. per MCF

'COMMERCIAL GAS COOLING CONTRACT:
Cost of Gas + $0.25 per MCF; (or approximately $4.00 per MCF)

NOTE: Three (3) year contract
Summer months (May - October)
Applies to gas cooling load only

INDUSTRIAL:
RATE #1 125 MCF/Month min.
RATE #2 600 MCF/Month min.
RATE #3 1,200 MCF/Month min.

$1.58 /MCF + GCA
$1.43 /MCF + GCA
$1.37 /MCF + GCA

NOTE: GCA = $2.73/MCF ave.
Requires minimum "Take or Pay"
Gas is curtailable

INCREMENTAL TRANSPORTATION COOLING CONTRACT:
Third Party or "Spot Market" Gas $1.75 /MCF (1/25/93 value)
Transportation Fee $1.00 /MCF
Curtailment Backup Fee (Optional) $0.25 /MCF
NOTE: Applies to INCREMENTAL gas above present consumption

l_
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ICOGENERATION SCREENING

fo r
SAMPLE PROJECT

by
LONE STAR GAS COMPANY

JIM PHILLIPS, P.E., CEM

|E Q U 1 PM E N T D A T A |

Generator Size:
Recoverable Heat:
Fuel Consumption:
Hours of Operation

Electrical:
Thermal:

Boiler Efficiency:

500
4.3
8.0

KW
MMBH
MCFH

6,000
6,000

Hours per Year
Hours per Year

801 %

Maintenance Cost:
Estimated Cost:

$1.75
$600,000

per Hour
Installed

I E N E R G Y D A T A

Gas Rate:
Cogen Rate:
Electric Rate

Demand:
Months:
Energy:

% Gas Thermal:
% electric Thermal:

Chiller Tonnage:
Chiller Eff.:

$4.86
$3.00

I
per MCF
per MCF

$6.80
12

$0.0300

perKW
Months
perKWH

{FCA included}
100

0
0
0

%
%
Tons
KW/Ton

AVOIDED ELECTRIC ENERGY COSTS:

DEMAND : ELECTRIC DEMAND RATE * GENERATOR SIZE * MONTHS OF OPERATION
| $40,800]

ENERGY : ELECTRIC ENERGY RATE * GENERATOR SIZE * HOURS OF ELECTRIC
OPERATION= _$9O000]

AVOIDED THERMAL ENERGY COSTS:

GAS HEATING : GAS RATE * RECOVERABLE HEAT * HOURS OF THERMAL OPERATION/
BOILER EFFICIENCY= $156,735

ELECTRIC HEATING : ELECTRIC ENERGY RATE * 293 KWH/MMBH * RECOVERABLE HEAT *
HOURS OF THERMAL OPERATION + ELECTRIC DEMAND RATE * RECOVERABLE
HEAT * 293 KW/MMBTU * MONTHS OF OPERATION

ELECTRIC COOLING : ELECTRIC ENERGY RATE * CHILLER TONS * KW/TON * HOURS OF
THERMAL OPERATION + ELECTRIC DEMAND RATE * CHILLER TONS *
KW/TON * MONTHS OF OPERATION L W\

COGENERATION COSTS:

FUEL : COGEN RATE * CONSUMPTION/HOUR * HOURS OF ELECTRIC OPERATION
| $144,000]

MAINTENANCE : MAINTENANCE COST/HOUR * HOURS OF ELECTRIC OPERATION
$10,5001

COGENERATION SAVINGS/YEAR :

SIMPLE PAYBACK: ==================

=>f $133,035]

4~.5~YEARS~

THE PROJECTED OPERATING COSTS AND SAVINGS SHOWN ARE ESTIMATES.
ACTUAL COSTS AND SAVINGS MAY VARY.
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LONE STAR GAS - ENERGY COST ANALYSISij

NAME:
CITY:

CONTACT:

DATE: 26-Jan-93
REPORT PREPARED BY:
JIM PHILLIPS, P.E., CEM

ENERGY RATES AND COST DATA

GAS COST FROM BILL
GAS CONSUMPTION FROM BILL
AVERAGE ANNUAL GAS COST

$110,580.61
24605.0 MCF

$4.49 /MCF

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION AND DATA |

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION: HOT WATER vs STEAM BOILER

GAS EQUIPMENT DATA
150 HP STEAM BOILER

6,000 MBTU/H input
3,300 MBTU/H output

55 %EFF.

HOT WATER BOILER
4,125 MBTU/H input
3,300 MBTU/H output

80 % EFF

OTHER DATA |
1 # UNITS
0 DEG.TEMP. inlet
0 DEG.TEMP. outlet HOT
0 GAL/CYC or HR. WATER
0 CYC/DAY

33 % RUN TIME OTHER
24 "ON" TIME (hrs./day) EQPT.

5 DAYS/WEEK
52 WEEKS/YEAR

[^CONOMICANALYSI|

ANNUAL OPERATING COST OF 150 HP STEAM BOILER
HOT WATER BOILER

ANNUAL OPERATING COST DIFFERENCE

RETURN ON INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

ESTIMATED COST OF 150 HP STEAM BOILER
ESTIMATED COST OF HOT WATER BOILER

J5IMPLE 100 % PAY BACK TERM (MONTHS)

$55,527.15
$38,174.92

$17,352.23

$15,000
$0

10.4 MONTHS

CALCULATED OPERATING COSTS AND SAVINGS ARE ESTIMATES.
ACTUAL VALUES MAY VARY.
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LONE STAR GAS COMPANY

COMPANY: COMPANY
CITY: CITY
CONTACT: CONTACT

01/07/93 |
REPORT PREPARED BY:f
JIM PHILLIPS. P.E..

1 ENERGY RATES AND COST DATA

AVERAGE COST OF NATURAL GAS

ACTUAL ANNUAL or MONTHLY ELECTRIC COST
ACTUAL ANNUAL or MONTHLY ELECTRIC CONSUMPTION

ELECTRIC DEMAND COST
DEMAND DIVERSIFICATION FACTOR (0-100%)
ELECTRIC ENERGY COST

YOUR AVERAGE ELECTRICAL COST PER MMBTU IS
YOUR AVERAGE NATURAL GAS COST PER MMBTU IS

$5.25

$5,245 from
76,346 billing

$/KW

$0.06870

$20.13
$5.25

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION:

0 HORSEPOWER (HP)
480 VOLTS

65 AMPS
1.73 PHASE (1.73=3PH, 1=1 PH)

54 KW
184.2 MBTU/H (OUTPUT)

100% ELECTRIC EFF.
80 % GAS EFF.

HOT WATER BOILER

1 # UNITS
60

140
100

DEG.TEMP. (inlet)
DEG.TEMP. (outlet) WATER
GAL/CYC (hr) HEATING
CYC/DAY
% RUN TIME
ON TIME (hrs./day)

7 DAYS/WEEK
52 WEEKS/YEAR

1.0825 TAX RATE (1.^

" OTHER
JEQUi pJ j

ANNUAL OPERATING COST OF ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
ANNUAL OPERATING COST OF GAS EQUIPMENT

ANNUAL OPERATING COST DIFFERENCE

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

ESTIMATED GAS EQUIPMENT COST
LESS ESTIMATED ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT VALUE
NET INVESTMENT

SIMPLE 100% PAY BACK TERM (MONTHS)

$1,585.65
$516.96

$1,068.70

$2,200
$1,800

$400

4.5 MONTHS
267.2 PER CENT

CALCULATED OPERATING COSTS AND SAVINGS ARE ESTIMATES ONLY. ACTUAL VALUES MAY VARY.
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HVAC OPERATING COST ANALYSIS

SAMPLE COMMERCIAL BUILDING

DALLAS

COOLING & HEATING

26-Jan-93

LONE STAR GAS COMPANY

1133 S. MADISON

DALLAS, TEXAS 75208

(214) 573-4611

JAMES N. PHILLIPS, P.E., CEM

SALES ENGINEER

SUMMARY

SYSTEMS EXISTING RECIP. ABSORPTION

COOLING SYSTEM SIZE (TONS) 300 300

ANNUAL FULL LOAD HOURS 832 832

ANNUAL TON-HOURS 249,600 249,600

HEATING SYSTEM SIZE (MBH) 1,854 1,854

ANNUAL FULL LOAD HOURS 464 464

HVAC OPERATION COST/TON/YR $194.79 $117.69

HVAC COST/SQ.FT./YR $0.57 $0.34

*****************************************************************
ANNUAL HVAC OPERATION COST = $58,436 $35,306
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * > . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ANNUAL SAVINGS USING GAS = $23,130
*****************************************************************

THIS REPORT IS AN ESTIMATE OF THE OPERATION COST OF COOLING AND HEATING SYSTEMS. ACTUAL PERFORMANCE

DEPF.NDS UPON WEATHER, EQUIPMENT CONTROLS, AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE. NO WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, IS GIVEN WITH RESPECT TO THIS ANALYSIS. THE PROJECTED COSTS AND SAVINGS SHOWN ARE

ESTIMATES AND ACTUAL COSTS MAY VARY.
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HVAC OPERATING COST ANALYSIS

SAMPLE COMMERCIAL BUILDING
DALLAS

COOLING & HEATING
26-Jan-93

SIZE:

COOLING
HEATING

COOLING
HEATINu

BUILDING

LOAD:
LOAD:

HOURS/JLY:
HOURS/ JAN:

BASE HOURS/MONTH :
BASE POWER-LIGHTS:

BASE GAS

TAX RATE

-OTHERS:

LOAD/MTH:

DATA

103,

3.
1,

8

000

605
854

200
120

312
206
0

50

.25

SQ.I

MBH
MBH

F.L,
F.L,

FT.

.HOURS

.HOURS

HOURS

KU
KU

MCF

X

***DATA INPUT PAGE**
ss:ir===sss:ss:sssssss:sssssx:

*

*

*
UTILITY DATA

GAS COMPANY: LONE STAR GAS

RATE:
UINTER or STEP 1:
SUMMER or STEP 2:

STEP 3:
AVERAGE GCA:

DALLAS
$5.04 per MCF
$4.84 per MCF
$4.69 per MCF
$0.13 per MCF

ELECTRIC COMPANY: TU ELECTRIC
RATE: GS

FUEL COST ADJ.: $0.0192 per KUH
PCRF CHARGE: $0.0005 per KUH
CONTRACT KU:

UATER COMPANY:
UATER RATE:

KU

DALLAS
$2.44 per KGAL

GAS COOLING/HEATING EQUIPMENT DATA ELECTRIC COOLING/HEATING EQUIPMENT DATA

TYPE:
SIZE:
FUEL CONSUMPTION

COOLING:
HEATING:

ELECT. CONTROLS:
CONDENSER UATER

FLOU:

AUXILARY POWER
CONSTANT:

CYCLIC:

ABSORPTION
300 TONS

3.60 MCFH
2.22 MCFH
7.1 KU

1,260 GPM

23 KU
77 KU

MAINTENANCE: $0.00 /TON-HR

TYPE:
SIZE:
POWER RATING:
ELECTRIC POWER

COOLING:
HEATING:

GAS HEATING:
CONDENSER UATER

FLOU:
AUXILARY POWER

CONSTANT:
CYCLIC:

MAINTENANCE:

EXISTING RECIP.
300 TONS

1 KU/TON

300 KU
0 KU

2.32 MCFH

900 GPM

23 KU
61 KU

$0.00 /TON-HR

D/FU WEATHER DATA

COOLING & HEATING PRORATED HOURS:
JAN FEB MAR APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC

COOLING:
HEATING:

OX
100%

OX
73%

7X
52X

20X
15X

40X
4%

70X
OX

100X
OX

95X
OX

54X
2X

23X
15X

7X
46X 80%
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MEETING CUSTOMERS' ENERGY EFFICIENCY GOALS-

IN CONCERT WITH THE ENVIRONMENT*

Daniel G. Merchant Principal Consultant A&C Enercom Dallas, TX

ABSTRACT
This paper describes an exciting new

environmental program called "In Concert With
The Environment."® This program was originally
targeted at high school students who analyzed their
household's energy usage and the potential energy
and related environmental savings. In addition to
traditional energy savings, the environmental
benefits of recycling and efficient automobiles are
also evaluated.

Various implementation options for this
program are detailed including commercial and
industrial customer sponsorship, service club
competitions, and secondary education applications.
Actual utility field experiences and community
responses to this program are discussed.

This paper begins with background on the
pilot of this program followed by a discussion of its
major components. The "EcoWatt* Benefit
Report" is detailed and the benefits for participants
are outlined. Testimonials received by this
program from community, environmental, and
governmental sources are also presented for
discussion.

BACKGROUND
Tht number one consumer issue of the '90s is

preservation of the environment. The importance
of this topic provides a unique opportunity for
utilities and their customers to reposition
themselves as proactive caretakers of our
environment. Although many resources have been
devoted to performing energy audits and
documenting the recommended energy savings,
little has been done to assess the positive
environmental effects. In the fall of 1990 an
innovative new program called "In Concert With
The Environment" was piloted by Arizona Public
Service (APS) and has since expanded to more than
15 states.

This program is a software based method to
evaluate residential energy efficiency and produce a
customized report listing energy and related
environmental savings. Traditional household
energy uses, recycling efforts, and transportation
efficiencies are analyzed.

The "In Concert With The Environment"
program was the result of a partnership between
educators, utilities, environmentalists, and
Ecogroup, Inc. Ecogroup's credentials include
fifteen years of experience in residential energy
management, including the development of several
energy auditing software programs. This new
environmental and energy program is targeted at
residential customers and was initially facilitated
through high school students in APS's service
territory. An analysis of this pilot revealed that
over 50% of participating households implemented
some of the recommended energy conservation
measures. The other three delivery mechanisms for
this program include large commercial/industrial
customers, service clubs, and direct mail with
utility sponsorship in all cases.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS
There are three major components to the "In

Concert With The Environment" program. These
components are as follows: 1) Initialization and
Customization, 2) Program Materials, and
3) Implementation Personnel. Initialization and
customization includes program logic design,
program software design, environmental
"externalities" calculation, program license, and a
program database. Also included in this phase is
an advertising and communications plan complete
with an introductory video and program theme.
Only energy uses appropriate to the local area are
incorporated and the utility's unique generation mix
and related environmental aspects are evaluated.

The printed materials include training
manuals, energy audit workbooks, software and
hardware, and an "800 number" to be referenced
for any questions.
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Implementation persona 1 conduct training for
customer groups proceeding through the program
and provide logistical support for transporting
software and hardware, etc. To implement the
program the utility and its partner choose which
energy measures to evaluate, select the method of
implementation, and train implementation
personnel.

ECOWATT BENEFITS REPORT
At the completion of a household's energy

audit, a customized energy and environmental
opportunities report is produced. The "EcoWatt
Benefits Report" includes bar charts showing
estimated energy dollars by major end-use. The
percentage of energy budget used by each end-use
is also included. The "EcoWatt Benefits Report"
also uses bar charts to illustrate the environmental
impacts of each conservation measure. The
EcoWatt term is used to quantify the relative
environmental benefits of each measure. A
summary of energy usage patterns and savings is
also provided. This personalized report presents
specific information to help household members
understand their energy consumption habits and
identify opportunities to positively affect the
environment.

LARGE COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
CUSTOMER SPONSORSHIP AND OTHER
METHODS OF IMPLEMENTATION

An implementation method for "In Concert
With The Environment" which is gaining in
popularity is sponsorship by large commercial and
industrial customers. As with all methods of
implementation, the utility provides financial
sponsorship but in this case uses its large
commercial and industrial customers to reach their
employees' households. In this partnership with its
largest customers, the utility provides all the
required promotional materials, training, software
and hardware to its large C&I customers who sign
up their employees' participation. Good natured
(and good for the environment) competitions can
also be held between corporations to see who can
garner the most EcoWatt benefits from its
employees. This is an excellent source of positive
public relations when the utility and C&I customers
reposition themselves as proactive environmental
guardians. This program could also be used to
initiate a new corporate environmental policy. By
facilitating environmental conservation awareness
efforts in their communities, these C&I customers

could gain positive recognition for their
environmental leadership.

A similar implementation approach would be
to work through local service clubs who could
initiate similar "EcoWatt challenges". The
opportunities to gain community involvement
through civic leaders and organizations, business
leaders and local utility sponsorship are almost
endless.

The original method of implementation was
utility sponsorship of this program at high schools
in its service territory. In this method, students
analyze their households' energy usage and input
this information into the computer at their school.
The tailored report which is produced is then
presented to their parents who are encouraged to
implement the recommended energy conservation
measures. This approach is an effective education
tool that fits easily into most science curriculums.
This education-utility alliance becomes a valuable
resource for teachers and students.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
For members of the household participating in

the "In Concert With the Environment" program,
the benefits include an increased energy awareness
and energy cost savings with resulting
environmental benefits after implementing
recommended measures.

For the implementor the benefits range from
access to an effective educational tool to a
productive business-education-utility alliance. This
program chooses to emphasize only the positive
effects of working with the environment. These
positive environmental benefits are shared by all
with the recognition going to the business and
community leaders facilitating the program. It is a
great opportunity for corporations to reposition
themselves as proactive environmental patrons with
plenty of positive (and free) media coverage.

Utility benefits include access to several
effective delivery channels that enhance their
penetration of the market and access to household
decision makers. The unprecedented >50%
implementation rate of this program is a testimonial
to the effectiveness of this approach. It is also a
method for developing a positive utility-regulator
partnership. Something that shouldn't be
underestimated is the powerful public relations
aspects of "In Concert With The Environment."
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This program has received national and local
television coverage and several governmental
endorsements. The cost of a comparable positive
public relations campaign would be prohibitive.
The change in attitudes of participants about the
utility's environmental commitment was
documented in the evaluation report prepared after
APS's pilot program. Additionally, "In Concert
With The Environment" supports existing Demand-
Side Management programs and goals by referring
customers where appropriate. This fact was
underscored by APS receiving regulatory approval
for recovery of the costs it incurred by this
program. Finally, and most importantly, this
program increases the benefits to everyone by
accessing a benign future energy resource.

TESTIMONIALS
The "In Concert With The Environment

Program" has received an unprecedented number of
testimonials from participants, civic leaders, and
governmental officials. This fact further
underscores the positive public relations aspects of
this program. Governor Fife Symington of Arizona
said "In Concert With the Environment has the
potential to build a new generation of citizens with
a heightened awareness of and respect for our
endangered environment." Director William K.
Reilly of the Environmental Protection Agency told
APS to "Please accept my congratulations on
developing a program which promises to help high
school students understand how individual behavior
affects the environment." Student comments
include "I thought it was going to be boring. I
thought wrong. It wasn't hard; 1 learned more
about computers and I learned a lot about our
family's energy usa<;e." Two parent comments that
were received were "A very effective hands-on
experience for the kids focusing on real issues. If
parents are willing to spend time with kids, it is a
very interactive learning experience" and "It was
easier to make Kelley aware of costs, usage, how
simple it is to save if you work on it. Instead of
Mom harping, he learned from someone else."

SUMMARY
The "In Concert With the Environment"

Program is an innovative way for utilities and
businesses to demonstrate their commitment to the
environment. By using various implementation
channels, household energy efficiency is evaluated
and a graphic report presents energy saving
recommendations and associated environmental
benefits. Evaluation of this program reveals that it

has an unusually high success rate at obtaining
implementation of energy conservation measures.
Emphasizing the positive effects everyone can have
on the environment and implementing them benefits
us all.
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KIEFFER PAPER MILL'S RECYCLED FIBER MILL AND
PSI ENERGY'S HIGH EFFICIENCY MOTORS PLAN

Jeffrey A. Myers, Industrial Sales Engineer, PSI Energy, Plainfield, IN

ABSTRACT
The needs of electricity consumers along with

the utility industry are rapidly changing.
Consumers want electricity to perform more
functions, improve efficiencies and help lower the
cost of production, all in an environmentally
responsible manner. In 1991, PSI Energy
developed a comprehensive Demand-Side
Management program, called Energy Matters™,
aimed at improving the overall end-use efficiency
of its customers. Its goal is to reduce summer peak
demand 120 megawatts by the summer of 1995.

Kieffer Paper Mills in Brownstown, IN had a
need to address the efficiency of its new, state-of-
the-art pulp processing mill that it was building.
With over 4,000 horsepower of process motors
going into the new plant, even a modest
improvement in motor efficiency would yield
significant energy savings. PSI Energy was able to
help Kieffer examine the economics of high
efficiency motors, and through the PSI Energy
High Efficiency Motors Plan encouraged Kieffer
Paper Mills to purchase energy efficient motors by
helping pay part of the cost differential between
high efficiency and standard efficiency models.

KIEFFER PAPER MILLS
For more than 80 years, Kieffer Paper Mills of

Brownstown, IN has been known as a producer of
brown and grey packaging paper grades. In the
mid-1980s they decided to take an important step in
the development of paper recycling technology by
expanding their product line to include 100%
recycled fiber. With the help of Kamyr, Ahlstrom
and Kamtech, international leaders in cellulose fiber
processing systems, Kieffer constructed a 100-ton-
per-day pulping system with such flexibility that it
can easily adapt to almost any source of waste
fiber, from old corrugated to old newsprint to
office waste. The new mill, which incorporates
advanced technologies for each step of the pulping
process, uses optimum process and equipment for a
given raw material and final product quality.

The mill produces over 35,000 tons of de-inked
pulp per year for sales in the open market,

primarily to fine paper mills. The pulp is being
used to produce writing tablets, decorative tissue,
coated two-sided premium cover and text materials
and uncoated writing papers. The mill consumes
almost 50,000 tons of recyclable paper per year
which would otherwise be brought to a solid waste
landfill. It also upgrades the furnish for Kieffer's
existing paper machines and provides customers
with pulp to test on their own paper machines.
With this mill, future technologies and systems are
demonstrated on a commercial scale.

THE HIGH EFFICIENCY MOTORS PLAN
Motors drive more than equipment. They also

drive a significant portion of a customer's
production costs. They account for up to 75
percent of the total electricity bill in industrial
plants, and PSI Energy's program can help make
these motors run more efficiently.

The major advantage of high efficiency motors
is the energy savings they provide. They use 3 to
8 percent less electricity than standard motors to do
the same amount of work. This reduces the
customer's electrical bill and lowers production
costs. High efficiency motors also are generally
more reliable, last longer and provide for lower
loading on electrical distribution circuits.

PSf Energy's High Efficiency Motors Plan
features an incentive amount per motor or per
horsepower on three-phase electric motors of 3 to
200 horsepower. The minimum incentive is $50
per motor, and ranging up to a maximum of $4,000
depending on the hour usage and size of the motor.
This incentive reduces the payback for the high
efficiency motor change.

The High Efficiency Motors Plan applies to the
purchase of a single motor or the thousands of
horsepower required to run a new plant. All
qualified motors for new and retrofit projects are
eligible including those that come as an integral
part of an equipment package.

MOTORS AT KIEFFER PAPER
As in most industry, motors represent one of
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the largest single end-use costs at the Kieffer
Recycled Fiber Mill. The pulping mill includes
more than 75 process motors ranging in size from
112 horsepower to 700 horsepower. The entire
plant has 4,032 horsepower of connected load with
an estimated electrical demand of over 2,500
kilowatts.

Through the High Efficiency Motors Plan, PSI
Energy actively participated in the motor
technology implemented in this new facility,
offering a $39,000 incentive to Kieffer for the
installation of high efficiency motors that will save
164 kilowatts of electrical demand and over
1,037,000 kilowatt-hours annually. As a result of
using high-efficiency motors, Kieffer will realize
annual energy savings estimated at $35,000. PSI
Energy will take a significant step forward with its
Demand-Side Management Industrial Efficiency
program, and its goals of reducing summer peak
demand 120 megawatts by 1995.

UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP
In addition to PSI Energy's help on end-use

motor efficiency, a sister firm, PSI Recycling,
became a supplier of waste office paper for the new
Kieffer plant and actually shipped the pulp mill's
first recyclable paper.

PSI Recycling was created in July of 1990 as a
joint venture between PSI Resources (parent
company of PSI Energy) and Goodwill Industries of
Central Indiana. The new business venture's
mission is to reduce waste in landfills by recycling
paper, metal, aluminum cans and old text books.
This would help our environment and at the same
time provide employment for disabled or
disadvantaged people.

Most of the waste paper that PSI Recycling
handles comes from 50 PSI Energy offices and
generating stations. In addition, PS! Recycling has
a client list of 275 customers and handles more
than 5,000 tons of paper annually. In its first full
year of operation, PSI Recycling realized profits of
$20,000, all of which was donated to charitable
organizations through the PSI Foundation.

The creation of PSI Recycling has created a
cleaner environment, employment for the disabled
and disadvantaged, provides a good example for
others and supports worth charitable endeavors.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

By installing premium efficiency motors,
Kieffer will save over 1 million kilowatt-hours
annually, which is the equivalent of reducing SO,
emissions by 19,700 pounds per year. The amount
of kilowatt-hours saved also represents the amount
needed to serve 85 homes for one year. The
50,000 tons of paper that Kieffer will recycle each
year represents 165,000 cubic yards of landfill
space that will not be needed.

The environmental commitment of Kieffer
Paper Mills, PSI Energy and PSI Recycling is
evident in their quest to utilize our natural
resources in an environmentally and safe manner.
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BLACK LIQUOR GASIFICATION PROCESS REVffiW AND STATUS UPDATE

Craig Brown, Sr. Research Engineer, Weyerhaeuser Paper Co., Tacoma, WA

After more than two decades of research and
development, black liquor gasification is poised to
become a commercial reality in the 90's. Several
promising developments are underway in North
America and Europe. In fact, all major recovery boiler
manufacturers are now actively involved in black
liquor gasifier developments. Leading the way is
Gotaverken's Chemree process. Their 3 tph solids
demonstration unit has been in commercial operations
since late 1991. Following a close second in the
MTCI process, whose 2 tph solids demonstration is
scheduled to startup this summer. ABB-Combustion
Engineering have reported promising test results on a
0.2 tph CFB facility and have announced plans for a
pilot demonstration. Tampella and Ahlstrom each
have small pilot facilities (0.2 tph) focused on
developing pressurized gasifiers Their work is
complemented by research at VTT (The Technical
Research Centre of Finland) who have a 0.2 tph
pressurized fluid bed test facility. The purpose of this
paper is to describe these processes and provide and
update on their status of development. *'
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MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS OF MAINTENANCE REPORTS

Patrick Gehl, J B Systems, Inc., Woodland Hills, California

ABSTRACT
The good computerized maintenance management

systems available today provide Plant Engineers with
sufficient data to institute policies and procedures to
materially affect the company profits. Regrettably, the
vast majority of these Engineers and their Maintenance
Managers seem content to simply produce PM work
orders, maintenance equipment repair histories and
generate a few activity reports.

A straightforward and practical application of the
available cost and performance data enables
maintenance management to constantly fine tune
operational procedures to minimize cost and equipment
failure from the available data. Using this data, the
manager can easily measure the total effect of
maintenance on his company's overall performance.

The practical application of this data to reduce overall
maintenance cost and to increase equipment availability
is discussed in this paper.
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FIVE GROWTH STAGES OF MAINTENANCE

aa

1. PRE 50s BREAKDOWN MAINTENANCE

2. 1950s PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

3. 1960s PRODUCTION MAINTENANCE

4. 1970s TOTAL PRODUCTIVE MAINTENANCE (TPM)

5. 1980s PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

NEXT GROWTH STAGE

1. EXPERT SYSTEMS OR

DIAGNOSTIC MAINTENANCE

2. INTEGRATION OF CMMS AND

PREDICTIVE SOFTWARE



03

All work has lead to developing a metric for measuring maintenance
effectiveness of manufacturing companies.

OVERALL EQUIPMENT EFFECTIVENESS (OEE)

OEE = Availability x Performance Efficiency x Rate of Quality Products

IDEAL CONDITIONS ARE:

AVAILABILITY - GREATER THAN 90%

PERFORMANCE - EFFICIENCY GREATER THAN 95%

RATE OF QUALITY PRODUCTS - GREATER THAN 99%

THEREFORE THE IDEAL OEE IS:

OEE = .90 x.95 x.99
= 85+%



DETERMINE AREAS WHICH WILL PRODUCE THE

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE RETURN FROM USING A

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

SYSTEM

* LIST EQUIPMENT CRITICAL TO PRODUCTION

* IDENTIFY EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES REQUIRING

A FORMAL PM PROGRAM

* REVIEW MATERIALS HANDLING PRACTICES

* REVIEW LABOR COST DUE TO OVERTIME

REQUIREMENTS. MANAGE WORK LOAD FOR

MINIMUM OVERTIME

* ESTABLISH BASELINE COST WHENEVER

POSSIBLE

USING MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT REPORTS

TO MAXIMIZE RETURNS

• DAILY REPORTS

• MONTHLY REPORTS

• AD HOC REPORTS



AMERICAN WATER WORKS, INC

MANAGEMENT REPORT
MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

SEPTEMBER

IDEAL TRENDS

MAINTENANCE EFFECTIVENESS

1- •

CURRENT COST

INITIAL COST
. 5 . .
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CURRENT COST

INITIAL COST

ACTUAL EFFECTIVENESS
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MONTHLY MAINTENANCE SUMMARY

DEI-AY HQI IRS SI IMMARY

HOURS %OFTOTAL
Delay Hours by Category for January:

Transit time 922.3 30.2%
WaitEQ Release 389.7 12.8%
Setup & Cleanup 378.9 12.4%
Other. 276.3 9.0%
Lookup 257.9 8.4%
Writeup 253.8 8.3%
Await Approval 155.3 5 . 1 %
Await Instruct 143.7 4.7%
Await a h Craft. 142.3 4.7%
Await Support 134.0 4.4%

Total Delay Hours for January 3054.2 100.0%

FISCAL
•HINF YEAR TO DATS

RegularHours Worked 5901.7 24501.7
Overtime Hours 336.1 1936.1

Total Hours Worked 6237.8 26437.8
Delay Hours 3054.2 14699.2

Productive Hours 3183.6 11738.6
Productive Hours as % of Total Hours 5 i .0% 44.4%

MAINTENANCE COST SUMMARY
FISCAL

JUNE YEAR TO DATE
DOLLARS %TOT DOLLARS %TOT

Labor. 69764 69.1% 279764 52.2%
Materials 22156 21.9% 149146 27.9%
Contract 7818 7.7% 8806 16.5%
Other. 1303 1.3% 18358 3.4%

TotalCost 101041 100.0% 535345 100.0%
Budget 105000 420000
Variance 3959 -11534

(BASED ON ACTUAL COSTS POSTED FOR JUNE)

* A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO USING A

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

SYSTEM AND EVALUATING THE RESULTS.

ARE THE BENEFITS WORTH THE EFFORT?



EQUIPMENT
NUMBER

NC3I0P

NC313P

NC309P

NC31IP

NC3I2P

NC407P

CO370P

NC307P

NC3O8P

NC409P

VEH2001G

CO202P

CO204P

CO601P

EQUIPMENT COST SUMMARY

(FREQUENCY GREATER THAN 1)

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x74

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x74

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x86

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x74

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x74

G4LVERTTURRETLATHE-72

INDUMA HORIZONTAL MILL

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 60x110

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x74

GAL VERTICAL TURRET LATHE-60

CHEVROLET 3/4 TON PICKUP

MONARCH ENGINE LATHE-20 3/4 JAW

LEBLOND ENGINE LATHE-32 4 JAW

WARNER & SWASEY TURRET LATHE

LABOR

249.00

168.00

116.00

93.00

122.00

95.00

48.00

66.00

55.00

234.00

83.00

85.00

47.00

38.00

E X P
MATERIAL

1114.00

H91.00

749.00

1399.00

1491.00

1491.00

22.00

749.00

384.00

22.00

56.00

36.00

3.00

27.00

E N D I
CONTRACT

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

T U R
OTHER

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

PAGE:

E S
TOTAL

1363.00

1659.00

865.00

1492.00

1613.00

1586.00

70.00

815.00

439.00

256.00

139.00

121.00

50.00

65.00

5

FREQ

6

6

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

EQUIP.
NUMBER

NC313P

ZIAN0Q2

NC3I2P

NC4O7P

ZSHOP01

NC31IP

NC310P

ZFAC001

ZJANO03

NC3O9P

EQUIPMENT COST SUMMARY

(TOP 80 PERCENT BY COST)

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x74

AMERICAN RADIAL DRILL 3x11

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x74

GAL VERT TURRET LATHE-72

GENERAL SHOP INSTALL/RELOCATE

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48 x74

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x74

OFFICE/BUILD/GROUNDS INSTALL

MISC. JANITORIAL WORK

LUCAS HORZ BORING MILL 48x86

TOTALS:

TOTAL FOR PERIOD:

LABOR

171.02

164122

124.14

97 JO

. 504.43

94.69

262.25

434.91

1129.77

117.89

4583.82

12932.53

E X P E N
MATERIAL

1492.45

0.00

1492.46

1492.45

0.00

1400.35

1118.20

126.37

0.00

750.40

7872.68

121560

D I T U R E
CONTRACT

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1061.10

0.00

0.00

801.00

0.00

0.00

1862.10

1862.10

S
OTHER

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2034.43

(BASED ON ALL COSTS POSTED TO WORK ORDERS CLOSED DURING THE PERIOD)

TOTAL

1663.47

164722

1616.59

1589.95

1585.53

1495.04

1368.46

1362.28

1129.77

868.29

14326.60

29941.96

FREQ

6

1

4

4

1

4

6

1

1

4

32

129

93



| HO NO EQUIPMENT NO

1 1288 NC618P

1 WORK REQUESTED/CORRECTIVE
REDUCE VIBRATION
REPACK HOUSING

1289 NC618P

WORK REQUESTED/CORRECTIVE
EXCESSIVE VIBRATION
TIGHTEN BRACKET

1291 NC618P

WORK REQUESTED/CORRECTIVE
REDUCE VIBRATION
REPLACED BEARINGS

1294 NC618P

WORK REOOESTED/CORREECTIVE
REDUCE VIBRATION
REPLACED HOUSING

1303 NC618P

WORK REQUESTED/CORRECTIVE
REDUCE VIBRATION
REPLACED HOUSING

LABOR:
MATERIAL:
CONTRACT:
OTHER:
ACTUAL HOURS:

MAINTENANCE HORXORDER SWHARY

ORG. COMP.
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION DATE DATE

CINCINNATI CINTURN-24

ACTION:

CINCINNATI CINTURN-24

ACTION:

CINCINNATI CINTURN-24

ACTION:

CINCINNATI CINTURN-24

ACTION:

CINCINNATI CINTURN-24

ACTION:

S 373.69
$ 41.70
S 1.80
S 0.00

20.90

04/25/90

05/02/90

05/08/90

05/12/90

05/18/90

04/26/90

05/02/90

05/08/90

05/12/90

05/19/90

PAGE :
DATE:

C O

LABOR
MATERIAL
CONTRACT
OTHER
TOTAL

LABOR
MATERIAL
CONTRACT
OTHER
TOTAL

LABOR
MATERIAL
CONTRACT
OTHER
TOTAL

LABOR
MATERIAL
CONTRACT
OTHER
TOTAL

LABOR
MATERIAL
CONTRACT
OTHER
TOTAL

]
02/07/90

S

s

s

$

5

s

T S

24.91
13.50
1.80
0.00

40.21

21.72
6.75
0.00
0.00

28.47

287.00
21.45
0.00
0.00

308.45

19.26
0.00
0.00
0.00

19.26

20.80
0.00
0.00
0.00

20.80

0 o
01 at

<a m N m n n n n



COST SUMMARY AND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
(CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE ONLY)

NAY, 1991

ID

NC618P

NC301P

NC407P

P 748

P 7 4 9

PS74D

EQOIPMENT
DESCRIPTION

LUCAS HORI BORING MILL

LUCAS HORZ BORING HILL

G*L VERT TURRET LATHE

JOHNSON FORCE POMP

RELIANCE 1 0 0 HP MOTOR

RELIANCE 2 0 HP MOTOR

MAINTENANCE
COST

31,663.47

$1,647.22

$1,589.95

$979.00

$860.12

$710.56

FREQ.

6

5

3

5

4

6

FM
CRITERIA

90 DAY

30 DAY

120 DAY

120 DAY

90 DAY

45 DAY

FREQ. PXR 30 DAYS SINCE
1 s t 30 2nd 30 3rd 30

0

5

0

1

0

2

4

3

3

0

6

6

4

4

LAST PM
4th 30

5

APRIL 1991

WORK ORDER
NUMBER

500120

500600

508100

1278

900457

500612

500813

900467

1298

MONTHLY OVERTIME REPORT

WORK PERFORMED OR
REQUESTED

FM EQNO - NC618P

PM EQNO - C020P

PM EQNO - 4897

REPLACE BEARINGS EQNO - A7422

PERFORM LUBE ROUTE - LB46

PM EQNO - C020B

fcM EQNO - C022H

PERFORM LUBE ROUTE - LR92

REPAIR HYDRAULIC LEAK - LATHE 1476

TOTAL

OVERTIME
HOURS

6

4

6

8

8

2

4

8

7

53

DOLLARS

$84.00

$54.00

$81.00

$108.00

$96.00

$28.00

$110.00

$108.00

$96.25

$765.25



MATERIALS USED REPORT
STOCK ITEMS WITH LESS THAN 5 TURNS DURING THE FAST 12 MONTHS

MAY, 1991

ID

1180

1183

1189

1143

2 6

2842

STOCK
DESCRIPTION

BATT PACK

CPU 8 0 8 8

2 3 5 SPROCKET

1 4 8 VALVE

C77D CAM

K87 BEARING

STOCK
VALUE

$5,000

$4,500

$2,000

$1,800

$1,600

$1,400

UNITS

50

500

6

40

12

0

USAGE YTD
UNITS/MO

10

100

1 . 2

8

2 . 4

0

QTY OH

30

50

4

6

10

8

LEAD T3
IN DAYS

45

3

90

10

20

60

ME
EOQ

200

1 0 0 0

8

24

8

1

TURNS
THIS YEAR

0

2

2

1

3

0

STOCK
MO.

0204

0208

0410 •

1016

1021

1142 '

23C0

2500

3400

4003 •

7403

INACTIVE INVENTORY

(INVENTORY NOT USED DURING

DESCRIPTION O/H

HUMPHREY PIPE-BAR FIT 1 / 8 8 - 1 / 4

HUMPHREY MOUNTING BASE

> LORD AIR SPRING/ACTUATOR

HZIM RADIAL FLANGED BEARING

HEIM ROD END BEARING

BURKS SUBMERSIBLE TURBINE POMP

SPROCKET, CONVEYOR DRIVE

MONARCH DEPTB GAUGE

BLOWER SQtjrPX CAGE IB"

CAM, OVERCENTER DOCK LOCK

BOARD, NC PROGRAM MEMORY

REPORT

LAST 12

QTY

11

12

2

7

1J.

1

10

1

1

1

2

MONTHS)

VALUE

$1.95

$3.45

$31.40

$34.80

$21.00

$385.00

$23.95

$34.50

S82.60

$6.60

$365.80

DATE
LAST USED

1/19/82

12/03/81

2/21/82

9/11/81

9/11/81

1/14/82

2/10/82

8/08/81

10/03/81

1/12/82

1/31/83

• ITEMS HAVING NO REFERENCE TO BEING REQUIRED BY EXISTING
EQUIPMENT.
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IDENTIFYING SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES

Sri Chari, Project Manager, Energy Audit and Analysis,
Synergic Resources Corporation, Brookfleld, WI

ABSTRACT
In this paper, guidelines for identifying energy

savings opportunities in industrial plants are
discussed. The analytical approach used in this
discussion stems from the fundamental principle
that the total energy into and out of any process is
constant. The starting point for identifying energy
saving opportunities is to balance the equation

INPUT = OUTPUT + LOSSES

Subsequent steps are devoted to identifying
the causes for losses, and the means to reduce
losses. The ultimate goal is to increase the ratio of
output to input energy.

Though the primary goal in this exercise is
often energy conservation, there are many
instances where substantial productivity gains
result. Thus, the paper will also discuss other
process benefits and possible disadvantages. The
basic concept to remember in the whole exercise is
that any energy using processes can be expressed in
terms the following end-uses:

• Motive Power Applications
• Heat Transfer Applications
• Electrolysis(Ion Exchange) Applications
• Lighting Applications

INTRODUCTION
The energy audit is one of the major activities

which provides impetus to demand side
management (DSM) implementation. It is also the
activity which is the single largest contributor to
identify conservation opportunities. Since the
energy audit process is discussed in detail in
another of my presentations at this conference, it
is discussed only briefly here. Figure 1 describes
schematically the various steps involved in a
comprehensive Industrial Energy Audit. I will
focus the attention on the following tasks of
Energy Audit work.

• Knowing the Present System
• Identifying Process Improvements
• Identifying DSM End-Use Technologies

KNOWING THE PRESENT SYSTEM
As discussed earlier, the starting point is to

balance the equation:

INPUT = OUTPUT + LOSSES

Only complete knowledge of the present
system only will enable this. The following tasks
need to be completed to arrive at the above
equation.

• Collect equipment and operational data
• Create process flow diagram
• Balance "INPUT & "OUTPUT"
• Express each process in terms of the four

appropriate fundamental energy end-users
(i.e., 1) Motive Power, 2) Heat Transfer,
3) Electrolysis, and 4) Lighting)

Since the first three tasks are defined in other
sources and not relevant to this paper, I will focus
the discussion on the last task (lighting will not be
addressed because it can be discussed as a common
topic to all processes). This discussion is well
served by two examples 1) A Plastic Sheet Forming
Facility in the U.S. and 2) An Auto Parts
Manufacturing Facility in Australia. These two
examples are chosen since they contain all three
end-use applications mentioned above. Figure 2
illustrates how, systematically, the "Plastic Sheet
Forming" operation can be expressed in terms of
two of the three fundamental end-use applications.
Figure 3 illustrates how the "Auto Parts
Manufacturing Operation" can be broken into
three fundamental end-use applications.

PLASTIC SHEET FORMING
Two separate unit operations 1) extrusion and

2) sheet forming are combined to form the full
process, "Plastic Sheet Forming". The "Extrusion
Process" consists of the following individual
operation and sub operations:
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Flgurm S Schematic Oimgrmm for PltmOe Sift Forming Pmcmmm

PLASTIC SHEET FORMING

LASTIC EXTRUSION

DRYING OF PLASTIC GRANULES

TRANSFER OF GRANULES INTO FEED HOPPER

HEATER [HTTj
DESICCANT DRYER

FAN

CONVEYOR BLOWER DRIVE

FEEDING OF GRANULES INTO EXTRUDER

GRAVITY (MANUAL)

COMPRESSION OF PLASTIC (EXTRUSION)

SCREW DRIVE

BARREL HEATING

BARREL COOLING
(HEAT TRANSFER-COOLING)

=AN DRIVE

DIE FORMING
iUMP DRIVE

IIE FEEDING (DIRECT)
IE HEATING

HEET LINE

SHEET ROLLS
ROLL DRIVE
ROLL COOLING

(HEAT TRANSFER-COOLING)

ROLL HEATING

AN DRIVE
UMP DRIVE

(HEAT TRANSFER-HEATING)
SHEET CONVEYOR DRIVE

SHEET CUTTING PRESS DRIVE

WASTE SHEET GRINDER DRIVE

Note: MP - Motive Power (motors)
HT - Heat Transfer - Heating 99

MP1

{DRIVE JMP31

(HEAT TRANSFER-HEATING) HT2

MP4
MP5

(HEAT TRANSFER-HEATING) [HT3

MP7
MP8

HT4
MP9

MP10J



FIgura 3 Sclwmrte Flow Otagram tor Auto part* MamMcin

BRAKE AND CLUTCH MANUFACTURE

DIE CASTING OPERATION

M.UMINIUM/ZINC MELTING

MACHINING & FABRICATION OPERATION

METAL HOLDING

GAS BURNERS
AIR BLOWER
OUST EXTACTOR

TRANSFER FORK LIFTS
"RESISTANCE HEAT

PRESSURE DIE CASTING
PATTERY CHARGER

METAL HOLDING
HYDRAULIC DRIVE

HEAT TREATMENT

OIL COOLER
DIE HEATER
PIE CLEANING(AIR)

RESISTANCE HEAT
AIR BLOWER

MP - MOTIVE POWER
HT - HEAT TRANSFER HEATING
EL - ELECTROLYSIS 100

HTF1
MP1
MP2

IHTT

IELT

HT2
MP3
MP4
HT2
MP5

HT3
MP6

MACHINE SHOP DRIVES
'RESSSHOP DRIVES
MATERIAL CONVEYING DRIVES
MELDING

CLEANING
TANK HEATERS

RESISTANCE HEAT
PUMPING SYSTEM

PUMP DRIVE

RUBBER COMPONEN

MIXERS' D

TS MANUFACTURE

RIVES
MILLERS' DRIVES

MP7
MP8
MP9
HT4

HTS

MP1C

MPr
MP12

PRESSES
DRIVES
RESISTANCE DIE HEATERS

MP1I
HT6

ELECTROPLATING
RESISTANCE DIE HEATERS
ELECTROLYSIS
COOLING DRIVE
PUMPING DRIVES

HT7
ELI
MP1'
MP1!

EFFLUENT TREATMENT
FILTER DRIVE
CLARIFIER DRIVE
PUMP DRIVE

COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM
COMPRESSOR DRIVE
AIR DRYING HEATERS
AIR DRYING FANS

MP1'
MP1J
MPK

MP11
HT8
MP1I



• Drying o: Plastic Granules - Desiccant
Dryer
- Heating Element for Regeneration
(Heat Transfer) - HT1
- Circulating Fan
(Motive Power) - MP1

• Transfer of Granules into Feed Hopper
- Pneumatic Conveying
(Motive Power) - MP2

• Feeding of Granules into Extruder
- Gravity (manual)

• Compression of Plastic (Extrusion)
- Screw Drive
(Motive Power) - MP3
- Barrel Heating
(Heat Transfer) - HT2
- Barrel Cooling
(Heat Transfer - Cooling)

Fan MP4
Pump MP5

• Die Forming
- Die Feeding
Direct
- Die Heating
(Heat Transfer) HT3

The "Sheet Forming" operation consists of the
following operations and sub operations:

• Sheet Rolls
- Roll Drive
(Motive Power) MP6
- Roll Cooling
(Heat Transfer - Cooling)

Fan - MP7
Pump - MP8

- Roll Heating
(Heat Transfer) - HT4

• Sheet Movement
- Conveying Drive
(Motive Power) - MP9

• Sheet Cutting
- Press Drive
(Motive Power) - MP10

• Waste Sheet Recycling
- Grinder Drive
(Motive Power) - MP11

The entire operation of "Plastic Sheet
Forming" consisting of various processes like
drying, conveying, compressing, heating, cooling,
forming and cutting has been categorized into 11
Motive Power applications and 4 Heat Transfer
Heating applications.

The example auto parts facility manufactures
brakes and clutches. Figure 3 describes,
schematically, the various processes involved. On
a basis similar to the analysis for the plastics firm,
the entire operation consisting of melting, heating,
cooling, forming, machining welding, pumping,
cleaning, conveying, mixing, etc. has been
categorized into 18 Motive Power, 7 Heat Transfer
Heating and 2 Electrolysis Applications.

PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS
Identifying "Process Improvements" may

include the following:

• Improving the entire system
• Change specific end-use processes
• Changing the entire system process

Improving the Entire System
Example 1) Plastic Sheet Forming: The

present system consists of three extruders each
connected with a sheet line. The raw material is
fed into the extruder screw by gravity. The screw
is driven by a DC motor which is fitted with
variable speed drive. The barrel is divided into S
zones. Each zone is jacketed by a split aluminum
box which contains the heating elements. The box
also has annular cavity in it which facilitates
cooling water circulation for barrel cooling. Plastic
melt comes out in cylindrical form from the
extruder and is fed directly into a rectangular wide
sheet die. The melt flow and pressure are adjusted
manually by weir rods. The sheet thickness and
width are manually controlled. The sheet is then
fed onto the top pair of a set of three rolls. The
rolls are cooled by closed circuit cooling water.
The excess sheet widths on either side are trimmed
in the sheet line and the waste sheet is re-
processed.

During the energy audit and analysis of the
facility the following became apparent:

• Productivity, measured even in terms of
material balance alone was very much
below the industry average.
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• Specific energy consumption was very
much higher than the industry average.

The above two factors were identified while
balancing the INPUT & OUTPUT equation. Once
the imbalance was identified, the next step was
devoted to identifying the causes for the losses.

The following conclusions were derived:

• The gravity feed caused air pockets and
decreased the bulk density of the plastic
entering the screw. This increases the
work required per unit throughput.

• The feed of molten plastic to the die was
not uniform causing uneven distribution in
the die. This also caused an uneven
solidification pattern of the plastic melt
resulting in greater difficulty controlling
heating (die heating is needed to prevent
the plastic from solidifying during
forming), which in turn causes productivity
loss.

• The existing die was a single set of manual
die which was used for all sheet widths.
This resulted in provision of more than
required trimming allowance resulting in
productivity loss.

• Thickness of the sheet in the sheet line
was controlled manually. This caused
frequent stoppages of the sheet line
conveyor to adjust the rolls and the die
for the correct thickness. Consequently,
not only precious production time was
lost, but also unrolled plastic got
accumulated between the die and the rolls,
resulting in enormous productivity losses.

While "gravity feed" caused direct energy loss,
the rest of the causes identified result in direct
productivity losses for which energy was a major
input.

Because of the "whole system" approach used
in this case, the following savings opportunities
were identified:

1. Improving the raw material feeding
process would decrease energy
consumption in extrusion.

2. Systematic and controlled feeding of the
die would improve productivity and
decrease energy consumption.

3. Sheet width and thickness control would
increase productivity and reduce energy
consumption.

After identifying the causes for the losses the
following recommendations were made:

• Install a crammer feeder in the feed
hopper. A crammer feeder would
eliminate the air pockets and increase the
bulk density of the feed considerably.

• Install a gear pump between the extruder
and the die. This measure would create
uniform and required flow to the die.

• Replace the manual die with an automatic
die. An automatic die would maintain
minimum trimming allowance on the
sheet.

• Install an ultrasonic automatic gauge
control mechanism in the sheet line. This
would provide a control signal to the gear
pump, the die and the sheet rolls so that
the correct and uniform thickness would
be achieved.

It was estimated that the above measures
would increase the productivity by 7.5% and
reduce the specific energy consumption to the
standard industry average.

Example 2) Auto Parts Facility: The auto
parts manufacturing facility produces automotive
clutch and brake assemblies. It is an integrated
plant where component parts are made "in house".
Figure 3 describes schematically the facility's
various processes. They are.

Aluminum melting and die casting
Machining and fabrication
Washing and cleaning
Rubber component manufacture
Plastic component manufacture
Electroplating
Air compressor plant
Effluent treatment plant

Aluminum die casting plant consisted of two
gas fired reverberatory aluminum furnaces, several
electric holding furnaces, pressure die casting
machines and heat treatment furnaces. Molten
aluminum from the furnaces is transported to the
holding furnaces by ladles on fork lifts. Liquid
metal is transferred from the holding furnaces to
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the die casting machines, again by fork lift. The
dies are heated by hot oil which is heated by
electric elements. Dies are cleaned by cold and
wet air. Heat treatment is carried out in pit type
resistance furnaces.

The machine and fabrication shop consists of
several numerical control machine centers,
mechanical drop presses, several electric ally
heated washing/cleaning tanks, and ultrasonic
welding machines. The rubber component section
consists of mixers, mills, presses and vulcanizers.
The plastic section consists of several injection
molding machines. The electroplating shop
consists, of several plating tanks which are heated
by electric elements. The effluent treatment plant
consists of filter presses, clarifiers and pumps. A
common compressed air system provides air to
various sections of the plant.

During the energy audit and analysis
(conducted in a similar manner to that of the
previous example), the following system
components were identified as losses.

• Plant and equipment layout was
significantly different from standard
engineering practice
Melting was very inefficient
An enormous amount of heat was lost
during handling
No heat recovery was present
Compressed air was improperlyused
No control for compressed air system was
present

T h e f o l l o w i n g ene rgy ana ly s i s
recommendations were given.

• Change the equipment layout which would
reduce handling losses, increase
productivity and reduce energy
consumption

• Install a waste heat steam boiler to
recover heat from the melting furnaces.
The steam would be used to heat the wash
and plating tanks.

• Avoid abuse of compressed air
• Install a load management system for

compressed air

Savings from implementation of the above
measures were estimated at 15% of operational
costs and about a 5% productivity increase in the

aluminum die casting section.

Chanac the End-Use Process
It is important for the auditor to consider the

ultimate end product of a particular process in
order to identify any opportunity for saving, by
changing the end-use process. For example, the
plastic sheet manufacturer had a grinder to reduce
the size of the plastic scrap to an acceptable level
for feeding into the extruder. The particular
grinder was oversized and inefficiently operated.
Considering only the granules, which come out of
the grinder rather than the grinding process itself,
helped identify an additional opportunity. A
different process of size reduction which would be
more efficient and also save energy appeared
feasible. A shredder/granulator to replace the
existing grinder was recommended. This measure
would save about 83 kW of demand. The heating
and cooling application for the extruder barrels
and the sheet rolls appear as a critically controlled
heating application rather than a heating/cooling
one. Use of Silicon Controlled Rectifier for finer
control of the barrel temperature (this would
eliminate the cooling requirement) was considered
as well as control of the roll cooling by VSD
control of the cooling water pump. However, the
costs and benefits analysis should make these
measures to be ineffective.

The critical point is that an auditor should
start from the end to the front of any process to
identify any opportunity through change of process.

Such opportunities to change end-use
processes in the auto parts manufacturing facility
were not identified

Channe the Entire System
Of all the DSM measures, this is the hardest

one to sell to the customer, from the CEO down
the line to the plant engineer. In spite of the
marketing draw backs, this concept will be ideal for
any large facility. An auditor will not come across
this opportunity very often since energy
conservation measures are the primary focus.
However, remember energy savings are part and
parcel of any productivity improvement. The auto
parts facility presented a good opportunity to make
a beginning of marketing this concept, but I kept
the idea to myself for the fear of losing my
popularity.
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The facility was a huge one, spread over more
than a million square feet. Each main section of
the facility was separated from the other by
considerable distance. This meant that
components had to be transported through a
considerable distance, before being assembled. For
example, brake cylinders which are pressure die
cast travel some distance to the machine shop,
plating shop and finally to the assembly bay. It
appeared they should have laid out the plant by
product rather than by operation. As indicated
earlier, I did not express my idea since this would
be a very unpopular idea (jobs would be cut).

The critical point here is that energy
conservation and productivity improvement can
both be achieved if a multi-operational product
manufacturing facility is laid out by products and
not by process.

In this case, the savings would include:

• Less energy for charging fork lift batteries
• Compressed air distribution losses would

be minimal
• Less labor and time spent during handling

of components

The idea is not new. It has been successfully
practiced in the "line assembly technique" of
automobile assembly plants.

IDENTIFYING DSM END-USETECHNOLOGIES
Changing the end-use technology is one of

the popular and widely practiced DSM measures.
The majority of the energy conservation measures
are presently identified through this process.

Identifying DSM end-use technologies would
include the following categories:

• Change the end-use equipment
• Improve the efficiency of the end-use

equipment
• Fuel switching

The following discussion presents examples of
where and how an auditor can identify
opportunities for using the above measures.

Change the End-Use Equipment; Motors
Motive power (motors) accounts for 65-70%

of the electricity consumed in the industrial sector
throughout the world. Therefore, auditors tend to

concentrate more on identifying opportunities in
motors. Variable speed drives and improving the
efficiency of an indirect drive system (e.g.,
hydraulic motor) are discussed in this category
because of their direct relationship with saving
energy in motor drives.

Prior to the walk-thru audit to the plastic
sheet forming facility, three plastic extruders were
noted to be located in the plant. No further data
was available. Thus, a check list of possible
opportunities in the extruder was drafted.
Opportunities were investigated based on the
check list. Figure 4 describes schematically what
the pre-site visit process was expected to be. The
following hypothetical opportunities were
identified before the site visit.

Replacing motors
Improving the efficiency of the gear box
Servo Control for hydraulic drive
Accumulator for hydraulic pump
Heat-recovery from oil
VSD retrofit for the A/C motor
DC motor for A/C motor
VSD for DC motor

The process of elimination was used during
the walk-thru audit. The extruders in this
particular facility were driven by DC motors with
VSDs. Therefore, no opportunity for savings in
the drive section was found. But, the following
measures for similar applications in other locals
has been recommended.

• High efficiency motor
• Changing the eddy current drive to a DC

motor with VSD
• Installation of Servo control mechanism
• Installation of accumulators

Continuing on identification of opportunities
in motive power (drives), the discussion below
elaborates further the opportunities an auditor
should look for while conducting an energy
analysis.

High Efficiency Motors;
The most common and popular amongst the

motor programs is "replacing a standard motor
with a high efficiency one". The expected savings
range from 2 to 6% dependent on the following
factors:
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Figure - 4
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Age of the existing motor
Duty type - light, medium, or heavy
Average load factor. This is very
important since motor efficiency decreases
at partial loads
The horsepower rating of the motor
Annual operating hours of the motor (for
energy savings only, kWh)

The main competition for this measure is
"motor rewinding". The auditor should be
prepared with cost/benefit analysis between a
rewound motor and a high efficiency motor. Many
utilities in the U.S. and Canada who are
implementing the motor programs have already
prepared the cost/benefit analysis of the motors
with reference to:

• Rewound Motors
• Lifecycle operating cost

One of the possible drawbacks to this
program is "non-availability of stock motors". This
non-technical drawback is the only significant
pitfall for this measure.

Variable Speed Drives:
VSD applications are one of the DSM

measure which can save as much as 90% of the
energy consumption of a motor. But careful
overall system considerations have to be accounted
for in recommending VSDs.

VSD applications can be broadly classified
in;o one or a combination of three fundamental
load profiles.

• Variable torque loads
• Constant torque loads
• Constant horsepower loads

Figure 5 describes the three categories, sub-
categories and examples.

The important factor to be considered before
recommending a variable speed drive are the load
characteristics of the intended application. For
example, a pump application which has a greater
degree of throttling, operating for longer period of
time, is a potential good application of VSD to
replace the throttling or by pass control. Figure 6
illustrates this. By contrast, a pump application
which has a smaller throttling operation for short
duration, is a poor VSD application. Figure 7

illustrates this. This factor has to be very carefully
considered in a retrofit case since VSD installation
is a costly retrofit.

Table 1 compares the energv consumption
psuern of a VSD replacing either a ihrottling or
bypass valve for various flow percentages.'

Table 2 compares the energy consumption of
different fan flow control strategies.1

Some popular VSD applications are:

• Cooling tower fans in an appliance
manufacturer

• Cooling tower fan and pump application
in an engineering plastic manufacturer

• Circulation blower in the drying kiln of a
plaster board manufacturing facility

• Combustion and circulation blower in a
brick kiln

• Agitator drives in a tile manufacturing
facility

• Industrial painting shop ventilation fans
• Dust extraction systems in a tapware

manufacturing facility
• Dust extractor fan of a furniture

manufacturer
• Textile dye injection pump

LOAD MATCHING
Selecting the motor size to match the load is

another DSM measure for motors. Main
opportunities arise from: 1) the drawing board of
consulting engineers and specifiers and, 2) during
motor replacement.

The tendency with the specificier is to first
calculate the BHP required for a rotating
equipment for maximum design condition (not
maximum operating condition). The next higher
number ending with either 5 or 0 is then selected.
When the design reaches the OEM, the next
higher standard sized motor available in market is
specified. For example, calculating the size of a
motor as 202 HP for maximum design conditions,
I had specified the motor size as 205 HP, for a
liquid ring chlorine compressor. The supplier of
the compressor offered a motor of 225 HP since
that was the next higher standard size motor. In
this case, even though the BHP required for
maximum operating condition was 190 HP, I had

1 From EPRI Report
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Figure - 5

ffVSD applications

o
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Constant Torque Loads
examples: conveyors,mixers, agitators etc.
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Linear load

examples: winches, positive displacement pumps & compressors etc.
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examples: centrifugal fans, pumps.compressors etc.
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Figure - 6 Good VSD application
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% load
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Figure - 7 Poor VSD application
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Percentage
of Flow

100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40

Table 1
Relative Energy Consumptions of Different Pump

Flow Control Strategies

Energy Consumed as a Percentage of
Unrestricted Full-Flow ]

Throttle Valve
Energy

100
96
94
93
89
86
83
81
79
76
74
72
71

Bypass Valve
Energy

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Energy Consumption

ASD Replacing

Throttle
Valve

105
90
78
66
57
48
41
35
30
25
21
17
14

Bypass
Valve

105
98
93
87
82
76
71
66
61
56
51
46
41

Table 2
Relative Energy Consumptions of Different Fan

Flow Control Strategies

Percentage
of Flow

100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20

Energy Consumed as a Percentage of
Unrestricted Full-Flow Energy Consumption

Outlet
Dampers

100
109
107
106
104
102
99
96
94
91
87
84
80
76
72
68
64

Inlet
Vanes

109
100
93
86
82
78
75
72
69
66
65
64
63
62
60
56
51

ASD

105
86
73
64
57
50
44
38
32
26
21
17
14
11
8
6
5
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specifled the BHP required for maximum design
condition was a 202 HP, which finally ended up at
225 HP. The plant was designed in such a manner
that the compressor would operate at the
maximum operating condition for at least 2000
hours/year. Because of my unnecessary
conservatism, 1 had inadvertently selected a more
than required motor. This kind of opportunity
exists in majority of the chemical process
industries. There is no easy way of identifying this
opportunity. Therefore, expert judgment based on
economic benefits has to be used before this
opportunity is recommended (i.e., the sizes and
quantities of motors in place would be indicators
for such a judgment).

Sometimes there are easier ways of identifying
such opportunities if the auditor is lucky enough.
An audit of a brick manufacturing plant which was
producing extruded bricks contained three
extruders: a 600 HP motor, a 450 HP motor and
a 300 HP, all with identical working load
conditions. When asked why such a difference in
motor size, the electrical foreman answered they
had bought used equipment and these were the
sizes available.

Change the End-Use Equipment; Non-Motors
Some of the non-motors opportunities

include:

• Changing the triple frequency furnace in
iron melting foundry to solid state
medium frequency induction furnaces

• Changing the painting oven in a furniture
factory from resistance to infrared heating

• Change the drying system in a plastic
manufacturing facility from desiccam type
to munters dehumidifier

• Changing the drying system from blower
drying to air knife drying in a plastic
extrusion plant

• Changing element type forge furnace to
induction heating type

• Changing a resistance type aluminum
melting furnace to induction melting
furnace

• Changing the resistance type ovens in a
thermal former to a ceramic element,
computer controlled oven

• Changing paper drying to infrared drying

There are many more such examples.

Imprrvine Efficiency of Present Equipment;
Some common examples of efficiency

improvements include:

• Compressed air system
• Chilled water/refrigeration system
• Furnace system
• Electrolytic cells

Compressed Air System
An average of 10-15% of industrial electricity

is used for compressed air. Many opportunities
which exnt in compressed air systems are not very
apparent. Some of them are:

Reducing the suction temperature
Reducing the regulator set pressure
Repairing leaks
Replacing blow-offs
Replacing pneumatic tools with electric
Optimizing the air distribution system
Recovering heat of compression and using
for drying
Providing a load management system for
multi-compressor system

Numerous examples and savings calculations
can be demonstrated in this subject.

Chilled Water/Refrigeration System
Examples of opportunities which exist

chilled water/refrigeration systems are:
in

Increasing the temperature outlet set point
Increasing the condenser area
Improving the insulation
Making use of public water temperature
Controlling cooling tower fans

Furnaces
Some recommendations

improvements include:
for furnace

Better insulation
Light weight refractory/insulation bricks
Digital electronic controls
Maximize bulk density
Ceramic elements
SCR controls
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Electrolytic Cells
Opportunities include:

Use of metal anodes
High conductivity isolation switches
Better busbar contacts
Use of membrane cells
Solid state high efficiency rectifiers

Fuel Switching
The myth that fuel switching from "electric to

gas" only is cost effective is not true. In many
cases, when the whole system is considered, fuel
switching from "gas to electricity" can be very
attractive. A few examples illustrate this:

• A plate glass manufacturer in Europe
switched from gas to electricity in the
forehearth. The result was savings of 88%
in operational cost, including productivity
increases.

• A woolen textile mill in Australia changed
over from gas drying to industrial heat
pump drying resulting in a 66%
productivity increase, with no substantial
increase in primary energy consumption.

• A secondary aluminum manufacturer in
Australia converted from fossil fired to
electric induction melting. The result was
a 15% increase in production and an 8%
improvement in point of consumption
energy efficiency.

• A billet reheating furnace which was
converted into electric induction from gas
showed a net productivity increase of 20%.

CONCLUSION
In summary, many opportunities exist for

increased efficiency, reduced consumption, and
improved productivity from process analysis
methods. In order to effectively identify these
opportunities, and auditor must begin with an
understanding of the INPUT and OUTPUT
equation, categorize process components (e.g.,
motive power, etc.), and take a broad view of the
process, front to back. Finally, reference to prior
work and experience in process industries is
invaluable in identifying opportunities.
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ABSTRACT
A Department of Energy funded Energy Analysis

and Diagnostic Center (EADC)* has operated at
Texas A&M University for six years. During the
first five years of the center's operation, 135 audits
were conducted and projects were recommended
which would save $4 million annually (about 9% of
utility costs) for Texas manufacturers. Five projects
discussed in this paper—repair air compressor leaks,
install heat recovery equipment, correct power
factor, install skylights, and tune-up boilers-recur
often and have applicability to many plants in many
industries. A simple method of measuring air
compressor leak rates is covered. Decisions about
power factor correction based on utility billing data
can be made and those are discussed. The use of
simple electronic analyzers to measure boiler
combustion efficiency and tune boilers is possible,
and higher cost projects such as use of skylights and
recovery of heat from exhaust gases are also
covered.

INTRODUCTION
The Department of Energy assists small and

medium-sized industrial plants with no-cost energy
surveys provided by twenty-three Energy Analysis
and Diagnostic Centers (EADCs) around the U. S.
The Texas A&M University EADC began in late
1986. During the first five years of operation, 135
audits were conducted and projects were
recommended which would save $4 million annually
(about 9% of utility costs) for Texas manufacturers.
Projects actually implemented realize just over half
of the recommended earnings and the overall
payback for implemented projects is slightly less

* The nationwide EADC program is sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Energy. West region
EADCs (including Texas A&M) are under the field
management of University City Science Center,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

than one year. Audits by the EADC are performed
by students and staff of the Energy Systems
Laboratory and Mechanical Engineering Department
of Texas A&M University. Five important energy
conservation opportunities (ECOs) are discussed in
this paper with descriptions and at least one
example. All five opportunities are common
recommendations with significant energy and dollar
savings, and simple paybacks less than four years.

Compressed Air Leaks
Virtually all of the plants audited by the Texas

A&M EADC have compressed air systems. The
systems include reciprocating compressors driven
with motors as small as 10 hp and as large as 600
hp, screw compressors as large as 350 hp, and
centrifugal compressors as large as 1750 hp. The
condition of the compressed air systems has varied
from good to poor, usually relating in some way to
the financial condition of the company or the
emphasis given to routine maintenance. Sometimes
the poor condition of the system is made obvious
while walking through the plant by the noisy hiss of
leaking air.

Compressed air leaks are a source of energy waste
and cost. There are several basic methods for
estimating the energy waste and cost. An important
procedure used by the EADC incorporates actual
measured leak rate data; that method will be
described in some detail here. Other methods which
are not used as often will also be described briefly.

The method is fairly simple (representing a
simple application of the perfect gas law) and is
based on easily obtained measurements which yield
the leak rate in standard cubic feet per minute
(Scfm). It is similar to a "pump up test" described
in the literature (1). This method has advantages
over some of the other methods in use. Locating all
the leaks and estimating their sizes is not necessary,
and errors resulting from such estimates are
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avoided. There is no requirement to make electric
current measurements.

The greatest disadvantage of this method is a
requirement to shut the compressed air system down
for several minutes. This is done in cooperation
with plant personnel, usually during the lunch
break. It could be done at the end of a shift when
the system may routinely shut down or it could be
done at the beginning of a maintenance shut down.
Also, a functioning pressure gage must be available
in the system.

At the beginning of a period w..en compressed air
will not be required by a plant process, all the
receivers, air lines and air operated equipment are
isolated so that the only way air can escape from the
system is through leaks. Most air-using systems
stop the escape of air when they are not in use. For
example, air-driven wrenches and grinders stop all
air use (except leaks) when the operators stop using
them. However, care must be exercised to shut off
uses of air which do not normally stop when
operations cease, such as a small hose directed at a
work area to keep it swept clean of chips. Also, any
automatic pressure relief that occurs when the
compressor shuts down must be prevented.

The preferred procedure is to inform personnel
ahead of time that at a certain time (such as a lunch-
time or maintenance shut down) all normal
consumers of air should be shut off, but that
commonly used parts of the system, including tools,
should not be removed. All commonly used
equipment and systems should be attached to the
compressed air, but not used during the leak check.
Caution should be exercised to assure some essential
system is not inadvertently deprived of air during
this leak check process.

With the compressed air system at operating
pressure and only losing air due to leaks, shut the
compressor down. If air will bleed from the system
through the compressor, or if one is unsure about
bleeding through the compressor, simply valve the
compressor off at the time it is shut down. Plant
personnel should operate the compressor at this time
so that personnel unfamiliar with the system do not
unwittingly cause a problem.

When the system is not using or losing any air
(except for leaks) and not being supplied with air
from the compressor, record the pressure reading
from the pressure gage and record the time. Allow

the pressure to drop by about 10% and record the
new, lower pressure and the time again. If there is
no pressure gage available in the system (perhaps
because one was removed from the system in
shutting down an air compressor or for some other
reason) an inexpensive one can be attached by means
of a quick-connect fitting to the end of a hose that
operates some minor piece of equipment.

The air leak rate due to all the leaks through
which the system may lose air is then given by the
following equation, which is the same as that for the
pump-up test (1).

Equation (1)

where

R
V

atm

AT

= average leakage rate (Scfm)
= system volume (ft3)
= initial pressure (psig)
= final pressure (psig)
= atmospheric pressure (psia)
= time interval over which leaks are

measured (minutes)

The volume in Equation (1) is that of the
receivers, headers, and all lines which contain air
and are part of the same system being monitored by
the pressure gage, even if the individual system part
is known to be leak free. Usually, measuring only
the dimensions of the receivers and the main air
headers (commonly of three or four inches in
diameter) is necessary. Consideration of smaller air
lines and hoses (which are commonly about one inch
or less in diameter) is not useful unless it appears
they will contribute a sizable fraction of the volume.
Equation (1) shows that failure to include part of the
system volume will cause the calculated leak rate to
be smaller than it really is and therefore be
conservative. If accuracy is desired, include the
total system volume.

Also, this calculation will yield conservative
results because the pressure in the volume is
decaying from the initial value (which should be the
operating pressure of the system) as the
measurement is made. The instantaneous leak rate
varies directly with the pressure (for critical flow),
so by the time the system pressure has decayed by
10% (of the initial absolute pressure), the leak rate
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will have decayed also by 10%, leading to an
overall leak rate which is conservative by less than
10%; however, because the pressure (and therefore
the instantaneous leak rate) does not decay linearly
with time, the effect of this variation in the
instantaneous leak rate cannot readily be computed.

Once the leak rate is determined, then the
electrical energy required to supply those leaks can
be obtained by referring to the compressor
performance data where the horsepower necessary to
supply a certain airflow rate in Scfm may be
available. If it cannot be found, request the data
from the manufacturer. If it is obtained in terms of
brake horsepower (Bhp), then the efficiency of the
compressor drive motor must also be obtained and
taken into account. Typical values vary from
approximately 0.18 to 0.28 Bhp/Scfm for all types
of lubricated and oil-free compressors under the
following conditions: full load, sea level, and
compressing to 100 psig (9). Electric motor
efficiencies vary from about 85% to 95%,
depending on the type and size (11).

Considerable compressor performance data is
available in the literature at 100 psig (7,9) and most
systems operate near this pressure, commonly from
about 90 psig to 140 psig. Compressor performance
in Bhp/Scfm may be estimated at other pressures by
multiplying values for 100 psig by the appropriate
correction factor in Table 1.

Table 1 Correction factor to estimate power values
at other than 100 psig system pressure. Factor is

( k 1 ) / k ( k 1 ) / k
__,_ n' - j ' i \ - rer1' aim' -J

where P s v s is the system pressure, Pref is 114.7 psia
(100 psig), P a t m is 14.7 psia, anJ k = 1.4.

System pressure, psig

150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50

Correction
factor
1.25
1.20
1.15
1.11
1.05
1.00

0.942
0.880
0.813
0.740
0.660

For example, consider a 250 hp lubricated rotary
screw air compressor operating 4000 hrs/year at 120
psig and having a system volume of 1500 ft3. The
electric compressor motor is a standard T-frame.
The avoided cost of electrical energy has been
determined from die utility bills and the rate
schedule to be $0.03/kwh. Measured leak rate data
taken in the plant during lunch time shows a decay
from 120 psig to 110 psig in five minutes.

Application of Equation (1) yields a leak rate of
200 Scfm. Available compressor performance data
at 100 psig (9) gives a value of 0.24 Bhp/Scfm,
which can be corrected to 120 psig by multiplying
by the factor of 1.11 in Table 1, yielding 0.27
Bhp/Scfm. The efficiency of a 250 hp T-frame
motor is 91 % (11), so that the gross horsepower is
0.27/0.91 or 0.29 hp/Scfm. The annual cost of the
leaks is then given by the product of the power, the
leak rate, the operating hours and the avoided cost
of energy, and is $5,2OO/year.

This value can justify a considerable amount of
maintenance effort to repair leaks. Implementation
costs are those for maintenance personnel's time and
materials to stop the leaks. Costs are typically small
and paybacks are usually less than one year.

If the compressor system cannot be shut down,
another way to obtain leak rate data is to estimate
the size and count the number of the leaks.
Estimating the sizes of leaks is impossible to do
accurately, and can lead to major errors in
determining the effect of air leaks. The first edition
of Energy Management Handbook (10)
characterizes the method as crude, but indicates the
possibility that if a large number of leaks are
estimated in this way there may be compensating
errors. However, the method seems likely to
systematically err on either the high or low side
without some method of calibration and should only
be used if the measurement method described here
cannot be applied.

Estimating the size of air leaks is a major
disadvantage which is also common to estimating
steam leakage. Leaks rarely occur from regularly
shaped orifices of measurable size. They mostly
come thiough cracks and breaks due to vibration,
stress, and corrosion; broken gaskets; and loose
fittings. Much of the time the actual leak is not
available for inspection, such as a broken diaphragm
inside a pressure regulator. Therefore, estimating
the size of the leak may become little better than an
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ill-founded guess. Little thought is given to
applying orifice coefficients to the data, but the
Department of Energy's guidebook on compressed
air systems (9) which gives data for equivalent hole
diameters from 1/64 inch to 3/8 inch and a 100 psig
system does mention the influence of orifice
coefficients.

Oviatt and Miller (7) have data (Table 4-4) with
the influence of upstream pressures from 1 psig to
125 psig for an orifice coefficient of unity and
orifices from 1/64 inch to 3/4 inch. In estimating
leaks, the values in that table should obviously be
corrected to a smaller orifice coefficient because a
hole with well-rounded edges has an orifice
coefficient of 0.97 (9) and the sharp-edged orifices
characteristic of many air leaks have smaller
coefficients.

In general, accuracy may suffer considerably in
application of the above method. However this
method does have the advantage of identifying the
location (or at least the general vicinity) of each
leak, something which will have to be done before
repairs can be made. Once the leak sizes are
estimated in terms of equivalent diameter holes, and
the leak rate, in cfm, has been obtained, the energy
consumption calculation, in kwh, and the
determination of cost proceeds along the same lines
as that for the first method.

Heat Recovery
Recovering heat energy from a waste stream, such

as exhaust gas, and using it elsewhere instead of
additional fuei, reduces fuel consumption and the
energy budget. The EADC has visited many types
of industries, and the best candidates for heat
recovery have been the food and metal industries.

For a viable project, the need for the rejected heat
should match the schedule and the intensity of heat
available. For example, hot water heated by oven
exhaust will not be available if the oven is not
operating. The EADC initially tries to determine if
a project is viable from the heat transfer standpoint
without getting into the complete design of the heat
exchanger system. This can be done by using a
simple energy balance equation which yields the
amount of energy theoretically available for transfer,
i.e., to heat water (3). Equation (2) assumes no
phase change and a constant specific heat for each
fluid over the temperature range of each fluid,
negligible potential and kinetic energy changes and
negligible heat loss to the surrounding. The

temperature used is the mean temperature (of a cross
section) at chosen locations.

q, = [mcp{T, - To)]^ = [mcp{To-T, J ] ^ Equation (2)

where
q, — total heat rate, Btu / hr
m = mass flow rate, lbm / hr
c = heat capacity of the fluid or gas,

Btu/lbm "F

7J = entering temperature, °F

To = leaving temperature, "F

When recommending heat recovery, the EADC
auditors measure both temperature and flow rate for
the exhaust stream in order to determine the amount
of heat energy available. The measured temperature
is the heat exchanger entrance hot side temperature
and the exiting temperature is chosen based on the
composition of the gas. The temperature of the
exhaust gas should remain above the condensation
point of the component with the highest dew point
temperature to avoid condensation of corrosive
substances in the exhaust stack.

Equation (2) yields an ideal or theoretical energy
savings because the equation does not account for
heat exchanger effectiveness nor the efficiency of the
process being replaced. The potential annual energy

savings is calculated by taking the product of qt and
the annual hours of operation of the producing
equipment. For more detailed analysis, the EADC
uses the N T U - E design method (6).

A common retrofit is a boiler economizer. A
stack gas to liquid heat exchanger recovers heat
from the combustion exhaust gas and preheats boiler
feedwater and condensate return. In one case,
lowering the 650 °F exhaust gas on a continuously
operating 50,000 lbm/hr steam boiler to 300 °F
would raise the temperature of 16,000 lbm/hr of
feedwater by 96 °F. This decreased the energy
required to boil the feed water by 10,600 MCF/yr
worth $23,100/yr, and had a payback of 1.5 years.

Combustion air preheaters are another form of
heat recovery much like the boiler economizer, but
instead they preheat the combustion air using a
stack gas to air heat exchanger. Just about any
combustion process can have preheaters. Examples
include cooking ovens, fryers and heat treating
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furnaces. Often a small penalty in electrical energy
and demand is paid due to additional or larger
exhaust fan requirements. The effectiveness of the
project will depend on operating temperature, which
can also effect the payback as much as the operating
hours.

In another plant, preheaters on three heat
treatment furnaces will save 9200 MCF/yr and
increase electrical energy by 80,000 kwh/yr, having
a net dollar savings of $40,000/yr with a 0.6 year
payback. These furnaces have operating
temperatures of 1200 to 1600 °F and operate 5700
hrs/yr. A typical payback for preheaters on heat
treatment furnaces with at least 4000 hours of
operation per year is 0.5 to 1.8 years.

Burner size, operating hours and exhaust
temperature are key variables to a viable heat
recovery project. Equation (2) can be used to
determine initial interest in a project, but more
precise methods, such as the NTU-e design method,
should be used to study and design the actual heat
recovery system.

Power Factor
Power factor correction is generally an easy

project to identify from an auditor's perspective.
Often, this cost saving measure can be identified
before the plant visit. The EADC requires copies of
twelve consecutive months of utility bills prior to
arranging an audit, and most local utilities measure
the power factor and print it on their bills. Cost
savings and implementation cost may be estimated
from this information.

Plant personnel sometimes have been approached
by an outside firm willing to look at the power
factor of the facility for a fee, but hesitate to
employee outside firms which approach them
unrecommended. The companies are aware of their
high utility costs and power factor problems, but
most plant personnel do not have a full
understanding of power factor. Because of this
uncertainty, the power factor correction is not
pursued.

From an electrical standpoint, power factor
correction is somewhat complicated to understand.
The utility supplies apparent power measured in
Kilovolt-amperes (KVA). The consumer uses real
power, measured in Kilowatts (KW) to operate
equipment such as electric motors, lights and

furnaces. The remaining component is the reactive
power or imaginary power, measured in Kilovolt-
amperes Reactive (KVAR). All three powers are
related through the power triangle shown in Figure
1. The power factor is the cosine of the angle, 9,
between apparent and real power.

Apparent Power
(KVA)

e

Imag.

Power

(KVAR)

Real Power (KW)
Figure 1 Power triangle

A magnetic field is generated around inductive
electrical loads and is dependent on the current
flowing through the system. Electrical systems with
relatively large inductive loads have low power
factors and require large amount of reactive current.
This current performs no beneficial work, but does
use line and electrical capacity. The utility must
provide the apparent power to the facility including
the reactive power. By improving the power factor,
the utility's total power production requirements are
reduced.

The plant can improve the power factor by
installing capacitors at any of three locations: at the
point of service, just after the electric meter, the
main distribution points within the facility or at each
large piece of equipment causing the poor power
factor. The least expensive and most common
method is to a install capacitors at one location just
inside the meter. By installing capacitors, the
reactive current travels back and forth between the
capacitors and the inductive load and is not
measured by the utility. Sometimes, installing
capacitors after the main transformers and
switchgear is advantageous. Increased power factor
at this location will reduce the total power on what
is normally the most expensive items of facility
electrical equipment, freeing capacity for the
switchgear and transformer, and possibly
eliminating the need to purchase supplementary
switchgear and transformers when the company is
adding electrical load. In other words, the improved
power factor will free up capacity in equipment on
the upstream of the capacitance. No matter the
location of the capacitors, the net effect will be an
improved power factor and utility cost savings.
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Utility rate structures vary. Utilities near
maximum capacity encourage power factor
correction by penalizing low power factor by means
of a rate schedule clause or by billing for apparent
power. The utility may start penalizing a customer
when the power factor is below a predetermined
value such as 0.8 or they may bill on a KVA basis
which penalizes anytime the power factor is below
unity. Utilities commonly penalize low power
factor customers by increasing their billing demand
with a multiplier. For instance, the rate structure
may define the billing demand as the highest of the
measured demand or the measured demand
multiplied by 0.8 divided by the power factor.
Further saving can be realized if the rate structure
uses a variable, declining block energy charge based
on demand to bill energy consumption. Even
though the utility may lose direct income from the
plant, they gain capacity.

An auditor can either use the power factor
available from the utility company or, if that is not
available, measurements from the plant are required.
A variety of instruments are available ranging from
a "snap shot" clamp-on meter costing three or four
hundred dollars to portable data loggers, costing two
or three thousand dollars and capable of measuring
the power factor at short time intervals for more
than a month.

Estimated cost savings resulting from power
factor correction is best determined by recalculating
at least one year of utility bills using an improved
power factor. For example, Table 2 shows one
month's cost savings from improving a facility's
power factor from an average of 0.77 to unity. This
utility uses a variable declining block structure, with
two blocks, to determine energy charges. The first
block is variable based on a 295 kwh/KVA
multiplier and is charged at $0.045734/kwh. The
remaining energy consumption, block 2, is charged
at a lesser rate of $0.02754/kwh. Demand is

Table 2 Power factor correction example

charged at S6.82/KVA. The annual cost savings,
resulting from shifting energy from the first block to
the second and from the reduced demand, are
approximately $83,OOO/yr for the facility reflected
in Table 2.

The peak reactive power for the year was in July
at 1,692 KVAR. Capacitance can be purchased as
fixed or variable. The variable capacitance connects
capacitors to the load whenever needed in allotments
of 60 XVAR, for example. Variable capacitance is
more expensive costing approximately $50/KVAR,
installed. The fixed capacitors are permanently
installed and can create an undesirable leading
power factor. Fixed capacitance costs
approximately $30/KVAR, installed. A
combination of both types may be used. For the
above example, a combination of 1200 KVAR of
fixed capacitors and 500 KVAR of variable, step
capacitors would cost approximately $61,000/yr
saving 6,820 KVA-mo/yr. The simple payback for
the example is 0.7 years or less than nine months.
Paybacks vary depending on the uncorrected power
factor. Paybacks of less than two years are very
common for plants with no correction installed.

Skylights
Skylights utilize the sun as a free light source

while providing high quality light. Daylighting can
replace the need for artificial electric lights except
during rainstorms, fog or heavy overcast. The
typical industrial skylight is a translucent roofing
panel of the same size and corrugation as standard
roofing material.

Skylights are most cost effective in large open
(unconditioned) buildings with high uninsulated
ceilings. Since the EADC audits industrial
facilities, this type of structure is frequently seen.
Existing skylights of various conditions are
encountered. Some leaked and have had another
roofing system installed over them. Others have

Uncorrected
Corrected

Power
Factor
0.77
1.00

Apparent
Power
(KVA)
2,213
1,704

Reactive
Power

(KVAR)
1,412

0

Energy
Consumption

(kwh)
1,394,380
1,394,380

Energy
Consumption

Block 1
(kwh)

652,835
502,683

Energy
Consumption

Block 2
(kwh)

741,545
891,697

Total
Bill
($)

65,902
59,698
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aged or have such a dirt buildup that they are no
longer translucent. Some are in good condition and
allow ample light.

Although skylights are best installed during new
construction, the EADC deals with existing
facilities. Therefore the recommended projects
range from cleaning and spot replacement to
complete retrofit installations. Translucent as
opposed to transparent panels are recommended in
order to diffuse the light and avoid glare. Properly
installed skylights rarely leak; therefore, a reputable
installer with good references is recommended.

If a building has existing skylights but still uses
artificial light, the audit team takes light leve!
readings, in foot-candles, with a handheld light
meter. Readings are taken with and without the
luminaires. This is done to determine if any
modification to the skylighting system is necessary
in order to discontinue the use of the lights in the
daytime. Data on the type, wattage, and number of
lamps used in the area of concern are gathered. If
light levels are sufficient without electric lights then
a photocell mounted inside, above the light fixture
level would be recommended to automatically turn
on and off the luminaires as required. Thus the
energy savings are not dependent on daily personnel
intervention.

If the light level from the skylights alone are not
sufficient, or if there are not any existing skylights,
then several more factors are considered to
determine the best recommendation. The room
shape, the climate history, latitude and transmittance
of existing or proposed skylights all affect the area
of skylights required.

Two different methods are used to calculate
energy savings. The first is a precise but tedious
method which can either calculate the lumens of
light saved for a given area of skylights or the area
of skylights required to replace a given set of
electric lights. A complete description of the Lumen
Method of Skylighting can be found in section 9.5
of Illumination Engineering (5). This four step
calculation determines horizontal exterior
illuminance, net transmittances, light loss factor and
utilization coefficient, and either the area of skylight
material required or the average horizontal
illuminance on the work plane.

The other method is a simple equation [Equation
(3)] which includes the weather in the estimated

savings. This method is used when there is adequate
skylighting in place, but it is not being utilized.

ES = PLO x CSF * P x BF * OP Equation (3)

where

ES = annual energy savings(kwh /yr).

PLO = fraction of existing electric lights

that can be switched off due to

daylighting.

CSF = fraction of time in a given area in which

it is neither rainy nor foggy.

P = total lamp power used(kW)

BF = ballast factor

OP = annual daylight operating hours(hrs/yr).

The clear sky factor is determined from
information from the U.S. Weather Bureaus' Local
Climatological Data. For example: Houston has
thunderstorms an average of 62 days per year, and
heavy fog 37 days per year (8). This leaves the sun
as an adequate light source 63 % of the daylight
hours.

In one case, the plant had skylights throughout
the manufacturing area. The panels were dirty and
prevented light from passing through. It was
recommended that they be cleaned and that the old
green fiberglass-panels be replaced with translucent
plastic panels. The EADC estimated that 113 of the
ninety-one 400-watt and seventy 1,000 watt high
pressure sodium lamps could be switched off,
weather permitting. Application of Equation (4)
yielded savings of $3,8OO/year. No demand savings
are included because the lights may or may not be
burning when the peak is set. This project had a 3.7
year payback. Paybacks range from one to five
years.

Generally speaking, the distance between centers
of skylights should not exceed 1.5 times the work
plane-to-ceiling height. Another guideline is that
the portion of roof covered by skylights should be 4
to 8% of the roof area (5). Furthermore, for
sidelighting, "Useful light levels can be achieved at
distances into the room of up to 2 1/2 times the
height of the window opening" (5).

Tune-up Boilers
Boiler energy use accounts for over 50% of

industrial fuel used in the U.S. industrial sector (2).
The EADC encounters boilers ranging in size from
small packaged boilers to multi-story field erected
boilers. Most boilers in Texas are natural gas fired.
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A common energy conservation opportunity
identified during the audits is a boiler tune-up.

On the basis of discussions with the plant
management, engineers, and maintenance personnel,
most of the companies do not regularly tune their
boilers. Occasionally, the company has an outside
boiler engineering firm annually adjust their boiler's
air-to-fuel ratio. One out of ten boilers might have
a continuous oxygen (O2 ) monitoring systems. Our
boiler efficiency measurements showed that the
combustion efficiencies are lower than necessary for
the boilers not maintained and even those that are
annually adjusted.

Excess air (or oxygen) supplied to the combustion
chamber insures that complete combustion occurs.
Carbon monoxide (CO) results as a product of
combustion if complete combustion does not occur.
Carbon monoxide is combustible and settings
resulting in a CO level greater than 400 ppm should
be avoided (6). On the other hand, great amounts of
excess O2 reduce boiler efficiency. Minimum
excess air and the corresponding minimum levels of
excess oxygen should be maintained and are given in
the literature (10) for a variety of fuels. Note that
boiler excess air should be set by trained
professionals and that boilers operating at less than
rated load may require more excess air.

Calculating the combustion efficiency requires
known values of both the excess oxygen and the
exhaust gas temperature. EADC personnel measure
these values during the data gathering period of an
audit. The use of a hand-held electronic flue gas
analyzer allows for easy and accurate spot measures
of the excess O2 and the gas temperature and
displays the corresponding efficiency for the
selected fuel type. Several different types of
efficiency measuring instruments are available. The
instruments require access to the exhaust stack.
Normally, the stack has a removable screw-in
temperature probe; otherwise, a small hole may be
drilled in the stack. Place the hand held probe in the
hole and cover the remaining open area so no
oxygen enters the exhaust stream and influences the
oxygen sample taken by the instrument. Individuals
must be careful to avoid possible burns from
touching the high temperature stack.

Once the optimum oxygen level and combustion
efficiency are known, the next step is to calculate
the associated dollar savings. Some other
information is needed for an accurate estimation: the

annual boiler energy use and the avoided cost of
energy. Frequently, companies meter their boiler's
fuel consumption separately or only a few pieces of
equipment are connected to the same fuel supply as
the boiler and the boiler's annual fuel consumption
can be determined. If this information is available,
then the equations to determine dollar savings is as
follows:

xAC Equation (4)

where,

D = Dollar savings ($/yr)

Q = Boiler energy use rate (MMBtu/hr)

T^ = Boiler efficiency after tuning (percent)

r\old = Existing boiler efficiency (percent)
AC - Avoided cost of energy ($/MMBtu)

The new efficiency, T]new, can be obtained from

combustion efficiency tables (based on ASME/ANSI
Power Test Code 4.1) like that for natural gas (4)
and knowing the target level of excess O2 and the
difference between the measured flue gas
temperature and the entering combustion air
temperature. This calculation is conservative since
the combustion efficiency only accounts for stack
losses, neglecting other losses such as radiation
(shell) and blowdown.

For example, consider a textile manufacturing
company who operates a 200 hp (6.7 MMBtu/hr)
boiler. Inspection of the utility bills show that the
boiler consumes 25,000 MMBtu/yr of natural gas.
A flue gas analysis reveals a current combustion
efficiency of 80.7% with an excess oxygen level of
8.0% and a flue gas temperature of 300°F above
ambient. Choosing a target excess O 2 of 2% and
referring to (4) gives a new efficiency of 83.1 %.
Performing the calculation of Equation (4) for an
avoided cost of $4.15/MMBtu gives an annual
dollar savings of $3,000/yr.

This value easily justifies the purchase of a hand
held analyzer costing about $1500. Checking the
combustion efficiency should become an integral
part of the maintenance program and checked on a
regular basis.
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CONCLUSIONS
The Texas A&M University EADC has been

performing energy surveys on small- and medium-
sized industrial manufacturing plants since early
1987. Five reoccurring energy conservation
projects are presented in this paper. Repair
compressed air leaks, install heat recovery
equipment, correct power factor, install skylights,
and tune-up boiler are all projects that plant energy
managers or facility's engineers can investigate and
determine project feasibility without spending a
large amount of time and money. Simple energy
and dollar savings calculations are presented. These
projects have the potential to save thousands of
dollars per year with paybacks ranging from a few
months and generally not exceeding four years.
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ABSTRACT
The energy consumption of the chiller and

cooling tower in a process cooling application was
analyzed using the TRNSYS computer code. The
basic system included a constant speed centrifugal
chiller and an induced-draft, counterflow cooling
tower. Typical performance data was used to
generate empirical models of the chiller and
cooling tower. The cooling load profile was based
on averaged electrical demand data for three plastic
processing plants.

The simulation was conducted using
hourly Typical Meteorological Year weather data to
determine the cooling tower operating conditions.

Three alternative systems were modeled to
predict the savings associated with the following
energy conservation options: 1) variable speed drive
chiller, 2)two-speed cooling tower fan, and 3)
natural cycle cooling. The annual energy savings
are presented as a function of cooling tower outlet
temperature and average cooling load ratio.

BACKGROUND
In a process chilled water system, a

refrigeration chiller is used to provide cooling water
to an industrial process. A typical chilled water
system will employ a centrifugal refrigeration
chiller, cooling tower, circulation pumps, and
interconnecting distribution piping. The equipment
used in chilled water plants serving process and air
conditioning applications is the same. The two
applications differ, however, in the areas of load
profile, supply temperatures, and control schemes.
Because of these differences, the savings associated
with energy conservation measures applied to air
conditioning chilled water systems will not be the
same for process chilled water systems.

A sample manufacturing process was
needed to define the load profile, temperatures, and
control scheme to be used in the simulation of the
chilled water system. Injection molding was chosen
to fill this role because it is a widely used process
in which chilled water plays an essential part. In
the injection molding process,

chilled water in a temperature range of 20-55°F is
used to maintain mold temperatures and aid in
product cooling [1].

Injection molding is primarily a cooling
process. This characteristic becomes evident when
you consider that about 80% of the cycle time is
used for mold cooling [1]. The amount of energy
required for chilling water for mold cooling will be
analyzed in this study. Additionally, the cost
savings benefits of energy conservation
opportunities associated with the chilled water
system will be studied.

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES
In this study the following energy

conservation options will be considered for process
cooling applications:

1. Convert centrifugal chillers to variable
speed capacity control.

2. Modify chilled water systems for free
cooling during suitable operating conditions.

3. Replace constant speed cooling tower
fan motors with two-speed motors.

Variable Speed Chiller Control
For a centrifugal chiller, several studies

have shown that a variable speed drive, in
combination with inlet vane modulation, is the
most efficient means of capacity control. Braun
performed a simulation of a large chilled water
system and successfully documented the increase in
efficiency which can be obtained by converting a
centrifugal chiller from fixed to variable speed
operation [2]. His results, which were backed up
by measured data, showed a 40% decrease in
energy consumption under fall weather conditions.
Jackson also simulated a centrifugal chiller under
constant and variable speed control [3]. He too
demonstrated that speed control is the superior
means of capacity control with regard to energy
consumption.

Free Cooling
When a cooling tower is used to provide process
cooling water without the compressor work input in
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the chiller, the system is considered to be in a free
cooling mode. Murphy describes three major types
of free cooling systems: direct free cooling,
refrigerant migration free cooling, and indirect free
cooling [4].

Direct free cooling is the simplest of the
three options. In this system, the chilled water loop
is interconnected with the condenser water loop.
During free cooling conditions, the chiller is
bypassed and water from the cooling tower is
injected directly into the chilled water loop.

The second free cooling scheme,
refrigerant migration free cooling, preserves the
isolation of the chilled water loop from the cooling
tower water loop. In this system, the chiller itself
acts as the heat exchanger, transferring energy
from the chilled water to the cooling tower water.
Heal transfer is accomplished through the phase-
change of the refrigerant..

The third type of free cooling system also
maintains the separation of the chilled water loop
from the cooling lower water loop. Indirect free
cooling employs a heat exchanger which transfers
energy from the chilled water circuit to the cooling
tower circuit. The heat exchanger is piped in
parallel with the chiller so thai under free cooling
conditions the chiller is bypassed and cooling
occurs in the heat exchanger. Plate heat exchangers
are favored in indirect free cooling systems because
their high effectiveness allows very small values of
approach. The small approach is important in
maximizing the number of hours of free cooling
opportunity per year. One study concluded that
approaches as low as 2°F are economically feasible
in indirect free cooling systems with plate heat
exchangers [5].

Indirect free cooling is the method which
will be considered in this study of process chilled
water systems. This selection is supported by the
fact that indirect free cooling is the most commonly
used option in both process cooling and air
conditioning systems [4]. The indirect free cooling
scheme is preferred because it provides nearly
100% of the cooling capacity of the tower while
maintaining separate process water and tower water
circuits. The separation of water circuits is
especially important in process cooling applications,
where the cost of contamination of the chilled water
circuit is very high.

Two-speed Cooling Tower Fans
Cooling tower selection is based on a

design ambient wet bulb temperature. The design
temperature is normally the maximum wet bulb

temperature observed at the cooling tower location.
Such a design condition rarely occurs in actual
operation. The tower normally operates at a wet
bulb temperature well below (he design value.
Under these conditions, the tower will supply colder
water to the condenser unless some means of
capacity control is used. The simplest and most
commonly seen capacity control method is cycling
of the cooling lower fans to maintain a desired
condenser water temperature [6]. The condenser
water temperature can be more closely controlled
with a two-speed fan because an additional step of
control is added. The two-speed fan also saves
energy because of the relationship between fan
speed and horsepower. The power requirement to
operate a fan is proportional to the cube of the fan
speed. A two-spced fan therefore consumes
approximately 12.5% of fuli load power when
operating at half speed.

The magnitude of energy savings
associated with two-speed fans depends on the
weather conditions as well as the desired condenser
water temperature. These issues will be explored
further in the simulation phase of this study.

SIMULATION PROCEDURE

Component Subroutines
FORTRAN subroutines for all components

used in this study were available in the TRNSYS
program. The theoretical and/or empirical
background for ihe TRNSYS component
subroutines can be found in the TRNSYS manual.
Given the component subroutines, the main task in
conducting a system simulation is establishing the
appropriate information flow by connecting Ihc
component input and output.

Creation of TRNSYS Input Deck
The Solar Energy Research Center at

Borlange, Sweden, has developed a computer
program which simplifies the process of connecting
components into a working system. The program,
PRESIM, is a graphics based toolbox for creating
simulation input files, or decks, for TRNSYS.
When using this program, TRNSYS compatible
components arc selected from libraries and are
positioned in the graphics window. The
information flow between components is then
established by connecting component inputs and
outputs by clicking a mouse. Component
parameters may also be entered within the PRESIM
environment. As output, PRESIM creates an input
file which is fully compatible with TRNSYS.
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Using PRESIM, input decks were created for the
basic process cooling system and for the three
modified systems.

System Specifications
In creation of the input decks, it was

necessary to provide specific information regarding
the design of the different components. These
specifications are given in tables 1, 2, and 3.

The component specifications were selected
in accordance with standard industrial practices as
observed by the writer. The chiller sizing and
design point are typical [7]. The cooling tower was
selected based on a manufacturer's catalog
procedure [6].
Table 1 Chiller Specifications

Motor + Gearbox Efficiency

Maximum Cooling Capacity

Design Cooling Load

Design Chilled Water
Temperature, T^.,

Design Entering Condenser
Cooling Water Temperature,
T .
Design Leaving Condenser
Cooling Water Temperature,

Energy Efficiency Ratio at
Design Point

Refrigerant

0.9

110 Tons

100 Tons

44°F (6.7°C)

86°F (30°C)

96°F (36°C)

0.7 kw/Ton

R-11

Table 2 Cooling Tower Specifications

Maximum Air Volumetric Flow
Rate

Fan Power Requirement

Air Volumetric Flow Rate with
Fan Off

Leading Constant for Mass
Transfer Correlation

Exponent of Mass Transfer
Correlation

Sump Volume

15,300 CFM
(25,998
m3/hr)

5 hp (3.73
kW)

15.3 CFM
(26.0 m7hr)

2.45

-.5934

1,585 Gal (6
m5)

In addition to the data in the tables,
performance data was needed for a typical chiller
and cooling tower. The chiller data was obtained
from the ASHRAE Equipment Handbook [7] for
both variable and constant speed compressors.
Tower data from a manufacturer's catalog was used
to obtain the mass transfer coefficient and exponent
in table 2 [6].

Table 3 Other System Specifications

Chilled Water Flow Rate 2.4 GPM/Ton
Condenser Cooling Water Row 3.0 GPM/Ton
Rate

Design Temperature Change 10°F (5.6 °C)
Across Evaporator

Constant Simulation Parameters
This section describes parameters which

were fixed for the enure study. Included among
these parameters are the location for the weather
data, the simulated plant operating schedule, the
cooling load profile, and the simulation time step.
The reasoning behind the selection of the
parameters is described in each of the following
sections.

Weather Conditions
In order to accurately predict the annual

energy use of the process cooling system, it was
necessary to enter realistic weather conditions and
weather condition sequences into the simulation.
Hourly TMY weather data for Albany, New York
was used for this reason. The results are therefore
accurate only for regions with similar weather
patterns. In particular, it is fell that the Albany data
represents weather conditions typical of western
New England, which is an area of interest to the
writer.

Operating Schedule
The simulation was conducted under the

constraints of an operating schedule which is typical
of manufacturing plants - 24 hours/day, 5
days/week, 52 weeks/year. The system was
effectively turned off during weekends and nine
annual holidays. The results should therefore
represent a plant operating under a realistic working
schedule.

It is also possible for a plant to be
operating fewer than 24 hours per day. Simulations
were conducted on a limited basis for such
situations. As a result, ii was determined that,
within the accuracy of the simulation, the overall
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energy use of the system varies approximately
linearly with hours per day of operation.

Load Profile
Having established an operating schedule

for the simulated plant, there remained the problem
of realistically representing the fluctuations in the
cooling load which occur throughout a day of
production. This was accomplished by studying
electrical demand profiles from three actual plastic
processing plants. Manufacturing plants typically
have a small, constant base electrical demand due to
lighting and other building utilities. Process
equipment accounts for the remaining, fluctuating
portion of the electrical demand. Therefore, in a
plant exclusively involved in injection molding and
extrusion, the daily electrical demand profile
approximately represents fluctuations in the plastic
processing rate. The cooling load on the process
chilled water system is directly related to the plastic
processing rate. Thus, the cooling load profile
should be similar to the electrical demand profile.
These three load profiles were found to be very
similar. It is worth noting that the largest demand
fluctuations were not greater than 25% of the
maximum demand. Furthermore, there was a
definite trend of load increasing in the morning and
tapering off on the second and third shifts. It will
be assumed that these demand profiles are typical
of this type of manufacturing plant. Based on this
assumption, the three profiles were averaged and
the result was used as the cooling load profile in
this simulation. The averaged profile is given in
figure 1. In order to account for the possibility that
a plant's chilled water system may be oversized, the
simulation was run for maximum cooling loads
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Figure 1 Average demand profile for three typical
plastic processing plants.

equal to 100%, 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, and 50% of
the design load.

Simulation Time Step
Early in the simulation phase of (his study

an effort was made to determine the optimum time
step. In this case the optimum was considered to
be the longest time step which would provide an
acceptably accurate solution. Two measures were
used to evaluate the accuracy. First, the relative
error tolerance for the successive substitution
iteration method used at each time step was set to
0.01. If this tolerance was not met within ten
iterations at each time step, then it was assumed to
be too large. The second measure used was the
relative error between solutions obtained for
successively smaller time steps. This error
tolerance was also set at 0.01. Based on the results
of this analysis, the time step used in the simulation
was equal to 0.02 hours (1.2 minutes). Further
reduction in the lime step results in very little gain
in accuracy with a substantial increase in computing
lime.

Variable Simulation Parameters
The parameters which arc most significant

to energy use are the difference between the
temperature of water leaving the condenser and the
evaporator and the part load ratio [2].

Leaving Water Temperature Difference
The leaving water temperature difference

(LWTD), which is a significant parameter affecting
energy consumption, is defined as follows:

LWTD = Tc,o-Tchws

where:
Tco = Temperalure of water leaving the

condenser
Td,,,, = Temperature of water leaving the

evaporator or chilled water supply
temperature.

The leaving water temperature difference (LWTD)
parameter is determined by the set point for the
temperature of water in the cooling tower sump.
This set point is maintained by controlling the
cooling tower capacity with fan cycling for the
basic system and speed control plus fan cycling for
the two-spced fan case.

The approach of the cooling lower is
defined as the difference between the ambient wet
bulb temperature and the temperature of the water
leaving the tower. During hot weather, the
temperature of the water in ihc sump may
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periodically rise above a value equal to the set point
plus the controllers dead band size due to the
approach of the cooling tower.

Part Load Ratio
The part load ratio (PLR) is determined by

selling the maximum cooling load as a percent of
the design cooling load. The cooling load is then
varied according to the typical load profile
discussed in an above section. Since all of the
simulations were run with the same fluctuating load
profile, the maximum PLR is used to identify the
different runs. The average PLR is equal to 0.89
limes the maximum in all cases.

RESULTS
The energy consumption of the components

of the chilled water system are interdependent. As
a result, a modification to one component, which
reduces energy use by that component, may
increase energy use by another. Thus, it is
important, when evaluating energy conservation
measures, to consider the energy use of the entire
system as compared to the basic or existing system.

In figures 2 and 3, the energy use of the
basic system and each of the three modified
systems is given as a function of part load ratio and
tower water set point temperature. The energy use
is given in the following non-dimensional form:
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Figure 2 System Energy Use Factor (EUF) versus maximum part load ratio.
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where:
EUF = dimcnsionless annual energy use factor
AEU = annual energy use of system, kWh
ACL = annual cooling load, kWh

The two figures show how the combined
energy use of the chiller and cooling tower arc
related to average part load ratio and tower water
set point temperature. These system curves are
generally similar to curves of chiller energy use,
because the chiller is a far greater energy user than
the tower. In the basic system and the two-speed
fan system, the energy use per unit load is lower at
part load ratios closer to 1.0. The reverse is true
for the free cooling and variable speed drive chiller
cases where the energy use per unit cooling load is
higher for pan load ratios closer to one. This trend
is typical of the nature of the energy conservation
measures. The measures are designed to maximize
energy efficiency when the system is operating
away from the design point. The same rel?tionship
holds for the two-speed lower fan system when the
tower alone is considered. When the entire two-
speed fan system is considered, however, ihc chiller
energy use, which is unaffected by the two-speed
fan, dominates.

Energy Savings Potential

Variable Speed Drive Chiller System
The chiller employed in the basic system is

a constant speed centrifugal chiller. The capacity of
this type of chiller is controlled by inlet vane
modulation. With this type of control system, the
capacity of the constant speed compressor is
reduced at part load by rotation of the inlet vanes.
The rotated vanes impart a tangential velocity
component, or swirl, to the refrigerant vapor
entering the compressor. The swirl reduces the
work done by the compressor because it lessens the
ability of the impeller to impart angular momentum
to the flowing refrigerant. Thus, the capacity of the
compressor and the compressor work are
concurrently reduced.

In the variable speed option, the capacity
of the chiller is controlled between 50% and 100%
by varying the rotational speed of the compressor.
Below 50%, the capacity is controlled by inlet vane
modulation. With variable speed control, the power
input to the compressor varies approximately as the
cube of the load ratio. Therefore, the variable
speed drive chiller will use less energy than the
constant speed chiller at part load ratios less than
1.00.

The cooling tower energy use in this
system is reduced due to the reduction in chiller
energy use. The cooling tower load is equal to the
cooling load plus the power input to the
compressor. The variable speed drive reduces the
power input to the compressor at part load ratios
less than 1.00. Although tower performance is not
affected by this modification, energy use is affected.

Two-speed Cooling Tower Fan System
In this option, the one-speed cooling lower

fan of the basic system has been replaced with a
two-speed fan. The two-speed fan is controlled so
that when the sump water temperature rises above
the set point temperature, the fan turns on at low
speed. If the temperature continues to rise, the fan
switches to high speed. The fan then stays on at
high speed until the sump water temperature falls
below the set point. In this way, the fan is allowed
to operate at low speed during periods of low wet
bulb temperature and/or low part load ratio.

Energy savings result from the relationship
between fan power consumption and fan speed.
The power requirement is proportional to the cube
of the fan speed. Therefore, at half speed the fan
provides 50% of full airflow bul only uses 12.5% of
full load power.

The energy use of the chiller is not directly
affected by the control scheme of the cooling lower
fan, however, it is possible to produce minor effects
in chiller energy use due to the fluctuations in the
temperature of the condenser cooling water which is
supplied by the lower. The two-speed fan control
system may result in an average annual condenser
cooling water temperature slightly different from
that of the onc-spced fan in the basic system. The
result will be a minor change in chiller energy use.

Indirect Free Cooling System
In a chilled water system with free cooling
capability, the chiller is shut down during suitable
weather and cooling load conditions. The system is
then changed over to the free cooling mode.
Operating conditions suitable for free cooling arc
determined by the cooling tower's ability to satisfy
the cooling load with chilled water at the desired
supply temperature. The number of hours per year
that the system can operate in the free cooling mode
is termed the free cooling opportunity |4|. The free
cooling opportunity is determined by the following
factors: 1. design chilled water supply temperature,
2. cooling lower design characteristic, 3. heat
exchanger approach, 4. weather patterns, and 5. load
profile. For a given chilled water system and
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cooling load ratio, the following condition must be
met in order for the system to operate effectively in
the free cooling mode:

7" A s 7\

Table 4 Free cooling changeover temperatures.

where
Twb = ambient wet bulb temperature
T*d,». = design chilled water supply temperature
ATiowci = cooling tower approach
AT^ = heat exchanger approach

The maximum wet bulb temperature at
which free cooling is possible varies with part load
ratio. This relationship is due to the fact that the
approach of the cooling tower varies with the range.
The range is the difference in temperature between
water entering and leaving the tower and is directly
related to the cooling load ratio.

The ambient wet bulb temperature at which
the system is switched into the free cooling mode is
termed the changeover temperature. The system is
kept in the free cooling mode until the wet bulb
temperature rises two degrees above the changeover
temperature. Before performing the simulation, the
changeover temperatures were established based on
the maximum PLR for each simulation run. The
changeover temperatures used in the study are given
in table 4. Figure 4 shows die distribution of free
cooling opportunity throughout the year for the
typical plastics processing plant. The number of
free cooling hours is based on a five day workweek
in this simulation. A seven day per week operating
schedule would result in 40% more hours of free
cooling weather conditions.

The energy savings from not using the
chiller are directly related to the number of hours of
free cooling weather conditions.

Maximum
PLR

1.00

.90

.80

.70

Test Numbers

1 through 7

8 through 14

Changeover
Temperature

OP /O/~*\
• \ * - /

17.6 (-8)

21.2 (-6)

15 through 21 24.8 (-4)

22 through 28 28.4 (-2)

Energy Savings Factor
An energy savings factor, ESF, has been

devised to simplify evaluation of the different
energy conservation measures. The ESF is defined
as follows:

AEU.-AEU,
ESF = ? '-

ACL
Eqn(8)

where:
AEUB = Annual energy use of the basic system
AEU, = Annual energy use of option i system
ACL = Annual cooling load
Thus, the energy savings factor is equal to the
annual energy savings (AES) divided by the annual
cooling load. Graphs of the ESF as a function of
part load ratio and tower water set point for the
three modified systems are given in figures 5
through 7.

In all three of the cases, it is evident from
the graphs that the energy savings per unit cooling
load are higher at lower average part load ratios.
This indicates that all of the energy conservation
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Figure 4 Free cooling opportunity hours by month.
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measures are more effective at lower average part
load ratios.

The graphs can be used to estimate the
energy savings for typical chilled water systems
when modified for variable speed chiller operation,
two-speed cooling tower fan control, or indirect free
cooling. Alternatively, the energy use of the system
components under base and modified operation can
be determined using curves given in previous
sections and corrected for chiller kW/Ton and tower
fan hp/ton. The resulting values can then be
subtracted to determine the energy savings.

The modeled system was designed for a
cooling load of 100 Tons. The results of the

simulation should give reasonably accurate
estimates of energy savings for design loads
between 75 and 300 tons. This assumption is based
on the premise that chillers and cooling towers
within this size range will have performance curves
similar to the ones used for the simulation.

CONCLUSIONS
This study has focused on modelling the

energy consumption of a process chilled water
system. Specifically, an attempt was made to
model a typical system operating under a cooling
load representative of an injecting molding process.
The operating schedule and load profile were
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Figure 7 Variable Speed Drive Chiller System Energy Savings Factor (ESF).

designed to reflect what is seen in a typical plastics
manufacturing plant. Components were selected
and design points established according to standard
engineering practice.

Three system modifications, which are
known to reduce energy consumption, were also
modeled. The goal in doing this was to estimate
the amount of energy which could be saved by such
a modification over the course of a typical year of
operation. The results, given as Energy Savings
Factors in figures 5 to 7 can be used to estimate the
annual energy savings for a system operating under
a prescribed set of parameters.

Once the annual energy savings
estimate is obtained, utility rate schedules can be
used to determine the annual cost savings which can
be achieved by implementing one of the energy
conservation measures. Implementation costs must
then be estimated in order to evaluate the overall
financial benefits of the energy conservation
measure. Typically, the simple payback or rate of
return are calculated in order to decide whether or
not to implement the measure.

Energy costs vary widely according to the
utility's specific rate schedule. Rates vary, not only
among different utilities, but also among different
customers within the same utility. As a result, the
annual cost savings can be best determined by the
plant managers considering the energy conservation
measure.

Implementation costs vary by the supplier
or the manufacturer of the equipment being

purchased. In the case of the free cooling option,
the implementation cost will depend on the amount
of piping which must be added to the chilled water
system.

Due to the above considerations, it is
beyond the scope of this study to give a detailed
discussion of (he economic aspects of the three
energy conservation options. A simple example
may, however, be useful in concluding this study.
Consider a ISO ton chilled water system operating
in a mold cooling role. The chilled water supply
temperature is 44°F. The cooling tower is
controlled to provide condenser cooling water at
approximately 78CF. The example plant operates 24
hours per day and experiences load fluctuations
similar to the load profiles used in this study. If the
maximum cooling load is 80% of the design load,
then the average part load ratio (PLR) will be 0.71.
The annual cooling load can be determined from the
average PLR, the design load, and the annual
operating hours. In this case, the annual cooling
load is 2,284,500 kWh. From the graphs, the
Energy Savings Factors for each of the three energy
conservation options can be obtained. The results
are given below in table 5. Cost savings are also
given based on an average electrical energy cost of
$0.07 per kWh excluding demand charges.
Anticipated implementation costs for each of these
measures should result in simple payback periods
between one and five years depending on the
factors discussed above.
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Table 5 Estimated Energy and Cost Savings for ISO Ton Example System

Energy Conservation Measure

Variable Speed Drive Chiller
Two-Speed CooJing Tower Fan
Indirect Free Cooling

Savings

kWh
94,320
10,721
143,677

$
$6,602
S750

$10,057

Imnlp.me.nlafinn Cnsl
$33,000
$2,500
$35,000
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ABSTRACT

The Texas Legislature has charged the Public Utility
Commission of Texas with the responsibility to license
utility power plants and transmission lines, and develop a
statewide electrical energy plan. Related duties include the
encouragement of qualifying cogenerators and qualifying
small power producers, approval of certain purchased
power contracts, the review of achievements in the
conservation of resources, and the review of electric utility
load forecasts and capacity resource plans. There has been
widespread agreement that the Commission's procedures
for carrying out these responsibilities could be streamlined.
During the past two years the Commission has begun to
establish a more orderly process for dealing with licensing
cases.

This paper describes the current statewide electrical energy
plan, the pending power plant licensing cases at the
Commission, the statutory requirements related to resource
planning, recent changes in the Commission's rules
concerning power plant licensing, the portions of the
Energy Policy Act of 1992 that affect resource planning,
proposals made by the Texas Sunset Advisory Commission,
and recent developments at the Commission concerning
integrated resource planning rules. The paper concludes
with the authors' opinions regarding several important
resource planning issues.

INTRODUCTION

The Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUC or
Commission) is responsible for licensing utility power
plants and transmission lines in Texas, encouraging the
development of economical cogeneration and small power
production by qualifying facilities, developing a statewide
electrical energy plan, and encouraging the economical and
efficient use of the State's resources. The statute that
governs the operations of the Commission, the Public
Utility Regulatory Act (PURA),1 assigns several

responsibilities related to electric utility resource planning
to the Commission:

1) the preparation of a long-term statewide
electrical energy plan;2

2) the review of ten-year forecasts of load and
resources for the generating utilities in
Texas;3

3) the approval of a utility's notice of intent to
build a new generating plant;4

4) the issuance of certificates of convenience and
necessity for new utility power plants;5 and

5) the granting of an amendment to a utility's
certificate of convenience and necessity for
new transmission lines.6

Note that the licensing of a new power plant is a two-step
process: an applicant must first file a notice of intent (NOI)
to build a new plant and, after that application is approved,
must obtain a certificate of convenience and necessity
(CCN) for the proposed plant.

BIENNIAL STATEWIDE ELECTRICAL
ENERGY PLAN

The Commission staff has reviewed utility load forecasts
and capacity resource plans since the creation of the
Commission more than fifteen years ago. However, the
19S3 amendments to the PURA added a new dimension to
these activities. Article III, Section 16(b) of the PURA
states:

1 Texas Public Utility Regulatory Act; Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat.
Ann. article 1446c (supp. 1991).

2 Section 16(b) of PURA.
3 Section 16(c)ofPURA.
4 Section 54(d) of PURA.
5 Section 54 of PURA.
6 Section 54 of PURA.

Note: The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not represent the position of the Public Utility

Commission of Texas.
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The commission shall develop a long-term statewide
electrical energy forecast [plan] which shall be sent to
the governor biennially. The forecast (plan] will
include an assessment of how alternative energy
sources, conservation, and load management will
meet the state's electricity needs.

Objectives

The Commission staff is finalizing its fifth statewide
electrical energy plan. The primary objectives of the report
are to satisfy the legislative mandate and to provide a
comprehensive planning document for the electric industry.
The Long-Term Electric Peak Demand and Capacity
Resource Forecast for Texas 1992 report includes:

1) a review of the utilities' current load forecasts
and the capacity expansion plans;

2) peak demand and sales forecasts for the
thirteen largest generating electric utilities;

3) an analysis of fuel markets, cogeneration

activity, and demand-side management;

4) resource planning recommendations and
capacity expansion plans which will insure
that future electrical energy needs are met in a
reliable and economical manner; and

5) projections of future electricity prices.

Resource planning is a dynamic process in which a utility
attempts to achieve a balance among several objectives that
may sometimes conflict. A higher level of reliability in the
electrical system will, for example, require additional
system reserves that will increase the cost to ratepayers.
The biennial report provides a comprehensive summary of
important planning issues and an outlook on resource
planning for the industry as a whole.

Projections of Demand

The results of the Staffs Econometric Electricity Demand
Forecasting System indicate that peak demand in Texas is
expected to grow at an annual rate of 2.4% over the next
ten years, from 47,500 megawatts in 1991 to 60,500
megawatts in 20G1. This base-case forecas', includes
adjustments for conservation, load management,
promotional efforts, and other factors.

Based on this forecast, Texas will need an additional 12,000
megawatts of capacity by 2001 (or 19,900 megawatts by
2006). This is equivalent to $10 billion of power plant
construction by 2001 ($17 billion by 2006). However,
there is a growing awareness of the economical alternatives

to power plant construction. These alternatives include: 1)
cogeneration, 2) conservation, and 3) renewable resources.

Alternative Resources

The analysis of the cost and reliability of various resources
indicates that there may be opportunities for delaying the
capacity additions proposed by utilities.

Cogeneration. Industrial cogeneration presently supplies a
significant part of the total electric energy needs in Texas.
Of the 7,360 megawatts of cogeneration capacity presently
operational in Texas, approximately 44% is currently under
contract to provide firm capacity to the state's utilities. An
additional 557 megawatts of cogeneration was under
construction in the state in 1991.

With the completion of large nuclear units, Texas Utilities
Electric Company (TU Electric) and Houston Lighting &
Power Company (HL&P) plan to reduce their reliance on
cogeneration throughout the forecast period. In contrast,
the Staff projects that the level of cogeneration will increase
over the next ten to fifteen years. Staff expects that nearly
all of HL&P's, TU Electric's, and Texas-New Mexico
Power Company's (TNP) expiring cogeneration contracts
will be renewed. Furthermore, the Staff sees the potential
for other utilities to increase their reliance on cogeneration.
The Commission staff projects 4,621 megawatts of firm
cogeneration in the Texas resource mix by 2001 (6,072
megawatts by 2006). These figures represents an annual
growth of 3.7% over the actual 1991 level of 3,206
megawatts (4.2% by 2006). Further, the Energy Policy Act
of 1992 will significantly affect purchases of power in
Texas. As a result, Staff considers that its projections may
be conservative.

Conservation. The impact of demand-side management
(including conservation, load management, and interruptible
loads) is projected to reduce the statewide peak demand by
6.7% by 2001 (7.5% by 2006). These peak demand
reductions represent 4,341 megawatts of savings in
projected peak demand by 2001 (5,412 megawatts by
2006). These savings will be achieved at costs lower than
conventional power plant construction. These projections
are based, in general, on what the utilities plan to do, not
on the reasonably achievable potential for peak demand
savings.

Renewable Resources. Solar and wind technologies have
i>ot received much attention by the electric industry in
Texas. Consequently, while renewable resources,
inciluding hydroelectric power, account for nine to ten
percent of domestic energy supplies (average U.S.), the
share of renewables in Texas is well below one percent.
Electric utilities in Texas relied on 660 megawatts of
renewable resources in 1991, including 642 megawatts of
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hydropower. While some utilities are studying wind and
solar power, Lubbock Power & Light Company is the only
utility with plans to add renewable resources in any
significant quantity (10 megawatts of municipal solid waste
capacity). Staff has not had sufficient time to investigate
these alternatives. As a result, the statewide electrical
energy plan docs not include an independent assessment of
the potential for renewable resources.

Deferral of Utility-Owned Capacity

The Staff believes that there is an opportunity to defer
utility-planned capacity additions. In total, the Staff
recommends deferral of 2,900 megawatts of capacity
beyond the year 2001 compared to the utilities' capacity
expansion proposals (December, 1991 filing). This grows
to 4,300 megawatts of deferral by 2006. Staff recommends
deferral beyond the year 2001 of TU Electric's two 750-
megawatt lignite-fueled Twin Oak units, TNP's 149-
megawaU lignite-fueled TNP One unit 3 , and 1,242
megawatts of various utilities' unnamed gas-fueled units.
Staffs recommendations are compatible with recent trends
in utility plans and filings. In the last several planning
cycles, utilities have pushed some units farther into the
planning horizon.

COMMISSION CASES INVOLVING NEW
POWER PLANTS

Many of the generating plants that have been built by
utilities since the enactment of PURA were "grandfathered"
plants that the Commission approved without substantive
review. For example, TU Electric and HL&P began
building the nuclear generating plants before the enactment
of PURA. In addition to completed plants, there are a
number of plants that were grandfathered under section S3
of PURA but have not been completed. TU Electric has the
largest number of such plants: three lignite-fired generating
units with a combined rating of more than 2,000 megawatts.

The most recent case in which a utility obtained NOI
approval, received certification for, and built, the proposed
plant was the TNP One generating plant. This plant is
owned by TNP and consists of two ISO-megawatt,
circulating fluidized bed, lignite-fired generating units in
Robertson County.' Just prior to that, TU Electric received

approval to construct fifteen simple-cycle natural gas-fueled
simple-cycle combustion turbinc3 totaling 960 megawatt*.*

In addition, HL&P. TU Electric, and Brazos Electric Power
Cooperative (Brazos) filed for approval of NOls in 1991.
All of these notices of intent were approved, and HL&P
and Brazos subsequently Tiled CCN applications.

The Brazos NOI application was for two 104-megawatt
simple-cycle combustion turbines fueled by natural gas.
The hearing on the Brazos application for a CCN was held
in October 1992 and the Commission granted the CCN in
January 1993.9

The HL&P notice of intent was for the construction of a
160-megawatt combined-cycle cogeneration project to be
fueled by natural gas and for the refurbishment of four gas-
fired boiler units (totaling 440 megawatts) that the utility has
retired. The cogeneration project was proposed as a joint
venture with Dupont, in which HL&P would provide
electricity and steam to Dupom. HL&P has filed an
application for a CCN for the cogeneration project, and a
hearing in this case was conducted in November and
December 1992.1 0

The TU Electric NOI application was for a series of units
with a total capacity of about 2,170 megawatts, including
gas-fired simple-cycle and combined-cycle units and a coal-
fired plant.11 TU Electric has not yet applied for a CCN
for these plants.

STATUTE

Power Plant Licensing

In the first step of the licensing process, a utility files and
obtains Commission approval of a notice of intent to build a
new plant. Section 54(d) of PURA requires that the NOI
set out "alternative methods considered to help meet the
electrical needs . . . and the advantages and disadvantages
of the alternatives" and "indicate compatibility with the
most recent long-term forecast" of the Commission. In the

7 Application of Texas-New Mexico Power Company,
Docket No. 6397, 12 PUC Bull. 131 (1986) and
Application of Texas-New Mexico Power Company,
Docket No. 6992, 16 PUC Bull. (1990).

8 Application of Texas Utilities Electric Company, Docket
No. 6190, (unpubl. Aug. 12, 1985) and Application of
Texas Utilities Electric Company, Docket No. 6526, 12
PUC Bull. 82 (1986).

9 Application of Brazos Electric Power Cooperative,
Docket No. 10059, 17 PUC Bull. 489 (1991) and
Application of Brazos Electric Power Cooperative,
Docket No. 10883, Final Order January 13, 1993.

1 0 Application of Houston Lighting & Power Company,
Docket No. 10473, 17 PUC Bull. 3625 (1991) and
Application of Houston Lighting & Power Company,
Docket No. 11000 (pending).

1 ' Application of Texas Utilities Electric Company, Docket
No. 10400, 18 PUC Bull. 638 (1992).
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NOI proceeding, the Commission must determine "the
appropriateness of the proposed generating plant as
compared to the alternatives" and render a decision
approving or disapproving the NOI.

A utility may apply for the second step, a certificate of
convenience and necessity, after the approval of its NOI.
Section 54(e), which governs CCN proceedings, requires
the utility to file information that will permit the
Commission to determine whether the project is compatible
with the Commission's most recent long-term forecast. The
Commission is to grant a certificate if it finds that—

1) the proposed new plant is required under the

service area forecast;

2) the proposed new plant "is the best and most
economical choice of technology for that
service area;" and

3) "conservation and alternative energy sources
cannot meet the need."

In addition to specific factors relating to generating plants,
the general factors set forth in section 54(c) of PURA apply
to an application for a CCN for a generating plant. Under
section 54(c), the Commission must consider the following
factors:

• the adequacy of existing service,

• the need for additional service,

• the effect of the granting of a certificate on the
recipient of the certificate and on any public
utility of the same kind providing service in
the proximate area,

• the effect of the granting of the certificate on
community values, recreational and park
areas, historical and aesthetic values,
environmental integrity, and

• the probable improvement of service or
lowering of cost to consumers.

Transmission Licensing

The general licensing requirements of section S4(c) apply to
applications for a certificate of convenience and necessity
for a transmission line. Transmission lines do not require a
notice of intent proceeding, but utilities are required to
report planned transmission-line projects in their load-
forecast filings.

Intef rating Qualifying Facilities and conservation

The Commission has broad discretion to implement the
Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act. Section 16(g) of
PURA directs the Commission to make and enforce rules to
encourage the economical production of electric energy by
qualifying cogenerators and small power producers. In
addition. Section 41A of PURA establishes a prior-approval
procedure for contracts between qualifying facilities and
utilities.

The Commission currently requires utilities to file an
avoided cost calculation every two years.12 The avoided
cost calculation provides an avoided cost of energy or
capacity for the utilities, which serves as a starting point for
the negotiation of contracts between qualifying facilities and
utilities for the supply of capacity or energy. Today,
qualifying facilities are an important factor in the supply of
capacity and energy to utilities. In 1991, qualifying
facilities supplied 5% of the capacity available to Texas
utilities and 10% of the energy.

The integration of the conservation of resources into the
resource planning process is explicitly delineated in
Sections 16(b) and (c) of the PURA. The law also permits
the Commission to adjust a utility's rate of return on equity
for achievements in the conservation of resources. The
Commission has adjusted the return dollars up once and
down twice for such efforts or lack thereof.

COMMISSION LICENSING REGULATIONS

The Commission has adopted regulations relating to

applications for amendments to a certificate that elaborate

on the statutory standards in section 54(c) of PURA.

Section 23.3l(c) of the Commission's rules provides that a

certificate for an electric generating unit could be granted

only if the Commission concludes that-

purchased power, conservation, and alternative

capacity and associated energy sources available at a

lower or equal cost to the ratepayers, together with

capacity from qualifying facilities with which

contracts have been executed, cannot be reasonable

expected to be available in sufficient quantity and for

sufficient duration to allow the utility to modify its

capacity expansion plan so as to provide for deferral

1 2 16 Tex. Admin. Code 23.66(h)
1 3 Section 39(b) of PURA. The cases were Application of

Texas Utilities Electric Company, Docket No. 9300,
Application of Houston Lighting and Power Company,
Docket No. 6765, and Application of El Paso Electric
Company, Docket No. 7460.
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or cancellation of the generating unit for which
certification is requested.14

This formulation echoes the statutory factors: the utility
must show that the plant is the best and most economical
technology and that conservation and alternative energy
cannot economically meet the need for power. Power from
a qualifying facility is an alternative energy source that a
utility must consider. In determining whether the utility's
proposed plant is the best and most economical technology
and whether alternative energy sources can meet the need,
the Commission must consider the availability and cost of
power provided by qualifying facilities.

IVUT 1991 Amendment of Section 23.31

In May 1991 the Commission adopted a new rule that was
intended to establish a clearer regulatory framework for
notice of intent applications.15 A number of issues had
emerged in the few NOI cases that the Commission had
considered in the period from 1983 to 1986,16 and the May
1991 amendment attempted to deal with some of them,
including the purpose of the NOI and CCN proceedings and
the standard for approval of a utility's NOI. The significant
provisions of the rule are summarised below.

Analysis of alternatives. The utility is required to show
that it used a reasonable method to evaluate the advantages
and disadvantages of the proposed plant and a broad range
of alternatives to it. The utility must show that it
considered—

• increasing the capacity or efficiency of
existing generation, transmission and
distribution facilities;

• extending the life of existing generation
capacity;

• purchasing all or a portion of an existing or
planned generation plant;

• constructing a generating plant with different
technology or fuel; and

• demand-side management measures.'

1 4 16 Tex. Admin. Code 23.31(c).
15 16 Tex. Reg. 2731 (Mey 17, 1991).
1 6 There were no NOI applications made from 1986

through 1990.

16 Tex. Admin. Code 23.31(h)(4)(A). Originally this
subsection referred to purchases from other utilities and
from qualifying facilities. These alternatives were

17

In addition, the utility must show that it used a reasonable
method for narrowing the range of alternatives and that it
adequately considered the remaining alternatives. The
factors that a utility must show that it assessed include
availability, costs and benefits, reliability, risks, and
financing requirements.1"

One of the controversial changes that the Commission
adopted in May 1991 was the requirement that a utility, in
assessing the cost of a project, include environmental costs
and benefits and societal costs and benefits. The rule
requires a utility to assess "any cost and benefits accruing
to persons other than the utility and its ratepayers (for
example, environmental, social and health)".19

Purpose of NOI proceeding. The amended section 23.31(h)
provides that the purpose of an NOI proceeding is to decide
the appropriateness of a proposed plant before the utility
expends substantial resources on the plant. Certain issues
are explicitly reserved for a CCN proceeding, including the
siting of the plant, whether conservation and alternative
energy resources are adequate to meet the need, and
whether the proposed plant is the best and most economical
choice of technology for the service area. ° This part of
the rule was an effort to minimize the overlap between the
NOI and CCN proceedings by establishing a clear purpose
for the NOI that is different from the purpose of the CCN
proceedings. Despite this amendment, there remains a
significant overlap between the CCN and NOi proceedings.
The statutory provisions relating to the NOI process and the
CCN process both require the Commission to evaluate the
need for the project, in terms of the most-recent load
forecast, and to compare alternative means of meeting the
need.

Standard for approval. The amended rule provides that the
Commission will approve an NOI if the proposed plant—

• is feasible and reasonable;

• is compatible with the Commission's most-
recent long-term forecast, and

• should be given further consideration in light
of the alternatives.21

The requirement to demonstrate that the proposed plant is
compatible with the Commission's most-recent long-term
forecast may be satisfied by showing that there is a

eliminated upon the adoption of the solicitation
requirement in August 1992.

1 8 16 Tex. Admin. Code 23.31(h)(4)(B).
1 9 16 Tex. Admin. Code 23.31(h)(4)(B)(u).
2 0 16 Tex. Admin. Code 23.31(h)(l).
2 1 16 Tex. Admin. Code23.31(h)(2).
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reasonable likelihood that the plant will be needed when it
is scheduled to be in service.22 The provisions of the rule
relating to the standard for approval are also intended to
differentiate the NOI and CCN proceedings. The
"reasonable and feasible" criterion in the NOI rule, which
appears to relate to technological and economic feasibility,
is less onerous than the statutory standard for a CCN
approval, that the proposed plant is the best and most
economical choice of technology.

Auf ust 1992 Amendment of Section 23.31

During 1991, three utilities processed NOI applications at
the Commission. These were the applications of Brazos,
HL&P, and TU Electric, which are described briefly
above. While these cases were being processed, a number
of interested parties engaged in informal discussions in an
effort to agree on modifications to the NOI-CCN process.
When these parties could not reach agreement on changes
to the rules, the Texas Industrial Energy Consumers (TIEC)
filed a petition for rulemaking to amend the certification
rule, section 23.31, and the avoided-cost and qualifying
facilities rule, section 23.66. The rule proposed by TIEC
in December 1991 would have-

• required that an avoided cost be calculated for
any generating plant for which a utility files
an NOI application.

• required the utility to solicit bids from other
suppliers after it receives its NOI.

• established a cost cap on rate treatment for a
utility-constructed generating unit that is based
on the costs that the utility relied on in the
NOI or CCN process.

permitted retail wheeling, pursuant
applications and Commission orders.

to

• eliminated the requirement in the current NOI
rule that utilities evaluate the societal costs of
a proposed generating plant.

The Commission published the proposed rule submitted by
TIEC in February 1992 and, at the same time, published a
series of questions relating to the NOI-CCN process and the
general topic of resource planning. Numerous parties
responded to the questions and commented on the proposed
rule, and the Commission held a series of public forums
concerning integrated resource planning, demand side

management, the evaluation of externalities, and purchased
power and wheeling.24

In August 1992, the Commission adopted a solicitation
requirement that is narrower in scope than the rule initially
proposed by TIEC. The amended rule will require a utility
that plans to build a new power plant to issue a formal
solicitation for supply- and demand-side resources to meet
the need for power that the utility's NOI application is
based on. The utility would be required to issue the
solicitation, receive any offers, and evaluate the offers,
before it files an application to amend its CCN. The
preamble to the final rule states, in part—

The purpose of the amendment is to require a utility
that is planning to build additional generating capacity
to conduct a formal solicitation for the purchase of
generating capacity and demand-side resources from
other sources. . . .

[T]he commission believes that the immediate
adoption of a formal requirement that utilities solicit
proposals for alternative sources of generating
capacity and demand-side resources is necessary to
assure that utilities meet the needs of their customers
at a reasonable cost. There may be utilities that will
file notices of intent or applications for certificates of
convenience and necessity before a general resource
planning rule is adopted, and, if they do, the
commission believes that it is important to ensure that
they adequately consider purchase and construction
options and demand-side resources that may be
offered by third parties. A formal solicitation process
should ensure that utilities consider all of these
options, will establish a rational timetable for their
consideration of such options, and will facilitate the
commission's review of issues relating to the
availability and terms of purchase options.25

A number of the parties that commented in the rulemaking
proceeding recommended that the Commission adopt an
integrated, least-cost planning process for electric utilities.
In adopting the rule, the Commission expressed a desire to
consider a broader rule on resource planning for electric
utilities and directed the Staff to proceed with the
preparation of such a rule. The principal issues confronting
the Staff in preparing such a rule are discussed below.

2 2 16 Tex. Admin. Code 23.31(h)(3)(B).
2 3 The proposed rule and questions were published in 17

Tex. Reg. 993 (Feb. 7, 1992).

2 4 The public forums were held in late June and early July
1992 as part of Project No. 10780.

2 5 17 Tex. Reg. 5683 (August 14, 1*92).
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S U N S E T A N D LEGISLATIVE SESSION

During 1992 the operations of the Commission and the
Office of Public Utility Counsel were reviewed in the
Sunset process. The principal focus of the comments and
the report of the Staff of the Sunset Advisory Commission
were organizational issues, such as whether the testifying
function of the Staff and General Counsel should be
eliminated. One of the issues raised in the Sunset process,
however, was integrated resource planning.

The Sunset Advisory Commission in October 1992 adopted
a recommendation that PURA be amended to require the
PUC to develop an integrated resource planning process,
with the objective of providing energy resources that will
ensure reliability and minimize customer bills. The
recommendation included requirements that the
Commission—

• conduct hearings on and approve the resource
plan of each electric generating utility, except
for certain municipally-owned utilities and
river authorities;

• adopt a 10-year statewide plan that includes
the resource plans of the individual generating
utilities and goals for the use of various
energy sources;

• consider additional incentives to utilities for
conservation programs that are proven to be
successful; and

• review the statewide transmission system,
require utilities to upgrade power lines and
make necessary improvements and additions,
and determine who will pay the cost of these
improvements.

The next step in the Sunset process is the preparation of a
draft bill to carry out the recommendations of the Sunset
Advisory Commission for consideration by the legislature
in 1993.

N A T I O N A L LEGISLATION

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 includes major changes in
the Public Utility Holding Company Act and other Federal
legislation that are intended to increase competition at the
generation level. The principal changes are the creation of
a category of exempt wholesale generators (EWGs) that are
not subject to regulation undei the Public Utility Holding
Company Act and the grant of new authority to the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission to require utilities to wheel
power. These changes warrant separate treatment and are
not addressed in this paper. The Energy Policy Act

contains several other provisions that may affect utility
resource planning.

The Act requires state regulatory commissions to consider
certain standards that affect retail regulation of electric
utilities. These standards include the requirement that
electric utilities prepare and file with the state commission
an integrated resource plan on a regular basis. The Act
defines two key terms related to integrated resource
planning processes. The term "integrated resource
planning" is defined a s -

a planning and selection process for new energy
resources that evaluates the full range of alternatives .
. . in order to provide adequate and reliable service to
. . . electric customers at the lowest system cost. The
process shall take into account necessary features for
system operation, such as diversity, reliability,
dispatchability, and other factors of risk; shall take
into account the ability to verify energy savings
achieved through energy conservation and efficiency .
. . ; and shall treat demand and supply resources on a
consistent and integrated basis.

The term "system cost" is defined a s -

all direct and quantifiable net costs for an energy

resource over its available life, including the cost of

production, distribution, transportation, utilization,

waste management, and environmental compliance.

Slate commissions must also consider whether the rates
charged by an electric utility—

• are such that the utility's investment in
conservation, energy efficiency, and demand-
side management arc at least as profitable as
investments in generation, transmission, and
distribution facilities; and

• encourage investments in cost-effective
improvements to supply-side efficiency.

Regulatory commissions must also consider-

how long-term wholesale power sales affect the cost

of capital of the purchasing utility, as compared to

building generation facilities, and must consider

whether the use of highly-leveraged financing by

exempt wholesale generators threatens the reliability

of the utility or gives the exempt wholesale generator

an unfair advantage over the utility.

The new Act directs state commissions to make a
determination on the questions concerning long-term

2 6 Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act Sec. l l l (d ) , as
amended by the Energy Policy Act, 16 USC Sec. 2621.
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wholesale power sales by October 1993. For the other
standards, the commissions must commence * proceeding to
make the determinations within two years of the enactment
of the Act and make the determinations within three yean.

There are also provisions of the Act that will affect the
economics of certain renewable resources. The new Act
will-

• Provide a 1.5 cent per kilowatt-hour tax credit
for power provided by wind and certain
biomass facilities, where a third party uses
the facility to provide power to a utility; and

• Provide a 1.5 cent per kilowatt-hour incentive
payment for power produced by a public
power agency or a cooperative by means of a
renewable resource.28 This payment is
subject to the appropriation of funds by the
Congress each fiscal year.

The Act also continues certain tax benefits for other
renewable energy resources that were scheduled to expire.

THE IRP ISSUES

At the most general level, the goal for the Commission in
the area of resource planning is to assure that utilities
provide reliable electric service at a reasonable cost.
PURA directs the commission to supervise the utility's
decisions to build new power plants, to assure that the
plants are needed and are the best and most economical
technology for the service area. In addition to the
substantive requirements, the Commission should carry out
its duties in a manner that is efficient and effective. Many
parties have expressed an interest in reforming the existing
practices, but beyond these broad generalities, there is little
agreement on the appropriate goals and methods for
regulating utilities' resource planning. Various policies
have been suggested by the parties that participated in the
Commission's recent rulemaking proceedings, by the
Sunset Advisory Commission, and by the recent Federal
legislation. Some of the significant policies that have been
suggested are discussed below. Included in this discussion
is a brief statement of how each of these issues is treated in
the IRP rule that the Staff proposed to the Commission in
January 1993.

The tax credit is allowed for "closed loop biomass,"
which requires that the plant matter is produeid on a
renewable basis and is grown for the sole purpose of
generating electricity.

2 8 Section 1212 of the Act. The renewable resources
eligible for this payment include solar and geothermal
energy but exclude municipal solid waste.

Should the Commission adopt an integrated resource

planning process ?

Staff proposal. The Federal legislation requires the
Commission to consider this issue, and the State legislature
may direct the Commission to adopt an IRP process. The
Staff proposal would establish an integrated resource
planning process that is consistent with the definition in the
new Energy Policy Act and consistent with the Sunset
Advisory Commission's recommendations to the Texas
Legislature.

Should the existing filings related to resource planning be

consolidated?

Staff proposal. The proposed rule would combine some
filings and proceedings, eliminate avoided cost proceedings
for utilities that have adequate capacity, and eliminate
energy efficiency plan filings.29 The filings that would be
combined include the periodic load and capacity resource
plans, avoided cost calculations, and energy efficiency
plans, and the NOI proceedings that are now done on an ad
hoc basis. The consolidation of these filings should
eliminate some duplication and help assure the consistency
of information reported by utilities. The proposal would
require utilities to obtain NOI approval in conjunction with
IRP approval. If the NOI is approved, the utility would be
required to conduct a solicitation for supply- and demand-
side resources. If, after the solicitation, the utility files an
application for a CCN or for certification of a contract with
a qualifying facility, it would be required to file an avoided
cost calculation.

Would meaningful public participation be permitted in an

IRP process?

Staff proposal. Some of the parties have suggested that the
public should have a meaningful role in the development of
a utility's resource plan. The Staff proposal would require
utilities to conduct public workshops in their service area to
explain the resource planning process and to consider the
comments from the public in developing a resource plan.

Would utilities be required to evaluate supply- and demand-

side resources in a consistent and integrated manner?

Staff proposal. One of the grounds for urging the adoption
of an integrated resource planning process is the belief that
utilities arc biased in favor of building generating capacity.

2 9 Energy efficiency plans are currently filed pursuant to
section 23.22 of the substantive rules, 16 Tex. Admin.
Code 23.22.
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Assuring an even-handed evaluation of all resources is the
central purpose of the Staff proposal. The proposal would
require utilities to assess supply-side resources, demand-
side resources, and other system impacts, such as
promotional activities and strategic rate designs. The utility
would then be required to integrate resources on the basis
of system cost, reliability, risk, external costs and benefits,
and equity among customer groups.

Should purchased power be easier and more profitable for
utilities to acquire?

Staff proposal. As is noted above, the new Federal
legislation requires State commissions to consider how
long-term power sales affect the cost of capital of the
purchasing utility and whether the use of highly-leveraged
financing by EWGs threatens the reliability of the utility or
gives the EWG an unfair advantage over the utility. Many
parties have argued that long-term power sales have r
negative effect on the cost of capital of the utility, and assert
that the solution is to provide an incentive to utilities to
offset the negative financial impact. The four major bond
rating agencies have published discussions on purchased
power commitments and agree that it is a major financial
issue. Because these agencies consider long-term
purchases to have many debt-like qualities, they routinely
adjust a utility's reported capital structure to reflect more
debt and adjust key coverage ratios to reflect higher interest
expense. In effect, the agencies take off-balance-sheet
items and move them on to the balance sheet. By itself, this
adjustment would increase a utility's financial risk and
hence cost of capital. However, these agencies also
recognize that there are offsetting, difficult-to-quantify
benefits of purchased power that serve to reduce a utility's
financial risk. A purchased power contract permits a utility
to allocate certain risks to the seller. On balance, it is
difficult to assess whether a modest level of purchased
power commitments is a net benefit or net detriment to a
utility's financial integrity.

The Staff proposal does not deal with the issue of incentives
for utilities to buy wholesale power. The Staff proposal
contemplates that the Commission could make findings in
an IRP that would later be relied on in setting the return on
equity in a rate case. The Staff proposal clarifies the
current rule on determining the cost of equity, but it does
not make substantial changes related to incentives for
purchased power.

Should the Commission establish a fair system for

comparing utility resource acquisition plans with offers

from third parties?

Staff proposal. The solicitation rule that the Commission
adopted in August 1992 was an effort to create such a
system for a fair comparison of resources. The Staff
proposal makes minor changes to the rule that the
Commission adopted in August. For example, a utility
would be permitted to issue separate solicitations for
supply- and demand-side resources.

Will exempt wholesale generators have a role in providing

electric power?

Staff proposal. A number of issues will have to be resolved
if these entities are to be able to provide wholesale power to
utilities in Texas, including the treatment of affiliates of
regulated utilities and terms for wheeling. This topic was
not dealt with in the Staff proposal. Section 3 of PURA
defines the term utility quite broadly, essentially treating
any entity that sells electricity, except a qualifying facility,
as a utility. The straight-forward reading of PURA does
not recognize EWGs, and the Staff proposal did not
recognize them.

Are additional rules on transmission wheeling appropriate?

Staff proposal. Two different types of wheeling were
suggested by parties that commented in Project No. 10780.
Some of the industrial participants supported some form of
retail wheeling, and some of the distribution cooperatives
requested revisions to facilitate purchases by cooperatives
from remote suppliers. The Staff proposal does not include
any provisions on wheeling. The enactment of an
amendment to the Federal Power Act that grants the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission broad authority to order
wholesale-level wheeling raises a question about the
authority of the Texas Commission to regulate that matter.
The Federal legislation does not preempt the Texas
Commission with respect to retail wheeling, but it is not
clear that the State Legislature has authorized the
Commission to require retail wheeling. Retail wheeling is
strenuously opposed by some customer groups.

Should utilities be permitted to recover demand-side
management expenditures in a timely manner, recover the
lost revenues which results from conservation efforts, or
receive an incentive for effective conservation programs?

Staff proposal. New Federal legislation requires states to
examine the issue of reduced profitability from DSM.
Under traditional regulatory practices, there is a strong
incentive for utilities to sell more electricity, and a strong
disincentive for encouraging conservation and end-use
energy efficiency. Some utilities have recommended a
"DSM Cost Recovery Factor" to annually adjust for any
reasonable DSM costs and some parties have urged bonus
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incentives for conservation programs. The Staff proposal
states that the Commission will consider any reasonable
proposal to compensate a utility for DSM costs including
the profitability of implementing conservation programs.

Wilt "monetized" external costs be required in evaluating
resources?

Staff proposal. The Commission's substantive rules require
utilities to include external costs and benefits in their
evaluation of resources for the NO!, but in their recent
cases, both HL&P and TU Electric challenged the notion
that this evaluation must be a "monetized" externality cost,
that is, a cost per kilowatt-hour for external impacts of the
resource. The definition of "system cost" in the Federal
legislation does not include external costs, so this issue will
undoubtedly arise in connection with the Commission's
determination. Under the Staff proposal, the direct costs of
the resource would be the primary basis for choosing
among resource alternatives. The utility would be required
to consider external costs, however. The text of the Staff
proposal is based on Section 23.31(h)(4)(B)(ii) of the
current rules, which the Commission has construed as
requiring the utility to monetize the environmental costs.
For this reason, the Staff proposal would require utilities to
monetize external costs.

Is a "cost cap" on utility construction costs appropriate?

Staff proposal. Costs caps based on the cost relied on by
the utility either at the NOI or CCN stage have been
proposed as a means of protecting consumers and as a
means of assuring an honest comparison of the utility
proposal with any third-party proposal. The Staff proposal
does not include any cost caps.

CONCLUSION

The Commission formally began the current effort to
reform the power plant licensing process in November
1990, when it published a proposed rule to amend Section
23.31 to define the status of the NOI proceeding. Since that
time, the Commission has adopted two amendments to this
section, new Federal legislation has been enacted, and the
Sunset Advisory Commission has made a recommendation
to the Texas Legislature that the Commission's enabling
statute be amended to require that the Commission adopt an
integrated resource planning process. Most recently, the
Commission Staff has proposed a rule that would require
utilities to periodically file integrated resource plans with
the Commission. The Staff proposal did not deal with the
more difficult issues that relate to resource planning for
electric utilities. This narrow approach was taken largely
because of the timing of the proposal: the Commission was
concerned that it not appear to be preempting the
Legislature's consideration of amendments to PURA
relating to resource planning, and the Staff did not have
time to resolve some of the questions raised by the Federal
legislation.

Although the Commission did not publish the Staff
recommendation as a proposed rule amendment, the issue
of resource planning is certain to remain before the
Commission. State legislative action to establish a
comprehensive resource planning process would, of course,
require Commission action and might clarify some areas
where the Commission's leg&l authority is considered
uncertain now. In addition, the Federal legislation requires
the Commission to explore issues related to purchased
power and the profitability of demand-side management.
The Commission's activities to satisfy the Federal
requirement will keep the issue of resource planning before
the Commission in 1993 and 1994. In short, by not
publishing a rule the Commission has not rejected
integrated resource planning but has merely deferred action
on the issue.
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ABSTRACT
Demand-side management (DSM) is a set of

actions taken by an electric utility to influence the
electricity usage by a customer. Typical DSM
activities include rebates for higher efficiency
appliances and discounted electric rates for electric
customers whose service can be interrupted on short
notice. This paper explores two more subtle DSM
activities: using turbine "let-downs" and thermal
storage.

High efficiency and adjustable speed drive
(ASD) electric motors have long been considered as
demand-side management strategies for industrial
consumers of electricity. An alternative strategy to
replacing aging electric motors with high efficiency
or ASD motors is a turbine let-down. A turbine let-
down is a turbine which uses pressure reduction to
produce useful work. A typical application of this
type of turbine would be to replace both a pressure
reducing device and an electric motor driven pump.

Air conditioning is a primary contributor to
peak electric loads in Texas. One of the ways to
solve this problem is to move the loads from peak to
off-peak periods without changing overall electricity
consumption. By using cool storage systems, energy
consumption for businesses and industry can be
shifted, reducing electricity costs to the consumer
and reducing the electric utility's need to build more
power plants.

ALTERNATIVE TO THE ELECTRIC MOTOR

The Problem
During the 70s and 80s, many aging electric

motors were replaced with higher efficiency motors
to decrease electric consumption and use electricity
more efficiently. While using high efficiency motors
is an excellent method of reducing electrical
consumption, it poses a great challenge to the
engineer to properly match the motor with the load
requirement. Motor sizing is highly dependent on

the load that it is driving and requires consideration
of a number oT factors separate from the motor's
horsepower and efficiency rating. Factors such as
torque, firquency of starts, inertia of load, and
acceleration time are essential to know in order to
match the proper motor to the load. Changing load
requirements can reduce or even eliminate savings
from the high efficiency motor if it is not operating
at its efficient operational level (some motors are
most efficient at 75% of rated capacity). Another
problem with high efficiency motors is the National
Electric Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
requirement for only a 95% confidence level for
efficiency ratings. That means that the motor
manufacturer must have at least 95% of the motors
meet the rated efficiency. But, that also means that
5% may not meet the higher efficiency. This also
could mean that 5% of any demand-side
management program to install higher efficiency
motors may not materialize.

Electronic adjustable speed drives (ASD) for
electric motors reduce electrical consumption by
adjusting the motors power consumption to load
requirements. With ASD motors the voltage is
varied to maintain constant torque on the motor and
match the load requirements. The problem with this
control technique is that the voltage variation can
cause harmonic distortion in the wave forms of the
electricity. In extreme cases the distortion can create
problems in the ASD and cause the motor to
disconnect from the power system. In other cases
capacitor banks located on the electric supply system
can distort the wave forms of the electricity causing
the ASD problems in recognizing the wave forms
coming from the electric supply system. This could
lead to nuisance trips by the motor. Dr. W. Mack
Grady at the University of Texas has done much
research on this problem and should be issuing a
paper through the Electric Power Research Institute
sometime in 1993. The paper will be titled Results
of Power Quality Surveys: End-User and Electric
Utility Company Perspectives.
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The Solution
An alternative demand-side management

strategy is to replace aging and less efficient motors
with turbine let-downs (as shown above). A turbine
let-down is a pressure reducing device that performs
work while reducing the pressure of a process gas
(i.e. steam or natural gas). Such a device can reduce
pressure while driving a pump, compressor or
similar rotating device.

Not only can this device reduce the demand on
the utility supplying the industry electricity , but it
can also pay for itself in savings in electricity costs.

ANNUAL TURBINE OPERATING COST =
HP * 2545 » S/MMBtu * OPERATING HOURS

MECHANICAL LOSS FACTOR * 106

ANNUAL MOTOR OPERATING COST =
.746 » HP » S/kWh * OPERATING HOURS

MOTOR EFFICIENCY

Assuming a motor efficiency of 85%, a mechanical
loss factor of 95%, and 8000 operating hours. A
savings of $251,000 is possible for an 800
horsepower motor if electric costs are $.06 per kWh
and steam costs are $5 per MMBtu.

Additional savings are possible on demand
charges. Also, many utilities are offering rebates to
their industrial customers for employing DSM
strategies. Houston Lighting and Power currently
offer $75 per kilowatt (kW) of DSM. In other words,

replacing an 800 horsepower (hp) motor with an 800
hp turbine let-down would generate a rebate of:

$75/kW * 800hp * .7457 kW/hp = $44,742.

For adjustable speed applications, a Woodward
electronic governor is an excellent option providing
reliable speed control and addition savings.

If no source of steam or other gas in need of
pressure reduction is available, the industrial
customer should consider addition of a combustion
turbine and heat recovery steam generator (HRSG).
The combustion turbine could be used to drive
rotating equipment such as pumps and compressors
or simply be used to generate electricity while the
steam produced in the HRSG is used to drive the
rotating equipment. This arrangement can
efficiently use up to 80% of the energy in the fuel
consumed to produce thermal and electrical energy.
Most power plants only convert 30 to 40% of the
energy in the fuel consumed into electricity. Even
the new combined cycle plants only are
approximately 50% efficient.

Any device that reduces the pressure of gas
without doing useful work is a waste of a valuable
resource. Utilizing turbine let-downs to replace
pressure reducing devices is a way to reduce
operating costs for the industrial customer and
reducing the need to build new power plants by the
utility. Almost every industrial customer has a
pressure reducing station on the natural gas pipeline
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feeding the plant. This device can be replaced with
the tuibine let-down shown in the picture below:

medium. The basic thermal storage system is
presented on the following diagram.

PUMP

Capital costs for the turbine let-down can be
offset by rebates from the utility and in reduced
electrical consumption and reduced demand charges.
Complicated electric motor designs and sizing are
eliminated by prepackaged turbine that can run
through a wide range of power and speed settings
with little deviation from optimal efficiencies.
Utilization of turbine let-downs is a strategy needed
in any good industrial DSM program.

ALTERNATIVE TO THE CONVENTIONAL
COOLING SYSTEM

Overview
Space cooling accounts for the major portion of

electric peak demand among residential,
commercial, and, to some extend, industrial
customers. In addition, the peaks of these classes are
often coincident during the late summer afternoon.
As a result, during the night electric utilities face the
problem of idle generating capacity for which there
is no demand. Thermal Energy Storage (TES) may
be one of the ways to resolve this problem. Thermal
storage is a technology that stores cooling energy
during off-peak hours for cooling and
dehumidification purposes during the on-peak
periods. The energy stored can be either in the form
of chilled water, ice, or other phase changing

Figure 1. Schematic of thermal storage system

The principle of the operation is as follows.
Refrigeration is provided by conventional chillers or
industrial-grade ice-making units, which charge the
storage tanks during off-peak hours. On-peak
cooling is provided by circulating chilled liquid from
storage through the building's fan coils or a
secondary heat exchanger. The two most common
storage designs are chilled water storage and ice
storage. The difference is primarily in the energy
density of storage; ice stores approximately seven
times more energy than water, due to the latent heat
of fusion. Because of this difference, ice storage
tanks are much smaller than chilled water tanks of
the same cooling capacity.

TES plays a very important role as a demand-
side management (DSM) tool. The primary
objective of utilities thermal storage programs is load
shifting from on-peak to off-peak periods. The use
of TES provides benefits to all parties on the both
sides of the electric meter. Trie electric utilities
benefit from the load shifting that otherwise would
contribute to the overall system peak. TES also
reduces utility's need for additional generation and
improves its load factor. The customer is rewarded
in two ways: with lower utility bills and lower
HVAC equipment costs. The first reward is directly
connected to lower demand charges and shifting
consumption to the off-peak hours when the cost of
electricity is the lowest. The other reward comes
from using smaller water and air distribution system
as a result of lower temperature of storage media
compared 10 conventional central air conditioning
system. The main chiller can also be smaller since
its capacity is directly related to the size of the
storage rather than the instantaneous on-peak
cooling requirements. The additional benefit is the
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improved efficiency of chiller operation at close to
Ml load conditions during evening and night hours
when the ambient temperature is lower than during
daytime.

THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE IN TEXAS
The thermal storage program in Texas is

steadily gaining popularity among major Texas
electric utilities. Currently three regulated and one
non-regulated utilities have active thermal storage
programs: Texas Utilities Electric Company
(TU Electric), Houston Lighting & Power (HL&P),
El Paso Electric Company (EPE), and City of Austin
(COA). Utility thermal storage programs have
focused on space conditioning applications,
particularly in commercial sector. Historically, most
of the industrial participants have used thermal
storage systems for space conditioning rather than
process applications. However, industrial customers
show more and more interest in this type of
technology for technological applications. Some of
the examples include the petroleum, food processing,
and manufacturing industries. TES can be
successfully used in any continuous process which
requires reaction temperatures that are slightly below

existing time-of-use rates, financial or other
incentives from the electric utility, cost of other
fuels, and availability of other DSM programs that
may be more attractive to the customers.

Incentivei
Utilities encouraging customers to install TES

typically have time-of-use rates that make off-peak
operation of process and space conditioning
equipment financially attractive to customers. These
rates are usually supplemented with grants, rebates,
or technical services. The amount of rebate is
usually linked to the amount of electric load shifted
to off-peak hours. The incentives offered by the
utilities in Texas are presented in Table 1.

Implementation
One of the main obstacles in expanding TES in

Texas is the lack of understanding of this
technology. This obstacle can be alleviated by closer
cooperation between engineers, architects, builders,
and electric utility representatives. Such a
cooperation will also allow to install thermal storage
when the building is under construction rather than
starting with conventional HVAC system and

Table 1. Incentives offered by the electric utilities in Texas

Utility

TU Electric

HL&P

EPE

COA

Load shifting incentives

first 500 kW: $250/kW shifted;
above 500 kW: $125/kW shifted

$300/kW shifted

S190/kW shifted

first 200 kW: $300/kW shifted;
above 200 kW: $250/kW shifted;
maximum rebate: $150,000

Other incentives

time-of-use rates

special thermal storage rate;
free screening analysis
time-of-use rates;
half of the cost of a feasibility study up to $2,500 for
customers who evaluate TES;
full cost of a feasibility study up to $5,000 for
customers who later decide to install TES

time-of-use rates;
half of the cost of a feasibility study, up to $5,000

ambient levels. It may not be economically feasible
in the processes that require refrigeration
temperatures significantly below -0 °F (-18 °C) due
to high capital cost of producing and storing fluids at
these temperatures.

The decision of whether or not to implement
the TES system depends on several factors, like the

replace it later with the TES. The most frequent
ways of reaching the prospective customers by the
utility representatives is through the direct sales
calls, mail; and advertising. Some utilities organize
seminars and demonstrations during which TES and
the benefits associated with it are popularized.
However, some of the utilities that currently do not
offer a thermal energy storage program are
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Table 2. Existing thermal storage systems in Texas

(as of the end of 1992)

Utility

TU Electric

HL&P

EPEC

COA

Total

TES
Total

167

18

5

3

193

Storage type

Water

41

2

1

44

Ice

126

16

5

2

149

Installation type

New

45

6

5

3

59

Retrofit

122

12

134

Commercial TES

Office

35

7

2

44

School

33

2

4

1

40

Church

48

3

51

Industrial TES

Cooling

9

3

12

Process

21

1

22

Other

21

2

1

24

Table 3. Thermal storage systems in Texas under construction or design

(projections for 1993-1994)

Utility

TU Electric

HL&P

EPEC

COA

Total

TES
Total

36

27

2

4

69

Storage type

Water

7

2

1

2

12

Ice

29

25

1

2*

57

Installation type

New

17

3

3

23

Retrofit

19

24

2

1

46

Commercial TES

Office

3

3

6

School

4

24

2

30

Church

8

8

Industrial TES

Cooling

1

1

Process

?.

1

3

Other

21

21

• iincludes one Eutectic Salt Storage system



concerned that their staff does not have sufficient
expertise in that area.

Another obstacle in the TES implementation is
directly related to financial aspects of the project.
The financial obstacle is commonly being alleviated
by the third party financing, where the financing for
the project comes from the entity which later shares
the savings with the participant. TES is particularly
popular among Texas schools. It can be attributed to
special low-interest loans available from the Texas
Governor's Energy Management Center through the
LoanSTAR program. This program is designed to
demonstrate commercially available energy efficient
technologies and techniques. Also special grants for
schools are available through the Institutional
Conservation Program (ICP) managed by the same
office. ICP is an ongoing federal grant program
which matches dollars for energy conservation
studies and retrofits in public schools, state
universities and colleges and nonprofit hospitals.

TES faces also a strong competition from gas
utilities which promotes absorption chillers driven by
natural gas for air conditioning purposes.

Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUC) has
been supportive of utilities' efforts to offer special
rates and incentives to their customers. Special
tariffs for cool storage customers are usually
approved on the experimental basis for the
introductory period of three years and after that, if
the program meets the forecasted expectations, the
tariffs become permanent. PUC has not so far
disapproved any of the applications for thermal
storage rates.

There are currently 193 operating installations
in Texas, making the Lone Star State the leader in
TES technology. Among the utilities, TU Electric is
the leader (167 installations), followed by
HL&P (18), EPE (5), and COA (3). Table 2 shows
the overall statistics.

Based on the information provided by the
utilities as of the end of 1992 the TES was
responsible for displacing 72.7 MW of peak demand.
For the next couple of years these utilities have
contracted or have under construction an additional
69 installations: TU Electric (36), HL&P (27), EPE
(2), and COA (4) (Table 3). These installation will
reduce the peak demand by the additional 20.1 MW.
According to the information provided in the Energy
Efficiency Plans filed with the PUC, TES programs

may be credited with approximately 600 installations
and reduction of peak demand by over 200 MW by
the turn of the century.

CONCLUSIONS
Thermal Energy Storage has a proven record as

a DSM program among electric utilities in Texas.
Since it benefits equally the utilities and their
customers its value should be recognized by other yet
not-participating utilities and hopefully more
industrial customers.

Both of these DSM technologies are valuable
ways to reduce the electric customers' bills while
reducing the need for the electric utility to build new
generation facilities. As the public becomes more
concerned over the by products of combustion (i.e.
carbon dioxide and nitrous oxides) the importance of
DSM will be magnified. This heightens the need to
explore as many DSM technologies as possible now
to prepare if legislative regulations further restrict
the construction of supply side options on the electric
system.
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ABSTRACT

The industrial sector in Texas is large and
energy intensive. Industrial sales constitute a major
portion of total sales for several utilities in Texas.
Industrial demand-side management (DSM) can be
used by utilities to provide industrial customers
assistance necessary to control their energy costs,
promote efficient technologies and practices, and
increase utility-system efficiency.

Industrial DSM has a history of mixed success
in Texas. Cogeneration and interruptible load have
proven highly successful in Texas. Rate design is
identified as having a DSM impact but, other than
for interruptible service, that impact has not been
measured. DSM programs have had minimal impact
on utility loads and sales. Examples of successful
industrial DSM programs outside of Texas are
provided, and a City of Austin program shows a
possible direction for improvements in industrial
DSM programs.

INTRODUCTION

Texas uses more electricity than any other state
primarily due to the number, size, and energy
intensity of the industrial concerns located here. The
nearly 50,000 industrial customers served by the
electric utilities in Texas will consume about 37% of
the utility-provided energy in 1993. When self-
generation is added to the picture, industrials
consume nearly 43% of the total generation in the
state. The total peak demand placed on the utilities
will amount to about 51,000 MW in 1993 with the
industrial customers placing about 26% of that.
When self-generation is added into the data,
industrial customers take about 31% of the total peak
demand. Table 1 summarizes industrial load in
Texas.

While demand-side management is beginning to
advance in the residential and commercial sectors in
Texas, industrial demand-side management has
stagnated. As integrated resource planning evolves
at the Public Utility Commission of Texas, as
utilities plan the future need for additional resources,
and as Texas industries prepare to meet growing
demand for their products, the importance of
industrial demand-side management will grow.

The industrial sector has contributed two
spectacularly successful demand-side management
measures. During the 1980s, industrial cogeneration
grew to over 7,000 MW, both reducing demand
growth for the utilities and providing more efficient
use of energy resources, primarily natural gas. The
other success story is the interruptible load,
providing nearly 2,000 MW of reductions to the
planning capacity of the utilities in 1993.

Further growth in the industrial sector demand-
side management will be difficult to obtain, but
utilities have tools which can be applied effectively.
The accomplishment will be difficult because the
major factor driving efficient use of energy is price.
The price of natural gas to industrial customers,
though up slightly from last year, is well below its
level of just a few years ago. Electricity prices are
declining in real terms for most utilities in Texas.
An industrial firm with a typical cost of electricity at
about 5% of sales output will not regard reducing its
electricity bill, which is already declining over time,
with the same fervor as, say, complying with new
environmental regulations or locating less expensive
shippers for its products. The utility can, however,
apply DSM program incentives that may be high
enough to provide a savings that will interest
industrial management. On the other hand, rate
design impacts become more important as energy
prices rise.
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Utility

TU Electric
HL&P
GSU
CPL
CPS
SPS

SWEPCO
COA
WTU
EPE
TOP

Others

ERCOT Total
Texas Total
w/ Self-Gen

Number of
Customers

22,822
1,800
3,728
5,639
1,436
2,450
2,590

14
7,240

35
163

1,604

39,813
49,521
49,521

Industrial
1993

Demand
MW

3,110
4,815
869
668
833
789
521
110
155
135
184

1,615

8,108
13,804
17,619

Table 1
Customers in Texas
data estimates

Industrial Peak /
System Peak

(Retail)
%

17.8%
38.4%
36.7%
19.2%
27.6%
45.2%
39.4%
6.7%
16.6%
16.9%
18.4%
21.1%

18.8%
25.8%
30.7%

Energy
MWh

22,768,422
30,696,939
7,145,585
5,467,845
5,011,136
6,200,761
3,461,292
897,101

1,247,600
837,415

1,485,567
8,627,831

67,928,250
93,847,494
119,841,042

Industrial Sales /
System Sales

(Retail)
%

27.7%
50.5%
54.2%
33.4%
38.6%
62.9%
53.6%
13.0%
287%
21.5%
30.4%
25.8%

31.8%
36.9%
42.8%

Note: Utilities are: TU Electnc, Houston Lighting & Power, Gulf States Utilities, Central

Power and Light, City Public Service (San Antonio), Southwestern Public Service,

Southwestern Electric Power, City of Austin, West Texas Utilities, El Paso Electric,

and Texas-New Mexico Power. Wholesale sales by major utilities included in

"Others" category.

Texas service areas only. Percentages based on retail system sales. Industrial and

System peaks are coincident and unadjusted for DSM. "Self-Gen" includes statewide

non-utility generation capacity minus that sold to utilities and assumes a 90%

coincident load factor for MW and a 70% capacity factor for MWh.

RATE DESIGN APPROACHES

Rate design can be considered a resource
planning tool because it affects consumption
patterns, which in turn influence supply options and
requirements for a power supplier. Rate design can
be used as a resource option in the context of active
demand-side management (interruptible rates for
example), passive demand-side management (time-
of-day rates to encourage load shifting, for example),
or installed capacity (as payments to qualifying
facilities).

A large variety of rate design strategics have
been developed by utilities in pursuit of such diverse

and often conflicting objectives as economic
efficiency, fairness, conservation, promotion of use,
subsidization, predation, low-income assistance,
cogeneration promotion or discouragement, and
competition. Electricity supply costs vary temporally
and geographically. Rate designs of varying
complexity can be used to track these cost vanations
and pursue these objectives. Table 2 summarizes
special tariffs offered by the major utilities in Texas.

Blocked kWh rates are rates that var, among
different "blocks" of kWh consumption. Blocked
rate structures arc usually only a crude
approximation of cost variations, since these rates
are fixed over time.
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Tariff

Instantaneously
Interruptible

Notification
interruptible

Time-of-day
structure

Real-time
pricing tariffs

Seasonal rate
structures

Load retention
tariffs

Economic
development

Special block
structures

Customer or
facility charges

Combinations of
the above

Value of service
pricing

TV

• /

•

•

•

•

Table 2 Tariff availability among Major Utilitiei
as of October 1992

HL&P GSU CPL CPS SPS SWP LCRA

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

in Texas

COA

•

•

•

•

•

•

WTU

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

EPE

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TOP BEPC

•

•

• •

•

• •

•

Seasonally-differentiated rates imply that a
different rate is charged for kWh consumption or kW
demand during different seasons of the year. The
price signal sent to consumers is more precise than
would be received through a blocked rate because
some time-variation in costs is recognized. Many
utilities in Texas combine the use of seasonally-
differentiated and blocked rates in their industrial
rate design. Seasonally- and block-differentiated
rates are relatively inexpensive to implement as there
is no need of extra metering equipment beyond the
existing watt-hour meter.

Time-of-day (TOD) rates tend to send more
precise price signals to consumers than non-time-
differentiated approaches. During periods when the
utility's operating and capacity costs tend to be
higher, (for example, summer afternoons), electricity
is priced at a premium. TOD pricing involves more
metering and administrative costs than the seasonal-
and blocked-rate strategies.

Priority pricing, a rate design strategy that is
related to real-time pricing, is also designed to
promote economic efficiency. Under priority
pricing, electric service would be unbundled into a
number of priority or reliability classes. The price of
service taken under each of the priority classes would
be related to the cost of providing the associated
level of reliability. In the event of a capacity
shortage, customers' load increments would be
interrupted based on the customers' selections.
Large scale implementations of priority pricing have
not yet been attempted.

Interruptible rates. Under an interruptible rate
tariff, the customer receives power for a lower price,
but at a lower level of service reliability. For the
utility, interruptible service may provide a means of
reducing capacity requirements or stabilizing system
frequency. Many large utilities in Texas offer
interruptible rate tariffs, in amounts shown in
Table 3. Moreover, the Commission's Substantive
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Table 3
Utility Estimates of
Interruptible Rates

HL&P
TU Electric

CPL
GSU

SWEPCO
SPS

LCRA
TNP

BEPC
Total

(MW)

1992
851
453
318
91
58
22
15
2
1

1,811

2000
417
588
367
91
58
73
50
2

93
1,739

Note: Represents the portion available it

the time of system peak. Texas

service areas only.

Rule 23.66(j) requires utilities to offer interruptible
service to a requesting qualifying facility. During
peak demand periods, the utility may call the
customer and request a demand reduction up to the
maximum contracted interruptible amount. Thus,
there is usually little, if any, need for the utility to
construct generating capacity to meet the needs of
these customers. Because interruptions may occur at
the utility's discretion, interruptible service is
considered a form of "active DSM."

If the interruptible rate is instantaneous (that is,
if the customer's service is automatically curtailed
when system frequency dips below a certain level),
the interruption may assist in restoring frequency to
an acceptable level. Under some circumstances,
instantaneously interruptible load may also permit
the utility to reduce its spinning reserve
requirements. Spinning reserve is the amount of
capacity on-line and capable of serving load, above
the amount needed, at a given instant.

Real-time pricing. Several utilities in Texas
have either conducted real-lime pricing experiments
or have implemented real-time pricing in a limited
way. One example is GSU. Faced with declining
demand in its service area since 1980, increasing
cogeneration activity, and financial constraints
brought about by the Company's investment in River
Bend Nuclear Plant and other factors, GSU has

recently established a real-time differentiated
interruptible rate for industrial customers that have
their own on-site generation capability. The
Experimental Economic As-available Power Service
rate is designed to encourage new sales to large
industrial firms that previously satisfied their power
requirements with their own generation. At times
when GSU's system marginal cost is below the
marginal cost associated with the firm generating its
own power internally, the firm would have an
incentive to purchase from the utility. While the
customer receives hourly price forecasts by
telephoning the system operator, the actual prices
charged are based upon an ex post calculation of the
actual marginal costs incurred.

While GSU anticipated considerable interest in
this rate, only one customer has signed up during its
first year of availability. Apparently, many potential
customers lack the technical sophistication needed to
calculate their own marginal costs and determine the
difference between their costs and the utility's hourly
price forecast.

Economic Development rates. Economic
development rates provide discounts or credits from
the utility to a customer who will locate in the
service area, or expand an existing business. Job
creation is usually a condition to qualify under these
rates. A 20% discount on the standard rate might be
considered as typical of these incentive tariffs. All of
these tariffs either phase out within five years or are
triggered by a decline to a pre-set level in the utility's
reserve margin.

It is difficult to assess the effectiveness of
economic development rates in creating jobs and
promoting economic development. Although the
PUC has not set any formal guidelines for these
rates, the present position seems to be that the
customer must certify that the rate was an important
consideration for locating or expanding the business,
and the utility must not only have excess capacity but
must still recover at least the short-run marginal cost
after the discount. Consideration will be given to the
energy efficiency of the new business.

DSM PROGRAMS
Industrial demand-side management programs

may promote efficient technologies and advocate
efficient energy practices. They may also influence
the shifting of customers' operations from on-peak to
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off-peak periods. Most utilities in Texas offer energy
audits to their large customers and provide informal
recommendations for increased efficiency. Often,
these recommendations include electro-technologies
which have the effect of increasing the intensity of
electrical energy use at the plant. In such situations,
the customer should be even more sensitive to the
price signals established by the design of their
electric rates.

At the present time, not including interruptible
load, TU Electric expects its industrial programs to
save about 9 MW and 18,456 MWh in 1993. HL&P
expects its industrial programs to save 20 MW and
5,383 MWh in 1993. Both the HL&P and
TU Electric programs pay $50 for a kW saved on
peak and $100 for a kW shifted to off peak. The
remainder of all utilities in Texas provide even fewer
programs for the industrial sector. Although the
largest utilities in Texas offer minimal industrial
load management or conservation programs at this
time, examples from other utilities may serve as a
guide for further program improvements.

The Bonneville Power Administration's
Aluminum Smelter Conservation/Modernization
program offers $0.005/kWh for 10 years for
efficiency improvements. BPA estimates industrial
sales are reduced 3.9% due to this program.
Wisconsin Electric Power Company has provided
rebates to almost half of its industrial customers of
$0.02/kWh for energy efficiency improvements and
estimates saving 2.5% of industrial energy sales. BC
Hydro (British Columbia) offers customers $400/kW
saved by buying new, efficient motors, and $600/kW
saved for replacing older motors with new, efficient
ones. BC Hydro goes further and offers vendors of
efficient motors an incentive roughly 20% of the
utility rebate for the sale. About 60% of new
horsepower sold in BC Hydro's service area now
comes from highly efficient motors.

Another program, closer to home, is taking
shape in the City of Austin (COA). The City of
Austin Electric Utility Department has a very
aggressive rebate program which, along with
economic development rates and other incentives,
contributed to expansion and development of high-
tech industry in the Austin area. Recent Austin
"acquisitions" include Sematech and Applied
Materials. The two cases show how cooperation
between the City Council, electric utility, local
academic centers, and the companies can lead to
development of a mutually beneficial incentive

package. Since the majority of investment involved
construction of new facilities, every effort was made
that the companies would implement the most
efficient energy conservation measures from the very
beginning. Due to the existence of the rebate
program, the companies could offset the additional
cost of energy efficient equipment. The customers
benefit from lower electric bills and the utility by
delaying additions to capacity.

The Economic Development Incentive Electric
Rate offered by the City of Austin Electric Utility is
20% lower than the standard rate. The rate is
intended to support community efforts to improve
the local economy and applies to existing and new
manufacturing customers for a period of three to five
years. Provisions of the rate relate to electric load
and full-time equivalent positions created.
Noncompliance with the job creation or electric load
provisions results in the applicant paying back the
difference, plus interest, between the Economic
Development rate and the standard rate. Each
applicant must actively participate in the City of
Austin energy conservation programs by completing
a technical audit and initiating the highest quality,
cost-effective energy management improvements.

The City of Austin Environmental and
Conservation Services Department offers incentives
in the form of cash rebates and architectural and
engineering design assistance at no charge to
promote the efficient use of energy in new
commercial and industrial construction projects.
The incentives can reduce the added incremental
cost associated with using high efficiency
technologies. Six major categories of high efficiency
technologies have been included in the program:
lighting system, envelope system (walls and
windows), reflective roof coatings, air conditioning
systems, electric motors, and gas technologies. The
program will pay specific rebates in each of the
categories for building system components that
exceed the requirements of the Austin Energy Code.

Case Study No. 1 Sematech. Montopolis
Research Center

Sematech primarily develops efficient methods,
equipment, materials, and processes used to
manufacture computer chips. The results of its
research are later implemented by its member
clients, the manufacturers of electronic equipment
and computer chips.
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Sematech filed three rebate applications in the
following categories—

• Efficient chillers

• Efficient electric motors

• Efficient lighting

The total rebate received was $218,591. The
implementation of energy conservation measures
resulted in the load reduction of 760 kW. The
rebates paid an average of $288/kW saved.

Case Study No. 2 Applied Materials

Applied Materials, Inc., based in Santa Clara,
California, is the largest U. S. maker of
semiconductor processing equipment. The incentive
package offered Applied Materials included—

• The Incentive Electric rate
once the company adds
1,000 new employees
(within a 3-year period)

• Contracts for at least 3,000
kW of electric service

• Energy Conservation
Rebates

• Energy Efficiency Savings

For 1992, Applied Materials received rebates in
the following categories—

• Efficient motors

• Efficient lighting

• Efficient air conditioning

• Thermal envelope

• Reflective roof coating

The total rebate amount was $51,294, or
$ 134/kW saved. At the end of the seven year period

(1992-1998), Applied Materials expects to employ
2,000 employees and generate more than $17 million
in annual state and local tax revenues.

It is difficult to determine which item of the
incentive package, if any, was the most crucial in
attracting these two industries to Austin. However,
had either of the companies not come to Austin, the
absence of any one of the incentives could have been
easily blamed for the loss. In any case, the rebates
offered by the electric utility insured that the energy
efficiency criteria became a priority in a new facility
design and operating equipment selection. These
energy conservation measures are permanent and
will continue to benefit the customers as well as the
utility in the future.

CONCLUSION

In Texas, many utilities have been faced with
excess capacity for several years, perhaps explaining
their reluctance to aggressively pursue DSM.
Industrial customers face declining energy prices and
have not aggressively demanded assistance from
their utilities for anything other than low-cost rates,
also in part explaining the paucity' of DSM programs
in Texas. However, utilities are beginning to see
shrinking reserve margins. Several utilities face the
need for new resources this decade. The
Commission rules arc also evolving to more closely
integrate demand-side resources into capacity
planning. These two factors, along with the hint of
rising natural gas prices, may bring DSM programs
into the fore of utility planning over the next few
years. Examples of innovative, successful programs
will help. Industrial customers must also assist in
this area if the DSM programs are to be successful.
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ABSTRACT

Power from non-utility generators (NUG) is
an important part of the generation mix in
Texas. In recent years approximately 10
percent of the total sales of electricity in
the state was purchased by utilities from
NUGs.

Access to the transmission system is a key
factor in promoting competition in power
generation. With changes in the Federal
law, wholesale customers and NUGs are
working with state legislators and
regulators to open up the transmission
system for opportunities in the wholesale
market.

The the Public Utility Commission of Texas
(PUCT) is considering changes in its rules
and is examining the need for incentives
for relying more on alternative power
sources. The actions taken by legislatures
in the 73rd Session of the Texas
Legislature may provide further guidance
on the future direction of the electric
industry in Texas.

The authors discuss how NUG power has
been considered in the development of the
PUCT's Statewide Electrical Energy Plan
(SEEP). A summary of likely contribution

Parviz Adib
Manager of Economic Analysis Section

Public Utility Commission of Texas
Austin, Texas

by NUGs over the next ten years is
provided. Finally, the authors discuss the
PUCT regulations on transmission access
and non-utility generation in the State.

INTRODUCTION

Before the passage of Public Utility
Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA)
utility-owned power plants were the basic
source used to meet future electrical
energy needs. However, the passage of
PURPA created a unique opportunity for
non-utility generators, mainly qualifying
facilities (QF), to enter into the electricity
generation market. As a result of PURPA,
non-utility generated power grew from zero
to 5 percent of total generation in the U.S.
by 1991.

A similar trend was experienced in Texas.
The amendments to the Public Utility
regulatory Act (PURA) in 1983 encouraged
utilization of cogenerated power. The
abundance of industrial facilities in
general, and petrochemical industries in
particular, facilitated the growth in non-
utility generation in Texas. By 1991
approximately 10 percent of total sales of
electricity by the utilities in the state came
from NUGs.

Note: The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not represent the position of the
Public Utility Commission of Texas.
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The passage of the Energy Policy Act of
1992 has allowed the creation of exempt
wholesale generators (EWG) to be
exempted from the Public Utility Holding
Company Act (PUHCA) and has given the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) authority to order utilities to
provide transmission service. Some
provisions in this Act will facilitate
development of other nonconventional
generation alternatives such as renewable
resources and will promote more reliance
on energy efficiency measures. Some
provisions in the Act will further enhance
the role non-utility generators will play in
the electric energy market. As a result,
access to the transmission system, long
the sole domain of monopoly electric
utilities, is now becoming an issue of much
more importance than ever.

LIMITATIONS TO UTILIZATION OF
NON-UTILITY GENERATION

There is a growing awareness of the
economical alternatives to power plant
construction by utilities. These
alternatives include cogeneration,
conservation, and renewable resources —
the three pillars of energy efficiency.
Cogeneration technologies allow the more
efficient use of fuels (usually natural gas).
The cogeneration process extracts twice
the energy from fossil fuels compared to
traditional electricity production.
Conservation technologies increase the
efficiency of electricity use. The efficient
use of existing energy supplies delays the
need for new power plants. Finally,
renewable technologies allow the use of
plentiful natural resources such as wind
and sunlight. However, this "free" power

requires a large investment in new
technologies.

These resource alternatives will be the
main factors competing with the
construction of power plants over the
foreseeable future. However, the extent of
competition depends on the way in which
major limitations in the development of
these resource alternatives are overcome in
the near future. The most important
limitations are:

• Technical Limitations

• Economical Limitations

• Regulatory Limitations

Technical Limitations. The most

apparent technical limitation confronting
the development of non-utility generation
is access to the transmission system. The
existing bottlenecks in the current
transmission system are the main
contributors to these difficulties.
Historically, the main objective of
transmission planning has been to provide
adequate reliability to each utility system.
Interutility transactions and utilization of
alternative resources were not a
significant consideration in transmission
planning. However, the development of
integrated resource planning (IRP) and the
passage of the Energy Policy Act of 1992
may remove this limitation.

More utilities are including transmission
planning as part of their overall resource
acquisition and resource planning
activities. This will result in the
construction of several major lines to
eliminate inadequacies in the current
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transmission system.

Economical Limitation*. While
cogeneration technology has passed its
critical infancy period and can compete
with conventional power plant options,
many other alternative resources such as
demand-side management (DSM) programs
and most of the renewable resources have
not received adequate attention in Texas.
Most of the DSM programs result in lower
sales and loss of revenue for utilities.
Renewable resources are still more
expensive and have a difficult time being
competitive in the market.

Regulatory authorities are developing
economic incentives to encourage utilities
to rely more on DSM programs and
renewable resources. Additionally,
significant progress has been made over
the last ten to fifteen years and the cost of
these renewable resource alternatives has
declined drastically. Many alternative
resources have become competitive in
specific regions or in specific applications.
If the same trend continues, these
resources will soon become more
economical. Undoubtedly, the Energy
Policy Act of 1992 will facilitate the
competitiveness of these alternative
electric energy resources.

Regulatory Limitations. While the Energy
Policy Act of 1992 will eliminate many
limitations confronting the development of
non-utility generation resources, further
actions may be necessary by state
regulatory agencies. For example, Texas
does not recognize an independent power
producer status. Such limitation will slow
down the development of alternative
resources by non-utility generators.

Furthermore, the existence of disincentives
in the current rules and regulations may
discourage utilities to use more DSM
programs or rely more on power produced
by NUGs. The current move toward
incentive regulation may eliminate these
disincentives.

The PUCT recognizes the benefits of
increased competition but is wary of major
disruptions that would result from some of
the solutions posed by certain parties. The
actions taken by legislatures in the 73rd
Session of the Texas Legislation may
provide further guidance on the future
direction of the electric industry in Texas.

STATEWIDE ELECTRICAL ENERGY
PLAN AND RESOURCE MIX

Load and capacity resource planning
activities have been performed by the PUCT
since its creation in 1975. However, the
1983 amendments to PURA added a new
dimension to these activities. The PUCT
was mandated to develop a long-term
statewide electrical energy plan biennially.
To provide some outlook for the future of
electricity generation in Texas, the results
of the fifth Statewide Electrical Energy Plan
(SEEP) are discussed here.

Based on results derived from the PUCT
staffs forecast, statewide peak demand
before adjustments for DSM program
impacts is expected to grow at an annual
rate of 3.15 percent over the next ten
years, reaching 64,812 MW by the year
2001. By 2006, the projected peak
demand will reach 72,227 MW. The PUCT
staff projected a need for 12,020 MW and
19,879 MW of additional resources by 2001
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and 2006, respectively. To meet these
additional needs, all potential resources
are considered in the development of the
most recent SEEP.

Traditionally, the construction of electrical
generating capacity was the most
economical means of meeting growth in
demand. Electric utilities now rely on a
variety of supply-side and demand-side
resources as well as buying power from
NUGs. The resources upon which Texas
may rely more heavily, relative to current
utility plans, are purchased power
transactions among the utilities, DSM, and
firm capacity purchases from NUGs. While
renewable resources may not be significant
at this time, they may play an increasing
role in the future.

Cogeneration. Industrial cogeneration
presently supplies a significant part of the
total electric energy needs in Texas.
Factors such as the economic vitality of the
chemical, petrochemical, and petroleum
refining industries in Texas, the relative
prices of electricity and natural gas, the
levels of standby charges, and the need for
additional electricity generating capacity in
the state will continue to play an important
role in determining the future amount of
cogeneration in the state.

Of the 7,360 MW of cogeneration capacity
presently operational in Texas,
approximately 44 percent is currently
under contract to provide firm capacity to
the state's utilities. The remaining
cogeneration capacity provides non-firm or
firm energy or satisfies on-site energy
requirements.

According to PUCT staffs projection, the

level of cogeneration is expected to
increase over the next fifteen years. Nearly
all existing firm cogeneration contracts due
to be expired during the next ten years are
expected to continue to supply firm power
the the utilities in Texas under new terms
and conditions. Furthermore, there is a
potential for new cogeneration projects
that utilities can use to meet their needs
for additional resources.

The staff projected the level of firm capacity
supply from cogeneration to be 4,621 MW
in 2001 and 6,072 MW in 2006. These
figures correspond to an annual growth of
3.7 percent and 4.3 percent, respectively,
over the existing level.

Demand-Side Management. DSM is
projected to contribute to a reduction of
the statewide peak demand by 6.7 percent
by 2001. This reduction is equivalent to
4,341 MW. The DSM contribution is
expected to reach 5,412 MW or 7.5 percent
by 2006.

It is important to mention that energy
service companies (ESCs) are becoming
more competitive in the market. As the
solicitation process advances in Texas, it is
possible that these companies will compete
with utilities and NUGs to satisfy a growing
share of the electrical resource needs in
the future.

Renewable Resources. Renewable
resources, such as solar and wind
technologies, have not received much
attention by the electric industry in Texas.
The share of these resources in Texas is
well below one percent. In 1991, Texas
relied on 690 MW of renewable resources,
of which 642 MW was hydro. Other
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renewable resources accounted for only 48
MW. The abundance of oil and gas at a
competitive price in Texas have been the
main reason for lack of interest in these
renewable resources.

With regard to renewable resources, the
current SEEP does not go beyond the level
reported by utilities. However, different
provisions of the Energy Policy Act of 1992
are expected to change the future outlook
for renewable resources.

Figure 1 shows the mix of new resources to
be added to the system in 2001. In total,
staff projected that DSM and NUGs will
account for 5,766 MW or 48 percent and
8,296 or 42 percent of additional capacity
resources needed to meet peak demand in
2001 and 2006, respectively.

Table 1 presents the Statewide Electrical
Energy Plan outlook with regard to peak
demand and adjustments for conservation
and load management between 1992 and

2006. Generating resources and reserve
margin for Texas are presented in Table 2.

TABLE 1
Peak Demand Forecast And DSM Program

Impacts 1992-2006 (MW)

Year

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Source:

(II

m

(i)
Pe«k

Demand

50.874
52,319
53.121
55.452
57.160
5*,712
60,165
61.701
63,236
64,812
66.329
67.794
69.273
70,696
72.227

(2)
Active
DSM

1,862
1,995
1,854
2,112
2,165
2,252
2,346
2,438
2,492
2,535
2,570
2,591
2,613
2,634
2,655

Pa nive
DSM

111
228
3 8 6
5 7 3
7 6 9
989

1,178
1,382
1,594
1,806
1,991
2,167
2,356
2,543
2,757

Total
DSM

1,973
2,223
2,240
2,685
2,934
3.242
3,524
3,820
4,087
4,341
4,561
4,758
4,969
5,177
5,412

Adjusted
Peak

Demand

4S.90G
50,166
51,580
52,766
54,226
55,470
56,641
57.SS2
59.149
60.471
61.767
63.036
64.304
65,519
66,815

Statewide Electrical Energy Plan, Volume 1 Draft Report,
Public Utility Commiaaion of Texas, Austin
Peak demand before demand-aide manage!
Mainly interruptible load.

, 1993.
nen£ impact*.
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TABLE 2
Generation Resources And Reserve

Margin 1992 - 2006 (MW)

Yur

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Sana:

0)

FBwar
Pirn.

61,033
62,325
62.575
62.S32
62.S71
63,294
63.477
64.363
65.566
66.339
67.057
68.515
69,197
70.738
71,416

(1)

bmkk
SOUIOM

619
090
690
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
708
708
708
708
708

Pludawd
Powac

<M5)

<(4)
(S6)
(8)
33

150
164
180
217
25(
35S
459
445
464
510

NUG

3.141
3,141
2,576
2.164
2.440
3.159
3.703
4.060
4.162
4,621
5.192
5.131
5,694
5.962
6,072

Total
OMMltilg
RMOUTOM

64,748
66,078
65.756
65,611
66.044
67.302
61.043
69.302
70,645
71,918
73.314
74.813
76.044
77.871
78.706

SUarifeBaarical Etta*; Plan. Vbkuni I Dnft tfon. PaMc UtiB)
Coaaaanat

A 15 to 17*

>fT«ak Attain. 1*93.

NMvamrtM

(2)
KMUV*

M « I in

32 .4*
31 .7*
27.5*
24.5*
21.8*
21.3*
20.1*
19.7*
19.4*
18.9*
18.7*
18.7*
18.3*
18.9*
17.8*

nliatditr.

THE ENERGY POLICY ACT OP 1992

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 was signed
by President Bush on October 24, 1992.
The Act is thought to be the most
significant piece of federal legislation on
energy passed in many years. The Act is
designed to provide a comprehensive
national energy policy that increases
energy security of the United States
through cost effective and environmentally
sound means. The goals of the Act
include:

• reduction of costly dependency of oil
imports,

• conservation and more efficient use of
energy,

• reduction of oil-based fuels in motor
vehicle sector,

• increased competition in energy supply
markets,

• increased strategic oil reserves,

• finding solutions to nuclear waste
problems, and

• addressing the greenhouse warming.

There are several provisions in the act that
will indirectly affect the electric utility
industry such as provisions on energy
efficiency, provisions on electric motor
vehicles, provisions on nuclear waste,
provisions on renewable resources, etc.

Title VII of the Act contains provisions that
focus on the electric utility industry. This
title is designed to promote competition in
the wholesale supply market of electricity.
Competition in the wholesale market is
expected to improve energy efficiency as
well as lower the costs to the consumers.

The passage of PURPA in 1978 introduced
the concept of non-utility generation to the
electricity industry by forcing the utilities
to buy power from qualifying facilities (QF).
While PURPA was designed to improve
supply-side efficiency through
cogeneration and renewable resources, it
also facilitated the emergence of
independent power producers. IPPs are
not qualifying facilities and are
distinguished from utilities in that they
only sell wholesale to utilities and do not
transmit or distribute electricity to retail
customers.

Before the passage of the Energy Policy Act
of 1992, the development of IPPs was
constrained by two key factors. The first
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impediment was in the Public Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA)
which was passed to break up the
monopoly in the electric utility industry
held by a few large holding companies.
Because PUHCA did not differentiate
between utilities and IPPs, IPPs were faced
with the same restrictions as the utilities
in owning facilities that are not located in
the same state. The second impediment
was the FERC's lack of clear authority
under the Federal Power Act to order
utilities to provide wheeling service. Such
absence of FERC's authority may have
caused some utilities to exercise their
monopoly power to discriminate against
IPPs. The lack of transmission access
clearly restricted IPPs' ability to compete in
the power supply market.

In the Energy Policy Act of 1992, the first
impediment was eliminated by amending
the PUHCA to allow IPPs to operate
facilities without coming under the
PUHCA's restrictions and allow utilities to
participate in IPP projects. The permission
for the utilities to participate in IPP
projects is accompanied by provisions to
ensure fair competition and protect the
public interest such as a ban on utilities
from buying from affiliated IPPs.

The second impediment was eliminated by
clarifications of FERC's authority to order
utilities to provide transmission service.
Under the Energy Policy Act of 1992, FERC
must order transmission wheeling that is
in the public interest, maintains system
reliability, promotes competition or
conservation, improves efficiency, and
prevents discriminations. While utilities
are allowed to earn a return from providing

the wheeling service, they may be required
to expand their systems to accommodate
such service.

Anothei part of the Energy Policy Act of
1992 that directly impacts the electric
utilities can be found in Title I which deals
with energy efficiency. Here, utilities are
required to engage in integrated resource
planning (IRP), the planning process in
which a full range of resources including
non-utility generation and demand-side
management are evaluated.

The key elements that are introduced in
the Act can potentially cause a drastic
change in the electric utility industry. In
theory, wholesale power market is no
longer the exclusive domain of the electric
utilities. There is no doubt that some
utilities will adapt to the change and use
their experience to compete in the new
market. Competition is likely to stimulate
innovation to improve energy efficiency in
power generation.

In Texas, the potential market for IPPs
using conventional technologies during the
next decade may not be encouraging.
Texas still has a high potential for
competitive industrial cogeneration that
can fulfill a large amount of capacity
needed in the foreseeable future. Another
source of competitive power supply is life
extension of existing natural gas power
plants. Utilities in Texas such as Houston
Lighting and Power (HL&P), Central Power
and Light (CPL), and West Texas Utilities
(WTU) have life extension projects in their
resource plans. Another possible trend is
utility participation in cogeneration
projects. Currently, HL&P has a pending
application for a certificate of convenience
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and necessity (CCN) for a utility-owned
cogeneration project in Docket No. 11000.
HL&P admitted that there is a potential for
additional projects of this kind. All of
these supply options are expected to be
very cost competitive making it very
difficult for new IPP projects to enter the
market.

CURRENT WHEELING RULES

Currently, the PUCT has separate
wheeling rules for OFs and for utilities.
The QF wheeling rule is in Section 23.66,
and the utility wheeling rule is in Section
23.67 of the PUCT's Substantive Rules.

The QF wheeling rule requires a utility to
provide a wheeling service to a QF with
rated capacity over one MW at the
transmission voltage above 60 KV. The
rule contains provisions for two types of
wheeling — planned capacity wheeling
(PCW) and as available wheeling (AAW).
PCW is a firm wheeling service that
requires a commitment in transmission
resources at the same level as the utility's
native load. This means that if needed, the
wheeling utility must upgrade its
transmission system to accommodate the
PCW service and bear the costs of such
upgrades. The rate for PCW service ($/kW)
is the costs per kW of the utility's cost of
service of transmission facilities (cost of
service divided by total kW of system
obligation, including native load and firm
wheeling obligations). Utilities entitled to
the PCW rate are those in the contract
path. Utilities that are not in the contract
path, upon demonstrating that their
systems are impacted, are entitled to
compensation based on the AAW rate.

AAW is an interruptible wheeling service.
In contrast with PCW, a utility may
interrupt the AAW service to maintain
other services that it has a firm
commitment to. If upgrades to the utility's
transmission system are necessary to
accommodate the service, the QF will bear
the upgrade costs. The rate for AAW
service is expressed in dollars per MW-mile
which is the cost of service of transmission
facilities divided by total system MW-miles.
The total system MW-mile is the sum of the
product of length (in miles) and rate
capacity (in MW) of each line in the system.
The amount of MW-miles of the AAW
service is the sum of the product of MW
increase on each line and its mileage.

The utility wheeling rule does not force a
utility to provide firm wheeling service.
The utility is required to provide a wheeling
service to the extent that it has available
transmission capacity. There are no
provisions in the rule for transmission
upgrades. In general, the rate structure for
utility wheeling is similar to the rate for
AAW in QF wheeling.

CHANGES IN STATE REGULATION

Because utilities that are members of the
Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT) form an isolated transmission
network that is entirely inside the State,
the impact of the Energy Policy Act of 1992
on these utilities is still unclear. However,
the PUCT has been actively pursuing
objectives that are consistent with the Act.

In the approval process of Brazos Electric
Power Cooperative's (BEPC) proposed
combustion turbine project, the PUCT
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scrutinized BEPC's evaluation of
alternative resources that could potentially
avoid the project. These alternative
resources included purchased power,
conservation, and load management
measures.

During the early part of 1992, the
Commission initiated a rulemaking effort
(Project No. 10780) on resource planning
and acquisition. Interested parties
including utilities, non-utility suppliers,
citizen advocates, and environmental
groups submitted written comments on
such topics as purchased power,
transmission access and wheeling,
demand-side management, and IRP.
Additionally, public workshops were
conducted to allow oral discussions. The
immediate action that the Commission
took as a result of this project was to adopt
rules that require utilities to conduct a
formal all-source solicitation for alternative
resources, both demand- and supply-side.
This change broadens the practice of
"competitive negotiations" which has
described the relationship between utilities
and qualifying facilities during the 1980s.

For a more comprehensive rulemaking, the
Commission initiated a project on
Integrated Resource Planning (Project No.
11365) and required Staff to submit a
proposed IRP rule. The Staff submitted a
draft to the Commission in January 1993.
This version of the draft consolidated
existing PUCT regulations that are related
to resource acquisition such as Load and
Capacity Resource Forecast Filing, Energy
Efficiency Plan (EEP), avoided cost, and
NOI. At the time of this writing, the
Commission has ordered publication of a

description of the proposed IRP rule.
Because transmission access is one of the
key factors in encouraging competition and
non-utility generation, it is likely that the
Commission will take up the issue and try
to allow more access to the utility
transmission grid. However, it is not
certain at this time whether such issue will
be handled separately or in the context of
an IRP rule.

It should be noted that the Commission's
ability to make rules is limited by PURA,
the Texas' statue governing the utility
regulation and PUCT's functions. For
example, the IRP will make the NOI
process duplicative. However, the NOI
process cannot be eliminated because it is
required by PURA. One critical change to
PURA to eliminate the conflict with the
Energy Policy Act of 1992 is the recognition
of exempt wholesale generators and eligible
facilities. The current language of PURA
contemplates only QF and utilities.
Currently, any entities producing and
selling electricity who are not QF are
electric utilities by definition. Another
change to PURA to encourage competition
in wholesale power market is to lift or
modify the limit of approval period of 15
years for a QF contract. This limit forces
NUGs to recoup their investment in a
much shorter time frame than utilities.
Such a short time frame results in a higher
payment requirement making NUGs less
competitive.

CONCLUSION

Texas has an abundant supply of
cogeneration. The Panhandle and West
Texas are promising areas for development
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of renewable resources such as wind and
solar. The need for additional resources
over the next ten to fifteen years is
substantial and non-utility suppliers are
expected to play an important role in the
growing market for electricity.

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 will have a
large impact on the electric utility industry.
Some provisions in this Act will facilitate
development of renewable resources and
will promote more reliance on energy
efficiency measures. Other provisions,
such as access to the transmission system
by non-utility suppliers, will further
enhance the role that alternative resources
will play in the electric energy market. The

PUCT has been very active in pursuing its
goal to increase competition and taken
action consistent with the Act. However,
changes in PURA will be required.

Currently, utilities in Texas and Wisconsin
have pursued joint ventures with
industrial customers in cogeneration
projects. While it appears that efficient
cogeneration capacity will continue to grow
in Texas, it is unclear whether these
facilities will be owned by IPPs or utilities.
A significant number of policy issues will
be address by the Texas legislature and the
PUCT in the coming months. The policy
are likely to have a significant impact on
the NUG market in Texas.
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THE CLEAN AIR ACT'S IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION AND
ELECTRIC POWER CONSERVATION AND PRODUCTION

Hubert Ashley
Environmental Specialist

Public Utility Commission of Texas
Austin, Texas

ABSTRACT

The demand for electric power in Texas is
expected to grow at about 2.3 percent over the
next 15 years. Utilities plan to satisfy this
demand by increasing the number of power
generating facilities and improving energy
conservation programs. New stringent
environmental regulations force utilities to
reconsider how best to meet the power demand.
The new Clean Air Act permits utilities to use a
market driven system of allowances to comply
with sulfur dioxide emission limits. This paper
discusses some of the environmental regulatory
changes and their effect on the provision of
electric power.

POWER DEMAND

The demand for electric energy in the United
States is expected to increase over the next 20
years. The Electric Power Research Institute
believes that, "even if the annual growth rate in
electric energy demand were as low as 1.4
percent, the nation will still need 250,000
megawatts of new capacity by the year 2010."'
Texas expects continuation of its industrial base
diversification programs accompanied by a
population growth in excess of national rates2.
For example, projects like the Superconductor
Super Collider and continued improvements in its

1 CO RESEARCHER , "Alternative Energy,"
page 88, July 10, 1992.

2 LONG TERM ELECTRIC DEMAND AND
CAPACITY FORECAST FOR TEXAS 1990.
"Executive Summary," page 13.

transportation infrastructure like the development
of high speed bullet train service, are indicators of
continued growth beyond the year 2000. As a
result the demand for electricity is expected to
increase in Texas by 2.3 percent annually over the
next 15 years.

Increasing demand for electric power is typically
viewed as an economic growth indicator. On the
other hand, environmental regulation is sometimes
viewed as an inhibitor to economic growth. For
example, "As unemployment climbs, popular
support for environmental protection is weakened
by worries over job security."3 This view, known
as "Environmental Impact Analysis Hypothesis"
comes from the Reagan-Bush years when it was
accepted as an axiom by the Office of
Management and Budget. Professor Stephen
Meyer of M.I.T. refutes the position taken by the
"Environmental Impact Analysis Hypothesis" that
economic prosperity and strict enforcement of
environmental regulation are mutually exclusive.
"Meyer's conclusions are based on a rankings of
all 50 states in environmental programs, as
compared to their rankings in economic growth
rate. He studied data from the 'Reagan New
Federalism Era1 of 1982-89, during which time
the environmental impact hypothesis was a driving
force behind federal policy, and compared it to
similar data from 1973 to 1980, a time of
'explosion of environmental legislation'. In both
instances , states with strong environmental
rankings did better than those with lower rankings
on four out of five of the economic growth

3 CO RESEARCHER
page 419, 1992.

"Jobs vs Environment"
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indicators used in the analysis. "* If some version

of the Meyer's argument becomes part of the

popular environmental understanding, then the

demand for environmental protection will persist

even in economically hard times. Furthermore,

this argument could increase public pressure on

the utilities to provide power without adversely

affecting environmental quality.

REGULATORY CONTROLS

Most of the Clean Air Act as amended uses the

business-as-usual command-and-control approach

to emission regulation. In this approach the

emission limits are set and the abatement

technology gets specified by a federal or state

regulatory body. However, Title IV of the Act is

very different. The purpose of Title IV is to

control acid precipitation. The two main

pollutants addressed in this Act are sulfur dioxide

(SO2)5 and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Emissions of

SO2 are controlled using a market driven system of

emission allowances. With this approach emission

limits are set by a regulatory agency just like they

are in command and control. From this point

onward the similarity ends. Each affected utility

is required to possess enough allowances to cover

its yearly SO2 emission.

An allowance is defined as the authorization to

emit one ton of SO2 Those utilities found not to

have enough allowances are fined and forced by

law to acquire the required number or curtail plant

operations. Utilities may use the allowance

trading system to comply with emission

restrictions, or purchase air abatement equipment.

Any allowance trading or banking scenario that

utilities use to reduce sulfur dioxide emissions is

4 CLEAN AIR REPORT, page 28, December

31, 1992.
5 SO2 and NO 2 are also refered to as NOx and

SOx . This reference is made to the general

class of sulfur and nitrogen oxides instead of

the specific compounds listed previously.

permitted. The program goal is to reduce SO2

emissions 10 million tons below the 1980 levels

by the year 20106 tad reduce NOx emissions by

two million tons by the year 2000.

NOx emission are not controlled by trading

allowances. Instead, its control is based on

abatement technology performance standards

established by the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA). These standards are amended in

the new Clean Air Act. They reflect the EPA's

determination to substantially reduce ozone in

urban air. Many urban areas are classified as

nonattainment for ozone. From 1977 until the Act

was amended, ozone was controlled by restricting

the emissions of volatile organic compounds

(VOC). The old act required the installation of

reachability available control technology (RACD

on major souices. These are existing sources with

the potential to emit at least 100 tons of VOC.

Under the revised Act the definition of a major

source decreases from 100 tons to 10 tons for

units in extreme nonattainment areas. "The

legislation extends application of this basic RACT

requirement to oxides of nitrogen (NOx), as well

as VOCs, with RACT now being applied to

smaller sources in more seriously polluted

areas... "7 If a utility decides to build a new plant,

or substantially alter an existing plant in a

nonattainment area to the extent its potential

emissions increase more than a de minimis

amount, the Act permits plant operation only with

emission controls that meet the lowest achievable

emission rate (LAER).

Here is how the EPA plans to achieve the sulfur

dioxide emission goals: Under Title IV, the

electric utility industry is the main focus for the

6 EPA ACID RAIN PROGRAM OVERVIEW .

Page 1, December 1992.
7 THE NEW CLEAN AIR ACT : A GUIDE TO

THE CLEAN AIR PROGRAM AS

AMENDED IN 1990 , J. Quarles and W. H.

Lewis, Page 19, 1990.
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required reductions in SO2 and N(>>. In the

market-based allowance trading system, EPA will

allocate allowances to the utilities equal to SO

percent of the 1980 SOx emissions. Utilities will

be required to continuously monitor SOx and NOx

emissions. At the end of each year, utilities must

own enough allowances to cover emissions.

However, emissions from all units must comply

with health standards that are set under Title I of

the Act. EPA will issue emission permits. The

permits allow EPA to know that sufficient

allowances are held by the utility and to

automatically assess penalties against utilities

having an insufficient number. A penalty consists

of a $2,000 fine per excess ton emitted and a

requirement to purchase additional allowances

equal to the amount of excess emissions as an

offset for the excess.

EPA plans to achieve the emission reductions in

two phases. Phase I begins in I99S and has little

effect on Texas utilities. It is mostly directed at

coal fired electric generating plants and is

expected to affect about 110 plants. Phase II

begins in 2000, it "tightens the annual emissions

limits imposed on these large, higher emitting

plants and also sets restrictions on smaller, cleaner

plants fired by coal, oil, and natural gas. The

program affects existing utility units with an

output capacity of 25 megawatts and all new

facilities. "8 The major impact on cleaning up the

air will start in 199S. NOx and SOx emission are

expected to decline dramatically over the

following five year period. By 2000 the SOx

emissions are expected to be below 10 million

tons. Without the Acid Rain program, the SOx

emissions would rise over the same period to close

to 20 million tons by 2000.

In both phases affected facilities must

continuously monitor emission with continuous

emission monitors (CEM) so EPA can track the

program's progress. CEM provides a continuous

measurement of pollution emissions. EPA

established requirements for monitoring SO2,

NOx, volumetric flow rate, opacity, and diluents

for units regulated in either phase. Perhaps in

anticipation of some future rule regulating carbon

dioxide, EPA has procedures for monitoring this

gas too. The rule contains equipment performance

specifications, certification procedures, and record

keeping and reporting requirements. All units

over 25 megawatt and all new facilities under 25

megawatts using fuel with a sulfur content of at

least 0.059 percent are mandated to perform CEM.

There are some exemptions in the rule for units

scheduled for retirement in December 31,1994,

and new units using clean fuels. Since Texas has

no Phase I affected units, the compliance deadline

is January 1, 1995.

POWER PRODUCTION

Table 1 is a qualitative listing of pollutants

released during electric power generation from a

variety of fuels and technologies. The carbon

based fuels have the largest variety of pollutants

among the fuels shown. The quantity of pollutant

depends on the type of fuel. Utilities make their

decision on which fuel to use based on the cost of

power production associated with the use of each

fuel. Regulations governing the handling,

disposal, and storage of industrial wastes

associated with electric power production add cost

to the electricity produced. Depending on the

type of fuel used, as environmental regulations

become more restrictive, the cost to generate

electricity increases. In Texas during the past 10

years, natural gas use as a base load fuel

decreased, while the use of coal, lignite, and

nuclear increased. These fuel changes occurred

because of changes in environmental and energy

regulations. Coal and lignite plants were built

8 EPA ACID RAIN PROGRAM OVERVIEW.

Page 1, December 1992.

9 EPA ACID RAIN PROGRAM. "Continuous

Emission Monitoring (CEM)," Page 2,

December 1992.
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TABLE 1 POWER PRODUCTION FUELS WITH ASSOCIATED WASTES

Air
Emissions

Waste
Water
Discharge
Fuel
Transfer
Releases
Hazardous
Waste
Disposal

Fuel
Storage
Releases
Recycle
Waste?

Natural
Gas

co2

none

methane

none

methane

none

Oil

CO2
SOx
NOx
PM10
CO
VOC
oil and
grease

oil spills

oil
corrupted
wastei
PCB
VOC

burn to
ai a fuel
heat

Coal

co2
SOx
NOx
PM10
CO
VOC
ath
•Judge

coal
dual

PCB

coal
dutt

Burn
coal
dutt as
a fuel

RDF*

CO2
SOx
NOx
PM10
CO
VOC
none

none

none

none

none

Wood

co2
SOx
NOx
PM10
CO

none

none

none

none

none

Nuclear

none

none

none

tpent fuel
rod*

none

reproceu
spent fuel
rods

Fuel
cells

co2
SOx
NOx
PMIO

none

none

toxic
waite

none

none

Water

none

none

none

none

none

none

Solar

none

none

none

depends
on
working
fluid
none

none

wind

none

none

none

none

none

none

•refuse derived fuel

during the later part of the 1970s and early 1980s.

During that period the price of natural gas and the

Fuel Use Act made gas less competitive for

consideration as a base load fuel by Texas

utilities. Coal and lignite were more price

competitive. The price of natural gas has

decreased during the past 10 years. New and

more efficient gas combustion technologies are

being developed. More stringent environmental

regulations require greater emission control.

Under these conditions the future use of gas as the

base load fuel of choice seems assured. Some of

the cleaner fuels and technologies listed in Table 1

remain too costly to be considered as viable

alternatives to the fuel and technological mix in

use today. Environmental regulation and

technological advances are making these

technologies more competitive as choices for

electric power generation. For additional cost and

quantified pollutant release data, see the Summary

Reports in the Appendix.10

Texas' major electric power generating

technologies are naturial gas, coal, lignite,

nuclear, and hydroelectric. Based on data taken

from PUC's 1991 Load and Capacity Resource

Forcast Filing, natural gas fuel use is projected to

increase from 39.3 percent in 1991 to 41.7 percent

of total fuel used by the year 2006. Lignite,

which has the highest sulfur content, may require

more abatement than is presently mandated if it is

to meet the revised Clean Air Act requiennents.

Low sulfur Western coal with less than 1 percent

sulfur will require some scrubbing, but not as

much as lignite. Natural gas will req ire no sulfur

abatement. Given the cost of scrubbers and the

more stringent emission requirements in the new

10 ELECTRIC POWER TECHNOLOGY.

National Association of Regulatory Utility

Commissioners, Page 5, April 23, 1990.
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Clean Air Act, fuels which require extensive

scrubbing lose their cost competitiveness. The

number of allowances that must be on hand to

account for the sulfur dioxied emissions from

these plants add further to the operating cost. For

Texas, whatever choice of fuel and technology

used to generate electric power, it must include

natural gas.

Hydro and nuclear electric power generation are

unaffected by the Clean Air Act emisson

requirements. Since EPA gives allowances as

incentives for utilities that replace boilers with

new, cleaner and more efficent technologies, these

allowances cen be used in the utility's compliance

planning. Given the market price of allowances, a

utility might decide to use the extra allowances

obtained from a hydro plant to help finance

scrubbers on for a lignite plant. Again, depending

on price, the utility could bank the allowances for

sale at a later time. Or, the utility could add the

allowances to a plant with an insufflcent number

of them to comply with allowance provision of the

Clean Air Act. "In addition to installing pollution

control equipment and switching to low sulfur

fuel, utilities can retire old capacity, purchase

capacity from others, repower an existing unit,

redispatch existing units.."'' Other scenarios are

possible. The utility has the freedom to choose iis

compliance strategy.

The previous discussion on supply side power

generation shows the dependence of environmental

pollution control on technological development.

Demand side measures are not as dependent on

technological changes. Since they are mainly

conservation measures, they have a positive

impact on the environment because they decrease

the amount of electric power used. In the case of

11 PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CLEAN AIR

ACT'S ALLOWANCE TRADING

PROGRAM. The National Regulatory

Research Institute, Page 21, May 1992.

fossil fuels, less is bumed, which decreases the

quantity of pollutants released. These programs

are still under utilized, so their full benefit is yet

to be realized. For example, Danielle Jaussaud

pointed out that Texas utilities were not offering

enough DSM programs to generate the energy

savings needed to reduce utility loads and affect

future resource planning.l2 The Department of

Energy offers a proven cost effective energy audit

program. An average audit identifies annual

energy savings of approximately 4 billion BTUs

per audit.13 The author discusses these savings

and their favorable impact on business

competitiveness. He concludes by stressing the

need for more utilities, states, and consulting

firms to get involved in the program. If utilities

were allowed to make a profit on decreasing

energy use, then conservation would be

emphasized as a market strategy. This alone

would have a significant impact on improving the

environment. It seems the framers of the 1990

Clean Air Act Amendments had something like

this in mind.

COMPLIANCE OPTIONS - FREEDOM TO

CHOOSE

Market based allowance trading gives utilities the

freedom to choose which compliance strategy to

use. Utilities may continue their allowed

emissions by exchanging them for their

allowances, or sell allowances to purchase

abatement equipment, or purchase allowances

from utilities with low emissions and bank them

for later use. In any case, the program allows

12 FOURTEENTH NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE

PROCEEDINGS. "Industrial Demand-Side

Management in Texas," Danielle Jaussaud,

page 98, 1992.
13 Ibid. "Industrial Energy Audit: An

Opportunity for improving Energy Efficiency

and Industrial Competitiveness," Charles

Glaser, page 26, 1992.
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affected utilities to tailor a compliance strategy

suited to their specific needs. Allowance trading

provides incentives for energy conservation and

technological innovation in a cost effective

manner. Under this program, the only concern a

regulating agency has is that pollutant emissions

remain below the set limit. The manner in which

this happens is no longer an issue for the

regulatory authority.

SUMMARY

The allowance trading program is an experiment.

EPA established the program as a model for future

compliance programs. Table 1 gave a qualitative

list of pollutants. Releases of these pollutants is

controlled by command an control regulations.

With the Acid Rain Rules in the Clean Air Act,

EPA is attempting to change its way of regulating

environmental pollution. EPA included a formal

organization organized to receive comments from

citizen groups, affected utilities, and people with

technical expertise who wish to contribute to the

dialogue. This is an experiment whose time has

come.

ELECTRIC UTILITY SUPPLY OPTIONS
Adapted From A Summary Of Reports Prepared By

The Technology Subcommittee - NARUC, 1991

COMBUSTION TURBINE GENERATING FACILITY

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: Similar to a jet engine. Current technologies incorporate

improvements to increase efficiency and reliability. An excellent peaking unit with quick start and

rapid ramp to full load. Easily sited.

COST PER kWh: Approximately 10.5C / kWh

SENSITIVITIES: Among the most important cost factors are unit size and efficiency, capacity factor, fuel

cost, and capital cost. Sensitivity cases range from 7.4 to 20.8C / kWh

COMPETITIVENESS WITH OTHER GENERATION: The benchmark for comparison versus other peaking

options. Quick, modular installation.

TIME FRAME OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION: Currently, over 90 different

units are commercially available in sizes from less than 1 MW to ISO MW.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: Negligible SO2. Relatively low NO X and CO2. No solid waste. Usable

in areas of environmental sensitivity.

DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN SOURCES / TECHNOLOGIES: Available from both domestic and foreign

suppliers.

ANALYST: A.H. Benson, MSEC (508) 667-5900.
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COMBINED CYCLE GENERATING FACILITY

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: A combustion turbine to which a stack gas waste heat recovery boiler,

steam turbine and related equipment have been added. Efficiency greater than 50% demonstrated.

Short lead time, modular installation. Quick ramp to full load.

COST PER kWh: Intermediate-load base is 6.3C / kWh. Base-load base case is 6.0C / kWh. (Current $).

levelized over 30 years.

SENSITIVITIES: Among the important cost factors are unit size, fuel cost, capacity factor, and unit

efficiency. Intermediate load cases range from 6.4C / kWh to 11.SC / kWh. Base-load cases range

from 5.4C / kWh to 7.3C / kWh. (Current $). levelized over 30 years.

COMPETITIVENESS WITH OTHER GENERATION: Typically the standard against which other

intermediate options are compared. In environmentally sensitive areas, may be the preferred base-

load option versus solid fuels.

TIME FRAME OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION: Many different units are

commercially available in sizes up to 314 MW, with a single combustion turbine.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: Low NO X . . Negligible SOX . Low CO2. No solid waste. Among the

most environmentally benign of the fossil-fired options.

DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN SOURCES / TECHNOLOGIES: Available from both domestic and foreign

suppliers.

ANALYST: A.H. Benson, MSEC (508) 667-5900.

COAL-FIRED STEAM GENERATING FACILITY

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: High temperature, high pressure steam produced in a coal fired boiler

turns a turbine connected to a generator which produces electricity.

COST PER kWh: Levelized cost is 7.7C / kWh. The range using different alternatives varies between 6.2C /

kWh and 9.2C / kWh.

SENSITIVITIES: Fuel cost, capital cost, plant location, load factor, and environmental criteria are all

important factors.

COMPETITIVENESS WITH OTHER GENERATION: The current choice for most base-load power plants.

TiAIE FRAME OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION: Equipment is currently

commercially available.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: Meets all current environmental laws and regulations.

DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN SOURCES / TECHNOLOGIES: Available domestically as well as from

foreign vendors.

ANALYST: John W. Holt, REA (202) 382-9084.
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FLUIDIZED-BED COMBUSTION GENERATING FACILITY

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: A conventional boiler is replaced by a fluidized bed, in which air is

passed upward through a bed of fuel. Depending on the pressure of the supplied air, FBC units are

categorized as atmospheric or pressurized.

COST PER kWh: Levelized cost of 4.9C / kWh to 10.3c / kWh.

SENSITIVITIES: Important cost factors include type of design, unit size, unit capacity factor, and fuel cost.

COMPETITIVENESS WITH OTHER GENERATION: FBC units currently are competitive, or nearly

competitive, with other options for base-load duty. FBC's competitiveness may improve over the

next few years.

TIME FRAME OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION: Atmospheric FBC is

commercially available. Pressurized FBC is just entering the commercially-available phase.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: Chemical reactions in bed facilitate sulfur removal without scrubbers.

Lower combustion temperatures retard production of nitrogen oxides. Future fuel-use efficiency

improvements could lead to significant reductions in carbon dioxide emissions per unit of electricity.

DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN SOURCES / TECHNOLOGIES: Available form both domestic and foreign

suppliers.

ANALYST: David Jacobson, Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (612) 297-4562.
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ADJUSTABLE SPEED DRIVES IN THE
U.S. PETROLEUM REFINING, PETROCHEMICAL,

AND CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

Dan J. Foley, Vice President, The Pace Consultants Inc., Houston, Texas
Anthony Chodorowski, Senior Consultant, The Pace Consultants Inc., Houston, Texas

ABSTRACT

This paper describes applications and
incentives for the use of variable frequency drivers
(VFD) in the petroleum refining, petrochemical,
and chemical industries. VFDs are a particular
type of adjustable speed driver (ASD) found
prevalently in these industries. Installations work
best where both an energy efficiency improvement
and a process control function can be
accomplished with the same installation.

Although these applications are quite
familiar to mechanical and electrical engineers,
they are still considered new technology among
chemical and process engineers. Therefore, a
significant amount of education is required to
overcome natural resistance to these new "black
box" systems.

A survey conducted of VFD equipment sup-
pliers, users, and others revealed that properly
designed installations can accomplish the
advertised energy savings while simultaneously
realizing incentives for process control, product
quality control, reduced maintenance, and others.

BACKGROUND

There are various types of adjustable speed
drives (ASDs) in the petroleum refining,
petrochemical and chemical industries. This study
will address variable frequency drivers (VFDs)
since this type of ASD is prevalent and has a high
growth potential in the industries covered in this
study. Extensive work has been done by others for
EPRI in analyzing the available technology and
technical aspects of ASD's. This report will focus
instead on the applications found in these
industries and the incentives that justified their
installation.

A survey was conducted in which the VFD
equipment suppliers, users, and interfacing parties
(such as distributed control systems (DCS), pump

and compressor suppliers) were contacted to
discuss the various VFDs' applications.

VFDs are still considered as new technology
in the Petroleum Refining, Petrochemical, and
Chemical industries. Whereas electrical and
mechanical engineers are knowledgeable in VFD
technology, chemical and process engineers are
not familiar with VFDs. This is a major problem
and will continue to be one until process
engineers are educated in the technology and are
then in a position to specify VFDs during the
initial front-end basic process design. This affects
not only grass roots designs but also process plant
retrofits and expansions. Various sources indicated
that in Europe, VFDs have progressed further in
the process industries and the European
experience might provide additional insight of the
incentives required in the United States. The
market research undertaken for this study,
however, did not address the European VFD
experience. The justification to install
VFDs—whether it be for a new application or a
retrofit—is very site dependent. In addition to the
cost of energy, variables such as the site electrical
power system configuration and quality of
electrical components (substations, transformers,
etc.) in addition to available manpower and craft
skills can be reasons for a successful or
unsuccessful application.

VFDs can be mated with either AC induction
type motors or AC synchronous type motors.
While the majority of applications favor AC
induction motors, there are instances where the
use of synchronous motors can favorably impact
the electrical system by improving the power
factor through limiting the amount of reactive
power (inrush current) required for motor startup.
The use of synchronous motors identified was
limited to large horsepower applications
(>200 Hp). The market research undertaken
focused mainly on identifying specific VFD
applications. The following section addresses
various applications and the associated incentives
and drawbacks.
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VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVERS-
INCENTIVES AND DRAWBACKS

A typical VFD application involving speed
control for a typical process flow loop is depicted
in Figure 1 (the older method with large factional
energy loss across the control valve). The newer
method using a flow meter, process computer and
VFD to replace the valve is shown in Figure 2.

VFDs are selected mainly when an energy
savings opportunity and/or an improved process
control (operability) opportunity exists. Other
driving forces include reduced maintenance and
better reliability. The main factors hindering the
use of VFD's include equipment cost, complexity
(black box syndrome), reliability and ancillary
equipment requirements. Overall VFD
applications are favorably regarded. Plants that
have previously installed VFD's are replacing
them and/or adding more units and identifying
new applications rather than replacing with
alternate options.

It is important to remember that even if the
use of a VFD is theoretically a good application,
if the system is operating with undersized
equipment it will operate at virtually full capacity,
and minimum energy savings will be realized. This
is also true of process units designed to run at full
capacity independent of feedstock composition
changes.

Whereas certain areas might seem like a
natural application, further analysis may indicate
otherwise. A good example would be the use of
VFD's in process cooling water tower
applications. A cooling system load varies with
process conditions and climatologicai conditions,
and the process requirement can be such that
precise temperature control is not considered
critical. In these cases the cooling load can be
controlled by less expensive means such as
shutting down fan motors or running two speed
motors at the lower speed. VFD equipment
suppliers will point out many cooling tower
applications; however, a process industry cooling
tower manufacturer indicated instead that out of
100 cooling tower installations over the last five
years, only 3 to 5 had involved VFDs. This
emphasizes the fact that applications are very site
dependent. All cooling towers are not necessarily
ideal VFD applications. However, they have

achieved wide-spread use in many process
industries and HVAC applications.

The VFDs encountered in the process
industries were justified for energy savings,
improved process control and/or substitution of
obsolete technology. This newer technology with
its associated benefits can replace older
technology in an application requiring speed
control. An example of the latter would be an
extruder application in a plastics plant where a
DC motor (high maintenance, less safe motor)
controlled by a variable voltage controller is
replaced with an AC motor (low maintenance,
very safe motor) controlled by a VFD. This
application can either be used in a retrofit or a
new plant design.

The non-speed control applications include
centrifugal equipment and control valves
combinations such as fans/blowers with inlet
vanes/dampers; and centrifugal pumps/
compressors with control valve replacements.
Centrifugal pump applications are more numerous
than centrifugal compressor applications mainly as
a result of the higher speeds required in
compressor applications. Reciprocating equipment
applications commonly found in the oil field are
not as common in the process industries studied.
The use of pressure reducing devices, such as
control valves and dampers, dissipates hydraulic
energy carrying out process control and is
therefore inherently inefficient. This provides a
major advantage for VFDs since hydraulic energy
is only created upon demand and therefore makes
VFDs inherently efficient. This is the main reason
that energy savings are attainable when installing
VFDs in place of centrifugal drivers and coatrol
valve combinations. The justification based on
improved process control can lead to process
efficiency and hence savings but is difficult to
quantify.

The major drawbacks have been and continue
to be, VFDs tripping as a result of power voltage
dips and spikes, as well as equipment cost.
Although VFD hardware improvements have been
made, VFD sensitivity to power voltage variance
continues to be a major complaint. Whether this
phenomenon is a result of VFD hardware
problems, installation, improper operation or lack
of experience is not clear. Regardless, process
equipment downtime can be traced to VFD trips.
Whether non-VFD equipment might have ridden
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through the voltage drop or surge is unknown.
However the new VFD technology has typically
been blamed since it is not fully understood by all
those involved with its operation. The other major
roadblock impeding VFD acceptance is the high
cost. Not only is the cost of the VFDs relatively
high (approximately $125-$200/HP versus $50/HP
for an induction motor) but the need to install
additional peripheral equipment such as separate
buildings (in the case of large horsepower drives),
additional cooling requirements, isolation
transformers, bypass or transfer mechanisms, UPS
systems, and electrical system monitoring
equipment (wave form analysis metering devices)
can add significantly to the total installed cost. As
an example, one application involving the
installation of an 8,000 HP VFD driving a
centrifugal compressor had a total cost of
approximately $1.0 million. Costs may be lower
for smaller horsepower applications from select
vendors.

Another concern is the harmonics generated
by VFDs. This is not exclusive to VFDs since
computers and uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) systems as well as the utility company
supplying power can cause harmonics (utility
companies create harmonics when switching
capacitor banks). The problem, however, is
aggravated as the number of VFDs increases and
as larger horsepower VFDs are utilized. VFD's
introduce harmonic currents as a result of
generating currents at frequencies other than 60
Hz. The end result is to create line voltage
distortion which can cause electrical relays and
controls mis-operation, capacitor failures, and
motors and transformers overheating. To
minimize the harmonic problems and the related
transient over-currents, plant electrical engineers
are studying and identifying ways to determine
(measure) plant system harmonics and protect
system components such as capacitor banks and
transformers. The electrical system design be-
comes more complex with the increasing number
of VFDs and requires additional considerations
(such as installation of harmonic filters) to
maintain the system reliability and quality. EPRI
is involved in a study with the University of New
Orleans which addresses many of these factors.

VFD INSTALLATIONS
General Applications

The VFD uses identified in the refining and
petrochemical industries are concentrated in
fan/blowers, pumps, compressors, mixers, rotary
valves and extruders applications. In many
instances, the use of an AC induction motor and a
VFD has replaced a control valve, inlet guide
vanes, damper, variable pitch fans, steam turbine
and/or a combination of these items. In addition,
the VFD/AC motor configuration can replace,
older true-speed control technology such as DC
motors with voltage control and AC motors
controlled by hydraulic or electrical couplings (i.e.,
eddy current controllers). In these cases, unless
the system reliability can be maintained or
improved and the process control is superior,
VFDs cannot be justified. Most variable speed
control in the refining and petrochemical
industries is performed by steam turbines. Steam
turbines are very reliable and can operate over a
wide range of speeds covering both centrifugal
pumps and compressors applications. If a steam
system imbalance exists, VFDs have potential
applications (although current technology favors
low speed applications). Another main area where
variable speed control can be justified is in cases
where the system load varies substantially, such as
refrigeration, heating and cooling requirements or
utility demands (cooling water, air, nitrogen). In
process units where the system hydraulic head is
less than 25% of the total system head, VFDs do
not offer the energy savings compared to a system
where frictional head is greater than 75% of the
total system head requirement. As an example, a
high pressure distillate hydrotreater flow control
application is not appropriate for VFDs. In such
a system, the frictional losses are too small a
portion of total energy loss to justify the VFD
installation. A good candidate would be a
refrigeration compressor in a large ethylene unit
required to satisfy wide swings in demand.

Specific Applications

The VFD manufacturers are divided into two
main categories: low voltage (up to 600 volts) and
medium voltage (from 600 to 4160 volts)
suppliers. The following information was obtained
primarily from surveying low and medium voltage
VFD manufacturers, users, and process
equipment suppliers caught in the middle (either
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TABLE
SMALL

Industry

Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Refinery
Petrochem

Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem

1 -ADJUSTABLE
(0-50 HP)

Type

Rotary Valves
Fans
Pumps/Fans
Fan
Fans
Pumps/Fans

Pumps
Centrifuge
Fans/Mixers

SPEED DRIVERS

Horsepower
(BHP)

2 to 10
30

20 to 50
20

7.5 to 25
7.5 to 15

40
40

20 to 50

Service

Polymer Plant Misc.
Ethylenc Plant Air Coolers
Incincrutor Plant Misc.
Cooling Tower
Refinery Air Coolers
Process Pumps/

Combustion Air Fans
Product Transfer
Product Separation
Product Blending

Incentive

Replace older ASD technology
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings

Energy Savings
Process Control
Process Control

TABLE 2
MEDIUM

Industry

Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem

Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Refinery

Pctrochem
Petrochem
Refinery

- ADJUSTABLE SPEED
(50-200 HP)

Type

Pumps
Pumps/Fans
Induced Draft Fans
Forced/Induced fans
Centrifuge
Pumps/Fans

Pumps
Fans
Fans
Pump (Pos Displ)
Pump
Centrifuge
Rotating Filter

DRIVERS

HorsepowLT
(BHP)

100
50 to 100

50
40 to 75

60
125 to 200

75 to 125
200
75

150 to 200
75
75
50

Service

Wastewater Plant
Wastewater Plant
Furnace Combustion Air
Furnace Combustion Air
Product Separation
Process Pumps/

Combustion Air Fans
Process Pumps
Cooling Tower
Cooling Tower
Product Transfer
Process Pumps
Product Separation
Wax Removal (Lube)

Incentive

Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings/Process Control
Energy Savings
Process Control
Energy Savings

Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings/Process Control
Energy Savings
Process Control
Process Control

TABLE 3 -- ADJUSTABLE SPEED
LARGE (200-1000 HP)

Industry

Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem

Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Refinery
Petrochem
Refinery
Refinery
Refinery

Pipeline
Pipeline

Type

Fan
Pumps/Fans
Gear Pumps, Mixers,
Extruders, Fans, Pumps
Masticator
Fan
Fans
Pump (Pos Displ)
Blower
Pumps
Pump
Fan

Pump
Pump

DRIVERS

Horsepower

(BHP)

200
200 to 800

700
700

300 to 400
200
600
800
800
600

800
800

Service

Boiler Combustion Air
BFW Pumps, Combustion Air
Polymer/Plastics
Manufacture
Grinding/Crushing
Boiler ID Fan
Cooling Tower & Boiler ID Fan
Product Transfer
Combustion Air Fan
Cooling Water System
Process Pump
Induced Draft Fan

Product Transfer
CO2 Transfer
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Incentive

Energy Savings
Energy Savings

Energy Savings/Process Control

Process Control
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings/Process Control
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings

Energy Savings/Process Control
Energy Savings



TABLE 4
CUSTOM

Industry

Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Refinery
Refinery
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Refinery
Petrochem
Refinery
Refinery
Petrochem
Petroche8)'<
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem
Petrochem

- ADJUSTABLE
(lOOOf HP)

Type

Compressor
Compressor
Pump
Extruders (2)
Mixers (2)
Compressor
Pump
Blower
Blower
Blower
Compressor
Compressor
Fan
Pump
Pump
Compressor
Compressor
Pump
Pump
Pump (2)
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Pump
Compressor
Pump

SPEED DRIVERS

Horsepower

(BHP)
8000
2500
1200
2000
4000
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000
2000
4000
1250
1000
3000
1000+
1000+
1500
1750
1000 each
1500
1250
1000
1500
1250
8000
1500

Service

VCM Plant C3- Refrigeration
Ethylene Recycle Compressor
Melt Pump
Polymer/Plastics Manufacture
Product Blending
Process Compressor
Coker Heater Charge Pump
Combustion Air Fan
Process Air Blower
Combustion Air Fan
Process Compressor
FCC Wet Gas Compressor
Incinerator ID Fan
Water Pump
Dccoking Jet Pump
FCC Wet Gas Compressor
Hydrogen Compression
Product Transfer
Crude Oil Pump
Product Transfer
CO2 Pipeline
Product Transfer
Product Transfer
Product Transfer
Product Transfer
Natural Gas Transmission
Product Transfer

Incentive

Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Process Control
Replace older ASD unit
Replace older ASD unit
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings
Energy Savings

receiving input from VFDs such as distributed
control systems (DCS) and machinery driven by
VFDs compressors and pumps suppliers). Tables
1 through 4 contain information obtained by
verbal inquiries and did not include any user site
visits. The applications are broken down by
horsepower size, process industry, and service.
Users' names have been omitted since certain
information might be considered confidential.

As the referred tables show, most specific
applications center around process pumps and
compressors where energy savings and process
control(whether to control load, speed or
direction of flow) offer the main incentives. In
addition, other liquids and solids processing needs,
such as product mixing/blending and transferring
(including such specific applications as gasoline
loading rack operations and polymer/plastics
hraidling) are examples of accepted VFD
applications.

From the data it can be concluded that
approximately 80% of the applications have been
justified based on energy savings.

R&D Direction

Research and development efforts should
concentrate in two main areas: reducing VFD
sensitivity to power supply swings, and the
introduction of VFDs driving high speed rotating
equipment.

Hardware improvement to reduce the VFD's
sensitivity to tripping and/or component failures is
the primary research effort that should be
emphasized by the equipment manufacturers.
Whether accomplished through improved thyristor
technology or improved system design, any
achievements made in this area will definitely
have a quick payout assuming improved
acceptance from process designers.
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The future applications in the use of "super"
synchronous (high speed motors) which are driven
by VFDs (operating at frequencies of up to 120
cycles/second) and capable of reaching speeds up
to 15,000 RPM's will allow VFDs to compete in a
market dominated by steam turbines.
Traditionally, high speed or high horsepower
centrifugal compressors arc driven by steam
turbines.

Market Share

Based on the number of applications, it is
apparent that VFDs have definitely penetrated the
petroleum refining, petrochemical and chemical
industries. While the exact allocation according to
application has not been determined (one
equipment supplier indicated that 80% of the
VFD installations in the refining and chemical
processes were for centrifugal fans and pumps
applications), the number of applications
undertaken by some of the principal players in
these industries attest to their acceptance. VFD
market share growth will depend not only on
improved knowledge/understanding (especially at

the preliminary design or basic process design
stage) but on the technology improvements
discussed above and cost reduction. While some
utilities have resorted to and others may consider
rebate programs, improved technology and lower
cost should be emphasized to make VFD's more
competitive with alternate options.

As these advances are made, VFD
manufacturers will need to make these
achievements visible to all spectrums of the
process industries. Process engineers in the
hydrocarbon industry are generally unaware of
VFD potential, let alone the basics of VFD
technology, and advertising of VFDs is virtually
non-existent in the major trade publications. It
becomes very clear that future VFD applications
are going to require extensive education and
training before being accepted in the process
industries such as DCS systems and PC's have in
the recent past. Explaining devices that improve
reliability (such as auto transfer by-passes which
ensure continuous motor operation in the event of
a voltage dip) will help VFDs overcome the "black
box" syndrome and allow them to become routine
equipment in a process plant.
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HYDROGEN AND SULFUR PRODUCTION FROM HYDROGEN SULFIDE WASTES*

John B.L. Harkness and Richard D. Doctor, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL

ABSTRACT
A new hydrogen sulfide waste-treatment process

that uses microwave plasma-chemical technology is
currently under development in the Soviet Union and
in the United States. Whereas the present waste
treatment process only recovers sulfur at best, this
novel process recovers both hydrogen and sulfur. The
plasma process involves dissociating hydrogen sulfide
in a "nonequilibrium" plasma in a microwave or
radio-frequency reactor. After the dissociation pro-
cess, sulfur is condensed and sold just as is currently
done. The remaining gases are purified and separated
into streams containing the product hydrogen, the
hydrogen sulfide to be recycled to the plasma reactor,
and the process purge containing carbon dioxide and
water. This process has particular implications for
the petroleum refining industry, in which hydrogen is
a widely used reagent and must be produced from
increasingly scarce hydrocarbon resources. The
modular nature of the new process may also offer
economic advantages over small-scale waste treatment
technologies widely used in the natural-gas industry.
Laboratory-scale experiments with pure hydrogen
sulfide indicate that conversions exceeding 90% are
possible with appropriate reactor design and that the
energy required to dissociate hydrogen sulfide is low
enough for the plasma process to be economically
competitive. In addition, the experiments show that
typical refinery acid-gas streams are compatible with
the plasma process and that all by-products can be
treated with existing technology.

BACKGROUND
In 1987, Argonne staff found the first reports in

t-ie Western technical literature of Soviet interest in
dissociating hydrogen sulfide with a microwave-
induced plasma (#1, #2). These preliminary reports
of small-scale laboratory experiments were very
similar to several theses prepared at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in the early 1960s for the
dissociation of various gases (#3, #4, #5). However,
the Soviet claims for hydrogen sulfide dissociation
suggested that it would offer a substantially belter
opportunity for industrial success since hydrogen
sulfide appeared to be a relatively easy gas to
dissociate.

H2S -> H2 + S, AH° = 0.2/eV (#1)

In particular, the energy savings opportunities
with hydrogen sulfide appeared to be substantial since
the U.S. refining industry must generate a substantial
volume of hydrogen to desuifurize crude oils. The
hydrogen sulfide produced by the desulfurization
process is a major waste treatment challenge and cost
since sulfur sales does not pay for the tota! costs of
conducting the waste treatment operation. By using
the plasma-chemical approach for the treatment of
hydrogen sulfide waste, Argonne staff projected
energy savings to the U.S. refining industry of
40-70 x 1012 Btu/year in 2010 with significant
economic benefits as well (#6).

One key feature of the plasma-chemical reaction
model proposed by the Soviets (#1) is that the feed
gases should be injected into the plasma zone
tangentially and at very high velocities. This
procedure produces a rapid separation and cooling of
the dissociation products that "freezes" the product
composition at their plasma condition, which is
characteristic of significantly higher temperatures than
would be expected from the bulk-gas temperatures.
Since the electronic temperatures of the plasma arc on
the order of 10 - 50,000 K (#3), the gas
temperatures may only be a few hundreds of degrees
centigrade. (Gas temperatures in the Argonne
experiments have been observedas low asl lS 'C,"
which caused the sulfur to solidify and plug the
plasma reactor outlet. The reactor outlet is now heat-
traced to prevent plugging.)

A research program ("Recovery of Hydrogen and
Sulfur from Hydrogen Sulfide Wastes") was
established at Argonne National Laboratory in
September 1987 by the present-day Office of
Industrial Technologies (U.S. Department of Energy,
Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable
Energy). The objective of this program has been to
experimentally determine the technical and economic
feasibility of dissociating hydrogen sulfide in a
microwave-induced plasma. The initial experiments
were designed to duplicate the early laboratory results
reported by the Soviets, and the earliest Argonne
laboratory findings have been very encouraging (#7,
#8). The energies of dissociation appeared to be in
the same range reported by the Soviets, while the
single-pass yields were generally greater than those
reported in the Soviet literature.

' Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable Energy,
Office of Industrial Technologies, under contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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From its inception, this program has been
supported by an Industrial Working Group
representing potential users and suppliers of the
microwave plasma technology. Members of this
group include Amoco Oil Company, the Electric
Power Research Institute, the Gas Research Institute,
Paton Tek, UOP, Varian, and Wavemat, Inc. The
function of the group has been to maintain an
industrial focus of the research and to facilitate the
eventual transfer of the technology to industry. This
effort also provides the Department of Energy with
immediate feedback about the level of industrial
interest in the technology.

STATUS OF THE SOVIET RESEARCH
PROGRAM (#9)

The Kurchatov Institute has expanded its efforts
substantially over the years. Scientists at Kurchatov
now operate three separate experimental facilities at
their Moscow laboratory and have at least three
installations operating at industrial sites: Orenburg,
Moscow, and L'vov in the Ukraine. Their
experimental effort is strongly supported by a
theoretical group, as well as by materials and
separations research efforts.

The Kurchatov program has advanced »o the point
of demonstrating the plasma-chemical process at a
natural gas processing facility in the Orenburg gas
fields (located in the Russian Republic near the
European/Asian border). The Orenburg gas facility
currently uses fairly standard technology to remove
acid gases from the crude natural gas-amine purifica-
tion units followed by a Claus plant Figure 1
shows a block flow sheet for the plasma-chemical
demonstration unit The 1.0-MW "semi-industrial"
plant uses a slip-stream of acid gas from the amine
purification unit. The Kurchattr • scientists described
the plasma reactor at the Orenburg demonstration unit
as being the same as the "Povod" unit iocated at
Kurchatov. These units, sketched in Figure 2, use
four 250-kW magnetrons operating at 915 MHz.
Another 250-kW unit is used for experimental work
on carbon dioxide dissociation. This stream has some
of its water removed and is filtered before it reaches
the plasma reactor, which operates at or close to
atmospheric pressure. The product stream is rapidly
quenched to recover the bulk of the sulfur by
condensation. Scientists at Kurchatov are currently
installing an "electro-filter" (which appears to be an
electrostatic precipitator) to control sulfur aerosol
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carryover and, thereby, increase sulfur recovery. This
is followed by a mechanical filter and, finally, a
hollow-fiber separation unit to recover the hydrogen
product The remaining hydrogen sulfide, water, and
carbon dioxide are currently purged, although the
hydrogen sulfide could, in theory, be separated for
recycle to the plasma reactor.

The microwave energy is generated by a single
magnetron. The output of the magnetron is split
between two rectangular waveguides that, in turn, feed
a cylindrical waveguide tangentially from opposite
sides of the waveguide preceding the plasma reactor
proper. The transition sections from the rectangular
waveguide into the cylindrical section look like giant
whistles in profile (axial view). The gas flow is
90 normal m3/h of carbon dioxide and runs at
atmospheric pressure with about 100 kW power
input. All of the Kurchatov microwave generators are
continuously variable (no chopping to obtain less
than full power levels). The gas is also fed
tangentially through the lift waveguide transition
section (a second port may also have been located on
the right section but was not noticeable) in order to
obtain the desired centrifugal flow profile as it passed
into the feed section.

The plasma reaction zone was downstream of the
second microwave port and appeared to be in an
enlarged section of pipe. However, part of the
increased diameter may also have been due to an
integral cooling jacket The primary heat exchanger
was located immediately downstream of the plasma

zone. Its shell and tube configuration defined that end
of the resonant cavity, which is designed for an H )o
resonance. A video camera, looking down the axis of
the reactor, provided a clear view of the plasma start-
up and confirmation of stable operation. The desired
condition is a plasma centered in the reactor as
illustrated in Figure 3.

Kurchatov's second laboratory system included a
10-kW, 2.45-GHa microwave plasma reactor and a
radio-frequency, inductively coupled plasma reactor.
The two reactors were connected in parallel to the
same feed system and downstream sulfur recovery and
hydrogen purification equipment These reactors were
both constructed from straight sections of quartz
tubing and achieve centrifugal flow by passing the
hydrogen sulfide feed stream through nozzles above
the plasma zone. This laboratory appears to be used
primarily for the testing and development of the
downstream equipment.

The original laboratory apparatus has been
extensively redesigned since the 1982 paper. In
particular, the microwave applicator is now a resonant
cavity using the same HJO mode as "Povod." This
apparatus is much more highly instrumented than was
originally described in that paper, and it is more
highly instrumented than either of the other two
Kurchatov laboratory plasma systems. It appears to
be primarily used for testing gas compositions and
other more fundamental aspects of their modeling
efforts. For example, one of their recent papers (#10)
showed how the energy distribution between the
vibrational and translational modes of a gas molecule
was affected by the nonequillibrium nature of the
plasma. This analysis was performed with an on-line
infrared spectrometer.

PROPOSED AMERICAN PROCESS
The process flowsheet proposed by Argonne for

the United States has several differences from the
process installed at Orenburg. The major difference is
an internal purification step to remove plasma by-
products observed in the Argonne laboratory
experiments with gas mixtures of hydrogen sulfidc,
carbon dioxide, water, and methane. (#8) A block
flow diagram is shown for this process in Figure 3.
The acid gas containing hydrogen sulfide, carbon
dioxide, water, and traces of hydrocarbons from a
sulfur removal system (such as the amine purification
system shown here) is injected into the microwave
plasma reactor to produce a product stream containing
hydrogen and sulfur, plus unconverted hydrogen
sulfide, carbon dioxide, and water. This stream also
contains low levels of some undesirable by-products,
including carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, carbonyl
sulfide, and carbon disulfide. (The Soviets also saw
these by-products in their original experiments but
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say that they have not been a problem in their larger-
scale tests.) (#9)

After treatment in the plasma reactor, the sulfur
would be condensed out of the gaseous product stream
and recovered for sale. The uncondensed gases would
then pass through a catalytic reduction step to convert
the undesired sulfur containing by-products (less than
1 % of the hydrogen sulfide dissociated) and residual
gas-phase sulfur back into hydrogen sulfide for recycle
to the plasma reactor. The carbon monoxide would
be converted back into carbon dioxide via the shift
reaction with residual water in the plasma product
stream. Although some hydrogen would be
consumed in this unit operation, the net loss to the
overall process would be very minor, since the
hydrogen sulfide produced in the reduction step would
be recycled and re-dissociated in the plasma reactor.
The final step in the process would be the separation
of the products of this reduction step into the product
hydrogen caeam, the hydrogen sulfide recycle stream,
and a purge stream containing carbon dioxide and
water plus any residual byproducts.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
The experimental apparatus was designed to

accomplish the following: (1) determine the
dissociation energy and degree of dissociation for pure
hydrogen sulfide, (2) determine the effects of typical
sour-gas compositions on the dissociation chemistry,
(3) test plasma reactor design features, and
(4) evaluate potential process enhancements. The
results from the first two objectives have already been
reported (#7, #8), while results from the latter
objectives are reported here. The apparatus in

Figure 4 has been described in detail (#8) but will be
briefly reviewed here for the features germane to the
experimental results presented in this paper.

The gas feed system uses mass-flow controllers to
meter hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, and either
methane or argon from gas cylinders. These gases are
mixed in a heat-traced feed manifold. For safety and
as an aid in igniting a plasma, argon an also be added
separately through a rotometer-controlled purge line.
The manifold and the entire feed-transfer line is heat
traced with an electrical resistance heater. The
maximum preheat temperature was 400*C (limited by
a graphite ferrule in the metal-to-quartz union at the
inlet of the quartz-tubular reactor).

The reactor was fabricated from 35-mm quartz
tubing in the Argonne Chemistry Glass Shop. The
feed gases flowed down the reactor and through a hole
drilled tangentially in an internal diaphragm. This
design yielded the high-velocity, cyclonic flows cited
by the Soviets as being instrumental in obtaining
high conversions with low energies of dissociation.
The plasma zone was located immediately below the
diaphragm, on the centerline of the waveguide fiom
the microwave generator, which is a continuously
variable 2.2-kW magnetron (2.45 GHz). The gaseous
product exiting the plasma zone was allowed to cool
to 125'C to condense some of the sulfur product and
then chilled to -10'C to trap additional sulfur.
However, some sulfur invariably reached and even
passed through a 6-in.-deep glass-wool filter. The
gases either passed through the main vacuum pump
to the final scrubbers or was compressed to the
analytical system.
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The analytical system included a binary gas
analyzer that provided a direct measure of conversion
for experiments where pure hydrogen sulfide was fed
to the plasma and where hydrogen and hydrogen
sulfide were the only gaseous species to reach the
analyzer system. When gas mixtures were used, the
binary gas analyzer was only used to determine when
an experiment had reached steady state. In these
cases, gas samples were collected and conversions
were calculated from the results of off-line mass-
spectrographic analyses of both the feed and product
gas samples.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In one set of experiments, the gas velocity

entering the plasma zone was varied in order to test
the Soviet hypothesis that a high-velocity, cyclonic
flow was required to obtain high conversions and low
energies of dissociation. This was accomplished by
varying the diameter of the hole drilled tangentially
through the reactor diaphragm from 0.8 mm to
5.1 mm in a sequence of reactors. The hydrogen

sulfide conversion was determined at flow rales of
0.75,1.25, and 1.75 (partial data set) SLPM (standard
liters per minute) as shown in Figure 5 for a power
level of 1.0 kW and a reactor pressure of 20 Torr.

The highest flow rate, 1.75 SLPM, gave the
lowest conversion, even though this flow rate would
be expected to have the highest gas velocities exiting
the orifices in the reactor diaphragm. As the flow rale
decreased to 1.25 SLPM and then to 0.75 SLPM,
the hydrogen sulfide conversion increased and was
consistently greater than 90% for the lowest flow rate
and orifices greater than 2.0 mm in diameter. Simply
calculating a Mach number on the basis of geometric
diameter suggests that the best conversions were
obtained for subsonic gas velocities. However, this
conclusion neglects the fact that a flow exiting an
orifice actually has an effective diameter smaller than
the geometric diameter — the "vena contracta." The
ratio of the vena contract area to the geometric area is
called the discharge coefficient. While these
coefficients have been determined for some nozzle
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configurations, we have not yet found a satisfactory
method for estimating it for the particular geometry
in the situation described here.

However, this does mean that the actual Macli
numbers would be higher than those calculated,
probably giving sonic velocities for orifices between
3 mm and 4 mm for the 0.75 SLPM case and
supersonic velocities for the 3.5-mm orifice for the
1.25 SLPM case. (These values more or less
coincide with the maximum conversions observed for
the two hydrogen sulfide flow rates.) This suggests
that the gas velocities for the smaller orifices were
supersonic, which is not very likely since their shape
is so far from the proper profile for supersonic flow.
More likely, the flow pattern exiting these orifices
was turbulent and was rapidly slowed to velocities
less than sonic values. Clearly, an orifice larger than
one with sonic velocity will always have a subsonic
flow. Thus, the optimal conversion appears to occur
at, or close to, the conditions which will produce
near-sonic velocities entering the plasma zone.

The advantage of maintaining a cyclonic flow
pattern with as great a gas velocity in the plasma
zone as possible can be explained two ways. First,
the centrifugal forces generated by the cyclonic pattern
would tend to remove the higher-molecular-weight
sulfur product preferentially from the plasma zone.
Second, the higher velocities at the reactor surface
would increase heat transfer and, thereby, speed sulfur
condensation. In both cases, the net effect is to
remove one of the products from the reaction zone
and, thereby, minimize the rate of back reaction —
recombining to form hydrogen sulfide. This is

supported qualitatively by the observation that, with
reactors having little or no cyclonic flow, sulfur
clouds were observed in the center of the quartz tubes,
but when better reactor designs generated and
maintained a cyclonic pattern, all the visible sulfur
condensation occurred at the reactor wall.

The inverse relationship between conversion and
the gas feed rate over the wide range of gas velocities
studied here also indicates that the residence time in
the plasma zone is an important variable for hydrogen
sulfide conversion.

Another set of experiments varied the argon
concentration in the hydrogen sulfide feed gas. These
experiments were designed to determine whether or
not a chemically inert but easily ionized gas could
either increase the hydrogen sulfide conversion or
lower the microwave power required to maintain a
given conversion. The argon concentrations ranged
from 0% to slightly over 1%, with a hydrogen sulfidc
flow rate of 1.25 SLPM. In all of the experiments,
the reactor orifice was 3.6 mm, the reactor pressure
was 20 Torr, and the microwave power was 1.0 kW.
The low-flow methane mass-flow controller was used
to regulate the argon feed rate by resetting the gas
constant on the mass-flow controller for argon. The
results are summarized in Table I.

The data show that, within the experimental error,
the argon addition was ineffective over this relatively
narrow range of concentration. If much greater
concentrations were to be used, the expense of
handling the inert gas load in the process would have
to be considered.
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Table I Effect on Argon on
Hydrogen Sulfide Conversion

Argon
Concentration

Hydrogen Sulfide
Conversion

0.0
1.2
1.3

81.0
78.5
79.1

The final set of experiments to be reported here
was designed to determine whether or not preheating
ihc gas feed would decrease the microwave power
needed to dissociate hydrogen sulfide. The feed-gas
temperature was varied from 25*C to 350*C, while
the hydrogen sulfide flow cate was decreased
proportionately in order to maintain a constant gas
velocity into the plasma zone.

Figure 6 plots the hydrogen sulfide conversion
versus the mass flow rate entering the plasma zone
for the preheat experiment and the conversions for a
control experiment. In the control experiment, the
same rangs of mass flow rates was tested but the gas
temperature was constant at 25'C. This graph shows
that preheating the hydrogen suliide feed had no
discerible effect on conversion.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

The discussions at the Kurchatov Institute and ihc
experimental results on the dissociation of hydrogen
sulfide in a microwave nonequilibrium plasma
presented here (and ir. the earlier publications) show
the following:

1. Hydrogen sulfide dissociation in a microwave-
induced pla^na is technically feasible and will
produce marketable hydrogen and sulfur.

2. Hydrogen suiilde can be dissociated at high
enough conversions and low enough energy
inputs to be economically competitive with
the current hydrogen suifidc waste-treatment
technologies.

3. Proper reactor design will yield hydrogen
sulfide conversions in excess of 90% in a
single pass.

4. The hydrogen sulfide residence time in the
plasma zone appears to be the second most
important variable for dissociation —
conversion was observed to be directly
proportional to residence time.

5. Preheating the hydrogen-sulfide feed showed
no effect over the temperature range studied
here (25-350'C).
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The immediate laboratory objective is to obtain
plasmas at atmospheric pressures with hydrogen
sulfide since the Argonne Industrial Working Group
has placed its highest priority on this goal. Once that
objective is achieved, the next step proposed for the
DOE program is to build a field experiment to test
the plasma-chemical reactor on an industrial hydrogen
sulfide waste stream at a scale large enough (probably
one-quarter to five long tons of sulfur per day) to
obtain the energy and material balance data required
for a final analysis of the commercial potential of this
technology. The Field Experiment appears to be
equivalent to the Soviet's Orenburg "semi-industrial"
facility. Assuming a favorable result from the field
experiment, the final step proposed for the develop-
ment of this technology is to build a fully-integrated
plant at a scale of 50-150 long tons of sulfur per day.
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Not a Babe in the Woods:
Using MotorMaster Software to Make Sophisticated Electric Motor Purchase Decisions

Todd Litinan, Energy Specialist, Washington State Energy Office, Olympia, Washinglon

ABSTRACT
Three-phase motors use more than half of

all electricity in the United States. Energy efficient
models are available in most motor classes in the 1
to 500 horsepower range, offering simple paybacks
under (wo years. In practice, few motor buyers have
performed an economic analysis, resulting in missed
energy and dollar savings.

MotorMc'ister software helps identify the
best motor for a specific application. Its database of
9,000 motors includes the majority of three-phase
motors sold in the United State. Performance
information such as Full-Load RPM, torque and
amperage ratings identify models that meet specific
design criteria. MotorMaster calculates operating
costs and simple paybacks.

This paper reviews the importance of
proper electric motor selection and explains how
MotorMaster software can be used to identify the
most efficient, cost effective and reliable motor for
each specific application.

INTRODUCTION
In the last few years I've made a lifetime's

worth of car buying and repair mistakes. Let me use
my misadventures to illustrate how MotorMaster
software can be used to help select more efficient
and reliable electric motors.

Five years ago, when an our old car was damaged in
an accident, I decided to replace it with another of
the same model, because they were cheap and had a
reputation for reliability. We bought the first one
advertised in the classifieds. Over the next two
years we replaced tires and the battery, .and repaired
the exhaust system, brakes, head gasket, electrical
system find fuel pump. Just when we thought
everything was fixed, the car displayed a new way
to break down.

We decided to upgrade. We shopped for
our next used car at a dealer, believing that the cars
they sell are better quality than those sold by

individuals. I had already decided which model I
wanted, because it "looked" like the right kind of car
and is popular. The dealer had one to sell and
cautioned us thai other buyers were lining up to buy
it. Although it had over 140,000 miles on the
odometer the saleswommi assured us thai "that's
nothing for ihis car." On faith, paid the asking price,
without a mechanical check or warranly. I might as
well had "SUCKER" stamped on my forehead.

The car got mediocre mileage and we had
continual mechanical problems. In addition lo
regular monthly payments we never knew when a
few hundred dollars worth of repairs would be
needed. We replaced head gaskets, repaired the
heater, replaced the exhaust, fixed brakes, repaired a
vacuum leak, and replaced the clutch.

When family friends offered io sell us a
1972 camper bus that had served them well, it
seemed like an improvement over what we had.
After a test drive (again, no mechanical check) we
decided that a camper would be fun and thai il must
be a good value coining from good friends. We
learned two things:

1) A vehicle designed for camping is not good
for anything else.

2) Just because others had good luck with a
vehicle doesn't mean that we would.

The camper got poor gas mileage, was
noisy, had limited seating capacity, was hard to start
and cold to ride in during winter, and broke down at
inopportune moments.

We sold the camper to buy a new car,
selected based on extensive research and careful
shopping. I haven't had a car worry since, and our
monthly payments are largely compensated by fuel
and repair savings. These lessons about automobiles
can be transferred to electric motors.
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MOTORMASTER SOFTWARE, DATABASE
First Lesson: Always Comparison Shop.

MotorMaster does for electric motors what
Consumer Reports or Car and Driver does for cars.
It provides comparative data in a standard format.
MotorMaster's has up to 27 performance and price
data fields on more than 9,000 different motors
(Figure 1) from 17 manufacturers, representing the
majority of three-phase motors sold in the United
Suites. The database includes NEMA Design A or B
induction motors; ranging from 1 to 600
horsepower; with speeds of 900, 1200, 1800 or 3600
RPM; and featuring Open Drip-Proof, Totally
Enclosed, and Explosion-Proof enclosures, for a
toud of 312 horsepower/speed/enclosure motor
classes. U-Frame, vertical shaft and C-Face motors
are also included in the database.

The MotorMaster database can resolve
many questions about the price and performance of
commercially available motors. Here are some
findings:

* Although there is a general relationship
between motor price and efficiency (the most
efficient motors are usually among the most
expensive), variations and exceptions justify careful
comparison shopping. For example, in the report
displayed in Figure 2, the Brook Crompton Argus
Premium Efficiency model ranks as the most
efficient, yet has a low price of $1,055, and several
of the more expensive models ($1,535 list price) are
lower in the efficiency ranking than other less
expensive models.

MotorMaster Database Fields

Manufacturer Name
Model Name
Horsepower
Speed
Enclosure
Frame Size
Voltage Rating
Features
Full-Load RPM
Service Factor
List Price
Catalog Number
Warranty (in years)

Figure 1

To use MotorMaster you simply specify a
horsepower, synchronous speed, enclosure type and
voltage rating and whether you want a special
feature, such as U-Frame, vertical shaft, or C-Face
motors. MotorMaster quickly supplies a list of
commercially available models from seventeen
manufacturers ranked by descending full-load
efficiency. In common motor classes MotorMaster
lists dozens of available models (Figure 2). The
database report also indicates NEMA efficiency
standards and the minimum efficiency required for a
rebate, if a utility rebate program has been selected
from MotorMaster's library.

Full-Load Efficiency
3/4 Load Efficiency
1/2 Load Efficiency
1/4 Load Efficiency
Full-Load Power Factor
Load Power Factor
1/2 Load Power Factor
1/4 Load Power Factor
Full-Load Torque
Break Down Torque
Locked Rotor Torque
Idle Amps
Full-Load Amps
Locked Rotor Amps

* It is important however to note that electric
motors are almost always sold at a discount from
their list price. Although this discount is likely to be
similar between manufacturers, sometimes a model
with a higher list price will actually sell for less than
a model with a lower list price. It is important to
check with your motor supplier for an actual
purchase price bid for any motor that you are
considering.

* Motors labeled "Premium Efficiency,"
"High Efficiency," or "Energy Efficient" are not
necessarily more efficient that models without such
names. It is important to review how the motor
ranks in efficiency compared with other
manufacturers' models.
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CRITERIA:

MotorMaster Database Query

: Horsepower
Speed (RPM)
Enclosure
Voltage
Features

Manufacturer Model

Brook Crom
Sterling
Baldor
Magnetek
US Motors
Toshiba
Reliance
Westinghou
GE
Teco
Reliance
BPA
Marathon
Siemens
Sterling
Magnetek
Leeson
Sterling
Magnetek
NEMA
Toshiba
US Motors
Reliance
NEMA
Del co
Westinghou
US Motors
Marathon
US Motors
GE
Day r. on
Siemens
Delco
Teco
Baldor
Brook Crom
Reliance
Magnetek
Lincoln

Argus - PE
SILVERLINE
SUPER-E
E-PLUS III
PREM. EFF. / UTE
E.Q.P.
XE TEFC
OPTIM HE TEFC
ENERGY SAVER
MAX-E1/HE
XE TEFC-XEX X-TOUG
Minimum for Rebate
BLUE CHIP XRI
PREMIUM EFFICIENCY
U SERIES/ HIGH EFF
E-PLUS
GENERAL PURPOSE
J SERIES
STD EFF
** 12-6C STANDARD
STD EFF
HOSTILE DUTY / CT
E-2000 TEFC
** 12-6B STANDARD
C.I.M./ENERGY EFF.
OPTIM SE TEFC
HIGH EFF. / UT
BLUE CHIP
HIGH EFF. / UT
STD EFF
CAST IRON HAZ. LOC
STANDARD EFFICIENC
T LINE
STD EFF
TEFC-RIGID BASE
MULTIMOUNT
TEFC
IRON HORSE
LINCOLN

20
1800
Totaliv
230 V

• — j

r
End nse»d

All Features

F.L.
Eff .

93.1
93.0
93.0
93.0
93.0
93.0
93.0
93.0
93.0
93.0
93.0
93.0
92.4
92.4
92.4
91.7
91.2
91.0
91.0
91.0
90.2
90.2
90.2
90.2
89.6
89.5
89.5
89.5
89.5
89.5
89.5
89 .0
88.6
88.5
88.5
88.0
87.5
87.5
86.5

F.
P.

87
88
85
86
84
84
84
89
82
83
84

85
88
84
88
86
85
85

86
86
81

75
91
84
85
84
84
84
88
78
90
81
92
85
85
86

L.
F.

.0

.0

.0

.5

.9

.9

.5

.5

.5

.0

.5

.0

.1

.3

.0

.7

.0

.0

.7

.6

.2

.5

.0

.9

.0

.9

.5

.5

.0

.9

.5

.0

.0

.1

.6

.6

F.L.
RPM

1760
1760
1760
1765
1770
1772
1768
1765
1765
1765
1768

1750
1760
1775
n/a
1750
1745
1750

1751
1745
1757

1755
1750
1760
1750
1765
1760
1750
1750
1750
1750
1760
1750
1753
1750
1750

Voltage
Rating

230/460
208-230/460
230/460
230/460
230/460
230/460
230/460
208-230/460
208-230/460
208-230/460
230/460
n/a

230/460
230/460
208-230/460
230/460
208-230/460
208-230/460
230/460
n/a

230/460
208-230/460
230/460
n/a

230/460
208-230/460
230/460
230/460
230/460
208-230/460
230/460
230/460
230/460
208-230/460
230/460
230/460
230/460
230/460
208-230/460

List
Price

1055
1263
1266
1268
1268
1268
1345
1368
1449
1535
1535

1458
1535
n/a

1559
936
1004
1025

SEPT. 1990
1025
1025
1233

NOV. 1989
1535
1024
1025
1025
1115
1213
1465
1025
1025
1025
1040
1025
1025
1493
718

Figure 2 Typical MotorMaster Database Report
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* The National Electrical Manufacturers
Association (NEMA) has established minimum
efficiency standards for each motor class in the 1 to
200 horsepower range which define "energy
efficient" motors. Neither the current standard,
12.6B, or the "recommended suindard for future
design," 12.6C, are extremely rigorous when

, examined in the ranking of available motors. In
many motor classes over half of all available motors
meet NEMA 12.6B, and 12.6C may be only a little
higher. In most motor classes, nearly all
manufacturers produce at least one model which
meets the NEMA 12.6C standard. Several utilities
have established significantly more rigorous
standards to define which motors qualify for a
rebate.

* The price premium for an energy efficient
motor (defined as average the motor that meets
NEMA 12.6C) is typically 20-24% over the price for
standard motors (defined as the average motor
below NEMA 12.6B) when special design (such as
U-Frame and vertical shaft) models are excluded.

* Lifecytle savings of an energy efficient
motor price premium are often attractive, with costs
for energy conserved as low as $.003/kWh for new
energy efficient motor purchases, and $.030/kWh for
retrofitting operating motors with energy efficient
counterparts.

* Although energy-efficient motors tend to
have u slightly higher operating speed (i.e. lower
slip, as indicated by Full-Load RPM ratings), there
is considerable variation in this value. In most
motor classes energy efficient motor models are
available with relatively low Full-Load RPM
ratings. This allows specifiers to select replacement
motor for centrifugal load applications (such as
pumps and fans) with operating speeds equal to or
slightly less than that of a standard efficient motor
being replaced. This practice avoids inadvertent
increases in energy consumption due to shifting the
operating point on pump or tun curve. This is
important because a 1 % increase in speed results in
a 3% increase in shaft load in pumps and fans.

* The relationship between full-load
efficiency and other performance factors, including
part-load efficiency, power factor, locked rotor
torque, break down torque, locked rotor current, and
service factor are not consistent. For example, an
energy-efficient motor may, or may not have a

greater locked rotor torque than a standard efficient
model. Thus, if a motor is being selected lor an
application thai has specific performance
requirements using MotorMaster can help identity
the model or models featuring the best combination
of performance, efficiency and price.

MOTORMASTER SOFTWARE, ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

Second lesson: What is cheapest in the
short term may be more expensive in the long run.
Just as rebuilding the engine of an inefficient old car
may not be a good investment, rewinding and
repairing old motors or buying cheap, lower quality
new motors often costs more in the long run than
buying a quality new motor.

This point is exacerbated by a major
difference between cars and electric motors. A
$10,000 car typically consumes $500 to $1,000 of
fuel annually; with motors this ratio is reversed. For
example, a 25 horsepower motor that costs $1,000
and operates continuously at 3/4 load uses $8,345
worth of electricity annually at 6 cents per kWh. In
other words, a motor represents a much larger
investment in energy than it does in equipment. For
this reason even a small improvement in motor
efficiency is usually a cost effective investment.

Whether an incremental improvement in
motor efficiency is worth the incremental increase in
price depends on such factors as iinnual hours of
operation, energy prices, the efficiency gain and the
price premium of the more efficient option. Thus,
while an energy-efficient model may be cost
effective in one situation, this might be
inappropriate if one or more variables change.

Generally speaking we have found energy-
efficient motors to be cost effective as indicated in
Figure 3. However, MotorMaster can perform a
significantly more accurate analysis.
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Electric Motor Selection Recommendation

Minimum Annual Hours of Operation
For Selection of an Energy Efficient Motor
(assuming no rebate, 20% price premium)

demand charge)

Payback 2>
Criteria —

Average Price Per kWh (including

6>

2-Year -- 5,250 3,500 2.600

3-Year 7.000 3.500 2,300 1,750

4-Year 5,250 2,600 1,750 1,300
Figure 3

Find the appropriate energy rate column
and the maximum simple payback row. Select an
energy efficient motor if its use exceeds the number
of hours indicated.

MotorMaster instantly calculates the cost of
operating motors under specific conditions. Any
two models can be compared with the simple
payback determined based on buying a more
expensive but more efficient model. MotorMaster
takes into account each model's efficiency and
purchase price, hours of use, load factor and cost of
electricity, including both energy and demand
charges. Efficiency and price data on specific
motors can be selected from the database or you can
use intelligent defaults which represent typical
motors. The results can be viewed on the screen, or
printed for further evaluation (see Figure 4).
MotorMaster can be used to identify the most cost-
effective investment for a new motor purchase, the
purchase of a new motor against repairing a failed
motor, or the replacement of an operating but low
efficiency motor.

MOTORMASTER SOFTWARE, OPTIMIZING
MOTOR SYSTEMS
Third lesson: Always choose a motor that meets the
specific application requirements.

Important factors to consider when
selecting electric motors in order to optimize
efficiency and reliability include:

* Not changing operating speed when
replacing pump or fan motors. Pumps and fans are
designed to operate ai a specific speed. Since
energy input increases with the third power of
operating speed (as defined in the Fan Laws), a 2%
increase in speed results in a 2% increase in flow but
a 6.1 % increase in energy use. Unless the pump or
fan capacity is marginal with the existing motor, be
sure to select a replacement model with a Full-load
RPM rating equal to or slightly less than that of the
motor being replaced. Since Motor Master's
database includes Full-load RPM ratings this is easy.

* Select the correct voltage. This is
especially important on a 208-volt electrical system.
AUhough "tri-voltage" motors (rated at 208-
230/460) are sold by many manufacturers, they are
less efficient and less reliable on a 208-volt system
than a motor designed specifically for 200-volts.
MotorMaster allows you to select for this or other
voltages.

* Don't oversize motors. Surveys indicate
that many motors in use are .significantly oversized
and underloaded. This results in reduced efficiency
and power factor, and higher equipment costs. Load
factors under 50% should be avoided unless
specifically required by the application. Load factor
can be calculated quickly and easily on any
operating motor by the "Slip Method" (see Figure 5)
MotorMaster allows you to compare the energy use
of an existing oversized motor against a properly
sized motor to determine whether a changeout is
justified. You can also use MotorMaster to identify
motors with startup or breakdown torque thai meet
specific application requirements.

SLIP METHOD OF DETERMINING
ELECTRIC MOTOR LOAD FACTOR

Although induction motors are often
described by their synchronous speed (either lJ0(),
1200, 1800 or 3600 RPM), they actually operate at a
lower speed when loaded. Slip is the difference
between a motor's synchronous speed and the actual
loaded speed. Motor n;une plates usually include a
Full-Load RPM rating, which should be accurate to
the nearest 5 RPM. The load factor (percentage of
full rated load) of an operating motor can be
determined by calculating the ratio of the Measured
Slip and the Full-Load Slip.
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Typical MotorMaster Analysis Report

01/02/93 Motor Comparison and Payback Analysis Report
Purchase of New Motor

Standard Model Energy-Efficient Model

Manufacturer:
Model:
Enclosure:
Voltage:
Horsepower:
Speed:

Annual hours of use:
Percentage load:
Efficiency (%):
Dealer discount (%):

Purchase price ($):
Motor rebate ($):
Energy price ($/kWh):
Demand charge ($/kW-Mo)

Reliance
TEFC
Totally Enclosed
230/460

20
1800

8760
75 %

88.2 %
25.0 %

$ 769

$ 0.0600
$ 0.00

Reliance
XE TEFC
Totally Enclosed
230/460

20
1800

8760
75 %

93.6 %
25.0 %

$ 1009
$ 0

ENERGY SAVINGS Standard Model Energy-Efficient Model

Motor premium ($):
Energy use (kWh/yr):
Energy cost ($/yr):
Demand rharge ($/yr):

Annual energy savings:
Demand savings ($/yr):

Total savings ($/yr) .-
Simple payback (yrs):

111139
$ 6668
$ 0

$ 240
104727

$ 6284
$ 0

6412 kWh
9 kW

0.62

385
0

385

Figure 4 - Typical MotorMaster Analysis Report
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Synchronous Speed - Measured (by tachometer)
Speed
Load =
Synchronous Speed - Rated Full-Load RPM (from
nameplate)

Example: A 10 horsepower, 1800 RPM
synchronous speed motor has a nameplate Full-Load
RPM rating of 1750 and a measured (by tachometer)
speed of 1780 RPM.

1800-1780
Load = =

20/50 = 40% 1800-1750

In this case, the motor only has a 40% Load
Factor, that is, the 10 horsepower rated motor is
producing 4 horsepower of output. Unless such
oversizing is required the motor should be replaced
by a smaller unit rated at 7.5 or 5 horsepower to
obtain a load factor in the 50 to 100 % range. Note:
this analysis is less accurate if the motor has been
rewound, is operating outside its rated voltage, or
has poor phase balance.

Figure 5

OBTAINING AND USING MOTORMASTER
MotorMaster can be purchased from the

Washington State Energy Office for $50 per year
($54 for Washington State Residents), which
includes two semi-annual updates. Customization
and bulk purchase options are available for utilities,
motor manufacturers and energy conservation
agencies. MotorMaster was developed by the
Washington State Energy Office, with funding from
the Bonneville Power Administration and the U.S.
Department of Energy. For ordering information
call the Washington State Energy Office at
(206)956-2215, or write MotorMaster. WSEO, P.O.
43165, Olympia, WA 98504-3165.

MotorMaster requires an IBM compatible
computer with a hard disk, DOS 3.3 or higher, and
at least 500KB of usable memory. It is normally
distributed on a single 5-1/4" high-density diskette,
but is also available on 3-1/2" high-density or a sel
of low density diskettes.

MotorMaster is easy to use with simple
menus and extensive context oriented help screens.

Even a computer novice can quickly learn to
compare models and perform economic smalysis to
properly specify motors. MotorMaster can
incorporate utility rebate program data. It
automatically identifies models which meet the
minimum efficiency requirements, and incorporates
rebate value into payback calculations.

MotorMaster can be adjusted to display
only specific motor brands, which makes it a useful
tool for vendors, who can use the software with
clients to calculate the payback of choosing their
efficient models over the standard line.

MotorMaster is a stand-alone program, but
the motor data is contained in a standard Paradox
table. This means that ail of the information is
directly available for research and analysis purposes
using a database management software that handles
Paradox tobies. Alternately, data can he translated
into other formates. This way you can easily
calculate the size or average efficiency of any group
of motors in the database.
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POWER QUALITY/HARMONIC DETECTION:

HARMONIC CONTROL IN ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
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Power Equipment Engineer
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ABSTRACT
The control of harmonics in power systems

continues to be a major concern in the
telecommunications industry. AC/DC
telecommunication conversion equipment has rarely
been thought of as playing a major role in the
harmonic interaction problem. Yet, in today's
sensitive electronics, the input conversion is likely to
generate high harmonic currents upstream into the
power source. The output side may be expected to
handle a non-sinusoidal current and is to do so
without causing voltage distortion.

This paper reviews the origin and causes of
harmonics, the bad effects of harmonics, the
acceptable harmonic distortion limits in the
telecommunication power system and the best
methods for harmonic detection and mitigation.

DEFINING THE PROBLEM
Harmonics are currents or voltages with

frequencies that are integer multiples of the
fundamental power frequency. For example if the
fundamental frequency is 60 Hz, then the second
harmonic is 120 Hz, the third is 180 Hz, ect.

Harmonics are created by non-linear loads that
draw current in abrupt pulses rather than in a smooth
sinusoidal manner. These pulse demands cause
distorted current wave shapes which in turn represent
harmonic currents flowing into other parts of the
power system.

The harmonic current drawn by non-linear loads
acts in an Ohm's law relationship with the source
impedance of the supplying transformer to produce

voltage harmonics. Source impedance includes the
supplying transformer and branch circuit components.
For example, a 10A harmonic current being drawn
from a source impedance of 0.1 Ohm will generate a
harmonic voltage of 1,0V.

Any loads sharing a transformer or a branch
circuit with a heavy harmonic load can be affected by
the voltage harmonics generated. The personal
computer can be affected by these voltage harmonics.
In severe cases, the computer may reset due to
insufficient peak voltage. The performance of the
diode/capacitor power supply is critically dependent
on the magnitude of the peak voltage. Voltage
harmonics can cause "flat topping" of the voltage
waveform lowering the peak voltage as shown in
Figure 1.

( 1 ) 3 ' HARMONIC -IN PHASE" (2) y HARMONIC -180* OUT
OF PHASE*

FUNDAMENTJ
PUK£

SINEWAVE r

i i \ / 1 1

EQUALS

!•!
IIAKMOMCAU.Y

OISTOKIT.I)
SINEWAV f.

FIG 1. HARMONIC WAVEFORM
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In the industrial environment, the induction motor
and power factor correction capacitors can also be
seriously affected by voltage harmonics. These
capacitors can form a resonant circuit with the
inductive parts of the power distribution system. If
the resonant frequency is near that of the harmonic
voltage, the resultant harmonic current can increase
substantially, overloading the capacitors and blowing
the capacitor fuses. Fortunately, the capacitor failure
detunes the circuit to eliminate the resonance.

The distortion caused by superimposing or adding
harmonics to the fundamental sinewave is determined
not only by the frequency, but also by the amplitude
and timing or phase relationship to the fundamental.
For example, it is evident from Figure 1 that if odd
numbered harmonics that are "in Phase" with the
fundamental are added, the distorted fundamental
becomes more like a "squarewave". When the
harmonics are shifted in time by 180° phase,
however, the distorted fundamental becomes more
like a series of positive and negative spikes.

When these problems are experienced, a
diagnostic study should be undertaken. The nature of
such a study differs somewhat depending upon if it is
conducted by a utility (power supplier), by a factory
(power consumer) or by an equipment supplier. In
general, however, all must answer the same basic
questions to define the cause of the problem and lend
to its solution:

• WHAT - How large are each of the
current and voltage harmonics? Do
they exceed "reasonable" limits?

• WHERE - Are these harmonics present
locally or throughout the system?

• WHEN - Are these harmonics present
all the time or only intermittently?
Wers they always present or did they
appear recently?

When power problems develop, which might be
caused by harmonics, the first step is to determine if
harmonics are present both in the voltage and current
waveforms. There are a range of instruments that
can be used to indicate harmonic distortion from a
general purpose Oscilloscope to a specially designed
Harmonic Analyzer.

A general purpose low frequency Oscilloscope
usually has a bandwidth of at least 100 Khz and is
more than enough for the highest harmonic of
interest. Another rough indicator of harmonics is the

crest factor and the comparison of peak and RMS
current meter readings. RMS readings measure the
accurate value of the waveshape, while the peak of
the wave may be very high or very low.

The most convenient instrument for this analysis
is the modern Harmonic Analyzer. It automatically
measures the amplitude and percent of each harmonic
(voltage and current) and calculates total harmonic
distortion.

The determination of whether a harmonic
distortion problem exists at all is based on an overall
evaluation of all harmonics present. Such a distortion
evaluation is the calculation of the Harmonic
Distortion Factor, which is the ratio of the sum of all
harmonics to the fundamental. When expressed as a
percentage, it is called the Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD).

LIMITING THE PROBLEM
Existing IEEE Standard 519 limits the total

harmonic distortion (THD) of bus voltage to 5 %. To
further reduce the unwanted effects caused by the
harmonic voltages and currents, the Static Power
Converter Committee of the IEEE Industry
Applications Society has proposed a major revision to
this standard. This revision sets limits on the amount
of harmonic current that the equipment is capable of
drawing from the AC line (Table 1). With these new
requirements, the equipment will cause negligible
problems. In this Table, ISC represents the
maximum short circuit current and IL represents the
maximum load current.

TABLE 1.
MAX HARMONIC CURRENT DISTORTION

ATIPOINT OF SERVICE
HARMONIC ORDER (ODD HARMONICS)

ISC/IL
<20

20-50
50-100
>100
>1000

h < l l
4.0
7.0

10.0
12.0
15.0

h<17 h<35
2.0 0.6
3.5 1.0
4.5 1.5
5.5 2.0
7.0 2.5

35<;h
0.3
0.5
0.7
1.0
1.4

THD
5.0
8.0

12.0
15.0
20.0

The dilemma posed for those applying this
equipment by these standards is that calculations
show that, in order to remain within the 5% voltage
distortion limits, the tolerable power electronics
loading on an engine generator may be reduced to
less than 25% of the generator rating. This
procedure is accommodated by the use of equipment
and techniques that make larger electronic units
appear as linear loads to the line.
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For example, emergency generators typically
have an impedance that is three or more times larger
than the high frequency impedance presented by the
utility source. Consequently, for the same harmonic
current, the harmonic voltage is three or more times
larger, presenting a much greater potential for
operating problems. Also, the generator rating may
be affected by the amount of harmonic current.

Harmonics are a steady-state phenomenon and
should not be confused with short-term phenomenon
that last less than a few cycles. Transients, electrical
disturbances, over voltage swells and under voltage
sags in the supplied voltage are not harmonics.
These short-term disturbances in voltage or current
may be mitigated by transient voltage suppressors,
line conditioners or voltage stabilizers. However,
these products do not reduce or eliminate harmonic
currents or voltages. Voltage distortion is considered
since it creates most of the problems. If THD is
greater than 5% the engineer should consider
corrective action to reduce the harmonic distortion
level below 5%. In addition, if the engineer plans to
add power factor correction capacitors to the
electrical system in order to avoid utility penalties, he
should recognize that under certain conditions,
capacitors can aggravate the level of harmonics
flowing within the plant distribution system, although
capacitors do not cause harmonics.

The 5% harmonic distortion limit has empirically
been shown to be the point at which harmonics start
to create problems in the plant distribution system.
As summarized in Table 2, the IEEE in its revision
to the 519 Standard also uses this 5% limit. Also,
the IEEE currently recommends harmonic distortion
limits for the utility, but its revision would help
explain the distortion limits for users and facility
operators. Therefore, the increased interest on the
part of engineers in understanding and correcting
harmonic distortion stems both from a concern with
respect to the effects that this distortion may have on
their plant as well as their future need for compliance
with the IEEE Standards and subsequent utility
requirements.

The costs of harmonic distortion can be dramatic.
Of greatest importance is the loss of productivity,
resulting from process shutdowns due to unexpected
failure of motors, drives, power supplies or just the
spurious tripping of breakers. To meet the IEEE
Standard 519, many utilities will impose penalties on
plants with excessive THD.

TABLE 2.
IEEE 519 STANDARDS FOR HARMONIC

DISTORTION

Current Standard Revised Standard

For Utility
Voltage THD limits Tighter Voltage THD
depending on voltage limits, plus

Limits on currents

No Standards
For Plants

THD < 5% plus
Limits on currents

CONSEQUENCES OF HIGH THD LEVELS
Just as high blood pressure can create stress and

serious problems in the human body, high levels of
harmonic distortion can create stress and resultant
problems for the utility's distribution system, the
plant's distribution system, and all of the equipment
that is serviced by that distribution system. The
result may be the engineer's worst fear-the shutting
down of important plant equipment ranging from a
single machine to an entire line or process. Table 3
summarizes the negative consequences of high THD
levels.

TABLE 3.
CONSEQUENCES OF HARMONICS

Equipment
Capacitors

Motors

Fuse and
Breakers

Transformers

Consequences
Heat rise increases power loss
and reduces capacitor life.
Over voltages and resonance
can cause dielectric failure.

Heat rise reduces motor life,
Decreases operating efficiency.

False/spurious operations,
Damaged components.

Increases iron, copper and
Stray flux losses.

Drives/ Miss-operation,
Power Supplies Failure.
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Equipment shutdown can be caused by a number
of events. As an example, the higher voltage peaks
that are created by harmonic distortion puts extra
stress on motor and wire insulation which ultimately
can result in insulation breakdown and failure. In
addition, harmonics increase RMS current resulting
in increased operating temperatures for many pieces
of equipment and greatly reduced equipment life.

SOURCES OF HARMONICS
When harmonics are generated by non-linear

loads, the load is a circuit element whose voltage is
not proportional to its current. Until recently, most
factory loads were primarily linear, with the current
waveform closely matching the sinusoidal voltage
waveform and changing in proportion to the load.
More recently, however, factory loads with major
non-linear components have increased dramatically.
Table 4 gives typical examples of linear and non-
linear devices.

TABLE 4.
EXAMPLES OF LINEAR AND

NON-LINEAR DEVICES

Primarily
Linear Devices
Some Motors
Incandescent
lighting

Heating loads

Devices with Major
Non-Linear Components
DC drives/power supplies
Variable frequency drives
Programmable controllers

Induction furnaces
Solid-state uninterrupt-
ible power supplies (UPS)
Arc furnaces and Arc
welders

Electronic power converters, such as power
supplies and solid-state controlled rectifiers, are
major sources of harmonics. Harmonic distortion in
excess of 5% is likely to occur when both of the
following conditions are present:

• The KV A or horsepower of all
nonlinear devices exceed 15-20%
of the plant transformer capacity; and

• Capacitors are installed in the plant.

If the engineer suspects that a harmonic problem
exists, he should complete the following analyses:

1. Look for symptoms or outward signs of
harmonics. Table 5 lists some of the most common
symptoms of high harmonic distortion. If one or
more of these symptoms occur with regularity, then
he should move to the next analysis.

TABLE 5.
SYMPTOMS OF HARMONIC

PROBLEMS

Tripped Circuit Breaker (no apparent fault)
Failed Capacitors
Blown Fuses (no apparent fault)
Motor Winding Failures
Overheated Transformers
Misfiring/breakdown of AC/DC Drives
Insulation Failures
Computer Failures
Telephone Interference

2. Conduct a harmonic audit of the plant's harmonic
propensity. This analysis starts with the gathering of
KV A or horsepower data on all the non-linear devices
in the plant, all capacitors and rating information on
service entrance equipment such as the service
transformers. It continues by measuring the
harmonic current percent of the fundamental which is
flowing in the facility.

3. Conduct a harmonic distortion audit if the
electrical distribution system has multiple service
entrances, distributed capacitors or other complex
systems. This audit involves installation of electronic
monitoring equipment such as BMI or Dranetz that
can measure specific harmonics at each frequency to
provide a definitive analysis of the harmonic
distortion pattern throughout the plant.

TECHNIQUES FOR REDUCING HARMONICS
There are several ways in which harmonic

distortion can be reduced that are applicable to large
power electronic loads. A list of these techniques is
as follows:

1. Active filter. An additional power electronic
converter is used to inject equal and opposite
harmonic voltages and currents. It functions as an
AC to AC filter and is technically very effective over
the design range. However, the high-frequency
switching devices must be selected to withstand line
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surges and any fault conditions to which they are
exposed.

2. Passive filter. This filter consists of one or
more series-tuned inductive/capacitor elements
connected across the AC supply bus. They provide
a low-impedance path in which the harmonic currents
can flow; thus, harmonic voltage is reduced. Passive
filters are more difficult to use with auxiliary
generators due to the effects of leading load current
on generator excitation. Also, system changes affect
the filter performance.

3. Clean power controller. These multipulse
converters do not draw significant amounts of
harmonic current. Conventional 12-pulse converters
using 12 diodes or SCRs have been used in some
difficult applications to meet the needs of existing
IEEE Standard 519. Improved methods, however,
are necessary to meet the new, more stringent
harmonic current standards. A 12-pulse arrangement
can meet the new guidelines under some conditions.
Now an 18-pulse method has been devised that meets
the harmonic current guidelines under all conditions.
Because it eliminates the harmonic currents at the
source, harmonics are no longer an issue.

The 18-pulse clean power technique is applied as
part of the power electronics equipment and requires
a special, fractionally rated transformer mounted near
the equipment. The system is extremely tolerant of
wide system variations. Thus, once installed, it is
not necessary to modify it.

CONCLUSIONS
In today's telecommunications systems with the

variety of electronic equipment, problems can arise
due to harmonic distortion, particularly voltage
distortion. Identifying the causes and measuring the
magnitudes of harmonics in various locations is the
first step in evaluating the potential for trouble.
Where it is not practical to eliminate harmonics
completely or at least reduce their amplitudes,
modifications can often be made to the system to
allow it to tolerate the harmonic distortions present.
Periodic surveys of the distribution system for
harmonics can anticipate problems, particularly after
making major changes such as the addition or
deletion of major loads.

An Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI)
study on harmonics reveals that by the year 2000 as
much as 50-60% of the total power in the United

States will be consumed by non-linear loads. If all
HVAC units were replaced by variable speed drives
and fluorescent lights were upgraded wilh electronic
ballasts, approximately 90% of these loads would
generate harmonics. Needless to say, this trend
would be of great concern to our utilities and very
costly to the plant customers.

CASE STUDY EXAMPLES

General Background
As we review the definition of the problem

previously given, the origin and the consequences of
harmonics as well as the techniques for reducing
harmonics, it is important that we put all of this
information into perspective. By looking at several
case study examples of harmonic interaction, we can
see how various types of load equipment create
interaction problems with the power apparatus and
the power sources. We will look first at a hospital,
next at a high rise building, and finally at the
interaction caused by a solid-state UPS system.
These areas are certainly typical of the locations
where telecommunication devices are installed; and in
many cases the telecommunications equipment is
either directly connected to the power bus or is
perhaps run on a solid-state UPS system.

Case #1: Engine Generator Interaction
This particular case—a hospital with a high

amount of non-linear currents being fed normally by
a large, low impedance local utility source and being
alternately fed by standby generators—is a good
example of the problem of harmonic currents being
"swallowed up" by low impedance, large capacity
systems and actually appearing to cause a greater
distortion on a smaller, higher impedance interface.

The non-linear currents flowing into the local
electric utility system are not creating any voltage
distortion in this case and are perfectly satisfactory
with the large capacity of the utility system
transformers. When the transfer switch changes the
source to the standby emergency generators, not only
does the impedance "appear" to rise by almost 2.5
times, but the relative size in KVA is reduced to only
25% of the utility source.

This combination makes the apparent per unit
impedance of the standby system appear to grow
almost 10 times the impedance that was available
when the utility source was supplying the loads.
Under such conditions, the load current is now highly
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non-sinusoidal, is creating severe voltage distortion
because of the harmonic currents flowing through the
impedance and is creating various voltage proportions
at each of the harmonic orders.

The engine generators may not be able to
synchronize with the loads, the transfer switch may
not be able to transfer hot in return to the local
utility, and of course overloading by the harmonic
voltages will now occur across the entire voltage bus.
Refer to the block diagram drawing for Case #1.

Case #2: Solid State Elevator Controls
In a high rise building the solid state elevator

controls were located on the top floor and connected
to a riser throughout the building. This riser handled
sensitive electronic controllers on the first and second
floor, which were used for energy management. The
other floors were fed by a second riser and the
energy management controllers for the third to the
eighteenth floor were the same as in use on floors
one and two.

The first and second floor equipment had
repeatedly been damaged; the examination proved
that the solid state elevator controls were the culprit.
These controls were putting out a high level of
distorted current which was flowing into the
transformer on riser 1 and creating a distortion across
the entire riser bus. Interestingly enough all of the
same sensitive controllers on riser 2 were protected
by the second transformer impedance in line and
experienced no damage at all.

When the elevator manufacturer was made aware
of the problem, he immediately responded by «r iking
a calculation of his distortion and placing mitigation
equipment in front of his control panel that would not
cause harmonic voltages and interactions with the
riser 1 transformer. Refer to the electrical one-line
for Case 2.

Case #3: UPS Interaction Failure
In this case we find a common problem that we

will experience any time that we place a sensitive
electronic load on a solid-state UPS system. In this
particular case Drawing #3 shows the non-linear
characteristic of the load waveshape and the sine-
wave output of the PWM solid-state UPS. Here we
have a power source product, the UPS, that is built
to provide the finest sinewave available. The power
supplies of the non-linear load, however are
demanding a current waveshape which is totally

irregular with regard to the sinewave supply. Not
only does the wave shape appear to turn back on
itself several times (unlike a sinewave) but it actually
crosses the zero axis more than twice per electrical
cycle, as noted on the Drawing #3. Thus, the solid-
state UPS when looking at the request for current
from the load determines that the load is other than
60Hz! When it does this it rejects the load, refuses
to synchronize with it and sends the UPS into bypass.

With an increasing amount of non-linear loads,
we must ascertain that our UPS systems that are
already in the field are able to handle that non-
linearity. We recommended that the load be verified
for its harmonic content by means of a harmonic
analysis; then the specific characterization of the
harmonic currents must Jbe passed to the UPS
manufacturer for verification of load conditions with
this type of irregularity.

Just recently arrived in the specification area are
a variety of manufacturers who are producing UPS
systems which are intended and tested for their
capability in handling non-linear loads. It would be
wise to make sure that these guidelines and
specifications are included in order that the problem
described above does not occur.
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BETTER BEARING HOUSING SEALS PREVENT COSTLY MACHINERY FAILURES

Heinz P. Bloch, P.E., Consulting Engineer, Process Machinery Consulting, Montgomery, TX

ABSTRACT
Industry sources have reported that over 90

percent of all rolling element bearings will not reach
their projected design life. Millions will fail
prematurely each year from such causes as dirt and
moisture contamination.

The overwhelming majority of these failures
could be prevented through the use of appropriately
engineered, properly selected, and suitably installed
bearing housing seals. Associated savings in labor,
materials, and energy would accrue due to extended
oil change intervals and a portion of the energy
savings component in this equation would consist of
lubricant manufacturing cost avoidance. A second,
significant portion would be associated with the use of
synthetic lubricants. It has been ascertained that
utilization of synthetic lubes would become far more
practical if oil drain intervals could be extended.

This paper rev i '<vs the shortcomings of
traditional bearing housii.0 ""'ing methods and
explains available, cost-effective aerospace-derived
state-of-art solutions which have proven to meet the
objectives of hermetically sealing bearing housings on
the widest possible spectrum of rotating machinery in
virtually every industry.

INTRODUCTION
It is a well-documented fact that the

overwhelming majority of rolling element
("antifriction") bearings used in industrial machinery
fail due to lubricant contamination originating with
dirt, dust, water or airborne vapor condensate. Major
bearing manufacturers have estimated that only 9
percent of the millions of bearings which are replaced
every year in the United Slates alone are "normal
wearout" failures.

The situation is even worse in centrifugal pumps
which, next to electric motors, are assumed to be the
most widely used machines on earth today.
Approximately one third of all pump failures involve
premature distress of rolling element bearings (1).
Contaminants such as airborne dust and water vapor,
or sand and water from cleaning operations are the
main culprits.

To ward off contaminant intrusion into bearing
housings, many machines incorporate lip seals,
labyrinth seals, non-contacting rotor-stator seals, or
contacting face seals of one type or another. But,
while any one of these different seal configurations is
certainly better than no seal al all, each has certain
features or attributes which merit closer investigation
and review before a cost-effective selection can be
•nade.

MOISTURE INTRUSION REDUCES BEARING
FATIGUE LIFE

In a paper presented in 1976 at the 31st Annual
Meeting of the American Society of Lubrication
Engineers in Philadelphia, PA, four researchers
reported on water-accelerated bearing fatigue in oil-
lubricated ball bearings (2). Their contribution cited
specifically how L. Grunberg and D. Scott (3) had
earlier investigated the acceleration of pitting failure
by water in the lubricant. This earlier research had
established that the presence of water in the lubricant
greatly accelerated die pitting failures of ball bearing
steel and gross contamination with water could easily
halve the mean life of a bearing.

The harmful effect of water on rolling contact
fatigue life in lubricating oils is staggering. Using a
base mineral oil dried over sodium, some researchers
found the fatigue life at a water content of 0.002%
was reduced 48% and, at 6.0% water, it was reduced
83%. One report gives about an 80% drop with a
moist air environment contacting dried mineral oil.
Other investigators similarly report reductions from 20
up to 73%, depending on the type of lubricant and the
amount of water contamination in the oil.

Reference (2) provides a good theoretical
explanation for the deleterious effects of water in
lubricating oil. It notes (hat although the detailed
mechanism for reduction of fatigue life by water in a
lubricant is not completely understood, it is concerned
with aqueous corrosion. There is much evidence that
the water breaks down and liberates atomic hydrogen.
This results in hydrogen embrittlement and markedly
increases the rate of cracking of the bearing material.

It is only fair to say that advantageous oil
additives will reduce the rate of progress and severity
of water-related bearing distress. However, while
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water contamination is certainly not the only cause or
premature bearing failure, it must rank very high on
the list of contributors to equipment downtime and
repair cost expenditures.

LIP SEALS CAN HAVE SHORT LIFE
A large number of machines are equipped with

elastomeric lip seals (Figure 1); centrifugal pumps

Rtlinlion teals telsin lubricants

Imf
Exclusion SMJ I prn«nt dirt Irom «n(«rlng
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Figure 1: Elastomeric Lip Seals
Source: Fluorocarbon, Columbia, SC, and

CR Industries, Elgin, IL

built to ANSI B73 standard dimensions are strongly
represented in any tabulation of lip seal users. The
elastomeric ring, or sealing lip, makes contact with the
shaft. Lip seals are generally simple to install and are,
for the most part, least expensive among the various
available sealing means. However, lip seals tend to
generate a fair amount of heat and shaft wear only
while they are tight-fitting. Typical mean lives have
been reported in the 2000-3000 operating hour
category when operating conditions were close to
ideal. In automotive applications this life corresponds
to the 5 year/50000 mile limitation of many
warranties. Unfortunately, 2000-3000 operating hours
represent only 4 or perhaps 5 months in an industrial

round-the-clock operation. Moreover, in most
centrifugal pumps lip seal failure does not always
announce itself by the outward leakage of lube oil.
Such failures do, however, permit airborne
contaminants to enter into the bearing housing via the
simple mechanism of "breathing". This infers that
during equipment operation or exposure to elevated
ambient temperatures the vapors floating above the
liquid oil sump will expand in volume and be expelled
to the atmosphere. Vapor contraction and thus
ingestion of atmospheric air will take place when the
bearing housing cools off at night or whenever the
machine is shut down. Although the resulting
contamination can drastically reduce bearing fatigue
life, no preventive maintenance is usually performed
until bearing distress manifests itself as noise, high
vibration, extreme temperature or destructive failure.

ROTATING LABYRINTH SEALS GAINING
ACCEPTANCE

Rotating labyrinth seals (Figure 2) are a distinct

Figure 2: Rotating Labyrinth Seals
Source A: John Crane, Morton Grove, IL
Source B: Durameiallic, Kalamazoo, MI

improvement over the traditional stationary labyrinth
seal (Figure 3) and, in such applications as horizontal
centrifugal pumps and electric motors, they tend to
perform much better than elastomeric lip seals.

As the name implies, rotating labyrinth or rotor-
stator seals consist of a rotor and a stator. The stator
is pressed into the rotating equipment bearing housing
utilizing the same recess used for the lip seal, flinger
or slinger. There are labyrinth grooves in the stator
which capture lubricant migrating down the shaft,
returning it to the sump. The rotor is installed by
sliding it along the shaft to mate with the stator.
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ATMOSPHERE

Figure 3: Traditional Stationary Labyrinth Seal
Source: API 610

Rotor-stator seals are available in many different
shapes and configurations. With the type illustrated in
Figure 4, contamination encounters a series of five 90°

Figure 4: Rotor-Stator Seal
Source: Inpro Companies, Inc., Rock Island, IL

turns which represents an impeded passage. The 90"
lums reduce the velocity. Contaminants that negotiate
Ihe 90° turns next enter a large chamber which allows
for expansion, further decreasing velocity. This large
chamber leads to an expulsion port at the bottom of
the suitor. Contaminants attempting to penetrate the
device when equipment is static are drained to the
expulsion port by gravity. When the shaft is turning,
centrifugal force moves the contaminants to the
expulsion port and negative vanes in the rotor cause
contaminants to be pumped out.

A few years ago, one manufacturer of rotor-stator
seals added a hollow O-ring to his seal (Figure 5). He
did this in response to user requests for a vapor-
containing bearing housing end seal. Experience had

STATIC DYNAMIC

Figure 5: Rotor-Stator seal with hollow "Shutdown
seal ring" feature
Source: Inpro Companies, Inc., Rock Island, IL

shown that the typical rotor-slator seals still permit
contaminants to enter via the clearance gap between
rotating and stationary parts. In the case of seals with
hollow O-rings, this gap may be properly closed at
standstill. More recently, this manufacturer showed
that better results are available from the same rotor-
stator seal, except with a solid O-ring accommodated
in a specially dimensioned, slightly tapered O-ring
groove (Figure 6).

STATIC

DYNAMIC

Figure 6: Rotor-Stator seal with O-ring for sealing in
static condition
Source: Inpro Companies, Inc., Rock Island, IL

However, with the shaft rotating during normal
equipment operation, temperature cycling or
"breathing" could again bring about the potentially
harmful ingestion of ever present airborne dust and
moisture contamination.

MAGNETIC AND SPRING-LOADED FACE
SEALS PROVIDE INCREASED PROTECTION

Where conventional seals use cither springs or
eiastomeric lips to apply scaling force, magnetic seals
(Figure 7) use magnetism. Each magnetic seal
consists of two elements; one of these is a magnetized
ring with an optically flat surface (hat is fixed in a
housing and sealed with a secondary O-ring. The
other element is a rotating ring, or seal case, which
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Figure 7: Magnetic Seal
Source: Magnetic Seal Corp., W Barrington, RI

couples to the shaft and is sealed with an O-ring.

When no fluid pressure exists, magnetic force
holds the two sealing surfaces tightly together. This
force minimizes friction between sealing faces while
ensuring proper alignment of surfaces through equal
distribution of pressure. Oilier magnetic seal ring
designs employ small rare earth rod magnets instead
of fully magnetized rings to provide the force of
attraction. The addition of magnets, or changing their
distance from the opposing rotating ring element, or
seal case, will allow changes in desired magnetic
attraction force.

Although similar in principle to attraction-type

magnetic face seals, the design shown in Figure 8
utilizes the repulsion force of opposing like poles, N-
N or S-S, to keep the rotating and stationary faces in
properly loaded contact.

If wear should occur at the contacting faces
during the course of long-term continuous operation,
repulsion-type magnetic seals will undergo a load
reduction whereas wear of attraction-type seals would
tend to introduce load increases and acceleration or
wear. Moreover, repulsion-type magnetic seals are
typically executed in field-adjustable geometries.
They are marketed as standard and also as cartridge
assemblies. Cool face operation must be attributed to
low contact pressure, Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Repulsion-type Magnetic Seal Cartridge in
Shipping position (L) and operating position (K).
Source: Inpro Companies, Inc., Rock Island, IL

Figure 9: Load vs. Magnet gap foi Repulsion-type
magnetic seals.
Source: Inpro Companies, Inc., Rock Island, IL

Magnetic seals are not a new invention. For years
they have served with distinction in aerospace
applications. More recen Jy, they have been quite
successfully introduced to centrifugal pumps by
process plant maintenance personnel who recognize
the merits of an essentially hermetic seal for bearing
housings. Only false economy and the reluctance to
accept an occasional need for modifying bearing
housing end caps have hampered the progress of an
otherwise advantageous product in today's cost-
conscious maintenance environment.

Narrow-width, low cost mechanical seals
represent another option to be considered. Configured
as shown in Figure 10, one such seal incorporates a
rotating excluder ring to protect the carbon faces from
outside abrasive contaminants. The seal can also be
used with slingers to deflect direct sprays in severe
applications. A deformable ridge in the seal housing
makes it possible to install the seal in the same
housing bores provided for lip seals. Lubrication
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Figure 10: Narrow-width, low cost Face-type Bearing
Housing Seal
Source: Gits Bros. Mfg. Co., Tampa, FL

conditions vary widely from one pump to another and
from motor-end to wet-end of the bearing housing.
This makes it necessary to design narrow-width
bearing housing end seals with carefully selected,
optimally mated face material combinations, and for
lubrication environments ranging from completely dry
to liquid-flooded. This seal can be used with mist
lubrication systems where a separate vent is provided.
An optimal mist lubrication system for this seal would
inject (lie mist between the bearing and the seal and
vent in the central portion of the bearing housing.

APPLICATION CRITERIA FOR FACE-TYPE
BEARING HOUSING SEALS EXAMINED

It should be noted that the major advantage of a
face-type housing seal over rotor-stator seals is the
capability of the face seal to effectively prevent air or
contaminant ingestion under running as well as stand-
still conditions. For good long-term operation and
widest possible application with easily demonstrated
high returns on investment, these seals should have a
design life of 16000 hours (2 years) at shaft speeds of
1000 fpm or higher. Allowable temperatures will be
limited by elastomer selection and maximum
temperatures encountered with premium grade
synthetic lubricants, perhaps 300° F. Since the
pressure gradient across the seal is almost always
quite low, the design would only have to
accommodate the spring or magnet-induced pressure,
almost always less than 10 psi. Material selection will
have to take into account die presence of strong acids,
alkaline solutions, seaside salt air, chemical process
fumes and so on.

Contrary to the advertising claims of some sea!
manufacturers, the user must reconcile himself to the
fact that there is no such thing as a truly "dry seal" if
moderate speed shafts are to be sealed for a reasonable

amount of time with no discernable leakage. In other
words, a spring or magnet-loaded face-type bearing
housing seal must probably operate with some
lubrication. Fortunately, this lubrication is generally
present in the typical pump bearing housing. In other
applications, the sealed media should have lubricity
greater than or equal to gasoline (this includes water).
Some spring-loaded and magnetic attraction-type
bearing housing seals may generate appreciable
amounts of heat in certain operating environments.
Care should be taken when sealing media with low
flash points or very high viscosities (i.e.: high
temperature greases). Since bearing housing seals are
designed to work with lubricating oils, any significant
deviation would warrant additional engineering
review.

A recent evaluation showed one narrow-width
spring-loaded face seal design (Figure 1G) to be
available for shafts up to 4 inch diameter which had
previously employed lip seals. The nominal shaft
diameters were allowed to vary by as much as +
0.003 inch and housing bore deviations of + 0.002
inch could be accommodated. Shaft and bore finishes
did not require the micro-finish typiciilly needed for
lip seals, although end play had to be limited to 0.005
inches. While this is certainly within the axial float
limitation of ball thrust bearings in centrifugal pumps,
i( would require for the narrow-width face seal to be
mounted on an adjustable sleeve for open-face
impeller pumps incorporating axial shaft adjustment.
A zero cost alternative would be to mount the seal
only after first making the shaft adjustment.

HERMETIC SEALS EASILY COST-JUSTIFIED
Two separate cost calculation methods have been

offered to determine the benefit-to-cost ratio of
hermetic seals. The first of these calculations makes
use of the fact that equal pump bearing life can
reasonably be achieved with either traditional bearing
housing seals and two oil changes per year, or
hermetic bearing housing seals and one oil change
every two years. Using traditional oil seals, a
petrochemical plant will) 2000 installed pumps and an
average oil sump capacity of one quart G2 fl-oz) of
premium grade turbine lubricant would thus consume
1000 gallons of lubricant per year. Hermetic bearing
housing seals would require the same plant to replace
lubricant only every 2 years. Yearly lubricant
consumption would thus be only 250 gallons.

The cost of labor and materials for a typical pump
bearing housing oil change is assumed to be valued at
S50. The cost of disposing of oil in an
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environmentally responsible manner would have to be
added lo this figure.

The second calculation approach corresponds
more closely to present practices in many process
plants which often neglect to perform periodic oil
changes. Allowing the use of worn lip or labyrinth-
type bearing housing seals without paying attention to
oil contamination has been shown to give these plants
typical bearing life expectancies of only about 2.5
years. With bearing replacements assumed to cost
$3000 per pump, plants applying hermetically sealed
bearing housings can expect bearings to last an
average of 6 years under identical operating
conditions. For the latter plant, the value of avoided
pump bearing failure events exceeds $1,000,000 each
year. Needless to say, the use of hermetic bearing
housing sealing devices is eminently justified and
should be advocated on an attrition basis. In other
words, when pumps go to the shop with bearing
failures, they should be retrofitted with hermetic
bearing housing seals.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Excluding dirt and moisture from equipment

bearing housings is probably the most cost-effective
single measure which can be taken to extend the life
of rolling element bearings in machinery (4). Since
the mean life of elastomeric lip seals is often an order
of magnitude below that of the typical rolling element
bearing found in process machinery and, especially,
centrifugal pumps, it would be very prudent to prolecl
(lie bearing by frequently replacing wear-prone lip
seals. Lip seals are inexpensive, but the cost of labor
and frequent maintenance downtime is very high.
Consequently, lip seals are often only replaced when
the pump goes into the shop. More often than not it
goes into the shop precisely because the lip seals had
not been replaced!

Correctly designed narrow-face spring-loaded
seals and lightly loaded magnetic face seals present a
highly cost effective alternative solution. Properly
selected and installed, they provide a quasi-hermetic
seal. Used in conjunction with a sealed expansion
chamber instead of a vent or breather cap, bearing
housings equipped with properly loaded narrow-width
face seals and especially repulsion-type magnetic seals
will greatly extend the run length of thousands of
pumps and oilier machinery in the refining,
petrochemical, pharmaceutical, mining, paper and
pulp, power generation, and many other industries.
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ABSTRACT
Because of its versatility, electricity

consumption continues to grow all over the
world more rapidly than any other energy
form. The portion of the united States'
primary energy supply used as electricity has
expanded from near zero at the turn of the
century to 38 percent in 1987.

Electric motors use as input about 64%
of all electricity in the U.S. and many other
countries. The cost of powering motors in
the U.S. is estimated to be roughly $90
billion a year. In terms of primary energy
input, motor energy use in the U.S. is
comparable to all auto energy use. Electric
motors are the largest users of energy in all
mineral extraction activities. In oil fields,
electric motors drive the pumping units used
for lifting the oil and water to the surface.

To find out actual efficiencies of
operating motors in the oil fields, the
University of Wyoming and the U.S.
Department of Energy - Denver Support
Office have been working for the last twelve
months on two Naval Petroleum Reserve oil
fields - one each in California and Wyoming.
So far, actual motor loading of all operating
oil fields motors has been determined by
actual field measurements. We have also
completed the analysis of economy of
operation of existing motors and evaluating

the candidate replacement motors. In this paper,
we will present these results along with the
methodologies and protocol developed for motor
energy efficiency improvement in oil field
applications.

Introduction

Because of its versatility, electricity
consumption continues to grow all over the
world more rapidly than any other energy forms.
The proportion of the United States' primary
energy supply used as electricity has expanded
from near zero at the turn of the century to 38
percent in 1987. In recent years, between 1973
and 1987, the average annual growth rate for
electric energy has been 2.4 percent compared to
the nonelectric energy growth rate of negative 0.9
percent.

Both technological progress and
productivity growth require more and more
electrification of plants and equipment. In
addition, the substantial increase in energy prices
since the early seventies forced consumers to be
aware of efficient use of energy. These factors
resulted in the increased use of electrical energy,
It is now the single largest energy source in all
three U.S. economic sectors — residential,
commercial and industrial.

Two-thirds of all electricity in the U.S. and
many other countries are used by electric motors.
In the U.S., it is estimated that only 2% of the
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motor population is larger than 5 hp, but
these motors receive 75% of the total motor
input energy and account for 85% of the
losses. Therefore, efforts towards drive
power efficiency should be aimed at large
motors. But due to the complexity of the
motor and the overall drive power system it is
part of, there is very little public awareness
on motor energy efficiency. The public at
large knows more about energy efficient
lighting, weatherization, or appliances energy
use than large motors.

Energy Use by Motors in Mineral
Industries

Electric motors are the largest users of
energy in all mineral extraction activities. In
coal mines the huge electric drag lines,
shovels, conveyor belts, etc. are all run by
electric motors. Even the huge hauling
trucks' traction is by electric motors in each
axle.

In oil fields electric motors drive the
pumping units used for lifting the oil and
water to the surface. These motors are
usually driving standard surface beam
pumping units or submersible pumps.

In a 1985 study by the University of
Wyoming, 81 % of the respondents indicated
that electricity was the major source of energy
for their oil fields. 31 % of the respondents
said that all of their energy needs are met with
electricity. This rather high use of electrical
energy in oil fields is surprising considering
the fact that these fields almost always have
surplus natural gas available.

In addition to the lifting duties, the other
uses of electricity includes water injection
pumps for those fields utilizing a water flood
project and miscellaneous lighting, building
heat, and small pumps. In most of these
fields 90% to 99% of the electric energy use
was in motors driving various pumping
devices.

Energy Consumption by Naval
Petroleum Reserves Numbers 1 and 3

The U.S. Department of Energy

operates the Naval Petroleum Reserve oil field
Number 3 located near Casper,
Wyoming. Oil was first discovered in this field
in 1922.

The production history, the 1990 production and
the inventory of completed wells are shown in
Tables 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Tables 4 and 5
show the 1991 electrical energy use and the
potential energy savings, respectively. A 10%
electric energy savings
translates into $120,000 per year for NPR-3.
Due to the age of the field oil production is
declining even with increased numbers of
production wells. However, the energy cost is
increasing significantly due to both escalation of
electncity prices and increase in the number of
producing wells.

Table 1
NflVfIL PETROLEUM RESERVE PRODUCTION HISTORY

(in million barrels)

Year of First Production
Cumulative Production
Production Since 1976
Remaining Reserves

(Using primary and
secondary production)

NPR-I

1912
96 i
662
530

Added Reserves by Steam Flooding

Table 2
NflVflL PETROLEUM RESERVES

NPR-3

1922
23
15

3.H

I I . H

1990 PRODUCTION

NPR-I NPR-3
Crude Oil (BBLS) 29,9H5,73 829,H92
Natural Gas (MCF) I25,568,H58 3,0H2,560*
Propane (Gallons) 71,060,718 812,161
Butane (Gallons) 58,718,305 2,H06,607
Natural Gas (Gals.) 6H,025,816

Total Revenue $602 Million $18.6 Million
TotalCosts $130 Million $15.1 Million
Net Cash Flow $H22 Million $ 3.5 Million
*No natural gas has been sold due to field
operational requirements.

Operating Electric Motors At NPR 3

NPR-3 uses induction motors to power
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walking beam pumps, water flood pumps,
etc. These motors are typically oversized for
their loads. In Addition, the motors are
usually chosen for the lowest purchase price
(non-recurring cost) rather than their
operating cost (recurring cost). The result is
the motors are typically not a NEMA energy
efficient design and they are being operated
below their maximum efficiency.

By properly selecting the motor for its load
and using a NEMA energy efficient design,
the energy consumption in the oil field can be
significantly reduced. Although the

Table 3
INVENTORY OF COMPLETED UELLS RT THE NRVRL

PETROLEUM RESERVE

(as of September 3 0 .

Well Status

Producer/Supply
In j e c t ion /D isposa 1
Shut-in (for remedial action

or economics}
flbandoned
Drill ing /Comp let ing

3
1990]

NPR-I

I,CHH
IH6

85H
307

_ I 8

NPR- :

H82
161

300
130

Total 2,369 l,09H

Table H
NRVfiL PETROLEUM RESERVES 1991 ELECTROL

ENERGY USE

Electr ic i ty (in mil l ion kUH)
Peak Demand (in lOOOkU)
Energy Rate
Cost (in million $)

Table 5

NPR-I
256.9

3H.5
5.78

IH.8H

NPR-3
39.5
5.10
2.9

I.IH

NflVflL PETROLEUM RESERVES POTENT IRL flNNUfiL

ENERGY SAVINGS
NPR-I NPR-3 NPR-I

SRVINGS 5% 5% 10%

NPR-3

10%
Electricity
(in million kUIH)
(in million $)
Peak Demand

(in lOOkU)
Coal
(in million pounds) 13 2

13 2 26 H

0.7M 0.06 1.5 0.12

1.73 0.26 3.H5 0.51

26 4

co2

(in mill ion pounds) 39
Reid Rain Emissions
(in mill ion pounds) 0.52

77

0.08 I.OH

12

0.16

purchase price of the energy efficient motors is
higher, the reduction in operating cost will
more than make up the difference.

A final consideration is the age and
maintenance of the motors in the field. Many
of the motors in the field are several years old.
Many are also run until they fail, rather than
repairing obvious problems. Improvements in
motor design increase efficiencies every year.
A motor that was efficient 15 years ago is now
inefficient. Additionally, a motor that is left
running despite worn cut bearings is obviously
not running efficiently.

Data Analysis For Existing Motors

The measurements made in the field were
the maximum and minimum values of power,
current and voltage to the motor. Additionally,
nameplate data, operating time and any
problems were recorded. Figure 1 shows a
group of graduate students from the Wyoming
Motor Training and Testing Center collecting
operating field data from a walking beam pump
at the NPR 3. Figure U

Figure 2 shows the motor population by
manufacturers at NPR 3. The fact that this one
facility has operating motors from so many
suppliers is an indication of the lack of attention
motors get during procurement. Figure 3
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Figure 2.
Motor Population bv Mgnuf.rturar nt tlPff
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Figure 3.
Motor ...Population bv Howpowr . t H P R
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shows the motor population by horsepower at
NPR 3.

Because the motors are not individually
metered, the billable watthours can be
determined from the average power. To
calculate the average power from the maximum
and minimum power readings for walking
beam pumps, it was noted that the power
varied sinusoidally over time. The equation for
the average value of a sinusoid is simply

"maxravg -

The cyclic nature of the power, however, is
not perfectly sinusoidal. To correct for this,
the average power is derated by multiplying by
0.8.

P _ n o "max "*" "min
avg - «-o ~

This value is then used to determine the annual
operating cost of the well by multiplying by the
annual operating time and the cost per kilowatt
hour.

The resulting annual cost for the walking
beam pumps was about one-third of the amount
found in a 1989 study. The average operating
time however was almost identical. To correct
for this difference, the annual cost has been
multiplied by 2.8.

To determine the effective motor load, the
root-mean-square (RMS) power was used.
This was to take into account the cyclic effect
on the heating of the motor.

Peff = max max -P mm
2V2~

It is this value that is used in determing the size
of the replacement motor.

To determine the power output at the motor
shaft and the efficiency, an iterative process
was used. First an efficiency look-up table
was created using the standard motor
efficiencies in Motormaster. The program then
calculates by iteration the efficiency and output
power that corresponds to the given effective
input power. The efficiencies used in the
calculations are derated by 2 percent to allow
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for motor age and motor rewinding.

Figure 4 shows the operating load of the
3 hp motors driving the walking-beam pumps
at the NPR 3 facility. About one-third of the
motors were loaded between 41%-60%. As
motor efficiencies drop off significantly at
lower operating loads, any downsizing will
contribute toward improved efficiency.
Similar analysis was made for each motor in
the field and it's measured and calculated
values were entered in a data base - a sample
page of which is given in Appendix.

Figure 4.
Motor Loading at NPR 3 : 3 HP

0-20 21—40 41-60 61 - 8 0 81 — 100 >100

Percent Load

Motormaster was used again to create a
look-up table for candidate high-efficiency
replacement motors. The replacement motor
sizes were chosen to be 1, 2, 3, 5, 7.5, 10,

15, 20 or 25 horsepower. The replacement
was chosen based on output shaft effective
power and was the smallest motor that would
be less than 80 percent loaded. The 80 percent
cutoff was chosen to operate the motor at its
maximum efficiency and to allow for possible
increases in load.

Two possible scenarios were used in
determining replacement costs and payback
periods. The first was to replace working
motors with high-efficiency motors. The
second was to replace motors that had failed.
For both cases, the annual cost for the
replacement motor was calculated by

Annual Costnew = Annual
Efficiencynew
Efficiencyoid

For the first case, the simple payback was
calculated based on the purchase price in
Motormaster (no rebates or discounts were
used). For the second case, the premium cost
(difference between cost of new high efficiency
and new standard replacement motor) was
calculated. The simple payback for this case
was based on this premium costs.

For the other motors, the data is simpler to
work with because the loads were mostly
constant. The efficiency and load is determined
from the data along with the annual cost. This
information is then used to determine if the
motor is matched to the load
and the savings that could be realized with a
load-matched high efficiency motor.

Results

The annual electrical energy cost for
walking-beam pump motors of various hp
operating at NPR 3 are shown in Figure 5.
The potential annual savings as percentage of a
particular hp size's annual energy cost are
shown in Figure 6, while these two items are
shown side by side in Figure 7.

Conclusion

The results were much as expected.
Energy costs at NPR-3 can be reduced by as
much as 15 percent for the walking beam
pumps and another 5 percent for the other
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Figure 5.
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and the associated benefit of reduced fossil
energy use and environment impact. The
instrumentation used for this analysis couldbe
simplified by designing it to give the true average
and effective power directly. This could lead to
an instrument that could be used quickly and
simply in the field by electricians. The
information would then be processed by
computer as was done in this analysis to
determine load, replacement costs, etc.

There must be an increase in industry's
awareness of the benefits of high-efficiency
motors. Recurring cost must be considered
when selecting new motors. Greater attention by
maintenance personnel to keeping motors
running at optimum efficiency (such as a periodic
maintenance program) also could help lower
power costs, finally, there is a great need for
measurement equipment that is designed to
measure small dynamic loads and is simple to
use.

1.3 * • 2 »* 3 >•» 9 h| 7.3 it* 10 n* IS * t 10 h» 11 *»

UOTM va

Figure 7>
NPR-3 ANNUAL COST AND SAVMGS

KOTO* iizt
J AHHUAL COST JT^ti ANMUAL SAVW43

motors operating in the oil fields. This is
equivalent to an annual savings of $89,480
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Variable Frequency Drives: Energy Savings
And Inpact On Motor Psrformanc*

David Petro, Product Specialist, Reliance Electric
Cleveland, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Variable frequency drives
(VFD's) have found widespread
application in recent years.
VFD's are valued for their
potential to save energy and
improve processes. Reliability
has improved significantly,
but there are still pitfalls
to be addressed in properly
applying VFD's.

The benefits and pitfalls
in applying VFD's that will be
addressed by this paper
include:

Benefits:
Energy Savings
Improved Process Control
"Soft Start" - Reduced
Mechanical Stress

Improved Electrical
System Powsr Factor

Pitfalls:
Motor Acoustic Noise
Motor Heating

This paper is intended
for plant engineers and
maintenance personnel who have
some practical experience with
electrical and mechanical
equipment, but are not VFD
experts.

ENERGY SAVINGS BENEFIT

Centrifugal fans and
pumps are used in many
industrial and facility
applications. Many fans and
pumps are operated at fixed
speeds with flow varied by
some mechanical means. If
speed could be adjusted to

100'

•0

•0 -

* 0<
0 30
SHPM
GUOX2

100

• 0

0 20 40 «0 tO 100

Gr«pn3

FIGURE 1
Affinity Law* lor Centrifugal Fan*
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obtain the desired flow rate,
then significant energy
savings could be realized.
This can be seen by reviewing
the affinity laws for
centrifugal fans and pumps,
and examining a typical
operating cycle for a
centrifugal application.

Figure 1 shows the
physical laws of centrifugal
fan applications. Volume is
directly proportional to
speed; Pressure is
proportional to the square of
the speed; and power is
proportional to the cube of
speed. Energy savings occur as
the requirement for volume is
lessened. If operation at 50%
volume is required by the
building management system, it
would require just 12.5% of
the power required at 100%
volume. Because power
requirements decrease much
faster than the reduction in
volume, the potential exists
for significant energy
reduction at reduced volume.

Centrifugal fans and
pumps are generally sized to
handle peak volume
requirements which typically
occur for short periods of
time.As a result, centrifugal
fans and pumps operate at
reduced volume the majority of
the time.

13-

12-

11

10 -

9 -

8 -

7 -

6 -

5 -

4 .

3 -

2-

1 a

10 20
•* Volume

30 40 50 «0 70 40 90

Figure 2 shows a bar
chart which represents the
typical operating cycle of a
centrifugal fan operating in a
variable air volume system.
This system operates at below
70% volume over 87% of the
time. This is the sort of duty
cycle that can provide
significant energy savings
when operating a fan or pump
on variable frequency power.

IMPROVED PROCESS CONTROL

Using VFD's to improve
process control results in
more efficient operating
systems. Most industrial
processes have a throughput
rate which is the function of
many variables. Processes such
as rubber extrusion or
continuous metal annealing,
have a throughput which
depends on the material
characteristics, the cross-
sectional area of the material
being processed, and the
temperature of one or more
heat zones. When different
products are run through such
processes, it is generally
necessary to vary temperatures
in these zones. Because of
temperatures constants this is
a relatively slow process. If
constant speed motors are
used, it is necessary to
either run without material
during the time required to
change temperature, or to
produce scrap during this
period. Both choices waste all
of the energy applied to the
heat zones until the required
temperature is reached.

With VFD's, however, the
time required to change speed
is significantly less than the
time it takes to change
temperature. The material flow
can be continuously adjusted

FIGURE 2
Typical VAV Sysltffl Profllt

100
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to match the heat zone
conditions during the period
of change. The result is a
continuous operation with no
loss of energy and no scrap
product.

"SOFT-START" - REDUCED
MECHANICAL STRE88S

Most VFD's applied today
in industry were selected
based on their ability to save
energy or improve process
performance. One of the
additional benefits provided
by VFD's, perhaps not
originally perceived by the
end user, is the ability of
the VFD to provide a "soft-
start".

An induction motor
operated by an across-the-line
motor starter starts at line
voltage. A typical NEMA B
design induction motor draws
600% of its rated full load
current from the power system
while starting at line
voltage. If properly sized for
the application, starting at
full-voltage and drawing 600%
full-load current allows the
motor to rotate the driven
equipment. Generally, the time
it takes the motor to go from
standstill to the operating
speed point is a few seconds.

During across-the-line
starts, however, there is a
high level of stress put on
the mechanical system being
driven. Examples include:

1. Belts slipping and
squealing

2. Chains jumping
3. High pressure

developing in pipes
and ducts

The mechanical stress put

on the system can be reduced
through reduced voltage
starting. VFD's inherently
offer this feature as a result
of their adjustable voltage
and frequency output to the
motor.

VFD's vary the output
voltage together with the
output frequency in a
relationship commonly referred
to as volts per hertz. A
typical volts per hertz curve
can be seen in Figure 3.

230

115

n

/

/

15 30 45
FREQUENCY (Hi)

60

FIGURE 3 PWM INVERTER CONSTANT
VOLTS PER HERTZ CURVE

The output voltage is
varied with the frequency so
that the motor's torque is
controlled as well as its
speed. At starting the voltage
is low. It increases in a
direct relationship to voltage
throughout the motor's
operating speed range in
constant torque applications.
In variable torque or
centrifugal applications the
volts/hertz relationship can
often be programmed in the VFD
to match the quadratic load
curve.

The result is a reduced
voltage or "soft-start" that
slowly ramps the motor up to
speed based on a pre-
programmed acceleration rate.
Acceleration rates can be
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varied from 5 to 360 seconds
in most VFD's. Because motor
rotation is controlled using
this starting method,
mechanical stress on the
driven equipment can be
reduced or eliminated in most
cases by extending the
acceleration time.

IMPROVED ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
POWER FACTOR

One of the primary
questions asked in the
application of VFD's concerns
their affect on the total
building power factor.

This is important because
many utility companies add a
penalty to electrical bills
for poor power factor. What is
power factor and how can VFD's
affect the overall power
factor?

A typical power factor
triangle is shown in figure 4.
A building's power
distribution systems size is
based on KVA. The useful work
performed by motors or other
electrical equipment that is
wired to the power system is
measured in kilowatts. KW is a
measure of power and can be
converted to horsepower by
multiplying KW by 0.746. The
relationship between KVA and
KW is power factor.

KW

POWER FACTOR ' COS 6

FIGURE 4 - POWER FACTOR
TRIANGLE

The inverse cosine of
the power factor will give the
angular displacement in the
power factor triangle. Power
factor can be thought of as
the measure of efficiency of a
device in converting KVA to
useful work (KW).

All induction machines
including motors and VFD's
require magnetizing power to
operate. The amount of
magnetizing power is
determined by the KW and the
power factor of the machine.
The magnetizing power is the
vertical segment of the power
factor and is labeled KVAR.

VFD's on the market today
consist of three main power
sections which are the A-C to
D-C converter, a D-C filter,
and the D-C to A-C inverter.
See Figure 5. There are two
types of A-C to D-C converters
each of which affect power
factor differently.

A-C
INPUT

A-C
TO
D-C

CONVERTER

D-C
FILTER

O-CTO
A-C

INVERTER

FIGURE 5 - VARIABLE FREQUENCY
CONTROLLER BLOCK DIAGRAM

Variable Voltage Input
(WI) and Current Source Input
(CSI) inverters both have A-C
to D-C converters which are
phase-controlled. Figure 6
shows a typical phase-
controlled converter and the
relationship between power
factor and output speed. The
thyristors in a phase-
controlled converter vary the
voltage by varying the firing
angle where the thyristor is
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turned on. This angle
increases as the voltage
requirement decreases and,
therefore, causes power factor
to decrease.

FIGURE 6 - % DISPLACEMENT
POWER FACTOR VERSUS % SPEED
FOR A PHASE-CONTROLLED
CONVERTER

Today's modern Pulse-
Width Modulated (PWM)
inverters have an A-C to D-C
converter section which
consists of six diodes. This
"diode bridge" converter
converts the three-phase A-C
line voltage to a fixed level
D-C voltage regardless of
inverter output speed.
Therefore, as Figure 7
shows,the power factor does
not decrease as the output
speed is decreased.

i
3 »-|

j; .1 ;;

DC
OUT

M O M CONVMTCH

The output voltage is
still varied with the output
frequency in a PWM inverter to
control motor speed and
torque. This is accomplished
entirely in PWM's D-C to A-C
inverter section.

VFD's are used in many
applications which were
previously fixed speed
induction motor applications.
In motors operated across-the-
line, power factor varies
proportional to motor output
torque. As the load on the
motor decreases, so does the
power factor. Figure 8 shows
this relationship for a 100
horsepower energy efficient
motor.

FIGURE 7 - % DISPLACEMENT
POWER FACTOR VS. % 8PEED FOR A
DIODE CONVERTER

.3 .4 .5 » 7 • »

TORQUE (PER UNIT)

FIGURE 8 - POWER FACTOR OF A
100HP ENERGY EFFICIENT MOTOR
VERSUS TORQUE PER UNIT OUTPUT

PWM inverters can provide
a constant power factor
regardless of output speed and
load. This improves power
factor versus motors operated
across-the-line at fixed
speed, and motors operated on
inverters with phase-
controlled converters.

Although VFD's provide
many benefits in terms of
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energy savings, there are
application considerations to
be addressed in applying VFD's
to induction motors.

The two primary concerns
addressed in this paper
include motor noise, and motor
heating.

MOTOR ACOUSTIC KOISE

In some installations,
motors operated by VFD's have
been known to increase the
level of acoustic noise
produced by the motor. Often,
this noise is objectionable to
those working adjacent to the
motor. Motor factors which
affect the level of acoustic
noise include the bearings,
cooling fan, and lamination
vibration.

Noise produced by
bearings and the cooling fan
are affected by the motor
design, but lamination
vibration is produced by the
non-sinusoidal waveform from
the VFD.

The non-sinusoidal
current and voltage waveforms
produced by the VFD are the
result of the transistor
switching frequency and
modulation in the DC to AC
inverter.

The switching frequency
(commonly referred to as the
CARRIER FREQUENCY) can be of a
fixed value or in newer
technologies a variable value.
This characteristic of carrier
frequency will determine the
audible motor noise, the
result of motor lamination
excitation, as well as how
closely the VFD approximates a
pure sine-wave. In general,
the higher the carrier

frequency the closer the
output waveform is to pure
sine-wave. These high (8-16
kilohertz carrier
frequencies), do tend to cause
higher motor heating. This
will make the VFD/motor system
less efficient overall. The
controllers which employ low
(1-3 kilohertz) fixed carrier
frequencies can cause
objectionable audible noise
levels to be emitted from the
induction motor. In noise
sensitive applications this
motor noise is a serious
drawback to VFD's with low
fixed carrier frequencies. A
varying carrier frequency over
a specific band (1-3 kilohertz
for example) can lower the
audible motor noise
appreciably in these
applications.

This method is referred
to as full-spectrum switching.
An algorithm within the VFD
regulator optimizes motor
performance by evaluating
characteristics such as motor
current, motor voltage, and
the desired output frequency.
The resulting frequency band
is still in the audible range
of the human ear, but rather
than causing a continuous,
irritating whine, a family of
tones is produced which
spread the noise across a
frequency band. The perceived
motor noise is considerably
less than what it would be
with a single carrier
frequency.

Another method of
reducing the noise produce by
motors operating centrifugal
loads, recommended by Schiff
and Branda, is to reduce the
volts per hertz (V/Hz) applied
to the motor. This method
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reduces the flux density to
minimize the lamination
vibrations during low-speed
operation. They caution,
however, that reducing the
V/Hz also reduces the
available output torque of the
motor. Thus, the motor may not
be able to accelerate the load
or provide peak-torque as
before.

Schiff and Branda state
that this method typically
reduces the acoustic noise
level of the motor by 6 dB.

Changing the V/Hz in
today's VFD's is usually a
simple parameter adjustment.
This makes reducing the V/Hz a
convenient alternative in
attempting to reduce
objectionable motor noise.

One other alternative is
to install a line reactor
between the VFD and the motor.
The line reactor smooths the
current waveform which reduces
the harmonic content of the
waveform to the motor. This
increases the installation
cost associated with the VFD
and motor system. Plus, it
simply shifts noise from one
device, the motor, to another,
the line reactor. If, however,
the line reactor can be
mounted away from the area in
which noise is a problem, then
this is a viable alternative.

MOTOR HEATING

Most commercially
available motors have been
designed to NEMA standards for
operation on utility
supplied power. The heating
characteristic of these motors
is based on power supplied at
fixed voltage and frequency.

The critical heating
characteristics that must be
examined when a motor is run
on variable voltage, variable
frequency VFD power are: 1)
Speed reduction for a fan
cooled machine 2) Full
torque, full speed increased
current draw.

1) As a fan cooled motor is
speed reduced the affinity
laws for fan curves apply to
air flow across and over the
motor frame. These laws state
a proportional relationship
between speed and volume.
Motor design characteristics
must be examined also to
determine the effects of
reduced cooling. These designs
often account for cooling
saturation over portions of
the operating speed range. As
the shaft speed is decreased,
the cooling effects from the
fan are decreased by the same
amount. If a motor is fully
loaded and the speed is
decreased by fifty percent
(50%), the motor is required
to supply full torque with
somewhat better than one half
(1/2) of the maximum cooling.
This cooling factor reduction
with decreasing speeds will
reach a point at which the
insulation temperature rating
of the motor is exceeded
causing motor reduced
insulation life or failure. A
reduced speed full-load
example for VFD power is shown
in TABLE 1 for both a 10 HP
and 50 HP Class F insulated
motor.
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HP
10
10
10
SO
50

Power
Type
PWM
PWM
PWM
PWM
PWM

Fre-
quency

(Hi)
60
30
15
60
30

Per-
cent

Speed
100
SO
25

100
SO

Per-
cent

Torque
100
100
100
100
100

Current
(Ampf)

125
14.7
14.1
6L4
70.6

Temp
Rue
(De-

grees C)
55

104
122
73

119

Remarks
Full Load & Speed

At Temp limit
Over Temp Limit

Full Load & Speed
Over Temp Limit

TABLE 1
HEATING EFFECTS DURING

SPEED REDUCTION
OF FAN COOLED MOTORS

OPERATING ON PWM-TYPE VFD's

Also note that the
current supplied to the motors
in each case greatly increased
when run at half speed on PWM
power (23% for 10 HP and 19%
for 50 HP). The results of
this test suggest that the
maximum inverter/motor full
load speed range would be 2 to
1 on the 10 HP, and less than
2 to 1 for the 50 HP. Reducing
the motor speed below this
limit would exceed the
insulation rated temperature
rise and cause premature motor
failure. Even short durations
of full load, half speed
operation can damage the motor
under these circumstances.

Centrifugal loads (pumps
and fans) do not require full
torque at reduced speeds which
greatly decreases the thermal
stress on motors in these
applications. TABLE 2 shows
temperature rise values when
the torque requirements are
decreased at several speeds.

HP
10
10
10

so
50
50
SO

Power
Type
Sine

PWM
PWM
Sine

PWM
PWM
PWM

Fre-
quency

(Hz)
60
15
6

60
30
6
6

Per-
cent

Speed
100
25
10

100

so10
10

ftr-
cent

Torque
100
87
89

100
82
70
62

Current
(Amp.)

120
120
125
59.1
56.8
5L3
45.0

Temp
Rise
(De-

ireesC)
51
79

109
62
72
94
66

Remarks
Sine Reference
Load Reduction

Over Temp limit
Sine Reference
Lewd Reduction

low Speed
Load Reduction

TABLE 2
LOAD REDUCTIONS AT
REDUCED SPEEDS

In this example the load
reduction, in operating a
centrifugal load, does not
cause the motor to exceed the
thermal limits defined by the
insulation system.

2) VFD's produce a non-
sinusoidal waveform that
approximates a pure sine-wave.
Since this waveform is not an
exact duplicate of a
sine-wave, losses will be
generated by the motor. These
losses are found in the
harmonic content of the
waveform and directly
contribute to the heat
generated by the motor. An
example of these losses is
shown in TABLE 3.

HP
10
10
50
SO

Power
Type
Sine

PWM
Sine

PWM

Fre-
quency

(Hi)
60
60
60
60

Per-
cent

Speed
100
100
100
100

Per-
cent

Torque
100
100
100
100

Current
(Amp.)

120
125
59.1
61.4

Temp
Rite
(De-

trees C)
51
55
62
73

Remarks
Sine Reference

Full Load & Speed
Sine Reference

Full Load 4 Speed

TABLE 3
MOTOR HEATING AT

FULL LOAD AND SPEED
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In both the 10 and 50 HP
motors the current at full
speed and load increased by
approximately four percent.
This increased current
resulted in an increased
temperature rise in both
motors. Heating may be
different for specific
inverters and motors. Even
configuration parameters in
the controller can alter these
results. In this example,
although thermal insulation
rating is not being
approached, there is a
significant (8% on 10 HP and
18% on 50 HP) increase in
motor heating. To account for
this it is a good design
practice to derate a 1.15
service factor motor to a 1.0
service factor when operating
on PWM inverter power.

CONCLUSION

Although there are many
benefits to applying VFD's,
there are effects on the motor
that also must be considered
to insure a successful VFD
installation.
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CONDUCTING ENERGY REVIEWS AND AUDITS OF YOUR OWN PLANT

Daniel G. Thomas, P.E, Manager - Energy Analysis and Technical Services,
Synergic Resources Corporation, Brookfield, Wisconsin

ABSTRACT
This paper is aimed at people who have a full

or part time responsibility for keeping energy costs
down. The information in this paper is based on
a combination of four years as the energy
coordinator of a fertilizer manufacturing plant and
other experiences in energy management and
energy auditing over the last 19 years. This paper
describes energy auditing from three viewpoints:
the four years I spent as an energy coordinator in
a manufacturing plant, conducting various types of
audits and energy reviews in-house; the approach
to energy auditing from the viewpoint of a
consulting engineer; and from the way the utilities
view the audits they provide for customers.

WHO CAN HELP
In particular, how can you squeeze energy

auditing into a busy schedule filled with other
responsibilities. One way is to merge this effort
into all another work. Another way is to leverage
your time by using the assistance of others. Four
sources of help are:

Company Associates
Salespeople
Utility Energy Audits
Consulting Engineers
Engineering Students

Company Associates
Find who else in your company is interested

in energy management and tell them you would
like to work together. This can include managers,
supervisors and purchasing agents, but it can also
include tradesmen such as electricians and
mechanics, and even custodians.

In an energy audit of a million square foot
post office building, the one person I found who
was the most helpful was a fellow whose job was to
go around the building with a 10' bamboo pole
topped with ostrich feathers. From morning til]
night he dusted the tens of thousands of light
bulbs in the building. Fortunately for me, he also
kept his eyes open to what was going on around

him. He could tell me when the lights were turned
on and off, when certain machinery ran and which
heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment
was not working right.

At the fertilizer plant, my strongest allies
were a sheet metal foreman and an accountant in
the finance department. The sheet metal foreman
not only had a lot of good ideas of his own, but
was a tremendous help in figuring out how to deal
with the other trade foremen.

The finance accountant was a whiz in setting
up spreadsheets to show which of the energy
conservation opportunities (ECO) were the best.
She also had a lot of political savvy and so was
very helpful in putting together proposals to go to
upper management.

Salespeople
Vendors are always sending you stuff,

knocking on the door, and calling you. If one of
them describes something that will save energy and
may be applicable to you, ask them to do a free
evaluation, including providing estimated costs and
savings. Sales people generally love to do this kind
of thing. Keep a file of the ones that come back
as profitable.

For example, you can get a free audit of your
compressed air system from compressor
manufacturers. Many lighting vendors will do free
audits of your lighting systems and bring back a
proposal for replacing lighting, including describing
available utility rebates.

Utility Energy Audits
In the United States and other countries, the

utilities often offer comprehensive energy audits at
no cost to the industrial customers. These audits
may only be of a generic nature, but are still
valuable in deciding if there is enough potential to
dedicate valuable time to energy management.

When you accept an energy audit by a utility,
keep in mind that what the utility is trying to do
with the audit may not include all of what you may
want from an audit. For example, an audit
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provided by a gas utility may not include electric
information. Similarly for electric company audits,
gas information may not be included. Even for a
combined gas and electric utility, the emphasis may
be on gas or electric, but not include both.

The emphasis on audits from electric utilities
is often energy savings or demand savings. There
may not be much information on productivity
improvement. This is not at all to say that utility
energy audits are incomplete or faulty, just that the
agenda may not be the same as yours.

When requesting a utility audit, it is important to
tell your utility representative about what you are
most interested in. It is also crucial to provide
assistance to the auditor in the form of people who
know the equipment and the plant schedules.

Consulting Engineers
If you want an audit of the special kinds of

processes in your business, your best resource may
be to bring in a consultant who specializes in your
business. While this will be more expensive than
a utility audit, the consultant will bring with them
experience that is often not available elsewhere.

Engineering Students
Engineering students hired as summer help or

coops are an excellent, inexpensive resource. They
are especially helpful for any tasks which require a
lot of calculations or observation work.

Since they are still in school, they are used to
doing calculations for hours at a time. Since all of
the work in a factory is new to them, routine or
repetitive observation work is still a new
experience for them and not yet boring.
Evaluation of projects like variable speed drives
requires a lot of observations of load over a long
period of time. I have found that engineering
students like this kind of work because they learn
so much about plant operations by watching things
work.

ENERGY REVIEWS VS. AUDITS

Energy Audits
Energy audits look at particular equipment

and systems looking for particular conservation
opportunities. Existing equipment or procedures
are compared to more efficient equipment or
procedures which are available. The depth of
analysis depends on the scope of the audit. Audits

come in two basic sizes, walk-through and
comprehensive. There are also a variety of
versions, including single measure and process
audits.

Walk-Through.
These audits take one to four hours on-site,

and generally are followed up with a short written
report. The calculations more of the "quick and
dirty" variety. In addition to looking at the
equipment in the building, the auditor will
generally also look at the historical energy use to
see if any thing looks strange.

Here's a couple examples of strange looking
energy use history that I've seen. At a 15 story
office tower, the electric energy use went up much
more in summer than expected. This is often a
sign of unusual amounts of outside air coming in.
Sure enough, the control operators on the huge
outside air intakes were stuck at full open. A
similar problem was found at a church where the
winter gas use was higher than expected. At the
church, a timeclock meant to turn on the outside
air intake fans on Sunday mornings was broken
and the fan ran all week.

Comprehensive Audits.
Comprehensive audits look at building

systems and processes in much more detail. The
analysis can include computer simulations to better
estimate the potential savings for various energy
saving opportunities. Computer simulations can
also do a good job of estimating the effects of
interactions between systems, such as how lighting
improvements also save air conditioning energy
use. The reports from a comprehensive audit may
run to dozens of pages.

Energy Reviews
Energy reviews are more open-ended. These

look at the basic purpose of a process and
compare it to ideal conditions.

For example, at the fertilizer plant, the first
assignment I gave a coop was to calculate the
energy balance for the plant cogencration system.
Natural gas was used in a gas turbine generator set
to make most of our power. The exhaust was used
in the dryers and in the waste heat recovery
boilers.

After a week of going over plant logs and
observing meter readings, he completed his
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calculations. However, after comparing the gas
going into the turbines to the electricity coming
out, plus the steam produced in the boilers and the
energy for drying the fertilizer, he came up 40%
short of accounting for the energy into the turbine.

When we went looking for the other 40%, we
found a 10' x 20' bypass on the roof, venting 40%
of the turbine exhaust gases. By interviewing the
operators, we discovered that no one kept track of
the position of the leaf dampers that dumped the
950 degree air to the atmosphere. It was opened
to limit the back pressure in the main header for
the turbine exhaust.

To make greater use of the air, we adjusted
the control dampers to each dryer and were able to
shut off the booster natural gas burners for each of
the dryers. We saved an estimated $140,000 worth
of gas the first month.

Similar studies were done of the gas-fired
boilers, air compressors and so on, always
comparing its operation to how the specs said it
should operate. As we found which s)stems were
the most and least efficient, we made repairs as
appropriate or changed the operating schedules to
take advantage of the most efficient way of doing
things.

Energy reviews look at the Energy Use
Indices of the processes. Examples of EUI's
i n c l u d e B t u ' s / p o u n d of p r o d u c t ,
kWh's/MCF(thousands of cubic feet) of
compressed air, therms/square foot/degree day for
space heating and S/unit of energy used for each
unit of product.

AVOIDING THE BIG MISTAKE
There are three basic kinds of BIG mistakes

you can make in doing an energy audit or review:

• Embarrassing or angering people
• Wasting time
• Wasting money

Any of these an mean major setbacks for an
energy managerrv nt effort. For example, at the
fertilizer plant, 1 found that one manager was
deeply offended by written memos documenting
suggestions. He preferred to operate by jaw-bone,
handshake and verbal orders. Once I discovered
his way of doing things, I got all the cooperation I
wanted.

Even good news can inadvertently cause
embarrassment. At the fertilizer plant, we won an
ASHRAE energy award for the program we put
together. The manager of engineering (my boss's
boss) seemed quite upset about it. Turned out
that even though I had asked my boss's permission
to apply for the competition, he had not asked
permission from the manager. This turned out to
be a major offense.

Another important rule is "Don't sweat the
small stuff." The time to evaluate a $100/year
lighting savings project could take as long as
evaluating a $100,000/year process improvement.
If you are just starting a dedicated energy
managemsnt program, you may want to avoid
spending time on any projects that save less than
a certain level. For a very large plant, $1,000 may
be an appropriate cut off.

For example, the evaluation of compact
fluorescent lamps to fit into a few special wall
sconces in your lobby can take a lot of time to go
over all the various sizes available. Estimating the
interactive effects on heating and air conditioning
use would also take a long time. Even if the
payback is less that six months, the total annual
savings may be less than is worth your time to
track it down.

As you start to accumulate lists of potential
projects you will need to prioritize which ones you
can afford to spend time on. Projects can be
ranked on the basis of:

• Potential savings
• Payback
• First cost
• Ease of implementation

It is also important to make sure you
correctly understand utility rates. A
misunderstanding of the terms of the rates can cost
you hundreds of thousands of dollars. I don't
know how many times I've heard someone say "My
electricity costs THAT MUCH!!"

Recently I visited a plant that did a lot of
water treatment and pumping to an elevated
reservoir. They were under the impression that
they were billed for demand based solely on the
highest peak use of the year. Since they knew that
they had their peak demand for the year in
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summer, they didn't worry about demand the rest
of the year. Their utility representative and I
showed them how they could save $140,000 a year
by scheduling their pumps to take advantage of the
reservoir stc-age, flattening day demand and
shifting some pumping to off-peak time.

If you have in-plant metering, it would be a
good idea to have its accuracy checked before you
base any big conclusions. Orifice plate metering is
especially prone to inaccuracy due to plate wear.
Electrical metering is normally good if it is
working at all and labeled properly. Make sure
you check on the labeling. At one door plant
where we tested the electric meters, we found that
the current transformer multiplier was listed as 2
when it should have been 4. This was on a very
energy intensive part of the process. When they
found that the electric cost was actually twice what
had been previously reported, they decided it was
no longer profitable and shut it down.

MY FAVORITE BLOOPERS
These are a few of the situations I have run

into in the last 19 years.

A common error in audits is to violate the
laws of physics. One example that I have seen
often shows up in the analyses of refrigerated
systems, including air conditioning. Someone may
be estimating the savings for adding insulation,
repairing ductwork and so on. They prepare in-
depth calculations on the savings in terms of
reduced heat gain through the walls or reduced
load on the refrigeration. However, they forget the
Coefficient of Performance. As a result their, their
estimates of dollar savings are off by a factor of 2
or 3.

Other factors often forgotten include:

• Load factor
• Coincident factor
• Power factor
• Efficiency

One that fortunately did not happen to me,
happened to a young, new engineer on one of his
first audits. He was up in the attic of a bank and
stepped between the joists. You guessed it! He
fell through the ceiling. Fortunately, only his pride
was hurt.

One of the most expensive mistakes I've made
was in testing the gas turbines at the fertilizer
plant. I had studied the manufacturer's fuel vs.
power curves for the turbines and decided that at
the top of the curve we were producing power for
more than it would cost us to buy it, even on-peak.

So, I set up a test (during on-peak time), to
prove my hypothesis. We dropped 2,000 KW of
generation, buying 2,000 KW more from the utility
and carefully monitored the gas consumption.
After 10 minutes it was quite evident that the gas
savings was nowhere near what was predicted by
the manufacturer's graph. The demand charge for
those 10 minutes was about $10,000. The
manufacturer later admitted that the graph was
prepared by educated guess, and was never verified
by test before.

SUMMARY
My basic advice for anyone doing energy

studies of their own plant is:

• Get help any way you can.
• Conduct both energy audits and energy

reviews.
• Watch out for BIG mistakes.
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PROCESS ENERGY AUDIT FOR LARGE INDUSTRIES

Sri Chari, Project Manager, Energy Audit and Analysis,
Synergic Resources Corporation, Brookfield, WI

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the author's approach to

energy audits of large industries. Five large
industrial segments, with energy intensive processes
have been selected as examples. Items include: 1)
the general methodology of conducting
comprehensive industrial energy audit, 2) how one
can identify energy efficiency opportunities, and 3)
illustrate a few case study examples of energy
conservation measures implemented in some of the
industries, and 4) the importance of quality
assurance/quality control in an energy audit.

I will restrict this discussion to only electrical
energy audit.

INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive audit is the type where all

energy saving measures are identified and
quantified. The customer receives a briefing on
results at the termination of the site-visit. This
allows the customer to give feedback on any
operational problems which may result from any of
the recommendations. The final report should be
hand delivered and presented to the customer, but
can be sent by mail. The following outlines a final
report.

• Table of contents
• Executive summary
• Field measurements of energy

consumptions
• Identify relationship of production

processes and operational methods
• Recommendations relating to system

changes (process improvements, etc.)
• Detailed estimates of project costs, with

supporting documents from vendors
• Comprehensive benefit/cost analysis
• Cash flow calculations for the project for

the life time of the measures
• Internal rate of return calculations
• Load impacts for the utility

Efforts for an audit such as this audit would
range from 100 to 600 professional hours

depending on the type and size of the facility. A
written report which will be personally submitted
to the customer would contain additional features
like process flow sheets, process and operational
descriptions, load shape graphs, vendor quotations,
etc.

AUDIT METHODOLOGY
SRC's approach to conduct the industrial audit
would be generally as per Figure 1.

While the basic procedure and process steps
for all levels of audits will be the same, the level of
detail will depend on the requirements of the
individual audit

Task 1 - Preparation of Check List

Upon receipt of the audit assignment, the
auditor prepares a check list of possible
opportunities of the facility to be audited. This
will reduce the on-site time of the auditor since
the auditor would have identified the focus areas
for ECM's before the site visit.

Task 2 • Site Visit
The site visit will be arranged by the auditor

in coordination with the utility and customer
personnel. Appropriate protocol will be
maintained while arranging for the site visit.

Task 3 - Data Collection
A major portion of this task would be

accomplished on-site. The degree of data
collection details would vary proportional to the
level of the audit. The following data is required
as a minimum:

Site location
Operational hours
Equipment operating conditions
Equipment details
Details of raw material, product and
through-put
Cost of raw materials, manufacture, labor
and overheads
Tariff and rate details
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Figure 1

PROCESS PLOW DIAGRAM FOR INDUSTRIAL AUDITS
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Task 4 - Obtain Billtne History
The billing history of the facility for the

immediate past 12 months would be obtained.

Task S • Determination of Load Pattern
Daily and monthly demand pattern would be

determined from the billing history details and
demand graphs.

Task 6 - Drawing of Process Flow Diagram
From the operational data obtained, a process

flow diagram for the facility would be drawn. The
diagram would contain the mass and energy
balance of each process.

Task 7 - Identification of Process End-Use
Technology

Once the process flow diagram is completed,
existing end use technologies and equipment
details for the respective processes will be
identified. If any measurements of operations are
taken during the audit, they would also be
recorded.

Task 8 • Mass and Energy Balance Calculations
Calculations of mass and energy balance will

be carried out concurrent with Task 6 - Process
Row Diagram.

Task 9 - Specific Energy Calculations
Once Tasks 3,6, and 7 are completed, specific

energy consumptions for each existing process will
be calculated.

Task 10 - Identification of Process Energy Evolved
or Needed

Dependent on whether the process is
exothermic or endothermic, energy may be
generated or needed respectively. This would be
identified during the Task 8 - Mass and Energy
Balance Calculations.

Task 11 - Identification of Process Improvements
Using the experience and expert judgment of

the auditor, process improvements would be
identified. A systems approach would be used in
identifying process improvement.

Task 12 Identification of Demand Side
Management Technologies

A derivative of Task 12 would be the
identification of DSM technologies. Once the
DSM technologies are identified, the auditor would

verify whether those technologies and equipment
are commercially viable and proven in the market.

Task 13 - Obtain Vendor Data
Respective DSM technology and equipment

vendors would be contacted to obtain technical
details on the equipment which is likely to be
recommended.

Task 14 - Obtain Quotation/Proposal
Prices for selected DSM equipment will be

obtained from respective vendors.

Task IS - Calculate Specific Energy Consumption
of Recommended DSM Equipment

This will be repeated for simulated conditions
with various options of process improvement and
applicable DSM equipment.

Task 16 - Calculations of Savings
From Task 9 and Task 15, specific energy

savings can be calculated.

From Task 11 and Task 13, productivity
savings can be calculated.

Task 17 - Estimation of Project Cost
Project cost can be estimated based on the

deliverables of Task 14.

Task 18 - Financial Analysis
Task 16 and Task 17 will enable to carry out

a detailed financial analysis including calculating
IRR, payback, and cash flow details.

Task 19 - Reports
An energy analysis report (the degree of

details of which depend on the level of the audit)
will be prepared and presented. The report will
consist of results of all the tasks.

Example Audits.
Having discussed the general audit procedure

for a comprehensive audit, the following on a few
energy intensive industries such as:

cement
chloralkalies
foundry
paper manufacturing
glass manufacturing
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The field audit activity will start at the central
control room. In any large process industry, the
central control room is the place where one can
find accurate operational details on which the flow
diagram and mass and energy balance calculations
will be based. Once the process flow diagram and
mass/energy balance are finalized, the next step
would be to look at the opportunities in individual
processes.

Before identifying opportunities from
individual processes, concentration on the common
utilities other than steam and electricity such as
compressed air, cooling water, chilled water, etc. is
performed.

Common Utilities: Compressed Air System.
Air compressor systems have presented very

good opportunities for energy conservation
measures in almost every one of the facilities in
the author's experience. Some of the common
ECM's for air compressors are:

• fixing air leaks
• substitution of blow-offs with high

pressure blower
• substitution of pneumatic tools with

electric tools
• reduced line pressure
• using heat of compression for air drying
• micro process load management of multi-

compressor system

For example, fixing a 1/4" air leak in a 100
PSI system would result in savings of 148,920 kWh
of annual energy in a facility which operates for
8760 hours per year.

In one facility, annual savings identified were
568.8 kW demand, 3,146,688 kWh per year in
consumption, and $129,713 in annual costs. The
average payback period of implementation was
within 1.5 years.

Common Utilities: Cooling Water.
Most of the large process industries would

have centralized cooling tower systems for many of
their process needs.

Even though process cooling needs are bound
to vary, from time to time the cooling tower fans
and pumps may operate at full load all the time.
If variable speed drives are installed on the fans

and pumps, substantial amount of electric energy
can be saved without affecting the process cooling
needs. A temperature differential sensor and
controller between inlet and outlet water lines can
provide the necessary feedback signal to the VSD.

Cement Manufacture.
Figure 2 illustrates the basic generic flow

diagram of Portland cement manufacture (both wet
and dry processes). Table 1 is the electricity
cons imption for various processes. Primary
consideration should be prioritized in identifying
opportunities as shown below:

Priority
1
2
3
4
5

Process
Crushing
Finish Milling
Kilns
Clinker Cooling
Mining and Blending

The following ECM's are prime
recommendations:

1. Crushing - high efficiency motors, VSD,
and Pulva jet milling

2. Finish Milling ~ high efficiency motors,
VSD, and Pulva jet milling

3. Kilns ~ VSD for fans, improving efficiency
of electrostatic precipitator, improving
dust extractor

4. Clinker Cooling - VSD for fans
5. Mixing and Blending - high efficiency

motors and VSD's

The possibility of obtaining maximum
efficiency from the kilns which are the major
energy consuming operations should be examined.
The possibility of using the waste heat from the
kilns to produce electricity should also be
reviewed.

For more information on the measure called
"Pulva jet milling" for crushing and finish milling,
refer to CADDET Result 102 for further
information on this measure. This measure is
being successfully used in Europe and Japan.

Chloralkalies Manufacture.
Caustic soda and chlorine are mainly

produced by an electrolysis process. Therefore, it
is obvious that this segment is an energy intensive
one. Figure 3 is a basic process flow diagram for
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Figure 2 Process Flow Diagram for a Portland Cement Plant
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Figure 3 Process Flow Diagram for Chlor-Alkalies Plant
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Table 1
Electric Energy Consumption for Portland Cement Making

End-Use Process

Crushing

Screening and Milling

Proportion and Blending

Screening and Milling

Slurry Mixing and Blending

Kilns

Clinker Cooling

Finish Milling

Electricity Consumption kWh/Ton

Wet Process

44.32

1.23

3.00

1.23

1.90

7.6/768

4.4

38.8

Dry Process

44.32

1.04

1.00

1.04

0

3.2/615

4.4

38.8

Table 2
Electric Energy Consumption for Composite Pulp and Paper Mill

End-Use Process

Debarking and Shredding

Chipping

Washing and Filtering

Knotters, Riflers and Screens

Bleaching

Washing and Screening

Decking

Refining

Cleaning and Screening

Forming

Pressing

Drying

Cooling Tower

Electricity Consumption
kWh/Ton

39.86

39.86

65.66

131.9

105.52

26.38

29.31

29.31

54.5

117.25

146.56

58.62

14.66
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a chloralhalide plant. Major improvements have
taken place throughout the world in the 70's and
80's in improving the efficiency of electrolysis, not
only to reduce energy consumption, but to reduce
mercury contamination levels in effluent as well.

Usage of titanium stabilized metal anodes in
place of graphite anodes, converting mercury cells
into membrane cells are some of the major
developments in this field.

These two measures alone will reduce overall
energy consumption by 15-20% in chloralhalide
plant.

Iron and Steel Foundry.
Though iron and steel foundries cannot be

classified into large process industries, 1 have
included them for discussion because of their
highly energy intensive nature (1 ton of finished
casting needs about 2000-2500 kWh of electric
energy).

There will be several opportunities of energy
conservation in any foundry even if it is modern.
Some of the opportunities arc:

• All ECM measures for air compressors
• Improving the moulding practice
• Optimum methods design
• Improving the raw material charging

practice
• Improving/changing the melting system to

solid state power pack
• Vacuum and melting
• Inert gas melting
• Improving the cutting of runners and

raisers

Pulp and Paper Industry.
Pulp and paper industry is one of the very big

users both electricity and fossil fuel. This sector
ranks number 5 in the U.S. industries, according to
energy consumption. Figure 4 is a flow diagram of
a composite pulp and paper mill. Table 2 lists
energy consumption shares of various processes in
pulp and paper. Since one can write a 500 page
energy analysis report on pulp and paper industry,
the following is only a brief discussion of the areas
for opportunities in a composite pulp and paper
mill.

End-Use Equipment

Debarker

Chipper

Fan
Vacuum System
Pulp Washers
Knotters/Riflers/Screen
Refiners
Paper Machine
Drier

ECM/Opportunities
HE motors, VSD,
bearing cooling
HE motors, VSD, knife
maintenance
Variable speed drive
HE motor
HE motors, VSD
HE motor, VSD
Improved design, VSD
HE motor, VSD
Infrared drying

Glass Manufacture.
Glass manufacturing is another energy

intensive manufacturing process. Though major
energy used in fossil fuel, some recent
developments in Europe have shown astounding
results.

A plate glass manufacturer in Europe has
replaced the gas fired and direct air cooled fore
hearths with electric resistance heated and indirect
cooled fore hearths. The result was savings in
operational costs by 84% and primary energy
savings by 88%. The payback period is just 1.5
years. For a more detailed plan refer to CADDET
result 37.

The opportunities I would look for in a glass
manufacturing unit are:

• Cullct preheating
• VSD's for cooling and lank furnace fans
• Electric resistance heating

Quality Control.
While it is very important that all the tasks of

an energy audit should be carried out with strict
quality control, the following tasks need special
emphasis, with regards to quality control.

Data Collection.
A customer's decision to invest on any ECM

project depends mostly on the economic viability
of the project. The auditor's credibility is based to
a great extent on the practicality of the audit
findings. The collection of accurate operational
data is an important aspect to identify practical
retrofits and viable projects for customers.
Therefore, it is very important for an auditor to
follow very strict quality control procedures during
the data collection phase of an audit.
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Figure 4 Process Flow Diagram for a Composite Pulp S Paper Mill
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Determination of Load Pattern.
This is another important aspect of an energy

audit in terms of both the customer's and the
utility's point of view. If an auditor identifies a
demand saving for a particular piece of equipment,
it may not necessarily reflect the same of amount
of peak demand savings, which is the only demar d
savings the utility is interested in. The coincidence
factor which will determine the peak demand
reduction has to be fixed for each process.
Therefore, it is important to have a strict quality
control procedure in determining the coincidence
factor from the load patterns.

Identification of Process Improvements and
Identification of Demand Side Management
Technologies.
An auditor has to be practical when

recommending any process improvement or DSM
technology. Quality control procedures will guide
the auditor to be as practical as possible. An
auditor will reduce his credibility if he is
theoretical or hypothetical in his recommendations.

Obtaining Vendor Data and Quotation.
This is another important aspect of an energy

audit where a strict quality control procedure has
to be adopted. This is especially so because the
customer's technical and financial decision depends
on the available DSM technology and equipment.
A vendor may have several inflated sales oriented
claims with respect to their equipment/technology.
It is the responsibility of the auditor to verify and
validate the vendor's claims before making
recommendations to customers. Adherence to
strict quality control procedures will ensure this.

As discussed earlier, all tasks of energy audits
have to be carried out with strict quality control
procedures. The above tasks need special
attention.
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ABSTRACT
While computer technology has vastly increased the
quantity and quality of measured building energy
use data, our ability to analyze the data has not kept
step. As a result, building energy use data that
could be used to identify operational and
maintenance problems, determine retrofit savings, or
point to new and innovative ways to reduce energy
costs are routinely discarded. In this paper, we
draw upon information system and data analysis
theory to introduce EModel, a new tool for the
analysis of building energy use data. EModel
simplifies the previously laborious tasks of data
browsing, reformatting and modeling through a
user-friendly, Windows-based interface. Graphical,
statistical, and residual analysis are performed with
simple mouse clicks. Currently, EModel is used by
the Texas LoanSTAR program to model pre and
post-retrofit energy use so that retrofit savings can
be determined. Its use to identify energy use models
at a large institutional building is demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION
"Data have typically been easier to gather than to
analyze." J. W. Tukey

The much heralded reduction in the cost and the
coincident increase in the power of microprocessors
and computer memory has fundamentally changed
the way building environmental systems are
controlled. Traditional pneumatic analog controls
have been replaced by direct digital controls that are
often coordinated by a single desk-top
microcomputer. At first, the analog control
algorithms were simply translated into the digital
environment. In recent years, however, new control
theories and algorithms have been developed to
more fully exploit the enormous computational
power of the digital environment.

Central to the new control algorithms is the
availability of measured energy use, flow and
environmental data. It is now common for a
building's energy management and control system
(EMCS) to regularly process and record hundreds of
channels of measured data at time intervals as short

as a second. As a consequence of this, enormous
quantities of energy use data are now available for
analysis. Shoshona Zuboff discussed this
phenomena in her seminal work, In The Age of the
Smart Machine (Zuboff 1988). She proposed that
today's smart machines have a double capacity for
information; not only do they require information
(in the form of coded instructions and input data) to
perform their designated task, but they also produce
information in the process. The production of
information by intelligent machines, which Zuboff
calls their capacity to "informate as well as
automate" (Zuboff 1988, pg. 10), was largely
unanticipated by the original designers. In many
cases, however, the information produced by the
machine is as valuable as the task that the machine
was designed to accomplish. For example, bar-code
readers were originally designed to speed the retail
check-out process, however, the ability of these
machines to log which items were purchased also
revolutionized the inventory process.

Today's EMCSs focus on the primary task of
controlling a building's environmental systems.
Their ability to make further use of the abundant and
rich data that they collect, however, is under-
developed. This data could inform several
important functions such as identifying operational
and maintenance problems (Haberl and Vajda 1988,
Kissock et al. 1992 ), documenting savings (Kissock
et al. 1992), and identifying new ways to reduce
energy costs and improve the productive
environment within a building (Reddy et al. 1993).
In order to perform these tasks, however, the data
must be upgraded to productive knowledge and this
knowledge must be made accessible to the building
operators and energy managers who can effect the
desired changes.

While computer technology has vastly increased
the quantity and quality of measured data, our
ability to analyze (upgrade) the data has not kept
step. Many of the traditional techniques of data
analysis, the process of extracting useful information
and knowledge from data, are simply too slow,
cumbersome and technical to deliver meaningful and
timely results to the building energy community.
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Figure 1. EModel work screen after a data set (WINSAVE.DAT) has been loaded and defined. This screen
remains visible during the entire work session.

For example, statistical programs powerful enough
to consider the complex interactions inherent in the
building environment often require a sophisticated
knowledge of statistics and the program's unique
operating language. Spread sheets, which once
revolutionized the graphing process, are still too
slow and cumbersome to provide useful browsing
tools since each graph must be individually and
painstakingly defined. Because of this, the energy
use data collected by EMCSs are in most cases
simply discarded and any information contained in
the data is lost. Thus, a whole new generation of
data analysis tools are desperately needed to unlock
the information hidden in the vast amount of energy
use data now available.

EModel (Kissock 1993) is one such tool
developed explicitly for the analysis of building
energy use and informed by the fields of data
analysis and information systems. In this paper, we
introduce EModel within these frameworks,
frequently referencing the work of John Tukey.
Tukey, who has been called the father of modern
data analysis, pioneered the organizing principles of
data analysis. We listened closely to his advice
when designing EModel. Before we begin,
however, two caveats are in order. First, EModel is
just one of many tools that need to be developed to
make full use of the available building data.

Second, EModel is in no way in its final form.
Several transformations of this software are
expected. With that said, let's plunge in!

THE EMODEL ENVIRONMENT
"In particular, we must have flexibility, not only
of the choice of a model for summarization, but
also in the selection of the data to be employed...
as well as in choosing the fitting procedure."
J. W, Tukey

EModel is designed to speed and simplify the
data analysis process for the building energy
community. We chose the Windows (Microsoft
1992) environment because of its widespread use
within this community and it's user-friendly, point
and click interface. The EModel work screen is
displayed in Figure 1. An ASCII (standard text
format) data file can be loaded into EModel by
selecting File, Open from the menu. Once a data file
has been loaded, the user can accept default names
for each channel of data, specify new names, or
specify previously defined names by loading a file
containing these names into the program. With
these two simple steps, the data are now loaded,
defined and ready for analysis!

The upper window in Figure 1, which contains
the message "WINSAVE.DAT ....", is called the
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value window. EModel displays all numeric
information such as the name and size of the data
file and model parameters in this window. Just
below it is the graph window inside which all graphs
are displayed. The Y Variable and X Variable text-
boxes to the upper right list the variable names
specified by the user. To select a variable for
analysis, click on it in these text-boxes. Time series
and relational (XY) graphs are displayed by simply
clicking on the preferred graph button at the right of
the screen. The five types of statistical models
provided by EModel are displayed along the bottom
of the screen. Clicking on one of these model
buttons commands EModel to draw the model line
in the graph window and display the model
parameters and measures of goodness-of-fit in the
value window. The menu bar at the top of the
screen contains options for modifying the data and
the displays. Numeric and graphic output is sent to
the printer by selecting File, Print from the menu.

These features, we believe, provide a unique
degree of flexibility, ease of use, and modeling
power to the analyst. Their use is demonstrated
below.

GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
"Exposure, the effective laying open of data to
display the unanticipated is to us a major portion
of data analysis. Formal statistics has given
almost no guidance to exposure; indeed, it is not
clear how the informality and flexibility
appropriate to the exploratory character of
exposure can be fitted into any of the structures
of formal statistics so far proposed."
J. W. Tukey

Data analysis begins, Tukey thought, with
"flexibility in viewpoint and facilities" and graphical
analysis "which dominates any use of numbers"
(Tukey 1988, pgs. 8 and xxxvii). Flexible graphical
analysis is essential in the early stages of data
analysis where new tendencies and relationships
among data are explored. This exploratory process,
called data browsing, is facilitated in EModel by
point and click access to all of the variables in the
data base and automated display of both time series
and relational (XY) graphs. Graphic displays are
produced by simply clicking on the variables to be
displayed and then clicking on the appropriate graph
button. Differences in the values of parameters on
weekdays and weekends can be examined by first
activating the WDWE button near the bottom of
Figure 1. Once activated, all weekday data points

and models are colored blue and all weekend data
points and models are colored red.

Figure 2 demonstrates a weekday/weekend,
time-series graph of whole building electricity use at
a large institutional building participating in the
Texas LoanSTAR Program (Claridge et al. 1991).
The air-handling system at this building was
retrofitted from a constant volume to variable air
volume (VAV) system. The significant difference
between weekday and weekend behavior and the
large savings resulting from the retrofit are readily
apparent. (EModel's color coding of weekdays and
weekends is not reproduced in this publication.)
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Figure 2. EModel value and graph windows
showing time series plot of whole building electricity
use. The marked reduction in electricity use caused
by the VAV retrofit occurred on July 1, 1991 and is
indicated by a cursor on the data point.

The exact date and time of the VAV retrofit can
be determined by simply clicking on the last data
point before the precipitous drop in electricity
consumption. The selected data point is highlighted
with a cursor and the date/time and value of the data
point is displayed in the value window. In this
example, the last day of the pre-retrofit period is
July 1, 1991 (Figure 2). One can also step through
the data by pushing the forward or backward arrow
key. This advances (or retreats) the cursor on the
graph and displays the new value and date/time in
the value window. This process will freqently help
identify some sub-set of the data that beckons for
further analysis. EModel allows the user to specify
any sub-set of the data from within the program by
selecting the Data, Select Dates menu items. This
handy feature eliminates the need for external and
time-consuming data manipulation. To continue
with the present example, we would like to
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determine models of pre-retrofit energy use. To do
this, we eliminate all data subsequent to July 1,
1991 using the Data, Select Dates procedure.

Relational aspects of the data are just as easily
explored. To examine the relationship between
chilled water use and outdoor air temperature and to
also check what influence the retrofit may have had
on chilled water use, we click on the variables CW
and Temp and then click the XY graph button. The
two clouds of data evident in Figure 3 correspond to
pre-retrofit (the upper cloud) and post-retrofit (the
lower cloud) chilled water use. The significant
reduction in chilled water use subsequent to the
VAV retrofit is readily apparent. This graph also
clearly indicates the positive relationship between
chilled water use and outdoor air temperature in
both the pre and post-retrofit periods. Finally,
outlying data points such as those near the top,
center of Figure 3, can be identified by pointing and
clicking on them with the mouse. Outlying data
points often reveal operational and maintenance
problems.
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Figure 3. Graph window showing relational plot of
whole building chilled water use and outdoor air
temperature. The significant reduction in chilled
water use subsequent to the VA V retrofit is readily
apparent.

As we have just seen, the effectiveness of
graphical examination for discerning relationships
and trends among large quantities of data is
unparalleled. EModel has been specifically
designed to provide the flexible graphical analysis
that Tukey believed was so important.

MODELING DATA
"The iterative and interactive interplay of
summarizing by fit and exposing by residuals is
vital to effective data analysis." J. W. Tukey

While graphical analysis is extremely effective at
transmitting a qualitative, phenomenological

understanding of the relationships among data, those
relationships can often be described more concisely
by a mathematical model. Further, mathematical
models can be applied to a wide range of problems
such as system control, the computation of savings
and the automatic identification of operating
problems. Traditionally, the modeling of building
energy use data involved the use of dedicated
statistical software such as SAS (SAS 1992) or
special function models such as PRISM (Fels 1986).
The time and effort involved in learning how to use,
prepare data for, and interpret these programs often
precluded their widespread use. EModel simplifies
the modeling process by providing a menu of the
most commonly used types of building energy use
models. The modeling procedure is reduced to
simply clicking on the button of the desired model.
EModel will then automatically display the model
parameters, important measures of goodness of fit
and overlay a graph of the model on top of the data.
This combined statistical and graphical approach
greatly speeds the analysis and documentation
process.

In our example, we noted that chilled water use
was positively related to outdoor air temperature.
To obtain a model of this relationship during the
pre-retrofit period, the data set was first shortened to
include only pre-retrofit data using EModel's built-
in sub-setting functions. Pre-retrofit chilled water
use was then plotted against temperature by clicking
the XY button. Next, a simple linear model was
tested by simply clicking on the Simple L.R. button.
The data points and model line are displayed on the
graph and the model parameters are displayed in the
value window (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Value and graph windows showing simple
linear model of pre-retrofit chilled water use vs.
outdoor air temperature.
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Although the model succeeds in describing the
positive relationship of chilled water use and
temperature, Tukey reminds us to examine the
residuals; "One of the truly incisive tools of
exposure is the computation and adequate
examination of the residuals". Residuals are plotted
in EModei by simply clicking the Res. vs. X button.
This plot (Figure 5) shows the residuals migrating
from positive to negative to positive, indicating that
the model was misspecified.
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Figure 5. Graph window showing patterned
residuals of a simple linear chilled water use model.
Residuals will have a more random pattern when the
model is correctly specified.

The results of a second attempt at modeling, this
time choosing a change-point model (Ruch and
Claridge, 1991), are displayed in Figure 6. Note
that the measures of goodness of fit: R-square, C V-
RMSE and p (the auto correlation coefficient of the
residuals) all indicate a better fit. The residuals
from this model (not shown) are much more
rando:nly distributed, indicating an improved fit.
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Figure 6. Value and graph windows showing
change-point model of chilled water use and outdoor
air temperature. This model provides a better fit
than the simple linear model of Figure 4.

In these examples, the All-Day button (bottom
right of Figure 1) is active and EModei considers all
of the days of the week. Differences between
weekday and weekend behavior can be readily
identified by selecting the WDWE button (Figure 1)
prior to choosing a model. When the WDWE
button is active, EModei automatically models
weekday and weekend behavior separately and
displays two sets of model parameters and model
lines. This time-saving function is utilized to find
the mean values of weekday and weekday pre-
retrofit whole-building electricity use in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Value and graph windows showing mean
weekday and weekend models of pre-retrqfit whole
building electricity use. (EModei's color coding of
weekday/weekend data points and models does not
show up in this reproduction.)

Other models supported by EModei include
mean, multiple linear regression and PRISM type
models. This powerful tool box of models includes
the most commonly used models of building energy
use. Judicious use of these models gives the user
great flexibility and power to mathematically
describe important interactions within the building
environment.

To assess the precision of EModei's regression
routines, EModei's results have been compared with
results from SAS (SAS 1992), a widely used
statistical software package. In each comparison,
EModel's and SAS's results were identical to four
or more significant figures.
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Figure 8. Information flow diagram for EMCS data.

DATA TO KNOWLEDGE TO POWER: THE
POTENTIAL OF USER-FRIENDLY ANALYSIS
TOOLS
"Knowledge and power. Power and knowledge.
They circle one another like figures on a Greek
vase. " S. Zuboff

Robert Taylor defines an information system as
"a series of value-added processes, the result of
which help users ... to make choices or which assist
them in clarifying problems" (Taylor 1986, pg. 5).
These value-added processes can be diagrammed
using an electrical analogy as in Figure 8. EModel
is designed to reduce the resistances between data,
information and knowledge, thereby making
knowledge about the building environment available
to the people who can most effectively use it: the
building operators and energy managers.

This knowledge can do more than improve the
operation of buildings, it can change the nature of a
building operator's job and alter the decision making
hierarchy within the building energy community.
As Zuboff recorded, the introduction of smart
machines into the workplace can empower people:

Before computers, we didn't have to think
as much, just react...Now the most
important thing is to learn to think before
you do something.

Things occur to me now that never would
have occurred to me before. With all this
information in front of me, I began to think
about how to do the job better. (Zuboff
1988, pgs. 74 and 75)

This knowledge can also enable building operators
and energy managers to discover, design and
implement system improvements themselves,
thereby reducing their traditional dependence upon
consulting engineers and other "experts" to propose
improvements in the operation and design of the
system.

To fully tap this potential, however, the
resistances described above must be reduced. The
ability of EMCSs to log and deliver data from these
channels must be improved (Claridge et al. 1992),
and analysis tools such as EModel must evolve to fit

more naturally into the hands of building operators
and energy managers. The guidance for this work
should, of course, come from the building operators
and energy managers themselves. Such a "user-
driven approach" (Taylor 1986, pg. 2) will ensure
the utility and maximize the effectiveness of the
information delivery system. These are the
opportunities and challenges in front of us as we
attempt to move building energy systems decisively
into the Age of Information.
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ABSTRACT

Experiences with instrumentation, installation and
maintenance of building energy metering systems are
presented. The building energy metering is installed to
support the Texas LoanSTAR program in sites
throughout the State of Texas. Metering typically
includes monitoring the whole building electric load,
building thermal loads and selected submetered loads.
The emphasis of the lessons learned is on the
instrumentation used and installation problems
encountered during this project.

INTRODUCTION

During the past three and one-half years, the
Energy Systems Laboratory has been under contract to
the Texas Governor's Energy Office to install building
energy monitoring systems in over sixty buildings
throughout the state of Texas. The monitoring
equipment provides data to support building energy
analysis and energy savings due to energy conservation
measures to be implemented in the candidate
building(s). The installed equipment has typically
included thermal metering (chilled and hot water Btu),
electrical load metering (kW), psychrometric data
(cooling and heating coil temperatures and relative
humidity), and weather monitoring (solar radiation,
wind speed, ambient air relative humidity, and ambient
air dry bulb temperature). During this time, valuable
"on-the-job" experience has been gained relating to
building energy metering instrumentation and
installation.

This paper summarizes the experiences related to
building energy metering instrumentation and
installation thus far during the LoanSTAR program.
There have been many other building energy
monitoring projects, notably the ELCAP study in the
Pacific Northwest and utility studies in the Northeast,
involving millions of dollars for metering
instrumentation and installation. Prior to this project,
there seemed to be little published information
available to the engineer to aid in the planning or
direction of a building metering project. There also
was very little published information on the type of
instrumentation recommended or problems that had

been identified concerning different types of metering
equipment. Therefore, it is important that valuable
lessons learned on one project be noted and shared
with others who endeavor to undertake such a project.
The knowledge shared could potentially allow major
savings in manpower and costs in future projects..

If energy monitoring is being conducted to
evaluate the potential savings due to a planned energy
conservation retrofit measure (ECRM), then prompt
installation of energy metering equipment can provide
the analyst with a wealth of pre-retrofit data. Many of
the lessons described can provide the reader with
information that should help speed the installation of a
metering project. Some of the identified problems may
seem so obvious that "anyone who is careful" should be
able to avoid them. However, even experienced
installers of building energy metering systems seem to
struggle with some of these "obvious" problems and if
a solution is developed, often there is no written record
left for future reference.

This paper is not meant to be only a discussion of
instrumentation failures or problems. There are a
number of "real world" problems that involve the
installation of the instrumentation and maintenance.
Other problems focus on proper communication
between the installer and instrumentation manufacturer
or between the installer and those who have to analyze
the data. The presentation of the material is divided
into three categories: (1) Equipment, (2) Installation,
and (3) Maintenance.

EQUIPMENT

To have a meaningful analysis of energy use data
on buildings, it is critical that the instrumentation be
reliable and provide accurate information on what is
being measured. Unfortunately, instrumentation can
provide a stream of numbers that may not reflect what
is actually being measured. Equipment problems
encountered in the first two years of this project have
included instrumentation used in thermal metering,
electrical measurement, and psychrometric
measurements.
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Thermal Metering
Thermal metering is important for large

commercial building applications where the building is
purchasing chilled water, hot water, or steam. In
addition, thermal metering may be applied where the
user wants to track the efficiency of a chiller. Thermal
metering typically involves monitoring entering and
leaving temperatures of the water and the water flow
rate. For the majority of the sites on this project, it has
been necessary to install the required transducers
(typically thermistors and insertion flow meters) into
piping while the systems are operating. This
requirement has made the thermal metering effort
difficult and introduces room for more installation
errors. These data points typically feed into a thermal
energy ("BTU") meter which processes the
temperatures and flow rates to calculate the energy use.
Some problems with thermal metering have included:

1. A thermal energy meter will pick up 60 Hz
noise from its electrically noisy surroundings. In many
building energy applications, a thermal energy meter
and the instrumentation associated with it are located
in an equipment room which is an electrically "noisy"
environment because of large pump and fan motors
and chillers. If a turbine flow meter is connected to the
thermal energy meter, the thermal energy meter will be
expecting a signal from the flow meter which has a
frequency component. There have been instances
where, with improper shielding, the only signal the
thermal energy meter gets from the flow meter is a 60
Hz noise signal. The analyst may not even realize that
there is a problem because the total thermal energy
may show a change from hour-to-hour because of
fluctuations in the entering and leaving temperatures of
the water. However, the actual thermal energy may be
quite different than what is being measured, this
problem has been investigated at the Texas A&M
Energy Systems Laboratory (ESL) calibration facility
(O'Neal, et al., 1990). It was found that the internal
amplifiers in the thermal energy meter would
continually increase their gain as the signal from the
magnetic impeller type flow meter decreased. At a
level of approximately 15 mv ac (<2 fps) the gain
would be sufficient to capture "stray" 60 Hz noise. An
add-on computer was installed which helped to acquire
the signal from the flow meter, but the flow meter itself
had operational problems at velocities less than two
feet per second. The solution has been to replace any
flow meters that fall into this category with a non-
magnetic impeller type insertion flow meter.

2. Two different brands of thermal energy meters
will produce outputs different from each other. On one

site, a brand of thermal energy meter that was installed
according to the manufacturer's recommendations was
replaced by a second brand of thermal energy meter
installed according to its manufacturer's
recommendation. The net result was that the
"measured" thermal energy increased by a factor of
two. This problem was studied at the ESL and the
primary cause for the measured differences was due to
low flow problems associated with the magnetic
impeller flow meter. Both energy meters measured
energy rates within five per cent of the ESL reference.

3. A thermal energy meter that is not field
scaleable will be set wrong at the factory. The initial
brands of thermal energy meters utilized had to be set
for a specific application at the factory. Information
was provided to the factory on the type of flow meter,
anticipated temperature difference, pipe size,
maximum estimated energy, etc. The factory would
then "burn in" a ROM for that particular application or
install other hardware for that specific application.
Often the estimate provided by the facilities personnel
at a given site for the energy rate of the chilled or hot
water line was off by an order of magnitude. Likewise,
these personnel had only estimates of the pipe sizes
and these were often wrong. There also were several
meters delivered from the factory that had been
incorrectly programmed. The net result was that the
meters provided were not appropriate for the particular
application. It was not unusual for the manufacturer
of the thermal energy meter to estimate that it would
take four to six weeks to reprogram the meter.

Electrical Metering
For many building energy metering applications,

electrical measurements are the only measurements
made. For this project, the decision is often based on
funds available for the metering installation and on the
retrofits being installed in the building. Typically,
these measurements include whole building feeds,
motor control center feeds, individual motor loads,
chiller feeds, and lighting loads. Experiences with
electrical measurements have included:

1. The marked polarity of current transformers
(CTs) will be opposite of its actual polarity. The
polarity of CTs should be checked before installation.
On a single phase application a CT with a reverse
polarity may be a nuisance (you'll get negative power).
However, on a three phase application, one CT with
reverse polarity will cause major errors in the
measured total power of the equipment. For instance,
in a recent application, a CT with reversed polarity was
found on a 30 kW three phase variable speed motor.
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The CTs had been installed according to the
manufacturer's instructions (i.e., with the arrow
pointing toward the line source). The indicated power
of the motor was 1.5 kW, which did not make sense
because of the size of the motor and the fact that it was
running at 82% of it's maximum speed. A close check
of one of the CTs used to monitor the equipment
revealed that the polarity was marked incorrectly.
Switching the leads to the CT corrected the problem.
This problem occurs with approximately 2% of the
CTs.

2. The size of the shunt resistor will be different
than what the manufacturer specified. Another
problem with the CTs was that the manufacturer put
the wrong shunt resistor in the CT, which effectively
changed the primary rating of the CT. This happened
about 12 times. The CTs were sent back for correction.

3. The output of a current transformer will be far
different from it's rating. Much of the data acquisition
equipment used in the monitoring studies utilizes a
current transformer that produces a 333 mVac output
at rated full load. Voltages of 3 and 10 Volts from
some CTs that w°re clearly marked 333 mv output
have been observed. An input of 10 Vac instead of 333
mVac to the data logging equipment has produced
some unusual readings from the power channels in the
data logger. One symptom was that the power signals
for a fan load slowly decayed over time. The net result
was that the bad CT not only affected the channel to
which it was connected, but all power readings from
that particular logger. These problems have led to the
development of procedures to pre-check the polarity
and output of CTs before being installed.

4. If there is only one manufacturer of some of
your electrical instrumentation, that manufacturer will
go out of business midway through your project, the
primary supplier for the CTs used in the LoanSTAR
project recently went out of business. This caused the
interruption of two major metering installations and a
delay of several months in completing the sites. A
search was initiated to identify a replacement CT
manufacturer who would be able to meet the CT
specifications for the LoanSTAR project. Two
manufacturers were selected, but neither could meet
the delivery date of less than eight weeks, and for some
CT sizes, 10 to 14 weeks. Our previous manufacturer
was delivering CTs in four or fewer weeks. In
addition, the new manufacturer's CTs did not have the
U.L. listing and this caused added delays. Such delays
have a significant impact on the amount of pre-retrofit
energy data available to the analysts. Therefore, it is

important to determine the CT requirements for a
given project as early as possible to allow for
significant delivery time delays.

5. Metering with an existing Energy Management
and Control System (EMCS) appears attractive, but
bottom line costs and performance will typically be
prohibitive. Much of the instrumentation required to
monitor energy use in building systems may already be
present as part of the EMCS. Sometimes the signals
from this equipment can be shared by both the EMCS
system and a separate dedicated logger for recording
energy use. Another option is to use the EMCS data
trending features to record the data. The approach
generally taken by the LoanSTAR program is to share
signals when possible and route them to our own data
logger. The advantage of this approach is reduced
installation costs, and isolation from the EMCS.
EMCS shutdowns due to maintenance,
reprogramming, and unknowledgeable operators
usually do not affect the signal to our data logger. The
main disadvantages to sharing signals are: 1) poor
documentation of the existing EMCS, 2) difficulty of
tracing wires (usually in conduit) and 3) determining
responsibility for repairs and calibration.

Most EMCS signals consist of 4 to 20 ma current
loops. These signals can be split in either of two ways:
a voltage can be taken across the EMCS dropping
resistor, resulting in a signal of 1-5 volts, or the current
loop can be interrupted with a series connection
providing a 4-20 ma signal for the data logger. A
signal isolation device is required in both cases to
prevent failures of either piece of equipment from
affecting system operations. The voltage sharing
method is inherently safer because a failure results in
an open circuit, thus causing a complete loss of signal.

The responsibility for repairs and calibration is
another issue of great importance. Equipment failures
typically take much longer to repair when the sensor is
owned by the facility. At one site we lost a signal for
three months. During this period, several phone calls
had to be made to the facilities personnel to resolve the
problem.

Other Instrumentation
Other types of metering are also used to quantify

energy use in buildings in the LoanSTAR project.
These include air-side instrumentation and local
weather measurements.

1. The manufacturers of the relative humidity
(RH) instrumentation will not inform you of the
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temperature dependence of his instrumentation. While
relative humidity instrumentation is not supposed to
have any dependency with temperature, experience has
shown that specific brands of RH equipment do show a
dependency on temperature. If the RH sensor outputs a
0 to 5 Vdc signal, one would expect that it would
generate a signal of 2.5 Vdc for 50% RH whether the
temperature is 10° C or 30° C. Some RH sensors have
indicated that moisture was being added to the air
across a heating coil (when, in fact, only sensible heat
was being added). While a small error is acceptable,
errors that far exceed the stated measurement
uncertainty of the transducer (typically ± 3%) are
common. Close inspection of the data has shown that
as the air temperature increases, deviation from the
actual RH increases.

2. Relative humidity instrumentation will fail to
perform adequately after only a fe.w months operation.
Many of the RH sensors use a bulk polymer element.
If the humidity instrumentation becomes saturated
(100% RH) for any length of time, this type of element
does not seem to perform reliably afterwards.
Particular applications where this will occur include
placement of a RH sensor on the downstream side of a
chilled water coil and in weather stations at locations
where there are considerable times (usually at night)
when the ambient air is saturated. Measurement of
relative humidity continues to be a problem. One
solution has been to purchase enough RH sensors that
each sensor in the field can be exchanged
approximately once every six months (or more often if
needed) with a sensor that has been re-calibrated.

3. The data logger manufacturer will not inform
you about an undocumented calibration procedure for
their data logger until asked. In one application, it was
noted that all of the analog temperature (1000 ohm
RTD) channels were not producing readings that were
believable. For instance, the entering chilled water
temperature was -7° C. All instrumentation was
checked closely for any possibility of a stray voltage
being fed into one of the channels. Finally, out of
frustration, a call was made to the data logger
manufacturer. The applications engineer diagnosed
the problem as an analog board that had not been
properly calibrated. He provided a step-by-step
calibration procedure that was not documented
anywhere in the technical specifications or user manual
for the data logger. However, not having the board
calibrated earlier probably cost about four weeks worth
of usable data from that data logger. It has now
become one of the regular checks made at each logger
equipped with the analog option.

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

While the above section dealt more with
characteristics of the instrumentation out of the box,
many problems associated with instrumentation focus
on their application (or misapplication). Some
problems discovered during the installation of
instrumentation are listed below. The same order is
followed as before. Thermal metering is discussed
first, followed by electrical instrumentation and
psychrometric instrumentation.

Thermal Metering
Problems with the installation of thermal metering

includes the temperature and flow inputs to the thermal
energy meter as well as the thermal energy meter itself.

1. The flow velocity will be outside the useful
range of the flow meter. With some buildings, there is
already flow instrumentation in place such as a venturi,
orifice plate, or turbine meter. It can be very cost-
effective to utilize this instrumentation. However, for
buildings designed before the early 1970s when dual-
duct and reheat systems were predominantly installed
in buildings, the flow instrumentation was probably
designed for much higher flow rates (and
correspondingly higher chilled or hot water usage)
than is actually occurring in the building. Venturi
flowmeters operating with flows that were one-third of
their minimum rating have been seen. In addition, if
there is no existing flowmeter in the piping, then a
flow meter must be installed. Typically, these flow
meters are insertion turbine or paddle wheel flow
meters. The linear range for several typical insertion
flow meters ranges from 0.6 to 9 m/s. Chilled water
design flow velocities typically range from 1.2 to 2.4
m/s. Thus, one would expect the flow velocities to be
within this range. However, due to poor design or
perhaps allowing for future building additions, there
have been a number of installations with oversized pipe
where the velocities ranged from 0.15 to 0.6 m/s. At
these lower velocities, many insertion flowmeters no
longer produce a signal or produce a signal that is
consistent with the calibration curve above 0.6 m/s.
One solution has been to develop calibration curves for
flowmeters in these applications that are only valid at
the lower flow range of the meter. At this time, there
appear to be no reasonably priced insertion flowmeters
which can read down to 0. IS m/s.
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2. Asbestos insulation will be on the piping where
the thermal metering instrumentation will be installed.
Unfortunately, asbestos is one of the hazards
encountered in thermal metering in buildings. If the
building was constructed before 1970, one can almost
always count on asbestos being used in the piping
insulation on some of the piping. Asbestos abatement
can drive the cost of thermal metering so high that it
can endanger the installation. "Is there asbestos on the
chilled or hot water piping?" should be one of the first
questions an engineer asks of the facilities or building
manager before going to the trouble of developing an
instrumentation plan. The next logical question to ask
is: "Who is going to pay for the abatement of the
asbestos?"

3. Signal wire length affects RTD sensor readings
and will not be compensated. In many installations,
the entering and leaving hot or chilled water
temperatures are measured. The data logger used for
this project can accept a two wire 1000 ohm RTD for
direct measurement of temperature. If the lead length
for one RTD is 5 m and the other is 25 m, then it is
possible to have several degrees of temperature
difference indicated due to these differences in lead
length. Ideally, a three wire RTD should be used
which will allow compensation for the differences in
lead length.

4. The diameter of the pipe in which the
flowmeter is installed will be different from that
indicated by the facility manager or shown on the
building schematics. With many insertion fiowmeters,
the pipe size is a critical piece of information for both
installing the flowmeter at the right depth in the pipe
and setting the thermal meter correctly. If the pipe
diameter is incorrect, then the pipe thickness is also
incorrect, which means the insertion depth of the
flowmeter will be incorrect. While building operators
or building schematics (which may not reflect the as-
built condition) are useful, the only diameter for the
pipe that should be trusted is the one which is directly
measured (preferably twice). At one site, the
information provided on five different pipes (out of
five) was incorrect.

5. If a temperature probe can be reached by a
person from the floor, the probe will be used as a chin-
up bar, step ladder, or some other climbing aid. On the
first major installation on this project, a number of
RTD probes were mounted in a near horizontal
position and within easy reach of maintenance
personnel. Within six months, most of these RTDs
were at 45 degree angles to the pipe where individuals

had used them in ways for which they were not
designed.

6. If a thermal energy meter is no longer
functioning, it will be because the temperature
sensorfe) no longer exists. On some early installations,
the compression fitting used for the insertion of RTDs
into a pipe allowed the RTD probes to vibrate within
the pipe. The vibrations eventually produced a failure
of the probe where it protruded from the compression
fitting into the flow stream. The probes broke off and
disappeared into the pipe. While thermowells would
be one solution to using immersion temperature probes,
the cost for "hot tapping" a thermowell is much higher
than that for a probe. On other installations, the
retrofit contractor removed sections of pipe containing
the flow meter and temperature sensors that were part
of the thermal metering. While it may not be possible
to completely eliminate this problem, careful
coordination and placement of the metering equipment
can minimize its occurrence.

7. The boiler feedwater temperature will exceed
the temperature rating of the flow meter. The meter
typically used to measure condensate return and boiler
feedwater has an upper temperature limit of 25O°F.
This meter has worked satisfactorily at several sites
under these conditions. However, one particular site
passed steam through the meter and melted the internal
parts. A significantly more expensive meter with
stainless steel parts has been used to replace this meter.

Electrical Metering
There have been several problems with the

installation of electrical metering equipment. In many
cases, the problems could have been avoided if the
installing electrician had been properly supervised.

1. If multiple transformer feeds are available in
the building, then the potential transducer will be
connected to the wrong reference voltage. The data
logger used for this project has the ability to accept two
different potential transducer (PT) references which are
used for CT reference and the proper internal
calculation of active power. A common field error is
referencing CTs to the wrong PT or referencing all
CTs in a building to a single PT when there are several
transformers (requiring several PTs) in the building.
The most extreme case involved a large 12 story office
building which had 4 different transformers in the
building. Only one PT was installed and used as a
reference for all the CTs in the building. Several costly
fixes have been necessary to correct the problem and
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several months worth of pre-retrofit data have been
lost.

2. If current transformers are installed on an
existing CT secondary, they will not be scaled
properly. On large electrical loads (i.e. main building
feed, centrifugal chiller feed) there often are existing
current transformers available. These existing CTs are
used by building operations personnel to monitor the
electrical loads at these devices. For example, a large
centrifugal chiller might have CTs with 1000 to 5
ratios on each of the 3 phases to the chiller motor. The
ratio indicates that the CT will output 5 amps if the
motor is loaded at 1000 amps. The monitoring
technique consists of installing a second 5 amp CT on
the existing CT secondary wire. The CT ratio of the
primary and the secondary CT is then necessary to
calculate what the final CT ratio actually is. This is
the ratio used to properly scale (through the data logger
software) the signal received at the data logger. In
some installations, the primary CT ratio was not
determined and the ratio was guessed. Only after the
existing CT ratio is properly determined and field
verified, can the signal be trusted.

3. The standard convention of phasing of power
in electrical cabinets will not be followed. Electricians
often use a standard set of rules for installing the A, B,
and C phases of three phase equipment. These three
phases should go (as you face the electrical connection)
left-to-right (A, B, C), up-to-down (A, B, C), or front-
to-back (A, B, C), depending on the style of the
cabinet. One subcontractor installed all the three phase
current transformers with the above assumptions
without checking to see that the electricians who
installed the original equipment in the cabinets were
consistent. Another subcontractor was brought in to
this site and was able to sort out the phasing problems
and resolve the current transformer referencing
confusion.

Other Instrumentation
1. Data acquisition boards on the data logger can

substitute as expensive fuses. With the particular data
logger used, it has been seen that when a 4 to 20
milliamp transducer is installed into a channel that was
expecting a 0 to 5 Volt dc input, the analog board on
the logger becomes an expensive fuse that protects that
rest of the data logger from damage. The only problem
is that the analog board must be replaced after each
mistake.

2. The data logger will probably be programmed
incorrectly when data collection starts. The data

loggers used can have from 4 to 47 data channels
connected. While care is taken to program the data
loggers correctly when the site is first brought on line,
the loggers on every site have had to be carefully
checked channel by channel to ensure that what is
given in the documentation is, in fact, what was
programmed into the logger.

3. You can never schedule enough lead time for
coordinating the installation of pulse initiators with the
local utility company. Coordination efforts with local
electrical (or gas) utilities can vary. In most cases, the
local utility is knowledgeable and responsive to
requests for installation of pulse initiating equipment
or splitting signals from existing equipment. It is best
to allow or accept 3 months lead time, know what
equipment is necessary, know exactly where and when
you need it, and to verify that the scales given by the
utility are correct. Also, in some cases, electrical
metering pulse initiators have an electronic relay
which by itself may not be compatible with data
acquisition systems. In those cases, an additional
isolation relay is necessary to eliminate the resistance
when the relay closes.

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Once the instrumentation is in place, it must be
maintained. The maintenance may be more difficult to
handle than the original installation. If an instrument
fails, it requires a trip to the site to diagnose the
problem and at least one more subsequent trips to the
site to fix the problem. The cost of maintenance will
probably exceed the initial expectations of personnel on
the project. The types of failures seen in the field will
depend on the type of instrumentation used. The rule
of thumb is to expect all instrumentation to fail at some
point in the program. In two years, the types of
maintenance problems and failures seen thus far
include:

1. Modem failure - While the number of modem
failures in the past two years has been fewer than ten,
the failure of one modem can potentially disrupt the
data collection for two to three buildings when the
buildings are tied to the same data logger. One
particularly annoying failure of the modem occurs after
a short power outage. The modem will not properly
reset, and when calls are placed to the data logger, the
modem does answer. Thus, the logger cannot be
reached remotely via the phone. The datalogger has to
be physically turned off and then back on to properly
reset the modem. Because there are buildings
hundreds of kilometers from each other on this project,
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doing this more than once can be very time consuming
and costly.

2. Dewpoint sensor getting dirty - After the
temperature dependence and saturation problems were
identified with some RH instrumentation, chilled
mirror dewpoint sensors rated for outdoor use were
specified for several weather stations at high humidity
locations. While more accurate, these sensors require
at least bi-monthly maintenance to clean the mirror
surface and they need to be completely re-calibrated
every six months.

3. Equipment disconnected or damaged - As some
sites start to have their energy conservation retrofits
installed under the LoanSTAR program (Nutter, et al.,
1990), some of the energy metering equipment that has
been installed at that site has been damaged by the
retrofit contractor. This damage is not evident until
the data logger has been polled. The cause of the
problems cannot be diagnosed without a visit to the
site. At one site, it was found that an electrical
subcontractor had disconnected the wiring for both
reference voltage and CT inputs to the datalogger. At
another site, an asbestos abatement contractor tore the
wire from a steam pressure transducer and caused a
short to the datalogger. The problem caused the loss of
several weeks building energy data. Measures are
being implemented to ensure that the building
operations people as well as the designers for the
energy retrofits are made aware that there is metering
instrumentation installed in their buildings.

4. Aspirating fan failure on weather station - The
weather stations are equipped with aspirating fans
which ensure that an adequate fresh air sample crosses
the relative humidity (or dewpoint) sensor and the dry
bulb temperature sensor. When measured air
temperatures approached 50° C at one site, it became
obvious that there was a problem. During a visit to the
site, it was found that the aspirating fan had become
"stuck" and after being given a helping twirl, it started
again. Subsequent data showed marked improvement
and the fan has continued to operate normally.

5. Current transformer failure - There have been
several instances of the shunt resistor failing in the CT.
This allows the CT to output a voltage far higher than
the 333 mVac at rated load. In one case the CT was
outputting 10 Vac which caused the logger to record
false power readings for the affected channel as well as
other channels. One other site had a similar problem
and provided over 50 volts to the logger.

6. Weather station data does not match National
Weather Service (NWS) data - The weather station is
cross-plotted with data obtained from the NWS to help
identify any problems. Some problems have been
noticed and they usually have to do with local climate
effects. However, the cross-plots have helped us to
identify problems with two outside air temperature
sensors and one relative humidity sensor. At one site,
it was found that the NWS relative humidity sensor
was located in a drainage area at the local airport and
was consistently reading higher than our instrument.

7. DAS Main Processor Boards - These boards
contain a significant number of electronic components
and many can fail. Although these component failures
(such as capacitor, internal power supply, diode, and
CPU, etc.) were relatively few during the first 18
months of the project, the number has significantly
increased during the subsequent 18 months, the DAS
equipment still seems to be acceptable in terms of
dependence and the manufacturer has been reasonable,
fair and prompt in completing the repairs. The reason
for the number of failures may be due to the typically
harsh conditions in which the DAS is used. To
minimize field trips to diagnose and repair DAS
failures, it is recommended that a spare main processor
board be taken to a site whenever a failure is suspected.
Because the type of equipment used in this project is
very interchangeable, as few as 2 or 3 spare processor
boards has been adequate and has saved many distant
return trips.

8. Flow meter components - For the most part, the
flow meter electronic and mechanical components in
the CHW and HW used in this project have been very
dependable. One brand which was used early in the
project had an electronics package in the flow meter
which failed several times. Another problem was the
existence of metallic trash within the pipe. This
became apparent during the installation of another type
of insertion flow meter. The trash struck the impeller
of the flow meter, causing the impeller to be destroyed.
In another case, a flow meter which had been installed
near the bottom of a pipe was being extracted for
regular service and miscellaneous trash had
accumulated in the plumbing fittings. The
accumulation would not allow a valve to close
completely which prevented the removal of the meter.

9. Power supplies - A 24VAC power supply (i.e.,
110 volt to 24 volt a. c. transformer) is used to power
every DAS and many other types of metering
equipment. These are inexpensive components and
easily replaced when they fail. Although failures have
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been few in the past two years, the cost to replace the
components includes diagnoses and travel costs. The
transformers contain an internal fuse which is non-
replaceable. Early problems with the transformer
failure were alleviated by installation of a fast-acting 1
amp fuse on the secondary side of the transformer.
This saves the powered up transformer when the
secondary leads are shorted, which can easily happen
during the installation process.

10. Interruption of gas metering- Certain types of
electronic gas metering equipment require a battery to
power the electronics in the meter. When the battery
goes dead, the meter loses its memory and stops
recording consumption data. If the utility company
and/or facility does not share the signal, they probably
will not notice the problem and will not make an effort
to replace the battery until you call them. The meter
will also need to be reprogrammed when the battery is
replaced. This sounds simple, but be prepared for
numerous telephone conversations with the utility
company as well as the facility.

11. Phone system problems - Discontinuation of
service, reprogramming of the campus network, and
wiring failure were a few of the problems with phone
service that occurred. Sometimes the facility forgets
why there is a phone line connected to the data
acquisition system. In these instances, they have
eliminated the phone line without contacting us. These
problems have happened on a recurring basis
(approximately 6 to 8 times to date). When a
communications line failure happens, the natural cause
is thought to be a modem failure. Typically, an
engineer makes a trip to the site prepared to replace the
modem or main processor board, only to find that there
is no longer 50VDC on the phone line at the DAS.
The loss of the communication line is reported to the
appropriate facility contact and then the wait begins. It
has taken as long as three months to restore service.
This amount of time is not unusual for the original
installation of service, either. However, polling must
be accomplished on site when the phone is dead. In
some instances this requires a field trip every few
weeks to avoid loss of data. Wiring failures usually
occur due to the use of 24 gauge solid copper wire
which is somewhat brittle and can be damaged or
borken easily in long runs or at termination points.

12. Signal cable brands - There is a nearly infinite
number of brands of signal cable, so for continuity in a
project, try to stay with one brand. The basic
specification for the signal cable use was "x" pair(s) 22
gauge, twisted pairs, stranded wire, shielded (overall),

with drain, and plenum-rated for all signals. However,
for digital channels with relatively short cable runs in
normal environments, 2 pair, 22 gauge, twisted pairs,
solid wire, plenum-rated cable was used. The solid
wire was less expensive and if 22 gauge was specified,
it had adequate strength for all but the longest pulls in
a normal environment. The use of one brand allowed
familiarity with characteristics such as strength,
stripability, color code assignment, and product
quality. Multiple pairs were used whenever possible.
The use of 22 gauge was adequate for nearly all
applications and the plenum rating allowed cable runs
to be placed in or through all areas without facility
code violations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

There are two things which have helped to ensure
that the data that is collected is of good and consistent
quality: 1) The number of contractors active on the
project has been reduced to one, and 2) The experience
has been gained "in-house" to perform basic trouble-
shooting diagnostics and take corrective actions.
Another helpful development has been provided by the
programming and analysis group. After the data has
been downloaded from the data loggers, it is sent
through a number of data reduction routines and
checked for missing data, power outages, or other data
stream problems (Haberl, et al., 1990). After this
process, the data is graphed and the finished graphs
inserted in a project binder which contains
approximately six weeks of graphed data. This binder
is circulated to several of the principal engineers and
analysts involved in installation and analysis on the
LoanSTAR program. If there are instrumentation
problems in the field, they are most often identified
through the inspection of these weekly graphs. If a
plot of a particular data channel has some questionable
trends, the problem is cited and passed on for
investigation. A formal procedure has been developed
to track any data related problem from identification
through corrective action taken. As the project
continues, this problem database will become a
valuable source for future metering projects. Though it
sounds as though there has been nothing but problems
on this project, it is felt that the majority of the
installations have gone in with little or no trouble. The
"war stories" cited in this paper are examples of the
types of problems which have been encountered. The
intent has been to present them openly so that others
involved in building energy metering projects may
benefit from our experience and avoid similar pitfalls.
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INSERTION PADDLEWHEEL FLOWMETERS:
AN EVALUATION AFTER TWO YEARS OF USE

Jay Robinson, John Bryant and W. D. Turner
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX

ABSTRACT
Insertion paddlewheel flowmeters were removed

from field installations after 12 to 24 months of service
for inspection and calibration. The tests were designed
to identify meter degradation because of scale and
debris on the paddlewheel and/or normal wear and tear.
Results show that the dirty and clean meters do not
have a significant performance difference. It was also
found that results of meter testing in a four inch
diameter test section can be extended to larger diameter
pipes.

INTRODUCTION
In 1988 the Governor's Energy Office (GEO) of

Texas received approval from the U.S. Department of
Energy to establish a $98.6 million state-wide retrofit
demonstration program, the LoanSTAR (Loan to Save
Iaxes and Resources) Program (1). The LoanSTAR
Program was designed to demonstrate commercially
available, energy efficient, retrofit technologies and
techniques. Part of the approved DOE program
includes monitoring buildings to determine the
effectiveness of the retrofits. The monitoring for this
program is composed of thermal metering (chilled and
hot water Btu measurements), electrical load metering,
psychrometric data (cooling and heating coil
temperatures and humidities), and weather monitoring.
All of the sensors and monitoring equipment must be
calibrated prior to installation and recalibrated
periodically while in service. For this purpose, a
calibration facility was developed in which National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-traceable
instrumentation is maintained (2).

This paper describes the testing and evaluation of
several insertion flow meters after removal from field
installations. To ensure quality thermal metering data,
meters were targeted for removal, testing, calibration,
and reinstallation at sites with greater than 12 months
of service. These meters had been installed before the
completion of the flow loop at the Energy Systems
Laboratory (ESL) and thus, had not previously been
calibrated. The procedure was designed to test the
meters in an "as removed" condition and again after
being cleaned and serviced. If the tests identified any
meters with significant performance problems, they
could be tagged and repaired. Additionally, it might be

possible to correct the existing data for the site once the
meter performance was determined.

The meters had been installed for 12 to 24 months
in steel chilled water piping in facilities participating in
the LoanSTAR metering program. These flowmeters
were the first type to be used in the program and were
all magnetic, tangential paddle-wheel insertion meters.
Pipe diameters in these facilities ranged from 4 to 12
inches and operating temperatures of the chilled water
typically varied from 38 to 60° F. The meters had been
installed through "hot" taps (while the pipe was still in
service) and were inserted and removed according to
the manufacturer's instructions.

TEST APPARATUS
A liquid flowloop was used compare the flow rate

from a candidate sensor to the flow rate determined by
a dynamic-weight tank. A diagram of the flowloop is
given in Figure 1. The loop consists of two 10,000
gallon tanks, a series of four supply pumps, a test
section and a return line and pump. The receiving tank
platform rests on four symmetrically placed strain-
bridge load cells. The dynamic weight of the water is
measured over time by summing the signal from the
four load cells and processing that signal with the water
temperature to determine a volumetric flow rate. The
test section holding the candidate meter links the two
tanks and a perforated plate type flow straightener (3)
is installed at the supply end of this section to ensure
fully developed flow. An orifice plate assembly
provides a secondary standard. Various flow rates are
achieved by using combinations of the four pumps
located at the supply end of the test section.

SUPPLY TANK RECEIVING TANK

r
LDAD CELLS

Figure 1: Schematic of Flowloop Test Facility
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TEST SEQUENCE
The meters in this study were magnetic tangential

paddlewheel types. They can be inserted into any
diameter pipe through a 2" hot tap. As the water passes
by the meter, the paddlewheel rotates. Each of the
blades of the wheel contains a magnet so that as the
wheel rotates, a mV sine wave signal is generated.
Each peak of the flow meter signal is read as a pulse by
a counter which produces a gallon signal when the
appropriate number of flow pulses has been recorded.

In the field, the meters were located in pipes
varying in diameter from four to twelve inches.
However, for the post removal tests, all of the meters
were tested in a four inch pipe. This was done for two
reasons: First, since the meter gives off a pulse based
only on the velocity of the water passing over the
paddlewheel, it can be scaled to any pipe size simply by
changing the pulse per gallon factor on the counter.
This makes the base performance of the meter
independent of the pipe size. Secondly, the testing of
meters can be done much faster in a four inch pipe.
Since the supply and receiving tanks are only 10,000
gallons, a limited number of tests can be performed
before the water must be pumped back to the supply
tank. Meters can be tested twice as fast in the 4" pipe
as opposed to the 6" pipe. This is an important
consideration when a large number of meters require
calibration.

The meters were tested at three flow velocities, 3,
5.5 and 7.5 feet per second (fps). The range of the
meters is 0-30 feet per second but in all of the field
applications, the velocities are below 8 feet per second,
thus higher velocities were not of interest. In previous
testing, a lower range limit of 2.5 fps was found for
these meters. This low end threshold was caused by
signal communication difficulties between the flow
meter and the thermal energy transducer (Btu meter)
(4).

The magnetic meter accumulates debris on the
paddlewheels when operating in a chilled water system
that is not clean. Rust is the most common substance
and adheres to the magnets on the blades. Also, a few
of the meters had nicks or cuts on the blades. In each
case, the meter was inserted into the test section in the
exact condition in which it was removed from the field.
The three point calibration was performed, the meter
removed and carefully cleaned. In some cases, the
paddlewheeel required replacement because the
original wheel had excessively worn the axle. After
cleaning and or replacement of the axle, the meter was
inserted into the test section and another three point

calibrati >n performed. Conducting the tests in this
fashion accomplished two things. First, a baseline for
the dirty meter was established for comparison with a
new clean meter. This gave an indication of what
effect the corrosion and damage had on the
performance of the meter. Secondly, by performing a
test with the clean meter, a baseline was established for
when the meter returns to the lab after more field use.
Ideally, tests would have been performed on each meter
prior to original installation. Unfortunately, the
calibration facility was not operational at that time.

As stated earlier, all tests were done in our 4" test
section to allow for a rapid turnover of meters. Now,
do the results for these meters in the 4" tests extend to
larger pipe diameters? To answer this question we
tested two meters from the field and one new meter as a
group. They were tested in the 4" section, then they
were tested in the 6" and 8" diameter test sections. Our
hypothesis was, that if the flow meters were off by "x"
percent in the 4 inch section tests, that they would also
be off by "x" percent in the larger diameter pipes.

RESULTS
Eight meters were tested in this study. At each

velocity, the meter was compared to the standard. The
results ranged from 5% low at 3 fps to 5% high at 7.5
fps. This type of data spread is typical of the
performance of these meters as has been found in
previous testing (2,4,5). Five of the meters showed no
improvement or less than 1% improvement between the
dirty meter and the clean meter. The other three meters
had at least a one percent improvement for each data
point and in some cases as much as a three percent
improvement at a given velocity. Figure 2 shows the
results from a typical meter in which there was little or
no improvement. Figure 3 shows the results from a
meter with a noticeable improvement.

The results from the tests of the three meters in
three test sections are presented in Figures 4,5, &6.
The graphs show the percent difference between the
meter reading and the load cell standard. Meter A was
a brand new meter that had not been used in the field.
Meters B&C were selected from the test group of eight
that had been in service. The tests were run after the
field meters were cleaned. The results from Meter A
range between a low of -3% at 3 fps in the 4" pipe and
a high of +3% at 6 fps in the 6" pipe. Meter B ranges
from a low of -5% at 3 fps in the 6" pipe to a high of
+1% at 7.5 fps in the 4" pipe. Meter C ranges from a
low of -5% at 3 fps in the 4" pipe to a high of +2% at 6
fps in the 6" pipe. There is no apparent trend in any of
the graphs.
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Figure 6: Results of multi-pipe test for Meter C

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
It should be noted that all of the meters performed

within the accuracy shown in previous testing. There is
often variation between new meters, and a given meter
will not always give a reproducible point in successive
tests. Even with these considerations, several
performance traits of these meters can be identified.

All of the meters had rust and other build-up on
the paddlewheels, but the performance was noticeably
affected in only three out of eight meters. This
indicates that the buildup of debris might not affect
performance as much as unseen factors such as wear on
the axles.

The pipe size tests show that results from the four
inch diameter pipe can be extended to larger diameter
pipes. No distinct trends were noticed in the test data
other than the normal randomness of the tests. These
results allow us to test a larger number of meters and
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do a greater number of tests on the meters with the 4
inch test section.

CONCLUSIONS
Several useful findings were determined from the

tests performed on these flow meters:
1. It appears that after two years of field use in

chilled water piping, these magnetic impeller
flow meters still perform nearly as well as a
new, unused meter. This portends well for the
facility owner who currently has these type
meters installed and is concerned about long-
term performance.

2. Testing and recalibration of these type meters can
be done in a smaller diameter pipe and the
results extended to larger diameter pipes.
Again this is useful to owners of these type
meters because they can have more meters
tested over a shorter time interval which helps
contain testing costs.

3. Buildup of scale and rust on the paddlewheel does
not dramatically affect meter performance.
Although there was a distinct 2-3%
degradation of performance in some of the
meters, it was not severe enough to warrant
frequent removal of meters for cleaning and
calibration. Unless high accuracy is required
at all times (not usually the case for HVAC
applications) this situation should be
acceptable.

As more meters are brought into our facility for
testing and calibration, we will be able to add to the
growing database of information on characteristics of
insertion type flow meters. The future includes: testing
of meters in sections of pipe with multiple 90° elbows
and at various locations up and down-stream of these
turns, and tests on meter locations relative to
thermowells and valves.
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EXPLORING NEW DATA DISPLAYS FOR FACILITY ENERGY DATA
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ABSTRACT

This paper explores some techniques which
may help facility operators better understand
complex hourly energy data by enhancing the
display of data with animation (or time-
sequencing). Animated displays such as the ones
presented in this paper enhance the usefulness of
the graphic display because time and temperature
dependent trends can be more easily seen. There
is an increasing need for new display paradigms
that can help facility operators efficiently scan and
detect problems within the river of incoming data
from control systems. This need becomes even
more important during times of a shrinking labor
pool. In this paper the use of animated displays
are described as they apply to the measurement of
chilled water where the animated display makes a
faulty flow meter easier to diagnose.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in desktop computers allow
facility operators to access vast amounts of hourly
energy data captured from Data Acquisition
Systems (DASs) and Energy Management and
Control Systems (EMCSs). Advances in computer
hardware are occurring so rapidly that the same
PCs used for word processing can also be used to
simultaneously poll, view and analyze complex
hourly energy use data - a task that previously
required more expensive dedicated systems.

Most control system manufacturers provide at
best static 2-D time series, and x-y scatter plots to
display trended data. In some cases, these displays
show current data which is continually appended
to a scrolling display. Often, these displays are
enhanced with color to help display details.
Unfortunately, when displaying hourly trend data
for several months, data densities begin to exceed
1,000 data points per square inch, which is
approaching the limits of a meaningful display.
Even with the best video displays and printers,
certain trends remain hidden in static time series
and x-y plots because data points become overlaid

upon each other, masking the central tendency
behind a cloud of data points. Also, almost
without exception, these displays appear to be
simple static displays of data that only partially tap
into the computer's ability to provide a meaningful
display.

The consumption of energy in a facility
building is often related to several influencing
variables, such as ambient temperature, humidity,
and occupant schedules. During a troubleshooting
session, building operators have a need to quickly
and easily determine whether or not an increase in
consumption is due to temperature, time-of-day,
humidity, or equipment failure. The ability to
quickly diagnose a problem may be further
complicated by operators who may or may not
have the necessary technical training to decipher
complex encoding schemes, or attempt a statistical
analysis that may be beyond their grasp.

Therefore, there is a definite challenge ahead
for industry to develop and deliver graphical
displays that convey multiple complex interactions
to operators with limited technical training - all of
which can be easily run on a desktop computer
with only a few keystrokes or icon clicks.

No discussion of graphical displays would be
complete without the mention of the seminal
contributions of Tukey (1984), Tufte (1983), and
Cleveland (1985). The works encompassed by
these three authors probably have done more to
define the art of a meaningful graph than any
other authors. Tukey has been referred to as the
father of modern graphical analysis. Some
examples of his more ingenious contributions
include box plots and sum-difference plots.
Cleveland and Tufte contributions are numerous as
well and have added to the literature by laying a
careful ground work and the rules of thumb that
define efficient graphic display. However, with
the exception of the brushing technique for scatter
plot matrices (Cleveland 198S, p. 214), none of the
above works ventured into the realm of moving
graphic displays.
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Movement, or sequencing, was first suggested
by the authors for use in displaying building
energy data in Belur et al. (1992a). Such
techniques have been applied to building energy
data by others, namely by Lee (1992) whose
software system offers various techniques of
slicing, and viewing of 3-D data. Lee also
provides sequenced displays of data in x-y, x-y-z
formats, and a psychrometric format. Although
Lee's techniques are extremely refined they are
general in nature, proprietary, and have not been
fully investigated to determine what benefits the
sequencing can provide to a building operator.

The present discussion, and accompanying
software (Belur et al. 1992b,c; Haberl et al. 1993,
Sparks 1992a, b) represent a first attempt at public
domain software that has been designed and tested
to animate building energy (and environmental)
data. Although the software is mostly targeted for
PC-based Windows applications, it shares many
of the same graphical techniques as more elegant
applications developed for super computers
(NCSA 1992).

PUTTING THE DATA IN MOTION:
ANIMATED CONTOUR PLOTS

Figure 1 shows a commonly used x-y scatter
plot displaying a few weeks of hourly chilled water
energy use versus ambient temperature.
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Figure 1: Commonly used x-y scatter plots
displaying 3 weeks of hourly chilled water energy
use versus ambient temperature. This figure
displays hourly chilled water energy use for a
large engineering center located at a university in
central Texas.

This figure displays hourly chilled water
energy use for a large engineering center located at
a university in central Texas. The expected
increase in chilled water consumption with
increasing ambient temperature can be seen along
with quite a bit of scatter remaining from
unexplained variation, as well as data overlap.
The data show a clear temperature dependence but
cannot show any time dependent trends in the
present format (i.e., black and white scatter plot
without data label; \ Time dependent trends could
be added to the plot by encoding the individual
data labels with a time sequence (i.e., 1,2,3 for
different days in the plot). However, this does not
always allow for easy deciphering by an untrained
viewer who may be in a hurry to troubleshoot a
problem.

In Figure 2 the hourly chilled water energy
data from Figure 1 has been binned to create
contours that approximate the hours of occurrence.
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Figure 2: Contour plot of hourly chilled
water use versus ambient temperature. In this
figure the hourly chilled water energy usage from
Figure 1 has been binned to create contours of the
of hours of occurrence.

These contours provide additional insight into
the "cloud" of data points because they allow the
viewer to more readily perceive the central
tendency of the data. Although Figure 2 improves
the viewer's ability to read the density of the data
points, time-related trends still remain hidden in
the data.

Time-dependent trends can be added by
sequencing a series of overlapping contour plots.
Such time-sequencing or animation of the contour
plots can be obtained by breaking-up a larger data
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set into a series of overlapping data sets of shorter
time intervals. A contour plot is then created for
each of the smaller data sets. When a series of
these individual plots are viewed in rapid
sequence, the image of a moving contour, or
animation is obtained.

In principle this is the same technique that is
used by nightly weather forecasts to display
moving storm fronts. In the case of the weather
forecasts the density indicates the severity of the
storm and the x-y location indicates the
geographic coordinates.

Time sequencing of x-y scatter plots (without
contouring) can also be used to display time
dependence. However, if the period being viewed
contains a significant number of points, the plot
could still suffer from severe overlapping of the
individual points. This is where the time-
sequenced contour plots have an advantage.
Figure 3 illustrates the data processing steps that
are needed to obtain a sequenced, contour-plot
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Figure 3: Flow chart describing the data
processing required to produce a sequenced
contour plot animation.

animation. First, data from the entire file are fed
into a programmable routine that breaks the larger
file into smaller files of several weeks in length.
These smaller files include a programmable
overlap period that helps smooth out the
movement of the animation. In the examples used
in Figures 2,6, and 7, each individual file contains
three weeks of data with an overlap of one week.

These individual files are further processed
into programmable bins whereby the number of
points falling into a pre-specified interval are
counted. The central coordinate of the bin and
number of data points falling into the bin are then
passed to a commercially available contouring
routine (Golden 1990), resulting in a time-
sequence of consecutive contour plots. The
individual contour plots are then loaded and
compiled into an animation using a commercially
available PC-based animation program (Lantern
1992). The animation program adds motion to the
contours by repeatedly sequencing through the
pre-compiled contoured plots, much in the same
way one might flip through a card file containing
the individual graphs. Because the axis and
legends are identical from one graph to the next
the only apparent motion is the movement of the
contours. Color is usually added to the contours to
enhance the display.

USING THE ANIMATIONS TO HELP SPOT
A CALIBRATION PROBLEM

Figure 4a and 4b show hourly whole-building
chilled water data from the engineering center
typical of what might have been trended and
displayed by the EMCS that is resident in the
building. Figure 4a is a time series trace of the
chilled water energy use for a period beginning in
September 1989 and running through February
1990. The x-axis represents the decimal time
which is an internal linear time format. In this
case it represents the offset number of days
between a given date and January 1,1980 (day =
0), as calculated by the data processing routine
used to check incoming data from the data
acquisition system where these data were recorded
(Feuermann and Kempton 1987). Figure 4b is an
x-y scatter plot for the hourly data from this same
period for temperatures above 32 F. The strong
linear dependence of the building's chilled water
on outside temperature is evident.
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figure 4a: Commonly used time series plots
of building energy use. This figure shows
commonly used time series plots of chilled water
use during the period September 1989 through
February 1990 for a large engineering center in
central Texas.

Figure 4b: Commonly used x-y plots of
building energy use. This figure shows commonly
used x-y plots of chilled water use vs. temperature
during the period September 1989 through 1990
for a large engineering center in central Texas.

Figures 5a and 5b are hourly whole-building
chilled water data from the same engineering
center taken about one year later (January 1991
through October 1991) after the installation of a
VAV retrofit. Clearly, a dramatic change has
occurred in this building's energy consumption.
First, there is quite a bit of missing data or data of
zero value, and the data appear to be much more
erratic. This can be explained partially by the fact
that the building underwent a retrofit whereby the
air-handling units were converted to VAV. This
helps to account for the drop in the overall chilled
water use (VAV systems tend to have less

simultaneous use of hot water and chilled water
during the summer months). Unfortunately, if we
only had the time series and x-y display to view
the data we would be hard pressed to determine
why there was so much additional scatter in the
data.
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Figure 5a: Time series plots of problematic
building energy use. This figure shows time series
plots of problematic chilled water use during the
period January 1991 through October 1991 for
the same engineering center in central Texas.
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Figure 5b: X-Y plots of problematic building
energy use. This figure shows x-y plots of the
problematic chilled water use of the engineering
center.

Figures 6 and 7 show time-sequenced contour
plots for both periods. A diagonal reference line
has been added to the plots to assist the
juxtaposition (Cleveland, 1985, p. 200). Such a
diagonal line could also represent a regression line
of region of expected use from a simulation
program. On top of the enhanced central tendency
that the density-contouring provides, the
animation of the contouring allows one to view
how the contours are changing with time. In
figure six, excluding the frames for the periods
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Figure 6: Time sequence of plots. This figure shows successive contours of the chilled water data that have
been animated with commercially available software.

Figure 7; Time sequence of plots. This figure shows successive contours of the problematic chilled water data
that have been animated with commercially available software.
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beginning 12/15/89 and 12/22/89, the chilled
water use for the building is remarkably linear,
with the central tendency of the contours clinging
to the diagonal line as the outside temperature
becomes colder through the fall.

Figure 7 tells a dramatically different story.
In a few of the frames the central tendency of the
contours approaches the diagonal line. However,
in the remainder of the frames the data fall away
from the line, clustering in seemingly random
groups at or below the diagonal line. The time-
sequencing of the contours enhances the data
display because it allows the viewer to see that in
1991 the building's chilled water use had periods
of time when it displayed a linear relation to
outdoor temperature and periods when it did not.

The erratic data in Figure 7were caused by a
faulty flow meter that was being used to measure
the building's chilled water use. The problematic
data began when a VAV retrofit was
commissioned which caused the velocity of the
chilled water to fall below 2 ft/sec (0.61 m/sec),
which was too slow for the newly installed
magnetic-type paddle wheel flow sensor to
generate a strong enough signal for the electronic
Btu transducer that receives the signal. This
caused the Btu transducer to record fewer rotations
than were actually occurring. Hence, the dropping
away from the diagonal line, an unrecoverable
error.

In Figure 7 another advantage of contouring
can be seen in frames for the period beginning
3/12/91 and 3/26/91. The contouring helped to
emphasize the amount of zero-valued data that
would otherwise have been difficult to detect
graphically because of severe overlap that occurs
along the x-axis (Figure 5b).

GENERAL PURPOSE X-Y ANIMATION
ROUTINES.

Although the animated x-y contour plots
allow for time and temperature dependent trends
of a group of data points to be easily viewed, they
do not allow for the time and temperature trend of
individual data points to be viewed. Therefore, a
routine needed to be created that allowed for this.
Figures 8a and 8b are displays from software that
was developed to extend the concept of animating
any y variable against any other x variable
(including x = time). In Figure 8a, one week of

hourly chilled water is displayed against average
hourly temperature for the same building used in
the previous plots.

The animation in this software takes the form
of a variable length (in this case 24 hours)
segmented line that meanders through the x-y
scatter points. At each time step (in this case one
hour) a new segment, representing the next hours
energy use, is added to the front of the line and the
oldest segment in the line (the last segment in the
line) is dropped. Figure 8b shows animated hourly
electricity data for the same building. In this case
the segmented line represents a contiguous 24
hour energy use plotted against time.

This type of general purpose hourly animation
seems to offer some additional benefits over the
time-sequenced contour plots because of the ability
to view time and temperature dependent trends of
individual data points. Also, data can be viewed
"on the fly" without the need for compiling
individual movie frames whenever new data are
added.

DISCUSSION AND THOUGHTS ABOUT
THE FUTURE.

Clearly, the use of sequenced x-y contour plots
allows one to view many aspects of the building
energy consumption data at once, namely: the
magnitude of Uie consumption for a given period,
the temperature dependency of that consumption,
the central tendency of the group of data, and, by
sequencing a number of individual plots, time
trends within the data. In the case of the
engineering center, this made a calibration
problem much easier to visualize and eventually
fix.

The use of animation allows one-, two- and three-
dimensional static graphs to include one more
dimension -- changes over time. Animation, in
effect, becomes the time dimension. This is an
especially effective way to convey time-dependent
information because we intuitively understand that
time is passing when we view an animation.
Animation allows the time-dimensionality of the
data to be recast in its true form and not as an
abstraction. In addition, this procedure has the
advantage of simplifying data graphics from a
complex static display to a more easily
understandable moving display.
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Figure 8a: A display from a general purpose x-y animation program. This figure shows the display of chilled
water use against temperature using a moving 24-hour segmented line.
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Figure 8b: A display from a general purpose x-y animation program. This figure shows the display of
electricity use against time using a moving 24-hour segmented line.
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Initial reactions from an informal circulation
of the animation to building operators involved
with the Texas LoanSTAR program have been
positive. The Texas LoanSTAR program is a $98
million, eight year revolving loan program for
building energy conservation retrofits that uses oil
overcharge funds (Claridge et al. 1991). In
general the operators easily understood the
animated format and liked the idea of viewing
their EMCS trend data in an animated format.

The development and use of animation has
spawned other possible uses for the plots,
including the use of animation to cross check
LoanSTAR weather data against data from the
National Weather Service. Previously, this was
accomplished each week with simple static x-y
cross plots of 168 hours of data (1 week).
Animated x-y contour cross plots would improve
this because a series of weeks can be viewed to see
if any long-term variations have occurred.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes EPRI's Partnership for

Industrial Competitiveness. The Partnership,
comprised of over 15 EPRI member utilities, was
established to help electric utilities identify,
develop, and implement competitiveness
improvement opportunities for their industrial
customers.

To be meaningful, strategies for increasing
industrial competitiveness must consider not only
energy use, but also all other production inputs. To
this end, the program focusses on three rcajor areas:
productivity, environmental protection, and
efficiency. The effectiveness of the program will
be gauged by its ability to keep utility customers
"alive and well."

BACKGROUND
Michael E. Porter reports in his recent text The

Competitive Advantage of Nations, that U.S.
productivity growth and per capita income growth
during the postwar period have been at the bottom
of the eight top industrial nations. This he ascribes
to U.S. firms being "slow to adopt new process
technologies, slow to upgrade facilities, and slow in
introducing new products and features."

The implication is that production inputs (raw
materials, energy, capital, labor, technology, etc.)
are not being used optimally. This has resulted in a
loss of domestic industrial efficiency and
competitiveness.

The EPRI Partnership for Industrial
Competitiveness focuses on identifying
opportunities for improving industrial efficiency of
selected industries that arc customers of
participating utilities. The goal is to c.'.jmine
opportunities to improve the efficiency and

productivity and reduce environmental impacts of
any particular industrial customer.

Furthermore, it must be recognized that
meaningful strategies for achieving the goal of
industrial efficiency cannot be developed by
considering the utilization of electric power apart
from the utilization of other factors of production.
An industrial efficiency strategy must recognize the
interdependence of all the factors of production and
of external societal constraints placed upon industry,
such as those from increasingly stringent
environmental regulations.

Key interrelated factors considered in this
project approach are shown in Figure 1.

I INDUSTRIAL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM J

ENVIRONMENT

• WASTE UMMZATION

• WASTE TREATMENT

• HECKLE

• RECOVERY

V. J

EFFICIENCY

• ENEmv

• LMDHANAOBIENT

• SUPPLY OPTIONS

• CONSERVATION

PRODUCTIVITY

• OUAUTV
•YIELD/REWORK

• OPERATIONS
• PROCESSES

• EQUIPMENT

V J

Figure 1 Key Related Factors

UTILITY/CUSTOMER PARTNERSHIPS FOR
EFFICIENCY AND GROWTH

Electric utilities are in an excellent position to
help their industrial customers improve their
efficiency. Opportunities often cut across
industries, and the utilities can act as agents for
cross-fertilization. Through EPRI collaboration,
successful approaches also can be transferred
between service areas.
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The program integrates the needs of the
industrial customer with the objectives of the utility.
From the utility's perspective, benefits can be
broadly defined to include one or more of customer
retention, customer expansion, capacity deferral, and
societal gains in the territory served (e.g., increased
employment and a cleaner environment).

Utility programs often have taken the form of
individually customized projects tailored to
plant-specific situations and carried out by
contractors retained by the utilities. Though this
has resulted in some success stories, it has limited
the utility's ability to disseminate the service more
widely to its industrial customers.

An integral part of the program is to provide
the participating utilities with a tool to help identify
and understand industrial customers' efficiency and
waste minimization needs and to manage
appropriate DSM programs.

It is recognized that the need is not for
technical analyses, of which much already exists.
Rather the need is for practical results about how
these options can best fit into an overall plant
competitiveness improvement strategy.

STRUCTURE OF PROJECT OUTPUTS
For each of the industries selected, three major

products are developed: Industry Manuals, Action
Guides and Plant Survey Reports. The relationships
of the three main work products are shown in
Figure 2.

INDUSTRY

MANUAL

V /
4 ACTION GUIDE

t I

nPLANT SURVEY

. J

Figure 2 Program Outputs

Industry Manuals
Industry Manuals are intended to provide broad

coverage within a candidate industry. The primary
audience for the Industry Manuals is the utility's
customer and technical service personnel. Industry
Manuals are designed to provide a helpful insight
into the industry covered: what is the industry,
what are their major products and how are they
manufactured, and what are the major internal and
external issues and problems facing the industry?

The Industry Manual starts with an overview of
the major industry group (e.g., the food industry
[SIC 20] or the chemicals industry [SIC 28]). At
this point, the emphasis narrows to the three-digit or
four-digit industrial classifications responsible for
the manufacture of the selected products covered in
the industry manual (e.g., dairy processing industry
[SIC 202], plastic resin industry [SIC 2821], etc.).

Within this perspective, a link is forged among
different sectors of the industry by focusing on
common unit operations and improvement strategies
that can be applied in several industries. In this
way, the Industry Manuals will be useful reference
tools that have applicability across several processes
and products within an industry category.

The Industry Manuals are organized to provide
a pricis of the processes and technologies currently
employed in the industry, accompanied by
descriptions of alternative, new or innovative
equipment and processing techniques. Within this
framework, issues and options related to waste
minimization and environmental issues, efficiency
improvement strategies and productivity and
profitability improvement measures are introduced
and described. Figure 3 shows the inputs used in
Industry Manual development.

Information contained in an Industry Manual
typically includes:

• introduction and definition of the industry

• industry characteristics

• competitive aspects (domestic/foreign/product
substitution)

• major issues facing the industry
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INDUSTRY MANUAL • -

Figure 3 Industry Manual Inputs

typical aggregate breakdown of capital and
operating cost elements

unit operations comprising manufacturing
routes and alternate technologies

simplified block flow diagrams

waste minimization approach

environmental issues and improvement
opportunities

efficiency improvement strategies

productivity and profitability enhancement
measures

Action Guides
Action Guides further narrow the focus

established in the Industry Manuals. In contrast to
the descriptive and qualitative information presented
in the Industry Manuals, the Action Guides are
more quantitative and prescriptive. The Industry
Manual is a reference volume on industry
operations and issues for office use; the Action
Guide is a workbook to be used onsite at ihe plant
to help identify and screen improvement strategies
and make preliminary estimates of their impacts.
As such, the primary audience for the Action
Guides is the engineering and technical staff at
plants within the industry covered.

The Action Guide provides a general guideline
and methodology for identifying and quantifying the
true cost of plant wastes and inefficiencies. This is
complemented by a method of "mapping" potential

improvement strategies to account for their primary
and secondary effects on efficiency, productivity,
and the environment.

The Action Guide then presents the information
required to determine the effectiveness of the plant
in terms of "best-in-class" and achievable
performance benchmarking. Simplified preliminary
cost/benefit estimation procedures are provided for
rapid screening and identification of promising
improvement strategies. The guidelines and
methodologies contained in the Action Guides form
the basis for developing meaningful
recommendations via the subsequent plant surveys.
Subsequent implementation of improvement
schemes is facilitated by suggestions of providers of
necessary equipment or services, where appropriate,
for the improvement technique.

Action Guides typically include:

• guidelines for identifying/quantifying wastes

• methodology for determining the true costs of
wastes/inefficiencies

• mapping of improvement strategy impact on
environment, efficiency, and productivity

• methodology for benchmarking performance
against "best-in-class" operations

• methodology for self-benchmarking against
current performance

• methodology for selecting and evaluating
potential improvement strategies

• simplified cost/benefit analysis procedures for
selected strategies

• references for further information on strategies
presented

Plant Survey Reports
Plant Survey Reports are developed following

surveys conducted by an EPRI survey team and (if
desired) independently by a Department of
Energy/Energy Analysis and Diagnostic Center
(DOE/EADC) energy audit team. Findings and
recommendations of both the EPRI survey and Ihe
optional DOE energy audits are provided in
comprehensive reports. Reports generated from the
information and data collected during the plant
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surveys will be fed back to EPRI's computer data
base and technical experts for analysis. The Plant
Survey Reports will include brief summaries of the
findings and recommendations resulting from the
surveys, with emphasis on recommendations to
improve competitiveness. The role that the electric
utility can play in implementing the
recommendations will be highlighted. The Plant
Survey Reports will be provided to the sponsoring
utility for discussion with their customers.

BENCHMARKING APPROACH
A key element of the program is the use of

benchmarking and state-of-the-art manufacturing to
identify "best" industrial practices.

The use of this data in conjunction with the
project Action Guides is illustrated in Figure 4.
Specific manufacturing variables, such as raw
material consumption and product yield, energy
requirements, and waste treatment practices in a
particular plant can be measured and compared to
the "best-in-class" yardstick. The gap between
existing and best-in-class indicate the degree of
improvement that can be achieved; these form the
basis of performance targets for the plant. The
programs and actions required to realize the
improvement targets in a cost-effective manner can
then be developed.

ACTION GUIDE

REVIEW OF ACTUAL
PLANT OPERATIONS

•BEST-IN-CLASS"
DATABASE

BENCHMARKING
COMPARISON

P U N T IMPROVEMENTS/
OPTIMIZATION

Figure 4 The Action Guide and Plant Survey
in the Benchmarking Process

IMPLEMENTATION FEEDBACK
As the program matures and plant surveys are

carried out, strategies to enhance industrial
competitiveness will be identified and implemented.
A feedback loop will be established to provide the
results of these strategies to all of the partner
utilities. This will be accomplished using a

computerized database of strategies, costs,
successes, caveats, and impediments to their
implementation. This database, while maintaining
the plant confidentiality, will be available to all
program supporters (see Figure 5).

PLANTS

COMPUTERIZED
IMPLEMENTATION

EXPERIENCE
DATABASE

PLANT SURVEY
REPORTS ._ PROGRAM

SUPPORTERS

FEEDBACK

Figure 5 Implementation Database

Further, the implementation database will be
used to update the Action Guide, and provide
valuable input to future plant surveys carried out in
the sarre or similar industries (see Figure 6).

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 6 Data Feedback Loop

ADVISORY GROUP
To further the use, improvement, and updating

of the methodology, EPRI has formed a users'
advisory group of participating utilities which meets
periodically to share experiences and enhancements,
and to promote continued training in the use of the
methodology. Initial work on this project has
required the assistance of contractors. Ultimately,
the goal of some utilities will be to administer and
apply the methodology by in-house staff. Table 1
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is a list of utilities participating in the project, as of
January 1993.

TABLE 1 Participating Utilities

Centerior Energy
Central Hudson Gas & Electric
Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Commonwealth Edison
Duke Power
Florida Power & Light
Houston Lighting and Power
Illinois Power
Niagara Mohawk
Northern States Power
Pennsylvania Power & Light
Philadelphia Electric
Salt River Project
Tennessee Valley Authority
Union Electric Company

INDUSTRIES COVERED
While the methodology to be employed in

conducting these studies will be generic to the
extent possible, it is necessary to consider specific
opportunities within certain industries. The
selection of the industries depends on the needs of
the participating utilities. The nine industries
covered during 1992 are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2 Industry Coverage (1992)

Food processing (dairy)
Plastics fabrication
Metals fabrication
Pulp and paper
Chemicals (plastic resins)
Copper processing
Semiconductor manufacture
Metal foundries
Textiles

Additional industries will be incorporated into
the program in 1993 and 1994.
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Using DOE Industrial Energy Audit Data for Utility Program Design
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ABSTRACT
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),

Energy Analysis and Diagnostic Center
Program has offered no-cost energy
conservation audits to industrial plants since
1976. The EADC program has maintained a
database of detailed plant and audit information
since 1980. In 1992, DOE and Baltimore Gas
& Electric Company (BG&E) agreed to
conduct a joint demonstration project in which
the EADC database would be used to assist
BG&E in planning demand-side management
(DSM) programs for its industrial customers.
BG&E identified a variety of useful
applications of the database including:
estimating conservation potential, identifying
conservation measures for inclusion in
programs, target marketing of industries,
projecting DSM program impacts, and focusing
implementation efforts. Over the course of the
project, BG&E identified a variety of strengths
and limitations associated with the database
when used for utility planning. To encourage
the use of the data by other utilities and
interested parties, DOE is preparing an EADC
database package for general distribution in
April 1993.

BACKGROUND
The manufacturing sector accounts for

approximately 33 percent of total U.S. energy
use (about 30 Quadrillion Btu) at an annual
cost of approximately $100 billion. For many
industries reducing energy cost can have a
significant affect on their ability to compete in
both domestic and international markets.

The National Energy Strategy (NES) of
1992 identifies industrial energy efficiency
improvement as an important goal in building a
more secure, economically sound, and
environmentally sustainable future for the U.S.

The NES encourages the development and
implementation of cost-effective efficiency
improvements to reduce energy costs and
enhance industry competitiveness. Many of
these improvements involve general plant
modernization and the widespread adoption of
efficient, state-of-the-art equipment. Even in
the most modern facilities, however, many
industrial processes can also benefit from the
implementation of more effective operating
practices. Much of industry's success at
improving energy-efficiency over the last 20
years can be attributed to innovative plant
management practices that promote energy
awareness at all levels of plant operations.

DOE Energy Analysis and Diagnostic Center
Program

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),
Office of Industrial Technologies, offers many
programs in support of the NES goals for
improving energy utilization in industry. One
of the most successful has been the Energy
Analysis and Diagnostic Center (EADC)
program. The EADC program employs senior
undergraduate and graduate students, under the
direction of tenured engineering faculty, to
conduct no-cost energy conservation audits for
small- and medium-sized plants in the
manufacturing sector. The program is
currently composed of 22 competitively
selected engineering universities across the
country, with plans to expand to 40 schools by
1998.(1) This will provide an audit service
capability of 1,200 audits per year in 1999.

To date, approximately 4,100 audits have
been completed by the EADC program,
resulting in cumulative energy savings of 77
trillion Btu, and cost savings of $419 million.
The energy conservation audits conducted by
the EADC teams have recommended an
average of 4 billion Btu of annual energy
savings and $40,000 in cost savings per plant
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audit. Of the energy saving measures
recommended for all fuel types, about 50%
have been implemented by the client plants.
Implementation and results have been
confirmed by the EADCs in follow-up
interviews with plant staff six to nine months
after the audits reports have been provided to
the plants.

In conjunction with its auditing work, the
EADC program has maintained a database of
plant and audit information contained in the
reports submitted by the EADC institutions.
The database currently contains detailed data
from audits conducted between 1980 and 1990.
The data include plant specifics such as
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC), fuel
types used, and base plant energy consumption.
Recommended energy efficiency improvements
are also included. These measures are
identified by codes from the Directory of
Industrial Energy Conservation Opportunities,
a listing of standard industrial efficiency
measures developed by the University City
Science Center in Philadelphia. Projected
energy savings, costs savings, implementation
cost, and simple payback are all provided for
each recommended measure. The database
currently resides at Rutgers University.

Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
BG&E provides natural gas and electric

service to central Maryland, serving
approximately 1,000,000 residential customers,
100,000 commercial customers, and 3,000
industrial customers. The industrial customers
in BG&E's service territory account for
approximately 11 % of the energy sold annually
and nearly 10% of the peak demand.
Materials production plants (mostly primary
metals) account for almost half of the industrial
sales and process industries (mostly chemicals)
account for an additional quarter. The
materials fabrication group, including electric
machinery, other machinery, transportation
equipment, plastics, fabricated metals, and
printing and publishing firms, make up the
remaining industrial sales.

In 1992, through a collaborative process
involving regulatory agencies, intervenors,
customers and environmental agencies, BG&E
designed and implemented a number of DSM
programs for its industrial customers. BG&E's
DSM programs include time-of-use rates,
credits for reducing demand during critical
periods, and rebates for efficient lighting,
motors, and air compressors. In 1992, BG&E
also began the design of its Custom Industrial
Plant Upgrade Program, intended to provide
custom rebates for energy-efficient equipment
and process-specific efficiency improvements.
To identify process retrofit opportunities,
BG&E plans to offer comprehensive plant
audits to all of its industrial customers.

EADC/BG&E Cooperative Demonstration
Project

The EADC program has always recognized
that, while it could provide auditing services
for some manufacturing facilities, it could
reach only a small fraction of the
manufacturing plants in the U.S. More
recently, DOE has been seeking ways to
expand industrial audit coverage by leveraging
its EADC program experience through similar
private sector efforts, such as utility-sponsored
industrial demand-side management (DSM)
programs. In particular, DOE wished to learn
how its audit database could be used to assist
utilities in developing DSM programs for their
industrial customers.

In June, 1992, DOE and BG&E agreed to
conduct a joint demonstration project in which
the EADC database would be used to assist
BG&E in conducting an actual DSM planning
study and in developing specific industrial
DSM programs. DOE hoped to identify the
potential uses of the database for utility
planning, and uncover strengths and
weaknesses of the database in utility planning
applications. DOE provided BG&E with a
copy of the EADC audit database and
supporting materials. In return, BG&.E agreed
to review the structure and contents of the
database and to furnish DOE with the results of
its planning work.
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APPLYING THE EADC DATABASE IN
UTILITY DSM PLANNING

After receiving the EADC database, BG&E
commissioned Barakat & Chamberlin to assist
in evaluating the data and its possible uses for
BG&E DSM planning. Barakat & Chamberlin
was selected for this role because it was
already supporting BG&E's industrial program
planning efforts and was familiar with the
EADC program. After reviewing the contents
of the database files, BG&E identified a
number of potential applications for the
database for both program design and program
implementation.

• The data could be used to develop
industry- and measure-specific
estimates of energy conservation
savings potential in a utility's
industrial sector.

• Detailed potential estimates could be
used to identify the most common or
most significant energy-efficiency
measures for inclusion in utility DSM
programs.

• Implementation data in the database
could be used to identify the measures
most likely to be adopted by industrial
customers, or to identify industry

groups most likely to adopt audit
recommendations in general.

• Estimates of implemented savings for
specific measures could be used to
develop projected impacts for DSM
programs promoting those measures.

• Historical audit findings for particular
industries could be used to focus
future audits and program marketing
efforts in similar facilities.

Having identified these potential
applications, BG&E was able to manipulate and
reformat the original database files to support
its own analyses.

Estimating Energy Conservation Potential
The first steps in DSM program design are

characterizing the target market and evaluating
the potential for energy conservation in that
market. Market assessment requires a utility to
identify the number of industrial customers it
serves, their industry classifications, billing
histories and other energy use characteristics.
Once this market profile is developed, it can be
used as a basis for identifying opportunities for
energy conservation.

Figure 1 illustrates an electricity
conservation potential estimate for the food

i
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Figure 1. Electricity Savings Potential - Food Products Plants (SIC 20)
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products industry (SIC 20). To develop such
estimates for its industrial customers, BG&E
summarized the EADC audit data in a set of
spreadsheets which reported, for each SIC
code, the number of plants audited, their base
energy usage, the frequency with which
particular measures were recommended and
implemented, energy savings, cost savings and
average payback periods. BG&E's industrial
customer profiles were wen applied to these
figures to develop scaled estimates of energy
savings potential by industry group. This
process yielded industry-specific and measure-
specific estimates of potential customized to
BG&E's particular mix of industrial customers.

A summary profile was also developed
based on the individual potential contributions
from all industrial groups in BG&E's service
territory. This summary profile is illustrated in
Figure 2. It includes savings estimates for
electric DSM measures only.

Targeting Based on Potential
Having developed estimates of DSM

potential from the EADC audit database,
BG&E was able to identify the measures which
indicated significant energy savings potential.
Based on this information, BG&E redirected its
utility program research and technology
assessment efforts to include those measures.
For example, the data indicated that

compressed air related modification showed
significant energy savings potential in nearly
every industrial group. As a result, BG&E
incorporated the assessment of compressed air
system design, controls, and leaks into its
program design activities.

BG&E's initial Custom Industrial Plant
Upgrade Program concept included plant audits
to identify energy efficiency opportunities and
the payment of custom rebates for energy
conservation improvements. Further analysis
using the EADC data indicated significant
potential impacts for cogeneration, self-
generation, and fuel-switching measures as
well. For example, the EADC data adjusted
with BG&E customer information indicated
that the potential savings from cogeneration
was approximately equal to the savings from
energy-efficiency improvements. These
findings have led to ongoing discussions
regarding the inclusion of these opportunities
as part of the Custom Industrial Plant Upgrade
Program.

Targeting Based on Implementation Data
In addition to identifying DSM measures

with significant savings potential, the EADC
data was also used to identify the most
frequently adopted measures. Since the
database contains implementation rates for all
measures in all plants, the measures could be
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Figure 2. Electricity Savings Potential - All Industrial Plants
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ranked by their implementation rates. This
analysis could also be performed by industry.
In this manner, BG&E could identify which
measures had the highest rate of
implementation in the industrial sectors
dominating their industrial customer base.
Industry groups could also be ranked by their
implementation of audit recommendations in
general.

This implementation data was used by
BG&E as n second way of identifying measures
for inclusion ui ;ts DSM programs, and for
predicting customer acceptance of these
measures in different industry groups. An
example of this type of industry ranking is
presented in Figure 3.

Designing DSM Programs
The next step in utility DSM planning is

detailed program design, where participation,
demand and energy impacts are forecast and
compared to utilities' avoided costs to evaluate
cost-effectiveness. As part of its planning
requirements, BG&E must demonstrate to its
regulators that the incremental cost of energy
conservation improvements promoted through
its programs are less than the cost of building a
new generation facility. To perform the cost
effectiveness calculation, estimates of demand
and energy savings must be made.

Utilities have only recently begun to
expand their DSM activities beyond the
residential and commercial sectors to the
industrial sector. As a result, there is little
utility data from actual program experience on
which to base projected impacts for proposed
industrial DSM programs. The DOE EADC
database is the only database in existence that
records energy savings opportunities identified
for a full range of industrial DSM measures
based on actual energy audits. Estimates of
energy reduction as a percent of plant energy
consumption values were developed for
BG&E's customers for the Custom Industrial
Plant Upgrade Program using the EADC
database. Estimates of participation rates
based on customer surveys conducted to gauge
level of interest and likelihood of participation
were used in conjunction with the impact levels
per customers over a 10-year time period to
obtain overall program impacts.

Marketing
BG&E is currently considering hiring

contractors to represent BG&E and conduct
plant audits under the Custom Industrial Plant
Upgrade Program. During implementation, the
EADC data will be used to help focus audit
efforts. Before entering into a customer's
facility, the EADC database will be queried to
identify which energy conservation
opportunities existed in similar manufacturing
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Figure 3. Imptementation of Electric Measures by Industry Group
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facilities audited in the past by the EADC. For
particular energy conservation measures, the
database will be used to predict the likelihood
that the measure will be adopted, providing
valuable preparation for the audit team before
they even visit a particular location.

Advantages and Limitations of the EADC
Audit Database

The EADC/BG&E Demonstration Project
has provided an excellent opportunity to
identify key advantages of the database when
used in real utility planning applications:

• It is based on actual audit findings in
real industrial facilities.

• The database contains a large sample
of audits in geographically distributed
locations.

• All but one industry group (SIC 21 -
tobacco) are included.

• A M l range of fuel types and DSM
measures is included.

• Cost and implementation data are
reported.

The database also contains a number of
limitations:

• Only small- and medium-sized plants
are audited by the program. The
application of the EADC data to large
facilities could introduce some error
into the analysis.

• The audit recommendations are based
on the economic perspective of the
customer, not the utility.

• The audits address electricity
consumption, but not electricity
demand.

• Baseline energy consumption data is
available only for entire plants, not for
specific end uses.

As is true for any source of secondary
data, the information in the EADC database
must be thoroughly understood and
thoughtfully applied. Utilities involved in
DSM are generally developing programs to
defer the need for future generation.
Therefore, a conservative and realistic
approach is recommended when using this
database. In addition to the points noted
above, several issues should be kept in mind
when applying this data in utility planning
studies.

The EADC program offers expertise, but
no financial incentives. A utility program,
such as BG&E's Custom Industrial Plant
Upgrade Program, may encourage energy
efficiency through free expertise, rebates, co-
funded feasibility studies, and even financing.
As a result, implementation rates for and
opportunities assessed by utilities may be
different than EADC utilities.

The price of energy that utility customers
pay strongly influences their decisions to save
energy and adopt EADC identified
recommendations. For example, a chemical
manufacturer in New York paying HC/kWh of
electricity might be more interested in
conservation than the identical chemical
manufacturer in Washington state, paying less
than 2C/kWh. The data contained in the
EADC database has not been price normalized.

Delivery mechanisms and human resources
can influence impacts and savings. The EADC
program uses engineering professors and
students. A utility may use engineers from its
marketing or generation departments, or may
hire outside contractors. In each case, the
expertise and credibility of the individuals
delivering the program may affect the
manufacturing customers' decisions about
efficiency measures.
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FUTURE DOE ACTIVITIES
On October 24, 1992, President Bush

signed into law the Energy Policy Act of 1992
(P.L. 102-486). Sections 132 and 133 of the
law require the development of criteria for
industrial assessments, establishment of
industrial insulation and audit guidelines, and
provision of educational and technical support
for these functions. In addition, an awards
program is to be established to recognize
utilities operating industrial energy efficiency
technology assistance programs. As a result,
the manufacturing sector aud utility industry
organizations will play a major role in
implementing the requirements of the Energy
Policy Act.

In support of the objectives in the Energy
Policy Act, DOE is planning to make the data
resources of the EADC program more
accessible to utilities, manufacturing firms and
the general public. As part of its industrial
technology transfer program, DOE is preparing
a formal EADC database package and user's
manual. The package will include a CD-ROM
disk containing the initial EADC database,
Typical Year Meteorological (TYM) data for
234 locations, and a text file containing
instructions for using the databases. The
EADC database is presented in ASCII,
Paradox 4.0, and dBase III formats. The CD-
ROM disk will also contains FORTRAN
programs for extracting specific TYM
information. The package will also include a
floppy disk containing Colorado State
University - Energy Conservation Opportunity
software and approximately 75 template text
files detailing energy and cost savings
calculation procedures for frequently used
energy conservation opportunities. There will
be two versions of this disk — one in
WordPerfect 4.1 format and the other in ASCII
format. Both versions will also contain
LOTUS 1-2-3 spreadsheet files that generate
tables for use with the text files.

The target for release of this database
package is April 1993. DOE plans to make the
data available to all accredited engineering
school libraries throughout the continental U.S.

This will ensure that the database is locally
accessible to all interested parties. The EADC
program is also planning to establish public
access for updated database information in the
EADC computer at Rutgers University in late
1994.

CONCLUSION
In the past, the EADC program's primary

purpose was to provide auditing services for
individual manufacturing facilities. Today, the
EADC program is expanding its role in
industrial energy conservation by assisting
electric utilities in developing their own
industrial conservation programs. The
EADC/BG&E cooperative project has
demonstrated that the EADC program's audit
information can serve as a valuable planning
tool for utilities considering industrial DSM.
DOE is encouraging utilities to learn more
about the EADC program and make use of its
data resources in developing effective energy-
efficiency programs. By taking advantage of
the EADC program's resources, utilities have
the potential to achieve substantial reductions in
manufacturing energy use on a national level.

NOTES
1. The National programs field management is
divided into an Eastern and Western Region.
Field Management of the Eastern EADC
Region is directed by Rutgers, the State
University of New Jersey, at Piscataway, N.J.
Field Management of the Western EADC
Region is managed by the University City
Science Center (UCSC) in Philadelphia, P. A.
The UCSC has held field management
responsibility for the EADC work during the
16 year life of the EADC program.
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Abstract

Energy auditing as a tool for energy conservation
is discussed using insights gained from data gathered from
the DOE EADC program over a ten year period. Details
about the contents of the database, procedures for it access
and sample "products" are presented. It is shown that
careful analysis of the data can provide answers to difficult
questions which support general notions in some cases
and differ significantly in others.

Introduction

The Federal Department of Energy has been
funding industrial energy audits for small and medium
sized manufacturing firms under the auspices of the EADC
program for fifteen years. The audits are performed by
teams from engineering schools at universities which are
made up of faculty and students. Normally the team
performs a one day site visit at an industrial plant which
follows an extensive pre audit data gathering function.
Following the site visit the audit team prepares a report
for the manufacturer which includes information about the
plant's energy use, processes and other operations. In
addition, each report has several energy conservation
opportunities (ECO's) which are written up with
sufficient engineering design to provide for anticipated
savings, implementation costs and simple payback for
each ECO presented.

Following an appropriate interval (usually
between six and twelve months) the EADC again contacts
the manufacturer to follow up on the recommendations
made in the report and to gauge the level of
implementation.

The program has been a benefit to more than the
manufacturer's served. The students involved in the
program have a unique opportunity to see a range of
manufacturing operations first hand. The government has
been able to provide direct support to small and medium
sized manufacturers which, in theory, become more
profitable through increased energy efficiency and therefore
pay more taxes and in the process underwrite the program.

One additional benefit from the program is that
the data generated by the audits provides a unique
opportunity to quantify the slate of energy management in
small and medium sized industry and the potential of
auditing to improve efficiency. Since 1980, the data has
been compiled from the audit performed under this
program. The results through 1991 are currently available
via computer network through the Office of Industrial
Productivity and Energy Assessment at Rutgers
University.

The remainder of this paper discusses the database
and its access in detail followed by several examples of the
use of such data as applied to the technique of auditing and
the EADC program.

Description Of The Database

Database Access

The database discussed in this paper is maintained
at the Office of Industrial Productivity and Energy
Assessments at Rutgers University under contract with the
US. Department of Energy. Interested parties can access
the database by direct connection through the internet or
by modem. Inclusion of internet addresses or modem
phone numbers in this paper would nearly insure that the
numbers would have to be changed shortly. Potential
users are requested to contact the above office at Rutgers
University for the current internet addresses and modem
access numbers.

Database Structure

The data compiled from the audits is contained in
two separate files. A flat database would have been
preferred for several reasons, but because the number of
ECO's per audit varies widely (normally from 3 to 15)
such structure would have resulted in a tremendous
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amount of empty storage space. Therefore two separate
databases are used.

One file contains general audit data which would
apply to all of the ECO's for that audit. Information
includes the audit date and location (by state), plant SIC
code, products produced, production information (hours,
employees, and level), and gross annual sales. Also,
specific data on consumption (usage and cost) for each
energy stream is recorded in this file.

The second database contains data on ECO's and
(heir implementation. A variety of information is needed
on the ECO and the energy streams associated with it.
However, in order to make this file as flat as possible,
some limit on the number of energy streams was
necessary. This demonstrates one of the challenges in
looking at a database of this kind, that is what data noj to
maintain.

Multiple energy streams impacting on one ECO
is not uncommon. As an example, consider the use of
destratification fans in a plant. The primary impact will be
to reduce space heating costs and the energy associated
with it. However, because many fans arc often involved,
there is often be a significant impact en electrical costs.
Therefore in tracking such ECO's in the database, facility
need be maintained to handle multiple energy sources.
However, consider the case where the plant uses both
natural gas and fuel oil for space heating. Here three
energy sources would be involved. Maintaining room in
liie database for "n" energy sources is only worthwhile if
the frequency of occurrence warrants it.

A simple examination of the original data
(compiled by the University City Science Center)
provides a defensible answer to this question. Of the
18573 ECO's contained in the database, 1782 involve
two energy sources. However, only 42 involve more than
2 and 1 talks about more than 3. The data can therefore be
truncated after two energy sources with great space savings
and inconsequential loss of information. The cases with
three or more energy streams impacting on one ECO are
statistically insignificant.

Therefore the second file in the dalabase is set up
with one record for each ECO and contains information on
a primary and secondary energy stream. Data includes a
narrative statement describing the ECO, anticipated
savings (consumption and cost), predicted implementation
cost, implementation status (whether the recommendation
was, in fact, implemented within a year of receipt of the
report), actual implementation savings and costs (if
available) and a measurement of simple payback.

Reference is made within the data record to die EADC and
the individual audit to insure ease in cross correlation.

Dataset Used

For the purposes of this paper, data from audits
performed from 1981 to 1990. This included 2805 audits
at 18 EADC's. The universities operating EADC's
providing data to the database are included as Appendix 1.

Observations From The Database

In this section "products" from the data base are
presented and discussed. The purpose is to demonstrate
some of the uses of the data and some general truths about
energy auditing.

First, a few examples considering potential
biases in the data will b • presented.

Average Savings Per Audit

17.00%.

Individual EADC's

Figure 1. Variation of Recommended Savings at Various
EADC's

Variation between EADC's

One of the primary concerns with using the
database for general insights is that the EADC's operate as
independent operations. They select their own clients,
perform audits, select ECO's and review implementation
of ECO's with relatively little direct interference from the
field managers. Substantial training, frequent
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communication and an annual meeting of all center
directors help to standardize the auditing process to some
degree, but individuality is also encouraged. Therefore it is
of great interest to test individual centers against the norm
to determine the skewness this factor represents. The
database was examined to determine the average cost
savings recommended as a percentage of total energy
costs. The results are shown in figure 1.

Each column in the figure represents an
individual EADC. The results show that despite some
EADC's which provide somewhat smaller return (none of
whom are still involved in the program), the majority
provide a relatively standard level of service normally
recommending savings of around 10% or more.

Variation of Energy Rates:

Temporal vs. Regional

Another area of concern is the fact that data
contained in the database comes from a variety of regions
and a ten year period. Since energy conservation is driven
almost entirely by economics, variations in the cost of
electricity will launch different strategies in terms of
energy savings and cost containment.

The data was examined to look at the costs for
electricity experienced by the clients served and are shown
in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 2. Average Electricity Cost vs. Time
(All EADC's)

Data for the first study was obtained by averaging mean
cost per kWH for the 2805 audits in the dataset after

sorting by year. A difference in cost can be seen in the
data and may be significant depending on what study is
being done. One can use a correction factor, to compare
one year with the rest, but this loses sight of the fact that
energy management decisions can change depending on the
relative costs of energy. For most general studies,
however, the differences over time are not so great as other
skewing factors.

Figure 3. Average Electricity Cost vs. EADC (1990)

Of greater concern in the data is the regional
differences shown in Fig. 3. For this study the data from
ali years were treated equally and one cost/kWH was
determined for each EADC. Once can see that a trip from
the west coast (Oregon State) to the cast coast (Rutgers)
can leave a manufacturer with nearly a factor of two
increase in cost of electricity.

Cost Considerations

The database contains the information necessary
to gain insights into how small and medium sized
manufacturers make decisions on capital expenditures and
how the auditors adjust their products accordingly.
Manufacturers of this size are normally working in niche
markets and need to maintain significant flexibility in
their operations to remain competitive. For this reason it
is anticipated that adoption of energy conservation
strategies which are capital extensive would occur at a
lower rate than more inexpensive schemes.
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As part of each ECO, an implementation cost is
estimated by the EADC. This gives a measure of the scale
of the "fix." Table 1 shows a breakdown of the
implementation costs projected in the database.

Range of
implementation Cost

0 -
$1000
$2000
$3000
$4000
$5000
$6000
$7000
$8000

$9000 -

$1000
- $2000
- $3000
- $4000
- $5000
- $6000
- $7000
- $8000
- $9000
$10,000

> $10,000

Percent of
Total

61.29%
10.68%
5.69%
3.68%
2.47%
2.14%
1.56%
1.07%
0.87%
0.73%
9.83%

Table 1. Distribution of Implementation Costs

The results show that a majority of focus of the audit
teams is in cheaper measures. However, ten percent of the
recommendations do exceed $10,000, indicating that big
fixes arc indeed recommended, but only in conjunction
with a number of less expensive tactics.

70.00ft

65.00* .

60.00*

55.00*

50.00*

45.00*

40.00*

Figure 4. Implementation Rate vs. Cost

Implementation information in the database can
also give insight into the manufacturers response to more
expensive fixes. Figure 4 shews the results of a study

where the ECO's were sorted by implementation cost and
examined for implementation rates.

The results are not surprising, showing a sizable
decrease in implementation rate as implementation costs
increase. But the question the auditor has is at what point
the total savings starts to drop off. If the average simple
payback remains constant, then a linear drop-off would
result where an ECO twice as expensive would have to be
implemented only half as often to result in the same total
savings.

The average savings in the database actually tend
to increase proportionally as the implementation cost
increases. More study of the data at the higher end is
needed, but in general, on a normal rate of return basis,
the data shows that the larger the ECO (savings or
implementation cost) the better the rate of return. Or, one
would have expected lower implementation rates for the
more expensive ECO's. This implies that a self-metering
of recommendations is undertaken by the auditor. If the
team is to work up a recommendation for a large ticket
item (requiring more work than ECO's of smaller scope)
they will need some indication of interest by the
manufacturer. Thus the implementation rates arc skewed
toward higher values.

EADC support

The data, being generated by EADC's can also be
used directly to support the work of the centers by
observing both general trends and specific practices of
EADC's. As an exercise in examining individual EADC
performance, a search was made for ECO's which were
either extremely popular or unpopular with a specific
EADC. The data was sorted by ECO and an average
recommendation frequency was determined for each ECO.
Then, the actual frequency of occurrence for individual
EADC's was determined and compared to the average.
Cases where the resulting ratio was either much greater or
much less than one indicates a situation of exceptional
performance by the EADC.

An example list of such cases is shown in Table
2. Individual EADC names have been removed. Some
entries in the table show a particular bias towards or
against a technology. A ratio value of 17 indicates that
the particular EADC recommends a technology 17 times
more often than the mean whereas a value of. 1 indicates a
recommendation frequency 10 times less than the average.
While each EADC is expected to operate independentiy,
knowledge of exceptional cases should give an EADC
director good feedback. It should be pointed out that some
cases make good sense. Solar energy ECO's which are
appropriate in Arizona are of little use in the northeast.
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Eadc
"A"

"A"

"B"
"B"
"B"

"D"
"D"
"E"

•<p-

"G"
"G"
"G"
"H"

"r

Ratio
4.1297

4.0043

6.4284
4.1886
4.486

0.0613
9.0392
4.044
6.1871

6.2529

0.0312
17.2561
7.3747
5.617

11.3598

Description
Use most efficient equipment at its
maximum capacity
Locate causes of electrical demand
and reschedule
Install Automatic Stack Damper
Shut cff pilot in standby boiler
Reduce temperature of domestic hot
water
Destratification fans
Repair Steam Traps
Use variable speed drives
Preheat boiler makeup water with
exchange from waste process heat
Improve reflectance of walls and
ceilings
Compressed air leaks
Recharge batteries off peak
Door seals
Install Turbulator
Reduce Exterior Lighting

Table 2. "Exceptional" ECO's

As a final example of simple studies and the
h.sights they produce, consider the total recommended
savings as a function of number of ECO's recommended.
Clearly there should be a positive correlation between the
two and this is born out in the data. Total savings per
audit were sorted as a function of the number of ECO's
recommended and the results are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 % Savings Recommended vs. Number of ECO's

The results here, while completely consistent
with what would be expected, are still quite useful. This is

because the data allows us to provide a picture which
reinforces a truth. Basically the auditor wishing to
improve return can always do so by increasing the number
of techniques considered.

Results do not always come out as anticipated
and some examples of this are discussed in the next
section.

Myth Debunking:
Misconceptions Revealed By The
Database

One of the most important uses of the database
for the auditor is to examine various truths about auditing
which have been generally accepted by testing those truths
with the data. As an example, consider the following
"product" which was created shortly after the database was
put on line.

The question concerned selection of plants for
energy audits by potential for savings. Any significant
result from the data would be important to any auditing
program. There was also the generally accepted view that
industrial plants using proportionally higher amounts of
fossil fuels in there energy profile would provide a higher
return of savings. This was based on:

1) Qualitative experience

2) Waste heat from combustion processes
is not managed efficiently in many cases
and provides a set of opportunities not
available in fully electric plants.

3) Costs/BTU are normally less for fossil
fuels prompting users to pay less
attention to savings strategies.

follows:
The breakdown of energy use in the dataset is as

Energy Source
Electricity
Fuel Oil

LPG
Natural Gas

Total Costs (in millions)
$651
S9.7
$6

$274.8

Table 2. Distribution of Energy Costs

The data was examined by first obtaining a
measure of the amount of energy cost associated with
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electricity scaled to the total energy consumed. Once this
was done, the data was sorted by the ratio of electrical
energy to total energy and plotted versus the results of the
audit (percent of energy saved). The results are shown in
figure 6. The expected result was that there should have
been an increased average savings as the percent of
electrical energy decreased. While appearing somewhat like
a ink blot, the data shows no such thing. In fact, the
results would indicate that there is no measurable
difference.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

% Total Energy Costs Related to Electricity

Figure 6. Savings As Related To % Electrical
The conclusions of this study are not clear.

Knowing the array of additional energy saving techniques
which are available in plants having significant
combustion, some additional principle must be in play to
provide for these results. We suggest the auditor has, as an
implicit goal, a certain savings level which is desired.
Once that level is reached, the auditor has done the job and
makes less strenuous attempts to find additional savings.
Recognizing this, management can attempt to minimize
the impact of such implicit goals.

Another myth which is supported by common
sense is that the more expensive energy is, the greater the
incentive to conserve. Here is it implied that management
is willing to invest to obtain conservation. Referring back
to Fig. 3, there is a large variation in electrical energy
costs throughout the country. One would imagine that
implementation rates would scale with energy costs and be
somewhat greater in EADC territories with high energy
costs.

ECO's were examined for implementation rates and were
sorted by EADC in order of cost for electricity (see Fig.
3). The results are plotted in Figs. 7a-d.
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Fig. 7a. Install compressor air intakes in coolest
locations
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Fig. 7b. Use energy-efficient belts and other improved
mechanisms

This was examined by selecting four ECO's
which are quite common and appear in a large percentage
of reports. The database entries corresponding to these
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Fig. 7c Use higher efficiency, lower wattage
lamps or ballasts in existing fixtures

The results show that within the normal fluctuations of
implementation rates, there is in general a decrease in
implementation where energy rates are highest! One might
suggest that high energy cost may be limiting investment
in energy conservation, but none of these ECO's are high
cost. Another speculation might be that utilities in lower
cost regions are more aggressive in promoting
conservation. This is certainly the case in the Northwest.
EADC's in the northeast also have higher space heating
requirements in the winter which might consume the
focus of management. However, at this stage no clear
answer emerges except that increased costs for electricity
do not result in measurably higher implementation rates.

Discussion

The results presented in this paper are not
intended to be an exhaustive study of the auditing process
or a "how-to" manual. An effort has been made to present
an assortment of studies which is some way adds some
insight into energy auditing and the data it generates.

In some cases the information simply supported
common sense but with quantitative support. In others,
the results where surprising at first until one understood
the underlying reasons often showing up some implicit
metering taking place. Some cases also appear which defy
reasonable explanation.

Fig. 7d ECO: Eliminate leaks in lines and
valves carrying compressed air or other gases

The DOE EADC program is ongoing and the
database will be growing. Challenges remain to determine
how to weight data to attend to bias, how to adjust the
data obtained to maximize usefulness, and how to present
information gained from the database to auditors.

In addition, «he fact that the database is intended
for public access requires a different set of challenges.
Certainly knowledge of the data, how it was generated, and
the significance of results is aided by personal experience
in doing audits. As much as possible this experience must
be transferred into supporting narratives to help the
external users to make qualified decisions from their
examination of the data.
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Appendix 1

Current EADC's
Contributing to the Database

Arizona State University
Colorado State University
Georgia Tech
Hofstra University
Iowa State University
Oklahoma State University
Oregon State University
San Diego State University
Texas A&M University
University of Dayton
University of Florida
University of Kansas
University of Massachusetts
University of Missouri-Rolla
University of Notre Dame
University of Tennessee
University of Wisconsin

Former EADC's
Contributing to the Database

Case Western Reserve University
Louisiana Tech University
North Carolina A&T State University
PrairieView University
Rutgers University
Stevens Institute of Technology
Tri-State University
University of Pittsburgh

New EADC's
To Contribute to the Database

West Virginia University
North Carolina State University
U. of Arkansas - Little Rock
San Francisco State University
University of Maine
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Saving Energy in Industrial Compressed Air Systems:
Issues and Obstacles in DSM Program Design

Don Trojanowski, Senior Engineer, Baltimore Gas & Electric Company, Baltimore, MD.
Paul Parfomak, Associate, Barakat & Chamberlin, Inc., Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT
Compressed air systems are among the most

common and least efficient electrical end uses in
industrial plants. Over 50% of plants use
compressed air systems. According to various
estimates, between 20% and 35% of the energy
used in these systems could be saved through
improved system design and maintenance. After
lighting, motors and HVAC, compressed air
systems offer the greatest energy savings potential
in industrial facilities. For this reason, there has
been increasing interest in capturing this potential
through utility-sponsored DSM programs.

Baltimore Gas & Electric Company (BG&E)
has been investigating compressed air program
design since 1991, and has offered rebate programs
since January 1992. This paper will review
BG&E's experiences with its compressed air
programs to date and will discuss future directions
in compressed air program design. Topics to be
discussed include: technology options, industry
standards, availability of technical expertise,
measurement of performance, and incentive
mechanisms.

BACKGROUND
Utility DSM for industrial customers has

generally been developed as an offshoot of
commercial programs targeting a few common end
uses — lighting, HVAC, and motors. As DSM
matures, however, utilities are becoming more
aware of the differences between the commercial
and industrial sectors, and of the need to develop
more specialized DSM programs for their industrial
customers. One result of this awareness has been
the development of custom programs offering
industrial customers incentives for site-specific and
process-oriented DSM projects based on their
particular needs.

Utilities have also begun to realize that there
are other end uses commonly found in industrial
plants, but not in commercial buildings, which
could be targeted by end use-specific DSM
programs. One of the largest and most common of

these industrial end uses is compressed air. A
recent study of manufacturing plants in Ontario
found that 55 % of all manufacturing facilities
contained compressed air systems.(l)

Air compressors are generally driven by
electric motors, often in large sizes and often
operating continuously throughout the day. As a
result, compressors can account for a substantial
fraction of the electricity consumption and peak
demand in e given facility. A study by North
Carolina A&T University found that air
compressors accounted for as much as 49% of base
energy consumption, and up to 58% of peak
electrical demand, in the facilities they audited. (2)
The ACEEE has estimated that, nationwide,
compressed air systems consumed approximately
116,000 GWh in 1988 — 12% of total industrial
electricity consumption. (3)

COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS
Compressed air systems generally consist of

one or more compressors linked to distribution
piping throughout a plant. The systems may also
include a receiver storage tank, air treatment
equipment, such as dryers and coolers, and
automatic compressor controls. Air for particular
applications is drawn from the central distribution
system by means of local piping drops and hoses.
In many respects, compressed air is treated as a
plant utility, like electricity and water, to be tapped
into when needed.

Compressors themselves come in different
types, all with unique operating characteristics.
The following is a list of some of the major types
of compressors commonly found in industrial
plants, roughly in order of their full-load
efficiency:

• Reciprocating, two-stage, double-acting
• Rotary screw, single- and two-stage
• Centrifugal
• Sliding/rotary vane

Compressed air systems are used in industrial
plants to perform a wide range of functions. The
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following is a list of common uses of compressed
air:

• Operating machinery
• Operating pneumatic hand tools
• Cleaning and blowing
• Spraying paint and other coatings
• Providing process air
• Cooling

SAVINGS POTENTIAL
Unlike other end uses, few studies have been

made of the energy savings potential in industrial
compressed air systems. The study of industrial
plants in Ontario reported a savings potential of
25% of baseline energy consumption.(4) Other
sources have estimated ranges of savings of from
20% to 35%.(5) There are several potential
sources of inefficiency, hence energy savings, in
compressed air systems.

Leaks
Leaks in the distribution system are the single

greatest source of loss in compressed air systems.
It has been estimated that 20% of all energy
consumption for air compressors is wasted due to
leaks in the distribution pipes, valves, nozzles and
other system connections.(6) Based on the figures
above, this amounts to approximately 23,200 GWh
per year in the U.S. In individual plants, losses
due to leaks may be as high as 50% of compressor
system capacity.(7)

Compressor Types
As noted above, compressors come in different

configurations. Some of these compressor types
are inherently more efficient than others. In
applications with varying duty cycles, the most
efficient type of compressor can achieve up to 25 %
in energy savings compared to the least efficient
units.

Compressor Loading Controls
Another major source of inefficiency in

compressor systems is partial loading controls.
The different types of compressors listed above
operate on different efficiency curves, depending
upon their size, configuration, and the demand for
air. While most compressors are fairly efficient
when fully loaded, certain types are extremely
inefficient when partially loaded. For example,
single-stage screw compressors with inlet throttling
controls draw up to 70% of their rated kW even
when they are completely unloaded.(8) Since

compressors are usually operating at partial loads,
inefficient loading controls can waste a great deal
of energy.

System Configuration
The configuration of the compressor system can

also affect its performance. The use of multiple
sequenced compressors on an automatic control
instead of a single large compressor can optimize
system performance at various loading conditions.
The location of the air intake outside the plant can
increase thermodynamic efficiency in the
compression cycle. Pipe size, piping configuration,
and the design of pressure stepdowns can all reduce
baseline energy requirements.

Other Sources of Savings
In addition to the sources of energy savings

noted above, a number of other changes can
improve system performance. The following is a
list of some of these improvements:

• Reducing system operating pressure (an
efficiency gain of up to 1 % is realized for
every 2 psi in system pressure reduction)

• Increasing storage tank capacity and using
intermediate controls

• Using engineered nozzles for hand tools
• Replacing thermal dryers with chemical

dryers
• Using demand-based rather than time-

based dryer controls
• Installing energy-efficient motors to drive

the compressors (efficiency may increase
by 3 % or more)

• Reducing compressor size
• Operating compressor systems only during

production hours

PROGRAM DESIGN
Few utility DSM programs have specifically

targeted compressed air systems, for a number of
reasons. Utilities are often unaware that
compressed air production is a major electric end
use in industrial plants. Compressed air systems
are also much more complex than lighting and
motor systems. Because of their complexity,
compressed air efficiency improvements must be
viewed from a system perspective, rather than a
component perspective, requiring a more thorough
technical understanding of system design.

BG&E has been engaged in compressed air
efficiency research and program design since 1991.
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These activities have included collection of articles
and reports related to compressed air system
efficiency, discussions with equipment
manufacturers, vendors and installation contractors,
and review of compressed air programs offered by
other utilities. BG&E has offered its own rebate
program promoting energy-efficient air compressors
to industrial customers since 1992. The following
sections discuss some of the issues and obstacles in
compressed air DSM program design as identified
by BG&E during this process.

Perceptions About Compressed Air
One of the principals problems associated with

compressed air in industrial plants is that it
perceived as a relatively free commodity. Many
compressed air users have no idea what costs are
involved in generating compressed air and,
consequently, how much money is being wasted as
a result of system inefficiencies. Plant staff may
also be unconcerned about compressed air costs
because such operating expenses are not included in
their budgets. The result of these perceptions is
that compressed air systems often become a low
priority in terms of maintenance and system design.

Market Data
There is a surprising lack of market data

available regarding compressed air systems in
industrial plants. There are only a handful of
studies reporting compressed air saturation
information based on a significant sample of
industrial plants. Only one study that we are aware
of reports compressed air system audit findings for
a significant number of facilities.(9) Even this
study, however, fails to address the full range of
potential efficiency improvements. There is
virtually no information available regarding the
efficiencies of installed air compressors, or the
current penetration of different types of compressor
system components. Equipment cost data must be
collated by telephone from local vendors because
there is no comprehensive reference source for this
type of information.

Misinformation and Misapplication
There appears to be a great deal of

misinformation in industry regarding compressed
air system configuration, operation, maintenance
and optimization. Some of this may be due to a
limited availability of compressed air system
expertise. The following are a few examples of
poorly configured systems actually encountered:

• A tire manufacturer was operating two 50
kW refrigerated dryers even though only
one of these units was needed to carry the
full drying load. Both units were
operating because the plant staff assumed
more drying was better. When one of
these units was shut down, no difference in
air quality was noticed.

• To keep air moisture down, a foundry had
a 'A inch diameter pipe from a receiver
blowing compressed air directly to the
outdoors. If an automatic liquid drain had
been used on the receiver instead, the
system could have saved 50 hp in
compressor capacity.

• A tobacco company with 7 compressors
used an inefficient centrifugal compressor
instead of a more efficient reciprocating
compressor because the centrifugal unit
operated at a higher voltage. The plant
staff believed that higher input voltage
resulted in higher compressor efficiency.
In actuality, compressor efficiency is
unrelated to input voltage.

Standards
There are no industry standards for reporting

air compressor efficiency. As a result, it is often
impossible to make accurate performance
comparisons between compressors of different types
or from different manufacturers. For example,
there is no standard load profile by which to
compare operating efficiencies under variable
loading conditions. Even the definition of a
standard cubic foot per minute (SCFM) varies
depending upon the reference source. While
compressor full load efficiency data are provided
by manufacturers, the lack of standard testing
protocols and the use of different tolerances makes
them difficult to verify and compare.

Measurement
On-site measurement of compressor system

performance can be very complicated. It is
extremely rare for customers to have flow metering
devices in their systems. A variety of flow
metering equipment exists, each with its own
strengths and weaknesses in terms of cost,
accuracy, ease of installation, and impact on the
distribution system. Leak measurement can also be
complicated. A number of methods exist to locate
and quantify air leaks, but few of these address
long-term leak monitoring in a satisfactory manner.
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The initial and ongoing measurement of system
performance is particularly important for DSM
programs which must verify energy and demand
savings for extended periods of time.

Equipment vs. O&M
Compressed air system improvements generally

fall into two categories — equipment improvements
and operation and maintenance (O&M)
improvements. Equipment improvements would
include such measures as installing high-efficiency
compressors and using engineered nozzles for
blowing applications. O&M measures include leak
repair, system pressure reduction, and system
scheduling. Some measures, such as automatic
sequencing controls, might fall in both categories.

In compressed air systems, O&M measures
generally provide the majority of the savings at the
lowest cost. Unfortunately, O&M measures are
difficult to promote in DSM programs because they
require site-specific system evaluations, are often
short-lived, and may require ongoing support or
monitoring from the utility. As a consequence,
compressed air DSM programs may find
themselves limited to equipment measures only,
substantially reducing their savings potential.

The implementation of equipment-oriented
programs without addressing O&M raises the
possibility that a DSM program may be promoting
unnecessary equipment. For example, if a plant
has a very leaky compressed air system, the plant
engineer may conclude that an additional
compressor is needed to meet demand. He may
participate in a rebate program to purchase a high-
efficiency compressor to add to the system. It is
possible however, that repairing the air leaks would
have solved the demand problems. In that case,
not only would a new compressor be unnecessary,
an additional unit would waste even more energy
by forcing more air to leak from the system.

Incentives
Utility lighting and motors programs have

generally offered prescribed incentives for specific
motor sizes, types of ballasts, etc. Savings are
usually based on some assumed operating profile
and rated equipment performance. Compressed air
efficiency measures do not readily lend themselves
to such a prescriptive incentive approach. O&M
measures do not involve the purchase of more
efficient equipment, so there is no basis for a fixed
incentive based on incremental equipment costs.
Savings associated with different compressor types

is dependent upon their loading profiles and
operating schedules, both highly site-specific
characteristics. While an operating profile can be
assumed to serve as a basis for comparison between
units and as a basis for a prescriptive incentive,
actual savings are likely to vary from installation to
installation.

UTILITY PROGRAMS
Utility experience with compressed air

programs is extremely limited. Only a few utilities
have offered programs specifically targeting this
end use in industrial plants. These programs have
taken substantially different approaches to
promoting compressed air efficiency.

B.C. Hydro — Power Smart Efficient Compressed
Air Program

Since 1990, B.C. Hydro has offered a
compressed air program for its industrial customers
with compressors over SO hp. The program
currently offers the following features:

• Cofunding of compressed air system audits
• Cofunding of flow metering equipment
• Custom rebates for system improvements

recommended in the audits
• Two year followup testing where

customers measure leaks on a monthly
basis and report their data to B.C. Hydro

Ontario Hydro — Compressed Air System Checkup
Ontario Hydro began offering its Compressed

Air System Checkup Program in 1992. The
program offers rebates for comprehensive
compressed air system audits performed by outside
contractors. Rebates are also offered for followup
audits to determine the savings achieved by
measures implemented as a result of the initial
audit.

New England Electric System (NEES) — Energy
Initiative Program

NEES began offering compressed air efficiency
incentives in 1991. The program currently offers
the following:

• Rebates for reciprocating compressors
(75 + hp) and cooling towers

• Rebates for engineered nozzles and jets
• Rebates for outdoor air piping to

compressor intakes
• Rebates for added storage and controls for

rotary compressors
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Northern States Power — Industrial Audit/DSM
Incentive Programs

NSP offers its large industrial customers audits
and incentives covering primarily process efficiency
improvements and air compressor system
modifications. The programs offer the following:

• Free walk-through plant audits
• Cofiinding (90%) of detailed followup

plant audits
• Custom rebates for recommenced system

improvements

In the past, the program has focussed on
compressed air leak repair and flow regulation.
NSP is currently investigating additional
compressed air system improvements to be
incorporated into the program.

Baltimore Gas & Electric — Energy-Efficient
Compressor Program

BG&E's efficient compressed air program was
begun in January 1992. The program was modified
in 1992 to include incentives for rotary screw
compressors with efficient part-loading controls.
The current program offers the following:

" Rebates for reciprocating compressors
(two-stage, double-acting, 75 hp to 125 hp)

• Rebates for rotary screw compressors with
variable displacement part-loading controls
(75 hp to 125 hp)

• Loan of leak detection equipment
• Leak repair assistance

FUTURE ACTIVITIES
As the interest in DSM for industrial

compressed ai: systems has grown, utilities have
been developing research plans to collect critical
market and engineering information.

Ontario Hydro - Compressed Air Maintenance
Study

Recognizing that the bulk of the energy savings
in compressed air systems are related to operation
and maintenance (O&M), Ontario Hydro is
implementing a research study to evaluate methods
of promoting good O&M practices in industrial
plants. The study will be initiated in 1993 and will
monitor plant performance for an eighteen month
period after the initial compressed air system audit.

Research Into Technical Issues
Research has been done on other outstanding

technical issues relating to compressed air systems.
However, much more work is needed in this area.
BG&E, the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI), and other utilities have held preliminary
discussions about future needs in compressed air
system research including:

• Field verification of compressor efficiency
data

• Development of flow metering and other
monitoring techniques

• Quantifying efficiency gains from synthetic
lubricants

• Use of outside air and adjustable-speed
drives for screw compressors

• Efficiencies of distribution piping
configurations

• Use of additional storage with intermediate
controls

• Evaluating dryer efficiency
• Development of case studies

CONCLUSION
BG&E's activities in compressed air system

DSM program design have identified numerous
opportunities for energy savings. Our work has
also identified major obstacles to achieving those
savings. The potential for energy savings in this
area is so great, however, that utilities and their
customers can no longer afford to overlook
compressed air system efficiency as an important
source of energy and cost savings. Compressed air
production is the last remaining industrial electric
end use that can be treated as a genetic application.
While progress has been made in understanding
compressed air system efficiency, additional
attention and resources must be directed to this area
to bring compressed air DSM to the level of the
other industrial end-uses such as motors, lighting
and HVAC.
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ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes the results of a survey

of utility and state demand-side management
(DSM) programs that address efficient motor
systems (EMS). The paper discusses the incentive
structures in place at the state and utility level to
encourage efficient motor systems, and the market
barriers associated with implementing efficient
motor equipment. The paper also assesses how
the current incentives might address the market
barriers to the implementation of efficient motor
systems.

INTRODUCTION
Much has been done to improve the

efficiency of motor systems over the past decade.
Public Utility Commissions, by requiring utilities
to undertake integrated resource planning, have
spawned more efficient motor systems through
demand-side management programs. Some states
have also encouraged efficient motor systems
through building code standards. Some states
have also been active in promoting efficient motor
systems without formal programs. More recently,
the Energy Policy Act of 1992 established motor
efficiency standards that will become increasingly
important in changing the efficiency of industrial
motor systems in industry.

This paper summarizes the results of a survey
of utilities with industrial DSM programs that
address efficient motors and/or motor controllers.
In addition, state energy offices were contacted to
determine whether they sponsored efficient motor
programs independent of utility programs. The
paper also reviews how these programs are
addressing barriers to the implementation of
efficient motor systems in industry.1 In all,
information was collected on 25 programs within

21 utilities and various programs within the 50
states.

The topic is introduced by describing utility
programs, providing an overview of state
programs and showing the link between this and
the other papers in this workshop. The second
section indicates the states that provide financial
incentives, efficient motor standards, and other
state laws and regulations. The third section
describes utility programs currently in place. The
fourth section discusses other program types (such
as how utility commissions provide utilities with
incentives to undertake DSM programs) and
identifies technical assistance and information
programs currently in effect. A fifth section raises
some of the more important issues that need to
be considered in structuring a successful EMS
program, and the final section concludes the
paper.

Description of Utility DSM Programs
Most utility DSM programs do not specifically

target industrial customers; instead, industrial
customers are combined with commercial and, in
two programs surveyed, agricultural customers.
60% of the programs provide incentives for both
motors and motor controllers, usually referred to
as adjustable speed drives (ASDs); 28% of the
programs target only motors; and 12% are aimed
at ASDs. Most programs provide an incentive for
both new and replacement installations; however,
some programs limit the incentives to replacement
installations.

Marketing methods varied by utility, with
most utilities relying on more than one type of
method. 72% of the programs utilize personal
contacts, primarily in the form of customer or

1 Additional information about state programs was provided by the reports "Electrical Motor and Drive
National Inventory," by the U.S. Department of Energy (5), and "Incentives for Demand-Side Management,"
by Reid and Brown (4).
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field representatives. 64% include marketing
through vendors, 40% use mailings to the
customer, 28% of the programs advertise in trade
journals or through other media, and 40%
incorporate other marketing methods such as
seminars.

Only 28% of the programs surveyed include a
vendor incentive, although a few are considering
this option. The most popular customer incentive
is a direct rebate, usually based on a per
horsepower (hp) basis, although some rebates are
per motor or drive. Other customer incentives
include low-interest loans and payments for
demand reduction.

Characterization of State Programs
Twenty-five states were contacted by Pacific

Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to determine what
slate-sponsored programs were in effect to
encourage the use of efficient motors and
adjustable speed drives (ASDs). Four states did
not contribute information.

Five states reported that they participate in
the Institutional Conservation Program which
addresses energy consumption in schools,
hospitals, and government facilities. Efficient
motors and ASDs would be eligible for funding
under these programs. While most states
contacted do have some conservation programs in
effect, no state sponsored a program specifically
aimed at efficient motors. With funding from the
U.S. Department of Energy and Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA), personnel at the
Washington State Energy Office developed the
MotorMaster program. This program is currently
used by several states to identify appropriate high-
efficiency motors for particular applications.

Individuals in five state energy offices
indicated their states were either considering
programs specifically stressing efficient motors or
including motors with other conservation options
such as efficient lighting. Eighteen states do
provide some form of financial incentive for the
installation of efficiency measures (5). Low-
interest or regular loans were the most common
type of incentive.

In general, information obtained from the
state energy offices indicated that while individual
states might be concerned specifically with the
conservation potential of high-efficiency motors

and ASDs, interested customers would be advised
to approach their local utilities to determine whal
incentive programs are available. Several slate
representatives indicated that while their stales
were interested in pursuing efficient motors
programs, there were simply nol enough funds
available to support a program.

Common Market Barriers
Many barriers inhibit the implementation of

efficient motor systems within industry. Some of
the more common barriers on the customer's side
include

• higher initial cost: Efficient motor
technologies tend to cost more than standard
motors and other technologies such as motor
rewinds.

• cost of information: Many customers do not
have the time or funds available to research
newer technologies and determine whether
those technologies are appropriate for the
industry and if so, how they might be
incorporated.

• possible time constraints: In most cases,
motors are replaced on failure, when it is
believed that the motor can no longer be
rewound. When a motor does fail, it is often
important to get a replacement as quickly as
possible so that production does not suffer. If
efficient technologies are not immediately
available, if the customer must deal with
cumbersome rebate policies, or if the
implementation time frame does not coincide
with the customer's procurement time frame,
the customer may be less inclined to purchase
efficient technologies.

On the utility side, one barrier to the
implementation of DSM programs is the concern
about cost recovery and profit. Financial
incentives that address the concerns of the utility
can help with the number and type of DSM
programs offered.

STATE PROGRAMS
This section presents information about state

programs and how they address some of the more
common market barriers. The first part discusses
the structure of financial incentives in states that
offer such programs. The second part examines
state energy codes and building standards to
determine which states have efficiency standards
or requirements for motors. The third part
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addresses other state laws and regulations that
address efficient motors systems.

State-Sponsored EMS Financial Investment
Programs

Eighteen states provide some form of
financial assistance for the installation of energy
efficienl motors and ASDs (5). Depending on the
type, financial assistance can help to reduce or
eliminate the difference in cost between standard
and efficient technologies. Financial assistance
can occur as a tax credit, a low-interest loan, a
general loan program, rebates, or grants. Only
two states currently offer a tax credit for
investment in energy-efficient measures: ID and
OR. Six states offer low-interest loans for
efficient motors and ASDs: ID, NY, NC, OR, RI,
and TN. Twelve states offer other forms of
financial incentives, including regular loans,
grants, and rebates: AZ, AK, CT, LA, MA, MO,
NB, ND, OK, SD, TX, and UT. A summary of
financial incentives is included in Table 1.

Energy-Efficient Motor Efficiency Standards
Seven states plus the District of Columbia are

known to have energy codes or building standards
that address efficient motors and ASDs systems.
Two additional slates have cities or counties that
are addressing motor efficiencies at the local level.
Through the implementation of motor standards,
some of the barriers to voluntary installation of
efficient motor systems are eliminated The
concerns that raised those barriers inilially are
still in place, however. In the absence of other
programs designed to address those concerns, it is
possible that building standards requiring greater
efficiency will be met with more resistance than if
the firms affected were informed as to the
benefits of EMS. These and all other incentives
are summarized in Table 1.

State Laws and Regulations Pertaining to EMS
Only two states are known to have passed

legislation or regulations pertaining to efficient
motors and ASDs. Laws and regulations, like
standards, mandate efficiency levels, and
consequently eliminate some of the barriers
associated with voluntary implementation of
efficient molor technologies. In I WO, (he Slalc of
Iowa passed legislation requiring utility DSM.
The Stale of Vermont will use life-cycle costing
for motors in reviewing land-use applications for
commercial and industrial development proposals
in accordance with a regulatory act, Act 250.

UTILITY INDUSTRIAL DSM PROGRAMS
Many factors contribute to the success of a

DSM program. The common focus among iltcsc
factors is that they address one or more barriers
that the customer has raised toward the
investment in EMS. All utilities surveyed rely on
some form of customer incentive to encourage the
purchase of efficient motors and ASDs, and sonic
employ vendor incentives as well. The various
utility incentive programs are discussed more
thoroughly in this section.

Customer Incentives
All utility DSM programs identified provide

some type ot incentive to the customer to
encourage the selection of efficient motors and/or
the installation of motor controllers. As with the
financial incentives offered by some states, the
utility customer incentive helps to reduce the
difference in price between standard-efficiency
motors and higher-efficiency motors. This section
discusses the types of incentives offered and
presents examples of programs that have changed
or plan to change their incentives.

Structure of Programs
Customer incentives offered by the utilities

are as varied as the programs themselves. In all,
88% of programs surveyed offer rebates for
motors and ASDs. 8% offer payments based on
energy reduction or as a percentage of the cost of
the efficiency measure, and 4% offer grants for
efficiency projects. Of the programs that use
rebates, 20% also have other incentives available.
8% offer low-interest loans, 12% offer payments,
and 4% offer a cash incentive for customers who
identify motors that they will replace in the future
with energy-efficient motors.

Rebates for motors range from $3 per hp to
$20 per hp in programs that base their rebates on
horsepower, and from $30 to $3,200 per motor
depending on motor size. In all, 68% of the
programs offering motor rebates have a fixed
rebate level that is easy '.o calculate. The other
32% base incentives on project payback, usually
calculated for 1 or 2 years; make payments based
on project cost; or customize the rebate.
Customized rebates arc also offered in
conjunction with some of the fixed rebate
programs for the larger sized motors, usually
greater than 200 horsepower.
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Rebates for ASDs are just as varied. Most
are offered on a per horsepower basis, ranging
from $20 to $ 140 per horsepower. Others are
customized, depend on purchase cost, or depend
on cxpcclcd energy savings.

Out of the 25 programs surveyed, 16% have
increased their incentive level or plan to increase
it, 16% have reduced or plan to reduce their
incentive level, 8% have made modifications
involving increases and reductions for individual
sizes; and 4% are considering a change in
incentive level. Reasons for the changes include
the results of cost-effectiveness studies, feedback
from vendors and customers, and program
success. For example, B.C. Hydro is planning to
reduce customer incentives for its motors program
as a result of surveys indicating that efficient
motors compose 80% of motor sales. Another
utility is considering an incentive increase because
information from vendors and potential customers
has indicated that the current level does not
stimulate enough interest in the program.

Verification of Savings
Less than half of the programs surveyed have

completed an evaluation, and of those that have,
most relied on customer surveys and engineering
estimates to perform process and impact
evaluations. Some programs do use monitoring or
end-use metering, while others may rely on
metering by the customer or billing analysis.

Five evaluation reports were obtained to
provide more detailed information about the
evaluation processes. Four of the five studies
estimated the free-rider participation, and then
adjusted the savings levels to determine the
amount of savings attributable to the program.
The level of savings, in most cases, is determined
by engineering estimates and calculations. One
study used actual customer load and equipment
data, determined from a customer survey, while
the others tended to rely more on assumptions
about the average load.

While metering or re-audits may be more
expensive or time-consuming, they can be much
more informative. For example, when B.C. Hydro
re-audited easterners who had installed ASDs
under its Power Smart Efficient Fans program,
20% of the firms had failed to use the ASDs as
intended, primarily because of changed schedules
or new operators. The program is now working

on better educating those firms so that their
equipment is more fully utilized.

Other Factors That Affect Choice
One problem with performing extensive

audits both before and afler an installation is (hat
such audits can delay the installation of a
measure. Large expenditures may need to be
approved by the plant, making replacement of
failed equipment more difficult since most plants
cannot afford to wait. Concerns such as these can
raise barriers to implementation of EMS as many
firms may operate under time constraints.
Utilities that encourage planning ahead and that
attempt to make their program time frame
coincide with their customers' can help to alleviate
part of the time constraint barrier.

One of the changes Minnesota Power made
was to increase the application and installation
period to 24 months; customers were having
difficulties in making the project time frame
coincide with their capital-expenditure planning
process. The program is geared toward large
industrial customers who are planning major
efficiency improvements, so 2 years is most likely
not a problem. For customers who are looking
for immediate replacement or who have not
considered efficient motors, a lengthy processing
period can be detrimental.

Successfully marketing the DSM program can
also help in reducing the time constraint barriers,
as knowledge of a program may encourage
advanced planning on the part of the customer.
One would expect that as barriers are addressed,
participation rates would rise. Although no
programs suggested changes in marketing
techniques, the way in which a program is
marketed can have direct effects on the success of
that program. For example, because of budget
cutbacks, one utility currently must rely on word-
of-mouth advertising by vendors. Because this
limits the awareness of the program, the
participation rate is affected. BPA has found that
face-to-face contacts are the most effective, and 18
out of 25 programs utilize some form of personal
contact, usually through the use of company
representatives.

BPA also believes that it is very important to
get to know the customer and the customer's
facility. This knowledge can be applied toward
program changes, as Minnesota Power has
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discovered. The main focus of Minnesota Power's
customers is not on energy conservation, so the
utility has added provisions for productivity and
efficiency projects to their program. Focusing the
program toward the customer's concerns can
increase participation.

Marketing the program from different angles
may also increase participation. Commonwealth
Edison in Illinois distributes brochures which
approach the benefits of program participation in
a variety of ways. Approaches include
environmental benefits and the potential savings
involved.

Twelve percent of the programs surveyed
raised concerns about efficiency level
requirements during the survey. Most programs
rely on efficiency guidelines set by the National
Electrical Manufacturers Atsociation, although
some use other efficiency levels, such as those
developed by the Washington State Energy Office
(WSEO) and BPA. Two programs are
considering raising their current efficiency
requirements to make qualification for the
program more difficult. Another is considering a
decrease because so many applicants are turned
down. In the case in which efficiency requirement
levels are viewed as being too high, barriers to
installation of EMS may be introduced. If
customers attempt to participate but find that
their selected motors do not qualify, these
customers may opt to purchase standard-efficiency
motors because of the cost associated with higher-
efficiency motors.

Vendor Incentives
Vendor incentives are provided for a variety

of reasons. Incentives can be considered a
payment for services rendered, as the vendor can
help the customer select the proper motor and
take care of the paperwork associated with the
rebate application. Incentives can also encourage
the vendor to stock the more efficient equipment
that he/she might not otherwise carry. Other
programs consider the incentive as a means to
increase participation rates, assuming that
incentives will encourage vendors to be more
thorough or aggressive in marketing the motors
that qualify for rebates.

Vendor incentives may also address some of
the barriers to customers. If a customer needs a
motor immediately and the vendor has been

encouraged to stock efficient motors in that size,
then the customer may be more likely to buy the
efficient motor (assuming he/she knows about the
customer incentive) since it is immedialely
available. Vendors can also eliminate some of the
hassle of paperwork and processing for rebates so
that the customer is not discouraged by the
amount of paperwork needed to receive the
incentive.

Six of the 25 programs surveyed offer vendor
incentives; however, one will be reducing the
incentive amount. One additional program
phased its out its vendor incentive at the end of
1992. Incentive levels usually are based on
horsepower, although one program pays on a per
motor basis while another is based on kilowatts
(kW) saved. The incentive amount ranges from
$1 to $3 per horsepower for motors and from $1
to $5 per hp for ASDs. Programs offering
incentives greater than $1 per hp place limits on
the total rebate amount.

New York State Electric and (ias (NYSEC)
does not have a specific motors program, but does
provide motor rebates as a part of each of three
programs that it runs. NYSEG has been offering
a vendor incentive equivalent to approximately
10% of the customer incentive, which equates to
$2 per hp for motors and from $14 per hp for
smaller ASDs to $7 per hp for the larger ASDs.
Originally, the incentive was designed as an award
to vendors for stocking energy-efficient motors.
Vendors have seen the merits of this practice and
have changed their stocking habits. Both the
utility and its trade allies, which include vendors
and distributors, believe that the incentive is no
longer necessary. NYSEG also participates in
cooperative advertising with vendors and provides
up to half of the advertising costs, up to a set
limit. This aspect of the utility-vendor
relationship is expected to continue.

B.C. Hydro offers many efficiency programs
as a part of its Power Smart program. Suggested
changes for the utility's High-Efficiency Motors
program include reduction of rebate amounts for
both customers and vendors, as vendors receive a
percentage of the customer rebate level.
Currently vendors receive 20%, usually $75 per
kW saved, so the more efficient (he motor, the
higher the rebate. If ihc customer is (railing in a
motor, both the customer and Ihc vendor arc
eligible to receive an extra 50% of Ihc rebate
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level. The utility has determined that the market
has reached a stage at which a reduction in
incentive level would not be detrimental. Efficient
motors outsell standard motors by four to one,
and the utility has determined that efficient
minors have an 80% market share.

Four programs are also looking into the
addition of vendor incentives. For example, when
New England Electric System's Design 2000
program was originally designed, it did not include
a vendor incentive because vendors claimed that
they did not need one. However, the program is
now considering the addition of an incentive to try
to increase market penetration.

Trade Allies
One of the points made in B.C. Hydro's

evaluation of its motors program was the
recognition of the importance of trade allies.
Trade allies include vendors, distributors, and
manufacturers, and almost all of the programs
involve trade allies to some extent. The degree of
involvement varies from informing vendors about
the program and providing them with rebate
forms, to sharing advertising costs and involving
vendors in seminars and workshops. Some
programs also work with the manufacturers,
holding annual meetings, coordinating program
expectations with available motors, or tracking
industry developments.

OTHER PROGRAMS
DSM programs are not limited to those

addressing the industrial customer. Many states,
through their utility commissions, offer incentives
to the utilities to encourage the formation of
DSM programs. State and utility programs also
often offer educational or technical assistance
involving efficient motors, and also provide
information about efficient motors or motors
programs.

Public Utility Commission Regulatory Incentives
Through the establishment of regulatory

incentives, Public Utility Commissions (PUCs) can
help to encourage the formation of DSM
programs. Incentives are necessary in many cases
because private utilities are used to associating
profit with electricity sales. Since DSM programs
encourage and provide funding for conservation
efforts, such programs tend to be viewed by
utilities as a loss in revenue. By initiating

mechanisms that allow a utility to recover its
costs, PUCs promote DSM programs.

According to the report "Incentives for
Demand-Side Management," all but 19 states out
of 50 had addressed or had begun to address the
financial barriers inhibiting the establishment of
utility DSM programs by October 1991. Three of
the 19 states that had not yet taken formal action
do allow some form of DSM cost recovery,
however. Of the 24 states that had regulatory
incentives in place, only four are not known to
have utility DSM programs in place or in
progress.

Regulatory incentives can take many forms.
Most common are cost-recovery programs, in
which the utility is allowed to recover the cost of
offering the DSM programs. Cost recovery can
take the form of balancing accounts or through
rate basing. Also common are regulations
allowing lost revenue recovery through a DSM-
specific adjustment or other mechanism. Some
PUCs also allow shareholder incentives.

Education and Technical Assistance Programs
This section discusses the educational and

technical assistance provided by utility and state
programs. Assistance programs such as these
help the customer by providing information and
technical expertise at little or no cost to the
customer. The customer is spared the time and
expense of searching for the information and, in
some cases, the cost of evaluating the most
appropriate technologies. In doing so, the
provision of such programs help to reduce the
market barriers related to information costs.
Most utility programs target different groups, such
as their customers and vendors, while state
programs do not draw on a specific customer
base.

Utility Programs
Although the financial incentive attempts to

interest a customer in the program, it may not be
enough if the customer is unfamiliar with, and
therefore apprehensive about, the installation of
new technologies. To address this concern,
educational materials are often presented
explaining the benefits of efficient motor systems.
Only two of the utility programs surveyed do not
offer any educational materials.
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Once a customer is interested in the program,
all but one program surveyed will offer the
customer technical assistance in some form.
Technical assistance can range from the provision
of software and worksheets to help calculate
potential energy savings, to extensive energy audits
and recommendations for efficient measures. By
providing educational and technical assistance, the
utility reduces barriers associated with the cost of
information to the customer.

Although almost all utility programs offer
educational and technical assistance to the
customer, the degree of the assistance varies.
Educational assistance is provided through
brochures and pamphlets, seminars and
workshops, and software packages. Technical
assistance ranges from the assistance in
calculating of savings estimates to retaining
consultants to full-scale energy audits, provided
free of charge.

Northern States Power Company - Wisconsin
sponsors sessions with motor and ASD
manufacturers who present seminars to interested
customers. The utility, in conjunction with other
Wisconsin utilities, also holds an energy
conference every other year that provides
information from vendor booths and includes
technical sessions about the latest technologies
and how they are applicable to the commercial
and industrial sectors.

Almost half of the programs provide
educational materials to vendors, either to help
them in marketing the program to smaller
customers or to try to convince them to stock
efficient motors. Eleven programs offer
marketing assistance to vendors, ranging from
brochures and display materials to cooperative
advertising and cost-sharing for mailings.
Assistance to trade allies, other than vendors or
distributors, is limited primarily to an exchange of
information. While some utilities use mass media
approaches to advertise motors programs, most
do not extend their educational or technical
assistance programs to the genera] public.

State Programs
Six of the slates contacted by PNL mentioned

that their state energy offices either conduct or
subsidize technology assessments or energy audits
through which customers are advised of the
potential for high-efficiency motors. At this point,

though, the customer must appeal to the utilities
for programs offering incentives for efficient
motors. Some states indicated they also conduct
workshops on various aspects of energy
consumption and, where appropriate, high-
efficiency motors and ASDs are discussed and
encouraged. Again, these states are identified in
Table 1.

Information Programs
The following states provide information to

interested parties. Seminars that include a session
on efficient motors are conducted by the Arizona
Energy Office. Information about motors and
ASDs is provided on request by the Colorado
Office of Energy Conservation. The Idaho
Department of Water Resources, Energy Division
provides information and technology transfer by
request. North Carolina State University
currently holds a contract to run the North
Carolina Energy Management Technology and
Technical Assistance Project. The project
includes workshops in areas including motors and
ASDs and provides technical assistance. The
Oregon Department of Energy provides
technology transfer and information as requesled.
Information on energy-efficient motors and ASDs
is provided to manufacturers and industries
through the Pennsylvania Energy Office regional
Energy Centers. The Washington State Energy
Office provides technology transfer and efficiency
information. WSEO also developed and
maintains the MolorMaster energy-efficient motor
database, which is distributed nationally. The
Wisconsin Energy Bureau will provide information
about energy-efficient motors when requesled.

OTHER ISSUES
There are other issues that should be

addressed although their impact on the success of
a program may not be as obvious. They include
motor rewinds, what to do with replaced motors,
and free-riders.

Motor Rewinds
None of the programs surveyed address

motor rewinds or rewind practices dhectly,
although four arc conducting research. BPA
currently distributes some educational material on
rewinds within the Energy-Efficient Electric-
Motor Selection Handbook, as part of its electric
motors kit. Ontario Hydro is in the process of
working with the Electric Apparatus Service
Association to develop a quality assurance
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program for rewinds. They have conducted two
studies, one examining standard motor rewinds
and the other examining multiple rewinds of a
single motor. They are also examining a study
conducted by B.C. Hydro regarding high-efficiency
motor rewinds. B.C. Hydro is also working to
establish rewind quality assurance. New England
Electric System is in the process of developing
educational materials to improve rewind practices,
and United Illuminating in Connecticut has hired
a consultant to examine motor rewinds and may
adjust its incentives for rewindable motors.

Replacement Motors
The issue of the replaced motor is a concern,

although only five programs address it. Three
require that the motor be destroyed or rendered
inoperable. One allows for motors to be traded
in and the trade-ins destroyed, and one program
asks customers what they did with their old
motors, but the information has not yet been
analyzed. One concern raised was that of
enforcement, as it is difficult for the utility to
ensure that motor destruction actually takes place.
For example, some programs originally required
the removal of the old motor's name plate;
however, the practice was discontinued because it
did not prevent the use of the old motors.

Of the programs that do not have
requirements placed on replaced motors, ten said
that they did not track the information, four said
that they hoped the motors were destroyed, one
thought they might be recycled, and one thought
that they might be rewound for emergency use,
although none of the respondents knew exactly
what happened. One utility knew of at least one
replaced motor that had been refurbished and
resold.

Free-Riders
Four programs have calculated their

associated free-ridership. Central Maine Power
Company (CMP) estimated through surveys that
free riders accounted for 55% of the rebates.
CMP questions this high rate, however, indicating
that a single survey-data source may not
accurately reflect free-rider participation (2).

New England Electric System (NEES) Design
2000 program calculated a 50% free-ridership for
motors, based on interviews covering key areas
such as whether or not the measure would have
been specified without the incentive, how

important the incentives were in comparison with
other considerations, the stage at which the
customer entered the program, changes made to
original plans and specifications, whether the
customer specified similar measures in other
service areas, and whether the other service areas
had any type of incentive program. The Design
2000 program evaluation predicts that free-
ridership over time will decrease since the initial
participants are likely to be the most energy
conscious (3).

For the NEES Energy Initiative program,
free-ridership was calculated to be 22% for
motors. This estimate was derived using several
different methods. Participants were asked what
actions they would have taken without the
program, and then were asked if they would have
spent the same amount of money, including the
incentive amount, to install a measure within the
same time frame. Estimates for both of these
methods were similar; however, NEES considered
the second method to be more accurate since it
involved the willingness to commit funds (3).

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
calculated an initial free-rider rate of 40% for its
motors and ASDs program through a survey, and
then re-evaluated the respondents indicating free-
ridership using payback analysis. Using the
second method, the free-rider participation rate
was estimated at 23%. The rate decline is
attributed to those respondents who claimed that
they would have purchased an efficient motor
without the rebate, but in actuality would not have
because their companies had set payback policies
that the efficient motor or ASD would not have
met (1).

The CMP evaluation recommends that the
utility should continue to monitor the free-rider
rate. They expect the rate to increase over time
as a customer is likely to apply for rebates on
future purchases. The recommendation is also
made, therefore, to limit the total cumulative
rebate available to a given customer (2).
However, Northern States Power Company -
Wisconsin (NSPC - Wisconsin) expressed a
different situation. NSPC - Wisconsin's customers
have been happy with the efficiency improvements
and have begun to implement measures on their
own, without applying for the available rebates.
Part of the utility's success may be attributable to
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their education in that customers can learn how to
apply efficient technologies to their own processes.

CONCLUSIONS
While some states and utilities have

developed programs to address the installation of
efficient motors, states and utilities as a whole
have a long way to go. Table 1 summarizes much
of the program information presented in this
paper on a state-by-state basis. The table
indicates which states, including the District of
Columbia, have utility-sponsored commercial and
industrial (C & I) DSM programs, state-supported
financial incentives, motor standards, laws or
regulations, and PUC regulatory incentives.

Many state PUCs have removed, or are in the
process of removing, the financial barriers to
utilities that enact DSM programs. Utilities in 31
states currently offer DSM programs, and two
additional state PUCs are reviewing utility
proposals for DSM programs. Of these 31 states,
only four of the state PUCs do not have some
form of cost-recovery mechanism in place,
although two state PUCs are in the process of
establishing regulatory incentives. And of the 27
state PUCs that have cost-recovery mechanisms in
place, only four do not have utilities offering DSM
programs. Most states do not have motor
efficiency standards or laws and regulations
covering efficient motors systems. Only seven
states do not address efficient motors in any
manner.

In general, state programs addressing efficient
motors are limited to providing information and
technical assistance. Some states also provide
funding for projects involving efficient motors and
ASDs. Most utility industrial EMS DSM
programs are targeted at both commercial and
industrial customers and include incentives for
both motors and ASDs. Utility programs usually
provide educational and technical assistance to
their customers and rely most often on rebates as
the customer incentive. Less than half of the
utilities surveyed currently offer a vendor incentive
or are considering adding one to their program.
Most utilities have not addressed motor rewind
issues or what to do with replaced motors.

Many programs addressing efficient motors
are currently underway. While many states and
utilities have begun to address efficient motor
rvstems, little has been done to determine

whether the programs are actually cost-effective.
The trial-and-error method of refining programs
could be expedited through the transfer of
information and sharing of experiences. The
encouragement of efficient motors systems should
continue; however, the emphasis should be placed
on implementing programs that are cost-effective
and address the needs and concerns of all parties
involved.
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Table 1. National Overview of Programs - Status

STATE

M . AK. Dli. KY. MS. «".
WV. WY

AK. LA

Arizona

( A. CO, IN. MIX Ml, MT. NJ

( nnnecnout

IK . MA

Florida

Ctt-cirj;i<i

Hawaii

Idauo. Oregon

Illinois

Iowa

KS. NH. OH

Maine

Minnesota

Missouri

Nebraska. I lah

Scvad.i

SM. VA

•>(» York

Siinh l arolina

Vinh Dakota

(>klahuma

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

S:>uth Dakota

Tt-nnessei-

lexris

Vermont

Washington

Wisconsin

imLITY C1 A 1 DSM
PROGRAMS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Proposing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Proposing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Y e s

Yes

I
STATE-SUPPORTED
FINANCIAL INCENTIVES

Funding available

Loans

O ranis

Tax credits, Low-uuerest
loans

Grants

Loans under dev.

Loans

Interest subsidies

Low-interest loans

Grants, Rebates

Funding available

Low-interest loans

Loans

5% interest loans

Funding available

MOTOR STANDARDS

Yes

Yes

Have noi yet gone into
effect

Yes; Upgrading

Yes: Counties

Proposed

Yes

Yes

Some cities

STATE LAWS
AND
REGULATIONS

Yes

Yes

PUC- REGULATORY
INCENTIVES

Y e s

Yes

Yes

Yes

In progress

In progress

In progress

Yes

No formal action

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

In progress

In progress

Yes

In progress

No formal action

In progress

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No formal action
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HEAT RECOVERY STEAM GENERATOR SIMULATION

V.GANAPATHY,ABCO INDUSTRIES

ABSTRACT

The paper discusses the
applications of Heat Recovery
Stear? Generator Simulation .
Consultants,plant engineers
and plant developers can
evaluate the steam side
performance of HRSGs and
arrive at the optimum system
which matches the needs of the
process plant , cogeneration
or combined cycle plant. There
is no need to design the HRSG
per se and hence simulation is
a valuable tool for anyone
interested in evaluating the
HRSG performance even before
it is designed . It can also
save a lot of time for
specification writers as they
need not guess how the steam
side performance will vary
with different gas/steam
parameters. A few examples are
given to show how simulation
methods can be applied to real
life problems.

INTRODUCTION

Heat Recovery Steam Generators
(HRSGs) are used in
cogeneration and combined
cycle plants to generate steam
for power generation and
process needs. HRSGs are also
used in chemical
plants,refineries and
metallurgical industries to
recover energy from waste gas
streams. During the initial
project developement
stage,consultants or
engineers have to obtain
information on the steam side
performance of the HRSG. They
will be wasting a lot of their
time if they have to contact
the HRSG supplier for this

information as several
gas/steam side parameters have
to be evaluated before the
final set of parameters are
arrived at,particularly in
multi-pressure systems. Also
there is no need to complete1y
design the HRSG per se to
obtain the steam side
performance.Armed with
valuable information on steam
side behaviour, the consultant
can develop better
specifications for his system,
analyze options and select
steam parameters to match the
steam turbine/gas turbine
needs . Then he can approach
the HRSG supplier for bids for
the optimum design .

HRSG simulation may also be
used to evaluate which gas
turbine is better in a given
situation, whether the energy
recovery can be maximized ,and
what happens at off-design
conditions. Simulation can
also give us information on
whether the off-design
behaviour of a HRSG falls
within the parameters of
normal or fouled performance.
A few examples will
illustrate these applications.

THEORY

The theory is well described
in references 1,2. Simply
put,for a given gas inlet
temperature and steam
parameters,one assumes
suitable pinch and approach
points,Fig 1 and arrives at
the gas/steam temperature
profiles , heat balance and
steam production. This is the
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"design" temperature profile.
Pinch and approach points
cannot be arbitrarily assumed;
they depend on the inlet gas
temperature and also on gas
cleanliness. If the gas is
clean,extended surfaces can be
used and thus low pinch and
approach points can be
attained. However if the gas
stream is dirty and only bare
tubes are permitted,then the
pinch and approach points
should be larger in order for
the HRSG size to be
reasonable.

Once the "design" temperature
profile is arrived
at,parameter UxS (product of
overall heat transfer
coefficient x surface area)
is computed for each heating
surface such as
superheater,evaporator and
economizer.
UxS =Q/&T where Q is the
energy transferred in Btu/h
and &T is the log-mean
temperature difference in that
surface, F.

Using the UxS values ,one can
predict the off-design
performance of the HRSG at
different conditions of gas
flow,analysis and exhaust gas
temperature and steam
parameters. The term UxS is
corrected for the effects of
gas flow,temperature and an
iterative process is used to
arrive at the gas/steam
temperature profile,steam
generation in the off-design
mode [1,2]. One can also
arrive at the firing
temperature required to
generate a desired quantity of
steam. This approach can be
extended to multi-pressure and
complex HRSG configurations.

Thus there are several

applications of the simulation
process and one need not
physically design the HRSG in
terms of tube size or fin
configuration,length etc to
obtain all the valuable
information on performance at
varying operating modes. A few
examples illustrate the
applications

APPLICATIONS OF SIMULATION

Example 1: Consultant and
planners of cogeneration
systems are often under the
impression that by employing
large surface areas,one can
achieve any desired exit gas
temperature from a HRSG. Even
a few gas turbine catalogs
publish steam generation
information based on 300 F
exit gas temperature for
single pressure systems. This
is not always possible. Exit
gas temperature from a HRSG
depends on the pinch and
approach points used and it
can be shown that even with
low,practical pinch and
approach,300 F is not possible
above certain steam pressures.

Presented below,Fig 2, is the
simulation of gas/steam
temperature profile for a HRSG
in unfired mode with 20 F
pinch and 10 F approach using
a simulation program developed
by the author. It can be seen
that the lowest exit gas
temperature possible is close
to 372 F . At lower pressures
the exit gas temperature will
be lower.

The main objective of this
exercise is to show that one
cannot arbitrarily assume that
300 F or any particular
temperature can be achieved
without performing a
simulation.
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The example below shows how
auxiliary firing improves the
performance of a HRSG.

Example 2: 150,000 lb/h of
turbine exhaust gases are
available at 900 F. The
consultant wants to know how
much saturated steam at 200
psig can be generated with 240
F feed water at 3 % blow down;
also,how high the firing
temperature will be in order
to generate 40,000 to 60,000
lb/h of steam.

Table 1 shows the performance
of the HRSG under different
conditions obtained through
simulation. The design mode
is first simulated in the
unfired mode,case 1 and then
the firing temperatures are
obtained for various steam
flows in the off-design cases
2 and 3.

It can be seen that the firing
temperature is 1715 F in order
to generate 60,000 lb/h of
steam. Also,as the fuel input
increases,the ASME system
efficiency increases from 68.7
% to 84.9 %. It is more
efficient to generate
additional steam by auxiliary
firing than go in for a
separte packaged steam
generator; the fuel
utilization efficiency is
nearly 98-99 % at higher
firing temperatures,while in a
conventional packaged steam
generator,the efficiency will
be 90 to 92 % on LHV basis.

The final example shows how
simulation can be used to
maximize energy recovery .

Example 3: A gas turbine
exhausts 300,000 lb/h of gas
at 900F.It is desired to
generate about 20,500 lb/h of

superheated steam at 600 psig
and 650F and as much as 200
psig saturated steam using
feed water at 230 F.

Fig 3 shows the results from
"HRSGS" software for two
options. In option l,we have
the HP section consisting of
the superheater,evaporator and
economizer followed by the LP
section consisting of the LP
evaporator and economizer. By
using a pinch point of 190 F
and approach point of 15 F,we
generate 20,438 lb/h of HP
steam at 650F. Then usinq a
pinch point of 2OF and
approach of 12F we make 18670
lb/h LP steam. The stack gas
temperature is 37OF.

In option 2,we have the HP
section consisting of the
superheater and evaporator and
the LP section consisting of
only the evaporator. A
"common" economizer feeds both
the HP and LP sections with
feed water at 375 F. Due to
the larger heat sink available
beyond the LP evaporator,the
stack gas temperature reduces
to 321 F. The HP steam
generation is adjusted using
the pinch point to make 20,488
lb/h while the LP steam is
allowed to float. With a pinch
point of 2OF,we see that we
can make 22,400 lb/h versus
18,673 lb/h earlier.

The ASME system efficiency is
much higher now. Thus by
manipulating the HRSG
configuration, one can
maximize the heat recovery.

CONCLUSION

Thus by performing simulation
studies useful information
about the HRSG performance can
be obtained even without
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designing it -

Consultants,plant engineers
can use this approach to
evaluate various options of
steam parameters.gas turbines
etc to zero in on a HRSG
performance and then contact
the HRSG supplier for quotes .
A lot of valuable time can be
saved by engineering firms if
the consultants understand the
applications of simulation.
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Table 1: Performance of fired boiler

Lease
2.gas flow,lb/h
3.inlet gas temp,F
4.firing temp,F
5.burner duty
6.steam flow,lb/h
7.steam pres,psig
8.feed water temp,F
9.exit gas temp,F
10.boiler duty,

MM Btu/h
11.system eff,%

[exhaust gas analysis: % vol CO2=3,H2O=7,N2=75,02=15; burner duty
in MM Btu/h Lower Heating Value basis]

1
150,000

900
900
0

22,780
200
240
327

22.67
68.70

2
150,000

900
1290
17.3

40,000
200
240
315

39.90
79.20

3
150,000

900
1715
37.6
60,000

200
240
310

59.90
84.90
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AUTOMATIC TUBE CLEANING SYSTEMS FOR CONDENSERS & HEAT EXCHANGERS

Kaveh Someah, President, WSA Engineered Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

ABSTRACT
Condenser tube fouling contributes up to

SOX of the total condenser tube heat transfer
resistance (1). This fouling results in reduced
heat exchanger performance, reduced production,
increased operational cost, increased back
pressure, increased tube failure and increased
maintenance. In this paper the two types of on-
line cleaning systems, i.e. the Brush and Basket
and the Sponge Rubber Ball type for various
industrial applications will be discussed. Case
studies will be used to demonstrate the actual
plant operating and maintenance cost savings from
these systems.

The on-line Automatic Tube Cleaning
Systems (ATCS) for condensers and heat exchangers
provide a positive means for automatic cleaning on
a continuous basis, while the exchanger or
condenser remains "on stream" and at its full
operating potential.

INTRODUCTION
Shell-and-tube heat exchangers and

condensers are among the most common and widely
used pieces of equipment within the chemical
process industries (CPI). Today, with the aid of
computer technology, the design of heat exchangers
and heat exchanger networks has reached a level
that was never possible before. Modern plants
have fewer and smaller heat exchangers, achieve
higher levels of heat recovery, and require lower
levels of heat input.

Yet, despite the best designs, heat
exchanger fouling remains a problem at many
plants. This "silent thief" robs the plant of its
efficiency, creates bottlenecks, increases energy
consumption, cuts down production, creates
maintenance problems, causes equipment failure,
reduces profit, and creates nightmares for design
engineers and plant operators. Condenser-tube
fouling accounts for up to 50% of the total
condenser tube heat-transfer resistance (1).
Furthermore, data indicates that for centrifugal
refrigeration chiller/condensers, each increase of
0.0001 h'ft F/Btu in the condenser-tube fouling
thermal resistance causes a corresponding increase
of 1.1% in the compressor power requirement (2).

A significant factor affecting the heat
transfer capability of water-cooled condensers and
heat exchangers is the degree of surface
cleanliness on the cooling water side. Cleanliness
is decreased by many substances that adhere to the
surfaces and impede the transfer of heat. These
include precipitation fouling or scaling (for
example, precipitated compounds, corrosion
products, and the like), biological fouling (such
as algae and other aquatic life forms), and
particulate fouling (due to suspended solids).

To reduce the tendency of the cooling
water to foul the heat-transfer surfaces, many
plants employ very sophisticated cooling-water
chemical treatment programs. In many cases,
however, despite such treatment the exchangers
still must be taken out of service periodically
(usually during a plant shutdown) and cleaned
manually.

OFF-LINE CLEANING
There are many types of off-line cleaning

systems available today. All are manual
techniques and are applied to the heat exchanger
when it is out of service and disassembled. These
systems include bristle brushes, rubber plugs,
scrapers, cutters, vibrators, water lances, and so
on (1).

After the off-line cleaning is completed
and the exchanger returns to operation, tube
cleanliness immediately begins to deteriorate.
Chemical treatment of the water in conjunction
with off-line cleaning may be sufficient if the
condenser has a very conservative design margin or
if the rate of scale and biological-film formation
is slow. Nevertheless, the off-line cleaning
interrupts the exchanger's operation, and it
allows the exchanger to operate in a fouled
condition between each cleaning cycle. Both of
these factors have a significant economic penalty.

Furthermore, each type of off-line
cleaning device has particular limitations. In
general, brushes and rubber plugs are only
effective for softer scales.whereas scrapers and
cutters are more effective on harder scales.
Scrapers and cutters can easily gouge and damage
the tube walls if they are not used properly.
Water lancing equipment represents a greater
safety hazard to operating personnel because of
the high pressures that are used to propel the
cleaning devices through the tubes (3). Off-line
cleaning could also represent environmental
problems, since the foulant and scale removed from
the tube may, in some cases, be classified as
hazardous material and require special handling
and disposal procedures.

ON-LINE CLEANING
This method of preventing scaling or

biological fouling requires no equipment shutdown.
When used alone or in conjunction with some
chemical treatment, on-line cleaning will prevent
the reduction in the heat-transfer rate, maintain
the tube cleanliness factor at its clean
condition, increase tube life, increase heat
exchanger efficiency, reduce operating costs, and
eliminate heat exchanger shutdowns. Worldwide,
among power plants with water cooled condensers,
50% of the total generating capacity in Europe and
40% of the generating capacity in Japan are
equipped with on-line condenser cleaning
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systems (3).

Tk-o types of on-line tube cleaning
systems are currently available, the brush-and-
basket type and the sponge rubber ball (4). The
cleaning devices used in these systems are shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. On-line cleaning systeas can use either
brushes or rubber bells to reaove buildup fro* the
ins ides of tubes.

BRUSH-AMD-BASKET SYSTEMS
The brush-and-basket cleaning system,

illustrated in Figure 2, consists of a diverter
valve, controls, and a set of two baskets and one
brush for each condenser tube. As shown in Figure
3, a basket is mounted in each end of a condenser
tube.

Each basket is designed to house the
brush at the downstream end of the condenser tube
and to permit full condenser tube flow to pass
through without measurable pressure drop. The
basket has a removable locking end clip that
allows for brush replacement or tube inspection
and testing.

Brush movement relies on the reversing
flow of fluid through the condenser or heat
exchanger, which is accomplished by means of a
diverter. The diverter can either be installed in
the existing piping or in new piping outside the
exchanger (as in Figure 2), or inside the channel
box of the exchanger (as in Figure 4).

The pneumatic or electrically operated
diverter is controlled by a timer that normally
cycles the brushes every eight hours (or more
frequently, if needed). The cycle consists of a
flow reversal, followed closely by a second
reversal that returns the flow to its normal
forward direction. The short-time transient
effect on the performance of the heat exchanger is
negligible, since the exchanger will remain in the
reversed-flow condition for less than one minute.
Each time the flow on the inside of the condenser
is reversed the brush located in the basket on one
end of the tube is propelled through the tube,
removing any buildup from the tube wall. Moments
later, the flow is put back to its normal position
and the brushes are once again shuttled through

the tubes. Each reversal cycle will last less
than one minute. The reversing of the fluid and
shuttling of the brush is done as many times per
day as necessary, depending on the type of fluid
flowing through the exchanger. In most cases,
three times per day is sufficient.

NORMAL
FLOW

Figure 2. In a brush-and-basket systea, flow
though the exchanger is reversed aoaentarily,
which sends the brushes through the tubes.

Figure 3. A basket is attached to each tube end.

Brushes are sized slightly larger than
the inside diameter of the tube to provide an
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interference fit. The result is a positive
brushing of all tube surfaces throughout the
entire tube length twice during each cycle. This
frequent cleaning action prevents the formation of
crystallization sites at which scale or foulant
could build up, and the solids remain suspended or
dissolved in the water.

The system is available for low-medium-or
high temperature application. The tube side fluid
can be cooling water or process fluid such as
crude oil, slurries, or process chemicals. The
principle of operation remains the same for all
applications.

Brushes for water applications have nylon
bristles with polypropylene nose cones and
titanium support wire, an all-corrosion-resistant
construction. For process or high temperature
applications the baskets and brushes are made of
other polymers or carbon or stainless steel, as
summarized in Table 1. The diverter is available
in such materials as carbon steel, stainless
steel, copper-nickel, end so on, depending on the
specific process environment.

Table 1. Typical materials of construction for
brush-and-basket sets depend on the tube side fluid

and the temperature.

TH*M SM* Fluid
Twnawntura

BnithTip
Broth arittlai
Broth Cora Witt
Batatt

End Clip

Coding. Watar
Low
<1SO°F

Polypropylen*
Nylon
Titanium
•olypropylant

Polypropyltftt

Pr*ct» FIvM
•tedium
1*0-212 F

Special Polymtr*
Sptcial Polymtr*
Titanium
Sptcial Polytntf •

Sptcial Polymtf

Procaia Fluid
High
>212 F

Slainltts Sttal
Slainlm Slatl
Slainltss Staal
Carbon or
Slainlm Statl
Slamltis Sta«l

• Varioua polymtn art utad battd on tht proctst fluid and mattrial compatibility. Thna
mthid* polytatraflusroatr'.yltnt. polyathtrtthtrkttoM (PF.F.KI. acatal rttint, and othtri

RUBBER BALL SYSTEMS
The operation of rubber ball cleaning

systems is based on the circulation of
elastomeric, slightly oversized sponge rubber
balls through the condenser tube. The sponge
balls are periodically or continuously injected
into the condenser inlet line and are circulated
though the condenser tubes by the cooling water
flow. The balls are designed and injected so that
they are uniformly distributed inside the
water-box. Because the diameters of the balls are
larger than the inside diameter of the tubes, the
condenser tubes are automatically kept clean by
the scrubbing and wiping action of the balls,
which prevents the deposition of scale-forming
deposits inside the tube surface. The balls are
collected by means of a special strainer installed
in the condenser outlet and are then recirculated
and reinjected back into the supply line.

A typical system is illustrated in Figure
5. The major components are the balls, the ball
strainer, the ball recirculation system, and the
control system.

The balls are collected by one or two
screens housed in a spool piece.

Figure 5. Rubber balls can be injected into the
cooling Hater periodically or continuously to
clean the inside tube surfaces.

The number of screens is based on the
available space - that is, the length of piping -
for the strainer section. The strainer spool with
a single screen will occupy twice the pipe length.
Typically, lines up to 30 in. in diameter employ a
single screen, while lines larger than 30 in. use
two screens. Each screen inside the spool piece
is situated such that it forms a hopper across the
pipe. The flow forces the balls to move down the
screen toward the collections area at the exit
point.

After leaving the strainer section(s),
the balls pass through a special recirculation
pump, which adds sufficient pressure to the small
recirculation flow to overcome the condenser and
the recirculation piping pressure drop. The balls
are pumped into the ball collector, which is used
to automatically put the balls into or out of
circulation. The collector also holds the balls
during backwashing of the strainer and serves as a
means to replace worn out balls or put additional
balls into the system. From the collector, the
balls are distributed into the cooling water via
injection nozzles. Ball counts are continuously
monitored and displayed.

The backwashing sequence starts
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automatically when the differential pressure
across the screen increases to a preset level due
to the debris and particles typically present in
the circulating cooling water. Differential
pressure across the screen is continuously
monitored and displayed. The balls are
automatically gathered inside the collector prior
to backwashing. Each screen is mounted on a shaft
and can be turned to the backwash position
automatically (or manually) by an exterior
motorized actuator.

All functions and operations of the ball
system are controlled (and information displayed)
by means of a central control panel using a series
of programmable logic controllers. The control
system offers the flexibility to operate the ball
cleaning system on a continuous automatic or a
batch automatic (intermittent) cycle.

CHOOSING A SYSTEM
Although both systems offer effective

removal and control of fouling and both maintain a
high level of tube cleanliness, the selection
between the two designs is site-and exchanger-
specific.

In certain situations, there is no choice
-- only one type of system is suitable. If the
flow in the condenser cannot be reversed, only the
ball system can be used. For exchangers whose
tube side fluid is anything other than water, the
brush-and-basket system is the only option because
the ball system is only applicable for exchangers
with water on the tube side.

When either design might be applicable,
the primary factors affecting the choice are the
size of the condenser cooling water line, space
limitations, required piping modifications, and
the type and temperature of fluid on the tube
side. Pressure drop is generally not a factor--
both types of systems add less than 1 psi to the
overall exchanger pressure drop, which in many
cases will not even be noticeable since in an
exchanger without an on-line cleaning system a
slight amount of fouling could result in a
pressure drop larger than 1 psi.

Both types of systems may require some
piping modifications for a retrofit installation,
and this should be carefully examined prior to
selection of the system. In the case of the
brush-type system, the flow diverter valve needs
to be installed between the supply and return
lines to and from the exchanger. If these two
lines are parallel or are in close proximity to
each other, the installation will be simple.
Otherwise, if the supply and return lines are
opposite each other (which is the case in a
single-pass exchanger) or are buried among other
equipment, the necessary piping modifications may
be significant.

The ball system will generally have lower
installation costs since one only needs to find a
short straight-pipe section in the return line to
install the strainer. The ball recirculation
system (the pump and the collector) is skid
mounted and can be installed away from the
condenser and then piped to it.

Typically the ball cleaning system is
suited for condensers with the supply and return
line larger than 36 in. in diameter. Thus, most
of the ball systems are in fossil fuel, nuclear,
cogeneration, and geothermal power plants.

The temperature (maximum 220°F) and
process limitations of the rubber ball material
restrict the use of ball systems to water
applications only. Brush systems, on the other
hand, have no such temperature or process
limitations because the brushes and baskets can be
made of a variety of polymers and metals,
including carbon and stainless steel. The steel
brush-and basket sets are suitable for use in a
wide range of applications. Most of the brush-
and-basket systems are installed in petroleum
refineries, petrochemical plants, heating,
ventilating and air conditioning systems, and
other industrial applications.

Installed costs for on-line cleaning
systems are very site-specific and depend very
much on such factors as the extent of piping
changes that may be required, the options
requested by the end user, and so on. If the
plant currently has a back-flushing mechanism in
place, the cost of the brush-type system will be
significantly (as much as 50X) lower. For cooling
water line sizes less than 36 in., the brush -type
system is more attractive, whereas for line sizes
above 36 in., the ball-type system is more cost-
effective.

Operating and maintenance costs
associated with the brush-and basket-type system
are typically very low. The brush life is
generally at least five years. The flow diverter
and the control panel may require some routine
checkup once every five years or so. This checkup
consists mainly of replacement or adjustment of
the diverter-valve packing and adjustment to the
diverter valve seating.

Ball systems will have some operating
cost associated with them as well. The balls
require periodic replacement, and energy is
required to operate the ball recirculation pump.
The maintenance associated with this system is
minimal.

For either type of on-line cleaning
system, the operating and maintenance costs will
typically be less than $1,000/yr.

SOME OPERATING RESULTS
The following examples illustrate the

achievements of several on-line cleaning systems
in actual installations.

A CPI plant had a condenser/chiller that
used chemically treated cooling water as the
cooling medium. After installing a brush-and-
basket on-line tube cleaning system, chiller
capacity increased over 20% and the compressor's
annual operating costs dropped by close to 30%.
No degradation in the condenser's performance was
observed during the four-year study period (5).

At a petroleum refinery, a cat-cracker
air-blower turbine operated with steam at 400 psi
and 720°F. The steam rate increased as the
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condenser back pressure rose above its rated
vacuum of 3 in. Hg. Figure 8 illustrates the
condenser shell side pressure (turbine back
pressure) over time before and after an on-line
tube cleaning system was installed. Prior to the
installation, the unit had to be shut down
periodically for manual or chemical cleaning.
Afterwards, turbine back pressure was reduced by 3
in. Hg. which translated into a savings of 9,800
Ib/h of super heated steam (6).

For a power plant generating turbine, the
major limiting factor to operating continuously at
the full-rated capacity is the condenser
cleanliness factor (that is, its fouling
condition), denoted by CF. At one 60-MWe power
plant operated by the Northern California Power
Agency, following a manual off-line cleaning the
CF steadily declined at the rate of approximately
1.5% to 2% each week. After 5 1/2 and 12 weeks of
operation the CF dropped to 60.8% and 53.4%,
respectively. The units required manuai off-line
cleaning at that point. Installing an on-line
automatic tube cleaning system increased the CF to
85% in two weeks and maintained it at that level
continuously. The increase in CF allowed the
plant to operate at 116X of its rated capacity
with out any fouling and unnecessary shutdown (7).
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STEAM RATE VS. CONDENSER PRESSURE

Steam turbine 400 pa) at 720 F
rpm 3 150
hp 10.250
Service Cat cracker main air blower

2 3 4 5 8 7 8
Condenser pressure, in Hg absolute

CONDENSER PRESSURE FOR AIR BLOWER TURBINE
BEFORE AND AFTER CLEANING SYSTEM INSTALLATION

Before tube
cleaning

CT 8 1 system

Aftef tube cleaning
g 2 j - system installed

As a result of On-line Cleaning System:

- an improvement in the condenser
vacuum of 3-inches of mercury resulted in a
savings of 9,800 Ib/hr of superheated steam

Figure 8. After a petroleua refinery installed
on-line cleaning systea, turbine back pressure
reduced and stabilized.
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ABSTRACT

Desiccants are materials that have an
affinity, after heating, for water vapor. Desiccant
materials have long been applied in industrial
processes requiring low humidity environments. A
gas-fired desiccant system improved the
productivity of one blowmolding process by
reducing the number of defects and allowing an
increase in line speed. The environmental impact
of the operation improved because electrical usage
did not increase incrementally and CFC usage did
not change. A comparison of the efficiency of
desiccant and refrigeration dehumidification is
presented.

INTRODUCTION
Control of the moisture in atmospheric air

is important in many practical situations. There are
six principle motivations for dehumidification:

•corrosion protection
•condensation protection
•mold/fungus prevention
•moisture regain prevention
•product drying
•dry cooling (1).

The motivations are generally significant in
different applications.

Moisture removal to prevent corrosion is
important in electronic storage and lithium battery
manufacturing. Mold and fungus elimination is die
driving force behind dehumidification in archival
and records storage, seed storage, and brewing.
Most all materials have some affinity for moisture.
Dehumidification limits or prevents the absorption,
of moisture, also called regain, in critcal situations
like candy and powdered drink packaging, paper
storage, and pharmaceutical manufacturing. When
hot air can not be used for drying, dehumidified air
is often substituted. Product drying applications
include investment casting molds, candy coatings,

and fish drying. Dry cooling is employed when the
air temperature and humidity need to be controlled
separately. Such applications include supermarkets
where high humidity causes the display cases to run
inefficiently and public buildings, like hotels and
motels, where transient occupants cause rapid
changes in sensible loads (1).

This paper is concerned with
dehumidification for condensation prevention.
Condensation occurs when moist air comes in
contact with surfaces cooled below the dew point of
the air mixture. Dehumidification is important for
condensation prevention in supermarkets where
moisture will condense on refrigerated display
doors. In ice rinks, condensation will occur on the
ice surface causing it to soften if the humidity is too
high. In plastic molding, chilled water is provided
to rapidly cool the finished parts. Cooling increases
the strength and rigidity of the parts allowing an
increase in production speed. If condensation
occurs on the mold, the plastic surface is damaged
and strength can suffer due to thermal shock.

METHODS OF DEHUMIDIFICATION
Moisture can be removed by three

methods: 1) by cooling to condense the water, 2) by
compression which decreases the ability of air to
hold moisture and results in condensation, and 3) by
presenting a desiccant to the air which removes
moisture by virtue of the difference in vapor
pressures (1). Compression-based dehumidification
systems are not commercially available because of
the large amount of energy necessary to compress
air to a pressure sufficient to affect significant
moisture removal. Both cooling and desiccant-
based dehumidification systems are commercially
available, and the method of choice is determined
by the moisture conditions desired.

Cooling-based dehumidification
When moist air is brought into contact with

a surface held at a temperature below the its dew
point, moisture will condense on the surface. The
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air mixture is dehumidified by the familiar process
of cooling and condensation. The degree of
moisture removal is a function of the temperature of
the cold surface.

Cooling-based dehumidification systems
are familiar as residential and commercial air-
conditioners. This process is very efficient for
dehumidification at dew points above freezing and
high moisture conditions. As the delivered dew
point approaches freezing, coil frosting becomes a
concern. Also if low humidity air is supplied to an
occupied space, additional energy for heating it
back to a comfortable temperature, reheating, will
probably be necessary.

Desiccant dehumidification
Desiccants are simply materials such as

silica gel which have an affinity, after heating, for
water vapor (2). The essential characteristic of
desiccant materials is their low vapor pressure. If
the desiccant is cool and dry, its surface vapor
pressure is low, and it attracts moisture from the
air. Eventually the desiccant becomes hot and wet
with its dew point matching the surrounding air. At
this time, the desiccant Ls taken out of the moist air,
heated, and exposured to a different airstream
. Applied heat causes the surface vapor pressure of
the desiccant to become very high so moisture
moves off its surface to the surrounding air (1).

Heating causes the desiccant to lose moisture, but
its high temperature causes the surface vapor
pressure to remain high. A final step before it can
be returned to the primary airsteam is cooling.
Cooling restores the desiccant material's low vapor
pressure. Moisture removal from the desiccant is
referred to as regeneration (2).

To provide dehumidified air at acceptable
temperatures for space conditioning, desiccants are
applied in conjunction with vapor compression
refrigeration. A desiccant wheel can be located
before or after the coiling coil. The preferred
location depends on the desired humidity and
temperature delivered and the initial condition of
the primary airstream (2).

CASE STUDY
Desiccani dchumidification can, in many

cases, be the only method available to achieve low
moisture air at acceptable operating costs. A recent
example of a desiccant dehumidifier was at Graham

Packaging Co. in Atlanta, Georgia. This plant is a
large scale blowmolding operation manufacturing
plastic containers for the retail consumer market.
The plant operates a total of 5 lines producing
containers in sizes from 1 quart to 2 liters.

The problem which caused desiccant
dehumidification to be considered was a concern
over product quality and production rate, not
explicitly energy. In the blowmolding operation
molten polyethylene plastic is formed into the
desired shape through the application of high
pressure air inside a steel mold. To solidify the
container before it is ejected, the mold walls are
cooled by the circulation of chilled water. The
chilled water temperature used most often is 42°F
but it can be as low as 33°F. Lower mold
temperature promote quicker cooling of the product
and permits an increase in production speed.
Problems develop when the dewpoint of the air
surrounding the molds exceeds the minimum mold
temperature, 33°F in this case. When this condition
occurs, condensation forms on the walls of the mold
and the finished products contain surface defects
resulting in their rejection.

To address this condensation problem, the
dew point of the room air must be reduced below
33°F. This is equivalent to maintaining a humidity
ratio of 28 grains.^/lb.. Dew points below 40°
can be achieved with cooling dehumidification, but
special precautions are required. Generally, cooling
dehumidificaiion is preferred for high temperatures
where it is most efficient and frosting of the coil is
not a concern. As the dew point approaches 32°F,
condensate removed from the passing air stream
begins to freeze on the cooling coil. Frozen
condensate creates two problems for a cooling
system. Frost on the coil insulates the refrigerant
from the airflow reducing heat transfer, and it
blocks airflow by restricting the passageways
between the coil fins which also reduces heat
transfer.

The air surrounding the molds was initially
cooled with a cooling dchumidificalion system. It
was capable of suppling air with a humidity of 34
grains/lb to the molds. This is equivalent to a dew
point of 38°F. When the decision was made to
reduce the dew point below 38°, a desiccant system
was specified. If vapor-compression refrigeration
(cooling) is used for humidity control, a terminal
reheat design would be necessary. In terminal
reheat, the cooling coil temperature is decreased to
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FIGURE 1
DESICCANT OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

PARAMETER

Humidity, gr/lb

Gas Usage, Btu/hr

Electrical Usage, kW

Incremental Operating
Cost, $/hr

DESICCANT

10

260.000

3

1.09

REFRIGERANT

25

210,000

3

0.915

provide the level of moisture removal needed and
the air is then heated to make the space
comfortable. For very low dew points (high
moisture removal) with cooling, two separate coils
in the air handler would be require since frost
formation is inevitable. With dual coils, one coil is
exposed to the air stream while the alternate coil is
defrosted. When the primary coil becomes blocked,
air flow is switched to the secondary coil.

For a 42° dewpoint, the refrigerant
temperature in the coil would need to be
approximately 28°F based on manufacturer's data.
If the delivered dew point is decreased by 10°F, the
refrigerant in the coil would also be dropped a like
amount. The predicted increase in compressor
horsepower for this 10°F drop in evaporator
temperature is approximately 20%. Once the
moisture is removed, the supply air would need to
be heated to a comfortable temperature, probably to
70-80°.

By comparison, the desiccant system would
take the 34 grains/lb air discharged from the cooling
dehumidifier and reduce it to approximately 10
grains/lb by the action of the desiccant Contact
with the desiccant would increase the temperature
of the air stream from 38° to approximately 80°F.
Gas is used to regenerate the desiccant. Because of
the air stream temperature rise, no reheat energy is
expended.

Operating cost comparison
The relative increase in operating cost to

decrease the dew point from 42°F to 32°F was
calculated. For the refrigeration dehumidification
case, the dewpoint is decreased only to 32°F, a

humidity of 25 grains/lb. For the desiccant, the
airstream dew point is reduced to approximately
12°F which is equivalent to 10 grains/lb. Table 1
presents an operating cost comparison.

For refrigerant dehumidification, the
compressor input is increased by 0.13 kW/ton
which corresponds to a 3 kW increase in electrical
demand. Other electrical loads such as supply air
and evaporator fans are assumed to be the same at a
lower dewpoint. Because refrigerant superheat is
assumed to be used for coil defrosting, additional
gas is used for reheat. As is the case with
deskcants, electricity can be used to provide heat
for reheat or regeneration but it has a higher cost

The desiccant system yields a lower humidity level
than needed for this application. This represents
not an overdesign but a characteristic of desiccants.
The outlet humidity is a function of the entering
For desiccant dehumidification natural gas is used
to provide energy for regeneration. Electricity is
used to rotate the wheel impregnated with desiccant
media between the supply and regeneration air
streams.

The incremental operating costs for (he two
arrangements is based on a natural gas cost of
$3.50/MMBtu and average electrical cost of
$0.06/kWh. The desiccant was found to have a
higher operating cost, however the comparison is
not exact because it does yield a humidity less than
half that for refrigeration. The manufacturer
tolerates the slightly higher operating cost (20
percent difference) as a consequence of the greater
safety margin.
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CONCLUSION
The desiccant system employed at Graham
represents and efficient method to achieve
extremely low space humidity. While the operating
cost is slightly higher than refrigeration with reheat,
the simple operation of desiccants without risk of
coil freezing and additional safety margin resulting
from the low dew point favored the selection of
desiccant dehumidificauon.
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ABSTRACT
In order to develop effective Demand Side

Management (DSM) programs, it is important to
properly understand the cogeneration capabilities
of large industrial customers. Projecting
historical trends may be simple and convenient,
but can lead to erroneous conclusions. A better
understanding can be obtained by analyzing
specific details of the Combined Heat and Power
(CHP) system in the customer's plant.

The authors present a new methodology
which they call "Demand Side Dispatching". This
methodology comprises developing simple yet
realistic mixed integer linear models of the
customer's CHP and solving such models using
proven Mixed Integer Linear Programming
algorithms to determine globally optimum
operating policies. This methodology in effect
predicts rational customer responses to varying
steam/power load scenarios to alternate
fuel/power contracts.

Such analyses could either be done
individually for each customer or combined to
provide a composite regional picture. The
intended application is to study the impact of
different rate schedules on the customer's CHP
operating policy, and hence on the utility
demand profile. By including potential alternate
cogeneration equipment options in the models, it
would also be possible to understand which rate
schedules provide incentives for future
cogeneiation, and which do not.

An illusti <rtive example is provided. The
results of an industrial application (an oil
refinery) are presented in Part 2 of this paper
(6).

INTRODUCTION
The term Demand Side Management

(DSM) is used to describe specific actions taken
by an electric utility to influence customer
behaviour. The objectives may be load growth,

Ravi Nath, PhD
Sr. Consultant

Linnhoff March, Inc.
Houston, TX

energy conservation, load levelling, or some
combination thereof, depending on the
supply/demand balance for the utility.

Load levelling, or load shaping, is almost a
universal oNective, because of its many technical
and economic benefits. It involves filling the
valleys and shaving the peaks of a typical load
profile (see Figure 1). There are two basic
strategies:

• Load Shifting: displace from on-peak to
off-peak (Time axis)

Load Control: shed on-peak, build off-
peak (KW axis)

load,
KW vValle

^ - •

Comnwrdat ft ResidentialI

Tlma
B - Avoragt Industrial lo«d, • g e GW
A » Itmtt-Avamge C&R toad. a.g. 4 GW
« » nugnllud* of load twlngt. • 2 GW

figure 1 Conventional DSM Approach
Shift load from On Peak to Oil Peak periods

An example of load shifting is the use of
thermal storage (e.g. ice slurry) systems for
commercial HVAC applications. Load control
generally involves scheduling the use of
electrotechnologies (e.g. air compression,
pumping) during off-peak periods only, and
shutting them off during on-peak periods. In
order to provide incentives to the customer to
modulate his demand, most DSM programs
combine the foregoing technologies with Time-
of-Use rate structures, capital cost subsidies
(rebates), and technical support services.
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Historically, DSM programs have been
targeted at the Commercial and Residential
(C&R) sectors, which generate most of the load
swings. Despite some success in shifting HVAC
loads, the overall impact of these programs on
load shape has been disappointing, because the
underlying causes of C&R load swings are
lifestyle imperatives, such as hours open for
business, which do not respond well to the
incentives that have been tried.

DEMAND SIDE DISPATCHING
The authors are proposing a novel and

different approach, illustrated in Figure 2, which
they call Demand Side Dispatching (DSD).
Instead of attempting to influence the C&R
sectors, which have proved resistant to
conventional DSM programs, the proposal is to
swing industrial load to match C&R load swings.
How? By exploiting equipment flexibility
(Degrees of Freedom) in industrial CHP systems.

Flow 2 Proposed ANcrnnl* DSM Approach:
Swing Industrial load to mulch C&R load (wings

Consider, for example, an industrial facility
that has a dual drive compressor or pump that
could be powered either by an electric motor or
a steam turbine. The steam turbine drive could
be used during on-peak rate period, and the
motor during off-peak rate period.

Consider another scenario, where an
industrial facility has a condensing steam turbine
for on-site power generation. The proper TOU
rate schedule would create powerful incentives to
run the turbogenerator only during on-peak rate
periods.

For DSD to work, several factors would
have to be in place:

• CHP equipment flexibility at customer
sites to provide the required Degrees of
Freedom

• Correctly designed rate structure
incentives

• A decision-making tool (e.g. software)
for optimum dispatching of the
customer's CHP system.

Many industrial plants already have CHP
systems with substantial flexibility and degrees of
freedom, and most electric utilities, especially
those in industrialized parts of the country, offer
TOU rate schedules. So two of the three
elements required for success may already be in
place. What is usually missing is the third
element, viz. reliable dispatching software, that
enables the industrial plant to minimize costs by
optimum operation of its CHP system. Several
companies have shown interest in installing such
software, and have reported favorable results
(1,23)- This software provides the critical
communication link between the equipment and
fuel/power contracts, per Figure 3.

It is to the advantage of electric utility
companies to encourage their industrial
customers to use dispatching software as a tool
to minimize their CHP operating costs, and
thereby to achieve their own load shaping
objectives. It may even behoove them to provide
incentives for the installation of such software,

Customer
Sit* CHP
System

(Hardware)

? ? Dispatching software provides the interface
between the plant CHP system and the

external economic environment.
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and to subsidize the introduction of additional
degrees of freedom in cases where there is
insufficient CHP equipment flexibility.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider the simple but typical CHP system

depicted in Figure 4. It consists of two boilers,
one backpressure turbine, and one induction
turbine with condensing capability. There are
several process units on site, but we shall concern
ourselves with only two of them, for simplicity.

One could be forgiven for thinking that the
optimum policy should be "obvious" - viz.
minimize steam vent by passing only enough
steam through TG #1 to satisfy process demand,
and run TG #2 with minimum HP steam flow
and maximum IP steam flow.

The optimizer was tested for three
operating scenarios and three different electrical
rate schedules. A sample program output is
shown in Figure 5. The test results are
summarized in Table 1. For other combinations
of energy costs, produaion rates, and equipment
constraints, there would be different optimum

operating policies. The intuitive operating policy
was found to be correct for only one rate
schedule (on-peak #1).

Now let us turn our attention to the impact
of optimum versus intuitive operating policies on
both the customer and the utility. Table 1 shows
that the plant would have cut net operating costs
by 1.1 to 23% during the off-peak rate period,
and 4.8 to 5.6% during on-peak period #2.
From the utility's perspective, there would be
increased net demand of 23 - 6.5 MW during
off-peak (valley filling), and reduced net demand
of 73 - 8.1 MW during on-peak #2 (peak
clipping). Both parties come out ahead. Of
course, if the intuitive and optimum policies
happen to be the same, as in on-peak period #1,
there is no net benefit.

CONCLUSION
Even for relatively simple CHP systems, the

optimum operating policy is not intuitively
obvious. In particular, the optimum amount of
on-site power generation is highly dependent on
the prevailing rate schedule and the steam
demand profile. In the illustrative example, the

Fuel Fuel

HP STM

MP STM

LP STM

TW

COND

BLR #1 BLR #2
PROCESS

VENT

D.A. BD Flaeh

Steam demand at
100% operating rate*

Unit 1 Unit 2

HP SO 100

MP -70 SO

LP 30 -25

COND 60 0

Figure 4 Flowsheet of Example CHP System
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Flow Rate. Klb/h

Basis:
Fuel
Water
Electric Power

$1.85/MMBtu
$030/Kgal

Import @ S35/MWH
Export @ S25/MWH

Power
Used,

Process Unit 1, 100%

Process Unit 2, 100%

Total Process Demand

Boiler #1

Boiler #2

BFP pump #1

#2

#3

Deaerator

BD Flash

TG #1

T G # 2

PRV - HP/IP

PRV - IP/LP

Vent

HP Steam

50

100

150

0

-299

0

0

0

0

0

69

80

0

0

0

IP Steam

-70

50

-20

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-69

50

0

39

0

LP Steam

30

-25

5

0

0

0

0

0

40

-6

0

0

0

-39

0

BFW

-60

0

-60

0

322

-242

-80

0

-322

0

0

0

0

0

0

MW

1.5

1.5

3.0

0

0.1

0.18

0.17

0

0

0

-2.71

-11.25

0

0

0

Figure 5 Sample Program Output
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TABLE 1: Comparison of Electrical Demand and Energy Costs for Different Production Scenarios and Power Rates

Elec Rates. S/MWH
ID Buy Sell

Off 25 15

£ On #1 35 20

On #2 35 25

Production
Unit 1

100

100

80

100

100

80

100

100

80

Rate
Unit 2

100

80

100

100

80

100

100

80

100

Boiler

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Optimum

TG#1

0

0

Min

Bal

Bal

Bal

Bal

Bal

Bal

Policv

TG
HP

0

0

Min

Min

Min

Min

Max

Max

Max

#2
IP

0

0

Bal

Max

Max

Max

Max

Max

Max

Intuitive
MW

-3.24

-2.79

-3.69

-3.24

-2.79

-3.67

-3.24

-2.79

-3.67

$/hr

422.3

368.1

413.3

406.5

354.3

395.3

389.9

340.2

376.6

Optimum
MW

3.27

3.27

-1.36

-3.24

-2.79

-3.67

-10.51

-10.86

-10.94

$/hr

412.5

362.8

408.9

406.5

354.3

395.3

371.1

321.2

357.8

Difference

Purchased
MW

+6.51

+6.06

+2.33

0

0

0

-7.27

-8.07

-7.27

Cost (%)

-2.3

-1.4

-1.1

0

0

0

-4.8

-5.6

-5.0

Note: Intuitive and Optimum policies are the same in On-peak period #1.



rate schedule appears to be the dominant
influence on operating policy, with production
variations having a secondary effect. However,
this conclusion cannot be generalized.

Dispatching software is a tool that can help
industry to minimize operating costs. It can help
utilities anticipate rational customer responses to
alternate rate schedules, and thereby to design
effective incentives into their DSM program.
Also, by incorporating additional equipment into
the model it is possible to determine the benefits
of introducing additional degrees of freedom to
take advantage of the TOU rates available and
to determine what kind of rebate incentives
would be required (7). Corollary benefits
include the ability to optimize for minimum NO,
emissions, rather than minimum cost (4,5).

In conclusion, Demand Side Dispatching is
recommended as a powerful new approach for
utilities to achieve their DSM load shaping
objectives.

ABBREVIATIONS

C&R Commercial & Residential

CHP Combined Heat and Power

DSD Demand Side Dispatching

DSM Demand Side Management

HVAC Heating Ventillation and Air
Conditioning

TOU Time of Use
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ABSTRACT
As part of their Demand Side Management

programs, electric utility companies often offer
Time of Use (TOU) or other incentive rates to
large industrial clients. Such rates offer potential
money saving opportunities to industrial clients,
and the benefits of improved load shape to the
electric power utility.

The evidence indicates, however, that
industrial facilities have taken only limited
advantage of such opportunities. Even those
industrial plants that are on TOU rates tend not
to adjust the operating policy of their plant
utilities (boilers, turbines, chillers, etc.) in
response to varying power costs. The main
reason for these missed opportunities is a lack of
suitable dispatching programs. A key component
of successful DSM programs is dispatching
software which should not only be reliable,
realistic and robust, but must also be easy to use
by plant operations and planning staff. Once
such software is in place, continuous benefits can
be realized by both the industrial clients and the
sponsoring utility (1).

Details of development and deployment of
such a program sponsored by Detroit Edison for
a local refinery are presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
In 1989, Detroit Edison embarked on a five

year demand side management (DSM) pilot
program for residential, commercial, and
industrial customers. The purpose of the pilot
was to experiment with conservation and energy
efficient technologies with our customers to
develop working models of what will eventually
become full-scale demand side resources for
Detroit Edison.

One of the pilot programs started in 1989
was our Total Energy Audit program for
industrial customers. The purpose of this
program is to help our industrial customers

recognize and quantify energy conservation/
efficiency and load management measures within
their facilities. The Total Energy Audits were
100% funded by Detroit Edison and performed
by independent contractors. The pilot programs
(which are funded by a surcharge) have been
phased in the following manner: Phase I
programs were available from 1989-1991. Phase
II programs are being conducted in 1992 and
1993. Only the most successful Phase I programs
are available to customers in Phase II. Our
Total Energy Audit program is one of the
programs that has been retained. It is
anticipated that in future programs energy audits
will play a role in helping Detroit Edison build a
DSM resource and helping our customers
become more energy and therefore cost efficient.
This is only possible if it can be demonstrated
that customers are willing to install energy
conservation measures as recommended in audit
findings.

In 1990, Detroit Edison sponsored an
energy audit for a local refinery. The study was
performed by Linnhoff March, an independent
contractor. This paper deals with the findings of
that study and subsequent actions by the refinery
based on the study findings.

CASE STUDY
Under Detroit Edison's sponsorship,

Linnhoff March's Demand Side Dispatching
software called ENERGYPOP (23,4) was
developed for a local refinery. The primary
objective of this dispatching software is to
identify ways of reducing the refinery's operating
costs (purchased fuel and power). Depending on
the electrical power rate structure, it usually also
achieves its secondary objective of reducing the
electrical demand during peak rate periods.

This software is capable of both
optimization and simulation. When used for
optimization, it finds the operating policy that
will minimize purchased energy costs. When
used for simulation, the software calculates the
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cost of operation and determines the imbalance
in the steam flows (if any).

Refinery Description
The refinery under consideration is a

medium sized integrated refinery processing
71,000 BPD of 23-42 API crude. Products from
the refinery are gasoline, kerosene, diesel, and
asphalt.

Process utility needs are met by the Plant
Utility System (or CHP) which comprises the
steam, fuel, cooling water, compressed air and
electrical power subsystems. Figure 1 is a
schematic representation of the plant utility
system. Each of these subsystems is briefly
described below.

Steam Subsystem: comprises 3 steam
headers (HP, MP and LP) connected to steam
boilers, steam turbine drives and process users.
The turbine drives run various pumps,
compressors, fans and blowers found in the
refinery. Most of the turbine drives have motor
backup.

HP steam is primarily generated in the CO
boiler which uses waste heat from the FCCU and
is therefore very closely tied to process
operation. The remainder is generated in the
new gas fired boiler installed in late '91.

Fuel Subsystem: comprises natural gas and
fuel oil headers connected to fuel consumers.
Natural gas is purchased from a long term
supplier as well in the spot market. There are
well defined contracts governing fuel purchase.
Fuel oil is produced within the refinery and is
either sold as product, or used in the CO boiler.

Cooling Water Subsystem: comprises
several cooling water circuits and associated CW
towers. There are large pumps with spare drives
used for CW distribution.

Compressed Air Subsystem: comprises 7
fuel engine driven air compressors and a large
motor driven air compressor. The fuel powered
compressors are old and some are being phased
out.

Electric Power Subsystem: the refinery has
no on-site power generation; all power is
purchased from Detroit Edison. Power to the

new air compressor comes from a new header,
while all other power comes from the main
header. There are two separate contracts for
these two supplies. The main contract has time
dependent rates. Under this contract, total cost
of power is dependent upon both the energy
component as well as demand peaks. The
overall contract is very complex as weekly,
monthly and yearly peaks (both on-peak and off-
peak) are tracked.

Degrees of Freedom (DOF) Analysis.
There are several DOF in the operation of

the plant utility system, meaning that there could
be several alternate ways to operate the utility
system to satisfy process utility demands. These
include:

• choice in the selection of fuel
(contract vs spot vs fuel oil),

• choice in the selection of drives
(turbine vs motor),

• choice in the selection of air
compressors (fuel vs power).

This site is somewhat unusual, in that there
are no DOF in steam generation. The CO boiler
is required since it uses process waste heat, and
the new boiler is required to meet the deficit as
well as to provide reliability in operation.

DOF in fuel selection are limited. There
is minimum amount of fuel gas that must be
purchased to fulfill contract obligations.
Additional fuel gas should come from the
cheaper fuel gas supplier. However, if refinery
fuel oil is cheaper than fuel gas, then it should
be used preferentially.

The main DOF in this system come from
the choices in the selection of drives (turbine vs
motor) for equipment with spare drives. In the
process area there are 8 such large services.
Associated with the CW system there are 4 large
services. And, within the utilities area there are
7 services with dual drives. All in all, this
flexibility makes it possible to significantly change
the power balance at the site. Power import can
be reduced by running additional turbine drives,
and it can be increased by operating additional
motor drives. This flexibility can be exploited for
peak demand shaving. Such adjustments were,
however, not being made prior to the
development of the optimizer.
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The operation of the air compression system
offers similar options in terms of fuel vs electric
power use. However, since power for the new
air compressor is purchased under a separate
contract (without peak demand penalties) the
tradeoff is somewhat simpler.

The above analysis suggests that the major
DOF relate to electrical demand peak shaving.
A worthwhile question is, why hasn't such an
analysis been performed already? We conjecture
the following hypothesis. Although the benefits
of peak shaving are generally understood,
devising a specific action plan to realize the
savings is not easy, because of the complexity of
the plant utility system and because the plant
utility demands change constantly. On a longer
time horizon even the purchased energy costs
change as the market conditions change. To
develop a consistent plan would take significant
effort by a team of experienced staff members,
which is not practical on a routine basis. At best,
a group of persons could analyze the situation
for certain typical scenarios and thus establish an
operations policy. However, if frequent updates
are not made the operation policy is likely to
become irrelevant for the changed conditions.
Needless to say, a tool for determining the action
plan quickly, easily and reliably (such as
ENERGYPOP) is required.

Brief Description of ENERGYPOP.
The structure and methodology of

ENERGYPOP has already been described in OUT
previous publications (2,3,4,5). Simply put, it is a
MILP based global optimization program. It can
also be used for simulation. However, there is
no fundamental difference between simulation
and optimization. Simulation is simply a special
case in which the DOF have been constrained to
the current operating point.

ENERGYPOP can be used either in on-line
or off-line mode. In the on-line mode, it
maintains communication with the plant DCS
and executes automatically. In the off-line mode
it accepts input data from the keyboard and
prints out the optimum operating policy. The
software is user-friendly and designed specifically
for use by plant personnel. No prior experience
in optimization or simulation is necessary. All
simulation/optimization calculations are
performed in the background and the results are
presented as a well organized report. In short it

is an expert problem solver designed for non-
expert users.

Illustrative Example.
The purpose of this example is to get a feel

for the benefits of optimization. Although the
situation represented here is hypothetical, it is
based on actual plant operating data collected
during ENERGYPOP development.

Current operation: the total utility demand
for process and CW pumping and air
compression at the site is:

182,000 lb/hr HP steam,
44,000 lb/hr MP steam,
10,000 lb/hr LP steam,
92,000 Ib/hr BFW,
111,000 Ib/hr condensate return,

15.90 MW of electrical power,
3,527 MSCFH compressed air, and

683 MMbtu/hr of fuel.

This utility demand is currently being met
by steam generation in the CO boiler and the
new boiler. Three of the four cooling water
services are using motor driven pumps while the
4th one is using a turbine driven pump. Plant
compressed air demand is being met by 4 fuel
engine compressors and the new electric
compressor. In order to avoid steam vent, most
of the large auxiliaries in the plant utility system
are motor driven.

Simulation: Simulation indicates that the
cost of operation is $3,761/hr. Simulation also
confirms that there is no venting of steam and
that 15.9 MW of power is being imported (1536
MW for process and CW pumps and 0.43 MW
for utility drives). This operating policy will
result in establishing a new on-peak demand
peak 0.03 MW higher than the existing peak; also
the weekly on-peak demand will increase by 0.66
MW. Simulation however indicates that there is
imbalance in the steam flows. Reconciliation of
steam imbalance is a separate issue which is not
discussed in this presentation. For additional
information see reference 3.

Optimization: The optimum cost of
operation was computed to be $3,590/hr. This
indicates a potential savings of $171/hr. The
power import is decreased to 15.52 MW. The
new incremental on-peak demand is avoided and
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the increment on weekly on-peak demand is
lowered to 0.28 MW.

Optimization provides a new operations
policy: one of the process fans should be
changed from motor to turbine drive, the CO
BFW pump should be switched to turbine
operation, and some of the smaller drives should
be reverted back to motor operation. These can
be achieved by increasing steam generation by
22,000 lb/hr, with a LP steam vent of 21,000
lb/hr. For the air compression subsystem the
optimizer suggests backing off the electric motor
in favor of fuel engine compressors.

Optimization Fine Tunine: ENERGYPOP's
suggestion that the small utility drives be changed
from turbine to motor operation needs
evaluation since the benefits are probably small.
This is easily verified by constraining the utility
drives to be on turbine drives and re-optimizing.
The penalty is calculated to be only $6/hr,
therefore a practical optimum would be to
change the process drive and the CO BFW pump
to turbine drive and leave the other drives
unchanged. Doing so will save $166/hr, eliminate
the new maximum demand peak and reduce the
weekly demand peak increment in half. Steam
generation would increase by 19,000 Ib/hr and
there would be a LP steam vent of 18,000 lb/hr.

Benefits: Net savings to the refinery will
amount to $166/hr during on-peak hours. On an
annualized basis this is equivalent to
$336,000/year. In addition there are benefits to
the utility company since a new maximum
demand peak has been avoided. The short term
maximum demand peak decrease is only 0.03
MW because the previous peak carries on for a
period of one whole year. In the long run
however, this represents a maximum demand
peak decrease of 033 MW.

The 2% decreases in maximum demand
peak was made possible by the use of a global
optimizer at the refinery. Notice that this peak
shaving is possible within the existing electrical
power rate structure and without additional
capital expenditure. Of course, additional peak
reduction would be possible by changing the rate
structure and/or introducing incentives as part of
DSM program.

CURRENT STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION
Like every manufacturer in today's business

climate, the refinery continues to look for ways
to improve operating efficiencies not only to give
a competitive advantage but to insure survival.
In the petroleum refining business energy/utility
costs are often 40% of total manufacturing
expenses. Even small percentage energy savings
can have a noticeable impact of the bottom line.
ENERGYPOP is a tool to analyze the energy
usage and realize the savings.

Aside from the initial program development,
the refinery's utilization of ENERGYPOP has
been limited because the gathering of real-time
data is cumbersome. By the time data is
collected, reconciled and input into
ENERGYPOP, the savings opportunity has likely
passed.

To effectively use ENERGYPOP, we need
to improve the existing data acquisition system.
Already major steam and fuel consumers/
producers are well documented in the refinery's
current DCS configuration. Electricity usage
however, is sketchy. Our electric power contracts
are complex and often require knowledge of past
usage. The key to managing electricity costs and
optimizing overall operation is knowing when
new electrical usage peaks would be created. To
accomplish this, we plan to incorporate real time
electrical usage into the plant DCS system.

A Plant Information (PI) system is being
installed in 1993. We plan to develop a report
on the PI that facilitates the data transfer to
ENERGYPOP. The report will summarize the
average fuel, electricity, steam, and water usage.
The operating data will be loaded into the
ENERGYPOP software. The simulator will be
run on a daily basis to determine the hourly cost
to run the utility system. After gaining
confidence in the simulator, the ENERGYPOP
optimizer will be used to identify potential
savings. Satisfactory results will result in a
recommendation for company's all other
refineries to utilize ENERGYPOP.

CONCLUSION
Under Detroit Edison's DSM program,

Linnhoff March's plant utility system (CHP)
dispatching software called ENERGYPOP has
been installed at a local refinery. Preliminary
testing of the program has indicated significant
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benefits to both the refinery and the utility
company. The benefit to the refinery is in terms
of reduced operating costs and the benefit to
Detroit Edison is in terms of peak shaving. The
use of the system at the refinery so far has been
limited because of the unavailability of operating
data in a timely manner. A plant information
system is being installed to resolve this problem,
to make routine use of the optimizer possible.
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ABBREVIATIONS

BFW
BPD
CHP
CO
CW
DCS
DOF
DSD
DSM
FCCU
HP
LP
MILP
MP
MSCFH
MW
PI
TOU

Boiler Feed Water
Barrels per day
Combined Heat and Power System
Carbon Monoxide
Cooling Water
Distributed Control System
Degrees of Freedom
Demand Side Dispatching
Demand Side Management
Fluidized Catalytic Cracking Unit
High Pressure Steam
Low Pressure Steam
Mixed Integer Linear Programming
Medium Pressure Steam
1000 Std Cubic Feet per hour
Mega Watts
Plant Information System
Time of Use
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ABSTRACT
Central steam is commonly distributed through direct
burial lines protected by an outer conduit. These
underground conduit systems are subject to
electrolytic corrosion. Failure of the outer casing
permits water intrusion and damage to insulation,
resulting in increased thermal energy losses and
eventual damage to the steam line. Breaches in the
outer conduit are difficult to locate, and damage to the
steam line may progress until the entire line requires
replacement. Thermal energy losses are high if
groundwatcr infiltrates the conduit and excavation to
replace the steam line is extremely expensive.

Locating leaks in steam line conduit is a two step
procedure. The first step is to regularly pressure test
sections of conduit to determine whether a breach has
occurred. Pressure testing should be performed on a
regular basis to minimize thermal losses and damage
from groundwater intrusion. If pressure testing
reveals that the conduit is leaking, the Navy has
developed a procedure and equipment to determine
where the breach occurred. The breach can be
detected using sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) tracer gas
injected into the conduit. After irjection,
maintenance personnel walk the path of the steam
line with an SF6 detector that precisely locates the
leak. Then, only the necessary conduit sections are
excavated for repair.

We have successfully used this system at several
locations, and in a variety of soil conditions. Tracer
gas leak testing provides an effective and inexpensive
method to evaluate underground conduit systems.
Performed on a regular basis, it is a useful preventive
maintenance tool to minimize energy loss and utility
system damage. Test results also provide valuable
input to the decision to repair or replace underground
steam lines. This equipment and procedure may be
used on other utility system distribution components,
such as compressed air and direct burial steam lines.

INTRODUCTION
In conjunction with Dr. James Miller of the Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, the Naval Civil
Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) developed a leak

detection system for locating leaks in the outer
casings of direct burial steam lines typified by the
"Ric-Wil" conduit. The leak detection equipment was
transferred to the Naval Energy and Environmental
Support Activity (NEESA) to operationally test the
system in actual field conditions.

DISCUSSION
NEESA personnel field tested the viability of NCEL's
procedure and equipment on steam lines at the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL), Washington, D.C. and at
the Naval Training Center (NTC), San Diego, CA.
At NRL, we found that the original test procedure
was unsuccessful in locating leak sites in conduit
systems that had failed pressure testing. The reason
for the failure was an overly complex test procedure
and defective equipment. After simplifying and
modifying the test procedure, leaks were successfully
located at both sites. At both sites, localized repairs
were made before major damage had occurred.

PROCEDURE
Direct burial steam and condensate return lines
installed since the mid-1940s are usually of the
prefabricated pressure testable design typified by the
"Ric-Wil" conduit. Such conduits consist of a carrier
pipe lagged with a thermal insulating material and
installed in a protective steel shell, which is typically
overcoated with a bituminous material. Midspan
supports and end section bulkheads serve to maintain
an annular air space at each end which permits
pressure testing to verify integrity of the insulation
chamber and carrier pipe.

Although these conduits are overcoated with
bituminous materials, and often have cathodic
protection installed, electrolytic corrosion can attack
the outer shell. Failure of the outer casing seriously
degrades the thermal insulating properties of the
lagging due to water intrusion, resulting in extremely
high energy losses. The carrier pipe can also fail
prematurely due to increased corrosion caused by the
failed insulation casing. Periodic pressure testing
allows determination of conduits that have failed. If
pressure testing shows that a conduit has failed,
maintenance personnel must locate leak sites to
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perform repairs: before damage to the steam line
occurs. This discussion details the test procedure
required to locate leaks in the casing of pressure-
testable, direct burial steam distribution conduits. A
field instrument kit containing all equipment to
accomplish the testing is also described.

SF6 TRACER GAS
Sulfur hexaflouride (SF6) has been chosen as a tracer
gas because:

a) it is chemically inert, non-toxic, and has
negligible pollution potential;

b) it is highly electronegative and easily detected
at low concentrations, using portable and easily
operated ion capture instruments;

c) it is required in very low concentrations,
minimizing cost and handling problems.

SF6 can be easily detected with commercially
available equipment. The detection instrument
NEESA used is the Iontrak Model 61 Leakmeter II.
It is capable of detecting SF6 in concentrations as low
as one part in one hundred million parts of air.

TEST EQUIPMENT
1. Gas mixing manifold supplied in the field
instrument kit. The gas mixing manifold consists of
rotameters for measuring air and SF6 flow, valves to
regulate the air and SF6 flow, a tank of instrument
grade compressed SF6 and a pressure regulator to
maintain a working pressure of 20 psig. Two hoses
for connecting the gas mixing manifold to the air
supply and conduit pressure tap are provided. A
smaller hose is provided to connect the SF6 to the
rotameter. The package is shown in Figure 1.

2. Tracer gas detector supplied in the field
instrument kit. The SF6 detector is a Model 61
Iontrak Leakmeter II. It has been factory modified to
reduce response time. It is portable, operating from
rechargeable batteries and requires a small supply of
purge gas, either oxygen free nitrogen or prepurified
argon. An additional battery and charger are
provided. Several tanks for containing purge gas are
included for the instrument shown in Figure 2.

3. Source of compressed air at a minimum of 15
psig and 50 cfm supplied by the user. Typically, a
portable gasoline-powered compressor is adequate. A
shop air line, when available, may be used if capable
of 50 cfm.

4. Sample hole puncher supplied in the field

instrument kit. This device is used to make sample
holes in the soil. A jackhammer can be used if the
soil is too hard.

5. Additional equipment supplied by the user. A
100-foot, steel tape measure and tools to make piping
connections. Several small pipe fittings and adapters
may be required to make connections between the
manifold and air supply and conduit pressure tap.

TEST PROCEDURE
1. Pressure test conduit sections. Using compressed
air, pressurize conduit sections to determine conduit
integrity. Rapid pressure decay indicates conduit
leakage. While performing the pressure test, ensure
the annular space vent connections are not the cause
of pressure decay. In addition, a leaking conduit is
indicated when vapor or live steam is present when
the vent end caps are removed.

2. Map the line. Once a pressure test has identified
a leaking section of conduit, its location-and average
burial depths need to be determined. Locating
headers in vaults and reviewing blueprints can help
locate the pipe path, expansion loops, and help
determine average burial depth.

3. Make sample holes. Make sample holes
approximately one inch in diameter and six inches
deep along the path of the conduit at intervals equal
to the average burial depth. Where the conduit passes
beneath short lengths of pavement or concrete it is
sufficient to provide sample holes at each edge. For
long stretches of asphalt, a small diameter spike can
be used to drive holes into existing cracks. A 100
foot, steel measuring tape is useful to accurately space
the sample holes and to ensure alignment. If two
separate lines within two to three feet of each other
are to be tested, (e.g., steam and condensate return),
sample holes spaced in the center of the two pipe runs
are adequate.

4. Set-Up Mixing Manifold.

a. Clear air compressor line before connecting to
manifold. A water separator on the compressor is
required. Refer to Figure 1 for connections described
in items b and c below.

b. Connect the air supply hose from the
compressor to the fitting near the flow control valve.
Connect the conduit supply hose from the manifold to
the vent at one end of the section of conduit to be
tested.
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c. Connect the regulator to the SF6 gas cylinder.
Connect tracer gas hose from the regulator to the SF6

rotameter housing. Adjust regulator supply pressure
to 20 psig.

d. Ensure end cap on the distal vent has been
removed and air supply valve on manifold is closed.

e. Start compressor and slowly open air supply
valve to avoid damage to rotameter. Ensure that the
compressor can supply 50 cfm. A value between SO
cfm and 70 cfm is recommended for testing. A cfm
scale is provided on the air rotameter. The rotameter
in the center of the manifold is not used. Record flow
rate and close air supply valve.

5. Operation of Iontrack Model 61 Leakmeter.
Review the manual before operating the instrument.

6. Calculate SF6 flow rate and determine manifold
settings.

a. Use the air flow rate chosen in step 4e.

b. Use the 30 or 100 scale.

Scale 30: Concentration in air = 4 x 10"6

Scale 100: Concentration in air = 2 x 10"5

c. SF6 flow rate (cc/min) =
(tracer gas concentration) x (air flow rate,
fVVmin) x (2.832 x 104cm3/ft3)

For example:

Air flow rate = 60 ft3/min

Concentration = 2 x 10'3 (using 100 scale)

SF6 (cc/min) = (60 ft3/min)(2.832 x
104cm3/fl3)(2xl0"5)

= 34 cc/min

Refer to Figure 3a or 3b to determine rotameter
reading based on SF6 flow rate (34 cc/min using
Figure 3b equals a 35 tube scale reading).

SURVEYING THE LINE
1. Slowly open air supply valve and adjust air flow
rate to chosen value.

2. Open SF6 regulator valve and adjust the SF6 flow

rate using the rotametcr valve.

3. Verify that the Iontrack leak detector is ready for
use and proceed to monitor the air vent at the distal
end. Verification of a filled conduit is indicated by
the presence of SF6 in concentration approximately
equal to the charging concentration.

4. Note the time and start your survey by placing
the nozzle in the sample holes. A five second per
hole sample time is sufficient.

5. Tracer gas diffusion times depend on leak size,
soil type, burial depth, concentration of SF6 injected,
and ground surface conditions (grass, dirt, asphalt,
concrete, etc.)

6. Once a leak is detected it should be marked.
Referenced measurements of leak sites may be
required to ensure the site is permanently marked.
Spray paint works well as a temporary mark. Other
bore holes may be made to pinpoint the leak.

7. After detecting the first leak site, make at least
two more round trips of the line. One hour of testing
is usually adequate.

8. Upon completion of testing, turn off both the leak
detector and purge gas inside the unit.

9. Turn off SF6 gas supply.

10. Secure air supply valve and turn off compressor.
If another conduit, buried alongside, is to be tested,
purge the first conduit of SF6 before turning off the
compressor.

CONCLUSION
With the revised procedure and equipment,
maintenance personnel can perform the test
procedure and successfully locate leak sites in direct
burial steam distribution conduits. Tracer gas leak
testing provides an effective and inexpensive
evaluation of failed underground conduit systems.
Test results facilitate the decision process required to
initiate repair or replacement of the conduit.
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UTILITIES INSPECTION TECHNOLOGIES

Richard K. Messock, Energy and Utilities Department Head, NEESA, Port Huenemc, CA

ABSTRACT
Preventive and predictive maintenance programs are
enhanced by using various inspection technologies to
detect problems and potential failures before
catastrophic failure. This paper discusses successful
inspection technologies that have been employed in
industrial facilities within the Navy. Specific
systems include compressed air, electrical
distribution, natural gas, steam, and hot water.
Technologies include:

• Enhanced optical methods (infrared
thermography, horoscopes, and fiberscopes)

• Acoustic emissions and vibration signature
analysis

• Locating and quantifying methods (deep
probe temperature analysis, electromagnetic
pipe and cable locators, holiday and fault
locators, and radar mapping)

INTRODUCTION
Utilities systems represent a significant capital
investment and must provide reliable service to
maintain effective operations. Utilities inspection
technologies help detect utility system problems or
potential failures. Using utilities inspection
technologies, maintenance personnel can implement
predictive maintenance programs and supplement
existing maintenance programs.

In power plants, maintenance costs have been
reduced by $2 to $11 per machine horsepower when
predictive maintenance programs replace preventive
or breakdown maintenance programs'. Cost
reductions result from greater utility reliability.
Predictive maintenance allows operators to predict a
part is about to fail, and to plan for repair outages
during off-peak periods. Sayings are realized if non-
intrusive inspection technologies are used, since
operations arc not disrupted unless repairs are
needed.

1 J. W. McElroy and J. R. Schiebel, "On-line
Diagnostic Monitoring", Intech Technology
(December 1987), pp 29-30

DISCUSSION
This report discusses selected utility inspection
technologies in use by Navy facilities. It presents a
general description of each inspection technology,
and discusses particular applications within utility
systems. Utility systems considered include
compressed air, natural gas, hot water, electricity
and steam. References used for this paper are
provided at the end of the document.

For easy reference, Tables 1 through 5 summarize
applications of these inspection technologies. For
specific utility system components, applicable
inspection technologies are indicated. The tables are
not meant to be a comprehensive listing of all
components that require inspection, nor do they
include all types of inspections or test equipment.

Technologies marked in the tables represent possible
methods of inspecting that component. Sometimes,
more than one method may be beneficial or may
yield information about different component
characteristics.

Not all subsystems within a utility system contain all
the same components. If the component is not
included in the table for the utility system being
considered, it may be listed in another table. If the
component is not found in any of the tables, it is
possible that other methods are used to inspect it,
and manufacturer's literature should be consulted for
inspection procedures.

Before conducting inspections in-house, or hiring
contractors to perform inspections, it is important to
identify personnel who are knowledgeable with the
site and utility system being inspected. These
personnel should be present during the inspection
and should have knowledge of the inspection
technique being used.

Many utilities inspection technologies require
trained professionals to achieve valid results and
may not be practical for in-house inspection.
Equipment and service costs are provided in this
report for general estimates only. Manufacturers and
contractors should be contacted for costs relating to
specific applications.
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TABLE 1: COMPRESSED AIR Inspection Technologies

Components
Controls-Electrical
Controls-Thermal
Electric Drive
Steam Drive
Motor Drive
Compressor
Bearings, Belts, Gears
Valves & Seats
Pistons, Rings, Cyls.Rods
Rotor, Stator,
Intercoolers/Aftercoolers
Traps
Receiving Tanks
Drip Legs
Distribution. Service Lines
Valves
Fittings
Welds
Cathodic Protection
Conduits
Pipe Support/Anchors

Infrared

X
 

X
 

X
 

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Optical

X

X

X

X

X

Acoustic
Emissions

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

Electromag
Pipe Locate

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Radar
Mapping

X

X

X

X

X

Holiday &
Fault Locate

X

X

Vibration
Signature

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TABLE 2: ELECTRICAL Inspection Technologies

Components
Capacitors
Insulating Liquid
Motor Windings
Motor Connections
Bearings, Belts, Gears
Generator Windings
Generator Brushes
Rotor, Stator
Oil Insulated Transformers
Conductors
Suspension Insulators
Steel Pole, Welds
Switch Gear & Breakers
Busses, Connections
Post Insulators
Transformer Bushings
Distribution Transformer
Pin & Cap Insulators
Power Lines & Splices

Infrared

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Optical

X

Acoustic
Emissions

X

X

X

X

Electromag
Pipe Locate

X

X

X

Radar
Mapping

X

X

Holiday &
Fault Locate

X

X

Vibration
Signature

X

X

X
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TABLE 3: NATURAL GAS Inspection Technologies

Components
Feeder, Distr, Supply Mains
Drip Legs
Valves
3ipe Fittings
Welds
Cathodic Protection

Optical

X

Acoustic
Emissions

X

X

X

X

X

Deep Probe
Temp.

Electromag
Pipe Locate

X

X

X

X

Radar
Mapping

X

X

X

X

Holiday &
Fault Locate

X

X

X

Vibration
Signature

X

X

X

X

TABLE 4: STEAM

Components

Boiler Tank
Tubes/Headers
Steam Drum
Superheaters/Reheaters
Economizers
Turbines
Forced/Induced Draft Fans
3oiler Stack
Feedwater Storage Tanks
Pumps
Gears. Belts, Bearings
Distribution Pipes
Valves
Fittings, Connections, Welds
Condensers
Evaporators
Conduits
Traps
Cathodic Protection
Seals
Insulation
Expansion Tank
•lectrical Equipment

Infrarec

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Optical

X

X

X

X

X

X

Acoustic
Emissions

X
 

X
 

X
 

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Inspection Technologies
Deep
Probe
Temp.

X

X

X

X

Electromag
Pipe Locate

X

X

X

Radar
Mapping

X

X

X

Holiday &
Fault Locate

X

Vibration
Signature

X

X

X

X

X

X
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TABLES: HOT WATER Inspection Technologies

Components
Boiler Tank
Tubes/Headers
Controls-Electrical
Conduits
Feeder/Distrib/SVC Mains
Valves
Fittings/Connections
Cathodic Protection
Pumps
Insulation
Expansion Tanks
Heat Exchangers
Fans

Infrared

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Optical

X

X

X

X

X

X

Acoustic
Emissions

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Deep
Probe
Temp.

X
X

X

X

X

Electromag
Pipe Locate

X
X

X

X

X

Radar
Mapping

X

X

X

X

Holiday &
Fault Locate

X

X

X

Vibration
Signature

X

X

RECOMMENDATIONS
Inspections can be scheduled based on a variety of
indices, such as the number of hours in service or
time since the last inspection. Time since the last
inspection is not a good basis for scheduling
inspections if cycling occurs (e.g.-a power plant
cycling on only during periods of peak demand).
Most commonly, frequent inspections will be
required and should be based on hours of usage.
Codes and regulations, duty cycles, system age, and
past failure trends should also be considered.

Repairs should be scheduled when potential failures
and problems are identified. Repairs are prioritized
by considering factors such as 1) personnel safety,
structures, and other utilities that might be
compromised, 2) environmental and other
regulations, 3) severity of the problem, and 4) energy
and dollar savings.

DESCRIPTIONS OF INSPECTION
TECHNOLOGIES

INFRARED
APPLICATIONS
Problem areas identified using infrared technology
include: checking for "hot spots" and deterioration in
electrical splices, connections and switches; steam or
hot water leaks in buried pipes or valves; moisture or
holes in pipe insulation; electrical insulation
breakdown; boiler refractory damage; fluid
blockages; potential safety hazards; and abnormal
machinery friction.

DESCRIPTION
Infrared (IR) equipment is used to produce thermal
images or quantify temperatures not detectable with
the "naked eye." IR systems can usually be used to
inspect systems that are "on-line", and can be used at
a distance from the scanned object.

IR instruments generally do not provide the precise
temperature of a distant point. The farther the
scanner is from an object, the less accurate
temperature readings become. This is because the
inspection area increases with greater distance, and
the temperature readout corresponds to an average of
the points within the inspection area. The better an
object fills the viewfinder, the more indicative the
temperature readout is of the actual temperature.

Factors that can affect interpretation of results
include sunlight, shadows, and wind interference.
These factors may cause thermal readings to be
higher or lower than actual temperatures. Infrared
readings and images are also affected by dust,
moisture, surface emissivities, viewing angles,
applied loads, component size and mass. For buried
pipe systems, the composition of ground covering,
size and duration of leaks, whether or not the pipe is
encased in conduit, and system operating
temperature can all affect thermal images.

IR can also be used for, the detection of hydrocarbon
gas accumulation. Different atmospheric elements
absorb specific IR wavelengths. Hydrocarbon
molecules absorb infrared waves which can be
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detected with 1R. This method may be used to detect
gas buildup in deteriorating electrical insulation.

Training requires an investment of time to learn the
fundamentals of 1R camera operation and methods of
interpreting results. It also requires experience in
inspecting to master the peculiarities of particular
situations. In-house personnel may be trained to
perform IR inspections, but it is important they
exercise caution in interpreting results. Trained
inspectors should be accompanied by someone
knowledgeable about the system being inspected.

Thermal imagers allow the inspector to see a picture
and/or temperature of thermal anomalies, and they
are recommended for quick scanning of systems.
Point radiometers provide a temperature reading or a
narrow area. Consequently, they are primarily
recommended for detailed inspection of known
points of possible anomalies. Inspection of an entire
system on a point-by-point basis 'vould be
prohibitive because of the quantity of data that would
be amassed.

COST
Imager costs range from $9000-550,000 and the cost
of point radiometers ranges from $800-$ 1000.

REFERENCES
Reference numbers 1,2,3,4, and 5 provided
information for this section, and contain additional
information on IR technology.

ENHANCED OPTICAL
APPLICATIONS
Boroscopes and fiberscopes can be used to inspect for
material cracks and defects in steam turbines, welds,
combustion turbines, generator stators and rotors,
thinning and blockages in heat transfer tubing; and
correct boiler combustion.

DESCRIPTION
Boroscopes are used to visually inspect interior

surfaces. A horoscope usually includes a series of
lenses that project the view of the inspected area
back to the operator through an eyepiece or to a
monitor and video recorder. Generally, this
equipment is rugged and can be used in hostile and
hot environments.

Fiberscopes are similar to boroscopes.
Fiberscopes employ optic fibers to convey the image
from the object to the viewer. The flexibility of the

optical fibers enables the inspector to maneuver the
equipment into hard-to-reach areas. Electronics can
be used to transfer the image received through the
fibers to a monitor. The image can also be
videotaped.

The visual range of fibc; scopes is limited to 6 to 8
inches, but a variety of lenses can be fitted to the end
of the probe for views of different angles. The
direction of the tip of the fiberscope can be
controlled, although this control is limited.

COST
A boroscope system that includes the probe, lenses,
and monitor costs approximately $25,000. Prices for
a boroscope or fiberscope alone ranges from $3,000
to $8,000. In-house personnel can easily be trained
in the use of this equipment.

REFERENCES
Information for this section was obtained from
reference number 6. The manufacturers listed in
references 7,8,9,10, and 11 can provide additional
information on fiberscopes and boroscopes.

ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS
APPLICATIONS
Acoustic emissions techniques are used in the
following applications: to inspect pressurized and
unpressurized tubes and vessels for leaks due to
stress cracks or holes; to detect draft fan failure,
turbine cracking, and blade vibration; to identify
transformer defects; to verify the operation of steam
traps and valve seals ; and to detect bearing wear and
other mechanical problems.

DESCRIPTION
This technology is based on monitoring noises
produced by normal and abnormal conditions in
equipment components. Abnormal sounds result
from defects such as cracks in pressurized vessels,
vibrations, and emitted bubbles. Because most
acoustic emissions are of higher frequencies than
ambient noise, they can be detected and monitored
with little interference. Material grain size and
presence of dislocations influences the sounds
produced. Sound waves are picked up by sensors
which can generally locate the area of failure or
deterioration. Advanced devices pinpoint the
specific location, whereas less sophisticated
equipment requires visual, ultrasonic or x-ray testing
to be certain of the location.
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This method can be used to check for partial
discharges in oilfllled transformers. Partial
discharges produce H2, CO2, CO and C2H2 that can
result in an explosion. Detection using acoustic
emission is a non-intrusive monitoring method.

Acoustic emission monitoring is well-suited to water
leaks because the sound created is in a particular
frequency range that can be detected using special
equipment designed for this purpose. Environmental
conditions that may affect sonic results include the
operating pressure, soil and surface cover, pipe
material, the presence of pipe supports, the size of
the leak and the presence of background noise. The
sonic equipment operator must know how to
interpret readings that might be affected by these
factors.

Benefits of this technique include the following: the
inspection can usually be performed on-line; leaks
and problems can be detected up to 100 feet away
and at a wide range of temperatures; irregularly
shaped test pieces and hard-to-access areas can be
easily inspected; and intermittent problems can be
discovered. Therefore, associated inspection costs
are reduced.

COST
Equipment for acoustic emissions ranges from
stethoscopes to more advanced electronic apparatus.
The cost range is from $700 to $2,000 for
equipment. In-house personnel can be trained in the
use of acoustic emissions or the service can be
contracted.

REFERENCES
The following references provided information for
this section, and may be valuable sources of
additional information.
Reference numbers 12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19, and 20

DEEP PROBE TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS
APPLICATIONS
This temperature measurement technique is used to
detect areas of missing insulation, or leaks in direct-
buried pipes carrying steam or hot water. After a
leak is located, losses can be quantified with heat
transfer calculations.

DESCRIPTION
Deep probe temperature analysis uses pyrometer or
thermometer probes and specialized techniques and
equations to detect areas of abnormal heat loss into

the ground surrounding buried steam or hot water
pipes.

Temperature readings are taken by drilling holes in
the ground at specified intervals above the piping
and inserting a temperature probe. For each
temperature reading, another temperature
measurement is obtained at a point perpendicular to
the pipe and IS feet away from the first insertion.
Using the two temperature readings, heat loss at that
point on the pipe can be calculated. Thermal
conductivity of the soil, pipe depth, depth of
temperature measurements and the temperatures
found are all taken into consideration. The result of
the calculation is energy lost per hour per foot of
pipe.

COST
Deep probe temperature analysis can be performed
by trained in-house personnel, but usually the service
is contracted due to the experience required to
interpret results. The cost of an extensive survey of
all lines begins at $6,000 for one day (including
travel costs), with $2,000 for each additional day. A
limited survey that would examine particular
problem areas begins at $5,250 for one day
(including travel costs), with $1,360 for each
additional day.

REFERENCES
The following reference provided information for
this section, and may be a valuable source of
additional information.
Reference number 21

ELECTROMAGNETIC PIPE AND CABLE
LOCATORS
APPLICATIONS
Electromagnetic methods can be employed to locate
buried metallic objects including pipes, cables,
manhole covers, valve boxes and vaults. Non-
metallic pipes can be traced if additional equipment
is used.

DESCRIPTION
This technology is used to locate pipes and map
piping systems before other inspection technologies
are used on the system or before any digging is
performed.

Electromagnetic locating devices consist of a
transmitter that produces a signal at particular
frequencies and a receiver that delects that signal by
producing an audible and visual acknowledgment.
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Two methods of locating and tracing buried pipes
are possible: inductive and conductive tracing.

Inductive tracing is accomplished by using a
transmitter and receiver. The transmitter is placed
on the ground over a known pipe location. The
transmitter induces a signal in the buried pipe that
can be picked up by the receiver. The line can be
traced by a technician moving the receiver from side
to side to pick up the induced signal.

In conductive tracing, the transmitter is directly
connected to the pipe. Otherwise, the technique is
the same as that used in inductive tracing. There is
less opportunity for interference by adjacent lines
with conducti' e tracing. This method can also be
used to trace non-metallic pipes by running a
plumber's snake through the pipe and attaching the
transmitter to it. Many electromagnetic devices can
also determine the depth of the buried pipe.

COST
In-house personnel can be trained to perform this
inspection. The cost of an electromagnetic pipe and
cable locator is between $600 and $4,200.

REFERENCES
The following manufacturers provided information
for this section and may be valuable sources of
additional information. Reference numbers
22,23,24, and 25

RADAR MAPPING
APPLICATIONS
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) equipment is used
to locate underground metallic and non-metallic
objects including pipes, cables, ducts, substrate
voids, buried tanks, and water table levels. Study
results show a maximum 60% location success level
with metallic objects and a maximum 36% success
level-with locating non-metallic objects.

DESCRIPTION
During a survey, the processor control unit should be
set up in the back of a van or similar vehicle with
cables running to the transducer. An operator drags
the transducer along the ground with another
operator following in the vehicle Distances surveyed
can be automatically recorded by the transducer
operator, thereby documenting object locations.

The transducer contains two antennas-one that
transmits a radar pulse and one that receives the
reflected pulse. The difference between the pulse

transmitted and the pulse received is due to the
property (dielectric) changes in the substrate.
Interfaces between different materials will reflect the
radar pulses back to the receiving antenna. The
difference between the travel time of the pulse in
each direction is used to determine the depth of the
objects detected by various methods and equations.

Interpreters of survey results should be aware of
specific reflection signatures. Upper layers of
metallic objects (i.e. metallic pipes) reflect nearly
100% of the signal and shadow all lower objects.
Also, almost all disturbances of stratified layers will
be man-made. If an object lies below an undisturbed
layer, then it is most likely a natural object (boulder
etc.). Operators of GPR equipment should be aware
that wet soil or clay will significantly limit radar
penetration depths. Wet clay soil may only allow
penetration of 1 to 5 feet compared to dry sand
penetration of 100 feet.

COST
A basic GPR system includes a profiling recorder
and processing electronics, transducer and cables.
Other enhancements are available. Costs range from
$20,000 to $50,000. Interpreting GPR survey results
requires the extensive experience. Therefore, in
most cases, the service should be contracted.

REFERENCES
The following references and manufacturers
provided information for this section, and may be
valuable sources of additional information.
Reference numbers 26,27,28, and 29

HOLIDAY AND FAULT LOCATORS
APPLICATIONS
Fault/holiday detection may be used on sheathed
cables or any buried metal pipe having a protective
corrosion coating. A holiday is an area on a pipe
where the coating has been removed or damaged.
Faults are areas of cable sheaths that have been
damaged. Excavation areas and new installations
that may have been damaged during backfil] are
logical inspection locations.

DESCRIPTION
Most fault/holiday locator equipment includes an A-
frame receiver and a signal transmitter. The
transmitter applies alternating current to a coated
pipe or cable. With a receiver, a technician
measures differences in potential across the soil
above the line. When a specific reading indicates a
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greater potential than the average potential measured
over the pipe or cable, a fault is probably the cause.

Concrete and asphalt can cause errors in the
readings because of the increased resistance these
materials provide.

COST
Equipment costs range from $1200 to $2400.

REFERENCES
The following references and manufacturers
provided information for this section, and may be
valuable sources of additional information.
Reference numbers 21,30, and 31

VIBRATION SIGNATURE ANALYSIS
APPLICATIONS
Rotating machinery such as turbines, generators,
fans, and pumps and their shafts, bearings, and gears
can benefit from this type of inspection. Vibrations
measured when the equipment is operating properly
become the baseline. Prior to failure, vibration
signatures often change. Technicians monitoring
vibration signatures can schedule maintenance in off
peak hours to avert catastrophic failure and
unscheduled overtime.

D E S C R I P T I O N

A common sign of imminent problems in rotating
equipment is abnormal vibration. Machine
diagnostics can suggest the magnitude of the
problem and indicate the equipment service length
left. To decide if the vibrations are abnormal, an
acceptable level must first be determined.

The vibration signature analysis technique involves
real-time fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis
which measures discrete vibration frequencies to
provide waveform pictures of the machine's
vibration. The results of periodic inspections are
compared to the waveforms which represent the
normal operating conditions to discern if there is a
problem.

According to users of vibration signature analysis,
the cost of a continuous inspection program using
this technology usually is justified if there is a great
deal of large (above 300 hp) expensive machinery,
such as in a power plant. For periodic vibration
monitoring, small and relatively inexpensive battery-
operated data collectors have been developed.

COST
The petrochemical industry has gathered data
indicating a savings of 1/3 to 1/2 the money spent on
rotating equipment maintenance by implementing
this predictive technology instead of relying on
breakdown or preventive maintenance.

Because of the equipment expense and the
specialized knowledge required to interpret the
results, vibration signature analysis is a service that
is usually contracted. A system for periodic
inspections should include a vibration monitor,
software package, personal computer, and training
for a diagnostic engineer and technician.
Approximate cost is $12,000 to $22,000. Larger
systems that continuously monitor vibrations are
more expensive and are usually custom designed.
Less sophisticated systems can be purchased for
$2,000 and include a vibration meter and recorder.

REFERENCES
The following references provided information for
this section, and may be valuable sources of
additional information. Reference numbers
32,33,34, and 35
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Direct Digital Control - A Tool for Energy Management of HVAC Systems

Karl T.C. Swanson, DDC Program Manager, Naval Energy & Environmental Support Activity, Port Hueneme, CA

ABSTRACT
Direct digital control (DDC) applied to heating,

ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems
corrects many of the deficiencies of conventional
automatic temperature control systems. By applying
new control sequences, DDC optimizes HVAC energy
use. DDC can reduce HVAC operation and
maintenance time and provide the environmental
conditions needed to maximize production.

DDC technology uses standalone, microprocessor
based controllers. Controllers directly fense and
process control variables (e.g. temperature, pressure)
and provide a control signal to an actuator. Personal
computers provide remote or local access to the digital
controllers and give HVAC mechanics, energy
managers, and facility engineers capabilities that
conventional control systems do not offer.

This paper discusses the most common
deficiencies of conventionally controlled HVAC
systems, advantages of DDC systems, and a case study
retrofit from pneumatic control to digital control.

BACKGROUND
HVAC systems consume 30% to 70% of total

building energy. Field surveys show HVAC systems
waste considerable energy when poorly operated and
maintained. Better maintenance and more reliable
control systems will significantly decrease total
building energy use.

CONVENTIONAL HVAC SYSTEM
DEFICIENCIES

Our experience shows the following problems to
reoccur most frequently among HVAC systems using
conventional controls:

• Controls are not calibrated. Thermostats,
temperature sensors, receiver controllers, humidity
sensors, static pressure controllers, and signal
selectors are often out of calibration.

• Time clock functions are disabled. Inability of a
control system to achieve building set point before
occupancy often results in a disabled time clock.

• Dampers do not operate properly. Linkages are
disconnected and dampers are corroded and set to
a fixed position.

• Valves do not operate properly. Valves and
actuators are corroded, p.eventing full operation.

• Filters are not changed.
• Access to equipment is difficult. Filter, valve, coil,

fan, and motor access is poor. This decreases the
amount of maintenance performed.

• Automatic temperature controls are modified.
Controls are bypassed.

• Fan belts are loose or broken.

Conventional automatic temperature controls
(ATC) for HVAC systems are often reduced to
manually operated control systems. When
maintenance personnel lack controls knowledge and
equipment to calibrate controls, they modify and
bypass controls to maintain operations. As systems arc
modified and bypassed control system automation is
reduced and energy use increases.

HVAC mechanics are not energy managers. To
reduce operational complaints, buildings arc
sometimes operated in a manner that increases energy
consumption. This is a major reason that some HVAC
systems run 24 hours a day, increasing building energy
consumption 10% to 35%.

ADVANTAGES OF DDC
DDC offers an array of features to correct some of

the operation and maintenance deficiencies identified.
DDC also provides many benefits not provided by
conventional ATC systems.

Reduced Control System Complexity.
DDC reduces control system complexity. A

conventional pneumatic control system may use several
"logic" devices that require calibration. In a DDC
control loop, the sensor is the only device that requires
calibration. Figure 1 shows a typical pneumatic
control system. Figure 2 shows the same control loop
simplified with DDC. Control components such as
thermostats, signal selectors, restrictors, and high limit
controllers are not part of the DDC system.

Scheduling.
In optimizing HVAC operation, flexible

scheduling can significantly reduce energy
consumption. DDC gives the building operator the
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ability to schedule heating, cooling, and ventilating on
an individual zone basis. Operators can schedule
individual zones, part or all of an air handling unit, or
the entire building.

Optimum Start.
Conventional time clocks do not optimally start

buildings before occupancy. ODC can be programmed
with optimum start routines to eliminate the
operational problems associated with time clocks.
Optimum start routines use outside air temperature and
space temperature to determine start times. Control
programs effectively start the equipment in time to
reach set point at the building occupancy time.

Dynamic Control.
Dynamic control optimizes building energy

consumption. Dynamic control sequences sense
temperatures throughout the building, and modulate
equipment (valves and fan speed) to use the minimum
amount of energy necessary to maintain set points.

For example, a conventional heating hot water
control system resets the hot water supply temperature
based only on the outdoor air temperature. In a
dynamically controlled hot water system, the controller
reads all zone temperatures and varies the hot water
supply temperature based on the actual demand for
heat. After building warm-up in the morning, the hot
water temperature is reset downward. If zones require
additional heat, the hot water set point is increased to
meet demand. If zones do not require additional heat
the hot water system, including pump, may be shut off.

All DDC control sequences should use dynamic control
to optimize energy consumption.

Remote Monitoring Workstation).
A workstation is a maintenance and energy

management tool. Workstations are personal
computers which run DDC monitoring software.
Workstation software provides the operator a graphical
or text display of HVAC equipment and control
information. A monitoring workstation is essential to
effective DDC operation.

Workstation access allows the building operator
to:

• Maintain daily contact with the facility. Daily
contact with the building keeps mechanics and
building managers familiar with equipment and
building operations.

• Reduce trouble shooting time. Troubleshooting
time can be reduced by at least 50% through a
workstation. Mechanics can isolate a problem with a
"picture" of the equipment using graphic based
software. Figure 3 shows typical workstation graphical
displays. The operator can remotely monitor building
temperatures, individual HVAC equipment, and
evaluate trends.

• Automate alarms and reporting. Automatic alarm
capabilities inform maintenance and operations
personnel of problems. With alarms and trending they
can often identify problems before occupants are aware
of a problem.

• Identify inadequate design. A remote workstation
allows the engineering staff to evaluate existing
building designs and identify design deficiencies.
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Figure 3 Remote Trouble Shooting with a Workstation
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Summary.
The specific problems identified in HVAC systems

can be reduced or eliminated with appropriate
installation and application of DDC controls. For
example:

• Controls are not calibrated. Solution: With DDC,
the amount of control equipment requiring
calibration is greatly reduced. Therefore various
conlrol components arc no longer disabled.

• Time clock functions are disabled. Solution:
DDC systems have battery backed clocks. A
working control system with optimum start
provides a morning optimum start cycle that

effectively raises the temperature to set point by
occupancy.

• Dampers and valves do not operate properly.
Solution: With DDC the mechanic has time to
perform maintenance and can quickly identify the
HVAC system problem.

• Filters are not changed. Solution: Automatic
alarms alert maintenance personnel to the need to
replace dirty filters.

• Access to equipment is difficult. Solution: This is
a design issue.

• Automatic temperature controls are modified.
Solution: The complexity of the DDC control
system is greatly reduced. Mechanics are less
likely to by-pass important controls to maintain
building environment.

• Fan belts are loose or broken. Solution:
Automatic alarms alert mechanics to equipment
failures.

CASE STUDY

Background.
Building A-81 houses the administrative offices

for the Navy Public Works Center at Norfolk, Virginia.
The building is occupied from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. A
direct digital control system was installed to reduce
energy consumption, improve temperature control,
reduce maintenance, and introduce public works
personnel to digital controls technology. The building
mechanical systems consists of 6 package air handling
units (AHU) with direct expansion (DX) air-
conditioning. Each unit also has economizer dampers
and steam heating coils. The DX systems are rated at
15 tons each and the steam coils are rated at 1.4
MBtu/hr. The existing pneumatic controls are shown
in Figure 1.

Building occupants were not satisfied with the air-
conditioning system operation. The system operated
24 hours a day. Mechanics considered that continuous
operation was necessary because the air-conditioning
system lacked cooling capacity to recover from a night
shut down. An engineering study recommended
increasing system cooling capacity by replacing the 6
package units with a chilled water and hot water
system at an estimated cost of $ 150,000.

Findings.
Pneumatic thermostats were not calibrated

accurately or were not working at all The low and
high limit controls were bypassed. The lime clock was
disabled. Electrical wiring on the DX units had been
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extensively modified. One DX unit was wired on
100% of the time. One AHU was wired to cycle with
the DX unit, resulting in no ventilation air when
cooling was off. All outside air dampers were
completely closed. We found, if all repairs were done
and proper control sequences used, the existing HVAC
system would meet the design cooling load.

Direct Digital Control System.
A DDC system consisting of 80 input and output

points was installed in 1989 at a cost of $55,000. The
DDC system controls the DX cooling, economizer
dampers, steam heating coil, and AHU fans. In
addition, the DDC system was used to control the
building's lighting.

Our design philosophy is to "keep it simple".
Monitoring and data gathering points are kept to a
minimum. Generally, only input and output points
required to perform the sequence of operation are
installed. Excessive monitoring points increase
maintenance time and complexity and decrease
reliability.

Results.
Figure 4 profiles a typical day's electrical use

before DDC was installed. Shutting down the system
at night would reduce the total consumption of 3995
kWh by 1004, or 25.4%. Estimated annual energy and
non-energy savings from the new control system are
shown in Table 1.

Figure 4 Building A-81 Electrical Load Profile
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The number of maintenance calls under the new
system has been reduced by half, saving $4650
annually. Maintenance calls now relate to the HVAC
equipment, not the controls.

With effective DDC controls, the existing system
has adequate cooling capacity. By avoiding the cost of

installing a new HVAC systerr a» previously
recommended, PWC realized annual savings of
$12,036. These savings are based on a 5% discount
rate and a 20 year life for a new $150,000 HVAC
system.

Table 1 Annual Savings with a DDC System
TYPE OF
ENERGY

Electricity
(@2eAWh)
Fans
Refrigeration
Lighting
Demand
Reduction1

(@$12.35/kW)
Steam
(@$5.24

/MBtu.)

ANNUAL

ENERGY

SAVINGS

72,780 [kWh]
108,006 [kWh]
44,179 [kWh]

70.7 [kWJ

791 [MBtu]

DOLLAR
SAVINGS

$ 1,456
$2,160
$ 884
$10,478

$4,145

Table 2 shows the combination of energy and non-
energy payback rates for this DDC project.

Table 2 DDC Project Payback
TYPE OF SAVINGS COST SIMPLE

SAVINGS PAYBACK

Energy and Demand Savings $19,123 2.9
Energy with Maintenance $23,773 2.3
Energy and all Non-Energy $35,809 1.4

Indoor air quality has also been improved because
outdoor air dampers now function as designed.

The DDC system at building A 81 provides
superior temperature control at significant savings to
the Navy and provides efficient management and
maintenance of HVAC systems.

CONCLUSION
DDC offers a significant advancement in energy

management of HVAC systems by allowing dynamic
control and flexible scheduling to optimize energy use.
DDC also gives the operations and maintenance team
an effective tool to manage, operate, and maintain
HVAC systems successfully.

1 Demand limiting was programmed into the
controllers. The sequence increases the cooling set
points when the digital controller is instructed to
reduce demand.
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BRAYTON SOLVENT RECOVERY HEAT PUMP TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

Joseph C. Enneking, Vice President, NUCON International, Columbus,OH

ABSTRACT
The Brayton cycle technology was developed

to reduce the temperature of gas streams
containing solvents in order to condense and
recover them. While the use of turbo
compressor/expander machinery in conjunction
with an energy recuperator is the basis for this
heat pump process, many variations can be
incorporated to optimize the total process for
specific applications.

Several process schemes will be discussed
including both direct condensation and adsorption
approaches. For situations where the solvent is at
a relatively high concentration, such as tank
filling operations, the direct condensation system
is chosen. If the concentrations are low, which
would be the case for an oven drying operation,
activated carbon beds are used to concentrate the
solvent.

Many improvements on the first generation
designs have been made in both process and the
equipment components used for various
commercial installations. Several specific
applications have been identified as being well
suited to take advantage of the features of this
type of equipment.

INTRODUCTION
In the late 1970's, The Department of Energy,

3M Company and Garrett Airresearch began a
program to develop a process using the reverse
Brayton thermodynamic cycle to reduce the
temperature of an air stream containing solvent
vapors in order to condense and recover the
solvents. The heart of the process is a turbo
compressor/expander machine commonly used as
a turbocharger for internal combustion engines.

A representation of the reverse Brayton cycle
is shown in Fig. 1.
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REVERSE: ERAYTON CYCLE
Fig. 1

The process gas stream enters the turbo
compressor which is connected to a shaft
common to the expander. The gas is
precooled in a heat interchanger (recuperator)
and flows into the expander. The isentropic
expansion results in a large temperature drop
and the cold gas is then used to precool the
incoming gas in the recuperator. The pressure
change required to provide expansion can be
developed by a compressor on the inlet side of
the process or a vacuum pump on the outlet
side. It is also possible to direct drive the
turbo but the very high rotation rates (up to
80,000 RPM) require complex and expensive
gearboxes.

The first application of this process was
the direct condensation approach. Two
different demonstration units were installed
and operated at 3M locations. They
incorporated direct drive machinery (see Fig.
2). An improved process was developed by
NUCON and installed at a pharmaceutical
manufacturing plant which operates a solvent
based coating process for tablets. The solvent
concentration is high enough and the flow
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relatively low which makes the direct
condensation method the best device.
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BRAYTON CYCLE CONDENSATION SYSTEM
Fig. 2

In the early stages of this technology
development, 3M Company discovered that most
of their applications for solvent recovery involved
concentrations too low to make condensation
practical. They determined that some method of
concentration would be necessary and decided to
use activated carbon beds. This process is shown
in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3

When one activated carbon bed has become
saturated with solvent, it is taken off-line and
regenerated. Hot nitrogen is introduced to the
adsorber where it vaporizes the solvent that was
held on the activated carbon. The solvent-laden
gas is then introduced to the Brayton cycle
process. The first stage is cooling in a shell and
tube heat exchanger. The gas then passes into the
interchanger, through the turbo expander and back
through the interchanger. In this process, both
the turbo compressor and the vacuum pump
provide the flow energy for the process. In

addition, the heat of compression raises the
temperature high enough to effectively
regenerate the carbon.

GENERAL APPLICATIONS
While the Brayton cycle process can be

used in a very wide variety of applications
because of the many possible variations, there
are some specific ones where it has unique
advantages. For example, in the coating of
tablets in the pharmaceutical industry, the
solvents used are methylene chloride and
methanol. It is extremely difficult to recover
these materials with activated carbon systems
because of the poor adsorption capacity for
these high vapor pressure compounds. It is
also impossible to achieve high recovery
efficiencies with conventional refrigeration
techniques. By using the Brayton cycle
process to provide condensing temperatures
near the freezing points of these compounds
(-150* F), effective recovery is achieved.

Another application that uses the Brayton
cycle for efficient control of VOC is the
production of magnetic media. The solvents
normally used are ketones which are notorious
for causing fires in the activated carbon beds.
The difficulty encountered with traditional
steam regeneration systems is that the water-
soluble ketones must be distilled to separate
them from the condensed water before they
can be reused. By using inert gas for
regeneration and incorporating other improved
process and equipment design features, the
Brayton cycle provides efficient and
dependable emission control for this type of
application.

During the manufacture of some packaging
tapes a solvent-based coating is applied. The
Brayton cycle process using activated carbon
beds for concentration of the solvent has been
the one chosen because of the simplicity of the
utility supply. Only electric power is
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required, so the problems associated with
installing and operating a steam boiler are
eliminated. In addition, there is no waste water
stream to dispose of.

A major problem confronting the companies
with small amounts of emissions that will have to
be controlled under the new Clean Air Act
Amendments requirements is the very high cost of
installing and operating the pollution control
equipment. This includes applications such as
vapor emissions from tank filling operations, the
cleanup of contaminated soil and water where
emissions must be controlled, and manufacturing
operations which use small amounts of solvents.
A concept has been developed to provide an
adsorber vessel at the emission source to prevent
escape of the VOC's. A mobile Brayton cycle
regenerator will be brought to each site
periodically to remove the adsorbed materials,
restore the carbon to effective operation and leave
the recovered solvents for re-use.

LOW PRESSURE BRAYCYCLE* PROCESS
One of the process designs used for straight

condensation of solvents from an air stream is the
low pressure version of the BRAYCYCLE®
process. One example of the basic design is
shown in Fig. 4.
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The solvent-laden air (SLA) enters the process
and is cooled in a shell and tube heat exchanger.
The SLA is then compressed in the turbo
compressor and passes through an aftercooler. In

order to prevent freeze-up in the low
temperature section of the process, the SLA is
then passed through a desiccant bed dryer.
The next step is the precooling in the heat
interchanger from which the SLA passes into
the turbo expander. Both of these steps result
in solvent condensation and the liquid is then
separated from the air. The cold air then
passes back through the recuperator and
through the vacuum pump which provides the
flow energy for the process. This direct
condensation version is called the
BRAYCYCLE* process.

This particular system processes 1700
SCFM of air containing methylene chloride
and methanol. In this case, a large portion of
the air stream was being returned to the
process. Therefore, it was not necessary to
achieve maximum condensation and the more
energy efficient vacuum process was chosen.
The final condensing temperature is -147"F,
which is very near the freezing point of
methylene chloride. In cases where the
process gas needs to be heated, this design has
a big advantage because the heat of
compression of the vacuum pump raises the
gas temperature approximately 250 *F.

In another case, the outlet from the
BRAYCYCLE9 system was being exhausted
to atmosphere. Therefore, the more efficient
system, incorporating a compressor, was
chosen (see Fig. 5).

FRCU PROCESS

J o<nm5T

6RAYCYCLE* iCLvENT - C C ' . E ^ Y EC.-£WATIC C£tiGM
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An additional feature of this system was the
internal bypass. Since the flow from the process
could vary between 150 SCFM and 1760 SCFM,
the difference is recirculated from the outlet of
the BRAYCYCLE® process to the inlet. Since
this unit is also controlling emissions of
methylene chloride and methanol, the condensing
temperature is near -150"F, but at the higher
operating pressure, less solvent is present in the
exhaust stream.

BRAYSORB* PROCESS
In cases when the solvent concentration is too

low for the condensation process to be effective
(less than 5000 ppmv) the version of the Brayton
cycle process which uses activated carbon beds
(BRAYSORB® process) is appropriate. One of
the early versions of this approach is shown in
Fig. 6.

£=i r-r-m ra
1 * 8 L 0 V * *

3RAYSCRB* PROCESS FOR SOLVENT RECOVERY

~ig. 6

The moisture retained on the activated carbon
was a major concern, because its presence in the
regeneration gas could result in freeze-up in the
low temperature portion of the process. This

design incorporates a desiccant bed dryer to
remove the moisture during the early part of
the regeneration process. When only solvent
is present, the gas stream is directed to the
turboexpander portion of the process and the
solvents are condensed. The water retained
by the desiccant bed is then stripped off and
deposited on the carbon bed during the cooling
cycle. The capital and operating costs
associated with this complicated process
design made it uncompetitive with other
recovery methods and systems.

Improvements were made under a
Department of Energy Cooperative Program
and are shown in Fig. 7.

n_

PUMP I

-—r——wi—-Ug p

COOLER HE* ; (
EXCHANGER SOLVENTS

SOLVENTS

10T
17 PSA

SOLVENT
5 U SLOWER*

SOLVENT RECOVERY SYSTEM
Fig. 7

In this design, adsorption is continued until
the first of two beds in series is saturated with
solvent. There are two advantages to this
approach. The water adsorbed from the SLA
stream is pushed off the carbon by the more
strongly adsorbed solvent. The solvent that
escapes from the first bed during the
breakthrough portion of the adsorption cycle is
retained by the second bed. Another
advantage of this approach is that the amount
of solvent recovered during each regeneration
cycle is at a maximum, which results in
energy savings because the number of
regenerations is reduced. If there is some
small amount of water present in the
regeneration gas, it is condensed at
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temperatures above freezing during the first
portion of the regeneration cycle.

HIGH PRESSURE BRAYCYCLE PROCESS
In some cases, the vapor concentration is quite

high (greater than 5%) and the flow rate is low
Cess that 500 SCFM). This is true of tank-filling
operations such as at refineries and petroleum
bulk filling stations. It may be advantageous to
use high pressure and conventional refrigeration
techniques to condense the major portion of the
vapors and use the Brayton cycle process to do
the final, high efficiency, removal. This type of
process is shown in Fig 8.

FROU PROCESS COUPRESSOR
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• 33 PSI
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BRAYCYCLE* SOLVENT RECOVERY SCHEMATIC DESIGN

Fig. 8

In this variation, two significant changes have
been made. The high pressure is achieved in a
two-stage sliding vane compressor. The gas is
then cooled and passed through a pressure swing
dryer to remove the water. Cooling to achieve
desired condensation is accomplished by
conventional refrigeration to O'F and by
regenerative cooling with the cold gas from the
expander to -60* F.

Since an automatic internal bypass recycles the
air during periods when the tank cars are not
being filled, the process is well suited to
continuous unattended operation. The
combination of low temperature and high pressure
provides excellent solvent removal efficiency.

DECOl PLED BRAYSORB' PROCESS
Con rol of VOC emissions from small

sources has always been a very expensive
proposition in terms of cost per ton of
contaminants. A complete system for
incineration or adsorption carries a very high
cost per CFM air flow. The alternate of using
disposable containers of activated carbon that
are reactivated off-site reduces the capital
portion of the costs but results in increased
costs for reactivation. Incidentally, these
situations are not always associated with small
businesses. A large manufacturing complex
may have a small degreaser emitting vapors or
there may be a small painting operation which
uses solvent- based coatings. As the Air
Toxics provisions of the Clean Air Act
Amendments are implemented, these sources
will need to be controlled, even though they
might not qualify as major sources under
original definitions.

The adsorbers and regeneration equipment
are essentially the same for the decoupled
version of the BRAYSORB* process as it is
for the fully-integrated units. A representation
of the complete system is shown in Fig. 9.

The adsorber assembly includes the vessel,
SLA fan, piping and ductwork connecting to
the client's exhaust system and two isolation
valves. Except for the electric power, which
is provided at each site, the mobil regenerator
is seif-contained. It includes a chiller and a
glycol circulation system for cooling
requirements. An air compressor is included
to provide for automatic valve operation and
instrument cabinet purge. The motor control
center and instrument and control cabinets are
mounted on the trailer. There is a
transformer for 110 V power. Emergency
battery-operated lighting is also included.

The construction and operation of the first
decoupled system is part of a cooperative
program funded by several partners: The
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Department of Energy, Southern California
Edison, Dow Chemical Co., NUCON
International and South Coast Air Quality
Management District. It is being conducted in the
Los Angeles area and involves a variety of
industrial and commercial site:.

EQUIPMENT IMPROVEMENTS
In the first generation of Brayton Cycle

equipment, the turbo machinery was driven
through a gear box by a motor. This approach
required customized equipment that was quite
expensive. Maintenance and spare parts are
generally a problem in cases where the equipment
is one of a kind. The first change that was made
eliminated the direct coupling of the turbo with
the power source. A free spindle turbo set was
used which is easily obtained from the
manufacturers of turbochargers. The units
required modification to accommodate the
different process conditions, but those changes
were relatively simple and, in at least one case,
were performed by the turbo machinery
manufacturer. For some of the equipment,

modifications can be made by local
turbocharger machinery maintenance shops.
The operating power is supplied by standard
equipment used to compress gases or provide
vacuum. Both positive displacement and
centrifugal blowers have been used for the
higher air flow rates. Rotary vane and screw
compressors have been used for lower flow
rates and higher compression ratios.

The original gas-to-gas heat exchangers
used for the adsorption process were of the
shell and tube design. This type of
construction was able to withstand the high
pressure differences between the two process
streams - about 25 psi. A welded-plate heat
exchanger was incorporated in some of the
later designs and had the advantage of low
pressure drop on both sides of the exchanger.
However, this design could not incorporate
the corrosion resistance required for
recovering chlorinated solvents, and a
heresite-coated aluminum fin exchanger was
used on later designs.
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The original liquid separators used
downstream of the interchanger and the
turboexpander were vertical cylindrical vessels
with gas entry into the side, liquid flow out the
bottom and clean gas out the top. The separator
pad was mounted horizontally. A later design
used a horizontal square box downstream of the
expander with the mesh pad mounted vertically.
This improved draining of the liquid and allowed
for a more compact mechanical design since the
separator was mounted just downstream of the
expander. Another innovation was to increase the
size of the exit- housing from the heat exchangers
and perform the separation in the assembly itself.

SUMMARY
Many modifications have been made in the

Brayton cycle process for pollution control
and solvent recovery since the early stages of
development. They were dictated by the need
to make the process simpler and less
expensive and to accommodate different
application situations. A partial list is shown
in Table 1.

Table 1
Brayton Cycle Process Installations

Air Flow,
CFM

Vapor

Regenerator
size, CFM

Industry

16,000

Toluene
MEK

Cyclohexanone

3,500

Magnetic
Media

1,700

Methanol
MeCl2

1,700*

Pharma-
ceuticals

8,000

Hexane
Xylene

3,000

Tape
Mfg.

3,000

Various

1,500

Various

350

Various

350*

Refinery

* BRAYCYCLE® process
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APPLICATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL HEAT PUMP TO A SPECIALTY CHEMICAL PLANT

Paul C. Tripathi, President, Peter Chao, Sr. Process Engineer, TENSA Services, Inc., Houston, Texas

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of a heat pump

study conducted by TENSA Services and sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Energy. In the previous
phase of this project, a heat pump potential was
identified through a rigorous pinch analysis. This
phase of study is aimed at detailed design and
required development which will eventually lead to
procurement and installation. The proposed heat
pump scheme has made it possible to reduce the
deisohexanizer operating pressure from 28 psig to 11
psig. Total hot utility reduction amounts to 13.8
MMBtu/Hr. The overall savings of this scheme is
$254,000 per year with payback in less than one
year.

An additional benefit of this heat pump is the
debottlenecking of the upstream deisopentanizer
tower. The deisopentanizer tower at 2200 barrels per
day is both condenser and reboiler limited. Because
of the heat pump, the present fired heater reboiler
and some of the condenser area on this tower will no
longer be required. The proposed heat pump also
provides improvement in environmental emissions
by reducing the emission of NOx, SOx and C(>>

INTRODUCTION
Heat pumps provide an effective means for

reducing the energy usage of many industrial
processes. Many different heat pump cycles have
been proposed, but the ones that have thus far gained
the greatest acceptance for industrial applications are
based on the reverse Rankine cycle (1). Such
systems can be used for heat pumping between
process streams, between utility streams, or between
a process and a utility stream. This paper relates
specifically to process-process heat pumps.

Considerable effort has recently been invested in
developing procedures, based on the principles of
"pinch technology", for ensuring that industrial heat
pumps are correctly placed and sized with respect to
overall process temperatures and heat flows
(2,3,4,5). Pinch technology has led to new insights
into the appropriate placement and sizing of
industrial heat pumps (2,3). A more detailed analysis
of the net process heat flows at corresponding

temperatures levels using the Grand Composite
Curve (GCC), allows an evaluation of the amount of
heat that can be beneficially elevated across the
pinch by a heat pump (1). The GCC is a plot of the
temperature interval versus the heat flows through
those intervals. This analysis forms the basis of the
software package (HPSCAN); written by TENSA
Services for EPR1 which facilitates the screening of
industrial processes for heat pump placement (6).

PROCESS INFORMATION
South Hampton Refining Co. in Silsbce, Texas

is the site selected for this study. In its present mode
of operation, this plant produces numbers of
specialty chemical products. Eventhough it has
several process units, only the Hydrodesulfurization
(HDS) and Fractionation units were selected for this
study because they account for over 80% of the site's
energy consumption. Naphtha feed is desulfiirized
in the HDS unit and the liquid product is first
stabilized in the stabilizer column and then fed to the
Fractionation unit where the n-pentane, isopentane,
n-hexane, and isohexane products are recovered
from several distillation columns. C7+ is the
bottoms product from the last distillation column
which is further processed in reforming unit. A
simplified process flow diagram of the two units are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. A pinch analysis (7) of
the plant has indicated that a heat pump potential
exist in the deisohexanizer column (T-7). The
corresponding GCC is shown in Figure 3.

HEAT PUMP DESIGN
The heat pump is placed across the

deisohexanizer (T-7) Tower. The feed to this tower
comes from the hexane treater where all the
aromatics are saturated to prevent azeotrope
formation during the distillation in the T-7 tower.
The tower has a partial condenser and the overhead
products are a liquid product containing mostly
isohexanes and a gas product containing hydrogen
and Cl through C5 hydrocarbons. The bottom
product of this tower contains mostly C6s and
heavier hydrocarbons that are sent to the next tower
for the recovery of normal hexane.

During heat pump simulation, it was discovered
that when the isohexane vapors were compressed,
they condensed in the compressor due to low K value
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(Cp/Cv) of the overhead vapors. Therefore, a
superheater is used to ensure no condensation in the
compressor.

The tower currently operates at 28 psig without
the heat pump. After installing the heat pump, the
tower will operate at 11 psig. The overheads' vapor
from the T-7 tower goes to the compressor suction
knockout drum (SP 200) to knock out any liquid
before entering the compressor. The vapor from the
knockout drum is sent to the superheater. This
superheater is required to prevent the saturated vapor
from condensing in the compressor during
compression. The superheated vapors are
compressed in an existing Ingersol Rand
compressor, at a compression ratio of 2.7. The
vapors are used to reboil the tower bottoms in two
existing heat exchangers (in series). The remaining
reboiler duty is supplied by an existing steam
reboiler. The condensed overhead vapor is further
cooled by the existing air cooler E-107 and let down
in pressure before passing to the reflux drum.

The design is flexibls enough to allow the tower
to operate in the present mode, should the heat pump
fail. In this case the column will return to the normal
operation of 28 psig with the steam reboiler
supplying the total reboiler duty and the air coolers
providing the total condensing duty.

The controls for this heat pump are shown on
the Process and Instrument Diagram (P & ID) in
Figure 4. The thick line on this figure refers to the
new piping for the heat pump. The block valves on
lines from the tower allow the operator to switch
from the heat pump mode to the normal mode. A
new relief valve is recommended for the tower, since
the current relief valve on the reflux drum no longer
protects the tower during the heat pump mode. The
compressor has a kick back line going to the suction
of the knockout drum to be used for the control.

The existing fired heater reboiler is no longer
required because the supplementary reboiler duty can
be handled by an existing smaller steam reboiler.
The existing fired heater is now freed and can be
used in the deisopentanizer service. The condensing
duty has also been significantly reduced and the
excess condensing surface can now be diverted to T-
l/T-15 Tower which is limited by insufficient
reboiling and condensing requirements at about 2200
BPD of feed to the HDS unit. Consequently, the heat
pump has served another useful purpose by
debottlenecking the T-l/T-15 towers.

An existing gas engine driven SVG 12 Ingersol
Rand compressor will be used for this heat pump
scheme. The SVG 12 is currently being used for
compressing hydrogen for another unit
Consequently, it must be modified to accommodate
both the T-7 tower heat pump and the existing
hydrogen service. The SVG 12 currently has 2 of
the 10" cylinders which compresses recycle hydrogen
from the reformer unit. Some of the compressed
hydrogen is further compressed to a higher pressure
in a 7" cylinder on another throw. Therefore, the
SVG 12 currently has three cylinders on hydrogen
service.

An analysis of the SVG 12 compressor showed
that only one 10" cylinder was required for the
hydrogen recycle service. The remaining throws will
be used by the heat pump. It was determined by the
compressor vendor that three 15.5 inch cylinders
will be adequate for the heat pump service along
with their corresponding bottles.

Tables 1-3 summarize the design condition of
the heat pump system.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Table 4 summarizes the economic analysis for

the heat pump system. The compressor revamp cost
includes the vendor's mechanical design and cost of
three 15.5" cylinders and bottles. South Hampton
has an existing separator that will be revamped and
used as a knockout drum for the heat pump. Table 4
shows the total amount of additional investment of
$202,800 which does not include any credit for the
existing equipment. The breakdown of the savings
is shown on Table 5. The total savings from heat
pumping are 13.81 MMBtu/hr, however, 0.50
MMBtu/hr is used to superheat the vapors.
Therefore, actual savings are only 13.31 MMBtu/hr.
The net savings after subtraction of compression
work are $254,400/year. A simple payout of 10
months can be realized. Table 5 shows the payout
when the credit for the existing equipment is
considered. The payback period for this case is
increased to about two years.

CONCLUSIONS
The lessons learned during this project was the

realization that a good simulation program is
essential to reconcile all the plant measured data.
The need of a superheater to avoid the condensation
of the overhead vapors in the compressor due to low
K value (Cp/Cv) of the overhead vapors. It was also
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observed that the heat pump allows the column to
operate independent of the receiver pressure. The
two factors that may set any column pressure, are the
pressure required for the vapor (in case partial
condenser) and the temperature required for
condensing the overhead vapor with cooling water or
air. The heat pump allows you to operate the
column at lower pressure because the overhead
condensing is no longer restricted by the column
overhead temperature to provide the temperature
driving force in the condenser, and the reflux
receiver could be maintained at the desired higher
pressure by the overhead vapor compressor of the
heat pump. Due to improved separation at lower
pressure, the energy is further saved by operating the
column at lower pressure.
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Feed Rate

Overhead Gas Product

Overhead Liquid Product

Bottom Product

TABLE 1

DEISOHEXANIZER fT-7)

= 1,030 BPD

= 1,708 CFH

= 220 BPD

= 794 BPD

TOWER

= 10,619 lb/hr

= 137 lb/hr

= 2,150 Ib/hr

= 8,331 Ib/hr

Operating Parameters:

Reflux Flow Rate

Top Tray Vapor Rate

Top Pressure

Column Pressure Drop

Top Temperature

Bottom Temperature

Reboiler Return Temperature

Reboiler Duty

Condenser Duty

= 124 GPM

= 45,936 lb./hr

= 11 psig

= 3 psig

= 170°F

= 212°

= 222°F

= 7.05 MMBtu/hr

= 7.3 MMBtu/hr

= 4251 BPD

= 2,326 ACFM

TABLE 2

Compressor Inlet Temperature

Compressor Inlet Volume

Compressor Inlet Pressure

Compressor Brake Horse Power

Compressor Discharge Pressure

Compressor Discharge Temperature
Compressor Ratio

= 195 °F

= 2,477 ACFM

= 10.5 psig

= 355 hp

= 52.8 psig

= 242°F
= 2.67
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TABLE 3

HEAT PUMP OPERATION

T-7 Reboiler (E-2A & E 2-B) Existing Heat Exchangers

Shell Inlet Temperature and Pressure

Shell Outlet Temperature and Pressure

Tube Inlet Temperature and Pressure

Tube Outlet Temperature and Pressure

Total Duty = 5.2 MMBtu/hr

= 212°F and 19.5 psig

= 222°F and 16 psig

= 242°Fand53psig

= 222°F and 46 psig

Steam Reboiler (E-105):

Remaining Reboiler Duty = 1.85MMBtu/hr

Condenser (E-107): Existing Heat Exchanger
Remaining cooling duty = 3.5 MMBtu/hr

Overhead Vapors Hot Oil Superheater:

(Hot Oil is on the tube side)

Tube Inlet Temperature = 550°F and 150 psig

Shell Inlet Temperature and Pressure = 170°F and 11 psig

Shell Outlet Temperature and Pressure = 195°F and 10.5 psig

Duty = 0.5 MMBtu/hr
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Hot Utility Savings Due to

Tower Pressure Reduction

Hot Utility Savings Provided by Heat Pump

Total Hot Utility Savings

Superheater Hot Utility Losses

Net Utility Hot Savings

Total Cold Utility Savings

Compressor Work

Total Hot Savings

Total Cold Utility Savings

Compression Cost

Net Savings

Investment

Simple Payback Period

TABLE 4

SAVINGS

8.61 MMBtu/hr

5.2 MMBtu/hr

13.81 MMBtu/hr

0.5 MMBtu/hr

13.31 MMBtu/hr

12.23 MMBtu/hr

355 hp

$271,O4O/yr

J30,819/yr

$47,443/yr

$254,400/yr

$202,800

10 Months

Note: If the heat from the flue gas exhaust of the gas engine that drives the compressor is recovered and used to
heat the hot oil circuit, additional 1 MMBtu/hr of heat can be saved. This will increase the overall efficiency of the
heat pump gas engine from 32% to almost 50% and further improve the economics.

TABLE 5

SAVINGS AND PAYOUT INCLUDING SITE EQUIPMENT CREDIT

Net Savings

Credit For Installed Equipment

Additional Investment

Total Investment

Simple Payback Period

S254,400/yr

$345,500

$202,800

$548,300

2.1 years
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DUAL HEATING AND COOLING SORPTION HEAT PUMP FOR A FOOD PLANT

Dr. Uwe Rockenfeller
President
Rocky Research
Boulder City, NV

ABSTRACT
Complex compound

sorption reactions are ideally
suited for use in high
temperature lift industrial
heat pump cycles. Complex
compound heat pumping and
refrigeration provides a
number of energy-saving
advantages over present vapor
compression syrtems beyond the
elimination of CFCs. The
elimination of moving parts in
complex compound equipment
lowers maintenance cost.
Since ammonia is used as the
refrigerant, the replacement
of the mechanical compressor
by the complex compound allows
for direct modular integration
into existing refrigeration
plants. The availability of
waste heat at a user's site
allows for the further
potential of substantially
reduced energy costs.

GENERAL
To use complex compounds

in a commercial heat pump or
refrigeration cycle, several
criteria must be met:
1. Compounds with appropriate
vapor pressures for the
particular process
temperatures must be
available.
2. Practical reaction rates
must be achievable with
economical heat exchanger
hardware.
3. Reactions must proceed
without the need for excessive
driving temperatures or large
pressure differences.

Bill Dooley
Senior Project Engineer
Rocky Research
Boulder City, NV

4. A significant fraction of
the coordination sphere of the
complex compound (refrigerant
sorption capacity) must be
useable.
5. The compounds must be
stable and the adsorption -
desorption must be repeatable
over a large number of cycles.

Recent investigations
conducted at Rocky Research on
the reactivities, stability,
coordination, vapor pressure,
availability, and cycleability
of a large number of complex
compounds have shown that,
through the use of proprietary
heat exchanger configurations,
all of these criteria can
readily be met. We have
achieved rates of reaction
which are nearly an order of
magnitude faster than have
been reported using
conventional means employed in
zeolite and activated carbon
cycles. Reaction rates have
been measured for numerous
application cycles down to
- 80°F and found to be cost
effective for commercial use.
The achievement of
refrigeration and heat pumping
at almost any desired firing-
reject-cooling temperature
combination is possible either
through proper selection of
the complex compound or
through staging of several
complex compounds. Cost
estimates show appreciable
savings over electric drive
systems, the savings
increasing as the
refrigeration temperature is
lowered.
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In this paper we present
data for a single effect dual
temperature complex compound
refrigeration and heating
cycle. Realistic estimates of
COP, first cost, operating
costs, and payback time are
made for a typical commercial
installation.

Many industrial
processes produce waste heat
at various temperatures. This
waste heat can often be used
as the driving energy for the
sorption processes. Complex
compound refrigeration and
heat pump systems can be
economically advantageous when
fired with purchased energy or
waste heat, depending on the
refrigeration and heating
temperatures and the sorption
cycle used.

Complex compounds have a
number of advantages as
working media, including:
1. A very high refrigerant
holding capacity.
2. All heat adsorption and
rejection takes place at
constant temperatures.
3. A large selection of
complex compounds is
available, making possible
almost any desired operating
temperatures.
4. A high energy per unit of
refrigerant adsorbed is
possible (exceeding 1.5
kilowatt per kilogram
adsorbent).
5. The staging technique
allows increased efficiency
for a given temperature lift,
with staging only limited by
available firing temperature
and media stability.
6. Extremely high or
extremely low pressures are
avoided.

BACKGROUND
Complex Compounds.
Complex compounds

consist of a metal inorganic 363

salt and a ligand refrigerant.
A large number of moles of the
ligand can be reversibly
adsorbed and desorbed by the
salt. These complexes are
held together by coordinative
covalent bonds between the
ligand and the adsorbent salt
[1,2].

The energies of
adsorption and desorption of
complex compounds are high.
Typical reaction energies are
at least twice the phase
change energy of the
refrigerant, and can range
much higher. This high energy
combined with high refrigerant
mass utilization results in
extremely large energy
densities.

Thousands of complex
compounds exist, and almost
any desired vapor pressure-
temperature relationship is
available. Figure 1 shows the
vapor pressure-temperature
relationships of several
ammoniated complex compounds.
Nernst [1] developed a general
vapor pressure expression for
complex compounds, given by:

log p(ligand) = Qo + 1.75loe-T-eT +C.I1)
2.303 Rm T

Equation (1)

Here Qo represents the heat
evolution in Joules, Rm is the
universal gas constant, a is a
constant of the coordination
step, and C is a constant for
the ligand. Values of C for
various ligands range from 0.6
to 3.5, with water and ammonia
being 3.3 and 3.6,
respectively.

The "a" value in
equation (1) has been
approximated with a formula by
Biltz and Huettig [2]. They
derived a direct linear
function between "a" and the



coordination number in the
form

a = 1.4286- 10' -n + 1.5381 • 103(2)

Equation (2)
with n denoting the
coordination number of the
ammonia complex. This
approximation is a simple tool
to predict the heat evolution
with an accuracy of
approximately ± 10%.
Equations (1) and (2) are only
valid for pressures well below
the critical pressure of the
ligand.
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Figure 1. Vapor pressure-
temperature relationships for
various ammoniated complex
compounds

Coordination Steps
Adscrption/desorption

processes that form complex
compounds proceed in discrete
coordination steps, since only
specific coordination numbers
can be formed. The vapor
pressure of the ligand in the
compound is different for each
coordination step. The
compounds thus nan be made to
adsorb or desorb at constant
temperature by adjusting the
pressure of the compound below
or above the vapor pressure.

A single molecule of a
complex compound salt will
coordinate with several
molecules of the ligand gas.
Typical coordination spheres
are illustrated by CC180-1580,
which has a first coordination
step involving only a few
moles of ammonia per mole of
salt, and a second step which
is an order of magnitude
higher. On this second step,
then, a number of moles of
ammonia per mole of complex
can be adsorbed or desorbed
without any change in
pressure. For this complex
compound, this second step
corresponds to a refrigerant
density of 75%, which is a
much higher refrigerant
density than is attainable
with any other sorption media.
Figure 2 shows refrigerant
densities for complex
compounds and other sorption
media. Summarizing, complex
compounds exhibit inherent
characteristics which make
them ideal adsorbents in heat
pump cycles:
1. A high usable refrigerant
mass per unit mass of
adsorbent.
2. A high energy of
adsorption and desorption.
3. Heat flows and composition
changes occur at constant
temperature.
The advantages of complex
compounds as described above
have been known for many
years. These advantages
however must be exploitable to
justify use of complex
compounds in actual commercial
and industrial equipment. The
most important criteria that
must be met in order to
exploit these advantages are:
1. Practical reaction rates
must be achievable with
economical solid-vapor
reaction heat exchange
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Figure 2. Useable refrigerant
densities.

hardware.
2. The compounds must be
stable and the
adsorption/desorption
repeatable over a large number
of cycles.

Rate Results
Rocky Research has

carried out extensive
experimental investigation [3]
into reactivities,
coordination properties, vapor
pressure, stability, and
cycleability of over 20
different complex compounds.
With the advice and
cooperation of refrigeration
equipment manufacturers, for
the first time technology has
been developed to economically
exploit the advantages of
these complex compounds.

Proprietary solid-vapor
reactor hardware has been
developed that gives reaction
rates nearly an order-of-
magnitude greater than can be
obtained by prior means
employed in attempts to use
zeolites, metal hydrides,
activated carbon, and complex
compounds as chemical
compressors in heat pumps. In

previous practice, reactions
are normally conducted with
the solid reactant poured in
powder form onto a heat
exchange surface or processed
in a carbonation, and then
exposed to refrigerant vapor
on the upper surface. Figure
3 shows a comparison between
the rates obtained with the
conventional method and those
obtained with the Rocky
Research heat exchange
hardware. Peak reaction rates
of less than 400 BTU/lb were
obtained with conventional
methodology, while power
densities up to 4,000 BTU/lb
were obtained with the
improved hardware. Rates as
high as 60 moles/mole-hr have
in fact been obtained.

Reaction rates shown in
Figure 3 were obtained with
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Figure 3. Power density of
complex-compound sorption
reactions.

18°F subcooling to drive the
reaction. This subcooling is
the difference between the
equilibrium temperature of the
complex compound at reaction
pressure and the temperature
of the heat transfer fluid
removing heat from the
adsorption reaction. Included
in the 18°F are heat transfer
from the fluid to heat
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exchange hardware (about 5°F).

Stability
The final criteria for

the utilization of complex
compounds is stability of the
complex compound. Rocky
Research has conducted
adsorption-desorptions on
CC180-1580 for over 12,000
cycles (appr. 4,000 to 6,000
operating hours) with no
apparent degradation of the
reaction rate. Figure 4 shows
rate data taken periodically
during the cycling process.

CC180-1580 CYCLIC TESTS
8-Mmute Adsorption Rates

?5

5

0

5

• • • •
1 •

TnousareK

Cycle HwtMt

Figure 4. Rate data as a
function of number cycles.

Cyclic testing over more
cycles and with other complex
compounds is required, but
these data indicate that the
possibility of long term
stability is high. No data so
far obtained has shown any
suggestions of stability
problems. Additionally, no
corrosion problems have been
encountered.

General
Figure 5 shows

schematically a single-effect
complex compound cycle.
(Single-effect cycles can be
combined using different
complex compounds into multi-
effect cycles, widening the
possible temperature range and
increasing COP.) At point 1
in the cycle, the top reactor

HMII»

H-taA

Evaporator

Figure 5. Cycle
description of a single-
effect complex compound
sorption cycle.

is heated, desorbing the
refrigerant and moving it at
nearly constant pressure to
point 2. The refrigerant is
then condensed and heat
extracted to point 3. Heat is
then input, evaporating the
refrigerant and reabsorbing it
onto the bottom reactor at
point 4, the reabsorption
taking place also at nearly
constant pressure. The top
and bottom reactors could
actually be a single reactor,
with the cycle then being
discontinuous in the time
interval between points 4 and
1 in the cycle.
Alternatively, two reactors
could be used, with
appropriate valving to provide
a time-continuous cycle.
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The Dual Temperature
Heat Pump System
Figure 6 is a schematic

of a current project design
soon to be installed in a
poultry processing plant that
has a need for 130° F cleaning
water and refrigeration at 15°
F. This heat pump will
function in the following
manner. Each set of reactors
is in a different operational
mode at any given time. While
one set is desorbing ammonia,
the other is adsorbing, and
vice versa.

Figure 6. Poultry plant
industrial heat pump.

Looking first at the
adsorbing pair, ammonia is
flowing into the reactors from
the plants 15° F intercooler
tank. Vapor pressure of the
complex compound is kept below
the pressure in the
intercooler by circulating
water in a tertiary heat
rejection loop. In this case,
water enters the reactors at
about 98° F and leaves at
about 124° F due to the
exothermic reaction that takes
place inside the reactor
cores. This circulating water
then travels to a condenser
and desuperheater which are
handling the ammonia flow out
of the desorbing reactors.
This further heats the fluid

stream to about 136° F.
Finally, the circulating water
passes through a steam
subcooler which was used in
this special case because the
steam plant uses an
atmospheric boiler condensate
return tank and the heat
remaining in the steam would
have been lost to atmospheric
flashing. The final step in
the circulation loop is to
transfer all the heat gathered
into the plants1 process hot
water supply stream before it
enters their existing heat
exchangers, thus providing 1
million btuh of useful preheat
to this system.

For the desorbing pair of
reactors, steam is used to
heat a tertiary water loop,
(adequate waste heat was
unavailable at this plant)
which in turn heats the core
of these reactors until the
complex compound in the
reactors is at a higher vapor
pressure than the high side of
their ammonia system, in this
case the high pressure
receivers. As this happens,
ammonia is desorbed off the
complex compounds and returned
to the system. As this is an
endothermic reaction, steam
must constantly be supplied to
support the desorption. Heat
is removed from the ammonia as
discussed above to augment the
water heating part of the
cycle and condense the
superheated vapor leaving the
reactors. A subcooler is also
used as this improves the
efficiency of the cycle and
provides additional hot water.

Once adsorption and
desorption are complete, the
cycle reverses itself by
modulation of thti three-way
valves shown. These valves
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divert flow so that the steam
water loop is now connected to
the reactors which were just
adsorbed and the hot water
generation loop is connected
to the reactors which were
just desorbed. A short
transition time is required to
change the temperature of the
reactor masses to those
temperatures amenable to the
adsorption and desorption to
follow. Water from the steam
heated (just desorbed)
reactors is diverted directly
to the process water heat
exchanger to cool the reactors
as fast as possible and to
avoid any potential
overpressure problems in the
ammonia heat exchangers. Once
the transition is complete,
the cycle repeats itself with
the role of each reactor set
now being reversed.

ECONOMICS
The complex compound

heat pump provides
simultaneous process heat and
refrigeration. First cost is
usually higher than cost of
conventional equipment and use
of the heat pump must be
justified based on payback.
First cost and payback is
sensitive to the size of the
installation for three
reasons: (1) cost of
peripheral equipment other
than the sorption beds is
smaller per unit of heat or
refrigeration delivered
because of economies of scale
for these items, (2)
installation and A&E costs are
lower per unit of heating in
larger sizes, and (3) larger
installations will require
more sorber modules and salt
and components can be
purchased in larger more
economical lots. First cost
and payback have been

estimated for an installation
providing 5 mmBtuh heat
delivery and a refrigeration
capacity of 110.5 tons.

Table I is a breakdown
of costs for peripheral
equipment (all required items
except sorbers) and
installation, (with
installation including
sorbers).

Table I. First cost of
all system components
excluding sorbers.

HEATING CAPACITY
_

Expansion tank 260 QSl
Water/water HX
NH3 desuperheater
NH3 condenser
NH3 subcooler
Steam heater
Steam condensate subcooler
121 steam traps
141 check valves €* $ 100
171 operated valves @ $600 i
121 Water pumps (
Misc piping and valves j

S

Installation and A&E (

mmStuh
i 300
J 2.790

J 6.760

i 1,270
6 4 0

2 6 0

4 0 0

3,600
1,600
7,000

23.600

26.000

TOTAL $ 4B.600

6mmBtA
$ 1,600
$ 13,960

$28,760

$ 3.360
$ 2.600
$ E00
$ 2,000
$ 7,000
$ 2,600
$26.000
$ 87,060

$73,000

$160,060

This first cost is based on
the system design presented
earlier for the 1 mmBtuh size
heat pump. These costs are
based on actual quotes, with
most prices coming from a
major ammonia refrigeration
A&E company and quotes from
Standard Refrigeration.

Increasing installation
size from 1 mmBtuh to 5
mmBthuh heating capacity
increases cost from $<8,500 to
$160,050. Cost per million
Btu/h in the larger size is
$32,000, or about 66% of the
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smaller installation. Most of
the economy of scale results
from installation and
piping/valving costs.

Rocky Research has
developed a standardized
method for costing sorbers
based on salt holding
capacity, with costs being
generated per pound of salt
contained within the sorber.
Typically costs are determined
for fairly small sorber
modules 2• diameter by 8'
long, holding approximately
500 pounds of salt. For all
currently planned field
testing in heat pump and
thermal energy storage
systems, this is the largest
module envisioned; larger
modules may further reduce
cost.

The final estimate for
sorber cost, (including 15%
profit), is $6.07/pound of
salt. An installation of 5
mmBtuh heating capacity
requires 7500 pounds of salt,
giving a total estimated
sorber cost of $45,525.
Combining sorber costs and all
other costs gives systems
costs of $205,575 for 5
mmBtuh, which is equal to
$41,115 per mmBtuh, (or 71% of
the smaller system's cost per
unit of heat delivery.)

The complex compound
sorber pairs basically replace
the compressor, and in general
the sorber bank and associated
piping and controls are
compared in first cost to the
compressor. However, in the
poultry plant installation,
condenser temperature and
pressure is elevated to
provide heating, so existing
refrigeration system
condensers and desuperheaters

cannot be used. The condenser
and desuperheater installed
with the complex compound
system do displace system
capacity requirements, so a
credit for avoided cost of
condensers and desuperheaters
is justified. The complex
compound system also replaces
process heating equipment and
reduces required boiler
capacity, so credit for
avoided costs associated with
these items is also justified.
Table II shows the justifiable
avoided cost items - which

Table II. Equivalent
components for first-cost
comparison.

JUSTIFIED FIRST COST COMPARISON

COM PLE JLCQMEQUN D
COMPONENTS

5orber bank

Coodenser

Desuperheater

Subcooter

CONVENTIONAL-SYSTEM
COUPOHFNTS AVOIDED RV

COMPLEX-COMPOUND HEAT PUMP

Compressors
100* of heating system
3056 of boiler capacity

Condenser capacity

Desuperheater

Subcooler

would be used for a new
installation or a large
installation made to
significantly increase
capacity - and the avoided
cost used in one of the
economic evaluations presented
herein. Ammonia compressors
for refrigeration at 15°F cost
about $250/ton installed.
Avoided cost for which credit
is taken. Avoided compressor
cost for the 5mmBtuh heating
system which also provides
110.5 tons of refrigeration is
$27,500.

Operation of the complex
compound heat pump provides
110.5 tons of refrigeration
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and 5 mmBtuh of process heat
while consuming 3,685,000 Btuh
of steam. The conventional
approach—steam heaters and
vapor compression
refrigeration—requires 5
ramBtuh of steam and 110.5 kW
electricity to meet the same
duty. Table III shows
operating cost calculations

Table III. Operating costs for
conventional systems and a
complex compound heat pump,
both providing 110.5 tons of
refrigeration at 15 °F and 5
mmBtuh process heat.

CONVENTONAL SYSTEM ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
VAPOR COMPRESSION

ifcW/TONi SO-06/tWH [110.5«D06"74B8J

POWER DEMAND AT 58 OOltW (11O.5«8«12]
HOT WAT ER HEATING WIT h STEAM

5 mmCthuh STEAM AT S0.3VTHERM
& 85* BOILER EFFICIENCY (5»3 1010 85" 748B]

TOTAL CONVENTIONAL OPERATING COST

COMPLEX-COMPOUND HEAT PUMP OPERATING COSTS
3 685minBtuhSTEAM(l 35COPh)[0 ?37«3 I/85](7<18B)

OPERATING SAVINGS

J49.645/YEAR

J10.608IYEAP.

1136.545/TEAR
J196.798/YEAR

J100.634/YEAR

J96.164IYEAB

for the conventional system
and for the complex compound
heat pump system using annual
average utility rates of
$0.06/kWh for electrical
energy, $8/kW monthly demand
charge, and $0.31/therm
($3.10/mmBtuh) for gas. An
85% boiler efficiency (gas to
steam) and 7488 operating
hours per year are also used.
Annual operating hours are
basea on the poultry plants
normal schedule of 24
hours/day, 6 days/week.
Annual operating costs are
$196,798/year for the
conventional refrigeration and
heating systems, and
$100,634/year for the complex
compound system. Operating

cost savings are $96,164/year,
which is equal to 49% of the
conventional system operating
expenses.

Table IV. Utility rates used
for payback calculations.

PHILADELPHIA
LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK
WASHINGTON DC
PHOENIX
DETBOIT
ATLANTA
MIAMI
BOSTON
DALLAS
ZEELAND.MICH
CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS
SEATTLE
DENVER

Power
VkWri

10.11013
10.09631
to 06946
JO 06600
10.08116
10.07496
10 08045
10.045 7B
10,05690
10.0413D
10 06000
10 04035
10.03204
10.02670
10.33369

Oemand
VkW

•0.000
110.000
125 380
19.050
11.640
112.150
to ooo
16 250
118.870
17 740
IB 000
111.640
18130
tD.DOD
19 315

Gos
SUtherm

10.69585
10.57763
tO 56474
10.63014
10 52900
SO 47968
10 45374
1059062
10 37150
10 50729
10 31000
10 29670
10.3529?
1040484
10.30306

Demand
Months

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
1?
12
5
5
5

Simple payback is
calculated by dividing the
cost premium of the complex
compound heat pump (first cost
less avoided cost) by the
annual operating cost savings.
The 5 mmBtuh heating system
with $6.07/lb sorber cost has
a system cost of $205,575.
With $27,500 avoided cost for
compressors, the cost premium
is $178,075. A $178,075 cost
premium with $96,164 annual
operating savings shows a 1.85
year payback.

Payback periods were also
calculated for various utility
rate structures and different
first cost scenarios.
Commercial and industrial
utility rates were obtained
from Gas Research Institute
for 14 cities.

Payback periods were
calculated for 3 first-cost
scenarios: (1) 5 mmBthu
heating capacity with sorber
costs of $6.07/lb salt, and
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avoided compressor costs only,
(2) 5 itunBtuh heating capacity
with sorber costs arbitrarily
doubled to $12.14/lb salt to
conservatively cover all
uncertainties in the cost
estimation and avoided
compressor costs, (3) for a
new installation or major
capacity expansion for which
credit for all avoided costs
is taken. Results of these
calculations are plotted in
Figure 7. Fcr all cost
scenarios, a maximum of three

Complex compound IHP payback

CITY

Figure 7. Payback periods
for various cities, using
utility rate data from
Table IV.

cities show payback periods
greater than 3 years. These
are cities with low electrical
energy prices combined with
lower than average demand
charges. Gas-fired equipment
is not expected to be
economical in cities such as
Seattle with a large
hydroelectric power generation
base. The large majority of
the population base,
especially the midwest where
most food-processing plants
are located, show payback
periods between 1 and 3 years
for all cost scenarios.
Shorter paybacks will be
realized for large or new
installations where avoided

boiler and heating system
first costs are included.
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